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INTRODUCTION
The study at hand has been undertaken with the express aim of demonstrating that the choice
of grammar, words, stylistic devices, and – of paramount importance – the fundamental,
underlying motifs in the anonymous “Helmsman of Lake Erie” are in complete agreement
with the writings of James Fenimore Cooper.
An empirical investigation of Cooper’s writings is admittedly a massive undertaking. When
the project was begun several years ago, it was not without warning voices claiming the
futility of such a venture and pointing out that what I was attempting to prove ran
diametrically counter to anything “we know about Cooper.” This analyst has on several
occasions been surprised by the superficial reading some well-known critics have been guilty
of, and in the belief that numerous phrases and formulations by a writer such as Cooper
simply cannot, in all instances, be consciously retained even by the best of critics, this study
was launched.
The analysis of Cooper’s writings compared with “The Helmsman” reveals a multitude of
correspondences characteristic of the way Cooper approached writing and the themes that he
worked and reworked.
The approach I have taken is based on the notion of a “signature” or a “fingerprint.” There
must be certain unique elements in the anonymous “The Helmsman of Lake Erie” that reflect
upon only one writer. As starting points, 109 representative words, expressions, or
grammatical structures have been chosen from the 1300-word sketch. Due to the length of
some of the expressions, however, the actual number of entries has multiplied.
The amazing literary impact of the tale of John Maynard, the heroic wheelsman who
sacrificed his life to save the passengers and crew of his steamer, cannot be underestimated.
Only days following publication in the Baltimore Sun, no less a national figure than
Benjamin Brown French, who at the time was the Chief Clerk of the House of
Representatives in Washington, D. C., was moved to create the first ballad of the anonymous
sketch. The electrifying power of the tale of John Maynard was not even diminished in the

diluted Gough version, in circulation from 1860 and suppressing the original 1845 version.
When Horatio Alger, Junior, first heard the tale in the abridged Gough version at a church
service “one Sunday in the summer of 1866” [cf. Horatio Alger, Jr., “How I Came to Write ‘John
Maynard,’” in The Writer, vol. 8, 1895, pp. 182-183], he immediately sought the text and set to work
on his own famous ballad. In Germany, through the mediation of Emil Rittershaus, who had
already composed the first Lake Erie ballad in the German language, though not of John
Maynard, both Theodor Fontane and Ada Linden [her actual name was Luise Förster] produced
their own John Maynard ballads in the 1880’s.
Without wishing to claim that a rendering by Fontane or Alger is not a work of poetic beauty
in its own right, this analyst would like to point out that the later versions, whether in prose
(Gough) or poetry (French, the anonymous “Josephine,” Alger, Linden, and Fontane), which,
as a reworking of the original, are, in a sense, “translations,” reflect positively upon their
origins. Cooper, when referring to translations, made the following statement:
“…but after all a translation is perhaps one of the best tests of genius, for though bad
translations abound, if there is stuff in the original, it will find its way even into one of
these.”
Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine (Cooper Edition/SUNY), Letter XIV, p. 140.
The rich literary legacy of “The Helmsman” must bear proof of the fact that “there is stuff in
the original.” The undeniable fact of spectacular national and international reception and
reworking should also serve to take the wind out of the sails of those critics who would
impetuously slough off “The Helmsman” as a “day-fly” or “ephemera,” i.e., literature of
only minor importance, “here today and gone tomorrow.”
The 1845 “Helmsman” has two basic renderings, which have been termed “A”and “B”. The
“B”-version [=beginning with the Baltimore Sun] provides glaring examples of significant
deletions and words that have obviously been altered. The final discovery in October 2018 of
first publication of the sketch on British soil in The Church of England Magazine (June 7,
1845, London, England), whose text coincides with the first American publication in The
Poughkeepsie Journal and Eagle (July 19, 1845, Poughkeepsie, New York), confirms the Arendering as the original.
Should the obvious question be put, “Doesn’t the fact that first publication was in Britain
suggest that the author himself was British?”, the answer can only read, “No, the anonymous
author was a professional American writer with far-flung international publishing
connections.” Indeed, the choice of Britain in the very bosom of the Anglican Church was a
calculated ploy to ensure that anonymity. Cooper, who in spite of his Quaker origins,
dedicated throughout his life time and effort to the Episcopal Church (he became a confirmed
member only shortly before his death) was especially influenced by his devout wife, Susan,
and her brother, William Heathcote DeLancey (1797-1865), who was the first bishop of the
Episcopal Diocese of Western New York. To answer the question where he hid his
manuscripts, Cooper jokingly responded, “Thieves never touch a bible” (Letters and Journals,
#941, To Richard Bentley, April 25,1848). The Church of England Magazine in London, England,
offered both the security of a Family Bible and the appropriate distance from the Whig
newspapers of the United States. As Cooper had already pointed out in his difficult allegory,
The Monikins (1835), a clever way to avoid discovery of a manuscript which should indeed
remain anonymous, was the ruse of publication abroad (The Monikins, “Introduction,” explaining
how and why the author obtained the Englishman Householder’s manuscript of The Monikins: “…the distance
of America from my place of residence will completely save me from ridicule.”) For an in-depth account of

the time lines in the literary linkage and fusion of the Erie and Swallow steamboat disasters,
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the passage of the manuscript to England and return, together with Cooper’s choice of
England, refer to “Two Transatlantic Passages: The Convoluted Path of ‘The Helmsman of
Lake Erie’ to Poughkeepsie” in Johnmaynard.net under Prose Versions of the Story:
Anonymous.
Regarding the language comparison at hand, There is always the question as to what should
be included in such an investigation. In some cases, for instance, the same thought may be
couched in a surprisingly different formulation than expected. Which is more important? The
same words in a non-“Helmsman” context, or the proper context but not the same words?
Consider the following example:
“The Wahcondah made me like these you see waiting for a Dahcotah judgement, but
fair and foul has coloured me darker than the skin of a fox. What of that!
Though the bark is ragged and riven, the heart of the tree is sound.”
The Prairie, The Library of America, Ch. XXVIII, p. 1235;
Cooper Edition/SUNY: pp. 313-314; April 1827: London;
May 1827: Philadelphia.

“Old John Maynard was at the wheel; a bluff, weather-beaten sailor, tanned by many
a burning summer day, and by many a [A: “winter” // B: “wintery” ] tempest.”
“The Helmsman of Lake Erie,” lines 43-46, July/Aug..
1845

Although both “tanned” and “weather-beaten” are frequent in Cooper and are used for
outdoorsmen and sailors, the delightful sentence from The Prairie has been included in this
study.
As a preview of the rich literary texture of “The Helmsman,” four examples are provided.
A) A verbatim quote has been found of the nautical jargon as to the directions of the
Jersey. This quote is a “fingerprint” pointing to Cooper. Only one other instance by
another writer has been found: William Makepeace Thackeray in 1853, eight years
after publication of “The Helmsman.”
HELMSMAN:
“How’s her head?” shouted the captain..”
“West-sou-west,” answered Maynard.
“Keep her sou’ and by west,” cried the captain. (lines 107-110)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
“How’s her head?”
“West-south-west, sir.”
(Homeward Bound – Cambridge Scholars Publishing Classic Texts
[henceforth CSPCT], vol. 18, Ch. VI , p. 52, 1838) [Cf. Entry #71]

B) That Cooper took a keen interest in Dickens’s criticism of America can be seen in
the following quote from Martin Chuzzlewit, in which the selfishness Dickens
described is turned “upside down” in John Maynard’s selfless sacrifice:
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HELMSMAN:
“…the cry of the captain, “The women first, and then every man for himself,
and God for us all. And they were the last sounds he heard.” (lines 151-152)
CHARLES DICKENS:
Tom, Tom! The man in all this world most confident in his sagacity and
shrewdness; the man in all this world most proud of his distrust of other men,
and having most to show in gold and silver as the gains belonging to his
creed; the meekest favourer of that wise doctrine, Every man for himself, and
God for us all (there being high wisdom in the thought that the Eternal Majesty
of Heaven ever was, or can be, on the side of selfish lust and love!); shall never
find, oh, never find, be sure of that, the time come home to him, when all his
wisdom is an idiot's folly, weighed against a simple heart!
The Life and Adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit. Edited with an Introduction and
notes by Patricia Ingham (London: Penguin Books, 2002), Ch. 39, p. 582; Jan.
1843-July 1844. [Cf. Entry #97]

C) The likelihood that Cooper may indeed have been influenced in his pivotal
theological argument for self-sacrifice by Honoré de Balzac’s Christ in Flanders
(1831) cannot be overlooked. Cf. “James Fenimore Cooper’s The Headsman; or, The
Abbaye des Vignerons and The Legend of Arnold von Winkelried: John Maynard’s European Roots,”
Section XIII, “A Model of the Model?,” pp. 26-28:
http://homepage.johnmaynard.net/Headsman.pdf

HELMSMAN:
“and the secret of his honesty to his neighbors, was his love of God.” lines 55-57
HONORE DE BALZAC:
« Puis une pauvresse, ayant un bissac presque vide, vieille et ridée, en haillons,
type de malheur et d’insouciance gisait sur le bec de la barque, accroupie dans
un gros paquet de cordages. Un des rameurs, vieux marinier, qui l’avait
connue belle et riche, l’avait fait entrer suivant l’admirable diction du peuple,
pour l’amour de Dieu. » [Balzac’s emphasis]
Jésus-Christ en Flandres in Études Philosophiques par M. DE
BALZAC, Tome XXII (Paris : Librairie de Werdot, 1836), p. 11.

“A beggar woman, old, wrinkled, and clad in rags, was crouching, with her
almost empty wallet, on a great coil of rope that lay in the prow. One of the
rowers, an old sailor, who had known her in the days of her beauty and
prosperity, had let her come in ‘for the love of God,’ in the beautiful phrase
the common people use.” Honoré de Balzac, Christ in Flanders [unspecified
translator] (Milton Keynes UK: Lightning Source UK Ltd, 28 September 2009: ISBN 1-43851123-X), p. 13.
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[Cf. Entry #52]

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
“It is one thing to be a deacon, and another to be devoted to the love of God,
and to that love of our species which we are told is the consequence of a love
of the Deity.”
The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Vol. 33, Ch. II, p. 17, April 1849

D) Cooper’s decision to write martitime novels, beginning with The Pilot, was
motivated at least in part by his disenchantment with Sir Walter Scott’s The Pirate,
published in 1821. A minor figure assumes almost heroic proportions in the final
chapters (Chapters 31-41) of Scott’s The Pirate: a common sailor names Dick
Fletcher. This proper name, apart from that of John Maynard, accounts for the second
and only instance of a character’s full name being provided in “The Helmsman of
Lake Erie.”
HELMSMAN:
The land was about ten miles off, when the captain, coming up from his cabin,
cried to a sailor: “Dick Fletcher, What’s all that smoke I see coming out from
the hold?”
It’s from the engine-room, Sir, I guess,” said the man.
“Down with you, then, and let me know.”
The sailor began descending the ladder by which you go to the hold; but
scarcely had he disappeared beneath the deck, when up he came with much
greater speed.
“The hold’s on fire, Sir,” he said to the captain, who by this time was standing
close to him. Poughkeepsie Journal & Eagle (July 19, 1845), lines 59-72
Dick Fletcher was an obedient soul, who took orders and did the bidding of Jack
Bunce, who preferred using the more distinguished name Frederick Altamont.
Following Fletcher’s death scene (he “expired without a groan”), Bunce can say:
“I have lost the best follower” –and he again wiped his eye. (Ch. 50)
Dick Fletcher’s “obituary” in Scott’s novel:
“A bull-dog, “he [Cleveland] said, “of the true British breed, and, with a
better counselor, would have been a better man.” (Ch. 50)
Just as Dick Fletcher dutifully obeyed Bunce in The Pirate, why not have a Dick
Fletcher do his captain’s bidding in “The Helmsman?”
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Who is John Maynard? John Maynard can be many men and many heroes in Cooper’s
works. One need not look far to find a “little man,” an unpolished diamond in the rough, with
the potential of a giant. The intertwining motifs of “the inherently good man, independent of
social station, wealth or education” “the guileless man, who can “feel God’s presence” in the
serenity of a virgin forest, the laborer who toils without grumbling, “the benevolent man,”
who is cheerful and helps when he can, i.e., the common man who can and will die for what
he believes is right and who sees himself as bound by his “love of God”/ » l’amour de
Dieu » to help others if he can, these motifs constitute the hallmarks of Cooper’s heroes, and
are used again and again. As the quintessential arbiter of what America’s past should give to
her future, and what Americans, regardless of race and gender, should and could be, Cooper
was his country’s myth-builder, her paragon “Pathfinder,” who could guide his nation to her
national identity and consciousness of what America was all about.
Yvor Winters’ reading suggestions are, perhaps, still relevant:
“For the American who desires a polite education in his own literature, the five novels
of the Leatherstocking series [The Pioneers (1823), The Last of the Mohicans (1826),
The Prairie (1827), The Pathfinder (1840), and The Deerslayer (1841)] are
indispensible, as are the first two Littlepage novels [Satanstoe (1845) and The
Chainbearer (1845)], The Bravo (1831), and The Water-Witch (1830). For the
American who desires an education historical as well as literary, and richly literary
instead of superficially, the entire work should be exhumed. It is a mass of fragments,
no doubt; but the fragments are those of a civilization.”
Yvor Winters, In Defense of Reason (Athens, Ohio: Swallow Press/Ohio University Press,
1937, Reprinted 1987), in “Fenimore Cooper, or the Ruins of Time,” pp. 198-199.

The language comparison that follows is a study of those fragments. They may be regarded
as pieces of an intellectual puzzle, which, when fitted together, constitute a picture of startling
beauty. The picture is of Western Civilization, both American and European, and the
outcome, as Winters suggests, cannot fail to be enriching.

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Prominent words, expressions, or grammatical constructions have been chosen from “The
Helmsman.” The entries are of varying complexity – some being relatively simple and
straightforward; others requiring multiple searches from various angles in an attempt to pin
them down.
This analysis of language will be updated at regular intervals. Due to Cooper’s prolific
output, this study, which entails a detailed investigation of Cooper’s works, will require a
number of years, enjoyably spent, before achieving completion.
Entries will generally begin with a summary of the findings, followed by the individual
quotations.

CFor the sake of brevity, “The Helmsman of Lake Erie” will often be referred to as “[The]
Helmsman.”

NORMAN BARRY
BAD SCHUSSENRIED, GERMANY
UPDATED MARCH 2021
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It was on a pleasant May morning that a
steam-vessel was riding at anchor, opposite the
town of Buffalo, on lake Erie. You
know, I dare say, that Erie is one of those
sea- lakes for which America is so famous;
and, as you stand on its shore, and see the
green waves dashing in one after another, you
might well think that you were looking at the
green ocean itself. The Jersey – for that was
the name of the steamer – was dressed out
with many bright flags: the Blue Peter, the
signal of immediate sailing, was at her mainmast-head: porters were hurrying along the
narrow quay that juts out into the lake; boatmen quarreling with each other for passengers; travellers hurrying backwards and forwards to look for their luggage; friends shaking hands, and bidding each other farewell;
idlers lounging about, with their hands in
their pockets; car-drivers jangling for a larger fare; and all the various kinds of bustle
and confusion that attend the departure of a
packet from a watering place.

It was on a pleasant May morning that a
Steam-vessel was riding at anchor, opposite
the town of Buffalo, on lake Erie. You
know, I dare say, that Erie is one of those
sea-lakes for which America is so famous;
and, as you stand on its shore, and see the
green waves dashing in one after another, you
might well think that you were looking at the
green ocean itself. The Jersey – for that was
the name of the steamer – was dressed gaily out
with many bright flags: the Blue Peter, the signal
of immediate sailing, was at her mainmasthead: porters were hurrying along the narrow quay
that juts out into the lake; boatmen
quarrelling with each other for passengers;
travellers hurrying backwards and forwards
to look for their luggage; friends shaking
hands, and bidding each other farewell;
idlers lounging about, with their hands in their
pockets; car-drivers jangling for a larger fare;
and all the various kinds of bustle
and confusion that attend the departure of a packet
from a watering-place.

But presently the anchor was heaved, the
paddles began to turn, the sails were set, and,
leaving a broad track of foam behind her, the
Jersey stood westward, and held on her course
for the town of Erie. It was a bright blue
day; and, as hour after hour went by, some
mingled in the busy conversation on politics;
some sat apart, and calculated the gains of the
shop or the counting-house, some were wrapped up in the book with which they were engaged; and one or two, with whom time

But presently the anchor was heaved, the
paddles began to turn, the sails were set, and,
leaving a broad track of foam behind her, the
Jersey stood westward, and held on her course
for the town of Erie. It was a bright blue
day; and, as hour after hour went by, some
mingled in the busy conversation on politics;
some sat apart, and calculated the gains of the
shop or the counting-house; some were wrapped up in the book with which they were engaged; and one or two, with whom time
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seemed to hang heavily, composed themselves
to sleep. In short, one and all were like men
who thought that, let danger come to them
when it might, at least it would not be that
day.

seemed to hang heavily, composed themselves
to sleep. In short, one and all were like men
who thought that, let danger come to them
when it might, at least it would not be that
day.
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It drew towards four in the afternoon, and
the steamer, which had hitherto been keeping
the middle of the lake, stood southwards; Erie,
the place to which it was bound, lying on the
southern side. Old John Maynard was at
the wheel; a bluff, weather-beaten sailor,
tanned by many a burning summer day, and
by many a winter tempest. He had truly
learnt to be content with his situation: none
could ever say that they had heard him repine at his hard labor and scanty pay. He had,
in the worst times, a cheerful word and a kind
look for those with whom he was thrown:
cast, often enough, into bad company, he
tried, at least, and generally succeeded, to
say or do something for its good. He was
, from one end of lake Erie to the other, by the name of honest John Maynard; and
the secret of his honesty to his neighbors, was
his love of God.

It drew towards four in the afternoon, and
the steamer, which had hitherto been keeping
the middle of the lake, stood southwards. Erie,
the place to which it was bound, lying on the
southern side. Old John Maynard was at
the wheel; a bluff, weather beaten sailor,
tanned by many a burning summer day, and by
many a winter tempest. He had truly
learnt to be content with his situation: none
could ever say that they had heard him repine at his hard labor and scanty pay. He had,
in the worst times, a cheerful word and a kind look
for those with whom he was thrown:
cast, often enough, into bad company, he
tried, at least, and generally succeeded, to
say or do something for its good. He was
known, from one end of lake Erie to the other, by the name of honest John Maynard; and
the secret of his honesty to his neighbors was
his love of God.

The land was about ten miles off, when the
captain, coming up from his cabin, cried to a
sailor: “Dick Fletcher, What’s all that smoke
I see coming out from the hold?”

The land was about ten miles off, when the
captain, coming up from his cabin, cried to a
sailor: – “Dick Fletcher, What’s all that smoke
I see coming out from the hold?”

"It’s from the engine-room, Sir, I guess,”
said the man.

“Its from the engine room, sir, I guess,” said
the man.
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“Down with you, then, and let me know.”

“Down with you, then, and let me know.”

The sailor began descending the ladder by
which you go to the hold; but scarcely had
he disappeared beneath the deck, when up he
came with much greater speed.

The sailor began descending the ladder by
which you go to the hold; but scarcely had
he disappeared beneath the deck, when up he
came with much greater speed.

“The hold’s on fire, Sir,” he said to the
captain, who by this time was standing close
to him.

“The hold’s on fire, sir,” he said to the
captain, who by this time was standing close
to him.

The captain rushed down, and found the
account too true. Some sparks had fallen on
a bundle of tow: no one had seen the accident; and now not only much of the luggage,
but the sides of the vessel were in a smouldering flame.

The captain rushed down, and found the
account too true. Some sparks had fallen on
a bundle of tow: no one had seen the accident; and now not only much of the luggage,
but the sides of the vessel were in a smouldering flame.

All hands, passengers as well as sailors,
were called together; and two lines being
made, one on each side of the hold, buckets
of water were passed and repassed; they were
filled from the lake, they flew along a line of
ready hands, were dashed hissing on the
burning mass, and then passed on to the oth-

All hands, passengers as well as sailors,
were called together; and two lines being
made, one on each side of the hold, buckets
of water were passed and repassed; they were
filled from the lake, they flew along a line of
ready hands, were dashed hissing on the
burning mass, and then passed on to the oth-
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er side to be refilled. For some few moments, it seemed as if the flames were subdued.

er side to be refilled. For some few moments, it seemed as if the flames were subdued.

In the meantime the women on board were
clustering round John Maynard, the only
man unemployed who was capable of answering their questions. “How far is it to land?”
“How long shall we be getting in?” “Is it
very deep?” “Is there no boat?” “Can
they see us from shore?” The helmsman
answered as well as he could. There was no
boat: it had been left at Buffalo to be mended: they might be seven miles from shore:
they would probably be in in forty minutes:
he could not tell how far the fire had reached.
“But, to speak the truth,” he added, “we are
all in great danger; and I think if there were
less talking, and a little more praying, it
would be the better for us, and none the worse
for the boat.”

In the meantime the women on board were
clustering round John Maynard, the only man
unemployed who was capable of answering their questions. “How far is it to land?”
“How long shall we be getting in?” “Is it
very deep?” “Is there no boat?” Can
they see us from shore?” The helmsman answered
as well as he could. There was no
boat: it had been left at Buffalo to be mended:
they might be seven miles from shore; they
would probably be in in forty minutes; he could
not tell how far the fire had reached.
“But, to speak the truth,” he added, “we are
all in great danger, and I think if there were
a little less talking, and a little more praying, it
would be the better for us, and none the worse
for the boat.”

“How’s her head?” shouted the captain.

“How’s her head?” shouted the captain.

“West-sou’-west, Sir,” answered Maynard.

“West-sou’-west, sir,” answered Maynard.

“Keep her sou and by west,” cried the
captain.
“We must go on shore any where.”
It happened that a draft of wind drove back
the flames, which soon began to blaze up
more furiously against the saloon; and the
partition betwix’ it and the hold was soon on
fire. Then long wreaths of smoke began to
find their way through the skylight; and the
captain seeing this, ordered all the women
forward. The engineer put on his utmost
steam; the American flag was run up, and
reversed, in token of distress; water was flung
over the sails, to make them hold the wind.
And still John Maynard stood by the wheel,
though now he was cut off by a sheet of smoke
and flame, from the ship’s crew.
Greater and greater grew the heat; the engineers fled from the engine-room: the passengers were clustering round the vessel’s bow,
the sailors were sawing planks on which to
lash the women: the boldest were throwing
off their coats and waistcoats, and preparing
for one long struggle for life. And still the coast
grew plainer and plainer; the paddles,
as yet, worked well; they could not be more
than a mile from the shore; and boats were
even now starting to their assistance.
“John Maynard!” cried the captain.

“Keep her sou’ and by west,” cried the captain.
“We must go on shore anywhere.”
It happened that a draft of wind drove back
the flames, which soon began to blaze up
more furiously against the saloon; and the
partition betwixt it and the hold was soon on
fire. Then long wreaths of smoke began to
find their way through the sky-light; and the
captain, seeing this, ordered all the women
forward. The engineer put on his utmost
steam: the American flag was run up, and
reversed, in token of distress; water was flung
over the sails, to make them hold the wind.
And still John Maynard stood by the wheel,
though now he was cut off, by a sheet of smoke
and flame, from the ship’s crew.
Greater and greater grew the heat: the engineers fled from the engine-room: the passengers were clustering round the vessel’s bow;
the sailors were sawing planks on which to
lash the women: the boldest were throwing
off their coats and waistcoats, and preparing
for one long struggle for life. And still the coast
grew plainer and plainer: the paddles,
as yet, worked well: they could not be more
than a mile from the shore; and boats were
even now starting to their assistance.
“John Maynard!” cried the captain.
“Aye, aye, Sir!” said John.

“Aye, aye, Sir!” said John.
“Can you hold on five minutes longer?”
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“Could you hold on five minutes longer?”
“I’ll try, sir.”
“I’ll try, Sir.”
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And he did try; the flames came nearer and
nearer; a sheet of smoke would sometimes almost suffocate him; his hair was singed; his
blood seemed on fire with the great heat.
Crouching as far back as he could, he held the
wheel firmly with his left hand, till the flesh
shrivelled, and the muscles cracked in the
flame; and then he stretched forth his right,
and bore the agony without a scream or a groan.
It was enough for him that he heard the cheer
of the sailors to the approaching boats; the
cry of the captain, “the women first, and
then every man for himself, and God for us
all.” And they were the last sounds that he
heard. How he perished was not known,
whether dizzied by the smoke, he lost his footing in endeavoring to come forward, and fell
overboard, or whether he was suffocated by
the dense smoke, his comrades could not tell.
At the moment the vessel struck, the boats
were at her side; the passengers, sailors, and
captain leaped into them, or swam for their
lives: all, save he to whom they owed everything, escaped.
He had died the death of a Christian hero –
I had almost said, of a martyr; his spirit was
commended into his Father’s hands, and his
body sleeps in peace by the green side of lake
Erie.

And he did try: the flames came nearer and
nearer; a sheet of smoke would sometimes almost suffocate him; his hair was singed; his
blood seemed on fire with the great heat.
Crouching as far back as he could, he held the
wheel firmly with his left hand, till the flesh
shrivelled, and the muscles cracked in the
flame; and then he stretched forth his right,
and bore the agony without a scream or a groan.
It was enough for him that he heard the cheer
of the sailors to the approaching boats; the
cry of the captain, “The women first, and
then every man for himself, and God for us
all.” And they were the last sounds that he
heard. How he perished was not known:
whether, dizzied by the smoke, he lost his footing in endeavouring to come forward, and fell
overboard, or whether he was suffocated by
the dense smoke, his comrades could not tell.
At the moment the vessel struck the boats
were at her side: passengers, sailors, and
captain leaped into them, or swam for their
lives; all, save he to whom they owed every
thing, escaped.
He had died the death of a Christian hero –
I had almost said, of a martyr; his spirit was
commended into his Father’s hands, and his
body sleeps in peace by the green side of lake
Erie.
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INVENTORY OF WORDS,
EXPRESSIONS, GRAMMATICAL CONSTRUCTIONS,
AND STYLISTIC DEVICES
PART I
LINES 1-23 :
A) TITLE
B) AMERICA’S “SEA-LAKES” PRAISED AND DESCRIBED
C) BUSTLING BUFFALO HARBOUR SCENE BEFORE DEPARTURE OF THE JERSEY

1)

“HELMSMAN”

The role of the Helmsman in Cooper’s works is of central importance. As might be expected,
a “helmsman” is a guide upon whom all on board his vessel are dependent. It is an inherent
feature of a helmsman that the lives of others depend on his experience and skill. Cooper’s
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use of the “helmsman” motif goes far beyond the context of a nautical setting. Natty
Bumppo’s role as a scout, particularly, in The Last of the Mohicans and in The Pathfinder,
must also be included in this genre. Thus whether on land or at sea, Cooper effectively makes
use of an extraordinary leader, one who stands out among his fellow creatures as embodying
such attributes as courage, endurance, and – obviously – the willingness to risk his life for the
sake of others. Also, snow and ice should not be overlooked; e.g., the old mountain guide
Pierre Dumont in The Headsman , or the young men Guert Ten Eyck and Corny Littlepage in
Satanstoe during their outing on the frozen Hudson River, or the deeply religious old mariner
Stephen Stimson, on an island close to the Antarctic Circle, in The Sea Lions.
The Helmsman is the one who takes passengers and crew to “safe anchorage:” in this
example, “the shores of America” (Section D, #2). He can avert danger (Section C). He
obeys orders (Section B). He is “vigilant” and “alert.” A man of great experience and no
longer young (“his hairs were grey”), he can keep watch for long hours without sleep (Section
H, #2). He is proud of his profession (Section F, #1) and is relied on by the crew (Section A,
#5). Even till his life is snuffed out, he holds fast “to the spokes” of the wheel: “The true
mariner always clings to the helm while life lasts” (Section A, #1). Although his position is
essential to bring his ship out of harm’s way, he is described as “a simple helmsman” (Section
J, #2).
Long Tom Coffin, the “cockswain” [=coxswain] of The Pilot, stands out as one of the earliest,
most successful, and dynamic figures in this genre. Harvey Birch, General George
Washington’s noble counter-spy in The Spy, himself becomes a guide who even leads the
young royalist soldier, Captain Henry Wharton, to safety. It should also not be forgotten that
it was the peddler Birch who saved Henry’s sister Sarah from the flames of their burning
house. Birch’s belief that Sarah had been spared an agonizing death is recorded as follows:
“God be praised,” ejaculated the preserver of Sarah; “it would have been a dreadful
death to have died.” The Spy: A Tale of the Neutral Ground – Michigan Edition, Ch. XXII, p.358
Both a positive and a negative metaphor of the Helmsman and his Vessel can be found in
several of Cooper’s works.
A negative picture of a demagogic “helmsman” is to be found in The Chainbearer (Nov.
1845). The easy manipulation of voters in a “democracy” is compared to “the vessel that
obeys her helm.” The metaphor is a critical portrayal of politicians who can create majorities
out of minorities. The “vessel” almost appears as a “dumb beast” that can be driven in any
direction by a cunning demagogue. The “helmsman” in this case hardly exhibits virtuous
qualities, but has his own selfish interests at heart. The notion of a “ship of state,” however
misguided, is apparent. One of Cooper’s greatest fears in the new democracy was that of
manipulation of the masses by unscrupulous demagogues.
Then there is the short story “The Lake Gun” (1850), a singular tale with the motif of the
“Wandering Jew” in the form of a North American Indian, who is punished for his evil doings
by being changed into a tree that is doomed to navigate Lake Seneca in Central New York
State for “a thousand winters.” This is the second instance of an allegorical treatment in the
negative sense. The trapped spirit of the transformed Indian becomes a “helmsman”:
“…What does the old chap do but shift his helm, and make for the west shore.” The
“helmsman,” once a chieftain of the Senecas, had deceived his people and not respected the
laws of Manitou. He was condemned to navigate a “floating tree” instead of his nation. The
short story is clearly allegorical and, again, points an accusing finger at the potential of
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demagogues using the American people (not just Native Americans) as marionettes. The
metaphors of “ship of state” with a malicious “helmsman of the nation” are implicit.
A third metaphorical usage suggestive of the helmsman as steering the “ship of state” is to be
found much earlier in The Heidenmauer (1832). In this entry, the helmsman, who would
“instruct the world,” must “act on the public mind like the unseen rudder. This usage must be
viewed as the cautious approach.
A fourth metaphorical usage is Cooper’s comparison of a bark on Lake Geneva [Lac Leman]
with “the vessel of human life:”
1) “The crowded and overloaded bark might have been compared to the vessel of
human life, which floats at all times subject to the thousand accidents of a delicate and
complicated machinery: the lake, so smooth and alluring in its present tranquillity,
but so capable of lashing its iron-bound coasts with fury, to a treacherous world,
whose smile is almost always as dangerous as its frown; and, to complete the picture,
the idle, laughing, thoughtless, and yet inflammable group that surrounded the
buffoon, to the unaccountable medley of human sympathies, of sudden and fierce
passions, of fun and frolic, so inexplicably mingled with the grossest egotism that
enters into the heart of man: in a word, to so much that is beautiful and divine, with so
much that would seem to be derived from the demons, a compound which composes
this mysterious and dread state of being, and which we are taught, by reason and
revelation, is only a preparation for another still more incomprehensible and
wonderful.”
- The Headsman (The Michigan Historical Reprint Series),
Ch. III (concluding paragraph), p. 75.

2) The hour was still early, and the serene appearance of the sky gave every promise
of a day which might be passed in devising the expedients necessary to bring the ship
under the command of her people. - The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XVII, pp.
232-233

A fifth metaphorical allusion is Cooper’s phrasing of the way a vessel reacts to the directions
of the pilot:
1) “The vessel was implicitly yielded to his government, and during those anxious
moments when she was dashing the waters aside, throwing the spray over her
enormous yards, each ear would listen eagerly for those sounds that had obtained a
command over the crew, that can only be acquired, under such circumstances, by great
steadiness and consummate skill.”
The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. V, p. 56.
2) With his eye riveted on the luff of his sail, his hip bearing hard against the tiller,
and a heart that relieved itself, from time to time, with bitter sighs, he [=Maso] ruled
the bark like a presiding spirit.
The Headsman – Michigan Edition, Ch. VII, p. 137.
Samples of quotes dealing with “Helmsman” are arranged in the following categories:
A) ON REMAINING AT HIS POST / RELIABLE
B) THE OBEDIENT HELMSMAN
C) THE COURAGEOUS HELMSMAN
D) A HELMSMAN’S SENSE OF DIRECTION
E) THE SILENT HELMSMAN
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F) THE HONOR OF BEING A HELMSMAN
G) KNOWLEDGE OF THE HELMSMAN
H) THE ALERT HELMSMAN – WHILE OTHERS SLEEP (…UNTIL HE
SNORES!)
I) THE INSTINCT/SKILL OF THE HELMSMAN
J) THE SOCIAL STATUS OF THE HELMSMAN
K) “HELMSMAN” IN A HUMOROUS SENSE
L1) THE OBEDIENT SHIP
L2) THE DISOBEDIENT SHIP
M) METAPHORICAL SENSE
N) THE TERM “PILOT”
THE HELMSMAN:
[The] Helmsman of Lake Erie (Title)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) ON REMAINING AT HIS POST / RELIABLE
1) “Hard up, and be d---d to you!” repeated Captain Truck, in a voice of thunder, as
Paul darted round the corner of the hurricane-house.
The seaman stood at the wheel, grasping its spokes firmly, his eyes aloft as usual,
but the turns of the tiller rope showed that the order was not obeyed.
“Hard up, man, hard up! are you mad?” Paul uttered these words as he sprang to
the wheel, which he made whirl with his own hands in the required direction. As for
the seaman, he yielded his hold without resistance, and fell like a log, as the wheel
flew round. A ball had entered his back, and passed through his heart, and yet he
stood steadily to the spokes, as the true mariner always clings to the helm while life
lasts.
(Homeward Bound - CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXVIII, p. 292, 1838)
2) “This is the seaman’s grave!” she whispered.
“And worthy it is to be the tomb of so gallent a fellow. The man died clinging to
his post; and Powis tells me that his hand was loosened from the wheel with
difficulty.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXVIII, p. 295, 1838)
3) “The fine fellow stood to those spokes as a close-reefed topsail in a gale
stands the surges of the wind, and we owe him this little respect.”
(Homeward Bound - CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXVIII, p. 297, 1838)

4) The nature of a seaman is to stick by his ship, and of a ship to be treated like a
vessel, and not be ransacked like a town taken by storm, or a nunnery that is rifled.
(Homeward Bound - CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXV, p. 265, 1838)
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5) The man at the wheel had been the last to desert his post, nor would he have
done so then, but for a signal from the boatswain, with whom he was a favorite.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XIV, p. 307, November 1846–
March 1848)

6) Stimson [=the helmsman] now showed he was a man to be relied on. Conning the
craft intelligently, he took her in behind the island on which the cape stands, luffed her
up into a tiny cove, and made a cast of the lead.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. VIII, p. 138, April 1849)

B) THE OBEDIENT HELMSMAN
1) The man at the helm obeyed the order. Releasing his hold of its spokes, the wheel
made a quick evolution; and the ship, feeling a fresh impulse of the wind, turned her
head heavily towards the quarter whence it came,…
(The Red Rover, Ch. XII, p. 215/589, Nov. 1827)

2) …Roswell Gardiner went aft to the man at the helm, and ordered him to steer to
the southward, as near as the breeze would conveniently allow.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XIV, p. 237/532, April 1849)

3) “Let her luff,” cried Jasper to the man at the helm. “Luff up, till she shakes.
There, steady, and hold all that.”
The helmsman complied; and, as the Scud was now dashing the water aside merrily, a
minute or two put the canoe so far to leeward as to render escape impracticable.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XIV, p. 218; p.297/644; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: pp. 226-227; Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

4) “Let him halloo himself hoarse!” growled Cap. “This is no weather to whisper
secrets in. Port, sir, port!”
The man at the helm obeyed, and the next send of the sea drove the Scud
down upon the quarter of the ship, so near that the old mariner himself recoiled a
step,…
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XVI, p. 242; p. 330/644 ; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p. 251; Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

C) THE COURAGEOUS HELMSMAN
1) The tongue cannot always express what the eyes view, but Mabel saw enough,
even in the moment of fear, to blend forever in her mind, the picture presented by the
plunging canoe, and the unmoved steersman. She admitted that insidious sentiment
which binds woman so strongly to man, by feeling additional security in finding
herself under his care, and for the first time since leaving Fort Stanwix, she was
entirely at ease in the frail bark, in which she travelled.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. III, p. 55/644,; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p. 47; Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

2) “Charley Cap will not be likely to quit the helm because the ship is in danger.”
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(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XVII, p. 252; p. 344/644,; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p. 261; Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

3) This was the crisis of the danger. There was an hour when the caravel careered
amid the chaotic darkness with a sort of headlong fury, not infrequently dashing
forward with her broadside to the sea, as if the impatient stern was bent on overtaking
the stem, and exposing all to the extreme jeopardy of receiving a flood of water on the
beam. This imminent risk was only averted by the activity of the man at the helm,
where Sancho toiled with all his skill and energy, until the sweat rolled down his brow,
as if exposed again to the sun of the tropics.
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XXIV, p. 389, Nov. 1840)

D) A HELMSMAN’S SENSE OF DIRECTION
1) “I know what you mean as well as if I said it myself, and, moreover, short sermons
are always the best. You mean that a pilot ought to know where he is steering, which
is a perfectly sound doctrine.”(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXVIII, p. 316, 1838)
2) “Whither would you steer?”
“To the shores of America, where shelter and peace might be found in a thousand
secret places.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXI, p. 301,
Nov. 1827)

3) Roswell Garner took his station between the knight-heads, beckoning to Stimson
to come near him. At the same time, Hazard himself went to the helm.
“Do you remember this place? asked the young master the old seaman.
“This is the spot, sir; and if we can round the rocky point ahead, I will take you to a
safe anchorage.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XIII, p. 227/532, April 1849)
E) THE SILENT HELMSMAN
1) “Thou art too garrulous for a helmsman, Sancho, though so excellent otherwise,”
observed the admiral, gravely. “Look to thy course; doblas will not be wanting, when
the voyage is ended.”
“Many thanks, Señor Almirante; and, as proof that my eyes are not shut, even
though the tongue wags, I will just desire your excellency, and the pilots, to study that
rag of a cloud that is gathering up here, at the south-west, and ask yourselves if it
means evil, or good.”
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XXV, p. 395, Nov. 1840)

F) THE HONOR OF BEING A HELMSMAN
1) “Thou hast lived at the helm, Sancho Mundo, since the late gales commenced,”
said the admiral cheerfully, as, about the last hour of the first watch, he passed near the
post of the old mariner. “It is no small honour to hold that station in the cruel gales
we have been fated to endure.”
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XXV, p. 394, Nov. 1840)
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2) The sails were trimmed accordingly, and the ship was steered north westerly, on a
course that took us past the three vessels of war, giving them so wide a berth as to
avoid all danger from their batteries. As soon as that was done, and the Dawn was
traveling her road at a good rate, I beckoned to Marble to come near the wheel, for I
had taken the helmsman’s duty on myself for an hour or two: in other words, I was
doing that which, from my boyish experience on the Hudson, I had once fancied it
was not only the duty, but the pleasure, of every ship-master to do, namely, steering!
Little did I understand, before practice taught me the lesson, that of all the work on
board ship, which Jack is required to do, his trick at the wheel is that which he least
covets, unless indeed it may be the office of stowing the jib in heavy weather.
(Lucy Hardinge, A Second Series of Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XIX,
p. 206, 1844)

G) KNOWLEDGE OF THE HELMSMAN
1) “Well, brother, you may yet learn something by questioning the young man at
the helm; I can hardly think that he is as ignorant as he pretends to be.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XV, p.315/644 ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p. 240; Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

2) It was indeed so common with mariners to compare their compasses with the north
star, a luminary that was supposed never to vary its position in the heavens, as that
position related to man, that no experienced seaman, who happened to be at the helm
at nightfall, could well overlook the phenomenon.
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XVII, p. 272, Nov. 1840)

H) THE ALERT HELMSMAN – WHILE OTHERS SLEEP (…UNTIL HE SNORES!)
1) Why, they say aboard here, that when it blows hard, you seat the man you call
long Tom by the side of the tiller, tell him to keep her head to sea, and then pipe all
hands to their night-caps, where you all remain, comfortably stowed in your
hammocks, until you are awakened by the snoring of your helmsman.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. VI, p. 65, Jan. 1824)

2) The seaman at the helm alone kept his eyes open, and all his faculties on the
alert. This is a station in which vigilance is ever required; and it sometimes happens,
in vessels where the rigid discipline of a regular service does not exist, that others rely
so much on the circumstance, that they forget their own duties in depending on the due
charge of his by the man at the wheel.
Such, to a certain degree, was now the fact on board Le Feu-Follet. One of the best
seamen in the lugger was at the helm; and each individual felt satisfied that no shift of
wind could occur, no change of sails become necessary, that Antoine would not be
there to admonish some of the circumstance. One day was much like another, too, in
that tranquil season of the year, and in that luxurious sea, that all on board knew the
regular mutations which the hours produced; the southerly air in the morning, the
zephyr in the afternoon, and the land-wind at night, were as much matters of course as
the rising and setting of the sun. No one felt apprehension, while all submitted to the
influence of a want to rest, and of the drowsiness of the climate.
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Not so with Antoine. His hairs were grey; sleep was no longer so necessary for
him. He had much pride of calling, too; was long experienced, and possessed senses
sharpened and rendered critical by practice and many dangers.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXVI, p. 295, 1842)

I) THE INSTINCT/SKILL OF THE HELMSMAN
1) Paul was at the helm, steering more by instinct than any thing else, and
occasionally nodding at his post; for two successive nights of watching and a day of
severe toil had overcome his sense of danger, and his care for others. Strange fancies
beset men at such moments; and his busy imagination was running over some of the
scenes of his early youth, when either his sense or his wandering faculties made him
hear the brief, spirited hail of,
“Boat ahoy!”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXV, p. 440/613, 1838)
2) “Yes, the vessel is snug enough now,” he said, “though eye-sight has shown us all
it is no easy matter to drive a freighted ship through the water as fast as one of your
flying craft can go, aboard of which no man can say, who stands at the helm, by
what compass she steers, or what is her draught!”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XVI, p. 285/589, Nov. 1827)

3) Jack Tier could take his trick at the helm, in any weather, even in running before
the wind, the time when it is most difficult to guide a craft, and Rose might be made to
understand the use of the tiller, and taught to govern the motions of a vessel so small
and so simply rigged, when on a wind and in smooth water.
(Jack Tier, Ch. VII, p. 261/616, November 1846–March 1848:
»Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and Bentley's »Miscellany«,
under the title »The Islets of the Gulf)

4) Favored by an increase in the wind, the progress of the ark was such as to promise
the complete success of the plan, though the crab-like movement of the craft
compelled the helmsman to keep its head looking in a direction very different from
that in which it was actually moving.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 147; p. 178/717, 1841)

5) The instant the boat moved ahead, and began to obey her helm, Mark felt as if he
had found a new companion. Hitherto Kitty (the pet goat) had, in measure, filled this
place; but a boat had been the young man’s delight on the Delaware, in his boyhood,
and he had not tacked his present craft more than two or three times, before he caught
himself talking to it, and commending it, as he would a human being.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XI, p. 112, Aug. 1847)

J) THE SOCIAL STATUS OF THE HELMSMAN
1) “Excellency, he hath an admiral for a father, while my boys have only a
helmsman.”
(Mercedes of Castile – CSPCT, Ch. XVII, p. 194, Nov. 1840)
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2) “…I did fancy that our hopes of ever seeing Spain or St. Clara de Moguer, again,
were so trifling as to make it of no great consequence who was admiral, and who a
simple helmsman.”
(Mercedes of Castile – CSPCT, Ch. XVIII, p. 211, Nov. 1840)
K) “HELMSMAN” IN A HUMOROUS SENSE
1) “Who be I [=Benny Pump]? why, I’m helmsman aboard of this here craft [=Billy
Kirby’s ox-cart!] d’ye see, and a straight wake I’m making of it. Ay, ay! I’ve got the
bridge right ahead, and the bilboes dead aft: I calls that good steerage, boy. Heave
ahead.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXV, p. 394; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, Ch. XXXV, p. 400; [518/604]; Feb.
1823)

L1) THE OBEDIENT SHIP
1) The thing [=measure] took, however; for popular bodies, once under control, are as
easily managed as the vessel that obeys her helm; the strength of the current always
gives additional power to that material portion of the ship. The motion was seconded
and put.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. IX, p. 129, Nov. 1845)
2) “She’s a sweet boat!” said Griffith, “and minds her helm as a marine watches the
eye of his sergeant at a drill; but you must give her room in stays, for she fore-reaches,
as if she would put out the wind’s eye.”
The pilot attended, with a practiced ear, to this description of the qualities of the
ship that he was about to attempt extricating from an extremely dangerous situation.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. III, p. 33, Jan. 1824)

3) Fortunately, the John was not only fast, but she minded her helm, as a light-footed
girl turns in a lively dance. I never was in a better-steering ship, most especially in
moderate weather.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. IV, p. 74/654, June 1844)
4) Still, nothing had gone over the side, so as actually to touch the water, and the
craft obeyed her helm as usual.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XIV, p. 304, November 1846–
March 1848)

L2) THE DISOBEDIENT SHIP
1) The quartermaster, whose duty it was to superintend the helm, soon announced
that he was losing the command of the vessel, as she was no longer obedient to her
rudder.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. IV, p. 45, Jan. 1824)
M) METAPHORICAL SENSE
1) As few men are endowed with sufficient penetration to pierce the mists of
received opinion, fewer still are they that are so strong in right as to be able to stem its
tide. He who precedes his age is much less likely to be heard, than he who lingers in
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its rear: and when the unwieldy body of the mass reaches the eminence on which he
has long stood the object of free comment, it may be assumed as certain, that they who
were his bitterest deriders when his doctrine was new, will be foremost in claiming the
honors of the advance. In short, to instruct the world, it is necessary to watch the
current, and to act on the public mind like the unseen rudder, by slight and
imperceptible variations, avoiding, as a seaman would express it, any very rank
sheer, lest the vessel should refuse to mind her helm and go down with the stream.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the Rhine,
Ch. VI, p. 95, July 1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

N) THE TERM “PILOT”
1) When, however, he [=Jasper] was told the case required that not only he, himself,
but his principal assistant, who, on account of his long acquaintance with the lake
[=Ontario], usually was termed the pilot, were to remain below, there was an alteration
in his countenance and manner that denoted deep mortification, though it was so well
mastered as to leave even the distrustful Cap in doubt as to its meaning.
(The Pathfinder, or, The Inland Sea, Ch. XV, p. 309/644; Library
of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 236; Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

2) “…and well do I know, that the prudent mariner does not dismiss the pilot, until
the ship is safely moored.” (The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXXII, p. 436,
Nov. 1827)

2)

A) LAKE ERIE
B) ERIE (PENNSYLVANIA)
C) FORT ERIE
D) THE SHIP, THE ERIE
E) THE BATTLE OF LAKE ERIE

As Cooper’s Naval History and Lives of Distinguished Naval Officers abound with this
entry, only a small selection has been ventured.
HELMSMAN:
LAKE ERIE:
1) The Helmsman of Lake Erie. (Title)
2) You know, I dare say, that Erie is one of those sea-lakes for which America is so
famous;…
(Lines 3-5)
3) He was known from one end of Lake Erie to the other;… (Lines 57-59)
4) …his body sleeps by the green side of lake Erie. (Lines 177-178)
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA:
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1) “…leaving a broad track of foam behind her, the Jersey stood westward, and held
on her course for the town of Erie.” (Lines 27-29)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) LAKE ERIE

The number of references to Lake Erie, particularly in Cooper’s Naval History and
Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers, would render a complete lsiting far
too long-winded.
1) "I see how it is, Pigeonswing; I see how it is, and thank you for this hint, while I
honor your good faith to your own people. But I cannot go to Detroit, in the first place,
for that town and fort have fallen into the hands of the British. It might be possible for
a canoe to get past in the night, and to work its way through into Lake Erie, but I
cannot quit my friends.”
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XVIII, pp. 202, Aug. 1848)
2) “My proper home is in Pennsylvania, on the other side of Lake Erie [=Erie,
Pennsylvania!]. It is a long path, and I’m not certain of getting safely over it in these
troubled times. Perhaps it would be best for me, however, to shape at once, for Ohio;
if in that state I might find my way round the end of Erie, and go the whole distance
by land.”
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XIX, pp. 204-205, Aug.
1848)

3) “As a consequence of the little apprehension entertained by the English of being
soon disturbed in their new conquests, le Bourdon and his friends got out of the
Detroit River, and into Lake Erie, without discovery or molestation. There still
remained a long journey before them. In that day the American side of the shores of
all the Great Lakes was little more than a wilderness. There were exceptions at
particular points, but these were few and far asunder. The whole coast of Ohio—for
Ohio has its coast as well as Bohemia [Footnote: See Shakespeare—Winter’s Tale.] —
was mostly in a state of nature, as was much of those of Pennsylvania and New York,
on the side of the fresh water. The port which the bee-hunter had in view was Presque
Isle, now known as Erie, a harbor in Pennsylvania, that has since become somewhat
celebrated in consequence of its being the port out of which the American vessels
sailed, about a year later than the period of which we are writing, to fight the battle
that gave them mastery of the lake. This was a little voyage of itself, of near two
hundred miles, following the islands and the coast, but it was safely made in the course
of the succeeding week. Once in Lake Erie and on the American side, our
adventurers felt reasonably safe against all dangers but those of the elements. It is true
that a renowned annalist, whose information is sustained by the collected wisdom of a
State Historical Society, does tell us that the enemy possessed both shores of Lake
Erie in 1814; but this was so small a mistake, compared with some others that this
Nestor in history had made, that we shall not stop to explain it. Le Bourdon and his
party found all the south shore of Lake Erie in possession of the Americans, so far as it
was in the possession of any one, and consequently ran no risks from this blunder of
the historian and his highly intelligent associates.”
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XXIX, p. 325, Aug. 1848)

4) We reached Buffalo, at the foot of Lake Erie, in about twenty hours after we had
entered the cars. This journey would have been the labor of more than a week, at the
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time in which the scene of this tale occurred. Now, the whole of the beautiful region,
teeming with its towns and villages, and rich with the fruits of a bountiful season, was
almost brought into a single landscape by the rapidity of our passage.
At Buffalo, we turned aside to visit the cataract. Thither, too, we went on rails. Thirtyeight years had passed away since we had laid eyes on this wonderful fall of water.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XXX, p. 326, Aug. 1848)

5) “These steamboats are great inventions for the western lakes, as are the railroads
for this vast inland region. I dare say you can remember Lake Erie when it was an
unusual thing to see a sail of any sort on it, and now, I should think, we might count
fifty.”
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XXX, p. 329, Aug. 1848)
[Double Entry: Cf. “You know, I dare say”]

6) “These great lakes, you must know, make a chain, the water passing out of one into
the other, until it reaches Erie, which is a sheet off here to the westward, as large as
Ontario itself. Well, out of Erie the water comes, until it reaches a low mountain like,
over the edge of which it passes."
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XII, Lib.of Am., Leatherstocking Tales, Vol.
II: p. 185; Cooper Edition: p. 179, Feb. / March 1840)
[Triple Entry: Cf. “You know, I dare say” & “Niagara Falls”]

7) Thence we descended the Alleghany river to the Ohio, made a wide circuit in the
state of the same name, and returned, by way of Lake Erie, to Buffalo (in New-York),
which is a thriving fresh-water lake-port. We spent, of course, a few days
examining the mighty cataract of Niagara, and in visiting the shores of Lake
Ontario. On our return east, we followed the line of the great canal as far as Utica,
where we made a diversion towards the north, for a couple of hundred miles, in order
to permit Cadwallader to visit an estate of which he is proprietor. This duty
performed, we made our way along the skirts of a wild and nearly uninhabited region,
to the famous watering places at Saratoga and Ballstown; passed the Hudson at Troy,
and crossing a spur of the Green Mountains, penetrated Massachusetts by its western
border; traversed a small portion of Connecticut in a new direction; re-entered NewYork above the Highlands, through which we journeyed by land, and regained this
city, after an absence of about six weeks. We must have travelled, by land and water,
between twelve and fifteen hundred miles.
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter
XIV,p. 207, June 1828: England; August 1828: United States)

8) By following the route of the Mowhawk westward, you pass directly through the
heart of this flourishing state, until you reach a place called Rome, whence the country
to Lake Erie was found to be perfectly practicable for water communication. Once in
Lake Erie, it is possible to extend a domestic trade, by means of those little inland,
fresh-water Seas, through a fertile and rapidly growing country, for a distance of near
or quite fifteen hundred miles further. As if this were not enough, Nature has placed
the head waters of the Mississippi so near the navigable tributaries of the Lake
Michigan, Superior and Erie, that there is nothing visionary in predicting that artificial
communication will soon bring them into absolute contact.
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans – Cooper Edition/SUNY, LetterVIII, p. 115, June 1828:
England; August 1828: United States)

9) The plan has been to reject the use of all the rivers, except as feeders, and to make
two canals, one from the Lake Champlain, and the other from the Lake Erie, which
were to meet at the junction of the Mowhawk and the Hudson, whence they are to
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proceed to Albany, and issue into the latter river. The former of these canals is about
sixty miles in length, and the other three hundred and fifty. The work was commenced
in the year 1817 and is already nearly completed.*
*1828. It is now not only finished, but is so eminently successful, that it has given rise to a
multitude of similar works, one of which, to connect the waters of the Ohio with Lake Erie, is
already far advanced, and will open an inland water communication vetween New-York and
New-Orleans, a distance of more than 2000 miles. The tolls on the Erie canal amounted the
last year [1827] to 850,000 dollars, leaving a large surplus, after paying the interest on the
money borrowed for its construction, and all charges of repairs, &c. &c.
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter VIII
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter
p. 116, June 1828: England; August 1828: United States)

B)

ERIE (PENNSYLVANIA)

It is noteworthy that the ultimate destination of Le Bourdon in The Oak Openings just
so happens to be Erie, Pennsylvania (then referred to as Presque Isle). The historical
significance of Erie with regard to the legend of Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry and
the port’s historical links with the famous Battle of Lake Erie remained a subject of
that occupied Cooper throughout the 1840’s. As a result of his victory, Perry acquired
the sobriquet “Hero of Lake Erie,” a title that John Maynard challenges.
“The port which the bee-hunter had in view was Presque Isle, now known as
Erie, a harbor in Pennsylvania, that has since become somewhat celebrated
in consequence of its being the port out of which the American vessels sailed,
about a year later than the period of which we are writing, to fight the battle
that gave them mastery of the lake [Cf. Section E, “The Battle of Lake Erie,” on Sept.
10, 1813].”
The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XXIX, p. 325, Aug. 1848
Historical Background (sampling):
1) In the meantime preparations were made for constructing a force on Lake Erie, two
brigs having been laid down at Presque Isle (now Erie) during the month of March
[1813]. But the fact that nearly the whole of the American side of this frontier was
scarcely more than wilderness, as well as that many of the roads which existed were
little better than passages among marked trees, and during the spring and autumn were
nearly impassable, rendered all the provisions of the government exceedingly difficult
to execute, and greatly retarded the preparations.
(History of the Navy of the United States – CSPCT, Vol.
44, Vol. II, Ch. XXIV, p. 406, May 1839)

2) Presque Isle, or, as the place is now called, Erie, was a good and spacious
harbor; but it then had a bar on which there was less than seven feet of water. This
bar, which had hitherto answered the purposes of a fortification, now offered a serious
obstruction to getting the brigs on the lake.
(History of the Navy of the United States – CSPCT, Vol.
44, Vol. II, Ch. XXVII, p. 432, May 1839)
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C) FORT ERIE

(A SAMPLING)
1) Our cicerone, on this occasion, was a man who had served in America, during the
last war, as one of the corps of de Watteville. He was born in Baden, and says that a
large portion of the corps were Germans. He was in most of the battles of the Niagara,
and shook his head gravely when I hinted at the attack on Fort Erie. According to his
account, the corps suffered exceedingly in the campaign of 1814, losing the greater
portion of its men. I asked him how he came to fight us, who had never done him any
harm, and he answered that Napoleon had made all Europe soldiers or robbers, and
that he had not stopped to examine the question of right.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter XIV, p. 138, 1836)

2) The occupation of Fort George brought with it an evacuation by the British of the
whole Niagara frontier. Lieutenant Colonel Preston took possession of Fort Erie on
the evening of the 28th [=May 28th, 1813], and the entire river, for the moment, was left at
the command of the Americans.
(History of the Navy of the United States – CSPCT, Vol. 44, Vol. II, Ch. XXIV, p. 410, May
1839)

D) THE SHIP, THE ERIE

(A SAMPLING)
1) The Erie, a new sloop of war, then blockaded at Baltimore, had been also laid up,
and her commander, Captain Ridgley, with his people, arrived some time before, and
had been put on board the Jefferson.
(History of the Navy of the United States – CSPCT, Vol. 44, Vol. II, Ch. XXVIII, p. 446, May
1839)

2) A short voyage gives short commons; and I was soon obliged to look out for
another craft. This time I shipped in the Erie, Captain Funk, a Havre liner, and sailed
soon after. This was a noble ship, with the best of usage. Both our passages were
pleasant, and give me nothing to relate. . . . .
Mr. Cooper did not come home in the Erie, but passed over to England, and
embarked at London, and so I failed to see him.
(Ned Myers, Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. XVI, p. 177, Nov. 1843)

3) In these liners, the captains wish to keep the good men of their crews as long as
they can. We liked the Erie and her captain so much, that eight or ten of us stuck by
the ship, and went out in her again. This time our luck was not so good. The passage
out was well enough, but homeward-bound we had a hard time of it.
(Ned Myers, Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. XVI, p. 178, Nov. 1843)

4) As the Erie lost her turn, in consequence of wanting repairs, most of us went on
board the Henry IVth, in the same line. This voyage was comfortable, and successful,
a fine ship and good usage. On our return to New York most of us went back to the
Erie, liking both vessel and captain, as well as her other officers.
(Ned Myers, Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. XVI, p. 181, Nov. 1843)

5) Mr. Everdy, our old mate in the Erie, was working gangs of stevedores, riggers,
&c., ashore;….
(Ned Myers, Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. XVII, p. 183, Nov. 1843)
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E) THE BATTLE OF LAKE ERIE
A SAMPLING:

1) I have told the fight of Lake Erie fairly, and can make good my case. What had a
historian to do with petty quarrels of those engaged. Capt. Elliott was formally
thanked by Congress, received a medal from Congress, was fully acquitted by a court,
and was a historian, in the face of these facts, to take away his character on gossip.
Besides the testimony, given in the shape of letters and affidavits, ten years after the
affair, is so contradictory that I will defy any man to make head or tail of it. Without
knowing the characters of the witnesses thoroughly, no man can say who ought to be
believed, and who not. Depend on it, my account will hold water. It was written with
great caution. Instead of parading the services of Elliott on the lakes, I have actually s
uppressed one or two allusions to him, that I feel ought to have been made. Let any
man look over the official correspondence of that day, and he will say the same thing.
I well know that one set would not be satisfied unless Elliott was sacrificed, but my
principles, I trust, are above those of the damned rascals, who would destroy any man
who opposed their mad political projects.
(Letters and Journals, Vol. III, p. 386, Letter 531, To James De Peyster Ogden, From
Hall, Cooperstown, June 11th, 1839)

2) I understand there is a review in the North American – This was expected to be
done by Slidell, and to treat of the Lake Erie affair. I am told that it is favorable, to
the book, in the main.
(Letters and Journals, Vol. III, p. 432, Letter 549, To Mrs. Cooper, From
Head’s (Philadelphia), Oct. 8th, 1839)

3) After the success of Captain Perry on Lake Erie, the English made no serious
effort to recover the ascendency on the upper waters. During the winter of 1813-1814,
they are believed to have contemplated an attempt against a portion of the Amnerican
vessels which were lying in Put-in Bay, but the enterprise was never effected.
(History of the Navy of the United States – CSPCT, Vol. 44, Vol. II, Ch. XXX, p. 464, May
1839)

4) He [=John C. Spencer, Secretary of War from 12 Oct. 1841 to 3 March 1843] declined putting
the Naval History into the District School Library on the ground that the book was
controversial on the subject of the Battle of Lake Erie, and he had uniformly
declined admitting any controversial works. [Cooper’s emphasis]
(Letters and Journals, Vol. IV, p. 187, Letter 645, To David Conner, From
Otsego Hall, Cooperstown, Nov. 7th, 1841)

5) Still, I believe myself to be nearer to the truth than any other writer on the subject
of the Battle of Lake Erie. The second part of the Life of Perry will tell you more of
my opinions, and, an answer to Capt. Mackenzie’s book, which is now in press, and
which I shall have the pleasure of sending you, will let all who read still deeper into
mysteries.
I shall be grateful for the information you name, which will reach me, if sent by
mail. I am quite aware that Capt. Perry’s charges against Capt. Elliott will not stand
an investigation. Some of them are faulty even on their face.
(Letters and Journals, Vol. IV, pp. 383-384, Letter 719, To Daniel Dobbins, From
Cooperstown, May 20th 1843)
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3) “PLEASANT MAY MORNING”
There are two particularly “pleasant” months in a “Cooper Year” that enjoy a high
ranking: May and June. Of the two, May exhibits fewer quotes than June. In The
Pathfinder; or, The Inland Sea, Cooper even names one character Dew-of-June or,
quite simply, June. Inclement months, which are suddenly “glorious” or “pleasant,”
enjoy either “May weather,” e.g., March 5 & 8, 1845 [MAY: no. 8 & no. 9], November
18, 1845 [MAY: no. 13], September 13, 1828 [MAY: no. 3], January 1838 [MAY: no. 4], or
they are likened to June: e.g., an October day with “an air still as the softest mornings
in June” [The Spy – The Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. IV, p. 63]. The adjective
“pleasant” is frequently used by Cooper in a temporal context.
It should also be noted that Mary Shubrick, the daughter of Cooper’s best friend,
William Branford Shubrick, married Dr. George Clymer in May 1845 (cf. Letters and
Journals, Vol. V, p. 17, Footnote 2.)

The sections are divided into the following headings:
A) PLEASANT
B) MORNING
C) MAY
D) APRIL
E) JUNE
F) SEPTEMBER
The question of the “witchery” or “pleasing trance” of the day masking potential
danger should also be considered:
a) “It was an exquisitely beautiful day, one in which all the witchery of the climate
developed itself, soothing the nerves and animating the spirits. Bridget had lost most
of her apprehensions of the natives, and could laugh with her husband and play with
her child almost as freely as before the late events. Everybody, indeed, was in high
spirits, the launching of the schooner being regarded as a thing that would give them
complete command of the adjacent seas.”
The Crater – CSPCT, Ch.XVII, p. 185, Aug. 1847) [Cf. “…let danger come to them
when it might, at least it would not be that day.”]

b) “As if to recall them to a better sense of things, events now occurred which it is our
business to relate, and which aroused the whole colony from the sort of pleasing
trance into which they had fallen, by the united influence of security, abundance, and
a most seductive climate.”
The Crater – CSPCT, Ch.XVI, p. 169, Aug. 1847) [Cf. “…let danger come to them
when it might, at least it would not be that day.”]

HELMSMAN:
“It was on a pleasant May morning. . .” (line 1)
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JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) PLEASANT:
1) It is may [sic] weather, here; positively pleasant without fires. Last night was one
of the pleasantest I ever passed on the river.
(Letter to Mrs. Cooper, Coopertown, Nov. 18th, 1845,
Correspondence of James Fenimore Cooper, vol. 2, p. 559.)

2) …on a pleasant afternoon in May
(The Redskins, Ch. III, p. 53, July 1846)

3) It has cleared off pleasant, and May day promises to be fair.
(Letter to Mrs. Cooper, Cooperstown, Globe, Sunday 29th [April],
1849, Correspondence of James Fenimore Cooper, vol. 2,
p. 616.)

4) in the pleasant month of June, and in the current year of 1848
(Oak Openings, Ch. XXX, p. 565/582, Aug. 1848)

4b) The precise period of our legend was in the year 1812, and the season of
the year the pleasant month of July, which had now drawn near to its close.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. I, p. 3, Aug. 1848)

5) Wasn’t it for this “inclination” to cold weather our vessels might go and seal under
as pleasant skies as we have here in June.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XX, p. 210, April 1849)

6) The weather was pleasant and warm for several weeks, about the close of June
and the commencement of July, and, although a slight shade has been cast over our
enjoyments by the re-appearance of the cholera, in a greatly diminished degree
however, I do not remember to have passed the same period of time in Paris with so
much satisfaction to myself….(A Residence in France, Letter VII, p. 102/359, 1836)
7) “Wasn’t it for this ‘inclination’ to cold weather our vessels might go and seal
under as pleasant skies as we have here in June.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XX, p. 346/532, April 1849)

8) “Clouds and shady bowers!” exclaimed Myndert, when he had achieved, to his
own satisfaction, this evasion of the pursuit he wished to avoid; “little oaks and green
pines are pleasant on a June morning.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. V, p. 58/542, May 1830)

9) The day was pleasant, the wind continued fair, and nothing occurred to mar our
joy.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. III, 48/654, June 1844)
B) MORNING:
Perhaps the most spectacular description of “morning” is to be found in Cooper’s
eulogy to a morning in Italy. The effect of the climate on “mind as well as body” in
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the sense of creating a “dreamy and soothing atmosphere,” dovetails with the feelings
of the passengers on the Jersey: “In short, one and all were like men who thought that,
let danger come to them when it might, at least it would not be that day.”
A Mediterranean morning, at midsummer, is one of those balmy and
soothing periods of the day that affect the mind as well as the body.
Everywhere we have the mellow and advancing light that precedes the
appearance of the sun--the shifting hues of the sky--that pearly
softness that seems to have been invented to make us love the works of
God's hand and the warm glow of the brilliant sun; but it is not
everywhere that these fascinating changes occur, on a sea whose blue
vies with the darkest depths of the void of space, beneath a climate
that is as winning as the scenes it adorns, and amid mountains whose
faces reflect every varying shade of light with the truth and the poetry
of nature. Such a morning as this last was that which succeeded the
night with which our tale opened, bringing with it the reviving
movements of the port and town. Italy, as a whole, is remarkable for
an appearance of quiet and repose that are little known in the more
bustling scenes of the greedier commerce of our own quarter of the
world, or, indeed, in those of most of the northern nations of Europe.
There is in her aspect, modes of living, and even in her habits of
business, an air of decayed gentility that is wanting to the ports,
shops, and marts of the more vulgar parts of the world; as if conscious
of having been so long the focus of human refinement, it was unbecoming,
in these later days, to throw aside all traces of her history and power.
Man, and the climate, too, seem in unison; one meeting the cares of life
with a far niente [=pleasant idleness; literally, doing sweet nothing] manner that is
singularly in accordance with the dreamy and soothing atmosphere he
respires.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. IV, p. 51, 1842)
1) The morning was perfectly lovely; and never had the hearts of our married couple
expanded more in love to their fellows, or been more profoundly filled with gratitude
to God for all his goodness to them, than at that moment.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXVI, p. 280, Aug. 1847)

2) [A steamboat passage up the Hudson:] It was a lovely, bland morning in the last
week of May; and the atmosphere was already getting the soft hues of summer, or
assuming the hazy and solemn calm that renders the season so quiet and soothing after
the fierce strife of the elements.
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. VIII, p. 87, 1838)
3) It was a fine May morning, and the air was full of sweet fragrance of the lilac, in
particular, as we rode into the country.
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch.VIII, p. 118, June 1845)

4) …on a fine May morning
(The Chainbearer, Ch. III, p. 32, Nov. 1845)

5) Such moments belong only to the climate of America, and are enjoyed in a degree
proportioned to the suddenness of the contrast, and the pleasure we experience in
escaping from the turbulence of the elements to the quiet of a peaceful evening, and an
air still as the softest mornings in June.
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(The Spy, Ch. IV, p. 69/557, Dec. 1821)

6) Thither Mad. de la Rocheaimard was fond of coming in the fine mornings of June,
for many of the roses and lovely Persian lilacs that once abounded there still remained.
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch. III, p. 23/192, Jan.April 1843, serialized in Graham’s)

7) “Clouds and shady bowers!” exclaimed Myndert, when he had
achieved, to his own satisfaction, this evasion of the pursuit he wished to avoid; “little
oaks and green pines are pleasant on a June morning.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. V, p. 58/542, May 1830)

8) The windows were raised, and the balmy air of a June morning played through
the apartment, lending in reality an elastic vigour to the decaying organs of sick
youth.
(Tales for Fifteen, or, Imagination and Heart, Written under the
pseudonym of "Jane Morgan," Ch. V, p. 189/196, 1823)

C) MAY:
1) In (Letters and Journals, Vol. V, p. 12, Letter 791, To Mrs. Cooper, From New-York, March 5th,
1845, Cooper adds under the date “St. Polk’s eve—Festival of Democracy.” (Footnote 1, p. 14, states
that the inauguration was on March 4, 1845.) Cooper closes the letter with the following sentence: “This
is a glorious May day — Bland, bright and exhilarating.” In other words, a glorious day, no matter
what the month, is dubbed a “May day.” Four more examples follow: #2-#5.

2) I took but two oars, wishing to prolong the pleasure of the passage, and, the
weather being bland as May, we had a delightful pull across this sheet [=Wallensee].
(Gleanings in Europe: Switzerland – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter
XVII, p. 181, 1836 – Referring to Sept. 13, 1828)

3) We have had a magnificent autumn, and winter, the weather for a week before I
left home, having been that of May.
(Letters and Journals, Vol. III, p. 304, Letter 4487, To William
Branford Shubrick, From Astor-house [New-York), Jan – 21st 1838)

4) The weather is like May. I saw gardens making, and every sign denotes an early
Spring. I am quite well, and every body tells me I look like a boy.
(Letters and Journals, Vol. V, p. 15, Letter 792, To Mrs. Cooper;
From Head’s, Friday. [March] 8th 1845)

5) It is May weather, here; positively pleasant without fire. Last night was one of the
pleasantest I ever passed on the river.
(Letters and Journals, Vol. V, p. 96, Letter 841, To Mrs. Cooper;
Globe Tuesday, afternoon, Nov. 18th 45)
Letter to Mrs. Cooper, Coopertown, Nov. 18th, 1845,
Correspondence of James Fenimore Cooper, vol. 2, p. 559.)

6) …though it comes, like a snow in May, somewhat out of season.
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXIX, p. 325; The Library of America, p.
1248; [485/575], April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

7) Ruth was too long accustomed to such forest scenes, and to such a ‘lingering of
winter in the lap of May,’ to feel, on their account, any additional uneasiness.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. VIII, p. 126/496, 1828)
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8) The truth is just this. The Seven Dollies was lying among the rest of them, at
10nchor, below Canton, with the weather as fine as young girls love to see it in May,
when Joe began to get down his yards, to house his masts, and to send out all his spare
anchors.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. X, p. 90, 1838)
9) [A steamboat passage up the Hudson:] It was a lovely, bland morning in the last
week of May; and the atmosphere was already getting the soft hues of summer, or
assuming the hazy and solemn calm that renders the season so quiet and soothing after
the fierce strife of the elements.
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. VIII, p. 87, 1838)
10) Letter # 674. To Mrs. Cooper, New-York, May 13th 1842:
It is warm and pleasant, but very little rain. I never saw the country more lovely.
(Letters and Journals, Vol. IV, p. 287)

11) I was born on the 3d May, 1737, on a neck of land, called Satanstoe, in the county
of West Chester, and in the colony of New York,…
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. I, p. 8, June 1845)

12) It was a fine May morning, and the air was full of sweet fragrance of the lilac, in
particular, as we rode into the country.
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch.VIII, p. 118, June 1845)

13) …on a fine May morning
(The Chainbearer, Ch. III, p. 32, Nov. 1845)

14) Measures were taken accordingly for quitting Paris as soon as possible, so that we
might reach home late in the month of May.
(The Redskins, Ch. III, p. 42, July 1846)

15)

…on a pleasant afternoon in May
(The Redskins, III, p. 53, July 1846)

16) It has cleared off pleasant, and May day promises to be fair.
(Letter to Mrs. Cooper, Cooperstown, Globe, Sunday 29th [April],
1849, Correspondence of James Fenimore Cooper, vol. 2,
p. 616.)

17) Although the long thaw did much for them, the reader is not to regard it as such a
spell of warm weather as one enjoys in May within the temperate zone.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XXVII, p. 290, April 1849)

D) “APRIL:”
1) …..The south airs of spring, to me are always filled with promise.”
“And justly, love; for they are harbingers of a renewed vegetation.
If the wind increase, as I think it may, we shall see this chilling sheet of
ice succeeded by the more cheerful view of water. It is in this way,
that all these lakes [e.g., the Otsego] open their bosoms in April.
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(Wyandotté, Ch. II, p. 28/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

2) It was April; but it was April as the month was known a century ago
in Connecticut, and it is even now so often found to disappoint all
expectations of that capricious season of the year.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. VIII, p. 123/496, 1828)

3) A freezing wind, which had brought with it the cold airs of the great
lakes, and which had even triumphed over the more natural influence of
an April sun, had, however, fallen, leaving a temperature not unlike
that which dwells in the milder seasons of the year among the glaciers
of the upper Alps.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. VIII, p. 126, 1828)

4) The cool nights and warm days of April had generated a fog more
than usually dense, which was deserting its watery bed, and stealing
insidiously along the land, to unite with the vapors of the rivers and
brooks, spreading a wider curtain before the placid view.
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. IV, p. 44, 1825)

5) The winter of 1774-5 had been remarkable for its mildness, as the
spring was cold and lingering. Like every season in our changeable
climate, however, the chilling days of March and April were
intermingled with some, when a genial sun recalled the ideas of
summer, which, in their turn, were succeeded by others, when torrents
of cold rain, that drove before the easterly gales, would seem to repel
every advance toward a milder temperature. Many of those stormy
days occurred in the middle of April, and during their continuance
Lionel was necessarily compelled to keep himself housed.
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. VI, p. 67, 1825)

6) “If you see any of my friends in dear England, tell them that I met
my fate as a soldier should, stationary; though I am actually melting
away in rivulets, like the snows of April.”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. X, p. 122, 1825)

7) That sternness of the season, which has already been mentioned in
these pages, is never of long continuance in the month of April. A
change in the wind had been noted by the hunters, even before they
retired from their range among the hills; and though too seriously
occupied to pay close attention to the progress of the thaw, more than
one of the young men had found occasion to remark, that the final
breaking up of the winter had arrived.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. VIII, p. 126/496, 1828)

8) The season had advanced to the early part of April, and that is
usually a soft and balmy month on the sea-shore, though liable to
considerable and sudden changes of temperature.
(The Sea Lions - CSPCT, Ch. XXIX, p. 305, April 1849)

E) “JUNE:”
1) in the pleasant month of June, and in the current year of 1848
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(Oak Openings, Ch. XXX, p. 565/582, Aug. 1848)

2) …the genial month of June, on the shores of the glorious old
Hudson,. I call the river the old Hudson, for it is quite as old as the
Tiber, though the world has not talked of it as much, or as long.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. VI, p. 76, Nov. 1845)

3) …in a mild day in June…
(The Redskins, Ch. XXIV, p. 775, July 1846)

4) Such moments belong only to the climate of America, and are
enjoyed in a degree proportioned to the suddenness of the contrast, and
the pleasure we experience in escaping from the turbulence of the
elements to the quiet of a peaceful evening, and an air still as the
softest mornings in June.
(The Spy, Ch. IV, p. 69/557, Dec. 1821)

5) June 1st, 1760. On this awful day, the judgment of an offended
God lighted on my house.
(The Spy, Ch. X, p. 174/557, Dec. 1821)

6) Wasn’t it for this “inclination” to cold weather our vessels might go
and seal under as pleasant skies as we have here in June.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XX, p. 346/532, April 1849)

7) …like a mild breeze in June.
(The Red Rover, Ch. VIII, p. 136/589, Nov. 1827)

8) The weather was pleasant and warm for several weeks, about the
close of June and the commencement of July, and, although a slight
shade has been cast over our enjoyments by the re-appearance of the
cholera, in a greatly diminished degree however, I do not remember to
have passed the same period of time in Paris with so much satisfaction
to myself. The town has been empty, in the usual signification of the
term, and the world has left us entirely to ourselves. After completing
the morning's task, I have strolled in the gardens, visited the churches,
loitered on the quays, rummaged the shops of the dealers in old
furniture and other similar objects. The number of these shops is great,
and their stores of curious things incredible. It appears to me that all
France has poured her relics of the old system into the warehouses of
the capital. The plunder of the chateaux and hotels has enriched them to
a degree that must be witnessed to be understood, and to me it is matter
of surprise that some of our wealthy travellers do not transfer many of
these treasures to the other side of the Atlantic.
(A Residence in France, Letter VII, p. 102/359, 1836)

9) We glided past the light, doubled the Spit, and got into the upper
bay, just an hour before the sun of a beautiful day in June was setting.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XX, p. 410/654, June 1844)

10) Thither Mad. de la Rocheaimard was fond of coming in the fine
mornings of June, for many of the roses and lovely Persian lilacs that
once abounded there still remained.
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch. III, p. 23/192, Jan.-
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April 1843, serialized in Graham’s)

11) “What a lovely spot!” exclaimed Mr. Effington, who had already
ceased to think of his own dwelling, and whose eye was roaming over
the soft landscape, athwart which the lustre of a June noontide was
throwing its richest glories.
(Home as Found, Ch. IX, p. 174/591, 1838)
12) The following morning was the first of June, and it was another
of those drowsy, dreamy days, that so much aid a landscape.
(Home as Found, Ch. VIII, p. 157/591, 1838)
13) Still, I think, that we like change in our residence, as well as in the
seasons. Italy is summer, and one, I fear, would weary of even an
eternal June.” (Homeward Bound, Ch. XXI, p. 347/613, 1838)
14) The windows were raised, and the balmy air of a June morning
played through the apartment, lending in reality an elastic vigour to the
decaying organs of sick youth.
(Tales for Fifteen, or, Imagination and Heart, Written under the
pseudonym of "Jane Morgan," Ch. V, p. 189/196, 1823)

15)…the depths of the forest, of which the leafy surface lay bathed in
the brilliant light of a cloudless day in June, while the trunks of the
trees rose in gloomy grandeur in the shades beneath.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. I, p. 17; p. 4/717, 1841)

16) “It is June, and there is not a cloud atween us and the sun, Hurry,
so all this heat is not wanted,” answered the other, altogether
undisturbed; (The Deerslayer, Ch. I, p. 13/717, 1841)
17) …this native scene, which lay bathed in the sunlight, a glorious
picture of affluent forest grandeur, softened by the balminess of June,
and relieved by the beautiful variety afforded by the presence of so
broad an expanse of water.
(The Deerslayer, Ch. II, p. 27/717, 1841)

18) It was a glorious June afternoon, and never did that solitary sheet
of water seem less like an arena of strife and bloodshed.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 144; p. 173/717, 1841)

19) Deerslayer dropped hispiece, and stood, with head erect, steady as
one of the pines in the calm of a June morning,….
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. VII, p. 121, 1841)

20) [this remnant of the forest]…now pursuing its way before a mild
southern air in June…
(The Lake Gun, p. 3/22, 1850)

21) The little air there was, came from the south, fanning the face of
our
adventurer as he occasionally paused, in his ascent, to gaze at the
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different vessels in the harbour, like a mild breeze in June. In short, it
was just such a time as one, who is fond of strolling in the fields, is apt
to seize on with rapture, and which a seaman sets down as a day lost in
his reckoning. (The Red Rover, Ch. VIII p. 136/589, Nov. 1827)
22) “Wasn’t it for this ‘inclination’ to cold weather our vessels might
go and seal under as pleasant skies as we have here in June.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XX, p. 346/532, April 1849)

23) “Clouds and shady bowers!” exclaimed Myndert, when he had
achieved, to his own satisfaction, this evasion of the pursuit he wished
to avoid; “little oaks and green pines are pleasant on a June
morning.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. V, p. 58/542, May 1830)
24) The reader will remember that the age of which we write had
advanced into the last quarter of the seventeenth century. The precise
moment at which the action of the tale must re-commence, was that
period of the day when the gray of twilight was redeeming objects from
the deep with which the night draws to its close. The month was June,
and the scene such as it may be necessary to describe with some
particularity. (The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XVII, p. 252/496, 1828)
25) This month (=June) was the most grateful of the twelve, and well
filled with hopes. The grass had reached its height and was throwing
out its exuberance, the corn was filling fast, and the vine began to give
forth clusters. (Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. VIII (1st page), p.105; July 1832:
London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia); Ch. XVI (first sentence!), p.
204: “It will be remembered that the time of this tale was in the
winning month of June.”

F) “SEPTEMBER:”
1) The season, at the precise moment when we desire to take the reader
with us to Oyster Pond, was in the delightful month of September,
when the earlier promises of the year are fast maturing into
performance. (The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. I, p.9, April 1849)

4) “STEAM VESSEL”
Only one instance of the use of “steam vessel” has been found in Cooper’s works.
HELMSMAN:
“…that a steam vessel was riding at anchor, opposite the town of Buffalo, on Lake
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Erie.” (line 2)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) Before us the boats began to thicken on the water, though the calmness of the day,
and the speed with which we moved, probably prevented our being followed by an
immense train of lighter craft. Two of the steam-vessels, however, had taken the
Cadmus in tow, and were bearing her towards the City.
(Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling Bachelor –
Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter IV, To the Baron Von Kemperfelt,
&c. &c.,
p. 51, June 1828: England; August 1828: United States)

5) “RIDING AT ANCHOR”
Cooper frequently uses the expression “riding at anchor,” although there is a general
tendency to sweep the verb “to ride” under the carpet. Quote #13, from Cooper’s
letters, is figurative usage of a man, who has apparently “done with the sea,” and is
thus “riding at anchor.”

HELMSMAN:
“…that a steam-vessel was riding at anchor, opposite [B: the town of] Buffalo, on
Lake Erie.” (line 2)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) Jasper had warped the Scud out of the cove, and so far up the stream as to enable
him to pass through the outlet of the river whenever he chose, but there he still lay,
riding at single anchor. The drafted men were lounging about the shore of the cove,
undecided whether or not to pull off.
(The Pathfinder: or, The Inland Sea, Ch. XII, 1st paragraph , p. 232/644;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p. 178, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

2) The cutter rode at single anchor, without the breakers, resembling some wellimagined and accurately-executed toy, intended rather for a glass case than for
struggles with the elements which she had so lately gone through,…
(The Pathfinder: or, The Inland Sea, SUNY, Ch. XVIII, p. 264; p. 361/644;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p. 273, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

3) …the anchor by which they rode was hove up.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXVII, p. 286, 1838)

4) “I have dared even to exceed your instructions, Miss Effingham,” said Paul, “for I
have promised the captain to endeavor to persuade you, and as many of the ladies as
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possible, to trust yourselves to my seamanship, and to submit to be rowed to the spot
where we shall find him and his friend the commodore riding at anchor [or to repair
to the Point for a pic-nic, as you may determine].”
( Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XIX, p. 208, 1838)

5) On the 28th of June [1815], the squadron rode at anchor in the bay of Algiers.
(History of the Navy of the United States of America, vol. III, “Continued
from 1815,” Ch. I, p. 11, May 1839)

6) “Several Dutch gun-boats were in the river, off the town, and, in the reaches of the
Scheldt below, we got glimpses of divers frigates and corvettes, riding at anchor.”
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter IX, p. 94, 1836)

7) The outer, or ocean side of this low and narrow bank of sand, is a smooth and
regular beach, like that seen on most of the Jersey coast, while the inner is indented, in
a manner to form several convenient anchoring-grounds, for ships that seek a shelter
from easterly gales. One of the latter is a circular and pretty cove, in which vessels of
a light draught are completely embayed, and where they may, in safety, ride secure
from any winds that blow.”
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. VII, p. 79-80,
May 1830) [Double entry: “Jersey”]

8) He too had thrown occasional glances at the approaching squall, but his eye was far
oftener riveted on the motionless brigantine, which was now distinctly to be seen
from the deck of the Coquette, still riding at her anchor.
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XVII, p. 213,
May 1830)

9) The distance from the land was not fifty fathoms, and Ludlow did not fail to
perceive that the vessel rode by a kedge, and that her anchors, of which there was a
good provision, were all snugly stowed.
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXV, p. 373/542, May 1830)
10) The schooner also rode at her anchors, very much as she had been abandoned by
Spike.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. VII, p. 139, November 1846–March
1848)

11) He had been employed most of that morning in getting the schooner’s anchor, a
work of great toil to him, though everybody had assisted. He had succeeded, and the
vessel now rode by a kedge, that he could easily weigh by means of a deck tackle. It
remained now, therefore, to lift this kedge and to stand out of the bay of the islets.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. VII, p. 147, November 1846–March
1848)

12) “How does the brig ride to her anchor?”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XI, p. 235, November 1846–March 1848)

13) Com. Bill [William Cabell Rives] is riding at anchor, in the Hall, and begins to talk
of beeves and sheep. I think he has done with the sea. He speaks well of Wilkinson,
personally, or manward, but ship-ward, equivocally. I see there has been trouble on
board.
(The Letters and Journals of JAMES FENIMORE COOPER, Edited by
James Franklin Beard, Vol. IV (1840-1844), pp. 168-169, #634, To William
Branford Shubrick, From Head’s, Philadelphia, Sept. 7th 1841)
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14) Neb came up to the City Hotel as I was breakfasting, and reported that the ship
was riding at single anchor, with a short range, and that the fore-top-sail was loose.
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XI, 3rd paragraph, p. 194/533, Oct. 1844)
15) Neither Mark, nor bob, however, had neglected to turn his eyes towards the now
distant ship, which was apparently riding at its anchor, in exactly the condition in
which it had been left, half an hour before.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. IV, p. 42, Aug. 1847)

16) So long as she rode at a single anchor, she could not be considered as absolutely
safe;…
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. VI, pp. 57-58, Aug. 1847)
17) The two buoy that had marked the narrow passage were found, high and dry; and
the anchor of the ship, that by which she rode after beating over the rocks into deep
water, was to be seen near the surface, that the stock should be reached by the hand.
(The Crater, Ch. XII, p. 199/544, Aug. 1847)

18) …; and Mark had half made up his mind to get under its lee, and heave a grapnel
ashore in order to ride by his cable during the approaching night, when an opening
in the coast greeted his eyes.
(The Crater, Ch. XII, p. 203/544, Aug. 1847)

19) “But it’s close work, Mr. Griffith, when a man ride to a single anchor in a place
like this, and at such a nightfall. What are the orders?”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. I, p. 16, Jan. 1824)

20) “But we must be moving; the sun is just touching those clouds to seaward, and
God keep us from riding out this night at anchor in such a place as this.”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. II, p. 21, Jan. 1824)

21) The ship was found to ride easily by one cable, and the hands were sent to the
windlass to heave up the other anchor, as our lead told us, we had rocks beneath us,
and the captain was afraid of the chafing.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XI, 217/654, June 1844)

22) After consuming an hour in the lower part of the town, in and around the port, he
and the podestà sought their homes and their pillows, leaving the lugger riding quietly
at her anchor in the spot where she was last presented to the reader’s attention.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. IV, p. 51, 1842)

23) He also perceived that the light anchor, or large kedge, by which le Feu-Follet
rode, was under foot, as seamen term it; or that the cable was nearly “up and down.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. VI, p. 68, 1842)

24) “On the whole, you may as well run up a signal to be ready to unmoor. The ships
can very well ride at single anchors, when the tide has once fairly made. What say
you, Bluewater?”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVI, p. 229, May 1842)
25) These vessels were Americans and English, and they rode by anchors ahead,
while they were steadied by fasts run to the mole.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter VIII, p.66,
1838)
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26) Caroline is riding at anchor, expecting to sail in all next month, I believe.
(The Letters and Journals, Vol. VI, p. 103, #1025, To William
Branford Shubrick, From Hall, Cooperstown, Dec. 25th, 1849)

27) I left all well, still riding at single anchor.
(The Letters and Journals, Vol. VI, p. 114, #1032, To William
Branford Shubrick, From Globe Hotel, New York, Jan. 23rd , 1850)

6) “BUFFALO”
Cooper’s lengthy involvement with Michigan was due to land speculation:
“The complications that were to bring Cooper to Michigan on at least five occasions
between 1847 and 1850 began in the mid-1830’s when he returned to the United States
with money to invest and when the Michigan land fever was at its height.”
The Letters and Journals, Vol. V, p. 219

Although Cooper soon felt that his investment had been premature, it took years of
haggling and court trials to redeem only part of the money invested. On May 14, 1845,
Cooper had received some word from Detroit:
“We got here safe and sound Monday, afternoon, and intend going on to-morrow.
Your letter of the 10th, and the Detroit letter with the draft, both reached me
yesterday.”
The Letters and Journals, Vol. V, p. 26, to Mrs. Cooper, From
Head’s (Philadelphia), Letter # 801.

The frustration Cooper felt can best be summed up in the following quote:
“I expect nothing from Michigan, and heartily wish I had never heard of the state.”
The Letters and Journals, Vol. V, p. 222

HELMSMAN:
“It was on a pleasant May morning that a steam vessel was riding at anchor, opposite
[the town of] Buffalo, on Lake Erie.” (lines 1- 3)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) Thence we descended the Alleghany river to the Ohio, made a wide circuit in the
state of the same name, and returned, by way of Lake Erie, to Buffalo (in New-York),
which is a thriving fresh-water lake-port. We spent, of course, a few days
examining the mighty cataract of Niagara, and in visiting the shores of Lake
Ontario.
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter
XIV, p. 207, June 1828: England; August 1828: United States)

2) [Footnote:] *In the western part of the state of New York, there are several small
lakes that lie nearly parallel to each other, and not far asunder, with lengths that vary
from fifteen to forty miles. The outlet of one of these lakes--the Cayuga--lies in the
route of the great thorough-fare to Buffaloe, and a bridge of a mile in length was early
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thrown across it. From this circumstance has arisen the expression of saying, "West of
the Bridge;" meaning the frontier counties, which include, among other districts, that
which is also known as the "Genesee Country."
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford, Part 2 – Cooper Edition/AMS,
Ch. IX, p. 133, 1844)

3) I hope to find a letter at Detroit, or at Buffaloe, on my return. Perhaps the last will
be best.
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, vol. V, p. 224, Letter # 902. To
Mrs. Cooper; From New York, June 16th, 1847)

4) I left town Thursday evening, sans Ogden, but with his testimony straight, full and
direct. My presence in town was all important.
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, vol. V, p. 225, Letter # 903. To
Mrs. Cooper; From American Hotel, Buffaloe, June 20th, 1847)

5) I do not know how you are getting on in Buffaloe with the winter, but here, after
the mildest December I have known in the mountains, good honest winter nights have
set in and we are in no concern about our ice. As yet, the lake is not frozen.
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, vol. VI, p. 336, Letter # 918a. To
Francis Clark; From Otsego Hall, Cooperstown, Dec. 27th, 1847)

6) We reached Buffalo, at the foot of Lake Erie, in about twenty hours after we had
entered the cars. This journey would have been the labor of more than a week, at the
time in which the scene of this tale occurred. Now, the whole of the beautiful region,
teeming with its towns and villages, and rich with the fruits of a bountiful season, was
almost brought into a single landscape by the rapidity of our passage.
At Buffalo, we turned aside to visit the cataract. Thither, too, we went on rails. Thirtyeight years had passed away since we had laid eyes on this wonderful fall of water.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XXX, p. 326, Aug. 1848)

7) At Buffalo we embarked in a boat under the English flag, which is called the
Canada, This shortened our passage to Detroit, by avoiding all the stops at lateral
ports, and we had every reason to be satisfied with our selection.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XXX, p. 327, Aug. 1848)

8) Rens [=Rensselaer R. Nelson] says they don’t know what to think of the delay at
Buffaloe.
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, vol. VI, p. 141, Letter # 1045. To
Mrs. Cooper; From Globe. N.Y., Feb. 20th, 1850)

7) “YOU KNOW, I DARE SAY, THAT…”
Cooper employs the expressions “you know” and “I dare say” profusely, although seldom
in combination. The Pioneers [A) I DARE SAY: #1] does, however, combine the two. In
order to economize on space, only a sampling of Cooper’s use of these expressions is
provided below. A spectacular example [B) MUST: #1], that presages the parenthetical
comment in “The Helmsman” [lines 2-8], has been found in The Pathfinder, or The
Inland Sea. Here, the expression “you must know” has the same import as “you know, I
dare say.” Similar synonymous expressions with the same intent are C) SUPPOSE and D) OF
COURSE , or – quite simply – “AS YOU KNOW .”
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George Salomon, in his article “Wer ist John Maynard?” [“Who Is John Maynard?”],
published in Fontane Blätter (Potsdam), Heft 2, 1965, p. 30, assumed that “The
Helmsman’s” parenthetical observation on Lake Erie could only have been made by an
Englishman for the simple reason that Americans would obviously be so well-informed
about the Great Lakes as to render such an observation unnecessary. The quote from
Cooper in The Pathfinder shows that Salomon’s assumption was premature.
A second instance of similar intent is “I dare say you can remember…,” also with regard
to Lake Erie [A) I DARE SAY: #2]. These examples provide strong evidence that Cooper
would have felt no compunction regarding the parenthetical injection of lines 2-5.
It should also be pointed out that Cooper frequently evinced a pedantic side. Consider the
following excerpt from The Sea Lions:
“Every one at all familiar with the map of America knows the position and general
form of the two islands that shelter the well-known harbor of the great emporium of
the commerce of the country. These islands obtained their names from the Dutch, who
called them Nassau and Staten; but the English, with little respect for the ancient
house whence the first of these appellations is derived, and consulting only the homely
taste which leads them to a practical rather than to a poetical nomenclature in all
things, have since virtually dropped the name of Nassau altogether, substituting that of
Long Island in its stead.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. I, p. 5, April 1849)
Section headings are as follows:
A) I DARE SAY + KNOW/REMEMBER
B) MUST + KNOW
C) SUPPOSE + KNOW
D) OF COURSE + KNOW
E) KNOW + BELIEVE
F) AS YOU KNOW

G) NEGATED
HELMSMAN:
“You know, I dare say, that Erie is one of those sea-lakes for which America is so
famous.” (lines 3-4)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) I DARE SAY + KNOW/REMEMBER
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1) “Certainly, more important operations than that have been performed,” observed
Richard; “the Encyclopaedia mentions much more incredible circumstances than that,
as, I dare say, you know, Doctor Todd.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. VI, p. 94/604; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p. 80; Feb. 1823)

2) “These steamboats are great inventions for the western lakes, as are the railroads
for this vast inland region. I dare say you can remember Lake Erie when it was an
unusual thing to see a sail of any sort on it, and now, I should think, we might count
fifty.”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXX, p. 329, Aug. 1848)
[Triple Entry: Cf. “sea-lakes” & “Lake Erie”]

3) “I dare say, now, Miles, that you knew, and loved, and respected your mother?”
5) (Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XIX, p. 368/654, June 1844)
B) MUST + KNOW

1) “The great lakes, you must know, make a chain, the water passing out of one into
the other, until it reaches Erie, which is a sheet off here to the westward, as large as
Ontario itself. Well, out of Erie the water comes, until it reaches a low mountain like,
over the edge of which it passes.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XII, p. 179; p. 242/644, Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p. 185, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia; Double entry: cf. “Sea-Lakes)
C) SUPPOSE + KNOW

1) “I suppose you know, sir, that the ‘Jew’ has a face just like a human?”
(The Lake Gun, p. 6/22, 1850)

2) “What schooner is that, pray?”
“The Sea Lion, of Oyster Pond, Long Island, bound to the southward, after seal, as
I suppose you know by our outfit.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. VIII, p. 139/532, April 1849)

3) “I suppose you know, Mr. Macy, all this is contrary to orders,” said Hazard, as he
was leading his own gang back towards the cove.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XVIII, p. 307/532, April 1849)

4) “Well, sir, I suppose you know what must be done next in such a case.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXIV, p. 417/532, April 1849)

5) “But I suppose you know what you say, and before whom you say it.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. X, p. 183/589, Nov. 1827)
D) KNOW + OF COURSE

1) “You know, of course, Captain Daggett, that this is my whale,” said Gardiner.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XI, p. 198/532, April 1849)

2) “…but of course you know nothing of the sealing business, and next to nothing
about taking care of property.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XX, p. 342/532, April 1849)
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3) Of course, you are naturalist enough to know that the animal familiarly called the
buffalo in America, and which furnishes the sleigh-skins, is not the buffalo but the
bison; the real buffalo differing little from the ex.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter XVIII,
p. 160, 1838)
E) KNOW + BELIEVE

1) “How many miles are there in a degree of latitude child? You know that, I
believe.”
“More than sixty-nine, sir.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XII, p. 204/532, April 1849)

F) AS YOU KNOW

1) The senate assembled in the Curia, which was on the Forum, as you know, and not
in the Capitol at all.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter XXIII,
p. 222, 1838)

2) The diameter of the rotunda [of the Pantheon] is 132 Roman feet; and this is the
edifice, as you know, that Michael Angelo boasted he would raise in the air, as a
cupola for St. Peter’s. He raised there something very like it.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter XXIII,
p. 225, 1838)

G) NEGATED:
1) The mountain on the right, or the north, of the Furca, is called the Gallenstock, a
name, I dare say, that you never heard before, though it rises nearly eleven thousand
feet above the level of the tides.
(Gleanings in Europe: Switzerland – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter
XXI, p. 217, 1836)

8) “SEA-LAKES” [=THE GREAT LAKES]
The rare hyphenated compound “sea-lake” has not been found in Cooper’s, Hawthorne’s,
Melville’s, Irving’s, Thackeray’s or Charles Dickens’s writings. The OED defines “sea-lake”
as follows: “a land-locked portion of the sea; a lagoon.”
In Cooper’s writings, “inland sea” is the more common designation [#1 & #2]. There are
allusions to the “seas in all the great lakes” [#9]. Even the notion of putting “our German
ocean to shame”[#21] is documented. The doubtful claim that Lake Ontario could hold her
own against the Atlantic is to be found in #4 & #7. The possibility of a poetic formulation is
suggested in #24. The effect of geography upon an individual’s character and religious
sentiments is stressed in The Pathfinder: or, The Inland Sea [COOPER, #3]. Interestingly, the
Atlantic Ocean is reduced to “[Wide] Salt Lake” in The Deerslayer. In The Headsman
[COOPER, #23], the possibility of combining “sea” and “lake” into a compound is illustrated in
the following quote:
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“I am, what thou seest, but a poor mariner that hath no better bark under him than this
of Baptiste, and on a sea no larger than a Swiss lake.”
The hyphenated compound is conceivable in Cooper. In Jack Tier, for instance, there is “this
pilot-captain:”
“Let her come round, Mr. Mulford,” said this pilot-captain, in a low voice, “we are as
near in as we ought to go.”
Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. II, p. 39, 1846-1848

The following is worth quoting:
“COMMERCE OF THE LAKES. The great lakes on our northern and northwestern frontier
constitute one of the most remarkable natural characteristics of the North American continent.
They are spread forth in the bosom of mighty forests upon a scale of grandure quite in
keeping with the bold features which nature has stamped upon this western world in the
stupendous outlines of its mountains, the size and volume of its rivers, the interminable
expanse of prairies, its sublime scenery of woods and cataracts. The extent of some of these
lakes would, in the old world, entitle them to the appellation of seas.”
- Excerpted from Sentinel & Farmer (Milwaukie, Wisconsin Territory), June 4, 1842, p. 2, c. 2 [Vol.
V, No. 37]

Interestingly, Cooper notes the similarity between water and land in The Prairie:
“The earth was not unlike the Ocean, when its restless waters are heaving heavily,
after the agitation and fury of the tempest have begun to lessen. There was the same
waving and regular surface, the same absence of foreign objects, the same boundless
extent to the view. Indeed so very striking was the resemblance between water and the
land, that, however much the geologist might sneer at so simple a theory, it would
have been difficult for a poet not to have felt, that the formation of the one had been
produced by the subsiding of the other.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. I, p. 13, April 1827: London; May 1827:
Philadelphia)

HELMSMAN:
“You know, I dare say, that Erie is one of those sea-lakes for which America is so
famous.” (lines 3-5)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) The Pathfinder: or, The Inland Sea
(The Pathfinder, Subtitle, Feb. / March 1840, London and
Philadelphia)

2) “In youth, when belonging to the navy, the writer of this book served for some time
on the great Western lakes. He was, indeed, one of those who first carried the cockade
of the republic, on those inland seas.”
(The Pathfinder, Preface, p. 6, Feb. / March 1840, London and
Philadelphia; Library of America: p. 6)

3) “I tell him [=the Sarpent] there is but one heaven and one hell, notwithstanding his
traditions, though there are many paths to both.”
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“That is rational, and he is bound to believe you, though I fancy most of the roads
to the last, are on dry land. The sea is what my poor sister Bridget used to call a
‘purifying place,’ and one is out of the way of temptation when out of sight of land. I
doubt if as much can be said in favor of your lakes, up hereaway.”
“That towns and settlements lead to sin, I will allow, but our lakes are bordered by
forests, and one is every day called upon to worship God, in such a temple.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. II, p. 28/644, Feb. / March 1840, London
and Philadelphia; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales,
vol. II, p. 26)

4) “But, uncle,” interposed Mabel, “no land is to be seen, except here on our own
coast. To me it [Lake Ontario] looks exactly like the ocean.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. VIII, p. 149/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia; Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. II, pp. 118-119)

5) “These great lakes, you must know, make a chain, the water passing out of one
into the other, until it reaches Erie, which is a sheet off here to the westward, as large
as Ontario itself. Well, out of Erie the water comes, until it reaches a low mountain
like, over the edge of which it passes.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XII, p. 242/644, Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 185). Double entry: cf. “You
Know, I Dare Say”)

6) “It cannot be far, while we steer in this direction, for sixty or seventy miles will
take us into the St. Lawrence, which the French might make too hot for us; and no
voyage on this lake can be very long.”
“So says my uncle Cap; but, to me, Jasper, Ontario and the ocean appear very
much the same.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIV, p. 290/644, Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 222; Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

7) “I have never been on the ocean, though I have seen it; and, I repeat, I see no
difference between this lake [Lake Ontario] and the Atlantic.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIV, p. 290/644, Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 222; Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

8) Ontario is like a quick-tempered man, sudden to be angered, and as soon
appeased. The sea had already fallen, and though the breakers bounded the shore, far
as the eye could reach, it was merely in lines of brightness, that appeared and
vanished, like the returning waves produced by the stone that has been dropped into a
pool.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIX, 2nd paragraph, p. 387/644, Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, : p. 293; Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

9) But our adventurers had no such gales as those we mean, or any such seas to
withstand. The wind blew fresh from the south, and Michigan can get up a very
respectable swell at need. Like the seas in all the great lakes. it was short, and all the
worse for that. The larger the expanse of water over which the wind passes, the longer
is the sea, and the easier it is for the ship to ride on it. Those of Lake Michigan,
however, were quite long enough for a bark canoe, and glad enough were both
Margery and Dorothy when they found their two little vessels lashed together, and
wearing an air of more stability than was common to them.”
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(Oak Openings, Ch. XXIX, p. 550/582, Aug. 1848)

10) “The vast lakes and innumerable rivers of that region, however, remote as it then
was from the ordinary abodes of civilzed man, offered facilities for communication
that the active spirit of trade would be certain not to neglect.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. II, p. 34/582, Aug. 1848)

11) “This rapid and highly military measure on the part of the British, completely cut
off the post of Chicago, at the head of Lake Michigan, leaving it isolated, on what was
then a very remote wilderness. Chicago, Makinac, and Detroit, were the grand stations
of the Americas on the upper lakes, and here were two of them virtually gone at a
blow.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. II, p. 43/582, Aug. 1848)
12) “Now, what renders all this ‘thumbing’ of the Constitution so much more the
absurd, is the fact, that the very generous compact interested does furnish a means, by
which the poverty of ports on the great lakes may be remedied, without making any
more unnecessary rents in the great national glove.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. V, p. 93/582, Aug. 1848)

13) “Here is a medicine-priest of the pale-faces; he tells me that the voice of the
Manitou reaches into the largest villages of his people, beneath the rising sun, when it
is heard by the red man across the great lakes, and near the rocks of the setting sun. It
is a loud voice, woe to him who does not remember it. It speaks to all colors, and to
every people, and tribe, and nation.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. XVI, p. 302/582, Aug. 1848)

14) “The Indians in the region of the great lakes had long been accustomed to
missionaries, and it is probably that even some of their own traditions, so far as they
related to religious topics, had been insensibly colored by, if not absolutely derived
from, men of this character; for the first whites who are known to have penetrated into
that portion of the continent were Jesuits, who carried the cross as their standard and
emblem of peace.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. XVI, p. 303/582, Aug. 1848)
15) “Here!” exclaimed the missionary, the instant Crowsfeather ceased speaking, and
even before he was seated. “Here – in this council – on these prairies – in these
openings – here, on the shores of the great lakes of sweet water, and throughout the
land of America, are these tribes to be found. The red man is a Jew; a Jew is a red
man. The Manitou has brought the scattered people of Israel to this part of the world,
and I see his power in the wonderful act. Nothing but a miracle could have done this!”
(Oak Openings, Ch. XVII, p. 315/582, Aug. 1848)

16) In that day the American side of the shores of all the Great lakes was little more
than a wilderness. There were exceptions at a few points, but these were few and far
asunder.
(Oak Openings, Ch. XXIX, p. 563/582, Aug. 1848)
17) “Although the sea had greatly subsided, and their combs were no longer
dangerous, the Atlantic was far from being as quiet as a lake in a summer eventide.”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXV, p. 369, May 1842)

18) “I have heard that America called a land, John, where God has lavished his favors
with an unsparing hand; where he has bestowed many climes with several fruits, and
where his power is exhibited no less than his mercy. It is said her rivers are without
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any known end, and that lakes are found in her bosom which would put our German
ocean to shame!”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXI, pp. 363-364, Jan. 1824)

19) “The lake [=Lake Geneva/Lac Leman] has a bottom, notwithstanding!”
“Your pardon, monsieur. The lake has no bottom. The sea may have a bottom,
but we have no bottom here.”
There was little use in disputing the point.
(The Headsman – Michigan Edition, “Introduction,” p. vi, Sept.
1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

20) “I am, what thou seest, but a poor mariner that hath no better bark under him than
this of Baptiste, and on a sea no larger than a Swiss lake.”
(The Headsman – Michigan Edition, Ch. IV, p. 69, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

21) “Perceiving that he was disposed to suspect me of a disposition to ‘poetize the
lake,’ to use his own term, I took care to drop a couple of lines, roughly written off,
like a hasty and imperfect effusion, where I felt sure he would find them, and have
been living for a whole week on the fame thereof.”
“You do indulge in such tastes, then?” said Eve, smiling a little saucily.
“I am as innocent of such an ambition as of wishing to marry the heiress of the
British throne*, which I believe, just now, is the goal of all the Icaruses of our own
time. I am merely a rank plagiarist, for the rhyme, on the fame of which I have rioted
for a glorious week, was in two lines of Pope, an author so completely forgotten in
these palmy days of literature, in which all knowledge seems condensed into the
productions of the last few years, that a man might almost pass off an entire classic for
his own without fear of detection.”
(Eve Effington, vol. I, p. 286, 1838)
*Victoria’s Coronation at Westminster was in 1838, at
the age of 18. In 1840, Queen Victoria of Great Britain and
Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha were married.
Both were 20 years of age.

22) He [=the Grand Duke of Tuscany] seemed surprised when I told him we [=Americans]
had no scenery to compare with that of the Mediterranean, and that nearly all of the
American coast, in particular, was tame and uninteresting. – “But your lakes?” – “Are
large, sir, without question; but so large as to resemble views of the ocean, and with
coasts that are far from striking.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter V, p. 43,
1838)

23) “My sudden appearance here, however, will be without mystery, when I tell you
that I returned from England, by way of Quebec, the Great Lakes, and the Falls,
having been induced by my friend Ducie to take that route, in consequence of his
ship’s being sent to the St. Lawrence. A desire for novelty, and particularly a desire to
see the celebrated cataract, which is almost the lion of America, did the rest.”
(Home as Found, Ch. IX, p. 180/591, 1838)
24) “There is much reason to believe, that the territory which now composes Ohio,
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and a large portion of the country west of the Mississippi,
lay formerly under water. The soil of all the former states has the appearance of
alluvial deposit; and isolated rocks have been found, of a nature and in situations
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which render it difficult to refute the opinion that they have been transferred to their
present beds by floating ice. This theory assumes that the Great Lakes were the deep
pools of one immense body of fresh water, which lay too low to be drained by the
irruption that laid bare the land.”
(The Prairie, “Author’s Introduction,” p. 883, Paris, June, 1832,
The Library of America, [5/575] )

SALT LAKE:
1) “When he has packed up these things among his good, he will start for his village,
before any of my [=Judith’s] young men can overtake him, and then he will show his
people in Canada what riches they can come to seek, now that our fathers, across the
Salt Lake [=the Atlantic Ocean], have sent each other the war hatchet.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XXX, p. 668/717 ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 994 ; 1841)

2) “Tamenund himself, though now as old as the pines on the hill, or as the eagles in
the air, was once young; his name was heard from the great salt lake [=the Atlantic
Ocean] to the sweet waters of the west [= the Great Lakes].”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XVI, p. 366/717 ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 765 ; 1841)

3) A far nobler name would long since have fallen to his share, had not a Frenchman of rank inadvertently given him this sobriquet, which he religiously preserved as
coming from his Great Father who lived beyond the Wide Salt Lake[=the Atlantic
Ocean].
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XXIX, p. 651/717 ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 981 ; 1841)

4) “Were the Huron born of the people that once owned the shores of the salt lake
[=the Atlantic Ocean], it would be in vain, unless he were of the family of Uncas.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XXIII, p. 513/717 ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 877 ; 1841)

5) ‘Toward the rising sun,’ they said, ‘is a great salt lake, and toward the setting sun,
great lakes of sweet water. (The Redskins, Ch. XXIX, p. 42, July 1846)
6) “If the English and Americans fight, it must be a long way from this wilderness,
and on or near the great salt lake.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. III, p. 38/582, Aug. 1848)

7) In short, this Indian, a sort of chief by birth, though of what tribe no one exactly
knows, appeared to live only to revenge the wrongs done his color by the intruders,
who had come from toward the rising sun to drive his people into the great salt lake
[here: obviously not the Atlantic Ocean!] on the other side of the Rocky Mountains.
(Oak Openings, Ch. X, p. 181/582, Aug. 1848)

8) “I am glad, friend Cap, that we have met, however, if it be only that you may tell
the Big Sarpent here that there are lakes in which the water is salt. We have been
pretty much of one mind since our acquaintance began, and if the Mohican has only
half the faith in me that I have in him, he believes all that I have told him touching the
white men’s ways and natur’s laws; but it has always seemed to me that none of the
red-skins have given as free a belief as an honest man likes to the accounts of the big
Salt Lakes, and to that of their being rivers that flow upstream.”
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(The Pathfinder, Ch. II, Lib.Am. pp. 26-27; Cooper Ed.
pp. 24-25, Feb. / March 1840)

9) “Want to look at country – went to shore of Great Salt Lake.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. X, Cooper Ed.: p. 132, Aug./Sept. 1843)

10) “He [=a raven] flies high in the air, moreover, and can see farther than an Indian.”
“Nuttin’ see farther then Injin! Red man fly high, too. See from salt lake to
sweet water. Know ebbery t’ing in wood. Tell him nuttin’ he don’t know.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Ed., Ch. XXIV, pp. 349-350, June 1845)

11) “From the banks of the big river to the shores of the salt lake, there were none to
meet us.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Ed., Ch. 3, p. 32, Feb.
1826)

12) “But Magua is pledged not to sully the lilies of France. The enemies of the great
king across the salt lake are his enemies; his friends, the friens of the Hurons.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Ed., Ch. 17, p. 170, Feb.
1826)

13) “You may hear them [=black slaves] groan, when the south wind blows, louder
than the lowing buffaloes, along the shores of the great salt lake, where the big
canoes come and go with them in droves.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Ed., Ch. 29, pp. 300-301, Feb.
1826)

9) “GREEN WAVES,” “A: GREEN OCEAN/[B: GREAT OCEAN]”
That the waves and the ocean should be “green,” and not “blue,” may, at first sight,
seem rather unusual. Quotes #1 - #7 [ =A) CHARACTERISTIC COLOR OF AMERICA’S WATERS],
however, indicate that a “dull green” is the characteristic color of “American waters.”
According to Cooper, this is probably because American waters are much shallower
than the depths of the “blue” ocean.
On the other hand, water becomes green if it is strongly agitated. It is no accident that
eight quotations containing the words “angry” refer to the green sea, waves, or water.
In “The Helmsman,” the waves are “dashing” against the shoreline. The ocean also
assumes the color green in Cooper if, for example, a storm is brewing and the wind is
coming up. If the ocean is calm, it is blue in Cooper’s works.
In classical works, particularly in Shakespeare’s The Tempest (Cooper’s favorite
Shakespearean play), the sea is green.
The color imagery of “green waves” and a “green ocean” at the beginning of the
sketch may also have been chosen to complement the conclusion:
“…his body sleeps in peace by the green side of lake Erie.” (lines 167-168)
HELMSMAN:
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er, you might well think you were looking at the [A: green//B: great] ocean itself.”
(lines 6-9)

The entry has been divided into the following sections:
A) OTHER WRITERS
B) JAMES FENIMORE COOPER
I) CHARACTERISTIC COLOR OF AMERICA’S WATERS
II) TURBULENCE / AGITATION
III) OTHER CONTEXTS
IV) [B-VERSION] GREAT OCEAN
A) OTHER WRITERS
It will also be noticed that Cooper had a long (and continuing) tradition of “green
oceans” and “green seas” to draw upon.
I. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE (1564-1616):
The noontide sun, call'd forth the mutinous winds,
And 'twixt the green sea and the azur'd vault
Set roaring war;
The Tempest, Act V, Scene 1

II. SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE (1772 – 1834):
1) “And now this spell was snapt: once more
I viewed the ocean green,
And looked far forth, yet little saw
Of what had else been seen — ”
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, Part VI, lines 33-36
“The other great line of precedent from which The Red Rover descends – the one that
permitted the novelist to speak in the Putnam Preface of the new departure he had made from
Smollett’s practice – came from a diverse body of poetic treatments of maritime life. Here one
thinks especially of Cooper’s favorite work of Shakespeare, The Tempest, with the sea-change
by which it transmutes nautical imagery and language into vehicles of wonder and beauty; . . .
Coleridge’s The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner, with its re-attachment of maritime experience
to myth and the supernatural;….”
“Historical Introduction” by Thomas and Marianne
Philbrick in The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, p. xx.

2) “Yet nor high grove, nor many-coloured mead,
Nor the green Ocean with his thousand isles,
Nor the starred azure, nor the sovran sun,
E'er with such majesty of portraiture
Religious Musings;
Imaged the supreme beauty uncreate,
As thou, meek Saviour! at the fearful hour
When thy insulted anguish winged the prayer
Harped by Archangels, when they sing of mercy!”
A Desultory Poem, Written on the Christmas Eve of 1794, lines 17-24
Juvenile Poems, p. 65
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III. JOHN KEATS (1795 – 1821):
1) “Dear maiden, steal
Blushing into my soul, and let us fly
These dreary caverns for the open sky.
I will delight thee all my winding course,
From the green sea up to my hidden source
About Arcadian forests; and will shew
The channels where my coolest waters flow
Through mossy rocks; where, 'mid exuberant green,
I roam in pleasant darkness, more unseen
Than Saturn in his exile; where I brim
Round flowery islands, and take thence a skim
Of mealy sweets, which myriads of bees
Buzz from their honied wings: . . . .”
Endymion: A Poetic Romance, Book II (1818)

IV. PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY (1792-1822):
1) “I spoke to none, nor did abide,
But silently I went my way,
Nor noticed I where joyously
Sate my two younger babes at play,
In the court-yard through which I passed;
But went with footsteps firm and fast
Till I came to the brink of the ocean green,
And there, a woman with gray hairs,
Who had my mother's servant been,
Kneeling, with many tears and prayers,
Made me accept a purse of gold,
Half of the earnings she had kept
To refuge her when weak and old.”
Rosalind and Helen

2) “For, where the irresistible storm had cloven
That fearful darkness, the blue sky was seen
Fretted with many a fair cloud interwoven
Most delicately, and the ocean green,
Beneath that opening spot of blue serene,
Quivered like burning emerald:…”
The Revolt of Islam, Canto I, Stanza IV, ll. 1-6

V. ALFRED LORD TENNYSON (1809-1892):
1) “Oh! what a happy life were mine
Under the hollow-hung ocean green!
Soft are the moss-beds under the sea;
We would live merrily, merrily.”
The Merman, III, ll. 17-20
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B) JAMES FENIMORE COOPER (1789 – 1851):
I) CHARACTERISTIC COLOR OF AMERICA’S WATERS:
1) “While the whole American coast is bounded by a dull-looking sheet of sea-green,
the deep blue of the wide ocean appears to be carried close home to the shores of
Europe.”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. X, p. 146, May 1842)
2) Indeed, one who has seen no other sea but that which is visible from the American
coast, can scarcely form a notion of the beauty of the ocean; for there the tint is a dull
green, while in most other parts of the world it is a marine blue. The difference, I
think, is owing to the shallowness of our own seas, and the depth of those of this
hemisphere, and, perhaps, also to the magnitude and number of the American rivers.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter VIII, p.57,
1838)

3) In New York the water is turpid and of a dullish green colour, for in its purer
moments, it is, at the best, of the greenish hue of the entire American coast; while
that of the Bay of Naples has the cerulean tint and limpidity of the ocean.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter XI, p.94,
1838)

4) You know the position and magnitude of the bay [=Bay of Naples], and the exquisite
beauty of its water. No American who has never been off soundings, can appreciate
the latter beauty, I repeat, for I know of no blue water in all America. Our most
limpid lakes are nearer the colour of amber than any other, and the entire coast is a
sea-green. The Mediterranean, on the other hand, is unusually blue, and its bays and
gulphs appear to have as deep a tint as the open sea.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter XIII, pp. 110111, 1838)

5) “The element was neither of that glassy green which distinguishes the American
waters in general, nor yet of the deep blue of the ocean, the color being of a slightly
amber hue, which scarcely affected its limpidity.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY; Ch. VIII, p. 108; p. 141/644 , Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

6) “For a few moments his efforts were so frantic that he actually prevailed over the
power of the cataract; but natur’ has its limits, and one faltering stroke of the paddle
set him back, and then he lost ground, foot by foot, inch by inch, until he got near the
spot where the river looked even and green, and as if it were made of millions of
threads of water….”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIX, p. 393/644 , Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

7) “This is an estuary, that a gulf; and while the former has the green and turbid
water of a shelving shore and of tributary rivers, the latter has the blue and limpid
element of a deep sea.”
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXIII,
p. 296, May 1830)

II) TURBULENCE / AGITATION / MOTION
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1) “On the other side, the dark planks, and polished copper, lay bare for many feet,
though often washed by the waves that came sweeping along her length, green and
angrily, still capped, as usual, with crests of lucid foam.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XIV, p. 259/589, Nov. 1827)

2) “The waves were looking green and angrily, while, here and there, large crests of
foam were beginning to break on their summits― the certain evidence that a conflict
betwixt the elements was at hand.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XVIII, p. 325/589, Nov. 1827)

3) “It is a ship!” exclaimed her governess, but, an envious wave lifting its green side
between them and the object, they sunk into a trough, as though the vision had been
placed momentarily before their eyes.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XVIII, p. 330/589, Nov. 1827)

4) “And yet for most of this would you be indebted to the land. In return for your
picture, I would take you north, and show you black and threatening clouds ― a green
and angry sea ― shipwrecks and shoals ― cottages, hillsides, and mountains, in the
imagination only of the drowning man ― and sails bleached by waters that contain the
voracious shark, or the disgusting polypus.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XIX, p. 344/589, Nov. 1827)

5) “The sea changed its color from a dark green to a glittering white; and then the
fury of the gust was heard rushing along the water with fearful rapidity, and with a
violence that could not be resisted.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XXX, p. 550/589, Nov. 1827)

6) On looking to the windward, he beheld the green masses of water that were rolling
in towards land, with a violence that seemed irresistible, crowned with ridges of foam;
and there were moments when the air appeared filled with sparkling gems, as the rays
of the rising sun fell upon the spray that was swept from wave to wave.”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIV, p. 279, Jan. 1824)

7) “Tut, Magnet! if you understood the thing, you would know that green water is a
sailor’s bane. He scarcely relishes a greenhorn less.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. II, p. 7/644 , Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

8) “Ha! you do make use of some of the terms, I find, and that with propriety;
though, on the whole, I fear you have seen more green than blue water.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. I, p. 23/644, , Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

9) “He heard the roar of the water, thundering, as it might be, behind a screen, but
becoming more and more distinct, louder and louder, and before him he saw its line
cutting the forest below, along which the green and angry element seemed stretched
and shining, as if the particles were about to lose their principle of cohesion.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch.III, p. 50/644, , Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

10) “The swells, or, as landsmen term them, the waves, were short and curling,
breaking of necessity sooner than the longer seas of the ocean; while the element itself,
instead of presenting that beautiful hue which rivals the deep tint of the southern sky,
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looked green and angry, though wanting in the luster that is derived from the ray of
the sun.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XVI, p. 236; p. 322/644, , Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

11) “The gale was still blowing very fresh at south; and there were places in the river
where its surface looked green and angry, though the wind had hardly sweep enough
to raise the water into foam.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXV, p. 553/644, , Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

12) “The crowded mirror of the Horican was gone; and, in its place, the green and
angry waters lashed the shores, as if indignantly casting back its impurities to the
polluted strand.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. 18, p. 181, Feb.
1826)

13) “The Atlantic resembled a chaos of waters, the portions of the rolling sheet that
were not white with foam looking green and angry.”
(Lucy Hardinge, A Second Series of Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXI,
p. 220, 1844)

14) “Montauk was by this time abeam, and the little brigantine began to rise and fall,
on the long swells of the Atlantic, which now opened before her, in one vast sheet of
green and rolling waters.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. III, p. 65, November 1846–
March 1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and Bentley's
»Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of the Gulf)

III) OTHER CONTEXTS
1) “Now, who the devil would have thought that fellow had ever put his sea-green
eyes on the palace of King Louis?”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XII, p. 128, Jan. 1824)

2) “Our mistress [=the Water-Witch] is like the insect which takes the color of the leaf
on which it dwells. You have seen her in her sea-green robe, which she never fails to
wear when roving over the surroundings of your American coast; but in the deep
waters, her mantle vies with the blue of the ocean’s depths. Symptoms of change,
which always denote an intended excursion far beyond the influence of land, have
been seen!”
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXIV,
p. 312, May 1830)

IV) [B-VERSION] GREAT OCEAN:
As Cooper opts for “wide” and “broad” in Afloat and Ashore or The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford, published in 1844, “green” in the A-version is more in keeping with Cooper
than “great” in the B-Version. “Great” has, however, been located in conjunction with the
Atlantic [cf. #1].
1) The eye saw, to the right, the Pacific; in front was the Southern, or Antarctic Ocean;
and to the left was the great Atlantic.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XIII, p. 139, April 1849)
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2) … the broad Atlantic….
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. IV, p. 91, 1846-1848)

3) “I found myself on the wide ocean,….
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. V, p. 97/654, June 1844)

4) “….in finding myself once more on the broad ocean.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. VIII, p. 155/654, June 1844)

5) The parting on the wide ocean, that night, was solemn, and, in some respects, sad.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. IX, p. 172/654, June 1844)

6) …I found myself on the wide ocean, with nothing in sight, at the age of
eighteen,….
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. IX, p. 173/654, June 1844)
7) “The ocean is just as big, and the world just as wide, as if we had a navy to cover
the first.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. II, p. 36/654, June 1844)
8) Not an object of any sort appeared on the surface of the wide ocean.
(Miles Wallingford (USA), Ch. XXII, p. 372/533, Oct. 1844; -Lucy
Hardinge (England), A Second Series of Afloat and Ashore, Sept.
1844)

9) …as I gazed around, and found myself on the broad ocean, floating on a little deck
that was only ten feet square, and which was raised less than two feet above the
surface of the waters.
(Miles Wallingford (USA), Ch. XXII, p. 385/533, Oct. 1844; -Lucy
Hardinge (England), A Second Series of Afloat and Ashore, Sept.
1844)

10A) “DASHING IN ONE AFTER ANOTHER” (LINE 7)
The use of “waves dashing” has been located in Gleanings in Europe: Italy (Quote # 1).
Cooper is particularly fond of having waves “dashing” against a vessel’s “frail sides” [#15],
(which could then be “dashed” to pieces [#9]), and there are isolated instances of water
dashing “among rocks and over shallows” [#3], “over fragments” [#21], and “between two
abutments of rock” [#22].
The use of “one after another” has not been located in Jack Tier, Quote #8.
A description including a) waves, b) their impact upon the rocks of an “iron-bound shore,”
and c) the importance of the reader’s imagination is to be found in The Crater:
“It required a good deal of nerve to run in towards those rocks, under all the
circumstances of the case. The wind blew fresh, so much indeed as to induce Mark to
reef, but there must always be a heavy swell rolling in upon that iron-bound shore.
The shock of such waves, expending their whole force on perpendicular rocks may
be imagined better than it can be described.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XII, p. 124, Aug. 1847)
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HELMSMAN:
A) “…and, as you stand on its shore, and see the green waves dashing in one after

another, you might well think you were looking at the green ocean itself.” (lines 6-9)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) We were rewarded for the excursion, notwithstanding, by enjoying the bay in a

tumult. The heavy seas that set into it, are not unlike those of the ocean in
moderate weather; and, since the season has advanced into October, we have
witnessed the waves dashing against our cliffs in a manner to send the spray
upon the terrace.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter XVI, p. 137,
1838)

2) Before these fields were shorn and tilled,
Full to the brim our rivers flowed;
The melody of waters filled
The fresh and boundless wood;
And torrents dashed, and rivulets played,
And fountains spouted in the shade.
Bryant, “An Indian at the Burial-Place of His Fathers,”
ll. 67-72.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. III, Introductory Verse, p. 41/644, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia) and
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. 3, Introductory
Verse, p. 28, Feb. 1826)

3) They were no less than ten in number; and, understanding all the advantages of
their bloody occupation, they had posted themselves at a spot where the water dashed
among rocks and over shallows, in a way to form a rapid which, in the language of
the country, is called a rift. (The Pathfinder, Ch. V, p. 87/644)
4) The strength of the stream varied materially, the water being seemingly still in
places, while in other reaches it flowed at a rate exceeding two or even three miles an
hour. On the rifts it even dashed forward with a velocity that was appalling to the
unpractised eye.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. VII, p. 127/644)
5) While the young man was complying with this request, Mabel sat listening to the
howling of the storm and the dashing of the water against the cutter, in a dread to
which she had hitherto been a stranger.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XVII, p. 343/644)

6) He quitted the forecastle, where the seas were dashing inboard at every plunge of
the vessel, ….
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XVII, p. 350/644)
7) "Thou art the same, eternal sea!
The earth hath many shapes and forms
Of hill and valley, flower and tree;
Fields that the fervid noontide warms,
Or Winter's rugged grasp deforms,
Or bright with Autumn's golden store;
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Thou coverest up thy face with storms,
Or smilest serene--but still thy roar
And dashing foam go up to vex the sea-beat shore."
LUNT.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. VIII, Introductory Verse, p. 144/654, June 1844)
and
(Jack Tier, vol. 1, Ch.VII, Introductory Verse, pp. 248-249/616, November
1846–March 1848)

8) The great plunge had been made in water so shoal, that the boat had barely
escaped being dashed to pieces on the coral. ….
This dreadful scene lasted but a single instant, for the waves dashed one after
another from his feet, continually forcing them all, as they occasionally regained their
footing [cf. #97], toward the margin of the reef, and finally washing them off it into
deep water.
(Jack Tier, vol. 2, Ch.VII, p. 566/616, November 1846–March 1848)
9) Twenty times did Mark expect to see the pinnace disappear in the foaming waves,
as it drove furiously onward; but, in each instance, the light and buoyant boat came up
from cavities where our young men fancied it must be dashed to pieces, scudding
away to leeward like the sea-fowl that makes its flight with wings nearly dipping.
Mark now began to hope that his friend might pass over the many reefs that lay in his
track, and gain the open water to leeward. The rise of the ocean favoured such an
expectation, and no doubt was the reason why the Neshamony was not dashed to
pieces within the first five minutes after she was washed off her ways.
(The Crater, Ch. IX, p. 146/544, Aug. 1847)

10) Maso felt the yielding of the vessel’s stern, as she swung furiously round, and he
cheered aloud. The trembling of the timbers, the dashing against the pointed beak,
and that high jet of water, which shot up over the bows and fell heavily on the
forecastle, washing aft in a flood, were so many evidences that the cables were true.
(The Headsman, Ch. VII, p. 123/525, Sept. 1833)

11) “Sullen waves, incessant rolling,
Rudely dash against her sides.”
“Fresh and Strong,” Dibdin’s Charms of Melody, ll. 3-4.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. I, Introductory Verse, p. 11, Jan.
1824)

12) The only sounds that were audible, when Griffith and the pilot had ascended to
the gangway of the frigate, were produced by the sullen dashing of the sea against the
massive bows of the ship,…. (The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch.III, p. 34, Jan. 1824)
13) The dashing of long sweeps of water was now plainly audible, and the little Ariel
was seen through the gloom, moving heavily under their feeble impulse.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. IV, p. 41, Jan. 1824)

14) During the short interval of uncertainty, no other sounds were heard than the
whistling of the breeze, as it passed quickly through the mass of rigging that belonged
to the vessel, and the dashing of the spray that began to fly from her brows, like the
foam of a cataract.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. V, p. 49, Jan. 1824)
15) Notwithstanding her lightness rendered her nearly as buoyant as a cork, and at
times she actually seemed to ride on the foam, her low decks were perpetually washed
by the heavy seas that dashed against her frail sides, and she tossed and rolled in the
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hollows of the waves, in a manner that compelled even the practiced seamen who trod
her decks to move with guarded steps.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. VIII, p. 89, Jan. 1824)

16) The order was promptly obeyed, and they had glided along for nearly a mile in
this manner, in the most profound silence, when suddenly the stillness was broken by
a heavy rush of air, and a dash of the water, seemingly at no great distance from the,
“By heaven, Tom,” cried Barnstable, starting, “there is the blow of a whale!”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVII, p. 186, Jan. 1824)

17) At the moment of universal quiet, when nothing above low dialogues interrupted
the dashing of the waves as they were thrown lazily aside by the bows of the vessel,
the report of a light cannon burst out of the barrier of fog, and rolled by them on the
breeze, apparently vibrating with the rising and sinking of the waters.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXIII, p. 389, Jan. 1824)

18) The dashing of the waters, and the rushing of the wind, which now began to
sweep heavily across the blue waste, quickly drew the females to the side of our
adventurer [cf. “were clustering round”, #60a]. To their hurried and anxious questions he
made considerate but brief replies, like a man who felt the time was far better suited to
action than to words [cf. “less talking”, #64]. .
(The Red Rover, Ch. XVIII, p. 325/589, Nov. 1827)

19) He seemed rather to consult the signs of the heavens than to regard the tossings
and rushings of the water, which dashed against the side of his little vessel …
(The Red Rover, Ch. XVIII, p. 326/589, Nov. 1827)

20) “I, too have seen thee on thy surging path
When the night-tempest met thee; thou didst dash
Thy white arms high in heaven, as if in wrath,
Threatening the angry sky; thy waves did lash
The labouring vessel, and with deadening crash
Rush madly forth to scourge its groaning sides;
Onward thy billows came, to meet and clash
In a wild warfare, till the lifted tides
Mingled their yesty tops, where the dark storm-cloud rides.
PERCIVAL
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXI, Introductory Verse, p. 357/532, April
1849)

21) …a swift and wide brook dashed over fragments that had fallen, with time, from
the precipice in its front;… (The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXIX, p. 447/496, 1828)
22) Beyond these again, came the celebrated pass of St. Maurice, where the foaming
Rhone dashed between two abutments of rock, as if anxious to effect its exit before
the superincumbent mountains could come together, and shut it out forever from the
inviting basin in which it was hurrying with a never-ceasing din.
(The Headsman, Ch. V, p. 86/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)
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10 B) “[BUCKETS OF WATER] WERE DASHED HISSING”
Although properly belonging to PART IV, “dashed hissing” has been considered under
“dash” in PART I. Objections may legitimately be raised because the focus of attention is on
the verb “hiss,” and the sound of water falling on a hot or burning object. Perhaps what may
come as a mild surprise is that in Cooper’s works water can hiss without being heated
(Hissing – Dashing: #1, #2, #5, etc.). Yet a true match must allow for a fire and an attempt
to extinguish it. Excerpt #2 from The Pathfinder (lacking “to hiss”) has “buckets” and the
verb “dash” and even an “old sailor” (though not on a ship!). In Afloat and Ashore, or The
Adventures of Miles Wallingford, Neb uses boiling hot water on the enemy. The water
“hisses” (Hissing – Dashing: #3).
HELMSMAN:
B) “[buckets of water]…were dashed hissing on the burning mass…” (lines lines 85-86)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) The manner in which my captors treated me, excited my surprise. As soon as it was
light, my limbs were released, and I was permitted to walk up and down the quarterdeck to restore the circulation of the blood. A clot of blood, with some fragments of
hair, marked the spot where poor Captain Williams had fallen; and I was allowed to
dash a bucket of water over the place, in order to wash away the revolting signs of the
murder.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford, Part
1 – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. XIII, p. 198, June 1844)

2) Cap preserved his coolness admirably. He had a profound and increasing respect
for the power of the savages, and even for the majesty of fresh water, it is true; but his
apprehensions of the former proceeded more from his dread of being scalped and
tortured than from any unmanly fear of death; and, as he was now on the deck of a
house, if not on the deck of a ship, and knew that there was little danger of boarders,
he moved about with a fearlessness and a rash exposure of his person that Pathfinder,
had he been aware of the fact, would have been the first to condemn. Instead of
keeping his body covered, agreeably to the usages of Indian warfare, he was seen on
every part of the roof, dashing the water right and left, with the apparent steadiness
and unconcern he would have manifested had he been a sail trimmer exercising his art
in a battle afloat. His appearance was one of the causes of the extraordinary clamor
among the assailants; who, unused to see their enemies so reckless, opened upon him
with their tongues, like a pack that has the fox in view. Still he appeared to possess a
charmed life; for, though the bullets whistled around him on every side, and his
clothes were several times torn, nothing cut his skin. When the shell passed through
the logs below, the old sailor dropped his bucket, waved his hat, and gave three
cheers; in which heroic act he was employed as the dangerous missile exploded. This
characteristic feat probably saved his life; for from that instant the Indians ceased to
fire at him, and even to shoot their flaming arrows at the block, having taken up the
notion simultaneously, and by common consent, that the "Saltwater" was mad; and it
was a singular effect of their magnanimity never to lift a hand against those whom
they imagined devoid of reason.
(The Pathfinder - Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXIV, pp. 397-398)

HISSING - DASHING
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1) There were the pitching of the vessel, the hissing of the waters, the dashing of the
spray, the shocks that menaced annihilation to the little craft as she plunged into the
seas, the undying howl of the wind, and the fearful drift.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XVI, p.332/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

2) The roar of the wind was without intermission, and the raging water answered to its
dull but grand strains with hissing spray, a menacing wash, and sullen surges.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XVI, p.324/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

3) The engine made a movement, just as the French began to run out on their
bowsprit, and, by the time six or eight were on the heel of the jib-boom, they were met
by the hissing hot stream, which took them en echelon, as it might be, fairly raking
the whole line. The effect was instantaneous. Physical nature cannot stand excessive
heat, unless particularly well supplied with skin; and the three leading Frenchmen,
finding retreat impossible, dropped incontinently into the sea, preferring cold water to
hot--the chances of drowning, to the certainty of being scalded.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford –
Cooper Edition, Ch. VI, p. 88, 1844)

4) As the captain poured out the liquor, a fall of several tons of water on the deck
shook the entire ship, and one of the passengers in the hurricane-house, opening a door
to ascertain the cause, the sound of the hissing waters and the roaring winds came
fresher and more distinct into the cabin.
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XII, p. 185/613, 1838)

5) We could do no more than throw him the sky-light [cf. #70], which was large; but
the ship went foaming ahead [cf. #22], leaving the poor fellow to his fate, in the midst
of the hissing waters.
(Ned Myers, Ch. III, p. 41/271, Nov. 1843)
6) The Dalmatians wheeled into column, the Sbirri pushed aside the throng on their
way to their haunts; the water of the bay was dashed upon the flags; the clotted sawdust was gathered; the head and trunk, block, basket, axe, and executioner
disappeared, and the crowd circulated around the fatal spot.
(The Bravo, Ch. XXXII- Michigan Historical Reprint Series, p. 459;
CSPCT, p. 318, October 1831)

7) It was many hours ere Mark awoke, and when he did, it was with a sense of
suffocation. At first he thought the ship had taken fire, a lurid light gleaming in at the
open door of the cabin, and he sprang to his feet in recollection of the danger he ran
from the magazine, as well as from being burned. But no cracking of flames reaching
his ears, he dressed hastily and went out to the poop. He had just reached the deck,
when he felt the whole ship tremble from her trunk to her keel, and a rushing of water
was heard on all sides of him, as if a flood were coming. Hissing sounds were heard,
and streams of fire, and gleams of lurid light were seen in the air. It was a terrible
moment, and one that might well induce any man to imagine that time was drawing to
a close.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XI, p. 115, Aug. 1847)
8) Not so with Sigismund. to him the roaring tempest was mute, the boiling and
hissing lake had no horrors, and he had plunged into the fathomless Leman as
recklessly as he could have leaped to land.
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(The Headsman, Ch. VII, p. 125/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

9) No better materials to feed the fire could be found, had there been a communication
with flames; but the ground was destitute of the brush that led the destructive element,
like a torrent, over the remainder of the hill. As auxiliary to this scarcity of fuel, one
of the large springs which abound in that country gushed out of the side of the ascent
above, and, after creeping sluggishly along the level land, saturating the mossy
covering of the rock with moisture, it swept around the base of the little cone that
formed the pinnacle of the mountain, and, entering the canopy of smoke near one of
the terminations of the terrace, found its way to the lake, not by dashing from rock to
rock, but by the secret channels of the earth. It would rise to the surface, here and
there, in the wet seasons, but in the droughts of summer it was to be traced only by the
bogs and moss that announced the proximity of water. When the fire reached this
barrier, it was compelled to pause, until a concentration of its heat could overcome the
moisture, like an army awaiting the operations of a battering train, to open its way to
desolation.
That fatal moment seemed now to have arrived, for the hissing streams of the
spring appeared to be nearly exhausted, and the moss of the rocks was already curling
under the intense heat, while fragments of bark, that yet clung to the dead trees, began
to separate from their trunks, and fall to the ground in crumbling masses [cf. # 57].
(The Pioneers, Ch. XXXVII, p. 538/604, Feb. 1823)

11) “MIGHT WELL THINK.”
The modal auxiliary (might) in conjunction with the adverbial (well) are used to express
likelihood verging on certainty with emphatic pithiness. It immediately becomes obvious that
this usage is characteristic of Cooper’s writing. Dickens, on the other hand, uses “well” after
“might” in only a few instances. Melville, Irving and Thackeray have also been consulted.
They present no major threat to Cooper’s mastery of this expression. Hawthorne comes in a
poor second with 44 instances. What is particularly fortunate is COOPER #1 from Oak
Openings, in which not merely the expression (“might well have imagined”) but also the
context (“transferred to the spot” and “looking on the site”) are very close to the original in
“The Helmsman.”
HELMSMAN:
A) “…and, as you stand on its shore, and see the green waves dashing in one after
another, you might well think you were looking at the green ocean itself.” (lines 6-9)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER (1789-1851):
“MIGHT WELL” : admit (1x), alarm (1x), arise (1x), be (3x), be [confused] (1x), be deceived (1x), be
confided (1x), be divided (1x), be envied (1x), be fancied (1x), be forgotten (1x), be likened (1x), be
mistaken for (1x), be named (1x), be questioned (2x), be taken as (1x), be termed (1x), compete with
(1x), contain (1x), desire (1x), despair (1x), [enough] do [it] (1x), display (1x), eclipse (1x), entertain a
doubt (1x), excuse (1x), fall under the influence (1x), happen (1x), have alarmed (2x), have
apprehended (1x), have attracted (1x), have been (1x), have been likened (1x), have been rejected (1x),
have despaired (1x), have disturbed (1x), have eluded (1x), have entitled (2x), [have] excused (1x), have
fancied (1x), have generated (1x), have happened (2x), have imagined (2x), have issued from (1x),
have lodged (1x), have made deeper inroads (1x), have obtained (1x), have passed for (2x), have
produced (1x), have proved (1x), have rendered (1x), have served (1x), have set at defiance (1x), have
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succeeded (1x), have suspected (1x), have thrown (1x), impose on (1x), [indelibly] impress (1x), induce
(1x), intimidate (1x), justify (1x), know (2x), look for (1x), [enough] occur (1x), question (1x), serve
(1x), shorten (1x), spare (1x), stand (1x), suggest (1x), tempt (1x), think (1x) =81 instances

1) One who had unexpectedly been transferred to the spot, might well have
imagined that he was looking on the site of some old and long established settlement,
from which every appliance of human industry had been suddenly and simultaneously
abstracted.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XIX, p. 208, Aug. 1848)
2) “And the lady knew nothing of a lobscous (=lobscouse: a sailor’s stew made of meat,
vegetables, and hardtack]– neither of its essence, nor nature?”
“There’s no essences as is ever put in a lobscous, besides potaties, Admiral
Bluewater; thof we make ’em in the old Planter” – nautice for Plantagenet – in so
liquorish a fashion, you might well think they even had Jamaiky [=Jamaica rum], in
’em. No, potaties is the essence of lobscouse; and a very good thing is a potatie, Sie
Jarvy, when a ship’s company has been on salted oakum [=loose fibre, obtained by
untwisting and picking old rope] for a few months.”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. VII, p. 107/261, May
1842)

3) “I suppose you wish to know something of the past, like all the rest of them,”
mumbled the woman [=a fortune-teller], “so that you may have faith in what you hear
about the future?”
“Why, Mother,” answered Guert, passing his hand through his own fine head of
natural curls, and speaking a little hastily, “I do not know that it is any great matter
about the past. What is done, is done; and there is an end of it. A young man may not
wish to hear of such things, at the moment, perhaps, when he is earnestly bent on
doing better. We are all young, once in our lives, and we can grow old only after
having been so.”
“Yes—yes—I see how it is! muttered Doortje. “So—so—turkeys—turkeys;
ducks—ducks—quaack—quaack –gobble—gobble, gobble—“Here, the old hag set up
such an imitation of ducks, geese, turkeys, game-cocks, and other birds, that one who
was in an outer room, might well have imagined he heard the cries of a regular
poultry-yard.
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVIII, p. 265, June 1845)
4) He had just reached the deck, when he felt the whole ship tremble from her truck to
her keel, and a rushing of water was heard on all sides of him, as if a flood were
coming. Hissing sounds were heard, and streams of fire, and gleams of lurid light
were seen in the air. It was a terrible moment, and one that might well induce any
man to imagine that time was drawing to its close.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XI, p. 115, Aug. 1847)

5) The “Dolphin” might well have been likened to a slumbering beast of prey,
during those moments of treacherous calm. But as nature limits the period of repose to
the creatures of the animal world, so it would seem that the inactivity of the
freebooters was not doomed to any long continuance. With the morning sun a breeze
came over the water, breathing the flavour of the land, to set the sluggish ship again in
motion.
(The Red Rover, Ch. XXIV, p. 426/589, Nov. 1827)
6) As Raoul complied with her desire any distant spectator might well have fancied
the meeting accidental, though he poured forth a flood of expressions of love and
admiration.
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. VI, p. 107/572, Nov. 1842)
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7) Then Great Smash gave such a laugh, and such a swing of her unwieldy body, that
one might well have apprehended her downfall. But, no such thing. She maintained
her equilibrium; for, renowned as she had been all her life at producing havoc among
plates, and cups, and bowls, she was never known to be thrown off her own center of
gravity.
(Wyandotté, Ch. XIII, p. 271/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)
8) Her look became anxious, and her face pale; then the eyes brightened, and a blush
that might well be likened to the tints with which the approach of dawn illumines the
sky, suffused her cheeks,…. (Wyandotté, Ch. XXIII, p. 459/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)
9) Many astronomers have believed that the solar system, in company with thousands
of other systems, revolves around a common centre, in orbits so vast as to defy
computation, and a religious sentiment might well suggest that this center of the
universe is the throne of the Most High. Here we may fancy the Deity seated in
power, and controlling, by his will, the movements of the worlds, directing each to the
completion of his own mysterious and benevolent designs.
(Gleanings in Europe: France, Ch. XV, “Learning and Literature,”
p. 250, 1836-1838)

10) He caught the timid glance of the soft eye from behind the folds of Cecil’s veil, as
they rose, and took his seat as happy as an ardent young man might well be fancied,
under the consciousness of possessing the best affections of a female so youthful, so
lovely, and so pure.
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XIX, p. 221, 1825)
11) I had caught a glimpse of the rare creature whose decision, intelligence, and
presence of mind had done so much for us all; and to me she seemed to be the
loveliest being of her sex my eyes had ever lighted on! Her form, in particular, was
perfection; being just the medium between feminine delicacy and rude health; or just
so much of the last as could exist without a shade of coarseness; and the little I saw of
a countenance that was nearly concealed by the maze of curls that might well be
termed golden, appeared to me to correspond admirably with that form.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. X, p. 143, Nov. 1845)
CHARLES DICKENS (1812-1870):
“MIGHT WELL” : be (1x), be dispensed with (1x), have been excused for (1x), have depressed (1x),
understand (1x)=5 instances

HERMAN MELVILLE (1819-1891):
“MIGHT WELL” : appal (1x), be envied (1x), be thought (1x), drive away (1x), have abashed (1x),
have anticipated (1x), have been (1x), have been so considered (1x), pass over (1x), travel (1x)= 10
instances

1) Here, it might well be thought that, were these conjectures as to the foundling’s
secrets not erroneous, then must he have been hopelessly infected with the craziest
chimeras of his age; far outgoing Albert Magus and Cornelius Agrippa. but the
contrary was averred.
(Piazza Tales, THE BELL-TOWER, 1856)
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3) ….a habitation which might be regarded as a sort of Bachelor’s Hall.
And in good truth it might well have been so considered.
(Typee, A Romance of the South Seas, Ch. 22, 1st and 2nd
paragraphs, March 1846)

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE (1804-1864):
“MIGHT WELL” : adapt (1x), afford (1x), be (7x), [enough] be (1x), [enough] be attributed to (1x),
be deemed (1x), be overlooked (1x), [enough] be put upon (1x), be supposed (1x), be taken for (1x), be
termed (1x), claim (1x), be [more profoundly] versed (1x), do [for “behold”] (1x), dream (1x), [enough]
excite (1x), [enough] have been (1x), [enough] have been explained (1x), have been mistaken (1x), have
been reddened (1x), have been [more] reserved (1x), have been satisfied (1x), [have been] swollen (1x),
have been wrought (1x), have befitted (1x), have fallen in love (1x), have forgotten (1x), [enough] have
passed (1x), have seemed (1x), have startled (1x), have trembled (1x), hope (2x), make the spectator
laugh (1x), meet (2x), suffice (1x), trace (1x) =44 instances

1) In front, just on the edge of the unpaved sidewalk, grew the Pyncheon Elm, which,
in reference to such trees as one usually meets with, might well be termed gigantic.
House of Seven Gables, Ch. I, 4th paragraph from the end of Ch. I, 1851

2) Nevertheless, the scene is not in all respects that of a stable-yard; for gentlemen and
ladies come from a sale a manger and other rooms, and stand talking in the court, or
occupy chairs and seats there; children play about; the hostess or her daughter often
appears and talks with her guests or servants; dogs lounge, and, in short, the court
might well enough be taken for the one scene of a classic play.
Passages from the French and Italian Note-Books, “Avignon,” 5th paragraph,

3) If the imaginative faculty refused to act in such an hour, it might well be deemed a
hopeless case. Moonlight, in a familiar room, falling so white upon the carpet, and
showing all its figures so distinctly – making every object so minutely visible, yet so
unlike a morning or noontide visibility – is a medium the most suitable for a romancewriter to get acquainted with his illusive guests.
The Scarlet Letter, “The Custom-House,” Introductory to “The Scarlet Letter,”
March 1850.

WASHINGTON IRVING (1783-1859):
“MIGHT WELL” : afford (1x), be proud (1x), boast (1x), cause (1x), inspire (2x), make the
heart…leap (1x)=7 instances

WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY (1811-1863):
“MIGHT WELL” : astonish (1x), be affected (1x), [indeed] be aghast (1x), be jealous (1x), be
mistaken (1x), be said (1x), believe (1x), create (1x), delight (1x), do [for “disconcert”] (1x), give (1x),
like (1x), produce (1x), regret (1x), scare (1x), show (1x)=16 instances

1) Whilst the royal Richard and his court were feasting in the camp outside the walls
of Chalus, they of the castle were in the most miserable plight that may be conceived.
Hunger, as well as the fierce assaults of the besiegers, had made dire ravages in the
place. The garrison’s provisions of corn and cattle, their very horses, dogs, and
donkeys had been eaten up – so that it might well be said by Wamba “that famine, as
well as slaughter, had THINNED the garrison.”
(Burlesques, Ch. III, “St. George for England,” 1st paragraph, )
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2) Thus, for a third time, Beatrix’s ambitious hopes were circumvented, and she might
well believe that a special malignant fate watched and pursued her, tearing her prize
out of her hand just as she seemed to grasp it, and leaving her with only rage and grief
for her portion.
(History of Henry Esmond, Ch. VII, 1st sentence, Oct. 1852)

12) “JERSEY.”
Under “Jersey,” “Navesink,” sometimes referred to as “Neversink,” “Sandy Hook,” and
“Powles’ Hook” are, for example, included in the list of quotations, inasmuch as Cooper
refers to these aspects of New Jersey repeatedly. These are arranged in the following
order:
A) BRISTOL (PENNSYLVANIA) / BURLINGTON (NEW JERSEY)
[As “little” Bristol is just across the Delaware River from Burlington, the birthplace of
Cooper, it, too, has been included.]
B) JERSEY / JERSEYMAN / NEW JERSEY
C) NAVESINK - NEVERSINK
D) POWLES’ HOOK – PAULUS HOOK
E) SANDY HOOK
F) NASSAU HALL, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY (PRINCETON)
G) THE CHANNEL ISLAND OF JERSEY

Herman Melville, in White Jacket (Jan. 1850, London), in the chapter “The Pitch of the
Cape,” makes a direct allusion to Cooper’s Navesink [=Neversink] in his novel
Homeward Bound [entry #21 below] by creating the ship Neversink and transforming the
title of Cooper’s novel into dialogue! The element of patriotism in the quote is
understandable.
“What ship’s that?”
“The Sultan, Indiaman, from New York; and bound to Callao and Canton,
sixty days out, all well. What frigate’s that?”
“The United States ship Neversink, homeward bound.”
“Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!” yelled our enthusiastic countryman, transported
with patriotism.
Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass (first edition: 1855) also contains a collection of poems
under the general heading “Fancies at Navesink.” The first of these poems is entitled
“The Pilot in the Mist.”
For an in-depth consideration of the connotations of “Jersey” in Cooper’s works, see
Norman Barry, “The Author’s Signature: The Good Ship Jersey in ‘The Helmsman
of Lake Erie,’ and the Significance of the Geography of New Jersey in the Works of
James Fenimore Cooper.”[ http://homepage.johnmaynard.net/Jersey.pdf ]
This entry, more than any other, may be regarded as the ultimate litmus test for authorship
of “The Helmsman.” Cooper, whether viewed from his place of birth, the origins of his
forefathers, his descriptions of a mariner’s first glimpse of America, and his (in part
autobiographical) literary treatment of the geography of New Jersey, may be viewed as a
writer steeped in a multi-faceted symbolism of his home state (interestingly, not New
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York), which, in its depth and breadth must be regarded as exceptional in American
literature.
The following excerpt from Jack Tier serves to set the status of a vessel named after a
state in the proper perspective:
“That ship [=a sloop], then, is called the Poughkeepsie, is she, sir?” inquired Spike.
“Such is her name, thanks to a most beneficient and sage provision of Congress, which
has extended its parental care over the navy so far as to imagine that a man chosen by the
people to exercise so many functions of a sovereign, is not fit to name a ship. All our two
and three deckers are to be called after states; the frigates after rivers; and the sloops
after towns. Thus it is that our craft has the honor to be called the United States ship, the
Ploughkeepsie instead of the Arrow, or the Wasp, or the Curlew, or the Petrel, as might
have otherwise been the case. But the wisdom of Congress is manifest, for the plan
teaches us sailors geography.”
Jack Tier – Cambridge Scholard Publishing Classic Texts, Ch. IV, p. 83; 1846-1848

HELMSMAN:
a) “The Jersey ― for that was the name of the steamer. . .” (lines 9-10)
b) “…leaving a broad track of foam behind her, the Jersey stood
westward, and held on her course for the town of Erie.” (lines 26-28)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) BRISTOL (PENNSYLVANIA) / BURLINGTON (NEW JERSEY)
1) Mark Woolston came from a part of this great republic where the names are still
as simple, unpretending, and as good Saxon English, as in the county of Kent itself.
He was born in the little town of Bristol, Bucks County, Pennsylvania. This is a
portion of the country that – Heaven be praised! – still retains some of the good oldfashioned directness and simplicity. (The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. I, p. 5, Aug. 1847)
2) In the year 1793, when Mark Woolston was just sixteen, a full-rigged ship actually
came up, and lay at the end of the wharf in Burlington, the little town nearly opposite
to Bristol, where she attracted a great deal of the attention of all the youths of the
vicinity.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. I, p. 6, Aug. 1847)
3) When Mark Woolston reappeared in Bristol, after the arrival of the Rancocus
below had been known there about twenty-four hours, he was the envy of all the lads
in the place, and the admiration of most of the girls.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. I, p. 9, Aug. 1847)

4) With that promise in mind, Mark hastened up the river to Bristol, as soon as he
was clear of the vessel.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. I, p. 11, Aug. 1847)
5) Although the last individual was fully aware that Bridget was what was then
esteemed rich, at Bristol, he [=Mark Woolston] cared not for her money.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. II, p. 13, Aug. 1847)
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6) The result was that Bridget prevailed, and the young husband went up to Bristol
and candidly related all that had passed, thus revealing, in less than a week, a secret
which it was intended should remain hid for at least two years.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. II, p. 17, Aug. 1847)

7) But Juno could read writing. Bridget had taught her slaves to read and write, and
Juno was a sort of “expert,” in her way. She wrote and read half the nigger-letters of
Bristol, previously to quitting America.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XVI, p. 177, Aug.
1847)

8) Bristol had a very ancient society, of the persuasion of the Anglican church, and
Mark’s family belonged to it. Bridget, however, was a Presbyterian, and no small
portion of the new colonists were what is called Wet Quakers; that is, Friends who are
not very particular of their opinions or observances. Now, religion often caused more
feuds than anything else; . . . .
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XX, p. 219, Aug.
1847)

9) Great was the commotion in the little town of Bristol at the return of all the
Woolstons, who had gone off, no one knew exactly whither; some saying to New
Holland; others to China; and a few even to Japan. The excitement extended across
the river to the little city of Burlington, and there was danger of the whole history of
the colony’s getting into the newspapers.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXX, p. 328, Aug.
1847)

B) JERSEY / JERSEYMAN / NEW JERSEY
1) “It is odd enough that I had a visit, when in Tuscany, from an officer of one of our
frigates who told me he was born in Cooperstown. This is probably the first male
native who ever found his way into Italy, for you will remember that I am a Jerseyman born, and both William and Paul are New Yorkers.”
(Correspondence of James Fenimore-Cooper, vol. I , p. 229,
Paris, May 25th, 1831. Cf. Norman Barry, “The Legend of John
Maynard, ‘The Helmsman of Lake Erie,’ in the Backdrop of the
Year 1845,”. p. 26)

2) The American is justly proud of the origin of his nation, which is perhaps
unequalled in the history of the world; but the Pennsylvanian and Jerseyman have
more reason to value themselves in their ancestors than the natives of any other state,
since no wrong was done the original owners of the soil. [1831]
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. 29, p. 304 ,
Footnote)

3) “Not so: Miles the first left two sons; our ancestor, the eldest, and one younger,
who removed into the colony of New Jersey, and whose descendants still exist. The
survivors of us two might go there in quest of our heir, in the long run. But do not
forget that I come before these Jersey Blues, let them be who, or what they may.”
(Miles Wallingford (USA), Ch. IX, p. 161/533, Oct. 1844; -Lucy
Hardinge (England), A Second Series of Afloat and Ashore, Sept.
1844)
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4) “In this manner we ran down the coast, with about six knots’ way on the ship, as
soon as we got from under the Jersey shore.
In less than an hour, or when we were about four leagues from Sandy Hook Light,
the Englishman wore short round, and made sail to cut us off.”
(Miles Wallingford (USA), Ch. XI, p. 208/533, Oct. 1844; -Lucy
Hardinge (England), A Second Series of Afloat and Ashore, Sept.
1844)

5) [WILLIAM COOPER, the writer of the letters composing the Guide in the Wilderness,
was born December 2d, 1754, in Byberry, Pennsylvania. He married December 12,
1775, at Burlington, New Jersey, Elizabeth Fenimore, daughter of Richard Fenimore,
a descendant of early English settlers in New Jersey. He became interested in large
tracts of land in New York and elsewhere shortly after the Revolution, and from that
time, until his death in 1809, his principal occupation seems to have been settling his
own lands and those he had joint interest with others.”]
(James Fenimore Cooper, Legends and Traditions of a Northern
County, “Introduction” (written in 1897) to A Guide in the
Wilderness, p. 233.)

6) “Hum! a generalizer; that is no doubt, one of the new sects that afflict the country,”
muttered Mr. Dunham, whose grandfather had been a New Jersey Quaker, his father a
Presbyterian, and who had joined the Church of England himself after he entered the
army.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XV, p.313/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

7) “It is as the man and his wife say, and I’ll not give them up, out here in blue water,
for as much foam as lies on Jersey beach after an easterly blow. It will not be any of
the family of Davis that will satisfy yonder wind-eater; but he will lay his hand on the
whole family of Montauk, leaving them the agreeable alternative of going back to
Portsmouth in his pleasant society, or getting out here in mid-channel, and wading
ashore as best they can.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. VIII, p. 61, 1838)
8) “The usages of Brucksills are a mixture of Low Dutch and High Dutch habits, as is
the language. The king being a Polander, and a grandson of Augustus, king of Poland,
is anxious to introduce the customs of the Russians into his court; while his amiable
young queen, who was born in New Jersey when her illustrious father kept school at
Haddonfield, early imbibed those notions of republicanism which so eminently
distinguish his Grace the honourable Louis Philippe Orleans, the present King of the
French.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXXI, p. 325, 1838)
9) “…nor do I exactly suppose that your present monarch was flogged by a tailor in
Vermont, or that Louis Philippe kept school in New Jersey.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXXIII, pp. 345, 1838)

10) “The young man was sent to New York, and became a prisoner on board the wellknown prison-ship, the Jersey.”
(Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers,
“Edward Preble,” vol. I, p.182, March and May 1846)

11) “Yes, I [=Moses Marble] then got on board of one of our sloops, and tried my hand at
settling the account with my old masters [=the British]. I was taken prisoner for my
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pains, but worried through the war without getting my neck stretched. They wanted to
make it out, on board the old Jersey, that I was an Englishman, but I told ‘em just to
prove it. Let ‘em only prove where I was born, I said, and I would give it up. I was
ready to be hanged, if they could only prove where I was born. D——e, but I
sometimes think I never was born, at all.”
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XIX, p. 290,
Dec. 1843 – Aug. 1844)

12) “Everything was new, and everything seemed delightful. The day was pleasant,
the wind continued fair, and nothing occurred to mar our joy. I had a little map, one
neither particularly accurate, nor very well engraved; and I pointed out to my two
companions the rocky precipices on the western bank, as New Jersey! Even Rupert
was struck with this important circumstance. As for Neb, he was actually in ecstasies,
rolling his large black eyes, and showing his white teeth, until he suddenly closed his
truly coral and plump lips, to demand what New Jersey meant? Of course I gratified
this laudable desire to obtain knowledge, and Neb seemed still more pleased than ever,
now he had ascertained that New Jersey was a State. Travelling was not as much of
an every-day occupation, at that time, as it is now; and it was, in truth, something for
three American lads, all under nineteen, to be able to say they had seen a State, other
than their own.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. III, pp. 48-49/654, June 1844)
13) “On the contrary, we proceeded to an opposite part of the town, placing the bags
on a wharf resorted to by craft from New Jersey, as if we intended to go on board
one of them.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. III, pp. 57/654, June 1844)
14) The day was now opened, and objects could be seen in the distance, with
distinctness. Beneath them lay the Hudson, stretching to the south in a straight line, as
far as the eye could reach. To the north, the broken fragments of the Highlands threw
upwards their lofty heads, above masses of fog that hung over the water, and by which
the course of the river could be traced into the bosom of hills whose conical summits
were grouping together, one behind another, in that disorder which might be supposed
to have succeeded their gigantic, but fruitless, efforts to stop the progress of the flood.
Emerging from these confused piles, the river, as if rejoicing at its release from the
struggle, expanded into a wide bay, which was ornamented by a few fertile and low
points that jutted humbly into its broad basin. On the opposite, or western shore, the
rocks of Jersey were gathered into an array that has obtained for them the name of
the “Palisades,” elevating themselves for many hundred feet, as if to protect the rich
country in their rear from the inroads of the conqueror; but, disdaining such an
enemy, the river swept proudly by their feet, and held its undeviating way to the
ocean.”
(The Spy, Ch. XXXII, p. 515/557, Dec. 1821)
15) “In New-Jersey no Protestant can be denied any civil right on account of
religion.”
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans,
“Religion,” p. 580, June 1828: England; August 1828: United
States)

16) “What sounds, boy? The ship is as quiet as the Quaker meeting in the Jerseys,
before your good old grandfather used to break the charm of silence with his sonorous
voice.”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. IV, p. 46, Jan. 1824)
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17) “Thou mayst practise thy skill in horsemanship on the plains of New Jersey with
safety, but in the hills of Otsego they may be suspended for a time.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXI, p. 232, Feb. 1823)

18) “Under all circumstances, therefore, I have come to a determination to make an
effort, however feeble it may prove, to preserve some vestiges of household life in
New York, at least, while I have endeavored to stimulate certain friends in New
Jersey, and farther south, to undertake similar tasks in those sections of the country.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. I, p. 7, June 1845)

19) “The Major was a Jerseyman, and had been somewhat of a free-liver in his time,
retaining some of the propensities of his youth in old age, as is apt to be the case with
those who cultivate a vice as if it were a hot-house plant.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch.I, p. 16, June 1845)

20) “If you are high in your notions, get to be made a tutor in that New Jersey
college. Recollect that a tutor in a college is somebody.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition. Ch. III, p. 46, June 1845)

21) “Deer were no strangers to us; for Long Island was full of all sorts of game, as
were the upper counties of New Jersey. Even Westchester, old and well settled as it
had become, was not yet altogether clear of dear, and nothing was easier than to knock
over a buck in the highlands.”(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XI, p. 154, June 1845)
22) “It is true that the provinces a little further south, such as New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia, think they can beat us in peaches; but I have
never tasted any fruit that I thought would compare with that of Satanstoe. I love
every tree, wall, knoll, swell, meadow, and hummock about the old place. One thing
distresses me. I love old names, such as my father knew the same places by; and I like
to mispronounce a word, when custom and association render the practice familiar.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXX, p. 434,
June 1845)

23) “Ah! that is your Jersey bashfulness,” said Barnstable…”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. VI, p. 71, Jan. 1824)

24) “Accustomed to ease, and unequal to the struggles incident to an infant society,
the affluent emigrant was barely enabled to maintain his own rank by weight of his
personal superiority and acquirements; but, the moment that his head was laid in the
grave, his indolent and comparatively uneducated offspring were compelled to yield
precedency to the more active energies of a class whose exertions had been stimulated
by necessity. This is a very common course of things, even in the present state of the
Union; but it was peculiarly the fortunes of the two extremes of society, in the
peaceful and unenterprising colonies of Pennsylvania and New Jersey.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. II, p. 28/604, Feb. 1823)

25) “The activity of American life, the rapidity and cheapness of intercourse, and the
migratory habits both have induced, leave little of rusticity and local character in any
particular sections of the country. Distinctions, that an acute observer may detect, do
certainly exist between the eastern and western man, between the northerner and the
southerner, the Yankee and middle states’ man; the Bostonian, Manhattenese and
Philadelphian; the Tuckahoe and the Cracker; the Buckeye or Wolverine, and the
Jersey Blue. Nevertheless, the world cannot probably produce another instance of a
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people who are derived from so many races, and who occupy so large an extent of
country, who are so homogeneous in appearance, characters and opinions.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. I, p. 7/532, April 1849)

26) “If we were in the bight of the coast between Long Island and Jersey, ‘t would be
another matter; but out here, where we are, I should be ashamed to look the deacon in
the face if I didn’t hold on. (The Sea Lions, Ch. IX, p. 150-151/532, April 1849)
[Double entry: cf. “Hold on” ]

27) “The devil!” cried another, dropping his knife and fork, “she who made the
campaign of the Jerseys with us?”
(The Spy, Ch. XVI, p. 263/557, Dec. 1821)
28) “By hovering around the British posts, and drawing nigh in the Jerseys, they
seemed to threaten the royal forces from that quarter also.”
…It was at the close of a stormy day in the month of September, that a large
assemblage of officers was collected near the door of a building that was situated in
the heart of the American troops, who held the Jerseys.
(The Spy, Ch. XXXIV, p. 541/557, Dec. 1821)
29) “He’m werry sing’lar how a young folk do forget! ‘Ere war’ drown six people in
dat werry boat. A two Yankee, a Canada Frenchman, and a poor woman from a
Jarseys. Ebbery body war werry sorry for a poor woman from a Jarseys!”
“Thy tally is false, Master Cupid,” promptly rejoined the Alderman, who was
rather expert at figures. “Two Yankees, a Frenchman, and your Jersey woman, make
but four.”
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Ch. II, p. 27, May 1830)

30)“You are bound to the Jersey Highlands, Mr. Van Beverout?”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. V, p. 68/542, May 1830)

31) “From the distant, low, and nearly imperceptible shore of the island of Nassau, to
the coast of New-Jersey, there was one broad and untenanted waste. The broad space
appeared like some great and unfrequented desert, or rather like a denser and more
material copy of the firmament by which it was canopied.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. VIII, p. 103/542, May 1830)

32) “We begin to tire of this constant running, and have half a mind to taste the
pleasures of your Jersey sports, for a week. There should be shooting on the upper
plains?”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XI, p. 152/542, May 1830)
33) “There are stout arms at the oars! Can it be a messenger for the cruiser? no—it
rather steers more for our own landing. These Jersey-men are often overtaken by the
night, between York and their own doors.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XII, p. 159/542, May 1830)

34) “A careful examination of the margins of the sea, from the coast of New-Jersey to
that of Long-Island, gave them reason to believe that nothing of any size was lying
within the cape.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXVI, p. 390/542, May 1830)
35) “”There is nothing visible within,” said the captain after a long and anxious
search, with a glass. “The shadow of the Jersey mountains prevents the sight in that
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direction, while the spars of a frigate might be confounded with the trees of Staten
Island, here, in the northern board.—Cross-jack-yard, there!”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXVI, p. 393/542, May 1830)

36) “Perhaps nine-tenths of all the white inhabitants of the Union are the direct
descendants of men who quitted Europe in order to worship god according to
conviction and conscience. If the Puritans of New England, the Friends of Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Delaware, the Catholics of Maryland, the Presbyterians of the upper
counties of Virginia and of the Carolinas, and the Huguenots, brought with them the
exaggeration of their peculiar sects, it was an exaggeration that tended to correct most
of their ordinary practices. (The Water-Witch, “Preface”, p. 3/542 & 420-421/542, May 1830)
37) Determined to set him [= the Grand Duke of Tuscany] right on this subject [Cooper’s
roots], which if of no importance to the state of Tuscany, was of some importance to
myself, I told him, with commendable particularity, I was a native of the small state
of New Jersey, a territory lying between the two great states of Pennsylvania and
New York; though a citizen of the latter from infancy. He wished to know if New
Jersey was an original state, and whether my father had not been an Englishman. On
this hint, I added, that my family had migrated to America, in 1679, from England
certainly, but I had every reason to believe that I was the first member of it, in the
direct line, who had been out of the country since; and, moreover, that Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, and New York were original states in the heart of America, and that more
than a hundred men of my name and blood were at this moment among their citizens.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter V,
p. 42, 1838)

38) “The name of this mariner was Betts, or Bob Betts as he was commonly called;
and as he acts a conspicuous part in the events to be recorded, it may be well to say a
word or two more of his history and character; Bob Betts was a Jerseyman; or, as he
would have pronounced the word himself, a Jarseyman — in the American meaning
of the word, however, and not in the English. Bob was born in Cape May County, and
in the State of New Jersey, United States of America.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. II, p. 15, Aug. 1847)

39) Well, sir, I have some of the seed, thinking to give it to my brother, who is a
Jarsey farmer, you know, sir; and, sailor-like, I forgot it altogether, when in port.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. V, p. 54, Aug. 1847)

40) The part of New Jersey in which Betts was born, had many persons of this
religious persuasion [=Quaker], and he was not only born, but, in obe sense, educated in
their midst;…
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. VI, p. 62, Aug. 1847)
41) “I’m Jarsey-born and bred, and know what the little things be.”
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XIII, p. 137, Aug. 1847)

C) NAVESINK - NEVERSINK
1) “The packet [cf. “The Helmsman,” line 20] has a reasonably short passage, as we were
twenty-nine days from land to land. It was a pleasant afternoon in May when the
hummock-like heights of Neversink were seen from the deck; and an hour later we
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came in sight of the tower-resembling sails of the coasters which were congregating in
the neighborhood of the low point of land that is very appropriately called Sandy
Hook. The light-houses rose out of the water soon after, and objects on the shore of
New Jersey next came gradually out of the misty background, until we got near
enough to be boarded, first by the pilot, and next by the news-boat; the first preceding
the last, for a wonder, news usually being far more active, in this good republic, than
watchfulness to prevent evil.”
( Redskins, p.53, July 1846. ) Cf. Barry, “1845”, p. 27:
http://homepage.johnmaynard.net/MaynardJackson.pdf
[Double entry: cf. “MAY”]

2) “Have the kindness to look over the stock of that anchor,” said Paul, glad of an
excuse to place himself nearer to Eve; and you will discover an object on the water.”
“I do,” said Eve, “but is it a vessel?”
“It is, but a little to the right of that vessel, do you not perceive a hazy object at
some elevation above the sea?”
“The cloud, you mean ― a dim, ill-defined, dark body of vapor?”
“So it may seem to you, but to me it appears to be land. That is the bluff-like
termination of the celebrated high lands of Navesink. By watching it for half an hour
you will perceive its form and surface grow gradually more distinct.”
Eve eagerly pointed out the place to Mademoiselle Vielville and her father, and
from that moment, for near an hour, most of the passengers kept it steadily in view.
As Paul had said, the blue of this hazy object deepened; then its base became
connected with water, and it ceased to resemble a cloud at all. In twenty more
minutes, the faces and angles of the hills became visible, and trees started out of their
sides. In the end a pair of twin lights were seen perched on the summit.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXXII, p. 332,
1838)

THE CLOUD/THE HAZE:
a) The day was lovely, and I had persuaded [Mrs. Cooper] to share my seat on
the carriage box. As we rounded the little height on which the ruin is seated,
she exclaimed, “What a beautifully white cloud!” Taking the direction from
her finger, I saw an accurately defined mass, that resembled the highest wreath
of a cloud whose volume was concealed behind the mountains of Jura, which,
by this time, were so near as to be quite distinct. there was something that was
not cloudy, too, in its appearance. Its outline was like that of a chiseled rock,
and its whiteness greatly surpassed the brilliancy of vapor. I called to the
postilion, and pointed out this extraordinary object. “Mont Blanc, monsieur.”
We were, according to the maps, at least seventy miles from it, in an air line”
I shall never forget the thrill of that moment. There is a feeling allied to the
universal love of the mysterious, that causes us all to look with pleasure at any
distant object which insensibly leads the mind to the contemplation of things
that are invisible.
(Gleanings in Europe: Switzerland, Cooper Edition,
Letter II, p. 13, 1836)

b) I think the vapour must have caused a good deal of refraction, for above
these clouds rose the whole of the Oberland Alps to an altitude which certainly
seemed greater than usual. Every peak and all the majestic formation was
perfectly visible, though the whole range appeared to be severed from the
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earthand to float in air.

(Gleanings in Europe: Switzerland, Cooper Edition,
Letter V, p. 40, 1836)

c) Beyond this mountain, again, the young man fancied that he could detect
the haze of more land; but if he did, it was too low, too distant, and too
indistinct, to be certain of it. (The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XIII, p. 134, Aug.
1847)

3) “Yes, sir, the fact is as plain as the highlands of Navesink from the deck,” drily
added Captain Truck.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXXIII, p. 351,
1838)

4) “Pray, Mr. Truck, are you satisfied with America?—Do you find it the country you
expected it to be?”
“Certainly, marm,” for so they pronounced this word in the river, and the captain
cherished his first impressions; “when we sailed from Portsmouth, I expected that the
first land we should make would be the Highlands of Navesink, and, although a
little disappointed, I have had the satisfaction of laying eyes on it at last.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. V, p. 58, 1838)
5) “In four hours from the time when Roger and I last saw Mr. Hardinge, the ship
was at sea. She crossed the bar, and started on her long journey, with a fresh northwester, and with everything packed on that she would bear. We took a diagonal
course out of the bight formed by the coasts of Long Island and New Jersey, and sunk
the land entirely by the middle of the afternoon. I watched the highlands of Navesink,
as they vanished like watery clouds in the west, and then I felt I was at last fairly out
of sight of land. But a foremost hand has little opportunity for indulging in sentiment,
as he quits his native shore; and few, I fancy, have the disposition.”
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. IV, p. 52,
1844)

6) “Just as Navesink disappeared, our two men-of-war, merchantmen altered, hauled
up on bowlines, and jogged off towards the West Indies, being at the time about a
league astern of us.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. VIII, p. 156/654, June 1844)
7) “By sunset, Navesink again dipped, and I was once more fairly at sea.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXV, p. 519/654, June 1844)

8) “As soon as in the Atlantic, I took care to avoid everything we saw and nothing got
near us, until we had actually made the highlands of Navesink. An English sloop-ofwar, however, had stood into the angles of the coast, formed by Long Island and the
Jersey shore, giving us a race for the Hook. I did not know whether I ought to be
afraid of this cruiser, or not, but my mind was made up, not to be boarded if it could be
helped. We succeeded in passing ahead, and entered the Hook, while he was still a
mile outside of the bar.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXVI, p. 554/654, June 1844)
9) “The young votary of Neptune, whose opinions have just been quoted, had indeed
presumed on his knowledge of the localities, in affirming the distance and position of
the cape, since the low sandy point was no longer visible from the deck. The sun has
set, as seen from the vessel, precisely in the mouth of the Raritan; and the shadows
from Navesink, or Neversink as the hills are vulgarly called, were thrown far upon
the sea.”
[Double entry]
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XVIII, p.264/542, May 1830)
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10) “Not so,” said Wilder, shaking his head. “No vessel, from under the heights of
Navesink, could gain that offing with a wind like this!”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XIV, p. 196,
Nov. 1827)

11) “Has no one sung out ‘land,’ yet, from aloft, Mr. Leach? The sands of New
Jersey ought to be visible before this.”
“We have seen the haze of the land since daylight, but not land itself.”
“Then, like old Columbus, the flowered doublet is mine—land, ho!”
The mates and the people laughed, and looking ahead, they nodded to each
other, and the word “land” passed from mouth to mouth, with the indifference with
which mariners first see it in short passages. Not so with the rest. They crowded
together, and endeavored to catch a glimpse of the coveted shore, though, with the
exception of Paul, neither could perceive it.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, Vol. 18, Ch. XXXII, pp. 330-331,
1838)

12) The highlands of Navesink disappeared with the day.
(Gleanings in Europe: France – Cooper Edition/SUNY,
Letter I, p. 7, 1837)

13)
THE
TRAVELLING BACHELOR;
OR,

NOTIONS OF THE AMERICANS.
BY J. FENIMORE COOPER

June 1828: England; August 1828: United States)

(17)
TO THE BARON VON KEMPERFELT,
&c. &c.
NEW-YORK, ——
I THREW aside my pen abruptly, dear Baron, in order to catch a first view of America. There is
something so imposing in the sound of the word—continent, that I believe it had served to lead
me into a delusion, at which a little reflection has induced me to be the first to smile. My ideas
of this remote and little known moiety of the world, have ever been so vague and general, that
I confess the folly of having expected to see the land make its appearance en masse, and with a
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dignity worthy of its imposing name. The mind has been so long accustomed to divide the rest
of the globe into parts, and to think of them in their several divisions of countries and provinces,
that one expects to see no more of each, at a coup d’œil, than what the sight can embrace.*
________________________________________________________________________
* The Americans say, it is a common and absurd blunder of the European to blend all his images of America in
one confused whole. Thus one talks of the climate of America! of the soil of America! and even of the people and
manners of America! (meaning always the continent too, and not the United States.) No doubt there are thousands
who know better; but still there is a good deal of truth in the charge. The writer was frequently amused, during
his voyage, by hearing the passengers (mostly Americans) relate the ridiculous mistakes that have been made by
Europeans, otherwise well informed, when conversing on the subject of the transatlantic continent. Countries
which lie on different sides of the equator, are strangely brought into contact, and people, between whom there is
little affinity of manners, religion, government, language, or, indeed, of any thing else, are strangely blended in
one and the same image. It would seem to be an every-day occurrence, for Americans to have inquiries made
concerning individuals, estates, or events which exist, or have had an existence, at some two or three thousand
miles from
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EXTRAVAGANT EXPECTATIONS.

Now, ridiculous as it may seem, I had, unaccountably, imbibed the impression that America
was to appear, at the first glance, larger to the senses than the little island I had left behind me.
You are at perfect liberty to make yourself just as merry as you please at this acknowledgment;
but, if the truth could be fairly sifted, I have no doubt it would be found that most European
adventurers, who seek these western regions, have formed expectations of its physical and
moral attributes, quite as extravagant as was my own unfortunate image of its presence. I have
taken the disappointment as a salutary admonition, that a traveler has no right to draw these
visionary scenes, and then quarrel with the people he has come to visit, because he finds that
he has seen fit to throw into a strong light, those parts which nature has every where been
pleased to keep in shadow; or to colour highest and moral properties, which the same wise dame
has sagaciously kept down, in order that these qualities, which it has been her greatest delight
to lavish on man, may for ever stand the boldest and most prominent in her own universal
picture.
Instead of beholding, on reaching the deck, some immense mountain, clad in a verdant dress
of luxuriant and unknown vegetation, lifting its tall head out of the sea, and imperiously
frowning on the sister element, my first view was of that same monotonous waste with which
my eyes had been sated to weariness, during the last three weeks. The eager question of
“Where is America?” was answered by Cadwallader, who silently pointed to a little, blue,
cloud-like mound, that rose above the western horizon in three or four undulating swells,
and then fell away to the north and to the south, losing itself in the water.
___________________________________________________________________________

FIRST APPEARANCE OF THE COAST.

19
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believe I should have expressed my disappointment aloud, but for the presence, and, more
particularly for the air of my companion. His eye was riveted on the spot with all the fondness
of a child who is greeting the countenance of a well-beloved parent. It appeared to me that
it penetrated far beyond those little hills of blue, and that it was gifted with power to roam
over the broad valleys, vast lakes, and thousand rivers of his native land. I fancied that his
philanthropic spirit was deeply enjoying those scenes of domestic happiness, of quiet, of
abundance, and of peace, which he has so often assured me exist, beyond a parallel, within her
borders. Perhaps a secret consciousness of my absurdity, came in season, also, to prevent so
unfortunate an exposure of my high-wrought expectations.
The season of the year, a soft, balmy, southerly breeze, and the air from the land, however,
were all present to restore good-humour. The little hillocks soon swelled into modest
mountains; and then a range of low, sandy, and certainly not inviting, coast, was gradually
rising along the western margin of the view. The sea was dotted with a hundred sails, all of
which were either receding from, or approaching, a low point that was as yet scarcely visible,
and which extended a few miles to the northward of the high land already mentioned. Beyond,
in that direction, nothing more was as yet apparent, than the tame view of the sea. Three or
four schooners were lying off and on, under jib and mainsail, gliding about, like so many marine
birds soaring over their native waters. From time to time, they threw pilots on board of, or
received from them, the different ships that were quitting or entering the haven within the Cape.
On the whole, the scene was lively, cheering, and, compared to the past, filled with the most
animating expectations.
It was not long before a beautiful little sloop, of a
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ASKING FOR NEWS.

formation and rig quite different fram any I had ever before seen, came skimming the waves
directly in our track. Her motion was swift and graceful, and likely to bring us soon within
speaking distance. It was a fishing smack, out of which the captain was disposed to obtain
some of the delicious bass that are said to abound on certain banks that lie along the coast. We
were disappointed of out treat, for the fisherman answered the signal by intimating that he had
sold the last of his stock, but the manœuvres of the two vessels brought us near enough to hail.
“Is there any news?” roared the captain, through his trumpet, while we were gliding past each
other. The answer came against the breeze, and was nearly indistinct. The words “Cadmus in,”
were, however, affirmed by more than one eager listener, to form part of the reply. Every body
now pressed about our commander, to inquire who or what was this Cadmus and what he or
she might be in? But the captain was not able to gratify our curiosity. Cadmus was the name
of a ship in the French trade, it seemed, and formed one in a line of packets between Havre and
New-York, just as our vessel did between the latter and Liverpool. “It is not surprising that she
should be in,” continued our honest commander, “for she sailed on the 13th, whereas, we only
got clear of the land, as you well know, gentlemen, on the 18th of the same month; a passage of
one and twenty days, at this season of the year, cannot be called a bad one.” As it was quite
evident the ideas of the worthy seaman were in a channel very different from our own, we were
fain to wait for some more satisfactory means of arriving at the truth. Another opportunity was
not long wanting. A large coasting schooner passed within two hundred feet of us. A tar was
standing on her quarter-deck, both hands thrust into the bosom of his sea-jacket, eyeing our ship
with a certain understanding air that need not be explained
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CONJECTURES.
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to one who claims himself to be so promising a child of Neptune. This individual proved to be
the master of the coaster, and to him our captain again roared “Any news?” “Ay, ay; all alive
up in the bay,” was the answer. The vessels were sweeping by each other with tantalizing
rapidity, and without paying the customary deference to nautical etiquette, some six or seven
passengers united in bawling out, as with one voice, “What news, what news?” The envious
winds again bore away the answer, of which no more reached our ears than the same perplexing
words of “Cadmus is in.”
In the absence of all certainty, I ventured to ask Cadwallader, whether an important election
had not just passed, in which some favourite namesake of Thebes had proved successful. This
surmise, however, was not treated with any particular deference, and then we were left to
devise our own manner of explaining the little we had heard, by the aid of sheer invention.
In the mean time the ship was pressing steadily towards her haven. The high land which, in
contradistinction to the low, sandy beach, that extends four hundreds of leagues along the
coast of this country, has obtained the name of “Neversink,” ceased to rise, and objects had
become distinct on its brown acclivity. A light-house on the Cape was soon plainly visible,
and a large buoy was seen, heaving and setting with the unquiet waters, to mark the proper
entrance to a wide bay, that stretched, farther than the eye could reach, to the westward. Just
without this rolling beacon, lay a low, graceful, rakish, little schooner, in waiting to give us a
pilot. The wind was getting light, and there was no necessity to receive this welcome harbinger
of the comforts of the land. It may be unnecessary to add, that we all pressed around him, in a
body, to attain
22………………………………….LA FAYETTE.
the solution of our recent doubts, and to hear the tidings of another hemisphere.
I was struck with the singular air of exultation with which this sturdy marine guide
delivered himself of the intelligence with which he was evidently teeming. To the usual
question, he gave a quick answer, and in nearly the same language as the seaman of the
fishing-smack. “Cadmus in,” again rung in our ears without leaving us any wiser than before
we had heard the inexplicable words. “She has been long enough from Havre, to be out again,”
retorted our captain, with a dryness that savoured a little of discontent. “If you think so much
of the arrival of the Cadmus in thirty days, from France, what will you say to that of my ship,
in twenty-one, from Liverpool?” “Your owners may be glad to see you, but then, you’ve not
got the old man aboard.” “We have them here of all ages: and, what is far better, some of both
sexes!” returned one of the passengers, throwing a glance at the interested features of a beautiful
young creature, who was eagerly listening to catch the syllables that should first impart
intelligence from her native country. “Ay, ay; but you have no La Fayette in the ship.” “La
Fayette!” echoed, certainly every American within hearing. “Is La Fayette arrived?” demanded
Cadwallader, with the quickness of lightning, and with an animation far greater than I had ever
given him credit for possessing. “That is he, safe and well. He has been on the island with the
vice-president since yesterday. This morning he is to go up to town, where he will find himself
a welcome guest. The bay above is alive,” our guide concluded, jerking his thumb over one
shoulder, and looking as if he were master of a secret of some importance. Here, then, was a
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simple and brief explanation of the event on which we had been exercising our faculties for the
last two hours.
INTEREST OF THE AMERICANS.

23

For myself, I confess, I was disappointed, expecting little short of some revolution in the
politics of the state. but the effect on most of my companions was as remarkable as it was
sudden. Cadwallader did not speak again for many minutes. He walked apart; and I saw, by
his elevated head and proud step, that the man was full of lofty and patriotic recollections. The
eyes of the fair girl just mentioned, were glistening, and her pretty lip was actually quivering
with emotion. A similar interest in the event was manifested, in a greater or less degree, by
every individual in the ship, who claimed the land we were approaching as the country of his
birth. The captain lost every shade of discontent on the instant, and even the native portion of
the crew suspended their labour to listen to what was said, with a general air of gratification
and pride.
I will acknowledge, Baron, that I was touched myself, at the common feeling thus betrayed
by so many differently constituted individuals; and, at so simple an occurrence. There was
none of that noisy acclamation with which the English seamen are apt to welcome any grateful
intelligence, nor a single exaggerated exclamation, like those which characterize the manners
of most of the continental nations of Europe, in their manifestations of pleasure.
It was not long ere Cadwallader had taken the pilot apart, and was earnestly engaged in
extracting all the information he deemed necessary, on the subject he found so interesting. I
was soon acquainted with the result. It seems, that after an absence of forty years, La Fayette
had returned to visit the land in which he had laid the foundation of his fame. That he had
reached a country where hearts and arms would alike be open to receive him, was sufficiently
manifest in the manner of all around me; and I could not but felicitate myself, in being so
fortunate as to have arrived at a moment likely to elicit some
24

SPECULATIONS.

of the stronger emotions of a people, who are often accused of insensibility to all lively
impressions, and most of whose thoughts, like their time, are said to be occupied in heedful
considerations of the future. Here was, at least, an occasion to awaken recollections of the
past, and to elicit something like a popular display of those generous qualities which
constitute, what may not improperly be called, the chivalry of nations. It would be curious,
also, to observe, how far political management was mingled, in a perfect democracy, with any
demonstrations of pleasure it might be thought expedient to exhibit, or in what degree the true
popular sentiment sympathized with feelings that, in one section of the earth, are, as you well
know, not unfrequently played off by the engines of governmental power.
………………
184

LA FAYETTE – HIS ENTRANCE AND RECEPTION

Shortly after we had entered, La Fayette arrived. The music changed to a national air, the
gay sets dissolved as by a charm, and the dancers who had been dispersed over the floor of the
sale formed a lane, whose sides were composed of masses that might have contained two
thousand eager faces each. Through this gay multitude the old man slowly passed, giving and
receiving the most cordial and affectionate salutations at every step. I had not seen him since
his departure for the east. But though the freshness of his reception was past, his presence had
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lost none of its influence. To me he appeared some venerable and much respected head of a
vast family, who had come to pass an hour amid their innocent and gay revels. He was
literally like a father among his children.
*********************************************************************
CORRESPONDENCE,VOL. I, P. 317, [1833]: (PLACED BETWEEN MAY 14 AND JUNE 29, 1833)
- ONE OF SEVERAL LETTERS!
FROM LAFAYETTE
Saturday
I have this day received a Card, my dear friend, stamped with the three farewell initials.
Shall I see you Before You go?
I am Better, and fit to talk a little and to Hear much, and However affected Beyond what
sickness can produce I would enjoy a great gratification in Your kind visit.
Most affectionately
Yours
Lafayette
Á Monsieur Cooper, á Paris
D) POWLES’ HOOK – PAULUS HOOK
1) “All d——d poetry! One may call a bubble a ripple, if he will, and washing decks
a surf, but Lake Ontario is no more the Atlantic than a Powles Hook periagua is a first
rate.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XII, p.235/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia; Library of America, p.
180)

2) “It is Elijah Hadden, the spy you hanged yesterday at Powles Hook.”
(The Spy, Ch. VI, p. 105/557, Dec. 1821)

3) We had rain, and chills, and darkness, for the three or four posts that succeeded.
The country grew more and more tame, until, after crossing an extensive plain of
moist meadow land, we passed through the gate of Calais. I know no place that will
give you a more accurate notion of this celebrated port than Powles Hook. It is,
however, necessary to enlarge the scale greatly, for Calais is a town of some size, and
the hommock on which it stands, and the low land by which it is environed, are much
more considerable in extent than the spot just named.
(Gleanings in Europe: France, Ch. XXIII, “En Route,”
p. 381, 1836-1838)

4) “I should think less of sending Corny to Newark,” added my mother, “was it not
for crossing the water.”
“Crossing the water!” repeated Mr. Worden. “The Newark we mean, Madam
Littlepage, is not at home: the Jersey of which we speak is the adjoining colony of
that name.”
“I am aware of that, Mr. Worden; but it is not possible to get to Newark, without
making that terrible voyage between New York and Powles’ Hook.* No, sir, it is
impossible; and every time the child comes home, that risk will have to be run. It
would cause me many a sleepless night!”
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“He can go by Tobb’s Ferry, Madam Littlepage,” quietly observed the Colonel.
“Dobb’s Ferry can be very little better than that by Powles’ Hook,” rejoined the
tender mother. “A ferry is a ferry; and the Hudson will be the Hudson, from Albany to
New York. So water is water.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. II, pp. 26-27, June 1845)
5) “And it was settled, and to college I did go, and that by the awful Powles’ Hook
Ferry, in the bargain. Near as we lived to town, I paid my first visit to the island of
Manhattan the day my father and myself started for Newark. I had an aunt, who lived
in Queen Street, not a very great distance from the fort, and she had kindly invited me
and my father to pass a day with her, on our way to New Jersey, which invitation had
been accepted.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. II, p. 29, June 1845)
•
•

a) Powles’ Hook=Paulus Hook, part of present-day Jersey City.

b) The bill which is before the house of assembly of New Jersey, for incorporating
a company to build a city at Powles-Hook, to be called the city of Jersey, appears
likely to pass. True Amer.
[Plebeian, Ulster County, Vol. II, no. 73, Mon, Nov. 12, 1804, p. 3, c.1]
c) STEAM FERRY BOATS.
We are happy in stating to the public, that the contracts are concluded with the
corporation of New York, and company of Jersey city for establishing steam ferry
boats from the end of Courtlandt-street to Paulus hook, and that Mr. Fulton is directing
the building of the boat and constructing the machinery. There are to be two boats,
each of which will be about eighty feet long and thirty feet beam; in each of which six
carriages may be driven, without the coachmen’s descending from their seats, or the
persons alighting from their carriages. Such convenience is effected by a high quarter
railing round the boat, and a floating bridge in the dock where they arrive, which
bridge is to have one end united by hinges to the inner part of the dock, the other end
resting on a large boat or coffer, rises and falls with the tide, so as to be always even
with the end of the boat, and form an inclined or parallel plane for the carriages or
persons to enter or land from the boats. Added to the novelty of such boats, one
peculiarity is that they never put about – one end is always directed towards Jersey,
the other to New-York; so that carriages drive in at one end of the boat, and out at the
other.
We have in the last three years experienced the immence importance of steam
boats between this city and Albany. Our country and this state in particular, has just
reason to be proud of this invention in the art of navigation. Europe cannot shew so
commodious, elegant, cheap and expeditious a communication, as the steam boats
have given in 160 miles, from New York to Albany. – And while we sincerely hope,
we have every reason to believe, that Mr. Fulton will be equally successful in
establishing the utility of his ferry boats. [Public Advertiser.
[Poulson’s American Daily Advertiser, Philadelphia, Tuesday, May 14,
1811, p. 3, c. 1, Vol. XI, No. 10,752]
d) “In 1812, the engineer and steamboat developer Robert Fulton, also saw the
advantageous location of Paulus Hook for commerce. He started a ferry service
between New York and Paulus Hook. His steamboat the Jersey took approximately
fifteen minutes across the Hudson River.”
(http://www.njcu.edu/programs/jchistory/Pages/Paulus_Hook.htm)
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e) “Eventually, a few years before the outbreak of the Revolutionary War, a ferry
service began from Paulus Hook to New York. That was on June 18th, 1764 and it was
a grand day as announced by a The New York Mercury. The ferry was part of a new
stage route between New York and Philadelphia. The Paulus Hook ferry, with its row
boats or "periaugers" sailing back and forth "as the wind served," would indeed appear
insignificant compared to today's ferry service. At that time, it was dangerous, but it
was the only means of transportation between New Jersey and New York until
1812 when the Robert Fulton steamboats became operational.”
http://www.paulushook.org/colonization.htm
f) New-York and Jersey Steam-Boat
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Steam-Boat, plying between the cities of N. York
and Jersey, will not ply on Tuesday next, it being then to be cleaned.
O2
[New-York Gazette & General Advertiser, October 2, 1812, p. 2]
g) “NOTICE—The Steam Boat Ferry company who are the present proprietors of
the ferry, usually known by the name of the Powles Hook Ferry, give notice, that they
intend to apply to the legislature of New-York, at their next session, for an act to
incorporate the company by the name of the York and Jersey Steam Boat Ferry
Company. New York, 16th Nov. 1813.
By order of the board of Directors
ELISHA BOUDINOT, President.
Nov. 16 d6w
[New-York Evening Post, Wednesday, November 17, 1813, p. 2)
h) Fulton’s Paulus-Hook Steam Ferry Boat
The Paulus Hook Ferry has ever been one of the most inconvenient and difficult in
the United States: in head winds and a strong tide, it has often required three hours to
make the passage, and in a calm it had been next to impossible to get over such a boat
as would be able to take in a horse and carriage. Even under the most favorable
circumstances the risque and inconvenience of putting a carriage and horses into a sailboat has been sensibly felt, and the passage of Hudson’s River pressed like a load on
the mind of every traveler who was under the necessity of passing it. It was a
preventive to social intercourse between this city and Philadelphia; happily a work of
art has removed all these difficulties by means of a floating bridge on each side of the
river. Carriages and horses are driven on the deck of the steam-boat without the
persons alighting, and with all the safety and facility which a bridge gives; she can
take in at one time 6 carriages, with their horses, and 300 passengers; with such a load
she can pass the river in a calm in 14 minutes, in a strong tide in 20. This has rendered
this Ferry one of the best in the world. Of all the works of art, this approaches nearest
to the convenience of a bridge; and in this place perhaps it is superior; for a bridge
would impede the free navigation of Hudson’s River—the steam boat is no
interruption to navigation, yet it is a bridge as to convenience of transit and economy
of time—it is the work of an American mind—a proud example of the genius of our
country, which every American will cite with pleasure.
Alexandria Daily Gazette – Commercial & Political (Virginia), Friday, August 7,
1812, vol. XII, No. 3717, p. 2 c. 2-3]
i)

From the Columbian.
The Mechanic Arts rapidly improving.
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In the last twelve months, a large establishment of workshops have been erected by
Mess. Livingston and Fulton, in the northern past of Jersey City, expressly for
constructing steam-engines, and the machinery for steam-boats. The first is a
capacious building, two stories high, in which are the boring, turning, and drilling
mills; also, the fitting, filling and model shops. The second building is a superb
smiths’ shop, containing nine fires, in which shafts of one ton weight are forged. The
third is a boiler shop with its ovens, moulds, punchers and cutters complete, and of a
capacity to construct within it at one time, two boilers, 22 feet long, and of 3 feet
diameter. To these works are added a dry-dock, for building and repairing steamboats, which is 200 feet long, 40 feet wide at bottom, and 60 feet at top, sunk three feet
below low water mark, walled, floored, and well secured, with horse-pumps to
discharge the water left by the ebb tide; yesterday its large folding gates were thrown
open for the first time, to receive the flood of our magnificent and bountiful Hudson;
and at one o’clock, the North-River Steam-boat entering, settled on the timbers
prepared for her support. This, to the best of our knowledge, is the only drya-dock in
the United States. When not occupied by steam-boats it is contemplated to repair and
clean sloops that draw not more than 7 feet of water; which will be a great
convenience and saving to the owners of such vessels. The whole of these works
occupy about 3 acres, and have cost the proprietors forty thousand dollars. The
increasing demand for steam-boats which Mess. Livingston and Fulton have excited
from one end of the union to the other, and the difficulty of getting the w[illegible]
executed promptly and in the best style, pointed out to them the necessity of forming
this establishment. And so great is the facility it has given to the execution of heavy
and complicated machinery, that in addition to constructing the shop with all their
apparatus, there has been made in them in the short time of one year five steamengines, viz: One Steam ferry-boat for the North-River, the (L.I.) Sound, the James
River, and the Washington Steam-boats. Works of such great general utility,
prosecuted with such ardor, do honor to our national industry and enterprise, and place
the native American genius high in the ranks of talent and public spirit. They also
contribute eminently to our national independence, and strengthen our claims to the
respect of the European states, and consideration of the world. Patriotism and interest
equally combine to recommend their encouragement and patronage.
Oct. 16
CIVIS.
[The Cabinet, Schenectady, N.Y., Wednesday, vol. iv, no. 176, Nov. 3, 1813, p. 6, c.
2-3]
j)
VISIT TO THE CANADAS;
NIAGARA;
RETURN TO NEW YORK & BOSTON;
AND
VOYAGE HOME.
Monday, September 24, 1843.--We proceeded on board the Empire, Capt.
S.K. Roe, bound to Troy and Albany. Her length is 330 feet,
one-sixteenth of a mile; breadth of beam, 30 feet; extreme width, 62
feet; burden, 1040 tons; and 600-horse power: only draws 4 ft. 10 in.
water. She is past all description. The Hudson River, the sources of
which are in 44 deg. N. lat., was discovered by Henry Hudson in 1609. We
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passed Jersey City and Stevens's Seat, celebrated for American
steam-boats. The mantle of Fulton may be said to have fallen upon him.
We then passed West Hoboken and the Beacon Race-course. Seventeen miles
down we passed Philipsburgh, an old Dutch settlement. At the Tappan Sea
the river is three miles broad. The Sing-Sing state-prison is in view at
Nyack; and the Croton River comes in about two miles from here. Thence
Vrededicker Hook, on the top of which there is a clear crystal lake of
three or four miles circumference. Thence we pass Stony Point. It really
is past description, and would occupy a book to do justice to the
magnificent scenery. Passed Anthony's Nose, Buttermilk Falls, Sugar
Loaf, West Point scenery, and the Capitol Hotel. There is a public
edifice for 250 cadets. The academy was built in 1802. We then pass West
Point Foundry. The highland scenery is sublime. We then pass Newburgh,
and come in sight of the Catskill mountains, the highest (say 3000 feet)
in the States: we did not ascend them, although report says we should
have been repaid. We arrived at Albany at six o'clock. Population of
Albany, 25,000; the capital of New York State.
JOURNAL OF A VOYAGE ACROSS THE ATLANTIC: WITH NOTES ON CANADA &
THE UNITED STATES; AND RETURN TO GREAT BRITAIN, IN 1844 BY GEORGE
MOORE, ESQ.
LONDON: PRINTED FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION 1845. Printed by Palmer and Clayton, Cranecourt, Fleet-street. “VISIT TO THE CANADAS; NIAGARA; RETURN TO NEW YORK &
BOSTON; AND VOYAGE HOME” (1st paragraph).

E) SANDY HOOK
That Sandy Hook enjoys a very special place in Cooper’s works is alluded to in the
following quote:
In half an hour the vessel had ‘slapped’ past the low sandy spit of land, that
you have so often regarded with philosophical eyes, and we fairly entered the
Atlantic, at a point where nothing but water lay between us and the rock of
Lisbon.
(Gleanings in Europe: France – Cooper Edition/SUNY,
Letter I, p. 7, 1837)

1) “It has already been said, that the principal communication between the bays of
Raritan and York, is called the Narrows. At the mouth of this passage, the land of
Staten Island rises in a high bluff, which overhangs the water, not unlike the talefraught cape of Misenum. From this elevated point, the eye not only commands a
view of both estuaries and the city, but it looks far beyond the point of Sandy-Hook
into the open sea.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. V, p. 66/542, May 1830)
2) “A happy mixture of land and water, seen by a bright moon, and beneath the sky of
the fortieth degree of latitude, cannot fail to make a pleasing picture. such was the
landscape which the reader must now endeavor to present to his mind.
The wide estuary of Raritan is shut in from the winds and billows of the open sea,
by a long, low, and narrow cape, or point, which, by a medley of the Dutch and
English languages, that is by no means rare in the names of places that lie within the
former territories of the United Provinces of Holland, is known by the name of SandyHook. This tongue of land appears to have been made by the unremitting and
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opposing actions of waves, on one side, and of the currents of the different rivers, that
empty their waters into the bay, on the other. It is commonly connected with the low
coast of New-Jersey, to the south; but there are periods, of many years in succession,
during which there exists an inlet from the sea, between what may be termed the inner
end of the cape, and the main-land. During these periods, Sandy-Hook, of course,
becomes an island. Such was the fact at the time of which it is our business to write.”
The outer, or ocean side of this low and narrow bank of sand, is a smooth and
regular beach, like that seen on most of the Jersey coast, while the inner is indented, in
a manner to form several convenient anchoring-grounds, for ships that seek a shelter
from easterly gales. One of the latter is a circular and pretty cove, in which vessels of
a light draught are completely embayed, and where they may, in safety, ride secure
from any winds that blow.”
3) (The Water-Witch, 1st page of Ch. VII, , May 1830)
[Double entry: cf. “Riding at anchor”]

3) “The young votary of Neptune, whose opinions have just been quoted, had indeed
presumed on his knowledge of the localities, in affirming the distance and position of
the cape, since the low sandy point was no longer visible from the deck. The sun has
set, as seen from the vessel, precisely in the mouth of the Raritan; and the shadows
from Navesink, or Neversink as the hills are vulgarly called, were thrown far upon
the sea.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XVIII, p.264/542, May 1830)
4) Between the bay of Raritan and that of New-York there are two communications,
one between the islands of Staten and Nassau called the Narrows, which is the
ordinary ship-channel of the port, and the other between Staten and the Main, which is
known by the name of the Kills. By means of the latter, vessels pass into the
neighboring waters of New Jersey, and have access to so many of the rivers of that
state. But while the island of Staten does so much for the security and facilities of the
port, that of Nassau produces an effect on a great extent of coast. After sheltering one
half of the harbor from the ocean, the latter approaches so near the continent as to
narrow the passage between them to the length of two cables, and stretching away
eastward for the distance of a hundred miles, it forms a wide and beautiful sound.
After passing a cluster of islands at a point which lies forty leagues from the city,
vessels can gain the open sea by another passage.
The seaman will at once understand, that the tide of flood must necessarily flow
into these vast estuaries from different directions. The current which enters by Sandy
Hook (the scene of this tale – my emphasis) flows westward into the Jersey rivers,
northward into the Hudson, and eastward along the arm of the sea that lies between
Nassau and Main. The current that comes by the way of Montauk, or the eastern
extremity of Nassau, raises the vast basin of the Sound, fills the streams of
Connecticut and meets the western tide at a place called Throgmorton, within twenty
miles of the city.
(The Water-Witch or, The Skimmer of the Seas – Cooper
Edition,

Ch. XXVIII, p. 325, 1830)

5) He cooked, nursed, made and shortened sail, managed the helm, and, after several
days of severe labour, brought his vessel safely up to the Hook.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter XI, p.
84 (ftn.), 1838)

6) “By the original plan, the work was to open at the threshold of the country, or with
the arrival of the travelers at Sandy Hook, from which point the tale was to have been
carried regularly forward to its conclusion.”
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(Homeward Bound, “Preface”, 1st paragraph, 1838)

7) “Go on, I entreat you. Recollect we have solemnly decided in a general congress
of states to be cosmopolites, until safe within Sandy Hook, and that la franchise is the
mot d’ordre.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXI, p. 209,
1838)

8) “We are now to the westward of the Gulf, and, according to my observations and
calculations, within a hundred miles of Sandy Hook, which, with this mild south-west
wind, and our weatherly position, I hope to be able to show you some time about eight
o’clock to-morrow morning. Quicker passages have been made certainly, but forty
days, after all, is no great matter for the westerly run, considering that we had a look at
Africa, and are walking on crutches.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXXI, p. 321,
1838)

9) “The sands of New Jersey ought to be visible before this.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXXII, p. 331,
1838)

10) “Here we are, my dear young lady!” he cried, “within five leagues of Sandy
Hook, which lies hereaway, under the lee bow; as pretty a position as heart could
wish.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXXII, p. 332,
1838)

11) “Dead before the wind, we cannot escape, for the land would fetch us up in a
couple of hours; to enter by Sandy Hook, if known, is impossible, on account of the
corvette, and, in a chase of a hundred miles, we should certain to be overtaken.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXXII, p. 333,
1838)

12) “That is a bold fellow,” exclaimed the captain, “or he has got a Sandy Hook pilot
on board him.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXXII, p. 335,
1838)

13) “Until we get within the Hook, Captain Truck, I am a Yankee; once in the
country, I belong to the Middle States, if you will allow me the favor to choose.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXXII, p. 341,
1838)

14) The ship was soon abreast of the Hook, which Eve compared, to the
disadvantage of the celebrated American haven, with the rocky promontories and
picturesque towers of the Mediterranean.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXXIV, p.
360, 1838)

15) “His Britannic majesty’s ship Foam, whose arrival we noticed a day or two since,
boarded the Montauk off the Hook, and took out two of her ….”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXXIV, p.
364, 1838)

16) “I think I see every shoal, current, ripple, rock, island, and whale, between Sandy
Hook and the Land’s End”
“He hints at an epic.”
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“Pray God he may execute one. Let him make haste, too, or he may get ‘behind the
age,’ ‘behind the age.’”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. VI p. 69, 1838)
17) “..no man induces me to commit such a sin against my own bringing up. I should
never dare show my face inside of Sandy Hook again, had I committed so knownothing an exploit. Why, Pathfinder, here, has more seamanship in him than that
comes to. You can go below again, Master Eau-Douce.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XVI, p.338/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

18) Sunday morning. We are now just outside the Hook, a little doubtful if we cross
the bar this tide.
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper,
vol. IV, p. 93, Letter # 598. To Mrs. Cooper; From
U.S. Ship. Macedonian, Sandy Hook, Oct. 17th, 1840)

19) On Saturday, at sunrise, we got under way, with the wind at North East, and
dropped down to the Hook.
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper,
vol. IV, p. 94, Letter # 599. To Mrs. Cooper; From
Head’s [Philadelphia], Oct. 28th, 1840)

20) About 3. P.M. we passed the light Ship, which has a very uneasy anchorage about
13 miles to the Southward and Eastward [of] the Hook. At sunset we tacked off Long
Beach. . . . .
. . .You will see we were just five days in getting from the Hook to Cape Henry.
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper,
vol. IV, p. 104, Letter # 604. To Paul Fenimore Cooper;
From Hall, Cooperstown, Nov. 29th, 1840)

21) Mr. Effingham was twelve years abroad, and he returned home in the autumn that
preceded the great fire; or in 1835. Of course, he must have gone abroad in 1823. I
sailed from New York on the 2d June, 1826, and anchored inside the Hook on the
night of 3d Nov. 1833. This made an absence of seven years and five months, instead
of an absence of twelve years;…. (The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper,
vol. IV, p. 262, Letter # 671. To Horatio Hastings Weld, for
the Brother Jonathan; [4-8? April 1842])

22) “In other respects, I did tolerably well; and, at the end of about ten days, we
entered Sandy Hook.
Such was my first passage at sea, or, at least, the first I can remember, though I
understand we were taken from Quebec to Halifax by water. I was not cured of the
wish to roam by this experiment, though, at that age, impressions are easily received,
and as readily lost. Some idea may be formed of my recklessness, and ignorance of
such matters, at this time, from the circumstance that I do not remember ever to have
known the name of the vessel in which I left Nova Scotia.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. I, p. 14/271, Nov. 1843)

23) Dr. Post thinks not, but advises is to return tranquilly down the river. We may yet
go as far as Sandy Hook, or even into the Sound. It all depends on dear Grace’s
strength and inclinations.”
(Miles Wallingford (USA), Ch. I, p. 23/533, Oct. 1844; Lucy Hardinge (England), A Second Series of Afloat and
Ashore, Sept. 1844)
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24) “Nothing occurred on the passage from St. Helena to New York, worthy of being
specially recorded. It was rather long, but I cannot say it was unpleasant. At length
our reckoning told us to look out for land. The Major and Emily were on deck, all
expectation, and ere long we heard a welcome cry. A hazy cloud was just visible on
our lee-bow. It grew more and more dense and distinct, until it showed the hues and
furrows of a mountain-side. The low point of the Hook, and the higher land beyond,
then came into view.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch.XX , p.410/654, June 1844)
25) We know that the distance between the cataract of Niagara and the
Massachusetts line is a large hundred leagues, and that it is as great between Sandy
Hook and the 45th parallel of latitude.
( Redskins-Kessinger, Preface,” p. xiv, July 1846)

26) “The brig lay more than a mile above the hook (Corlaer’s, of course, is meant—
not Sandy Hook) and quite near to the Old Alms House— far above the shipyards, in fact.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, 2nd paragraph of Ch. I, p. 3,
November 1846–March 1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in
»Graham's« and Bentley's »Miscellany«, under the title
»The Islets of the Gulf)

27) “I don’t see how that can be very well done, sir, unless we anchor, repass the
Gate at the turn of the tide, and go to sea by way of Sandy Hook.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. II, p. 25, November
1846–March 1848)

28)…”but he would not return and attempt the passage to sea by way of Sandy Hook.
his manner of regarding the whole matter was cool and judicious. The distance to the
Hook was too great to be made in such short nights ere the return of day, and he had
no manner of doubt he was watched for in that direction, as well as in this.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. II, p. 35, November
1846–March 1848)

29) “We have spoken of the coasters that ply between the emporium and all the
creeks and bays of the Sound, as well as of the numberless rivers that find an outlet for
their waters between Sandy Hook and Rockaway.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. I, p. 9, April 1849)

30) “A fine morning, sir,” said Roswell Gardiner, “and a good-by to America.” . . . . . .
.....
“Possibly it is a schooner beating up for the Hook, and finding herself too close
in, she is standing to the southward to get an offing again.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. VIII, p. 82, April 1849)

F) NASSAU HALL, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY (PRINCETON)
1) “Harvard College, now the university of Cambridge ― (it better deserves the title at
this day) ― was founded in 1638; within less than twenty years after the landing of the
first settlers in New-England! Yale (in Connecticut) was founded in 1701. Columbia
(in the city of New-York) was founded in 1754. Nassau Hall (in New-Jersey) in
1738; and William and Mary (in Virginia) as far back as 1691. These are the oldest
literary institutions in the United States, and all but the last are in flourishing
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conditions to the present hour. The first has given degrees to about five thousand
graduates, and rarely has less than three hundred and fifty or four hundred students.
Yale is about as well attended. The others contain from a hundred and fifty to two
hundred under-graduates. But these are not a moiety of the present colleges, or
universities, (as they all aspire to be called,) existing in the country. There is no State,
except a few of the newest, without at least one, and several have two or three.”)
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans, “Colleges
or Universities,” p. 433, June 1828: England; August 1828:
United States)

2) “I remained with Mr. Worden until I could translate the Aeneids, and the whole of
the Gospel of St. Matthew, pretty readily; and then my father and grandfather, the last
in particular, for the old gentleman had a great idea of learning, began to turn over in
their minds, the subject of the college to which I ought to be sent. We had the choice
of two, in both of which the learned languages and the sciences are taught, to a degree,
and in a perfection, that is surprising for a new country. These colleges are Yale*, at
New Haven, in Connecticut, [*Cooper attended Yale. A gunpowder incident led to his expulsion.]
and Nassau Hall, which was then at Newark, New Jersey, after having been a short
time at Elizabethtown, but which has since been established at Princeton. Mr.
Worden laughed at both; said that neither had much learning as a second-rate English
grammar-school; and that a lower-form boy, at Eton or Westminster, could take a
master’s degree at either, and pass for a prodigy in the bargain.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. II, p. 22, June 1845)

3) “I should have sent Evans to Yale, had it not been for the miserable manner of
speaking English they have in New England,” resumed my grandfather, “and I had no
wish to have a son who might pass for a Cornish man. We shall have to send him to
Newark, in New Jersey. The distance is not so great, and we shall be certain he will
not get any of your round-head notions of religion, too, Col. ‘Brom, you Dutch are not
altogether free from these distressing follies.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. II, p. 26, June 1845)

4) “My mother saw that her apprehensions were laughed at, and she had the good
sense to be silent. The discussion did not the least proceed, until it was decided, after
an hour of weighing the pros and cons, that I was to be sent to Nassau Hall, Newark,
New Jersey, and was to move from that place with the college, whenever that event
might happen.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. II, p. 27, June 1845)
5) In 1777 an American college was little better than a high school. It could not be
called, in strictness, a grammar school, inasmuch as all the sciences were glanced at, if
not studied; but, as repects the classics, more than a grammar school it was not, nor
that of a very high order. It was a consequence of the light nature of the studies, that
mere boys graduated in those institutions. Such was the case with Mark Woolston,
who would have taken his degree as a Bachelor of Arts, at Nassau Hall, Princeton,
had not an event occurred, in his sixteenth year, which produced an entire change in
his plan of life, and nipped his academic honors in the bud.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. I, p. 6, Aug. 1847)
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6) The three years of his college life, if they had not made him a Newton, or a
Bacon, had done him no harm, filling his mind with the germs of ideas that were
destined afterwards to become extremely useful to him.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. I, p. 7, Aug. 1847)

G) THE CHANNEL ISLAND OF JERSEY
1) The worthy magistrate exaggerated the vice-governatore’s knowledge of English,
by way of leaving no deficiency in the necessary proofs of the lugger’s national
character. Nay, he even went so far as to affirm that he had comprehended a portion
of the documents exhibited by the “Signor Smees,” himself as to “ze Ving-y-Ving,”
any one acquainted in the least with the geography of the British Channel would
understand that she was precisely the sort of craft that the semi-Gallic inhabitants of
Guernsey and Jersey would be apt to send forth to cruise against the out and out
Gallic inhabitants of the adjacent main.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. VI, p. 72, 1842)

2) All along the north frontier of France, is French spoken by foreigners – Savoy, and
Geneva, and Vaud – also the English have subjects in the Canadas, besides Guernsey
and Jersey. You will not hang a man because his accent is not from London?
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XVII, p. 200, 1842)

13) “THE + [PROPER NOUN] + FOR + THAT WAS THE NAME [OF] …”
Two exact matches have been located: a ship in The Monikins [1835] and a dwelling in
Home as Found [1838]. A number of other close matches have also been found.
THE HELMSMAN:
“The Jersey ― for that was the name of the steamer ― was A: dressed out // B: dressed
gaily with many bright flags;” (lines 9-11)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “You allow me, then, to call the planks Yankee?”
“Call ‘em what you please, commodore; though I should prefar to call ‘em the
‘Debby and Dolly of Stunin’tun,’ to anything else, for that was the name of the craft
I lost. Well, the best of us are but frail, and the longest-winded man is no dolphin to
swim with his head under water!” (The Monikins, Ch. VII, p. 104/509, July 1835)
2) “Do you see the lady,” said Aristabulus, “that is just coming out on the lawn, in
front of the ‘Wig-wam?’” for that was the name John Effingham had seen fit to give
the altered and amended abode.
(Home as Found, Ch. IX, p. 175/591, 1838)
3) The Walrus (such was the name of our good ship) by this time was under easy
canvas, and yet, urged by the gale, she rolled down with alarming velocity towards…”
(The Monikins – CSPCT, Ch. XIV, p. 128, July 1835)

4) He often pronounced the word, Ozema, and Luis inferred from the manner in which
he used it, that it was the name of a favourite wife, it having been already ascertained
by the Spaniards, or at least it was thought to be ascertained, that the caciques
indulged in polygamy, while they rigidly restricted their subjects to one wife.
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(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XXIII, p. 354, Nov. 1840)

5) “The Thicklips (this was the name by which the strangers designated Jaaf, as we
afterwards learned) is the friend of Susquesus. They have lived in the same wigwam,
now, so many winters, that their venison and bear’s-meat must have the same taste.
They love one another. Whomever Susquesus loves and honors, all just Indians love
and honor. I have no more to say.” (The Redskins, Ch. XXVII, p. 397, July 1846)
6) It was the report of the officer in advance, that he had arrested a “John Anderson,”
of the British army, under the circumstances of great suspicion. As this was the name
André had assumed by agreement, the traitor instantly knew his danger.
(Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling
Bachelor – Cooper Edition, Letter XII, “Extraordinary
Coolness of Arnold,” p. 183, June 1828: England; August
1828: United States)

7) “Lugger! – ha! What Atwood? You surely do not mean, young gentlemen, la
Voltigeuse?”
“That was the name of the craft, sir – we found her in the roads of Groix.”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. III, p. 47, May
1842)

8) As for Neb, he was directed toh ave the boat all ready for the succeeding Tuesday
evening, it being the plan to sail the day after the Wallingford of Clawbonny (this was
the name of the sloop) had gone on one of her regular trips, in order to escape a
pursuit.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. II, pp.
31-32, August 1844)

9) “So here goes three cheers again, for the ‘Pretty Poll,’ which was the name the
craft was born to, and the name she shall bear, as long as Moses Marble sails her.”
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XVII, p.
256, August 1844)

10) Thus additionally impelled, the lively craft dashed ahead, and was soon in her
allotted berth, or half a cable’s-length astern of the Black Prince, as I afterwards heard
was the name of the commanding English ship, on this occasion.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch. XVII, p.
246, August 1844)

11) Every thing was done as she had desired, and, in five minutes, I was going up
Broadway as fast as Honor O’Flagherty’s (for such was the name of the messenger)
little dumpy legs could carry me.
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch. IX,
88/192, Jan.- April 1843, serialized in Graham’s)

12) “He is an acquaintance of the Muskrat,” this was the name by which all the
Indians designated Hutter – “and has lived in his wigwam.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XVII, Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 775; Cooper
Edition/SUNY: p. 295, 1841)
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13) Doctor Elnathan Todd, for such was the name of the man of physic, was
commonly thought to be, among the settlers, a gentleman of great mental endowments,
and he was assuredly of rare personal proportions.
(The Pioneers, 1st sentence of Ch. VI, Feb. 1823)

14) “Of which of the states are you a native, Mr. Edwards? For such, I believe, was
the name that you gave Judge Temple.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XII, p. 166/604 ; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p. 137 ; Cooper
Edition/SUNY: p. 137; Feb. 1823)

15) “Do you remember the ship, Cuffe, we had that sharp brush with off Toulon, in
old Agamemnon?” he said, after making a turn or two in silence. “I mean the distaste
eighty-four that was in tow of the frigate, and which we peppered until her Gallic soup
had some taste to it! Now, do you happen to know her real name in good honest
English?”
“I do not, my lord. I remember, they said she was called the Ca Ira; and I always
supposed that it was the name of some old Greek or Roman – or, perhaps, of one of
their new-fangled republican saints.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XIII, p. 248/572, Nov. 1842)
16) I can tell you nothing of the issue of Mrs. Payne-Galway, for the latter was the
name by which she was known.
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, vol.
V, p. 292, Letter # 928. To Edward Floyd De Lancey; From
Hall, Cooperstown, March 10, 1848)

17) “The laws of God and man are with him,” continued Mrs. Wyllis, for it was
she;…
(The Red Rover – Cooper edition/SUNY, Ch. XXVIII, p.
382, Nov. 1827)

18) Mrs. Abbott, for so was this demi-relict called, was just on the verge of what is
termed the “good society” of the village, the most uneasy of all positions for an
ambitious and ci-devant pretty woman to be placed in.
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, 1st paragraph of Ch.
XVI, p. 173, 1838)

14) “DRESSED OUT” - A // “DRESSED GAILY” – B // CHURCH OF
ENGLAND MAGAZINE: “WAS DRESSED GAILY OUT WITH MANY BRIGHT
FLAGS”
The discrepancy in the A and B textual variations can hardly be ascribed to a
typesetter’s blunder, wanton editing or a misreading of the manuscript. The problem
appears to be in the original Church of England Magazine issue of the sketch, in
which an unnecessary “out” was added to “gaily.” Consequently, later printings in
other papers deleted either “out” or “gaily.
”Just as “great ocean” and “green ocean” [line 9] are miles apart, and – as we shall
see later – “hove” vs. “heaved” [line 25], the various renderings of “muscles
crackling,” “creaking” and “cracking” [line 156] indicate the need for caution in
supposing that every single word of the original text was actually printed as intended
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by the author. Although the “B”-version may, in general, be regarded as plagued with
sloppy editing and more deletions, in this instance it would seem that the “A”rendering is is also susceptible to error, albeit to a lesser extent.
Although in C – DRESSED #1, only the verbs “dress” and “undress” are used, the
reference to making a vessel look “handsome” and even converting it into a “brig,” has
led to its inclusion. The adverbs “out” and “gaily,” however, have not been located in
connection with a vessel – no doubt treated as feminine [cf. D – THE FEMININE ASPECTS
OF A SHIP ].

Finally, there is also a long shot to be entertained: the possibility of an allusion to
Dickens’s Martin Chuzzlewit to show that the Jersey, unlike Dickens’s depiction, is
flying under a righteous and morally unimpeachable flag.
Cf. to Entry # 94, “Every man for himself, and God for us all.”
CHARLES DICKENS’S MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT:
As Martin ascended to his bedroom, his eye was attracted by the Republican
banner, which had been hoisted from the house-top in honour of the occasion,
and was fluttering before a window which he passed.
“Tut!” said Martin. “You're a gay flag in the distance. But let a man be near
enough to get the light upon the other side and see through you; and you are
but sorry fustian!”
Charles Dickens: The Life and Adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit.
Ch. XXI, last paragraph (Jan. 1843 – July 1844, final installment)
The Companion to Martin Chuzzlewit, p. 309: “In his ‘Epistle to Lord Viscount
Forbes,’ Thomas moore describes America as the land ‘where bastard freedom
waves/Her fustian flag in mockery o’er slaves’. Mrs Trollope had quoted these lines
in Domestic Manners of Americans (207). Fustian is ‘a coarse stout twilled
fabric…used by working men’ (Simmonds 166).

Quotations have been placed under the following headings:
A) DRESSED [GAILY] OUT
B) DRESSED GAILY[OUT]
C) DRESSED
D) FEMININE ASPECT OF A SHIP
THE HELMSMAN:
“The Jersey ― for that was the name of the steamer ― was dressed gaily out [A:
dressed out // B: dressed gaily] with many bright flags;” (lines 10-11)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A – DRESSED OUT
1) “As for the clothes, women will talk about them, as you well know, sir; it being
their natur’ to be dressing themselves out, so much.”
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXV, p. 270, Aug.
1847)
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B – DRESSED GAILY
1) “It was seldom that these untutored children of the forest had ever seen any white
female above the commonest sort, and, as to dress, never before had so much spendor
shone before their eyes. The gayest uniforms of both French and English seemed
dull compared with the lustre of the brocade, and while the rare personal beauty of the
wearer added to the effect produced by its hues, the attire did not fail to adorn that
beauty in a way which surpassed even the hopes of its wearer.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XXX, p. 664/717, 1841)

2) “I should think Madam Washington went more gaily dressed, and looked happier
like. I’m sure if any woman could be happy, it was she!”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. X, p. 186/533, Oct. 1844)
3) “As no one presumed to promenade the Mall, who was not of a certain stamp of
respectability, the company was all gaily dressed; and I will confess that I was much
struck with the air of the place, the first time I showed myself among the gay idlers.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. VII, pp. 93-94, June
1845)

4) “The fourth performer in this trial of memories was an ancient lady, gaily dressed,
and intently eager on the game.”
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XXXIX, p. 403; p. 415/532, Nov. 1820)

5) “Steam-boats were landing the guests by the hundreds, on the narrow terrace which
surrounds the base of the castle, and a never-ceasing current of gaily dressed and
graceful beings were gliding from out the darkness on either hand,….”
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans,
“Description of the Fete,” p. 182, June 1828: England;
August 1828: United States)

C – DRESSED
1) “Oh, Molly’s [=the Molly Swash] going to bed for the night, and she’s only
undressing herself; that’s all.”
“Yes, Rosy dear, Captain Spike is right. I remember that my poor Mr. Budd used
to talk about the Rose in Bloom having her clothes on, and her clothes off, just as if
she was a born woman!”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Ch. II, p. 36, November 1846–
March 1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and
Bentley's »Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of the
Gulf)

2) “And that is the reason he has undressed his Molly, as he calls her, that he might
not be known.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Ch. II, p. 37, November 1846–
March 1848)

3) “I’m for bringing the Molly Swash into her old shape again, and make her look
handsome once more.”
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“Do you dress the brig, as well as undress her, o’mights, Captain Spike?” inquired
the ship-master’s reliet, a little puzzled with this fickleness of purpose. “I do not
believe poor Mr. Budd ever did that.”
“Fashions change, madam, with the times – ay, ay, sir – shake out the reef, and
sway away that mast-rope, boys, as soon as you have manned it. We’ll convart our
schooner into a brig again.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Ch. II, p. 40, November 1846–
March 1848)

D – THE FEMININE ASPECTS OF A SHIP
1) “Hark ’ee, Mr. Mulford, I’ve sailed in the brig longer than you, and know’d her in
her comeliest and best days – when she was young, and blooming, and lovely to the
eye, as the young creature at your side – and it would go to my heart to have anything
happen to her.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XI, p. 239, November
1846–March 1848)

2) The two most beautiful things with which we are acquainted are a graceful and
well-bred woman entering or quitting a drawing-room, more particularly the last, and a
man-of-war leaving her anchorage in a moderate breeze, and when not hurried for
time.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XIII, p. 289, November
1846–March 1848)

3) “What is it to you, Tier, if Josh does call the brig an old hussy; she is old, as we all
know, and years are respectable; and as for her being a ‘hussy,’ that is a term of
endearment sometimes. I’ve heard the captain himself call the Molly a ‘hussy,’ fifty
times, and he loves her as he does the apple of his eye.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. IV, p. 77,
November 1846–March 1848)

4) “And which of all these flags do you use most?” demanded Wilder, after a
moment of intense thought.
“As to mere sailing, I am as whimsical as a girl in her teens in the choice of
her ribbons. I will often show you a dozen in a day.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. VI, p. 88,
Nov. 1827)

4) “Sir, a ship is a seaman’s mistress – nay, when fairly under a pennant, with a war
declared, he may be wedded to her, lawfully or not. He becomes ‘bone of her bone,
and flesh of her flesh, until death doth them part.’ To such a long compact there
should be liberty of choice. Has not your mariner a taste as well as your lover? The
harpings and counter of his ship are the waist and shoulders; the rigging, the ringlets;
the cut and fit of the sails, the fashion of the millinery; the guns are always called the
teeth, and her paint is the blush and bloom!”
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Ch. VI, p. 77; CSPCT, vol. 13: p. 50; May 1830)

15) “MANY BRIGHT FLAGS” & “BRIGHT BLUE DAY”
Categories considered:
I. FLAG/ENSIGN/BANNER/PENNANT/STREAMERS OF RIBAND/
APPENDAGE
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II “BRIGHT” MODIFYING “FLAG”/MATERIAL
III) “BRIGHT” REFERRING TO A WOMAN AS BRIDE, A WOMAN’S
HAIR

IV) BRIGHT MODIFYING “DAY” (& “MORNING”)
CF. ENTRY #27: “IT WAS A BRIGHT BLUE DAY.”
A) ARNOLD VON WINKELRIED

V) BRIGHTNESS + DAYS
VI. UNLINKED, BUT OF INTEREST
HELMSMAN:
“…dressed out with many bright flags…. (line 11)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
I. FLAG/ENSIGN/BANNER/PENNANT/STREAMERS OF RIBAND/ APPENDAGE:
1) A ship with her sails loosened and her ensign abroad is always a beautiful
object…
(Homeward Bound, Ch. III, first sentence, p. 28/613,
1838)

2) …and six minutes later, we went out to sea, with the American ensign, and jacks,
and pennants flying at each mast-head, and wherever else such an emblem of
triumph could be shown!
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XVI, concluding sentence, p. 297/533, Oct.
1844)

3) There were light, low staffs in the bows, with flags, that bore the distinguishing
colors of several noble families of the Republic, or which had such other simple
devices as had been suggested by the fancies of those to whom they belonged.
(The Bravo, Ch. VIII, p. 137/544, October 1831)

4) Though the glory of Venice had departed, the trade of the city was not then at its
present low ebb. The port was still crowded with vessels from many distant havens,
and the flags of most of the maritime states of Europe were seen, at intervals, within
the barrier of the Lido.
(The Bravo, Ch. III, p. 42/544, October 1831)
5) The fleet of Waallly presented an imposing sight. Not only were his canoes large,
and well filled with men, but they were garnished with the usual embellishments of
savage magnificence. Feathers and flags, and symbols of war and power, were
waving and floating over the prows of most of them, while the warriors they
contained were gay in their trappings.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XVII, p. 180, Aug. 1847)

6) “And what flags are these which you have passed? They seem rich, and many.”
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“These are England; like herself, aristocratic, party-coloured, and a good deal
touched by humour.
(The Red Rover, Ch. VI, pp. 99-100/589, Nov. 1827)
7) “And which of all these flags do you use most?” demanded Wilder, after a
moment of intense thought.
“As to mere sailing, I am as whimsical as a girl in her teens in the choice of
her ribbons. I will often show you a dozen in a day.
(The Red Rover, Ch. VI, p. 100/589, Nov. 1827)

8) A flag of intermingled colours, and bearing a constellation of bright and rising
stars, alone was floating at her gaff.
(The Red Rover, Ch. XXXII, p. 580/589, Nov. 1827)

9) At length the halyards moved, and then three fair, handsome flags rose to the
end of le Feu-Follet’s jigger yard, a spar that was always kept aloft in moderate
weather.
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. VI, p. 111/572, Nov. 1842)

10) She [=the steamboat Winkelried] had been launched at the commencement of the
summer, and still bore at the fore-top-mast-head a bunch of evergreens, profusely
ornamented with knots and streamers of riband, the offerings of the patron’s female
friends, and the fancied guage of success.
(The Headsman – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. I, first
paragraph, p. 9, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

11) A gilded ball glittered on the summit of each mast, for no canvass was set higher
than the slender and well-balanced yards, and it was above one of these that the wilted
bush, with its gay appendages, trembled and fluttered in a fresh western wind.
(The Headsman – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. I, p. 10,
Sept. 1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

II. “BRIGHT” MODIFYING “FLAG”
“Bright” modifying “flag” has not been found. References suggesting “bright”
material have been located.
1) … profusely ornamented with knots and streamers of riband….. its gay
appendages, trembled and fluttered in a fresh western wind. [Cf. “Bright Day,” # 11]
(The Headsman, Ch. I, opening paragraph, p. 8/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

2) Massive couches in carved mahogany, with chairs of a similar material and
fashion, all covered by the same rich fabric that composed the curtains, together with
a Turkey carpet, over the shaggy surface of which all the colors of the rainbow were
scattered in bright confusion,….
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. X, p. 105, Jan. 1824)

3) …the bright velvet cap with armorial bearings embroidered on its front, proclaimed
him to be a gondolier in private service
(The Bravo, Ch. I, p. 6/544, October 1831)
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4) Thy Bucentaur is no longer the bravest craft that floats between Dalmatia and the
islands, though her gilding may glitter brightest.
(The Bravo, Ch. I, p. 17/544, October 1831)

5) “The Great Spirit sometimes puts very bright clothes on very little animals.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XXX, p. 667/717 ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 993; 1841)

6) His head was shaved clean, all to a few hairs on his crown, where he wore a tuft of
feathers, as bright as if they had come from a peacock’s tail.
(The Pioneers, Ch. XIII, p. 190/604 ; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p. 155 ; Feb. 1823)

7) His leggins were of bright scarlet cloth,…
(The Prairie in Leatherstocking Tales, The Library of America, vol.
I, Ch.XVIII, p. 1089; [278/575], April 1827: London; May 1827:
Philadelphia)

8) “To what fall in prices, or change in the sentiments of the Board of Trade, am I
indebted for the honor of this visit, Master a—a—a—gay dealer in green ladies and
bright tissues?”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXIV, p. 347/542, May 1830)
III) “BRIGHT” REFERRING TO A WOMAN AS BRIDE, A WOMAN’S HAIR
1) Paul stood longest in nearly breathless admiration of the countenance of his “bright
and blooming bride.” (Home as Found, Ch. XXIX, p. 583/591, 1838)
2) Eve’s colour deepened, and Ann Sidley thought she had never seen her child more
beautiful, as the bright luxuriant golden hair, which had strayed from the
confinement of the cap, fell on her warm cheek, and rendered eyes that were always
full of feeling, softer and more brilliant even than common.
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XIII, p. 189/613, 1838)

3) …and rendered her loveliness of feature and expression bright and angelic.
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXII, p. 381/613, 1838)

4) …my “bright and beauteous bride” arose, and extended to me her long-loved
hand.
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XXIX, p. 502/533, Oct. 1844)
5) He turned his head slowly, and when he saw the bright countenance of his
charming bride, his smile met hers in pleased recognition.
(Oak Openings, Ch. XXVIII, p. 529/582, Aug. 1848)

6) …the amiable and lovely Clarissa clapped her pretty little pattes with joy, and gave
all the other natural indications of delight, which characterize the emotions of that
gentle sex of which she was so bright an ornament.
The Monikins, Ch. XIV, p. 228/509, July 1835)

IV. “BRIGHT” : MODIFYING “DAY” (& “MORNING”)
[day] : atmosphere, beam, beauty of that moonlit night, blaze (6x), bloom, blush (5x), day (15x), blue
canopy, eye[s] (46x), fire (5x), flame (11x), sheet of flame, flashes (4x), flush (4x), glare, gleam[s] (5x),
gleamings, glow (4x), light[s] (28x), moon (8x), moonbeam (2x), moonlight/light of the moon (3x),
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morning, night (2x), orb, radiance (2x), rays (6x), sky, sparks, streak, clear streak of sky, streak of
evening sky, star[s] (10x), starlight (2x), streak[s] (3x), suffusion (2x), sun[s] (20x), sunshine (2x), tint
(3x), torches, worlds

1) This is a glorious May day—bland, bright and exhilarating.
(Letter to Mrs. Cooper,Coopertown; New York, March 5th , 1845,
St. Polk’s eve–Festival of Democracy, Correspondence of James
Fenimore Cooper, vol. 2, p. 536.)

2) By the time the sun appeared, for, happily, the day proved bright and clear, we
had obtained pretty tolerable notions of the critical situation in which we were placed
by means of the captain’s theory of currents.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. V, p. 87/654, June 1844)

3) The day was bright, cloudless, genial, and even bland; there being nothing
unpleasant in the feeling of the swift currents of the air, that whirled past us.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXV, p. 522/654, June 1844)

4) Fortunately the gale was steady, this day proving bright and clear, like that
which had preceded.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXV, p. 523/654, June 1844)
5) A bright day, a steady ship, the pleasure of motion as they raced with the combing
seas, and the interest of the chase, set everyone at ease; and even Steadfast Dodge was
less devoured with envy, a jealousy of his own deservings, and the desire of
management, than usual.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. IX, p. 81, 1838) [Double
entry: “Let danger come to them when it might, it would not be
that day”]

6) The sun rose on the morning of the second day bright and clear.
(Ned Myers, Ch. XIII, p. 179/271, Nov. 1843)

7) A brighter day never poured its glories on the face of the earth;…
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XIX, p. 205, Aug. 1848)

8) …the light of the day was so soft and yet so bright;…
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXVI, p. 285, Aug. 1848)

9) A brighter day than that which succeeded the night last mentioned never dawned
upon the massive domes, the gorgeous palaces, and the glittering canala of Venice.
(The Bravo, Ch. VIII (1st sentence), p. 128/544, October 1831)

10) …and she [=Judith] now had additional reasons for wishing to pass the remainder
of her life on the lake, where she had already seen so many bright and so many
sorrowing days.
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XXIV, p. 535/717 ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 894 ; 1841)

11) The year was in the fall, according to a poetical expression of our own, and the
morning bright, as the fairest and swiftest bark that navigated the Leman lay at the
quay of the ancient and historical town of Geneva, ready to depart for the country of
Vaud. This vessel was called the Winkelried, in commemoration of Arnold of that
name, who had so generously sacrificed life and hopes to the good of his country,
and who deservedly ranks among the truest of those heroes of whom we have well103

authenticated legends. She had been launched at the commencement of the summer,
and still bore at the fore-top-mast head a bunch of evergreens, profusely ornamented
with knots and streamers of riband, the offerings of the patron’s female friends, and
the fancied gage of success. The use of steam, and the presence of unemployed
seamen of various nations, in this idle season of the warlike, are slowly leading to
innovations and improvements in the navigation of the lakes of Italy and Switzerland,
it is true; but time, even at this hour, has done little towards changing the habits and
opinions of those who ply on these inland waters for a subsistence. … A gilded ball
glittered on the summit of each mast, for no canvass was set higher than the slender
and well-balanced yards, and it was above one of these that the wilted bush, with its
gay appendages, trembled and fluttered in a fresh western wind.
(The Headsman, Ch. I, opening paragraph, p. 8/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia) Double entry, see “quay”

IV-A) ARNOLD VON WINKELRIED:
Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine (Cooper Edition), Letter XX, p. 195:
After remaining at Vévey a day or two longer, I went to Geneva, in the Winkelried, which had
got a new commander; one as unaffected as his predecessor had been fantastical.. Our progress
was slow, and, although we reached the port early enough to prevent being locked out, with the
exception of a passage across Lake George, in which the motion seemed expressly intended for
the lovers of the picturesque, I think this the most deliberate run, or rather walk, I ever made by
steam.
Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine (Cooper Edition), “Historical Introduction,” by Ernest
Redekop and Maurice Geracht, p. xxi:
“Cooper’s Rhine journey and his second residence in Switzerland [=20 Aug. 1830 –
17 July 1832] provided welcome relief from this deepening political involvement.
They also furnished settings for another political romance, The Headsman (1833).”
Letters and Jornals, vol. I, p. 319: Wednesday, 10 September 1828:
Statue of Arnold [von Winkelried] in the place [Stans – Cooper spells this “Stanz”]. His arm
embraces a bundle of lances, to commemorate his self devotion.

I) WILLIAM WORDSWORTH (1870-1850):
He, too, of battle-martyrs chief!
Who, to recall his daunted peers,
For victory shaped an open space,
By gathering with a wide embrace,
Into his single breast, a sheaf
Of fatal Austrian spears.[1]
William Wordsworth: Memorials of a Tour on the Continent 1820, XXIV,
“The Church of San Salvador Seen from the Lake of Lugano”
1 Arnold Winkelried, at the battle of Sempach, broke an
Austrian phalanx in this manner. The event is one of the most
famous in the annals of Swiss heroism; and pictures and prints
of it are frequent throughout the country.

II) RALPH WALDO EMERSON (1803-1882):
When a noble act is done, – perchance in a scene of great natural
beauty; when Leonidas and his three hundred martyrs consume one day
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in dying, and the sun and moon come each and look at them once in the
steep defile of Thermopylæ; when Arnold Winkelried, in the high
Alps, under the shadow of the avalanche, gathers in his side a sheaf
of Austrian spears to break the line for his comrades; are not these
heroes entitled to add the beauty of the scene to the beauty of the deed?
When the bark of Columbus nears the shore of America; – before it,
the beach lined with savages, fleeing out of all their huts of cane; the
sea behind; and the purple mountains of the Indian Archipelago around,
can we separate the man from the living picture?
Ralph Waldo Emerson: Nature, Ch. III.

III) HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW (1807-1882):
Flight the Fourth
Charles Sumner
Garlands upon his grave
And flowers upon his hearse,
And to the tender heart and brave
The tribute of this verse.
His was the troubled life,
The conflict and the pain,
The grief, the bitterness of strife,
The honor without stain.
Like Winkelried, he took
Into his manly breast
The sheaf of hostile spears, and broke
A path for the oppressed.
Then from the fatal field
Upon a nation's heart
Borne like a warrior on his shield! –
So should the brave depart.
Death takes us by surprise,
And stays our hurrying feet;
The great design unfinished lies,
Our lives are incomplete.
But in the dark unknown
Perfect their circles seem,
Even as a bridge's arch of stone
Is rounded in the stream.
Alike are life and death,
When life in death survives,
And the uninterrupted breath
Inspires a thousand lives.
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Were a star quenched on high,
For ages would its light,
Still travelling downward from the sky,
Shine on our mortal sight.
So when a great man dies,
For years beyond our ken,
The light he leaves behind him lies
Upon the paths of men.
Longfellow: Birds of Passage

12) Whether attachment to our own fair and generous land, has led us to over-estimate
its advantages or not, and bright and cheerful as our autumnal days certainly are, a
fairer morning naver dawned on the Alleghanies, than that which illumined the Alps,
on the reappearance of the sun after the gust of the night which has been so lately
described.
(The Headsman, Ch.IX, opening paragraph, p. 158/525, Sept.
1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

13) The day was bright and clear, and the lazy sun, who seemed unwilling to meet
the toil of ascending the meridian, was crossing the heavens with a southern
inclination, that hardly allowed him to temper the moist air of the ocean with his
genial heat.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. VI, p. 62, Jan. 1824)
14) The sun rose, the morning of her nuptials, on a day so bright and cloudless, that
Inez hailed it as a harbinger of future happiness.
(The Prairie in Leatherstocking Tales, The Library of America, vol.
I, Ch.XV, p. 1059; [238/575], April 1827: London; May 1827:
Philadelphia)

15) …as in the brightest and happiest of his days.
(The Red Rover in Sea Tales, Library of America, Ch. XXXI, p.
852; 567/589, Nov. 1827)

16) After conquering the zig-zag, the toil of ten minutes, we issued into the day, and
saw a reasonable hope of a fine, bright morning.
(Gleanings in Europe: Switzerland, Cooper Edition, Letter XVIII,
p. 189, 1836)

17) It was a bright autumnal day when we returned to the left bank of the Rhine, on
the way to Paris.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – The Michigan historical Reprint Series, Introduction, p.
x, July 1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

V) BRIGHTNESS + DAYS
1) This month has been unusually fine. The brightness of the days has been
its most remarkable feature.
(Letters and Journals, Vol. V, Journal XXXIII, p. 287, Tuesday, 29
February 1848)

VI. UNLINKED, BUT OF INTEREST
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[Not linked?] : apartment, aspect, snowy beacon, beings, benignancy, blank, blue, boundary, caps that
topped the waves, charm, cheek, circle, cloud (2x), coal, colour (3x), complexion, copper (3x),
countenance (5x), [it=] crater, crimson, disk, examples, face[s] (5x), features (2x), foliage, [picture of
the] future (3x), glacier, glory, gold, green (2x), guineas, harpoon, hatchet, hope[s] (3x), horizon (2x),
humming bird, image, indignation, inside of the house, instrument, intellect, intelligence, [it=] island,
look[s] (2x), look-out (16x), Mexicans, mist, moments, good name, object[s] (3), opening[s] (2x),
promise, prospect[s] (2x), red (3x), red faces, sand, scene, sight, side (3x), skins, spots, smile[s] (7x),
spirits, spot (2x), squash, steel, stepping-stone, surface, teeth, tines, tomahawk[s] (3x), traits, tranquility,
verdure (2x), vermilion (3x), vision, vista, watch (2x), water, wave, wood-axe, work, yellow

1) “When the heart feels sunshine, nothing is gloomy, even dull looking objects,
seeming gay and bright, and so it would be between you and the woman who should
love you, even though your wife might happen, in some matters, to possess what the
world calls the advantage over you.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XXIV, p. 552/717 ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 906; 1841)

2) Paint yourself as bright as the humming bird, you will still be black as the crow!”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XXX, p. 677/717 ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 1001; 1841)

16) “BLUE PETER.”
This term for a signal flag announcing the departure of a vessel has fallen into disuse. It is far
from certain whether it historically applied to Lake Erie steamers of the 1840’s. In “The
Helmsman” of 1845, the anonymous author is even at pains to explain its meaning to the
reader. In Cooper, the signal flag can have various meanings and is not confined to a
departure.
The reference to “a small blue flag” in Precaution (1820) can only refer to a blue peter. The
description of the man pacing back and forth on the deck beneath the signal flag is oddly
similar to that of Old John Maynard!
The complete name “blue peter” has also been found in two of Cooper’s later maritime
novels, published within only a few years of “The Helmsman.” In The Sea Lions (1849), the
“blue peter” was not used as a signal flag for departure but a special flag to help the ship’s
owner recognize his ship [cf. COOPER #4]. In Jack Tier (1846-1848) the “blue-peter” of Jack
Tier becomes a signal flag announcing that dinner is ready!
A speculative approach to the choice of “blue peter” could also be the association with the
name of the steamer, the Jersey!
“The activity of American life, the rapidity and cheapness of intercourse,
and the migratory habits both have induced, leave little of rusticity and
local character in any particular sections of the country. Distinctions,
that an acute observer may detect, do certainly exist between the eastern
and the western man, between the northerner and the southerner, the Yankee
and middle states' man; the Bostonian, Manhattanese and Philadelphian; the
Tuckahoe and the Cracker; the Buckeye or Wolverine, and the Jersey Blue.
Nevertheless, the World cannot probably produce another instance of a
people who are derived from so many different races, and who occupy so
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large an extent of country, who are so homogeneous in appearance,
characters and opinions.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. I, p. 4, April 1849)

OED: “Blue Peter”: “a blue flag with a white square in the center, hoisted as the signal of
immediate sailing.” Also: “Blue Peter (British Marine), a blue flag with a white
square in the center, used as a signal for sailing, to recall boats, etc. It is a corruption of blue
repeater,one of the British signal flags” [ http://onlinedictionary.datasegment.com/ ] .
Cooper uses the term in two of his later novels.

- the Blue Peter - all aboard, vessel is about to proceed sea. (At sea) your lights
are out or burning badly
Australian Source URL: http://www.anbg.gov.au/flags/signalflags.html
HELMSMAN:
“The Jersey ― for that was the name of the steamer ― was dressed out [gaily] with
many bright flags; the Blue Peter, the signal for [B: of her] immediate sailing, was at
her main-mast head;…” (lines 9-12)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) On the highest summit of their towering mast floated a small blue flag,
the symbol of authority, and beneath it paced a man to and fro the deck,
who was abandoned by his inferiors to his more elevated rank. His
square-built form and careworn features, which had lost the brilliancy of
an English complexion, and hair whitened prematurely, spoke of bodily
vigor, and arduous services which had put that vigor to the severest
trials.
At each turn of his walk, as he faced the land of his nativity, a lurking
smile stole over his sun-burnt features, and then a glance of his eye
would scan the progress of the far-stretched squadron which obeyed his
orders, and which he was now returning to his superiors, undiminished in
numbers, and proud with victory.
(Precaution, Ch. XLI, CSPCT, p. 248 // The Michigan Historical
Reprint Series, pp. 417-418, Nov. 1820)

2) “This signal was a blue-peter of which one had been brought ashore to signal the
brig; and with which Jack now signaled the schooner. . . . .
Such indeed was the fact, and he who had been the instrument of producing this
change, appeared on deck in the person of Mulford, as soon as he was told that the
blue-peter of Jack Tier was flying”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Ch. VII, p. 141, November 1846–March
1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and Bentley's
»Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of the Gulf)

3) “As those who toil usually have a relish for their food, the appearance of the bluepeter was far from unwelcome to those on board the schooner.”
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(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Ch. VII, p. 143, November 1846–March
1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and Bentley's
»Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of the Gulf)

4) “Ay, by Jupiter, there goes the very blue peter I helped to make with my own
hands, and it was agreed to set it, as the deacon’s signal. There’s no mistake, now!”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XXIX, p. 306, April 1849)

5) “I’ll not answer for the craft, though that’s her blue peter, and them’s her mastheads, and I turned in that taw-sail halyard-block with my own hands.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XXIX, p. 309, April 1849)

OTHER SOURCES:
1)"Start my soul-bolts, maties, if any more Blue Peters and sailing
signals fly at my fore!" cried the Captain of the Head. "My wages
will buy a wheelbarrow, if nothing more."
HERMAN MELVILLE, WHITE-JACKET OR THE WORLD IN A MAN-OF-WAR, Ch. XCI, 21st
Paragraph, New York, March, 1850.
NOTE. In the year 1843 I shipped as "ordinary seaman" on board of a United States frigate
then lying in a harbor of the Pacific Ocean. After remaining in this frigate for more than a year, I was
discharged from the service upon the vessel's arrival home. My man-of-war
experiences and
observations
have been incorporated in the present volume.

2) The officers who had come on deck with the first lieutenant invited Newton
below, where he was introduced to the remainder of the mess, who were
most of them fine young men, as happy and careless as if youth was to
last for ever. Having pledged each other in a glass of grog, Newton
returned on shore. The next morning he made his arrangements, paid his
bill at the hotel, and before twelve o'clock was again on board of the
frigate, which lay with the Blue Peter hoisted, and her fore-topsail
loose, waiting for her captain, who was still detained on shore while
the admiral and governor made up their despatches.
CAPTAIN MARRYAT, NEWTON FORSTER OR, THE MERCHANT SERVICE, Ch. XXII, 5th
Paragraph; LONDON J.M. DENT AND CO. BOSTON: LITTLE, BROWN AND CO. MDCCCXCV
1832, 1895. Prefatory Note: Newton Forster, or the Merchant Service, first appeared in the
Metropolitan Magazine, 1832. It is one of the novels which specially suggests a comparison between
Marryat and Smollett, both authors having described acts of impressment with vigour and indignation.

OTHER SIGNALS:
1) When he and his friend had embarked, the painters were thrown aboard, and the
crew of the ferry-boat began to set their vessel, in earnest, towards the mouth of the
creek. During these movements, a young negro was seated in the bow of the periagua,
with his legs dangling, one on each side of the cut-water, forming no bad apology for a
figure-head. He held a conch to his mouth, and with two glossy cheeks inflated like
those of Eolus, and his dark glittering eyes expressing the delight he found in drawing
sounds from the shell, he continued to give forth the signal for departure.
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. III, p.
34, May 1830)
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2) In a few moments the foretopsail fell from its compact compass on the yard, into
graceful and careless festoons. This the attentive Wilder well knew, was among all
trading vessels the signal of sailing.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. IX, p. 123, Nov.
1827)

17) “QUAY THAT JUTS OUT.”
Quotes #1 - #4 approximate the quote in “The Helmsman.” For “narrow quay,” see b)
quay #2. Cooper frequently uses “quay” in the sense of “wharf” or “pier,” or even
“harbor.”
THE HELMSMAN:
“ porters were hurrying along the narrow quay that juts out into the lake;” (lines 13-14)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) TO JUT
1) At Sorrento there are two, the “large” and the “little” landing. The latter is in the
heart of the town, and has a sort of wharf, at which one can embark in smooth water.
This is the port of the Divina Providenza, but all the craft, big and little, are hauled on
the beach at night; the other is a crescent of sandy beach, lined the whole distance with
the houses of fishermen. It is on the verge of the town and without its walls, extending
to the mountain, which here juts out into a low promontory, forming a protection
against the sea.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter XIV,
p. 123, 1838)

2) “But the place I mean is next to the river, where one of the ridges juts out a little
from the rest, and where the rocks fall, for the best part of a thousand feet, so much up
and down, that a man standing on their edges is fool enough to think he can jump from
top to bottom.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XXVI, p. 374/604, Feb. 1823)
3) “Meet me at the hour of eleven this night, at yonder low point, where the land juts
into the outer harbor.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. II, p. 44, Nov. 1827)
4) “Emerging from these confused piles, the river, as if rejoicing at its release from
the struggle, expanded into a wide bay, which was ornamented by a few fertile and
low points that jutted humbly into its broad basin.”
(The Spy, Ch. XXXII, p. 515/557, Dec. 1821)
B) QUAY

The etymology of “quay” according to Webster’s Third International (1965 Edition) is
as follows:
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“alteration (influenced by French quai quay, from Old French cai) of earlier
key, from Middle English, from Middle French cai, from Old French of Celtic
origin; akin to Cornish kē hedge, fence”
It is perhaps of interest that Cooper in his maritime novel Jack Tier (printed in
installments from 1846 to 1848) contains the following etymological study of “key”
without breathing a word of “quay.” Mrs. Budd, a “relict” widow who easily confuses
nautical jargon, is saying that as Key West is a “key,” shouldn’t there be a “lock” to
match?
“Now Gibraltar is the key of the Mediterranean, as your uncle has told me fifty
times; and I have been there, and can understand why it should be; but I do
not know of what lock this West is the key.”
“It is not that sort of key which is meant, aunty, at all, but quite a different
thing. The key meant is an island.”
“And why should any one be so silly as to call an island a key?”
“The place where vessels unload is sometimes called a key,” answered
Mulford; “the French calling it quai, and the Dutch kaye. I suppose our
English word is derived from these. Now, a low, sandy Island, looking
somewhat like keys, or wharves, seamen have given them the name. Key West
is merely a low Island.”
Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. VII, p. 149

1) “As all the deeper channels of the Lagunes have been preserved, the city is
intersected in every direction by passages, which from their appearance are called
canals, but which, in truth, are no more so many small branches of the sea. On the
margins of these passages, the walls of the dwellings arise literally out of the water,
since economy of room has caused the owners to extend their possessions to the very
verge of the channel, in the manner that quays and wharfs are pushed into the streams
of our own country.”
(The Bravo, Ch. II, p. 33/544, October 1831)
2) “No, no—amici miei,” said Vito Viti, bustling about on the narrow little quay,
“all is not gold that glitters, of a certainty; and this frigate is probably no ally, but an
enemy.”
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. VI, p. 68, 1842)
3) The year was in the fall, according to a poetical expression of our own, and the
morning bright, as the fairest and swiftest bark that navigated the Leman lay at the
quay of the ancient and historical town of Geneva, ready to depart for the country of
Vaud.
(The Headsman, Ch. I, opening paragraph, p. 8/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia) Double entry, see “bright”

4) The great business of the day was the entertainment of the Grand-duchess Helena.
she had been invited to make the tour of the head of the lake, and the steamboat was
about to quit the harbour [of Lausanne] for that purpose, leaving us travelers to await
her return with a loyal and submissive patience. A crowd had collected, and the boat
had hauled alongside of the quay, in readiness to receive her.
(Gleanings in Europe: Switzerland – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter
XXIV, p. 245, 1836)
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5) There is little, perhaps no doubt, that this is the Puteoli of Paul. I thought of this
apostle and of his perilous voage as we rounded to at the quay, and pictured to myself
the sort of vessel in which he had arrived, nearly eighteen centuries since, in the same
harbour.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter
XV, p. 127, 1836)

6) The quay of the Ripetta, or the port, is also enriched from this classical quarry.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter
XXIII, pp. 216-217, 1836)

7) The ship went immediately alongside of the natural quay, and her people poured
ashore, in a crowd, the instant the plank could be run out, in order to enable them to
do so.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXI, p. 229, Aug. 1847)
8) As the governor intended to send, at once, forty select families over to the Peak, the
Abraham was brought alongside of the quay, and the property of those particular
families was, as it came ashore, sent on board the schooner.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXI, p. 233, Aug. 1847)

9) The Bight formed a perfectly safe harbor, and there was not only a sandy shod on
which the whales could be floated and kept from sinking, a misfortune that sometimes
occurs, but it had a natural quay quite near, where the Rancocus, herself, could lie.
There was fresh water in abundance, and an island of sufficient size to hold the largest
whaling establishment that ever existed. This island was incontinently named Blubber
Island. The greatest disadvantage was the total absence of soil, and consequently of
all sorts of herbage; but its surface was as smooth as that of an artificial quay,
admitting of the rolling of casks with perfect ease.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXIV, p. 264, Aug. 1847)

10) Since the removal of the whaling operations to the Bight, all nuisances were
abated, and the streets, quays, and public walks were as neat as could be desired.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXV, p. 276, Aug. 1847)

11) The rock was blown out, as stone was wanted, leaving, however, a quay around
the margin of the island.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXV, p. 277, Aug. 1847)
12) By the time the throng was assembled on the quays, in the streets, on the decks of
the feluccas, or at the other points that commanded the view, the stranger was seen
gliding past,….
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. I, p. 14, 1842)
13) …while the girl had taken her stand on the quay, in a position that better became
her sex, since it removed her from immediate contract with the rough spirits of the
port, while it enabled her to see what occurred about the Wing-and-Wing.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. II, p. 16, 1842)

18) “QUARRELLING [ WITH EACH OTHER ] FOR PASSENGERS.”
“To quarrel” is used in this context in the sense of “engaging in hostile competition with
someone” for a particular person. Cooper, #12, provides an amusing example of
“quarrelling for” the only handsome woman in the world! Quote #1 from Cooper’s
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Letters even caught Wayne Franklin’s attention in his James Fenimore Cooper: The
Early Years on p. 44, when he adds a parenthetical remark: “….sometimes quarrelled
for” – not with – “each other.”
THE HELMSMAN:
“..boatmen quarrelling with each other for passengers;..” (lines 14-16)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:

1) “We [=James Fenimore Cooper and William Jay] were nearer of an age, and began our
Virgil and Cicero together, slept together, played together, and sometimes quarrelled
for each other.”
Letter # 240. To William Buell Sprague. Paris, Nov. 15th,
1831. Letters & Journals, Vol. II, p. 155.

2) “That’s just their gifts, howsever, and one can’t well quarrel with a man for his
gifts, when they are lawful.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XIV, p. 316/717, 1841)
3) “Monsieur Descloux had no wish to quarrel with a customer who employed him
every evening, and who preferred floating with the current to being rowed with a
crooked oar.”
(The Headsman, “Introduction,” p. 4/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

4) “We have stood together too long in the same trench, and have too often slept
soundly, in situations where failure in this doctrine might have cost us our lives, to
quarrel with the honest Genevese for his watchfulness.”
(The Headsman, Ch. III, p. 42/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

5) “We will not quarrel for precedence in this matter,…”
(The Headsman, Ch. IX, p. 174/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

6) “But can you tell me, friends, what the traveler carries under the white cloth, he
guards with teeth as sharp as a wolf that quarrels for the carcass the hunter has left?”
(The Prairie, Ch. IX, p. 993, The Library of
America, [150/575] )

7) “Och! he was no maly-mouthed, that quarrelled wid a widowed woman for the
matter of a burn in the mate, or the want of a breakfast.”
(The Spy, Ch. XXXIII, p. 537/557, Dec. 1821)

8) “As absurd as all this may seem today, and wicked as it will probably appear a
century hence, it formed, and forms, no small part of sectarian belief, and entered into
the animosities and jealousies of those who seem to think it necessary to quarrel for
the love of God.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. X,
p. 111, 1842) [Double entry: cf. “his love of
God”]

9) Without touching on the taste or truth of this article, I shall merely say, that it
contains these words – “booksellers quarrel for his custom.” [Cooper’s italics.]
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(Letters and Journals, vol. II, Letter 225, p. 133, To
Samuel Carter Hall, From Paris, rue St. Dominique 59.
Aug. 13, 1831)

10) As something occurred of a public nature, or the editor in New York would
scarcely have known any thing of “Bookseller’s [sic] quarelling for my custom”
[Cooper’s italics.], I am led to believe there has been some statement made by the
Liverpool applicant, which it is possible I ought to see.
(Ibid, vol. II, Letter 225, p. 134)

11) I saw, in Stone’s paper, a few months since, an article on myself. With much
nons[ense,?] there was this expression – “Booksellers quarrel for his (meaning me)
custom.” [Cooper’s italics: “his”]
(Letters and Journals, vol. II, Letter 237, p. 149, To
Carey and Lea, From Paris, Nov. 6th 1831)

12) “I have wished a thousand times there was but one handsome woman in the world,
when a man would have nothing to do but fall in love with her; and make up his mind
to get married at once, or to hang himself.”
“That is a cruel wish to us men,” returned Sir George, “as we should be certain to
quarrel for the beauty.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XV, p. 140, 1838)

19) “BACKWARD[S] AND FORWARD[S]”
The adverbial has been located in Homeward Bound [#1] in the context of swift movement
[hurrying / paced rapidly]. As seen in Homeward Bound [#1 & #2] Cooper makes no great
distinction between “paced backwards and forwards” and “paced backward and forward,”
although the final “s” is generally deleted. 11 instances of the collocation (or Siamese twins)
have been found with “and”/”or” as a conjunction. See also Entry #77: “coats and
waistcoats.”
THE HELMSMAN:
“. . .travellers hurrying backwards and forwards to look for their luggage...”
(lines 16-17)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) Still the old man made no reply; he got on the roof of his own launch, and paced
backwards and forwards rapidly, heeding nothing.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, Vol. 18, Ch. XXV, p.264, 1838)

2) Fearful of betraying the extent of their feelings, the two young men rushed on deck
together, where they paced backward and forward for many minutes, quite unable to
exchange a word, or even a look.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, Vol. 18, Ch. XXII, p.234, 1838)

3) "By Heavens, the fellow has reason in his inexplicable impudence!" muttered
Ludlow, pacing backward and forward beneath the shadow of the tree.
(The Water-Witch – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. VI, p. 61,
May 1830)
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4) There were referees in the settlement of the estate of Kobus Van Klinck, whom I
will not name, but what between the hand writing of the old grocer, and some
inaccuracy in the figures they had but a blind time of it until they discovered which
way the balance ought to come; and then by working backward and forward, which
is the true spirit of your just referee, they got all straight in the end.
(The Water-Witch – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. XIX, p. 216,
May 1830)

5) All these matters were discussed as the party still sat at table; and when they left it,
which was a few minutes later, it was to remove the effects they intended to carry
away to the boat. This was soon done, both Jack Tier and Biddy proving very
serviceable, while Rose tripped backward and forward, with a step elastic as a
gazelle's, carrying light burdens.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. VII, p. 146, November 1846–
March 1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and Bentley's
»Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of the Gulf)

6) “At Rio, you know, I felt quite at home, having stopped in there often, in going
backward and forward."
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford –
Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XXVI, p. 419, 1844)

7) "But I think you will admit, that as the civilization of the country advances, some
material changes must occur; your people cannot always remain stationary; they must
either go backwards or forward."
"Up or down, if you will allow me to correct your phraseology.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, Vol. 19, Ch. IV, p. 45, 1838)
8) … he next reasoned most ably and comprehensively for ten minutes, backward
and forward, using no other word but this, applied in its various senses; . . .
(The Monikins – CSPCT, Vol. 17, Ch. XVI, p. 153, July 1835)
9) Reason as you will, forward or backward, you arrive at the same result--he that
hath nothing is usually treated by mankind little better than a dog, and he that is little
better than a dog usually has nothing.
(The Monikins – CSPCT, Vol. 17, Ch. V, p. 46, July 1835)
10) The body of men had left the gate at which they had just been toiling, and were
crowding around its fellow. One leaf was hung! As an assurance of this, she soon after
saw her father swing it backward and forward on its hinges, to cause it to settle into
its place.
(Wyandotté – Cooper Edition, Ch. XI, p. 148, Aug./Sept.
1843)

11) Our dingui would never do to be moving backward and forward, so great a
distance, for it will carry little more than ourselves.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. V, p. 47, Aug. 1847)

12) As every gondola, when fully equipped, has its pavilion in the centre, the height of
the latter renders it necessary to place him who steers on such an elevation as will
enable him to overlook it. From these several causes a one-oared boat in Venice is
propelled by a gondolier, who stands on a little angular deck in its stern, formed like
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the low roof of a house, and the stroke of the oar is given by a push, instead of a pull,
as is common elsewhere. This habit of rowing erect, however, which is usually done
by a forward, instead of a backward movement of the body, is not unfrequent in all
the ports of the Mediterranean, though in no other is there a boat which resembles the
gondola in all its properties or uses.
(The Bravo, Ch. IX, p. 89, October 1831)

13) The lineaments of Mrs. Lechmere had already stiffened, and assumed that
cadaverous and ghastly expression which marks the touch of death. The parting soul
had left the impression of its agony on her features, exhibiting the wreck of those
passions which caused her, even in death, to look backward on that world she was
leaving for ever, instead of forward to the unknown existence, towards which she was
hurried.
(Lionel Lincoln – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXIV, p. 255,
1825)

20) “BIDDING EACH OTHER

FAREWELL.”

Cooper uses “farewell” frequently, but rarely with the verb “to bid.” An isolated instance of
“bid” + farewell” has been found in Cooper’s Naval History [COOPER # 14]. “Bid” + “adieu,”
however, is quite common and predominates in his earlier works.
THE HELMSMAN:
“. . .friends shaking hands, and bidding each other farewell;...” (lines 17-18)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) BID + FAREWELL
1) Having finished the explorations, the boats were taken to pieces and placed upon
the backs of camels, the encampment was broken up, and the party, gladly bidding
farewell to the solemn and desolate scene, on the 10th of May commenced their
journey to the Mediterranean by way of Jerusalem.
(History of the Navy of the United States of America, from
1815 to 1856. From Manuscripts of J. Fenimore Cooper
and other Authentic Sources. Vol. III, “1848,” Ch. VII, p.
96, orig. May 1839)

B) BID + ADIEU
1) In the mean time we hurried about with our cards of P.P.C.[=pour prendre congé:
roughly, “farewell cards”]; bidding adieu to some, without the slightest expectation of
ever meeting them again, and promising others to renew the acquaintance on the
Rhine, or among the Alps, as events might decide.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper
Edition/SUNY, Letter XI, p. 111; 1836)

2) Watching an opportunity, the skiff of honest Jean was loaded with us and our
effects to the water's edge, and we embarked in the Leman, as she lay-to, in one of her
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daily trips, bidding a final adieu to Vevey, after a residence of about five weeks.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper
Edition/SUNY, Letter XXVII, p. 246; 1836)

3) "Here we part, John," she said firmly, "and forever! 'Tis for the happiness of both,
for I fear we have but little in common." She gently wrested her hand from his grasp,
and once more bidding him adieu, in a voice that was nearly inaudible, she turned and
slowly disappeared, moving, with lingering steps, in the direction of the abbey.
(The Pilot – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXXI, p. 369,
Jan. 1824)

4) The old man raised his tottering frame to its knees, and first casting a glance
upward at the countenance of his countryman, as if to bid him adieu, he stretched
out his neck to the blow he himself invited. A few strokes of the tomahawk, with a
circling gash of the knife, sufficed to sever the head from the less valued trunk.
(The Prairie – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXX, p.340 //
The Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, Vol. I, pp.
1264-1265; April 1827: London; May 1827:
Philadelphia)

5) Captain Ludlow, we thank you, for your politeness, but here is one of my fellows
to tell us that my own periagua is arrived; and wishing you a happy and a long cruise,
as we say of lives, I bid you adieu."
(The Water-Witch – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. V, p. 58,
May 1830)

6) The Viscount sought no further solution of the reason why the Skimmer had left
him so hurriedly. Fumbling a moment in a pocket, he drew forth a hand filled with
broad pieces of gold. These he appeared about to lay upon the table, but, as it were by
forgetfulness, he kept the member closed, and bidding the grocer adieu, he left the
house, with as firm a resolution as was ever made by any man, conscious of having
done both a weak and a wicked action, of never again putting himself in familiar
contact with so truckling a miscreant as its owner.
(The Water-Witch – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. XXVII, p.
324, May 1830)

7) I bade him adieu, with a melancholy apprehension that I should never see him
again.
(Gleanings of Europe: France – Cooper Edition/SUNY,
Letter XXIII, p. 271, 1837)

8) “You spoke of our fathers; mine is well known to you, it would seem, though to me
you are a stranger.”
“And may be so yet a little longer,” said the other, “though I think the time is at
hand when men will be known by their true characters; until then, Major Lincoln, I bid
you adieu.”
(Lionel Lincoln – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 91,
1825)

9) And here I must bid adieu to this estimable statesman [=John Jay (1745-1829), a
Founding Father of the United States,], but before I take leave of you, I will mention . . . .
(Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling
Bachelor – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter VI, p. 83, June
1828: England; August 1828: United States)
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10) It was past one, when he bid Mrs. Dutton and her daughter adieu, promising,
however, to see them again before the fleet sailed.
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. X, p.
154, May 1842)

C) “FAREWLL” IN THE CHAINBEARER
1) “I hope this is not the last time I am to see you before I start for the new countries,
Miss Bayard. You owe my sister a visit, I believe, and I shall trust to that debt for
another opportunity of saying the unpleasant word ‘farewell.’”
“This is not the way to win a lady’s heart, Mordaunt,” cried Kate, gaily. “It is only
fifteen miles from your father’s door to the Hickories, you ought to know, sir; and you
have a standing invitation to darken its door with your military form.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. V, p. 73, Nov. 1845)

2) “Frank, gif me your hant – I owe you money –t’ere ist a stockin’ half full of tollars.
Your sister wilt pay my tebt. Ant General Littlepage owes me money – put most he
owest me goot will. I pray Got to pless him – ant to pless Matam Littlepage – ant olt
Matam Littlepage, t’at I nefer did see – ant t’e major, or colonel, ast he is now callet –
ant all our regiment – ant your regiment, too, Frank, which was a fery goot regiment.
Farewell, Frank – Dus – sister – precious – Christ Jesus, receive my ― ”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIX, p. 439, Nov. 1845)

3) “God bless you for this, and may he prosper you in that which is nearest your
heart! We shall never see each other ag’in ― farewell.”
“You surely will return to the house, and pass the night comfortably under a roof?”
“No; I’ll quit you here. The housen have little in ‘em now that I love, and I shall be
happier in the woods.”
“But the night is cool, and ere it be morning, it will become even chilling and
cold.”
“It’s colder in that grave,” answered the woman, pointing mournfully with her long,
skinny finger to the mound which covered the remains of her husband. “I’m used to
the forest, and go to look for my children. The mother that looks for her children is
not to be kept back by winds and frost. Farewell, ag’in, Major Littlepage. May God
remember what you have done, and will do, for me and mine!”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIX, p. 442, Nov. 1845)

21) A) IDLERS
B) LOUNGING ABOUT
Both the noun “idler” and the verb “to lounge” are great favorites with Cooper.
Although in numerous cases “idler” has a clearly negative connotation, it is often
used, if not positively, at the very least, in a neutral sense. In (COOPER, A - #1), idler is
used in a humorous or jovial sense. A noteworthy example of a positive use is “the
wealthy idler” (COOPER, A - #30), in which the “idler” may be equated with a
“gentleman,” who propagates “taste” and “refinement.” Also, “learned idlers”
(COOPER, A - #56) are those who would contribute to “general knowledge.” In “The
Helmsman,” the idlers are simply passengers who are not working. In COOPER, A - # 53,
even a Captain can be regarded as an “idler” if he is simply watching a vessel
approach.
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It should be noted that only the phrasal verb “lounge about” has been targeted.
Cooper naturally uses the verb “lounge” without the preposition “about,” and the
number of instances is staggering.
THE HELMSMAN:
“. . . idlers lounging about, with their hands in their pockets;. . .” (lines 19-20)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) IDLER[S]:
1) “Book [The Last of the Mohicans] is behind hand, in consequence of my late illness,
but I am now working away at it, with extra diligence – I feel it will be the last, with
the exception of the immortal history! [cf. ftn.5] I say immortal inasmuch as it will
immortalize you idlers. Footnote 5: The earliest known reference to Cooper’s intention of writing a
naval history.

Letters and Journals, Vol. I, pp. 120-121: Letter #73. To
William Branford Shubrick, New-York – June 15th 1825.

2) “Idlers, in the loose undress of their martial profession, loitered through the
halls;…”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXVIII, p. 305, 1825)
3) “In a word, everybody but this idler was exhausted with pumping and bailing, and
even gold had lost its power to charm, until nature was recruited by rest.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. VI, p. 116, November
1846–March 1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's«
and Bentley's »Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of
the Gulf)

4) “The black was an idler in no sense but that of keeping watch, and he had toiled
the past day as much as any of the men, though it was not exactly at the pumps.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. VI, p. 117, November
1846–March 1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's«
and Bentley's »Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of
the Gulf)

5) “You idlers had better take the middle watches, which will give the fore-castle
chaps longer naps.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. X, p. 215, November
1846–March 1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's«
and Bentley's »Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of
the Gulf)

6) “As for the steward, he had been placed on the look-out as the greatest idler on
board.”
(Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. IV, p. 471/616, November 1846–
March 1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and
Bentley's »Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of the
Gulf)

7) “Several of the young idlers of the garrison obtained horses,…..”
(The Wing-and-Wing-CSPCT, Vol. 22,, Ch. VI, p. 71,
1842, )
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8) “When the idlers of the Proserpine appeared on deck the following morning, the
ship was about a league to windward of Capri....”
(The Wing-and-Wing- CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XVII, p. 192,
Nov. 1842, England.)

9) “…induced a few idlers still to linger on the heights, where was a considerable
extent of land that might serve for a promenade.”
“….beyond the spot most frequented by idlers,….
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. III, p. 27,
1842)

10) “As the whole group of spectators, consisting of aids, secretaries, and idlers,
without, immediately imitated the example of the generals,….”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XIX, p. 218, 1825)

11) “Light up the fire, thou prince of idlers!”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXVII, p. 302, 1825)

12) “…reflect how possible it was for some curious idler of the garrison to have
watched my movements, and to have secreted himself in the chapel;…”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXIII, p. 252, 1825)

13) “At length a bell rang, and orders came from the commander-in-chief, to clear the
hall if its curious idlers.”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXVIII, p. 313, 1825)
14) “While the buildings of the University were yet in near view, and the loud laugh
of the idlers about the inn, were still distinctly audible…”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXXI, p. 345, 1825)

15) “…if we except the idlers, who stole curiously in their footsteps.”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXXIV, p. 369, 1825)

16) “Grandfather, I have been no idler.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. II, p. 28/496, 1828)

17) “…observed the elder of two idlers,…”
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. I, p. 17, Nov. 1840)

18) “Mr. Marchinton, moreover, kept me out of the streets; and it was my disposition
to be an idler and at play.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. I, p. 9/271, Nov. 1843)
19) “Desiree looked about her, and then taking the idler by the arm, she hurried him
through the crowd, this way and that way, ending by putting him aboard without any
passport at all.”
(Recollections of Europe, Letter IV, p. 53/275, 1837)
20) “Put large garrisons into our town, fill the streets with idlers, who have nothing to
do but render themselves agreeable, and with women with whom dress and pleasure
are the principal occupations, and then let us see with what Protestantism and libert
will avail us, in this particular.”
(Recollections of Europe, Letter XVIII, p. 226/275, 1837)
21) “…the first time I showed myself among the gay idlers.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch.VII, p. 94, June 1845)
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22) “Let all this be as it may, well stared at was I, as I mingled among the idlers on
Trinity Church Walk, on the occasion named.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch.VII, p. 96, June 1845)

23) “I know I am an idler, and too fond of Dutch amusements, and that I have not
paid the attention I ought to have paid to books;…”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch.XIV, p. 209, June 1845)

24) “…and ere one of us three idlers had risen from his pallet, I heard a moccasined
foot moving near me,…”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch.XXII, p. 312, June 1845)
25) “And this thou didst not hesitate to proclaim among the fishermen and idlers of
the Lido?”
1) (The Bravo, Ch. XII, p. 203/544, October 1831)
26) “It was now filled by maskers and the idlers of the Piazzetta.
2) (The Bravo, Ch. XX, p. 354/544, October 1831)

27) “There are few artifices so shallow that many will not be their dupes. The idler,
the curious, the really discontented, the factious, the designing, with a suitable mixture
of the unthinking, and of those who only live for the pleasure of the passing hour, a
class not the least insignificant for numbers, had lent themselves to the views of the
police;…”
3) (The Bravo, Ch. XXIV, p. 418/544, October 1831)
28).. “And which is the happiest, sir—the industrious old man or the idler?”
“Probably each finds most happiness in indulging his early habits. The Onondago
never would work, however, and I have heard my father say, great was the happiness
when he found he was to pass the remainder of his day in otium cum dignitate, and
without the necessity of making baskets.”
(The Redskins, Ch. VIII, p. 117, July 1846)

29) “…countries on the decline, supposing them to have been once at the summit of
civilization, make pleasanter abodes for the idler than nations on the advance.”
(The Redskins, Ch. XXIV, p. 353, July 1846)

30) “Is not a wealthy idler of some use in a nation? He contributes his full share to
the higher civilization that is connected with the tastes and refinements, and, in fact, he
forms it.”
(The Redskins, Ch. XXVI, p. 379, July 1846)
31) “Above all, I hope you will judge for yourself, and not believe every evil story
that a prating idler like Hurry Harry may have to tell.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XII, p. 256/717, 1841)

32) It is not many lustrums since curiosity induced an idler, a traveler, and one
possessed of much attainment derived from journeys in distant lands, first to inquire
closely into all the traditions connected with these two peculiarities of the Seneca,…
(The Lake Gun, p. 5/22, 1850)

33) At a respectful distance from the unusual show, were gathered divers groupes of
curious idlers, some admiring the blood and bone of the high-mettled military
charger,and others gazing at the preparations, with a dull wonder of vulgar curiosity.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. I, p. 16 ,
Feb. 1826)
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34) “….for the officers can be considered as little better than idlers in such a
skrimmage.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. XIX, p.
195, Feb. 1826)

35) “I thought I would play idler once in my life.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. VIII, p.159/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

36) “…the idler needs a rebuke – yes, he needs a rebuke.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIV, p.282/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

37) “Board her! graybeards and boys, idlers and all!” shouted Barnstable,…”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVIII, p. 202, Jan. 1824)

38) “…for apprehension had even stimulated that class of officers which is called
“idlers” to unusual activity,…”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. IV, p. 40, Jan. 1824)
39) “….sleep appears to come most naturally to all you idlers.”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. VI, p. 62, Jan. 1824)

40) “You are not to credit the idle tales you hear of Natty; he has a kind of natural
right to gain a livelihood in these mountains; and if the idlers in the village take it into
their heads to annoy him, as they sometimes do reputed rogues, they shall find him
protected by the strong arm of the law,”…
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. IX, p. 112; p. 135/604, Feb.
1823)

41) “…and after this first burst of sporting, the shooting of pigeons became a
business, with a few idlers, for the remainder of the season,…”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXII, p. 250, Feb. 1823)

42) “…to the idlers at the window,…”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XXXIV, p. 499/604, Feb. 1823)

43) “The ladies quickened their pace, with a wish to escape the crowd of constables
and idlers that were approaching, some execrating, and some laughing at the exploit
of the prisoners.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXV, p. 392; p. 516/604,
Feb. 1823)

44) “Do you think a Pawnee is a reader of books, and a believer of printed lies, like
the idlers in the towns?” retorted the old man, laughing.
(The Prairie, Ch. XVIII, p. 1095, The Library of
America, [285/575] )

45) “Every army has its hangers-on and idlers,” rejoined the blunt borderman.
(The Prairie, SUNY; Ch. XIX, p. 204; p. 1110, The Library
of America, [305/575]; 1827)

46)

“And ling’ring idlers join the brawl,
And merry ship-boys swell the call,
All hands, unmoor! unmoor!”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XXIII, p. 422/589, Nov. 1827)
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47) “Thou art too old to point us out the way; but, if grandchild, or idler of any sort,
be near, here is silver to reward him.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XXXII, p. 580/589, Nov. 1827)

48) “…and that the idler was a youth of an age and condition that the acquisition of
an entire set of habiliments formed to him a sort of era in his adventures.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. I, p. 12/589, Nov. 1827)

49) “Wilder sauntered up the hill, endeavoring to assume the unconcerned air of an
idler,…”
(The Red Rover, Ch. IX, p. 152/589, Nov. 1827)
50) “..and so I have sent the woman after her valuables, and all the idlers, as you see,
in her wake.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. X, p. 172/589, Nov. 1827)
51) “On the contrary, the wharves were crowded with boys, and indeed with idlers of
every growth.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XI, p. 186/589, Nov. 1827)
52) “So soon, however, as Wilder found himself left without the molestation of idlers
from the shore,…”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XII, p. 201/589, Nov. 1827)
53) “Pass the slaver’s lee-beam, sir,” said Wilder to him, with a gesture of authority;
and then the young Captain went himself to lean on the weather-rail, like every other
idler on board, to examine the object they were fast approaching.
(The Red Rover, Ch. XIII, p. 236/589, Nov. 1827)

54) “A priest, say you! – is he a hard drinker – a real camp-idler – a fellow to breed a
famine in a regiment? Or does he seem a man who is earnest in his trade?”
(The Spy, Ch. XXI, p. 330/557, Dec. 1821)

55) “…nor any class of idlers, to waste their time in dissolute amusements.”
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans,
“Rarely Abused, and Reasons Why Not” p. 194, June
1828: England; August 1828: United States)

56) “This country possesses neither the population nor the endowments to maintain a
large class of learned idlers, in order that one man in a hundred may contribute a mite
to the growing stock of general knowledge.
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans,
“Colleges or Universities” p. 433, June 1828: England;
August 1828: United States)

57) “….I dare say some idler who has been sent ashore with dispatches.”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. III, p. 45, May
1842) [Double Entry; Cf. “You know, I dare say”]

58) “…until a clear agreement had been made that he was not to be considered an idler
on any occasion that called for the services of the best men.”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. IV, p. 61, May
1842)

59) “It is a rabid hour in a ship, and the wisest course, for all idlers, and all watchofficers, who are not on duty, is to keep themselves under hatches, if their convenience
will possibly allow it.”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. XI, p. 157)
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60) “All the idlers keep as close as foxes, when the decks are getting it…”
“…Go and ask the chaplain and the captain of the marines to do me the favoir to
step into the cabin — or the first lieutenant; or the master; or any of the idlers.”
“….they are the greatest idlers in the ship, I believe.”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. XI, p. 160)

61) “All the idlers were by this time out of their berths and cotts;…”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXII, p. 316)

62) “Sir Wycherly Wychecombe, as you are an idler here, I have a flag-officer’s right
to press you into my service.”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXV, p. 369)
63) “Their station in battle — for no man on board a vessel of war is an “idler” in
combat — was on the poop, as musketeers, near the person of their master, whose
colors they wore, under the ensign of their prince.”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVII, p. 389)

64) “…including captains, lieutenants, masters and idlers,…”
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIX, p. 415)

65) The season has gradually been growing later, I believe; though Bath of old, and
Brighton, and Cheltenham, and other watering-places, of late attracted, or still
attract, the idler, in the commencement of the winter. Since the peace, the English
have frequented the Continent, after June; Paris, the German watering-places, and
Switzerland, being almost as easy of access as their own houses.
(England with Sketches of Society in the Metropolis, Vol.
1, Letter III, “Love of Travelling,” p. 48, 1837; Double entry:
“watering-place”)

66) The zephyr again prevailed; the idle once more issued forth for their sunset walk;
and the gossips were collecting to renew their conjectures, and to start some new point
in their already exhausted discussions, when…
(Wing-and-Wing - CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. VII, p. 72, 1842)

67) There is also a giddy tower, of an ecclesiastical form, that sufficiently serves to
give a character to the ruins. It was closed, to prevent idlers from incurring foolish
risks by mounting the crazy steps; but its having formerly been appropriated to the
consecrated bells was not at all doubtful.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Introduction, p. xvi; July 1832: London;
Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

68) The latter were chiefly grim and whiskered warriors, who loitered in the halls, or
in more public parts of the castle, like idlers waiting for the expected movement of
exertion.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. V, p. 89; July 1832:
London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

69) At the expected summons there was a general movement among the idlers of the
courts.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. VI, p. 102; July
1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)
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70) “I had intended to have prayed thee to be a second at the banquet, but the presence
of these idlers put some restraint on my hospitality.”
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XI, p. 187; July
1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

71) “…Heinrich Frey consorts at present with two as hopeless idlers as ever darkened
door in Hartenburg.”
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XIV p. 231; July
1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

B) TO LOUNGE ABOUT:
1) “The room into which we were admitted was filled with tall, lounging foot
soldiers, richly attired, but who lolled about the place with their caps on, and with a
barrack-like air……..Two of these quasi soldiers were also acting as sentinels here,
while others lounged about the room.”
(Recollections of Europe, Letter IX, p. 117/275,
1837)

2) “Two or three midshipmen were lounging about the quarter-deck;...”
(Jack o’Lantern , vol. II, Ch. VI, p. 233, Nov. 1842,
England.)

3) “Nor were the men in any haste to return. They lounged about the quay in
waiting for their captain, cheapening fruits, chatting with the women, in such Italian as
they could muster….”
(Jack o’Lantern , Ch. V, p. 75, Nov. 1842, England.)
4) “Even Susquesus, who had been lounging about the whole day, or since his
liberation, had vanished.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIII, p. 347, Nov. 1845)
5) “I lounged about on the lawn a few minutes, ….”
(The Redskins, Ch. XI, p. 173, July 1846)

6) “A few of the young men were visible, lounging about the different cabins,…”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XVII, p. 242, Nov. 1845)

7) “…and some twenty more of the same corps lounged about the place, or were
seated in the ark.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XXXI, p. 683/717, 1841 )
8) “The drafted men were lounging about the shore of the cove, undecided whether
or not to pull off.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XII, p. 232/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

9) “”…but, having no other employment, the stripling was constantly lounging about
the homestead,…”
(The Pioneers, Ch. VI, p. 81/604, Feb. 1823)

22) “CAR/CAB-DRIVERS JANGLING.”
“Jangling” in line 18 has not been found in Cooper’s works, whereas “wrangling” and
“higgling” are fairly common. “TO HIGGLE #5” and“TO WRANGLE #23” are significant
because the preposition “for” is used. Whether the text was misread by the typesetter, or
whether “jangle” was intentionally substituted for “higgle” or – an even more likely
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candidate – “wrangle” is a moot question. Admittedly, “jangle” crops up in American
newspapers, though often in a political context.
The Poughkeepsie Journal & Eagle (an A-Variation) makes use of “car” rather than “cab” –
although “cab” is generally used in later printings in the A-Variation. “Car-driver/cabdriver” has not been found in Cooper’s writings, but in Jack Tier there is one instance of
“cabman,” which is also used when female passengers are boarding a ship with their luggage
(“dunnage”). “The driver” (of a “cab”) is also to be found in the same novel (COOPER #2).
THE HELMSMAN:
“. . . car/cab-drivers jangling for a larger fare; . . .” (lines 20-21)
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE:
jangle, 1) intr. to sound discordantly: “kept such a —ing of the bells,” Pericles II, 1,
45. Hence = to quarrel, to altercate, to wrangle. [Alexander Schmidt, Shakespeare
Lexicon and Quotation Dictionary]
a) PRIN.
Good wits will be jangling, but, gentles, agree:
This civil war of wits were much better used
On Navarre and his book-men, for here 'tis abused.
Love's Labor's Lost. II, 225.
b) PUCK.
Believe me, king of shadows, I mistook.
Did not you tell me I should know the man
By the Athenian garments he had on?
And so far blameless proves my enterprise,
That I have 'nointed an Athenian's eyes;
And so far am I glad it so did sort,
As this their jangling I esteem a sport.
A Midsummer Night's Dream. III, 2, 353
AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS:
a) “Congress.—Wrangling and jangling is still the order of the day in Washington,
and nothing has been done this week that will hereafter be a source of honor or benefit
to the country.” [Feb. 20, 1844, Hudson River Chronicle, Sing-Sing, Westchester
County, New York, p. 2]
b) [POETRY] “Mr. Editor: — amid the jangling discord of personal and political
strife,…”
[April 19, 1845, Connecticut Courant, Hartford, Conn., p. 57]
c) “Congress”: ….jangling and wrangling, scolding and scourging, waste and
inefficiency—
bars down, cattle in the corn, nothing done in season, and nothing done right—
things at loose ends, &c., &c. [June 19, 1844, Emancipator and Weekly
Chronicle, Boston, Mass., p. 31]
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JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) CAB [cf “Hackney-coaches:” “Higgle” #1; & “Hackney-coachman: “Higgle,” #2]
1) “Yes, dat’s dem, sir. I know dat old gray horse dat carries his head so low and
sorrowful like, as a horse has a right to do dat has to drag a cab about this big town.
My eye! what a horse it is, sir!”
Josh was right, not only as to the gray horse that carried his head “sorrowful like,”
but as to the cab and its contents. The vehicle was soon on the wharf, and in its door
soon appeared the short, sturdy figure of Capt. Spike, backing out, much as a bear
descends a tree. On top of the vehicle were several light articles of female appliances,
in the shape of bandboxes, bags, &c., the trunks having previously arrived in a cart.
Well might that over-driven gray horse appear sorrowful, and travel with lowered
head. The cab, when it gave up its contents, discovered a load of no less than four
persons besides the driver, all of weight, and of dimensions in proportion, with the
exception of the pretty and youthful Rose Budd.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. I, p. 10, November 1846–March
1848)

2) We have said that the fine blue eye of Rose passed swiftly over the various objects
near her, as she alighted from the cab, and it naturally took in the form of Harry
Mulford, as he stood in the gangway, offering his arm to aid her aunt and herself in
passing the brig’s side.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. I, p. 11 , November 1846–March
1848)

3) “Spike had tact enough to understand he would be out of his element in assisting
females along that plank, and he was busy in sending what he called ‘the old lady’s
dunnage’ on board, and in discharging the cabman. As soon as this was done, he
sprang into the main-channels, and thence vid [sic] the bulwarks, on deck, ordering the
plank to be hauled aboard.” (Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. I, p. 11, November 1846–March
1848)

2A) TO HIGGLE:
1) So free-trade are some of the journals which think it a capital thing to prevent
landlords and tenants from making their own bargains, that they have actually derided
the idea of having established fares for hackney-coaches, but that it would be better to
let the parties stand in the rain and higgle about the price, on the free-trade principle.
(The Redskins-Kessinger, Ch. III, p. 41, July 1846)

2) This your advocate of the absurdity called Free Trade will look upon as tyranny, it
being for the interest of human intercourse than the traveler who arrives in a strange
country should be cheated by a hackney-coachman, or the driver of a cart, or stand
higgling an hour in the streets, than to violate an abstraction that can do no one any
good!
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter XXI, p.
205, 1836)
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3) Now I’ll engage this Mrs. Hundredacres, or Halfacre, or whatever her name may
be, overlooked her own household work, kept no housekeeper, higgled about flour
and butter, and lived half her time in her basement.
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch. XIV, 134/192,
Jan.- April 1843, serialized in Graham’s)

4) “…; and the very next day, while Walker was with Sir William, a gentleman called,
and without higgling agreed to pay down at once his thirty thousand pounds for it.”
(Precaution, Ch. XXXVIII, p. 405/532, Nov. 1820)

5) “Lord, sir, it would really do your heart good to see the stuff, in these harticles, that
they does take from us without higgling.” . . .
….He was higgling for a bale marked “Opinions on the Lost Condition of the
Monikin Soul.”
The Monikins, Ch. XXII, p. 373/509, July 1835)
6) A good deal of higgling about the price of the choicest bird had taken place
between Billy Kirby and its owner before Natty and his companions rejoined the
sportsmen.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XVII, p. 191, Feb. 1823)
7) “In such a strait, it would not have been easy to keep up the character of thrifty
traders, much longer; for, while the knaves higgle at the price of every thing, they are
fond of letting their gold be seen.”
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. I, p. 25, Nov. 1840)

8) We had been warned of the necessity of bargaining at the inns for what was
ordered; but higgling is so odious, that I had done nothing of the sort, preferring
imposition.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy - Cooper Edition, Letter I, p. 7, 1838)
2B) TO WRANGLE:
1) “But while the sons were searching among their stores, for something substantial to
appease their hunger, and the younger fry were wrangling about their simple dishes,
the parents of the unnurtured family were differently employed.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch.XXXII, p. 356; The Library of America, p.
1284; [530/575], April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

2) “…like women in the towns wrangling over their tea and sugared cakes.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch.VIII, p. 94; p. 983,The Library of America,
[137/575] April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

3) “While little men with great names are wrangling about southwestern acquisitions,
and north-eastern boundaries, that are of no real moment to the growth and power of
the republic, these islands [the Bermudas], that ought never to be out of the mind of
the American statesman, have not yet entered into the account at all….”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. X, p. 109; April 1849)

4) “To me, woman appears to fill in America the very station for which she was
designed by nature. In the lowest conditions of life she is treated with the tenderness
and respect that is due to beings whom we believe to be the repositories of the better
principles of our nature. Retired within the sacred precincts of her own abode, she is
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preserved from the destroying taint of excessive intercourse with the world. She
makes no bargains beyond those which supply her own little personal wants, and her
heart is not early corrupted by the baneful and unfeminine vice of selfishness; she is
often the friend and adviser of her husband, but never his chapman. She must be
sought in the haunts of her domestic privacy, and not amid the wranglings,
deceptions, and heart-burnings of keen and sordid traffic. So true and general is this
fact, that I have remarked a vast proportion of that class who frequent the markets, or
vend trifles in the streets of this city, occupations that are not unsuited to the
feebleness of the sex, are either foreigners, or females descended from certain
insulated colonies of the Dutch, which still retain many of the habits of their ancestors
amidst the improvements that are throwing them among the forgotten usages of
another century.”
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans,
“Retirement from the World” p. 105, June 1828: England; August
1828: United States)

5) “While Marble and I were wrangling on this very point, a little incident
occurred,…”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. X, p. 197/654, June 1844)
6) “Why does not a gentleman wrangle with a detected pick-pocket?”
(Home as Found, Ch. XXV, p. 488/591, 1838)
7) “Come away—come away, Stephen Spike, and do not stand wrangling with
women, when you and your brig, and all that belongs to you, are in danger…”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XIV, p. 301, November 1846–
March 1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and Bentley's
»Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of the Gulf)

8) “I think more of the barracks, and of the evenings passed in discourse, of feelings
in which there are no wranglings and bloodshed, and of young women, and of their
laughs and their cheerful, soft voices, their pleasant looks and their winning ways.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIII, p. 256/644 Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

9) “…or their days be spent in wrangling and misery.”
(Precaution, Ch. XLVII, p. 504/532, Nov. 1820)

10) “I am no wrangler, to quarrel with a shadow…”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVII, p. 251, June 1845; Cf.
“Quarrel with”)

11) “…but men could wrangle and abuse each other on medical points, just as well
and as bitterly then, as they do now.”
(The Crater, Ch. I, p. 13/544, Aug. 1847)

12) “The instant the wrangling, discontented, and unhappy, because disappointed,
patron, confessed his inability to reach his port before the coming of the nightbreeze,….”
(The Headsman, Ch. IV, p. 59/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

13) “…in a manner that would speedily have brought their ill-timed wrangle to an
issue, had not Maso passed rudely between them, shoving them asunder with the
sinews of a giant.” (The Headsman, Ch. VI, p. 111/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)
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14) “This indulgence had been accorded on the condition that the parties cease their
wrangling,…”
(The Headsman, Ch. XVI, p. 264/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

15)“We do not question the probity or justness of such a motive, Signore; but revenge
may have suddenly mounted to the height of ferocity in some wrangle: one
accustomed to blood yields easily to his passions and his habits.”
(The Headsman, Ch. XXVII, p. 447/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

16) “We have a few moments to spare; let us not waste them in talk like wrangling
women.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. 4, p. 42, Feb.
1826)

27) “I now perceived that my companion was a reflecting being, his ratiocination
being connected by regular links, and that he did not boost his philosophy on the
leaping-off of impulse, like most of those who were sputtering, and arguing, and
wrangling, with untiring lungs, in all corners of the guinguette.
(The Monikins, Ch. VI, p. 100/509, July 1835)

18) “Besides, it was becoming the dignity of a legislator to be wrangling about
trifles, and he, to whom was confided the great affairs of state, ought to attach the
utmost importance to a grave exterior, which commonly was of more account with his
constituents than any other quality.”
(The Monikins, Ch. XXV, p. 426/509, July 1835)

19) “The marine was far from disposed to wrangle, but…”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXI, p. 370, Jan. 1824)

20) “These Yankees fight like wrangling women, rather than soldiers.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XIII, p. 265/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

21) “Nor did it soon cease; wrangling, laughing, singing, toiling, a light-heartedness
that knew no serious cares, and affection, making up the sum of everyday existence of
these semi-civilized beings.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XIII, p. 272/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

22) This touched his pride a little, and, after a good deal of wrangling, I got him out
of the port, just as the sun was setting.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy - Cooper Edition, Letter XI, p. 88, 1838)

23) As we intended to diverge from the beaten path at this point, we now flattered
ourselves with being so far out of the current, that we should no longer be compelled
to scuffle for our food, or to wrangle for a room or a bed.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy - Cooper Edition, Letter XXVII, p. 260, 1838)

24) The inn windows overlooked the market-place, which was teeming with the
activity, gesticulation, bawling, humour, and wrangling of low Italian life.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy - Cooper Edition, Letter I, p. 4, 1838)

25) I never before witnessed a scene of wrangling, begging, vociferations, and
rapacity, equal to that which followed our landing on the beach of Amalfi.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy - Cooper Edition, Letter XVIII, p. 156, 1838)
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26) In one quarter, the population appear literally to live in the open air, and we have
been driven through a street in which cooking, eating, wrangling, dancing, singing,
praying, and all other occupations, were going on at the same moment.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy - Cooper Edition, Letter XIX, p. 172, 1838)

27) In most of the countries of the Continent, the governments control the diligences,
or public coaches, which are drawn by post-horses. In the Austrian States one can
travel in the diligences at his own hours, provided a certain number of places are paid
for. The size of my family admitting of this, I have come up from Venice to Innspruck
in that mode; the advantages being those of paying once and for all at Venice, of
travelling entirely under the authority of the government, and of not being under the
necessity of wrangling with the postilions.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy - Cooper Edition, Letter XXXIII, p. 292, 1838)

28) Their personal intercourse had, in consequence of this affected moderation, been
less violent and wrangling than would otherwise have proved,….
(The Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. XXVII, p. 350; Michigan Historical Reprint
Series, Ch. XXVII, p. 417; July 1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

2C) TO JINGLE:
1) “…I say I have an interest in this ship since she is a vessel that seldom quits
Newport without leaving something to jingle in my pocket, or I should not be here to
day, to see her lift anchor.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XI, p. 159, Nov. 1827)

2D) IN GENERAL:
1) The carriage did not arrive. On inquiry, I learned that the rogue of a coachman,
finding a more numerous, and, consequently, a more profitable fare, had left me on
the battleground, while he quietly trotted off to Berne by another road.
(Gleanings in Europe: Switzerland – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter XXII,
XI, p. 232, 1836)

23) “BUSTLE AND CONFUSION.”
“Bustle” with the conjunction “and” is quite common in and characteristic of the works of
Cooper. Cooper also makes use of the exact phrase “bustle and confusion” in his works:
Cooper: #2 (exact), #45 (close). The expression “bustle and activity” (cf. #20) is even used in
the very first sentence of The Red Rover in connection with Newport, Rhode Island: “a place
that, in its day, has been ranked amongst the most important ports along the whole line of our
extended coast.”
THE HELMSMAN:
“...and all the various kinds of bustle and confusion that attend the departure of a
packet from a watering place.” (lines 21-23)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
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A) “BUSTLE”
1) “The hurried air and careless eye; the measured step and jealous glance; the jest and
laugh; the song of the cantatrice, and the melody of the flute; the grimace of the
baffoon, and the tragic frown of the improvisatore; the pyramid of the grotesque, the
compelled and melancholy smile of the harpist, cries of water-sellers, cowls of monks,
plumage of warriors, hum of voices, and the universal movement and bustle, added to
the more permanent objects of the place [=“the square of St. Mark,” Venice], rendered the
scene the most remarkable of Christendom.”
(The Bravo – The Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. I, pp. 910, October 1831)

2) “In the bustle and confusion that were likely to succeed such a mandate, there was
little opportunity to indulge in complaints or reflections.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch.XVI, p. 172; p. 1073, The Library of
America, [257/575] April 1827: London; May 1827:
Philadelphia)

3) “…which had so lately been alive with the bustle and life of an extensive Indian
encampment…”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch.XXIX, p. 329; The Library of America, p.
1252, [490/575] April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

4) “His sons were not long in arriving; for the cattle no sooner scented the food and
water than they quickened their pace, and then succeeded the usual bustle and
avocations of a halt.”
(The Prairie, Ch.XXXII, p. 1283, The Library of America,
[530/575] April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

5) Although in a perfect state of repose, and apparently disregarding, with
characteristic stoicism, the excitement and bustle around him, there was a sullen
fierceness mingled with the quiet of the savage, …”
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. 1, p. 17,
Feb. 1826)

6) “The whole encampment, in a moment, became a scene of the most violent bustle
and commotion.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIII, p. 236,
Feb. 1826)

7) “The circle broke its order, and screams of delight mingled with the bustle and
tumult of preparation.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXX, p. 309,
Feb. 1826)

8) “Even Senor Montefalderon, a quiet, gentleman-like person, altogether superior in
deportment to the bustle and fuss that usually marks the manners of the trade, was
disturbed;…”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. V, p. 103, November 1846–
March 1848)

9) “He has the stirring motives of uncertainty and doubt, without the disturbing
qualities of bustle and fatigue;”
(Oak Openings, Ch. IV, p. 74/582, Aug. 1848)

10) “The bustle of departure [cf. “attend the departure] put an end to the conversation,
and, the baggage of the scouts or guides being trifling, in a few minutes the whole
party was ready to proceed.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. II, p. 38/644, Feb. / March 1840,
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London and Philadelphia)

11) “But the island seemed absolutely deserted. The previous night, the bustle of the
arrival had given the spot an appearance of life which was now entirely gone.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XX, p. 314; p. 432/644, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

12) “Here Julia saw the decision and promptitude of a soldier used to marches and
movements, besides an eager desire to remove her from the bustle of a large town
and thoroughfare, to a retirement where she would be more particularly under his
protection.”
(Tales for Fifteen, or, Imagination and Heart, Written under the
pseudonym of "Jane Morgan," Ch. V, p. 86/196, 1823)

13) “The profound silence, that had hitherto been only interrupted by the low dialogue
of the officers, was now changed for the stern orders of the lieutenants, mingled with
the shriller cries of the midshipmen, and the hoarse bawling of the boatswain’s crew,
rising above the tumult of preparation and general bustle.”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. IV, p. 40, Jan. 1824)

14) “The hurry and bustle on the yards gradually subsided, and the men slowly
descended to the deck,…” (The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. V, p. 49, Jan. 1824)
15) “..and the bustle and exertion of the moment rendered the crew insensible to the
horror of the scene that surrounded them.”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIV, p. 283, Jan. 1824)

16) “There was an instant of bustle and preparation, in which the rattling of firearms
blended with the suppressed execrations and threats of the intended combatants;”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVIII, pp. 334-335, Jan. 1824)

17) “..and hastening to quit the bustling throng that were preparing for the
embarkation of the rest of the party,…”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXI, p. 359, Jan. 1824)

18) “At length the bustle of re-embarking gradually subsided,…”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXII, p. 381, Jan. 1824)

19) “The quiet of regular duty had succeeded to the bustle of making sail,…”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXIII, p. 389, Jan. 1824)

20) “No one, who is familiar with the bustle and activity of an American commercial
town, would recognize, in the repose which now reigns in the ancient mart of Rhode
Island, a place that, in its day, has been ranked amongst the most important ports
along the whole line of our extended coast.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, first sentence of Ch. I, p.
15, Nov. 1827)

21) It is unnecessary to relate the bustle, the reparation of half-forgotten and
consequently neglected business, the duns, good-wishes, injunctions to execute
commissions in some distant port and all the confused and seemingly interminable
duties that crowd themselves into the last ten minutes that precede the sailing of a
merchant vessel, more especially if she is fortunate or rather unfortunate enough to
have passengers.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XI, p. 160, Nov.
1827)
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22) “Amid the bustle and exertion of bracing round the yards, the resistance of the
pilot produced little or no sensation.”
(The Red Rover, Ch.XII, p. 219/589, Nov. 1827)

23) “At the same moment, the deep stillness which, since the bustle of making sail
had ceased, pervaded the ship, was broken by the appalling cry of “Fire!”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXII, p. 494/542, May 1830)

24) “The bustle of the arrival, for with Content entered a group of companions
loaded with venison, put an end to the dialogue.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch.VIII, p. 131/496, 1828)

25) “Italy, as a whole, is remarkable for an appearance of quiet and repose that are
little known in the more bustling scenes of the greedier commerce of our own quarter
of the world, or, indeed, in those of most of the northern nations of Europe.”
(Wing-and-Wing - CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. V, p. 51, 1842)

26) “Such, then, was the state of Porto Ferrajo toward the evening that succeeded this
day of bustle and excitement.”
(Wing-and-Wing - CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. VII, p. 73, 1842)

27) “The ship now became a scene of activity and bustle.”
(Wing-and-Wing - CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XII, p. 139, 1842)

28) “In the mean time, Joel’s planting was finished, though he made many long
pauses while at work on the flats, to look up and gaze at the scene of activity and
bustle that was presented at the Knoll.
(Wyandotté, Ch. VII, p. 140/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

29) “Guid wark is far better than quick wark,” observed the cool-headed Scotchman,
as he moved about among the men, “and it’s no the fuss and bustle of acteevity that is
to give the captain pleasure.” (Wyandotté, Ch. VII, p. 141/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)
30) The officer turned away from the cruel spectacle, as he bid the men untie the
prisoner. Knives and fingers were instantly put in requisition, and the man was
liberated, and suffered to resume his clothes. During this operation, the tumult and
bustle, which had so recently distinguished the riotous scene, were succeeded by a
stillness that rendered the hard breathing of the sufferer painfully audible.
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. II, p. 17, 1825)

31) The bustle of a general departure [cf. “attend the departure”] succeeded.
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. VII, p. 85, 1825)

32) While shut up in his closet, Lionel had several times thrown aside his pen to
listen, as the hum of the place penetrated to his retirement, and announced the
excitement and bustle which pervaded the streets of the town.
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XV, p. 175, 1825)

33) There was, however, but little time to dwell on these flitting glimpses of domestic
woe, amid the general bustle and glitter of the scene. Now and then the strains of
martial music broke up through the windings of the crooked avenues, and detachments
of the troops wheeled by, on their way to the appointed place of embarkation.
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(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XV, p. 176, 1825)

34) “―no one can say what a day may being forth, at such a time as this, and the
moment of bustle and action is not the hour to register the marriage vows.”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XX, p. 231, 1825)

35) When the bustle of preparation had subsided, Lionel drew a chair from the
chancel, while Job crouched by the side of the quivering iron he had heated, in that
attitude he was wont to assume, and which so touchingly expressed the secret
consciousness he felt of his own inferiority.
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXII, p. 244, 1825)

36) The piercing cry, however, notwithstanding the bustle of hurrying servants, and
the clatter of knives and plates, penetrated to the supper-room, stilling each movement,
and blanching every cheek. (Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXIV, p. 264, 1825)
37) “Anywhere,” returned Cecil, confused with the activity and bustle that had passed
before her eyes, “or anything, to be relieved from this distressing delay.”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXIX, p. 326, 1825)

38) Their boat passed unheeded, in the excitement and bustle of the moment, and the
mists of the morning had not yet dissipated, when it shot by the wharves of Boston,….
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXXII, p. 358, 1825)

39) As the day advanced, the garrison of Boston was put in motion. The same
bustle, the same activity, the same gallant bearing in some, and dread reluctance in
others, were exhibited as on the morning of the fight of the preceding summer.
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXXIV, first sentence, p. 367, 1825)

40) In this manner a week was passed, after the tempest had abated – the place
exhibiting, throughout this period, all the hurry and bustle, the joy and distress, that
such an unlooked-for event was likely to create.
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXXIV, p. 369, 1825)

41) Perceiving that the woman was awed by the bustle, the crowd of persons, and the
appearance of the ship, which she was almost near enough to touch with her hand,
Columbus addressed her.
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XIV, p. 212, Nov. 1840)
42) When the excitement and bustle of the day were over, Isabella retired to her
closet, and there, as was usual with her on such occasions, she poured out her
thankfulness on her knees, entreating the Divine Providence to sustain her under the
new responsibilities she felt, and to direct her steps aright, equally as a sovereign, and
as a Christian woman [cf. “Christian,” #87].
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XXVIII, p. 431, Nov. 1840)

43) At length a little bustle and movement occurred near the door, the crowd
collected in it opened, and Dus walked into the center of the room, her color
heightened by excitement, but her step firm, and her air full of spirit.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXV, p. 368, Nov. 1845)

44) Our boat reached the wharf of the Lazaretto, a few minutes after the procession.
One of the largest of the vessels had stopped at this place, lying with her side to the
shore, while the others were whirling and sailing around the spot, giving an air of
peculiar life and animation to the scene. Here I found myself, as it were by a coup de
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main, transferred at once from the monotony of a passage ship, into the bustle and
activity of the American world. Probably not less than five thousand people were
collected at this one spot, including all ages and every condition known to the society
of the country.
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans, To the
Baron von Kemperfelt, &c. &c., “Procession of the Steamboats,” p. 42, June 1828: England; August 1828: United States)

45) I saw no great town during my absence, and if I travelled much of the time amid
secluded and peaceful husbandmen, I occasionally touched at points where all was
alive with the bustle and activity of commerce and manufactures.
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans, To Sir
Edward Waller, Bart &c, &c., “Character of the Country
Visited,” p. 53, June 1828: England; August 1828: United States)

46) These orders were promptly obeyed; but, as the manner in which the Plantagenet
passed out of the fleet, and led the other ships to sea, has already been related, it is
unnecessary to repeat. There was the usual bustle, the customary orderly confusion,
the winding of calls, the creaking of blocks, and the swinging of yards, ere the vessels
were in motion.
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. XX, pp. 289-290, May
1842)

47) In every country in which men begin to live for enjoyment and taste, it is a
desideratum to get an abode that is not exposed to the noise and bustle of a
thoroughfare.
(England with Sketches of Society in the Metropolis, Vol.
1, Letter III, p. 64/315, 1837)

48) Mrs. Horton had reserved the best room in her house for this distinguished
counsel; an apartment in a wing that was a good deal removed from the noise and
bustle of a leading inn, during a circuit.
(Ways of the Hour, Ch. XVIII, p. 296, 1850)

49) At length a general and expecting silence succeeded the hustle of the crowds
entering and obtaining seats, and the eyes of the spectators were very generally turned
towards the door, in which to get a glimpse of the principle personage in the
approachiung scene.
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. XX, p. 294 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York, 1850

47) But even city importance cannot predominate for ever in the house of God, and the
bustle gradually subsiding, expectation began to take precedence of civic rank.
(The Heidenmauer, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. VIII, p.
147, 1850)

The way it used to be in the “good old days”:
50) “In 1803, the celebrated river we were navigating, though it had all the natural
features it possesses to-day, was by no means the same picture of moving life. The
steam-boat did not appear on its surface until four years later; and the journeys up and
down its waters, were frequently a week in length. In that day, the passenger did not
hurry on board, just as a bell was disturbing the neighbourhood, hustling his way
through a rude throng of porters, cart-men, orange-women, and news-boys, to save his
distance by just a minute and a half, but his luggage was often sent to the vessel the
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day before; he passed his morning in saying adieu, and when he repaired to the vessel,
it was with gentleman-like leisure, often to pass hours on board previously to sailing,
and not unfrequently to hear the unwelcome tidings that this event was deferred until
the next day. How different, too, was the passage, from one in a steam-boat! There
was no jostling of each other, no scrambling for places at table, no bolting of food, no
impertinence manifested, no swearing about missing the eastern or southern boats, or
Schenectady, or Saratoga, or Boston trains, on account of a screw being loose, nor –
any other unseemly manifestation that anybody was in a hurry. On the contrary,
wine and fruit were provided, as if the travelers intended to enjoy themselves; and a
journey in that day was a festa. No more embarked than could be accommodated; and
the company being selected, the cabin was taken to the exclusion of all unwelcome
intruders.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXX, 634/654, June 1844)
51) The bustle of preparation, and the certainty that there would be no want of
opportunities to renew the intercourse, prevented more than the general saluations, and
the new-comers descended to their state-rooms.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. II, p.16, 1838)

52) Its [=Genoa’s] position consequently unites the several beauties of a gorgeous
capital with all its works of art, the movement and bustle of a port, the view of a sea
with passing ships and its varying aspects of calms and tempests, with a background of
stupendous hills; - for at this point the Alps send out those grand accessories to their
magnificence, the Apennines. (Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter VII, pp.5253, 1838)

53) In short, the whole country was exhibiting the bustle of a thriving settlement,
where the highways were thronged with sleighs, bearing piles of rough household
furniture, studded, here and there, with the smiling faces of women and children,
happy in the excitement of novelty; or with loads of produce, hastening to the common
market at Albany, that served as so many snares, to induce the emigrants to enter into
those wild mountains in search of competence and happiness.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XIX, p. 216, Feb. 1823)

54) Several weeks were consumed, in this cheerless manner, during which the
inhabitants of the country gradually changed their pursuits from the social and
bustling movements of the time of snow, to the laborious and domestic engagements
of the coming season.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XX, p. 218, Feb. 1823)
55) Throughout the live-long day, not an Indian, nor a Frenchman was to be seen, and
night closed over the frightful but silent masquerade, with the steady and unalterable
progress with which the earth obeys her laws, indifferent to the petty actors, and petty
scenes, that are the daily bustle and daily occurrence on her bosom.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXIII, p. 364; p. 479/644, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

24) “ATTEND THE DEPARTURE”
Cooper employs the verbs “accompany” or “attend” when linking “incidents,” “excitement,”
“events,” “the depression of spirits” [which Corny did not feel but perhaps ought to have],” or
“leave-takings” to a “departure.”
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THE HELMSMAN:
“…and all the various kinds of bustle and confusion that attend the departure of a
packet from a watering place.” (lines 21-23)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) I recalled the days of childhood and early youth; the night of my first departure
from home; my return, and the incidents accompanying my second departure;…
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXVII, 569/654, June 1844)

2) In the mean time, this new movement on the part of their pursuers attracted general
attention, and, as might be expected, the interest of this little incident increased the
excitement that usually accompanies a departure for a long sea-voyage, fourfold.
Men and women forgot their griefs and leave-takings in anxiety, and in that pleasure
which usually attends agitation of the mind that does not proceed from actual misery
of our own.
(Homeward Bound, Ch. III (last paragraph), p. 43/613, 1838)
3) While the men were first comparing their opinions on that which, to them, seemed
to be extraordinary, the Senor Montefalderon joined the captain in his walk, and
dropped into a discourse touching the events which had attended their departure from
the haven of the Dry Tortugas.
(Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. V, p. 496/616, November 1846–March
1848)

4) The bustle of departure put an end to the conversation, and, the baggage of the
scouts or guides being trifling, in a few minutes the whole party was ready to proceed.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. II, p. 38/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

5)Dirck was in high good-humour, that morning, and, to own the truth, Corny did not
feel the depression of spirits which, according to the laws of propriety, possibly
ought to have attended the first really free departure of so youthful an adventurer
from beneath the shadows of the paternal roof. We went our way laughing, and
chatting like two girls, just broke loose from boarding school.
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch.IV, p. 51, June 1845)

6) As the departure from Blonay was unaccompanied by any of those leave-takings
which usually impress a touch of melancholy on the traveler, most of the cavalcade, as
they issued into the pure and exhilarating air of the morning, were sufficiently
disposed to enjoy the loveliness of the landscape, and to indulge in the cheerfulness
and delight that a scene so glorious is apt to awaken, in all who are alive to the
beauties of nature.
(The Headsman, Ch. XX, p. 334/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

7) The bustle of a general departure succeeded.
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. VII, p. 86, 1825)

25) “A WATERING PLACE”
In “The Helmsman,” a “watering place” is not a resort, but merely a place where casks of
water can be brought on board a vessel. “Watering-port,” as used by Cooper [cf. COOPER, #1],
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would be synonymous. Cooper uses “watering place” both as a resort and as a place for
loading water on board a ship. The latter usage is in keeping with “The Helmsman.” Cooper
often simply uses “watering” to refer to taking water on board.
Interestingly, although this has little to do with “The Helmsman,” a “fashionable watering
place” was planned near Niagara Falls in 1845:
ANOTHER FASHIONABLE WATERING PLACE FOR 1846. The Buffalo Advertiser says:
The contract for constructing the road down the high bank of Niagara river at Bellevue
Spring, near the Falls, has been made. The contracts for building a steamboat and a
small tavern house, will be made within two weeks. Another association is forming
for the purpose of erecting a hotel on the plan and size of the United States Hotel at
Saratoga, at the same point, with a capital of 50 to $75,000, of which some $25,000 is
already taken. The Agent and Engineer of the Falls Ferry Association, is now on his
way east, where it is confidently expected that the balance will be taken. The work
will be commenced immediately, and the hotel will be opened for the reception of
visitors on the 4th of July next.
The North American & Daily Advertiser (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania), Tuesday Morning, September 16, 1845, p. 2, c. 2,
Vol. 7, No. 2013 (Vol. 74, Whole No. 31,322)

THE HELMSMAN:
“…and all the various kinds of bustle and confusion that attend the departure of a
packet from a watering place.” (lines 21-23)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) WATERING-PLACE FOR VESSELS
1) I am sorry we did not go into one of the watering ports, instead of this open
roadstead, for we must be at least twenty-seven hundred gallons short of what we
ought to have, by my calculation; ….
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. XIX, p. 275, May 1842)

2) “The Portuguese have profited much by their use of these islands,” said Columbus,
“as a place for victualling, and wooding, and watering, and I see no reason why
Castile may not, now, imitate their example, and receive her share of the benefits.”
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XIV, p. 216, Nov. 1840)

3) After wooding and watering accordingly, in a bay favourable to such objects, the
two vessels proceeded to the eastward in company;…
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XXIV, p. 378, Nov. 1840)

4) One of our Henry Kneelands died of the “horrors” before we got to sea, and we
buried him at the watering-place, near the lower bar.
(Ned Myers, Ch. XVI, p. 93/271, Nov. 1843)

5) After watering we sailed again, and reached our port in due time.
(Ned Myers, Ch. XIX, p. 112/271, Nov. 1843)

6) After watering at San Maria, and looking into Conception, the ships proceeded to
Valparaiso.
(History of the Navy of the United States of America,
vol. II, Ch. IX, “1813,” p. 89, May 1839)
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7) In January, 1815, while Captain Dent was at the North Edisto, he obtained
information from a party of officers and men belonging to the Hebrus, Captain
Palmer, was watering on one of the islands of the vicinity, and he directed Mr.
Lawrence Kearny to proceed outside, with three barges, to cut them off, while a party
of militia endeavoured to assail them by land.
(History of the Navy of the United States of America,
vol. II, Ch. XIII, “1814,” p. 120, May 1839)

8) “Will you oblige me by ordering the steward to hand me a glass of water? Waiting
for justice is dry duty, I find.”
“Extremely sorry I cannot oblige, gentlemen. Vattel has nothing on the subject of
watering belligerents, or neutrals, and the laws of Congress compel me to carry so
many gallons to the man. If you will take in the way of a nightcap, however, and
drink success to our run to America, and your own to the shore, it shall be in
champagne, if you happen to like that agreeable fluid.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. IV, p. 62/613, 1838)

9) A considerable amount of freight, which had been brought on account of the
Spanish government, was discharged, and the vessel filled up her water. Certain
supplies of food that was deemed useful in cases of scurvy were obtained, and after a
delay of less than a fortnight the ship once more put to sea.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. II, p. 22, Aug. 1847)

B) WATERING-PLACE AS A RESORT OR SPA
1) The Isle of Wight, as a whole, did not strike me as being either particularly fertile
or particularly beautiful, while it contains certain spots that are eminently both. I have
sailed entirely round it more than once, and, judging from the appearance of its coasts,
and from what was visible in this little excursion, I should think that it had more than a
usual amount of treeless land. The sea-views are fine, as a matter of course, and the
air is pure and bracing. It is consequently much frequented in summer. It were better
to call it the “watering-place,” than to call it the “garden” of England.
(Recollections of Europe, LETTER II, “TO MRS. POMEROY,
COOPERSTOWN, NEW YORK,” p. 30/275, 1837; also Gleanings
in Europe: France, “The Isle of Wight,” p. 33)

2) It was several weeks too early in the season for the springs to be frequented, and we
found only a few of those in the place who drank the waters because they really
required them. My uncle had been an old stager at Saratoga – a beau of the “purest
water,” as he laughingly described himself – and he was enabled to explain all that
was necessary for me to know. An American watering-place, however, is so very
much inferior to most of those in Europe, as to furnish very little, in their best
moments, beyond the human beings they contain, to attract the attention of the
traveller.
(The Redskins, Ch. VII, p. 104, July 1846)
3)
DESCRIPTION OF A TOUR WESTWARD
TO SIR EDWARD WALLER; BART.
&c. &c.
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New-York,
AFTER having ascended the Hudson as far as Albany, in company with La Fayette,
and taken our leave of the veteran, our faces were turned west. At that place we saw
a few remaining evidences of the Dutch, in the names and in the construction of a
good many houses; but the city (containing about 16,000 inhabitants) is chiefly
modern. Our route, for sixty or seventy miles, was along one of the great
thoroughfares of the interior, when we inclined to the south, and having traversed a
considerable tract of country to the southward of the beaten track of travellers, we
entered the state of Pennsylvania, west of the Susquehannah, and proceeded to
Pittsburgh. Thence we descended the Alleghany river to the Ohio, made a wide
circuit in the state of the same name, and returned, by way of Lake Erie, to Buffalo
(in New-York), which is a thriving fresh-water lake-port. We spent, of course, a
few days examining the mighty cataract of Niagara, and in visiting the shores of
Lake Ontario. On our return east, we followed the line of the great canal as far as
Utica, where we made a diversion towards the north, for a couple of hundred miles,
in order to permit Cadwallader to visit an estate of which he is proprietor. This duty
performed, we made our way along the skirts of a wild and nearly uninhabited
region, to the famous watering places at Saratoga and Ballstown; passed the
Hudson at Troy, and crossing a spur of the Green Mountains, penetrated
Massachusetts by its western border; traversed a small portion of Connecticut in a
new direction; re-entered New-York above the Highlands, through which we
journeyed by land, and regained this city, after an absence of about six weeks. We
must have travelled, by land and water, between twelve and fifteen hundred miles.
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans,
pp. 241-242, June 1828: England; August 1828: U.S.A)

4)

TO RICHARD COOPER, COOPERSTOWN
Spa, in Belgium, August 5th, 1832
On Tuesday next it is our intention to go into Prussia, by Aix-la-Chapelle, which is
about fifteen miles from this town, and to touch the Rhine at Cologne. We are in no
hurry, for we are tired of cholera and a vitiated atmosphere, and our only object is
health and recreation.
Spa is a little, clean, comfortable town, about as large as Saratoga, but not a tenth
part as gay. Families take furnished houses, and are comfortable enough – for a price
that is sufficiently moderate, when one remembers it is a watering place. The whole
family is with us, and two servants, but I left a furnished house in Paris, to which we
intend to return in September.
Correspondence of James Fenimore Cooper, Vol. I, Part
Second: 1800 to October, 1833, p. 273 (Copyright 1922 by
James Fenimore Cooper).

5) At the termination of this avenue we dashed into the streets of a small, well-built,
neat, and compact village, that contained about one hundred and fifty dwellings,
besides three or four edifices of rather more than usual pretensions. This was the
celebrated Spa, a watering-place, whose reputation was once co-extensive with
civilization.
(A Residence in France, Letter XI, p. 146/359, 1836)
6) The glory of Spa has departed! Time was when the idle, the gay and the dissolute
crowded to this retired village to intrigue and play under the pretense of drinking
waters; when its halls were thronged with princes and nobles, and even monarchs
frequented its fetes and partook of its festivities. The industrious inhabitants even now
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spare no pains to render the abode pleasant, but the capricious taste of the age lures the
traveller to other springs, where still pleasanter haunts invite their presence. Germany
abounds with watering-places, which are usually rendered agreeable by a judicious
disposition of walks, and by other similar temptations. In nothing are the moneygrasping and shiftless habits of America rendered more apparent, than the inferiority
of her places of public resort. In all these particulars nature has done a good deal for
some of them, but nowhere has man done anything worth naming.
(A Residence in France, Letter XI, p. 148/359, 1836)

7) “Was it possible to get a glimpse of the person of Mr. Tieck?” “I fear not; some
one had told me that he was gone to a watering-place.”
(A Residence in France, Letter XI, pp. 154-155/359, 1836)

8) From Biberich we diverged directly into the interior of the Rheingau, taking the
road to Wiesbaden, which is a watering-place of some note, and the seat of
government of the duchy.
(A Residence in France, Letter XIII, p. 192/359, 1836)
9) There is a watering-place near the latter house, and preparations were making for
the King to dine there [Stuttgart], with a party of his own choosing.
(A Residence in France, Letter XIV, p. 204/359, 1836)

10) The young duchess, Miss Hedworth’s sister, was then travelling in Italy, whence
she did not return for more than a year; and we may add, though Mrs. Dutton was
unable to make the explanation, that her inquiries after the fate of a beloved sister,
were met by a simple statement that she died suddenly, on a visit to a watering-place,
whither she had gone with a female friend for her health.
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIX, p. 425, May
1842)

11) “Is it not a droll life Sir Williams leads,” cried Miss Jarvis, looking at John
Mosely, “riding about all summer from one watering-place to another, and letting
his house year after year in the manner he does?”
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. IV, p. 56;
60/532, Nov. 1820)

12) During dinner, Colonel Egerton placed himself next to Emily, and Miss Jarvis
took the chair on the other side. He spoke of the gay world, of watering-places,
novels, plays, and still finding his companion reserved, and either unwilling or unable
to talk freely, he tried his favorite sentiment.
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. VI, p. 71; p.
76/532, Nov. 1820)

13) The personages who composed the society at B---- had now, in a great measure,
separated, in pursuit of their duties or their pleasures. The merchant and his family
left the deanery for a watering-place.
(Precaution, Michigan historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXI, p. 204;
212/532, Nov. 1820)

14) Lady Mosely was completely happy. If she had the least doubts before, as to the
intentions of Egerton, they were now removed. His journey to that unfashionable
watering-place, was owing to his passion;…
(Precaution, Ch. XXIII, p. 233/532, Nov. 1820)
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15) “Which way, my lord, so early?” cried a gentleman in a phaeton, as he drew up,
on his way to a watering place, to pay his own parting compliments.
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXXI, p. 304;
312/532, Nov. 1820)

16) Two servants were discharged the first week, because, unused to titles, they had
addressed her as mistress; and her son, the captain, then at a watering-place, was
made acquainted by express with the joyful intelligence.
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XXXII, p. 321; 312/532, Nov. 1820)

17) In point of fact, the country which is the scene of the following tale has undergone
as little change, since the historical events alluded to had place, as almost any other
district of equal extent within the limits of the United states. There are fashionable
and well-attended watering-places at and near the spring where Hawk-eye halted to
drink, and roads traverse the forests where he and his friends were compelled to
journey without even a path. Glenn’s has a large village; and while William Henry,
and even a fortress of later date, are only to be traced as ruins, there is another village
on the shores of the Horican. But, beyond this, the enterprise and energy of a people
who have done so much in other places have done little here.
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, 1831 Introduction,
p. 7)

18) *The scene of the foregoing incidents is on the spot where the village of Ballston
now stands; one of the two principal watering places of America. [1831]
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, 1831 Footnote, Ch.
XII, p. 123). Ballston= Ballston Spa, New York.

19) The season has gradually been growing later, I believe; though Bath of old, and
Brighton, and Cheltenham, and other watering-places, of late attracted, or still
attract, the idler, in the commencement of the winter. Since the peace, the English
have frequented the Continent, after June; Paris, the German watering-places, and
Switzerland, being almost as easy of access as their own houses.
(England with Sketches of Society in the Metropolis, Vol.
1, Letter III, “Love of Travelling,” p. 48, 1837)

20) At first I thought, from his averted eye, that it was the intention of our late
shipmate to consider our knowledge of each other as one of those accidental
acquaintances which, it is known, we all form at watering-places, on journeys, or in
the country, and which it is ill-mannered to press upon others in town;…
(The Monikins, Ch. XV, p. 240/509, July 1835)

21) Success in taking a whale was a thing that made itself felt in every fibre of the
prosperity of the town; and it was just as natural that the single-minded population of
that part of Suffolk should regard the bold and skilful harpooner, or lancer, with
favour, as it is for the belle at a watering-place to bestow her smiles on one of the
young heroes of Contreras or Churubusco.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. I, p. 10/532, April 1849)

22) Two servants were discharged the first week, because, unused to titles, they had
addressed her as mistress, and her son, the captain, then at a watering-place [=Bath]
was made acquainted by express with the joyful intelligence.
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(Precaution – The Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXXII,
p. 321; CSPCT, Vol. I, p. 187, Nov. 1820)

PART II
PART II: LINES 24-39
A) TIME: AFTER DEPARTURE BUT BEFORE THE FIRE BREAKS OUT
B) ACTIVITIES OF PASSENGERS ON BOARD AFTER DEPARTURE AND BEFORE
THE FIRE BREAKS OUT

C) GENERAL FEELING OF CONFIDENCE OF THE PASSENGERS

26) BUT PRESENTLY THE ANCHOR WAS [A] HOVE / [A/B] HEAVED:
The verb “to heave” with its two forms of the past tense and past participle, “hove”
and “heaved,” provides several insights. With regard to Cooper, the irregular form
“hove” is used exclusively with reference to “anchor” or in a nautical context.
“Heaved” is used intransitively for “breast” / “bosom” / “chest” heaved, or
transitively as in “Mary heaved a sigh.” If Cooper is the anonymous author, this
means that the “B” textual variation with “heaved” (and with several larger
deletions) is not the original text and, a very real possibility, not the correct
transcription of that text. Although both the Church of England Magazine and
Poughkeepsie Journal & Eagle (A) use “heaved,” the Maine Cultivator (A), the
Mohawk Courier (A) & the Wisconsin Argus (A) all have “hove.”
A close match, but with the adverb “up,” is Afloat and Ashore: “We then hove
up the anchor,…” & “This work may have occupied us four hours, after which,
the stream-anchor was hove up, catted and fished.” Homeward Bound also
deserves mention: “The anchor by which they rode was hove up.” Without the
adverbial “up,” “grapnel” (a small anchor) has been located [cf. “hove,” #8].
Although it is possible that Cooper could have used “hove” without “up” in
connection with “anchor,” it is, however, quite clear that his general preference
was not even the irregular past tense or past participle of “to heave,” but the rather
matter-of-fact “to weigh anchor,” “to lift anchor,” “to get the anchor” or, quite
simply, “up anchor.”
The fact that two past participles of quite different length were used in the A and B
versions suggests that two separately penned copies were sent to the respective
editors: “hove” [4 letters] versus “heaved” [6 letters].
It must also be stated that the text does not allow for a “forgotten adverb up,” as
no phrasal verbs are used in the sentence. Indeed, the sentence is stylistically
better without the adverb. Of course, “heave” conjures up romantic associations
with robust seamen exerting themselves in unison: e.g., “Heave with your
grapnels; heave, men, with a long swing, heave!” [cf. #8a].
THE HELMSMAN:
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“But presently the anchor was [15] hove [A] / heaved [B], the paddles began to turn,
the sails were set, and, leaving a broad track of foam behind her..” (lines 24-26)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) HOVE:
1) “We then hove up the anchor,…”
“This work may have occupied us four hours, after which, the stream-anchor was
hove up, catted and fished.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XIV, 277/654, June 1844)

2) “We were no sooner fairly in command of our old ship, again, than I had all hands
called to get the anchor. We hove up, and passed out to sea without delay,…”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XVIII, 342/654, June 1844)

2a) “…and all hands were called to “up anchor.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. III, 65/654, June 1844)

2b) All hands were now called to get the anchor up.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. V, 90/654, June 1844)

3) “He hove a cast, and found six fathoms of water…”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXV, p. 436/613, 1838)

4) “…he hove the lead…”

(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXV, p. 439/613, 1838)

5) “…the anchor by which they rode was hove up.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXVII, p. 479/613, 1838)

6) As soon as the boats were at liberty, and before the chain had been got ashore, two
kedges were carried to the reef, and laid among the rocks, in such a way that their
flukes and stocks equally got hold of the projections. To these kedges lighter chains
were secured; and when all the bights were hove-in, to as equal a strain as possible,
Captain Truck pronounced his ship in readiness to ride out any gale that would be
likely to blow.
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XVII, p. 287/613, 1838)
7) Purchases were brought from both mast-heads of the brig to the chain of this
anchor, and were hove upon until the vessel was given a heel of more than a streak,
and the cable was tolerably taut.
(Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. V, p. 195/616, November 1846–March
1848)

8) The Coquette was followed till she anchored, and the call on board the cruiser to
heave the grapnels had been given, because the brigantine was apparently floating
directly down on her broadside.
When the grapnels were hove from the royal cruiser, the free-trader stood on the
low poop of his little vessel, within fifty feet of him who had issued the order.
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(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXVIII, p. 435/542, May 1830)

8a) “Heave with your grapnels; heave, men, with a long swing, heave!”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XVIII, p. 276/542, May 1830)

8b) …; and Mark had half made up his mind to get under its lee, and heave a
grapnel ashore in order to ride by his cable during the approaching night,
when an opening in the coast greeted his eyes.
(The Crater, Ch. XII, p. 203/544, Aug. 1847)

B) HEAVED: [As the number of matches is quite numerous, only six of Cooper’s
works have been cited.]
Pathfinder:
“His fingers again worked convulsively at his throat; and his breast heaved, as if it
possessed a tenant of which it would be rid, by any effort, however desperate.”
Ch. XVIII, p. 372/644
The Bravo:
a) “In his turn the Bravo was speechless. He did not venture, even, to steal a glance
towards the breathless and attentive Gelsomina, though his bosom heaved with
longing to examine her guiless features.”
Ch. XIX, pp.342-343/544
b) “The eye of Jacopo gleamed with a wildness scarcely less frightful than the ghastly
look of the old man, his chest heaved, his fingers were clenched, and his breathing
was audible.”
Ch. XXVI, p. 455/544
c) “From time to time the bosom of the generous boy heaved, as they marched along
the quay, taking the route of the arsenal; and there were moments in which his lips
quivered, grief threatening to overcome his manhood.”
Ch. XXIX, p. 504/544
d) “The bosom of the prisoner heaved, while Gelsomina shuddered.”
Ch. XXIX, p. 508/544
e) “His breast heaved, and those nearest to his person thought the self-command of the
miserable man was about to fail him.”
Ch. XXXI, p. 536/544
The Headsman:
“The mother hath something she would utter, said the Genoese, whose quick but
observant eye had been watching the workings of the countenances of the repudiated
family, while the bailiff was digressing in his usual prolix manner on things in general,
and who detected the throes of feeling which heaved the bosom of the respectable
Marguerite, in a way to announce a speedy birth to her thoughts.
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Ch. XVIII, pp. 308-309/525
The Last of the Mohicans
“He gazed for a moment as the dusky forms that were acting their hellish rites on
every side of him, and his tall person grew more erect while his chest heaved, and
every feature swelled, and seemed to speak with the power of the feelings by which he
was governed.”
Ch. 17, p. 296/594
The Sea Lions
“Here poor Mary heaved a heavy sigh, and wiped the tears from her eyes.”
Ch. XII, 215/532
The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish
a) “The quiet of the Indian’s face was disturbed. The pupils of his dark eyes
contracted, his nostrils dilated, and his full chest heaved; and then all reposed, like
the sluggish ocean, after a vain effort to heave its waters into some swelling wave,
during a general calm.”
Ch. XXIX, p. 443/496
b) “The color had deserted her cheeks, the lips were bloodless, while, at moments,
they quivered convulsively, like the tremulous movement of the sleeping infant; and,
at long intervals, her bosom heaved, as if the spirit within struggled heavily to escape
its earthly prison.” Ch. XXXII, p. 484/496

27) “BROAD TRACK OF FOAM.”
The exact expression “track of foam” has not been located. However, synonymous
expressions crop up: “belt of foam,” “train of foam,” and “trail of foam.”
THE HELMSMAN:
“…and, leaving a broad track of foam behind her, the Jersey stood westward,….”
(lines 25-27)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “This command was given the instant it was prudent; and the ship went foaming
past the last cape with the speed of a courser.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XII, first page, 223/654, June 1844)

2) “I stood up in the stern-sheets, and made constant casts with the hand-lead, with a
short line, however, as the boat went foaming through the water.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XV, 288/654, June 1844)

3) “There were instants when I fancied I could nearly see the keel of the stranger for
half its length, as he went foaming up on the crest of a wave, apparently ready to quit
the water altogether;…”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXV, 528/654, June 1844)
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4) “I know the boat, sir,” answered the second mate, “and the ship is the Foam.”
“Let her foam away, then, if she wishes to speak to us. Has anyone tried her
bearings since daylight?”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. VI, p. 89/613, 1838)
5) “As the brig went foaming on towards the ocean,…”
(Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. III, p. 120/616, November 1846–March
1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and Bentley's
»Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of the Gulf)

6) “…and then she paused to gaze with a fixed eye, and pallid cheek, on the foaming
wake that marked the rapid course of the boat.”
(Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. VII, p. 573/616, November 1846–March
1848)

7) “…Chloe grinning at the latter’s dexterity, as with one hand, and a mere play of
the wrist, he caused the water to foam under the bows of our little bark.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. II, p. 25/533, Oct. 1844)
8) “Literally within a hundred feet of us, was a large ship, ploughing the ocean with a
furrow that rose to her Hawse-holes, and piling before her, in her track, a mound of
foam, as she came down upon us, with top-mast and lower studding-sails set –
overlooking the sea, like some huge cloud.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XXIII, p. 398/533, Oct. 1844)
9) “…but always piling the water beneath her bows in foam.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXV, p. 449/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

10) “The whole coast, from the distant headland at the south to the well-known shoals
that stretched far beyond their course in the opposite direction, displayed a broad belt
of foam, into which it would have been certain destruction for the proudest ship that
ever swam to enter.”
(The Pilot, Ch. XXIV, p. 361/556, Jan. 1824)
11) “Urged by these new impulses, the ship went careering over the waves; leaving a
train of foam in her track, that rivalled, in its volume and brightness, the tumbling
summit of the largest swell.” (The Red Rover, Ch. XV, p. 278/589, Nov. 1827)
12) “The boat, which had so long been labouring through the water, with a wish to
cling nigh as possible to the Continent, flew over the seas, leaving a long trail of foam
behind it;…”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XVIII, p. 335/589, Nov. 1827)
13) “It was only as she sank into the water, in stemming a swell, that anything like
foam could be seen under her forefoot. A long line of swift-receding bubbles,
however, marked her track, and she no sooner came abreast of any group of
spectators than she was past it – resembling theprogress of a porpoise as it sports
along a harbor.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. VI, p. 118/572, Nov. 1842)

28) “STOOD WESTWARD” - “STOOD SOUTHWARD / SOUTHWARDS”
Cooper generally uses the preposition “to” + the article “the” in this expression. On the other
hand, the following has also been found:
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“…and in half an hour we were standing east southerly, with strong head-way.”
(Gleanings in Europe: France – Cooper Edition, Letter I,
p. 7; 1837)

A minor blunder by a copyist or a printer cannot be ruled out.
THE HELMSMAN:
“…the Jersey stood westward, and held on her course for the town of Erie…” (lines 2628)

“…the steamer, which had hitherto been keeping the middle of the lake, stood
southward/southwards…” (lines 41-42)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) In half an hour we had made three or four stretches, which enabled us to weather
the head of the mole, when we stood to the southward, with flowing sheets.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter XI, p. 84,
1838)

2) “the ship was under studding-sails, standing to the westward, before the trades.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXVIII, p. 492/613, 1838)

3) “This latter vessel stood to the westward for a quarter of an hour,…”
(Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. III, p. 123/616, November 1846–March
1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and Bentley's
»Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of the Gulf)

4) “Spike stood to the westward, until he was certain of having the island fairly
between him and his prisoners.”
(Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. IV, p. 126/616, November 1846–March
1848)

5) “She appeared to be standing to the northward and westward, under easy canvas,
like a craft that was in no hurry.”
(Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. IV, p. 126/616, November 1846–March
1848)

6) “In rounding-to, the ship had been brought by the wind to the larboard tack, and
was standing to the northward and westward, instead of the eastward, the course we
now wished to steer.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XV, p. 265/533, Oct. 1844)
7) “About ten, both vessels were on the starboard tack, standing to the southward
and westward, or out towards the broad Atlantic, with the brig about a league under
the Dawn’s lee, and a little forward of her beam.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XIX, p. 344/533, Oct. 1844)

8) “At one A.M. it began to blow from the north-east, accompanied by drizzle, and he
stood off to the northward and westward, knowing that the coast of New York lay in
the opposite direction.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XV, p. 318/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)
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9) “The boats of Daggett assisted in getting the wreck alongside, and in securing the
sails and rigging. Then, his people aided in fitting jury-masts; and, by noon, both
vessels got under way, and stood along the coast, to the southward and westward.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. X, p. 167/532―April 1849)

10) “To Mary he told the whole story of his weakness, acknowledging that a silly
spirit of pride which would not permit him to abandon a trial of the qualities of the two
schooners, had induced him to stand on to the westward longer than he should
otherwise have done, and the currents had come to assist in increasing the danger.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. X, p. 179/532―April 1849)

11) “Let me see, Griffin; after all, the lugger made off fom you; you would have had
her had she not made sail and stood to the southward and westward on a bowline.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. IX, p. 181/572, Nov. 1842)

OTHER VERBS:
1) “It steered westward, a little southerly, or in the direction of the encampment of the
enemy.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. IX, p. 202/717, 1841)
2) “…I’ve been shaping my course westward for the last eighteen months, steering as
near as might be directly athwart Europe and Asia; and here I am at last within two
days’ run of Havre, which is, if I can get good Yankee planks beneath me once more,
within eighteen or twenty days’ run of home.”
(The Monikins, Ch. VII, p. 104/509, July 1835)

29) “BRIGHT BLUE DAY.”
The only quotation that seems to fit into a “Helmsman” framework is Cooper’s #13 from
Homeward Bound, in which “a bright day, a steady ship…set everyone at ease.” This is
reminiscent of the general mood of the passengers on board the Jersey, who felt that “let
danger come to them when it might, at least it would not be that day” (lines 39-40).
THE HELMSMAN:
“It was a bright blue day; ….” (lines 29-30)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) The day was bright and clear, and the lazy sun, who seemed unwilling to meet the
toil of ascending to the meridian, was crossing the heavens with a southern inclination,
that hardly allowed him to temper the moist air of the ocean with his genial heat.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. VI, p. 62, Jan. 1824)

2) The crowd collected in this street, the sleighs that were whirling past, filled with
young men and maidens, the incessant jingling of bells, the spluttering and jawing in
Low dutch, the hearty English oaths, of serjeants and sutler’s-men and cooks of
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messes, the loud laughs of the blacks, and the beauty of the cold clear day, altogether
produced some such effect on me, as I had experienced when I went to the theatre.
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XI, p. 154, June 1845)

3) The Leather-Stocking has put his hounds into the hills this clear day, and they have
started their game.
(The Pioneers, Ch. I, p. 14/604, Feb. 1823)
4) “I am the man you met in the woods east of the big river, and whom you tried to
persuade to line a yellow hornet to his nest: as if my eye was not too true to mistake
any other animal for a honey-bee, in a clear day!
(The Prairie, Ch.IX, p. 991, The Library of America; [147/575]
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

5) “No mistake at all,” responded Dick, suffering his oar to float on its blade, and
running his fingers into his hair; as if he was content with his atchievement. “No more
mistake than there is in taking the sun on a clear day and in smooth water.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. V, p. 70, Nov. 1827)

6) “The day had hitherto been cloudless, and a vault of purer blue never canopied a
waste of water, than the arch which had swept for hours above the heads of our marine
adventurers.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXX, p. 406, Nov.
1827)

7) “In place of the glorious sun, and that bright blue canopy, which had lain above
them, a short half-hour before, the heavens were clothed in one immense black veil.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXX, p. 412, Nov.
1827)

8) “The bright and glorious sight of the heavens….”
(The Prairie, Ch.VIII, p. 973, The Library of America, [123/575]
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

9) “…on a day so bright and cloudless that Inez hailed it as a harbinger of future
happiness.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XV, p. 1059, The Library of America, [238/575]
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia )

10) “The day had been fine for the season, and but two or three large clouds, whose
color seemed brightened by the light reflected from the mass of snow that covered the
earth, floated in a sky of the purest blue.
(The Pioneers, Ch. I, p. 10/604, Feb. 1823)

11) “I did not rise until nine, and when I withdrew the curtains and opened the
shutters of my window, and looked out upon the lawn, and the fields beyond it, and
the blue void that canopied all, I thought a lovelier day, or one more in harmony with
the tranquil character of the whole scene, never shone from the heavens.”
(The Redskins, Ch. XXIV, p. 342, July 1846)

12) “Richard essayed to remedy the evil with paint, and four different colors were
laid on by his own hands. The first was a sky-blue, in the vain expectation that thee
eye might be cheated into the belief it was the heavens themselves that hung so
imposingly over Marmaduke’s dwelling; the second was what he called a “cloudcolor,”being nothing more nor less than an imitation of smoke; the third was what
Richard termed an invisible green, an experiment that did not succeed against a
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background of sky. Abandoning the attempt to conceal, our architects drew upon their
invention for means to ornament the offensive shingles.
After much deliberation and two or three essays by moonlight, Richard ended the
affair by boldly covering the whole beneath a color that he christened “sunshine,” a
cheap way, as he assured his cousin the Judge, of always keeping fair weather over
one’s head.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. III, p. 46/604, Feb. 1823)
13) “A bright day, a steady ship, the pleasure of motion as they raced with the
combing seas, and the interest of the chase, set everyone at ease;…”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. IX, p. 136/613, 1838)

14) …her countenance became as placid as the clear, blue sky that formed the vault
of the heavens above her head.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. VI, p. 128, 1846-48)

15) It was on the morning of one of the most brilliant days of those seas, that Captain
Saunders met the ex-governor on the quarter-deck, as the latter appeared there for the
first time since quitting his berth, and….
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXX, p. 330, Aug. 1847)

16) It was a bright autumnal day when we returned to the left bank of the Rhine, on
the way to Paris.
(The Heidenmauer, Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Introduction, p. x; 1832)

30) “MINGLED IN THE BUSY CONVERSATION ON POLITICS.”
“Mingled in” [Section A] is a favorite expression. “Talking politics” [Section B] is
also common. “Busy conversation” has not been located.
HELMSMAN:
“…and, as hour after hour went by, some mingled in the busy conversation on
politics;...” (lines 29-30)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) to mingle in:
1) “I hope I shall be believed in saying, if Marble had been with us when we retook the
ship, I should have been perfectly happy. He was not, however, and regret was left to
mingle in our triumph.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XVIII, p. 342/654, June 1844)
2) “All this delighted me, as it went to prove that I had beguiled the sufferer from
brooding over her own sorrows; and what might not be hoped for, could we lead her
back to mingle in the ordinary concerns of life, and surround her with the few friends
she so tenderly loved,…”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXVIII, p. 599/654, June 1844)
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3) “Top work these worthies now went in earnest, in order to anticipate the arrival of
the party, and as the different compounds were in the course of mingling, the
conversation did not flag.” (Home as Found, Ch.XIX, p. 380/591, 1838)
4) “We always mingled in the village fetes in Europe.” …..
…Woman, as a whole, is well treated in America; and yet it will not do for a lady
to mingle in scenes like these, as ladies may and do mingle with them in Europe.”
(Home as Found, Ch.XXI, p. 405/591, 1838)
5) “My kind and good Nanny!” said Eve, taking her old nurse in her arms, their tears
mingling in silence for near a minute.
(Home as Found, Ch.XXIX, p. 573/591, 1838)
6) “…and a little emboldened by the familiarity of a shipwreck, he did not hesitate
about mingling in the discourse, though holding the Effinghams habitually in awe.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXIV, p. 415/613, 1838)

7) “…;but Lucy’s voice had not mingled in the outcry.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. I, p. 4/533, Oct. 1844)
8) “How often that day did the murmuring of a brook or the humming of a bee
become blended in my imagination with the song, the laugh, the call, or the prayers of
that beloved sister whose spirit had ascended to heaven, and who was no more to
mingle in my concerns or those of life!”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.VIII, p. 141/533, Oct. 1844)
9) “For myself, I fancied that the spirit of Grace was hovering around us; more than
once did I fancy that I heard her sweet voice, mingling in the petitions, or leading the
service, as was her practice on those occasions when our good guardian could not
attend.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.VIII, p. 146/533, Oct. 1844)
10) “I believe Lucy, who sat in a far corner of the church, was sustained in a similar
manner; for I heard her low sweet voice mingling in the responses.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.VIII, p. 146/533, Oct. 1844)
11) “Scarce a minute passed, that shot did not strike somewhere, though it was
principally aloft; and the wails of the hurt, the revolting part of every serious combat,
began to mingle in the roar of the contest.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.XXIV, p. 412/533, Oct. 1844)
12) “Young Jasper was on the quarter-deck, near enough to hear occasionally the
conversation which passed; but too diffident of his own claim, and too intent on his
duties, to attempt to mingle in it.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIV, p. 278/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

13) “Jane was relating, in a manner peculiar to herself, in which was mingled that
undefinable exchange of looks lovers are so fond of, some incident of her early life to
the colonel that greatly interested him.”
(Precaution, Ch. XVIII, p. 184/532, Nov. 1820)

14) “Denbigh certainly mingled in most of her thoughts, both of the past and the
future,…”
(Precaution, Ch. XXII, p. 226/532, Nov. 1820)
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15) “One of these paroxysms of sorrow was witnessed by her mother, and, for the first
time, self-reproach mingled in the grief of the matron.”
(Precaution, Ch. XXVI, p. 258/532, Nov. 1820)

16) “…and for the first time a suspicion that something in the character of Denbigh
was wrong, mingled in his reflections on his sister’s refusal of his offer.”
(Precaution, Ch. XXXI, p. 315/532, Nov. 1820)

17) “There would be seen, it is true, an intelligence and animation, which
occasionally lighted his countenance into gleams of sunshine, that caused you to
overlook the lesser accompaniments of complexion and features in the expression; but
they were transient, and inevitably vanished whenever his father spoke or in any
manner mingled in his pursuits.”
(Precaution, Ch. XLI, p. 436/532, Nov. 1820)

16) “The consequence of mingling in such society is, that you were cheated, and such
will always be your lot unless you confine yourself to associates more becoming
your rank and illustrious name.”
(Precaution, Ch. XLII, p. 451/532, Nov. 1820)

19) “I was not in the least offended at being thus associated with the negroes, for they
mingled in most of the amusements of us young people; but I did not quite so well
like to be ranked with the children, now I was fourteen, and on my way to college.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. II, p. 30, June 1845)

20) “There it came, however, more and more distinctly, until the trampling of horses’
hoofs mingled in the noise.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVI, p. 238, June 1845)

21) “Virtuous and sainted Florinda, receive my thanks!” cried the reprieved Violetta,
clasping her hands on her bosom, with an emotion in which piety and gratitude were
mingled. “Camillo, we await thy guidance.”
(The Bravo, Ch. XVI, p. 281/544, October 1831)

22) “…and though nothing vulgar or noisy mingled in her melody, its strength and
melancholy tenderness grew on the ear, until the air was filled with this simple
homage of a soul that seemed almost spotless.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. V, p. 101/717, 1841)

23) “So rapid were his movements that both parties discharged their pieces at the ame
instant, the concussions mingling in one report.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. VII, p. 142/717, 1841)

24) “There was no little admiration mingled in the ferocious looks that were thrown
on the prisoner;…”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XVII, p. 373/717, 1841)
25) “;but powerful and active as was his frame, he hesitated about mingling in an
affray so ferocious.”
(The Headsman, Ch. I, p. 12/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

26) “It would seem by the voices that twenty men were soon collected at that one
spot, mingling their different opinions and advice in noisy clamor.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 13, p. 214/594, Feb. 1826)
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27) “My thoughts were bent on no such vanities, but rather mingled in consolation
with those of the maidens.” (The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 22, p. 380/594, Feb. 1826)
28) “But, though ye are at times, and I may say almost always, as mild and even as
the smoothest sea over which ye have ever sailed, yet God has mingled in your nature
a fearful mixture of fierce passions, which, roused, are more like the southern waters
when troubled with the tornado. It is difficult for me to say how far this evil spirit may
lead a man, who has been goaded by fancied wrongs to forget his country and home,
and who is suddenly clothed with power to show his resentments.”
(The Pilot, Ch. XIV, p. 194/556, Jan. 1824)

29) “If the prayers of an humble subject, and one of a sex that has but little need to
mingle in the turmoil of the world, and that has less right to pretend to understand the
subtleties of statesmen, can much avail a high and mighty prince like him who sits on
the throne, then will he never know temporal evil,” returned Alice, meekly;”
(The Pilot, Ch. XXVIII, p. 423/556, Jan. 1824)

30) “You killed the sheep – I know it all, dear coz. hut would it have been decorous
for the High Sheriff of – to mingle in such sports as these?”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XVI, p. 234/604, Feb. 1823)

31) “Young Edwards was hourly becoming more familiarized to his situation, and not
infrequently mingled in the parties with an unconcern and gayety that for a short time
would expel all unpleasant recollections from his mind.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XX, p. 274/604, Feb. 1823)

32) “In the enormous incisions of his ears were entwined ornaments of silver, beads,
and porcupine’s quills, mingled in a rude taste, and after the Indian fashions.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XXXVI, p. 525/604, Feb. 1823)

33) “As he uttered these words, and turned on his heel, a low and approving laugh
passed around the dark circle, which instantly broke its order and followed him to a
little distance from the stand of the captives, where those who might presume to
mingle opinions with so great a warrior again gathered about him in consultation.”
(The Prairie, Ch. IV, p. 930, The Library of America, [p. 67/575]
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

34) “Friend,” said Dr. Battius, who had hitherto been an attentive listener, but who
now felt a sudden impulse to mingle in the discourse,…”
(The Prairie, Ch. VII, p. 964, The Library of America, [p. 110/575]
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

35) “It is a long, and might prove a painful story. Bloodshed and all the horrors of
Indian cruelty are mingled in the narrative.”
(The Prairie, Ch. X, p. 1005, The Library of America, [p. 167/575]
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

36) “The Governor and founder of natural harmony protect me!” ejaculated the
Doctor. “I have no affinity to a single consort, much less to duplicates and triplicates
of the class! I shall certainly essay a flight from their abodes before I mingle in so
violent a conjunction.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXI, p. 1130, The Library of America, [p.
332/575] April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)
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37) “Lift the corner of the skin, old trapper,” said Paul, with the tone of one, who felt,
as if he had now proved his right to mingle his voice in any council;…”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXIII, p. 1169, The Library of America, [p.
383/575] April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

38) “A few of the still older class, and who had heard the whoop in anger, were a little
more presuming, pressing nigher to the chiefs, though far from presuming to mingle in
their councils, sufficiently distinguished by being permitted to catch the wisdom
which fell from lips so venerated.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXV, p. 1188, The Library of America, [p.
408/575] April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

39) “A yell of delight, in which admiration and ferocity were strangely mingled,
interrupted the speaker,…” (The Prairie, Ch. XXVIII, p. 1235, The Library of America, [p.
467/575] April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

40) “As the hot impulses, which had driven both parties to mingle in so deadly a
struggle, began to cool, the chiefs were enabled to exercise their influence, and….”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXX, p. 1261, The Library of America, [p.
502/575] April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

41) “Then, by a sudden revolution from hope to utter despair, he fell upon his knees,
and commenced a prayer, in which cries for mery to God and to his kinsmen were
wildly and blasphemously mingled.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXXII, p. 1288, The Library of America, [p.
536/575] April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

42) “The wind had risen with the moon, and it was occasionally sweeping over the
plain, in a manner that made it easy [not difficult] for the sentinel to fancy [imagine]
strange and unearthly sounds were [mingling] in the blasts.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXXII, p. 1290, The Library of America, [p.
540/575] April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

43) “In such an event,” returned our adventurer, regarding her with a look in which
commiseration and indefinite concern were singularly mingled, that her own mild
gaze was changed into a timid and furtive glance, “in such an event, we should be
leaving that land it is so important to reach.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XVIII , p. 327/589, Nov. 1827)

43) “That is a question he may better answer himself,” said Wilder, glad to perceive that
the subject of their discourse was approaching them, with the air of one who felt that
none in that vessel might presume to dispute his right to mingle in any discourse
that should please his fancy.
……
….“On the contrary his manner, for the moment, was cold and abstracted; he
appeared to mingle in their discourse, much more from a sense of the obligations
of hospitality than from any satisfaction that he might have been thought to derive
from the intercourse.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XIX , p. 343/589, Nov. 1827)
45) “The instruments then commenced a gentle symphony, which was soon ended,
and twice had they begun the air, but still no voice was heard to mingle in the
harmony.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XXIII , p. 420/589, Nov. 1827)
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46) “Perhaps the kind emotions that had awakened in her bosom, by the events of the
last fortnight, were not content to exhibit themselves in wishes alone, and that petitions
more personal, and even more fervent than common, mingled in her prayers;…”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XXIV, p. 427/589, Nov. 1827)

47) “The shrill, long-drawn winding of the call which the callous boatswain sounded
in bitter mockery was answered by an echo from twenty voices, in which the accents
of nearly as many different people mingled in hoarse discordancy, as they
shouted,—
‘To the yard-arm! away with the three! away!’”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XXXI, p. 561/589, Nov. 1827)

48) “Apprehension certainly weighed on every heart, but curiosity, wonder, even
delight, were all mingled in the breasts of the crews.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XIX, p. 332/532―April 1849)

49) “You have wounded the meek spirit of an excellent woman, and I acknowledge
but little inclination to mingle in prayer with so intolerant a spirit.”
(The Spy, Ch. XXVIII, p. 452/557, Dec. 1821)

50) “I tell you, as you will dread punishment at the last day, to let none of the
idolatrous communion enter, to mingle in the prayers of the righteous.”
(The Spy, Ch. XXVIII, p. 455/557, Dec. 1821)

51) “At the moment, the sluices of the cloud opened, and a torrent of rain mingled in
the uproar, and added to the confusion.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XVII, p. 254/542, May 1830)

52) “Though it is quite in reason to believe, that he who mingles much in rude and
violent scenes should imbibe some of their rough and repelling aspects, still it would
seem that, as the stillest waters commonly conceal the deepest currents, so the powers
to awaken extraordinary events are not infrequently cloaked under a chastened, and
sometimes under a cold, exterior.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXV, p. 377/542, May 1830)

53) “There is a mingling of the terrific and the beautiful, of the grand and the
seducing, in this unquiet profession of yours!” observed, or rather continued
Alida,….”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXI, p. 471/542, May 1830)
54) “Doubt and uncertainty, for many minutes, seemed to mingle in his gaze.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. II, p. 29/496, 1828)

55) “I would that we had tarried for a closer mingling in the prayers;
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. III, p. 49/496, 1828)

56) “And where is he, who hath mingled in our prayers, and hath eaten of our bread;
he who counselled so long in secret with our father, and who hath now vanished from
among us, like a vision?”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. IV, p. 58/496, 1828)
57) “…had he mingled in active life at a later period,…”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. V, p. 75/496, 1828)
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58) “The quick interest of the observant Ruth had, as it has been seen, early detected a
growing intelligence in the boy. The means by which one, who never mingled in the
employments, and who rarely seemed to listen to the dialogues of the family could
come to comprehend the meaning of a language that is found sufficiently difficult for a
scholar, were however as much of a mystery to her, as to all around her.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. VII, p. 119/496, 1828)

57) “The individuals addressed had mingled in none of the gaity of the hour.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. VIII, p. 133/496, 1828)

60) “Un brulot! —un brulot!—a fire-ship!” exclaimed twenty voices together, the
horror that mingled in the cries proclaimingthe extent of a danger which is, perhaps,
the most terrific that seamen can encounter.
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XI, p. 218/572, Nov. 1842)

61) “They were compressed, as when the body was about to mingle in the strife of
battle, a sort of stern resolution being settled on them. Raoul Yvard was dead.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XXX, p. 563/572, Nov. 1842)

62) “…dogmatism and respect singularly mingled in her manner”
(Wyandotté, Ch. III, p. 60/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

B) Politics:
1) “Everyone talks politics – Nothing else is heard.”
(Letters and Journals, Vol. IV, p. 95: Letter #599. To Mrs.Cooper;
from Head’s, Oct. 28th ’40.)

2) The election effects are tremendous, and no one [knows] what will be the result. I
shall try to be back in time to vote. Every body think[s] and talks politics. Of course
Miss Shubrick is delighted. (Letters and Journals, Vol. IV, p. 90: Letter #596. To Mrs.Cooper;
Macedonian, New-York, Oct. 10th | 1840.)

3) “All this time, the conversation is on what has transpired in the Chambers during
the day, the politics of Europe, nullification in America, or the gossip of the château,
of which he is singularly well informed, though he has ceased to go there.”
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine, Cooper Edition, Letter I, p. 4,
1836)

4) “One can surely smoke cigars, drink Congress water, discuss party politics, and
fancy himself a statesman, whittle, clean his nails in company and never out of it,
swear things are good enough for him without having known any other state of
society, squander dollars on disconfort, and refuse cents to elegance and convenience,
because he knows no better,…”
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine, Cooper Edition, Letter XIII, p.
134, 1836)

5) “I presume her position there was not of the most exalted kind, yet it was
sufficiently so to qualify her, in his own estimation, to talk politics.”
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch. IV, 28/192, Jan.April 1843, serialized in Graham’s)
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6) “Political blunders! – I know nothing of them, and had rather thought them right, in
most of what they said about our politics.
(Home as Found, Ch. I, p. 12/591, 1838)
7) “They talked, as they fished, of politics, religion, philosophy, human nature, the
useful arts, abolition, and most other subjects that would be likely to interest a couple
of Americans who had nothing to do but to twitch, from time to time, at two lines
dangling in the water.”
(Home as Found, Ch. XIX, p. 373/591, 1838)
8) “It is lucky for us, that the American character inclines to silence and
thoughtfulness, in grave emergencies: we are noisy, garrulous, and sputtering, only
in our politics.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XVIII, p. 320/533, Oct. 1844)
9) “After sixteen, he was known to converse occasionally on the subject of politics, a
topic on which he came to be both expert and eloquent before twenty.”
(The Monikins, Ch. I, p. 12/509, July 1835)

10) “In the morning, I will send my prime minister, mon Barras, mon Carnot, mon
Cambaceres, mon Ithuel Bolt, to converse with him on politics and religion.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. III, p. 49/572, Nov. 1842)

11) “As for captain Willoughby, he said little on the subject of politcs;…”
(Wyandotté, Ch. X, p. 203/584, Aug./Sept.
1843)

31) “CALCULATED THE GAINS OF THE SHOP OR THE COUNTING-HOUSE.”
“Counting-house,” “calculate,” and “gains” are all used by Cooper.
HELMSMAN:
“…some sat apart, and calculated the gains of the shop or the counting-house.”
(lines 31-32)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “I asked the address of the firm that owned, or rather had owned the John, and
proceeded to the counting-house forthwith.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. VII, p. 126/654, August 1844)

2) “First presenting him with twenty dollars from my own little store, I took him with
me to the counting-house, and succeeded, though not without some difficulty, in
obtaining from my friend a credit of twenty dollars a-month, promising faithfully to
repay any balance that might arise against me in consequence of the loss of the ship, or
of any accident to myself.” (Afloat and Ashore, Ch. VIII, p. 148/654, August 1844)
3) “…one of the clerks of the counting-house who had visited the ship,..”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. VIII, p. 152/654, August 1844)

4) “It was my intention to proceed to the counting-house of the owners, to receive
some letters that awaited me,…”
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(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXI, p. 415/654, August 1844)

5) “…that it might be well enough, perhaps necessary, for your counting-house, silkgloved captains, who run between New York and Liverpool, to be rubbing their
glasses and polishing their sextants, for they hardly knew where they were, except at
such times;…”
(The Monikins, Ch. XIV, pp. 226-227/509, July 1835)
6) “The money, however, was not of much account in our calculations; and lucky
enough did I think myself in finding so good a berth, almost as soon as looked for.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. III, p. 56/654, August 1844)

7) “The poor girl had not entered into any calculation of the expense of lodgings, of
fuel, of clothes, of health impaired, and as for any resources for illness or accidents,
she was totally without them.”
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch. VI, 50/192, Jan.April 1843, serialized in Graham’s)

8) “But the few francs Adrienne possessed diminished with alarming rapidity. She
began to calculate her ways and means once more, and this was no longer done as
readily as before.”
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch. VI, 53/192, Jan.April 1843, serialized in Graham’s)

9) “Alas, poor Adrienne! Thou didst not receive for me as many francs as this fair
calculation gave thee three dollars; and richer wouldst thou have been, and, oh, how
much happier, hadst thou kept the money paid for me, sold the lace even at a loss, and
spared myself so many, many hours of painful and anxious toil! But it is thus with
human calculations. The propositions seem plausible, and the reasoning fair, while
stern truth lies behind all to level the pride of understanding, and prove the fallacy of
the wisdom of men. The reader may wish to see how closely Eudosia’s account of
profit and loss came to the fact, and I shall, consequently, make up a statement from
the private books of the firm that had the honor of once owning me, viz.:….”
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch. XI, 102/192, Jan.April 1843, serialized in Graham’s)

10) “…let me see,” calculated Tom, as he went whistling down Broadway, “that ‘yes’
may be made to yield at least a cool $100,000.”
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch. XV, 159/192, Jan.April 1843, serialized in Graham’s)

11) “A very simple calculation will demonstrate what I mean. but possibly, you do
not wish to hear the calculation—ladies, generally, dislike figures?”
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch. XVII, 177/192,
Jan.-April 1843, serialized in Graham’s)

12) “Have you other property, sir, that affords the same wonderful history of a rapid
advance in value?” asked the baronet.
“These walls are covered with maps of estates in the same predicament. Some
have risen two or three thousand per cent within five years, and some only a few
hundred. There is no calculating in the matter, for it is all fancy.”
(Home as Found, Ch.VII, p. 137/591, 1838)
13) “The grounds were broken, and John Effingham had turned the irregularities to
good account, by planting and leading paths among them, to the great amusement of
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the lookers-on, however, who, like true disciples of the Manhattanese economy, had
already begun to calculate the cost of what they termed grading the lawns, it being
with them as much a matter of course to bring the pleasure grounds down to a
mathematical surface,as to bring a rail-road route down to the proper level.”
(Home as Found, Ch.XXII, p. 420/591, 1838)
14) “Where the profits are to come from, exceeds Pennsylvany calculations; perhaps
a Yankee can tell.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. IV, p. 81/582, Aug. 1848)
15) “Yes, I dare say he has calculated the tithes already a dozen times.”
(Precaution, Ch. VII, p. 84/532, Nov. 1820)

16) “Why, about a thousand pounds, I think, will do it, with what we have,” said
Jarvis, affecting to calculate. (Precaution, Ch. XXXVI, p. 377/532, Nov. 1820)
17) “The trust was to endure until 1810, when, if no person appeared, or could be
found, after sufficient notice, to claim the moiety so devised, then a certain sum,
calculating the principal and interest of his debt to Colonel Effingham, was to be
paid to the heirs-in-law of the Effingham family, and the bulk of his estate was to be
conveyed in fee to his daughter, or her heirs.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XL, p. 585/604, Feb. 1823)

18) “This jacket might sell for a dollar,” had the Widow White calculated, “but for
the hole in the elbow; and, that well patched, would bring seventy-five cents.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. V, p. 80/532―April 1849)

19) “Unless a will should be found—and, by all I can learn, there is none” —
emphasizing the last word with point—“unless a will be found, the whole estate, real
and personal, must be divided into just five shares; which, according to my
calculation, would make two thousand dollars a share.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXX, p. 516/532―April 1849)

20) “The consequence was, that when Mr. Jarvis undertook to examine into his gains,
with the account rendered of the transaction by his broker, he was astonished to
read…”
(Precaution, Ch. XXXII, p. 329/532, Nov. 1820)
21) “…he thinks more of his own gains than even of his own word.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XXII, p. 498/717, 1841)

22) “A stock-jobber, my dear, is one who buys and sells in the public funds, with a
view to profit.” …..
“But is it a dishonest pursuit, father?”
“That depends on circumstances, Anna. when the stock-jobber loses, he is very apt
to be condemned; but I rather think his character rises in proportion to his gains. But
why do you ask these singular questions, love?”
(The Monikins, Ch. III, pp. 43-44/509, July 1835)

23) “Proceed then without further delay, or I may repent, and order you to be deprived
of all your gains; the silver as well as the notes.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XV, p.1065, The Library of
America, [p. 246/575] April 1827: London; May 1827:
Philadelphia)
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24) “Deacon Pratt groaned in spirit over his loss, finding little consolation in the
gains secured by means of the oil sent home, as is apt to be the case with the
avaricious, when their hearts are once set on gain.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XX, p. 339/532―April 1849)

25) “He [Deacon Pratt] collected his debts, foreclosed mortgages when necessary,
drove tight bargains for his wood and other saleable articles, and neglected nothing
that he thought would tend to increase his gains.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XX, p. 340/532―April 1849)

26) “The latter is the doctrine of your man of invested moneys and established
fortune! He has entrenched his gains behind acknowledged barriers, and he preaches
their sanctity, because they favor his selfishness. We skimmers of the sea—“
(The Water-Witch, Ch. X, p. 135/542, May 1830)

32) “WRAPPED UP IN A BOOK.”
Cooper generally uses “wrapped up in” in the figurative sense to refer to another person
with whom a character is smitten or infatuated. Cooper also has the object of a character’s
preoccupation: “his own thoughts” (COOPER, #1). Of course, being preoccupied with a
book may also be considered a form of intellectual activity.
HELMSMAN:
“…some were wrapped up in the book with which they were engaged.” (lines 32-34)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Rupert was indisposed to converse, for, to tell the truth, he had eaten a hearty
supper, and began to feel drowsy; and I was too much wrapped up in my own busy
thoughts to solicit any communications.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. III, p. 47/654, June 1844)

2) “I must believe that Judith is much wrapped up in Hurry, and that, sooner or later,
she’ll have him;”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XVII, p. 391/717, 1841)
3) “You are much wrapped up in your business, Mr. Goldencalf, and are not, in other
aspects, qualified to educate a boy born to the curse and to the temptations of immense
riches.”
(The Monikins, Ch. II, p. 26/509, July 1835)
4) “Alderman Van Beverout,” he said, with stern rebuke in his voice, “you receive
your daughter, stainless as was her unfortunate mother, when necessity compelled him
whose being was wrapped up in hers, to trust her beneath your roof.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXIV, p. 531/542, May 1830)

5) Perhaps there is nothing on earth that so nearly resembles the pure happiness of the
blessed, as the felicity that succeeds the entire union of two hearts that are wrapped
up in each other.
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. XXX, p. 457 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York) 1850.
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33) “TIME SEEMED TO HANG HEAVILY.”
The examples suggest that the expression is within the scope of Cooper.
HELMSMAN:
“…with whom time seemed to hang heavily.” (lines 34-35)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “We expect our friends in a few days, and I hope he will not find his time heavy on
his hands while in exile among us.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. X, p. 109, 1838)
2) “What do you find to amuse you (yawning) in this dull quarter of the world,
Bignall?”
“Why, Sir, what between his Majuesty’s enemies, the care of my ship and the
company of my Officers, I find few heavy moments.”
(The Red Rover - Cooper Edition/SUNY, 1st paragraph of
Ch. XXVII, p. 372, Nov. 1827)

3) “Still Adrienne thought herself the obliged party, in times as critical as those
which hung over France,...”
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch. VI,
50/192, Jan.- April 1843, serialized in Graham’s)

4) “I should be perfectly satisfied with everything, did not my time hang so idle on
my hands at the Harbour.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. XIX, p. 265/271, Nov. 1843)
5) “She found many of her own sex, whom she had left children, grown into
womanhood, and not a few of them at a period of life when they should be cultivating
their physical and moral powers, already oppressed with the cares and feebleness that
weigh so heavily on the young American wife.”
(Home as Found, concluding sentence in Ch. XII, 1838)
6) “Still, as he passed along the canal, before the crowded balconies and groaning
vessels which lines the sides, there arose that scornful and deriding laugh, which
seems ever to grow more strong and bold, as misfortune weighs most heavily on its
subject.”
(The Bravo, Ch. IX, p. 149/544, October 1831)
7) “This glory of which you speak may sit lightly on the shoulder of a senator, but it
weighs heavily on a fisherman’s heart.”
(The Bravo, Ch. XII, p. 206/544, October 1831)

8) “Thou wilt be temporarily relieved of a most grievous charge, which cannot but
have weighed heavily on thy spirits,…”
(The Bravo, Ch. XIII, p. 225/544, October 1831)

9) “She had communicated a circumstance which weighed heavily on her mind,…”
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(The Bravo, Ch. XIX, p. 337/544, October 1831)

10) “If the truth were known, something lay heavily on his mind;…”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XIII, p. 249/572, Nov. 1842)

11) “The conversation of that night weighed heavily on the heart of the lover,…”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XXVI, p. 495/572, Nov. 1842)

12) “Miles, my dear boy, the hand of God has been laid heavily on us – you beloved
sister, my own precious Grace, is far more ill than I had any idea of, before this
morning.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. V, pp. 94-95/533, Oct.
1844)

13) “Beyond a question, the Americans enjoy great advantages in this particular,
owing to their exemption from sources of expenses that weigh so heavily on those
who rely for the peace of society solely on the strong hand.”
(New York, p. 32/42, 1850)

14) “Signs of powerful disgust were now visible among the listeners, an Indian having
much of the contempt that seems to weigh so heavily on that unfortunate class, for all
the color mentioned.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. XVII, p. 321/582, Aug. 1848)
15) “Until that moment, the affair of the whiskey-spring had weighed heavily in the
balance against him;”
(Oak Openings, Ch. XX, p. 376/582, Aug. 1848)
16) “You let this affair weigh too heavily on your mind, Jasper,“ said she eagerly,...”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XVII, p. 339/644, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

17) “…in spite of the load of care that weighed so constantly and so heavily on
both.”
(The Headsman, Ch. XXI, p. 355/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

18) “Are we to attribute the mystery that so long hung over your birthplace, to this
fact,” Eve asked, a little pointedly. (Home as Found, Ch. XXII, p. 421/591, 1838)
19) “She knew that both her father and cousin esteemed the man of her own choice,
nor did she believe the little cloud that hung over his birth could do more than have a
temporary influence on his own sensitive feelings.”
(Home as Found, Ch. XXVI, p. 499/591, 1838)
20) “And knowing and seeing all this, cruel Lucy, why did you suffer years of cruel
doubt to hang over me?”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XXIX, p. 493/533, Oct.
1844)

21) “I gave Neb and Chloe their freedom-papers, the day the faithful couple were
married, and at once relieved their posterity from the servitude of eight-and-twenty,
and five-and-twenty years, according to sex, that might otherwise have hung over all
their elder children, until the law, by a general sweep, manumitted everybody.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XXX, p. 510/533, Oct.
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1844)

22) “The dread moment that was so near could not fail of its influence, however; and
that unknown future over which he hung, as it might be, suspended by a hair,
inevitably led his mind into an inquiry after the unknown God.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XXX, p. 560/572, Nov. 1842)

34) “COMPOSED THEMSELVES”
Exact matches have been found together with “dis-” as prefix.
HELMSMAN:
“…composed themselves to sleep.” (lines 35-36)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Some of the marines would raise their heads from the fragments which served
them as pillows on which they were seeking disturbed and stolen slumbers, and after
listening to the cannon would again compose themselves to sleep, like men who felt
no concern in a contest in which they did not participate.”
(The Pilot, Ch. XIX, p. 281/556, Jan. 1824)

2) “Disappointed and alarmed, the woman had already sought her pallet, and was
preparing, with a sort of desperate indifference, to compose herself to sleep.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XI, p. 123; p.1017, The Library of
America, p.1017; April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

3) Just as night closed, we were buried in the mountains, and I composed myself to
sleep.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter VII, p. 51,
1838)

4) “After remaining conversing for an hour by themselves, John was called away to
attend to a pointer that had been taken ill, and Denbigh throwing a handkerchief over
his head to guard against the danger of the cold, quietly composed himself on one of
the comfortable sofas in the room, with a disposition to sleep.
(Precaution, Ch. XIX, p. 194/532; Michigan Historical Reprint
Series, p. 186, Nov. 1820)

5) “…and the washerwoman was now raising her head, in order to vindicate some of
her favorite maxims, and now composing it to sleep.”
(The Spy, Ch. XXXIII, pp. 528-529/557, Dec. 1821)

6) “This duty done, she lay down and disposed herself to sleep.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. X, p. 211/717, 1841)

7) Imitating the gruff tones and nearly intelligible sounds he heard, Mahtoree three his
body heavily to the earth, and appeared to dispose himself to sleep.
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch.IV, p. 53;
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)
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RICHARD HENRY DANA, JR.:
1) [June] 19 [1845]. Went to Mt. Auburn with Coxe. He talked beautifully there
upon his great subject, the Catholic Church. He told me it was his habit to cross
himself the last thing at night as he composed himself for sleep & the first thing in the
morning. He says it has a composing and sanctifying effect.
(The Journal of Richard Henry Dana, Jr., Vol. I, Part II.1: “1845:
A Trip to Niagara Falls,” p. 305)

35) “IN SHORT”
Cooper may sometimes appear rather didactic. In any case, he often sums up the foregoing in
a pithy concluding sentence, which in fact goes beyond a mere summary. “In short” is to be
found in nearly all of Cooper’s works and with surprising frequency.
HELMSMAN:
“In short, one and all were like men who that that, let danger come to them when it
might, at least it would not be that day.” (lines 36-39)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
in short: “A Letter to His Countrymen” (5x), Letter #148 – May 25th 1829 (1x), Letter # 170 – Aug. 15,
1830 (1x), Letter #207 – May 25th 1831 (1x), Letter #289 – August 15, 1832 (2x), Letter #433 – June 14,
1836 (1x), Letter #512 – 15 November 1838 (1x), Letter #524 – March 30 1839 (1x), Letter #791 – March
5, 1845 (1x), Gleanings/England (13x), Gleanings/France (12x), Gleanings/Switzerland (9x),
Gleanings/The Rhine (19x), Gleanings/Italy (5x), The Heidenmauer (8x), A History of the Navy (29x),
Upside Down (1x), Ways of the Hour (11x), Lionel Lincoln (14x), The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish (9x),
Mercedes of Castile (7x), The Chainbearer (4x), The Redskins (3x), The Travelling Bachelor (47x), The
Two Admirals (5x), Afloat and Ashore (1x), Miles Wallingford (5x), Autobiography of a PocketHandkerchief (4x), Home as Found (9x), Homeward Bound (13x), Jack Tier (3x), Ned Myers (2x), Oak
Openings (5x), The Pathfinder (17x), Precaution (11x), Satanstoe (1x), Tales for Fifteen (10x), The
Bravo (12x), The Crater (7x), The Deerslayer (10x), The Headsman (8x), The Last of the Mohicans
(18x), The Monikins (26x), The Pilot (7x), The Pioneers (12x), The Prairie (12x), The Red Rover (17x),
The Sea Lions (3x), The Spy (8x), The Water-Witch (14x), The Wing-and-Wing (5x), Wyandotté (2x)

Given the task of a writer of fiction, the following sentence, while seemingly critical of
Bishop Berkeley’s philosophy of perception, is hardly absurd:
…”you would hardly think it, Ghita, but Signor Andrea, sensible and learned as he is,
maintained that it was not folly to believe in a philosophy which teaches that nothing we
see or do actually exists, but that everything was mere seeming. In short, that we live in
an imaginary world, with imaginary people in it; float on an imaginary sea, and cruise in
imaginary ships.” (The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXIV, p. 275, 1842)

36) “ONE AND ALL”
The expression is used fairly frequently (19 instances).
HELMSMAN:
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“In short, one and all were like men who that that, let danger come to them when it
might, at least it would not be that day.” (lines 36-39)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
one and all: Gleanings/The Rhine (2x), Home as Found (5x), The Pathfinder (2x), The Crater (1x), The
Deerslayer (1x), The Sea Lions (1x), The Spy (1x), The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish (1x), The Wing-andWing (1x), The Two Admirals (1x), Letter #604–Nov. 29th, 1840 (1x), Gleanings/France (2x) =19
instances

1) …had I then been asked what particular spot in Europe had given me most delight by
the perfection of its natural beauties, taken in connexion with its artificial accessories, I
should have answered that it was the shores of the lake of Lungern. Nor, as I have told
you, was I alone in this feeling, for one and all, big and little, in short the whole party
joined in pronouncing the entire landscape absolutely exquisite.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter
XV, p. 153; 1836)

1) I do not believe there is such a thing, in all the cantons, as a man, for instance, who
pines for the Prussian despotism! They will take service under kings, be their soldiers,
body-guards – real Dugald Dalgettys – but when the question comes to Switzerland, one
and all appear to think that the descendants of the companions of Winkelried and
Stauffer must be republicans. (Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter
XXIII, p. 222; 1836)

2) As much of the discourse was managed with those half-intelligible allusions that
distinguished men of their habits, it is probable that every individual present had his own
particular views on the subject: though it is certain, one and all faithfully believed that
he was solely influenced by a justifiable regard to his temporal interest, which was in
some degree rendered still more praiseworthy by a reference to the service of his Divine
Master.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXVIII, p. 438/496, 1828)

37) “… ONE AND ALL WERE LIKE MEN WHO THOUGHT THAT, LET DANGER
COME TO THEM WHEN IT MIGHT, AT LEAST IT WOULD
NOT BE THAT DAY.”
DANGER: CF. ENTRIES 37A & 69A
The false sense of security felt by passengers helps to increase dramatic irony, for the
advance warning to the reader of impending disaster has already been clearly spelled out:
“let danger come.” In other words, in contradistinction to The Last of the Mohicans [no.
1] in which “thy servant is now prepared,” the passengers on board the Jersey are not
only unprepared but also unaware of the need for “preparation.” Religious allusions
abound in quotation no. 1 and may be inferred in “The Helmsman.”
This sentence is of the highest order: personification, subjunctive mood, and ellipsis.
Whether “shame” [Lear] or danger” [“The Helmsman”], an abstract concept is given
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volition and the power of actively humiliating or destroying, as the case may be. Cf. King
Lear [no. 2].
The use of the modal auxiliary “might” by Cooper is amazing. There is hardly a page in
his novels in which “might” does not crop up. In “The Helmsman”, the auxiliary
“might” occurs three times (lines 8, 40 and 103).
The example at hand uses “might” while deleting the main verb [“come”] as an
unnecessary repetition (i.e., ellipsis). The Chainbearer, which Cooper was working on in
the summer of 1845, contains nine instances of this sophisticated grammatical usage, the
hallmark of a professional writer.
The entry is divided into the following sections:
A) UNAWARE OF IMPENDING DANGER / DRAMATIC IRONY
B) LET - X – SUBJUNCTIVE – WHEN IT MIGHT
HELMSMAN:
“Let danger come to them when it might,
at least it would not be that day.” (lines 37-39)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) UNAWARE OF IMPENDING DANGER / DRAMATIC IRONY
1) A bright day, a steady ship, the pleasure of motion as they raced with the combing seas,
and the interest of the chase, set everyone at ease; and even Steadfast Dodge was less
devoured with envy, a jealousy of his own deservings, and the desire of management, than
usual.
(Homeward Bound, Ch. IX, p. 136/613, 1838)
2) They imagined themselves happy in having thus made sufficient provision against
the most formidable of all dangers that beset them, at the very moment when the best
laid plan for their destruction was on the point of being executed. In this respect, they
resembled millions of others of their fellows, who hang suspended over the vast abyss
of eternity, totally unconscious of the irretrievable character of the fall that is so soon
to occur.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XIII, p. 293, 1846-48)
3) “Stephen Spike, awake! The hour is getting late, and you have enemies nearer to you
than you imagine. Awake, Stephen, awake!”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XIV, p. 298, 1846-48)

4) On it [=the man-of-war’s cutter] came, nevertheless, faring much better in the white water
than the little craft it pursued but necessarily running a much more considerable risk of
hitting the coral, over which it was glancing almost as swiftly as the waves themselves;
still it had thus far escaped, and little did any in it think of danger.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XV, p. 315, 1846-48)

5) “It is true, we all expected her death, thought it would occur that day even, though
surprised at the suddenness with which it came at last; but we did not expect it within an
hour.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. VII, p. 135/533, Oct. 1844)
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6) “On that day, two men were lingering on the banks of a small but rapid stream, within
an hour’s journey of the encampment of Webb, like those who awaited the appearance of
an absent person, or the approach of an unexpected event.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. III, p. 28, Feb. 1826)

7) Duncan took occasion to assure them he had done the best that circumstances
permitted, and, as he believed, quite enough for the security of their feelings; of
danger there was none.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XVII, p. 173, Feb. 1826

8) In short, every thing wore rather the appearance of a day of pleasure, than of an hour
stolen from the dangers and toil of a bloody and vindictive warfare.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. III, p. 148, Feb. 1826)

9) When all this was over, Mrs. Dutton and Mildred sought their pillows, after an
exciting day, and, to them, one far more momentous than they were then aware of.
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. X, p. 156, May 1842)

10) Mrs Wyllys lent herself to his evident efforts to remove their apprehensions, and one,
ignorant of what had occurred between them would have thought the little party around
the evening’s repast was a contented and unsuspecting group of travellers, who had
commenced their enterprise under the happiest auguries.
(The Red Rover - Cooper Edition/SUNY, 1st paragraph of Ch.
XIV, p. 190, Nov. 1827)

11) Compared with its extent, perhaps, and keeping in view its ordinary weather, the
Pacific can hardly be considered a dangerous sea; but he who will cast his eyes over its
chart will at once ascertain how much more numerous are its groups, islands, rocks,
shoals, and reefs than those of the Atlantic. Still, the mariners unhesitatingly steered
into its vast waters, and none with less reluctance and fewer doubts than those of
America.
The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. II, p. 22, Aug. 1847)
12) “The fine weather had returned, even, and she [=the schooner] was not yet launched. So
long a period had intervened since Waally’s return to Rancocus Island without bringing
any results, that the council began to hope the Indians had given up their enterprises, from
the consciousness of not having the means to carry them out; and almost every one ceased
to apprehend danger from that quarter. In a word, so smoothly did the current of life flow,
on the Reef and at Vulcan’s Peak, that there was probably more danger of the
inhabitants falling into the common and fatal error of men in prosperity, than of
anything else, or, of their beginning to fancy that they deserved all the blessings that
were conferred on them, and forgetting the hand that bestowed them. As if to recall
them to a better sense of things, events now occurred which it is our business to relate, and
which aroused the whole colony from the sort of pleasing trance into which they had
fallen, by the united influence of security, abundance, and a most seductive climate.”
The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XVI, p. 169, Aug. 1847) [Cf.
“pleasant May morning.”]

13) It was an exquisitely beautiful day, one in which all the witchery of the climate
developed itself, soothing the nerves and animating the spirits. Bridget had lost most of
her apprehensions of the natives, and could laugh with her husband and play with her
child almost as freely as before the late events. Everybody, indeed, was in high spirits,
the launching of the schooner being regarded as a thing that would give them complete
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command of the adjacent seas.
“pleasant

The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch.XVII, p. 185, Aug. 1847) [Cf.
May morning.”]

14) Mark did not disturb the happy security in which he found his people by any
unnecessary announcement of danger.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch.XVII, p. 188, Aug. 1847)

15) Here he found the whole of the little garrison of the group, buried in sleep, and
totally without any apprehension of the danger which menaced them.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch.XXI, p. 225, Aug. 1847)

16) Everything appeared to be going on well. The Henlopen arrived, discharged, loaded,
and went again, carrying with her the last barrel of oil in the Bight. The whalers had a
jubilee, for their adventures made large returns; and the business was carried on with
renewed spirit. In a word, the colony had reached a point where every interest was said
to be prosperous – a state of things with communities, as with individuals, when they
are, perhaps, in the greatest danger of meeting with reverses, by means of their own
abuses.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Last paragraph of Ch. XXV, p. 279,
Aug. 1847)

17) This security came very near proving fatal to the whole party.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XVIII, p. 198, Aug. 1847)

18) The result of all these observations was to create an impression that this outlet to the
fires beneath was approaching a period when it would become inactive, and when, indeed,
some other outlet for the pent forces might be made. [= hinting at an impending disaster]
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXV, p. 274, Aug. 1847)

19) Little, however, did the governor, or his pretty wife, imagine how much the future
was connected with the interest of which they had just been speaking, or dream of the
form in which the serpent of old was about to visit this Eden of modern times.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXVI, p. 283, Aug. 1847)

20) Little did this hardy adventurer suspect what had occurred on shore since he quitted
it; nor was he at all aware that Tommaso Tonti was at watch in the harbor, ready to report
the slightest indication, on the part of the lugger, of a wish to quit the bay.
But while Raoul was so indifferent to the danger he ran, the feeling was quite the
reverse with Ithuel bolt.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. VIII, p. 92, 1842)
21) Fortunately for her [=Ghita Caraccioli], this struggle was very short, Raoul having kept
her in profound ignorance of the approach of any danger until the Feu-follet
commenced her fire.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. X, p. 109, 1842)
22) After passing Massa, Raoul felt no further uneasiness, and he requested Carlo
Giuntotardi to sheer in towards the land, where no less resistance from the breeze was met
with, and where it was also easier to know the precise position. Apprehension of the
boats now ceased, though Ithuel fancied, from time to time, that he heard smothered
sounds, like those of oars imperfectly muffled. Raoul laughed at his conceits and
apprehensions, and, to confess the truth, he became negligent of his duty, again, in the
soothing delight of finding himself, once more free, in all but heart, in the company of
Ghita.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXIV, p. 277, 1842)
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23) Ships, like men, are often cast away by an excess of confidence; and our own coast,
one of the safest in the known world for the prudent mariner to approach, on account of
the regularity of its soundings, has many a tale of disasters similar to this, which have
occurred simply because no signs of danger were apparent.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXVI, p. 297, 1842)

24) His sturdy fellows, ignorant of all the dangers by which they were environed, were
consuming their morning’s meal with the characteristic indifference to danger that marks
the ordinary conduct of seamen. Even Ithuel, usually so sensitive on the subject of
English power, and who had really so much to apprehend, should he again fall into the
hands of the Proserpines, was masticating his food with the keen relish of a man who had
been hard at work the whole morning. All appeared unconscious of their critical
condition;….
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXVII, p. 301, 1842)
25) The sleigh was easily forced across so slight an impediment, and before Richard
became conscious of his danger, one half of the vehicle was projected over a precipice,
which fell, perpendicularly, more than a hundred feet.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. IV, p. 50; 1823)

26) “No, no — there is no danger —I have alarmed you unnecessarily.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXVII, p. 405; 1823

27) “God send it may be so – but go up, dear June, and look well about you; danger
may come when we least expect it.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXIII, p. 372; Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

28) They had landed without the slightest suspicion of danger,….
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXIV, p. 388; Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

B) LET - X – COME/BE – WHEN IT WILL/MIGHT/MAY
1) “For this I thank thee, Lord! Let danger come as it will, thy servant is now prepared!”
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XIV, p. 145; Feb. 1826)
[Cf. Matthew, 24:44: “Therefore be ye also ready: for in such an hour as ye think not
the Son of Man cometh.” Cf. Matthew, 24: 50-51: The lord of that servant [who shall
say in his heart, My lord delayeth his coming] shall come in a day when he looketh
not for him, and in an hour that he is not aware of, / And shall cut him asunder, and
appoint him his portion with the hypocrites: there shall be weeping and gnashing of
teeth.”]

2) “I know already what the Herr Sigismund can do in behalf of my life, and come what
may, we have all a beneficent guardian in One, who will not leave any of us to perish
without remembering we are his children.”
(The Headsman-The Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Ch. VI, p. 103, 1833)

3) “Let shame come when it will, I do not call it;…” Shakespeare’s King Lear
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. I, Introductory stanza, p. 3/533, Oct. 1844)
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4) “Let this be as it might, my answer, was, that, as between France and America, there
was no essential variance of system, the only difference lying in the fact that one got all
the revenue it could in this manner, and the fact that the other got all it wanted.
(A Residence in France, Letter XII, p. 177/359, 1836)

5) “Let this be as it might, I was kindly treated; living, in all respects, as if I were one of
the family.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. I, p. 17/271, Nov. 1843)
6) “It was a peculiarity of this extraordinary being that his senses and his limbs, for all
practical purposes, were never at fault, let the mind be preoccupied with other interests as
much as it might.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXX, p. 635/644, Feb. /March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

7) “Be this as it might, we still remained in a little bay, slowly turning in a circle;…”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVII, p. 243, June 1845)

8) “I suppose the inspiration, as you call it, sir, would lead a clever fortune-teller to give
things as they are; and to call the horses by their real names, let them be what they
might.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XIX, p. 270, June 1845)
9) “In a word, Mr. Worden never neglected externals, so far as dress was concerned; and,
I much question, if he would have consented to read prayers without the surplice, or to
preach without the gown, let the desire for spiritual provender be as great as it might.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XX, p. 286, June 1845)

10) “A wounded man cannot excite one-half the interest he otherwise might, when there
is a chance that others may be slain, every minute.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVII, p. 391, June 1845)

11) “Let the cause be as questionable as it might, the effect we sufficiently certain.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XV, p. 331/717, 1841)

12) “Let all this be as it might, nothing can be more certain than that my worthy ancestor
executed his trust with the scrupulous fidelity of a man whose integrity had been severely
schooled in the ethics of the trade.”
(The Monikins, Ch. I, p. 15/509, July 1835)

13) “Let that be as it might, Hard-Heart had no sooner received the brief congratulations
of his band, and communicated to the chiefs such facts as were important to be known,
than he prepared himself to act such a part in the coming conflict, as would at once
maintain his well-earned reputation, and gratify his secret wishes.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXIX, p. 1242, The Library of America,
p. 477/575] April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia )

14) “Be this as it might, Wilder no sooner saw that the Caroline was swinging to her
anchor, and…”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XIII , p. 222/589, Nov. 1827)
15) “Be this as it might, the burgher was received by a cheer which drew a short buth
pithy address from him,…”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXIX, p. 455/542, May 1830)
16) “At any rate, come from what quarter they might, schisms and doctrinal contentions
arose among the emigrants themselves;…”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. I, p. 12/496, 1828)
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17) “…let them come whence or in what aspect they might.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. V, p. 71/496, 1828)

18) “; this being one of half a dozen flasks of really sound, well-flavored, Tuscan liquor,
that she kept for especial occasions; as she well might, the cost being only a paul, or ten
cents for near half a gallon;”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. III, p. 58/572, Nov. 1842)
19) “Let this be as it might, there is no question that a strong and generous feeling existed
in the breasts of hundreds in the British navy, concerning the nature of the wrong that was
done by a foreign people, by the practice of impressing men from under their flag.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XIX, p. 365/572, Nov. 1842)

20) “The captain examined the marks left on the grass, and was of the opinion that more
than one man had been employed to set up the decoy figure, a circumstance that seemed
probable in itself, when the weight of the image and the danger of exposure were
remembered. —Let that be as it might, he was rejoiced on reflection that no one was hurt,
and he still retained the hope of being able to come to such an understanding with his
invaders as to supercede the necessity of actual violence.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XXI, p. 425/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

21) “Sufficient had been said, however, to satisfy me that there would be little political
sympathy between us, let the family tie be drawn as close as it might.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. IV, p. 52, Nov. 1845)

22) “Let this be as it might, my axe-men had contrived to get out of Jaap all he knew
about Ravensnest and Mooseridge, as well as my motives in making the present journey.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. VI, p. 88, Nov. 1845)

23) “…had produced a few men who only required a theatre for its exhibition, in order to
cause their information to command the profound respect of the learned, let them live
where they might.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XV, p. 219, Nov. 1845)
24) The jail to which I was “permitted” by Thousndacres was a storehouse, or, as he
pronounced the word, a “store’us,” of logs, which had been made of sufficient strength to
resist depredations, let them come from whom they might, and were quite as likely to
come from some within as from any without.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XVIII, p. 265, Nov. 1845)

25) “Whether this disposition of their persons was owing to a deep-laid plan of the
squatter’s, or not, I never knew; but, let the cause have been what it might, the effect was
to render me an auditor of nearly all that passed in the dialogue which succeeded.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XIX, p. 271, Nov. 1845)

26) “She never would have any right to my calico, let her cut it as much as she might.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XX, p. 289, Nov. 1845)

27) “I consulted Chainbearer on the propriety of our lending ourselves to such a measure;
but I found Andries disposed to meet the brood of squatters, face to face, and to tell them
his mind, let it be when and where it might.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXI, p. 289, Nov. 1845)
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28) “A girl of her education, manners, sentiments, birth and character, was not to be
sacrificed to one like Zephaniah, let what might happen;…”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIII, p. 346, Nov. 1845)

29) “I dare say, Chainbearer, that if the surveyin’ of this clearin’ be put to you on the
footin’ of defiance, that your back would get up, like everybody else’s, and you’d bring on
the chain, let who might stand in your way.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXV, p. 376, Nov. 1845)

30) It is correct that the English minister conceived the idea of taxing America, from the
circumstance of seeing a wealthy Virginian lose a large sum at play, a sort of argumentum
ad hominem that brought with it a very danger ous conclusion to apply to the sort of
people with whom he had to deal. Let this be as it might, there is no more question that,
at the period of our tale, the profoundest ignorance concerning America existed generally
in the mother country, than there is that the profoundest respect existed in America for
nearly every thing English.
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. III, p. 41, May 1842)
31) “Our commissions are from the Admiralty, which represents the country; but,
dignities come from the prince who happens to reign, let his title be what it may.”
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. VII, p. 101, May 1842)

32) “Good night, and God Bless your honor. Good night, Admiral Blue: we three is the
men as can keep any secret as ever floated, let it draw as much water as it pleases.”
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. VII, p. 109, May 1842)

33) His own ship was certain to be engaged, let what would happen to the others.
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. III, p. 54, May 1842)

34) …but the last comer quietly took his seat in a large chair, disposing of his person in a
way to show he intended to consult his comfort; let what would happen.
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. VII, p. 95, May 1842)

35) “I tell him Mr. Wycherly Wychecombe, though I have not the honor of ranking him
among my relatives, and he is only a Virginian by birth, is a young man to be relied on,
and that the despatches are safe, let what may detain the courier.”
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. V, p. 71, May 1842)

36) “Meet me at the hour of eleven this night, at yonder low point, where the land juts
into the outer harbor. From that stand we will make our observations, and having
removed every doubt, let the morning produce a discovery that shall ring from the
Colony of the Bay to the settlements of Oglethorpe.
(The Red Rover - Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. II, p. 44,
Nov. 1827)

37) Let these matters be as they would, by ten o’clock on the night of the day our tale
commences the Town of Newport was as still as if it did not contain a living soul.
(The Red Rover - Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. V, p. 69,
Nov. 1827)

38) “She looks to me like a ship that will not do much, let the wind be as it may.”
(The Red Rover - Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 116,
Nov. 1827)
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39) It is true the insurance offices blew upon her, and would have nothing to do with
the craft that had seen her two score years and ten; but this gave none who belonged to
her any concern, inasmuch as they could scarcely have been underwritten in their
trade, let the age of the vessel be what it might.
(Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. I, p. 17/616, November 1846–March 1848:
»Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and Bentley's »Miscellany«,
under the title »The Islets of the Gulf)

40) Scarce believing what he heard, the young man was disposed, at first, to feel hurt,
though a moment’s reflection showed him that he ought to rejoice in the result let the
cause be what it might.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XI, p. 232, 1846-48)
41) She at least could not follow him among the rocks, let Spike, in his boat, proceed as
he might.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. IX, p. 199, 1846-48)
42) To prevent difficulties on the score of national character, on leaving America the last
time, Saunders had cleared for the islands of the Pacific and a market; meaning to cover his
vessel, let her go where she might, by the latter reservation.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXV, p. 266, Aug. 1847)

43)”Let danger come as it will, thy servant is now prepared!”
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. XIV, p.
VIII, p. 143, Feb. 1826)

44) …and Mr. Jones invariably made it a point, to participate in the business at hand, let it
be what it would.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. IX, p. 108 ; 1823)
45) “We call anything aristocracy that is a touch above us, let it be what it may
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. VIII, p. 118 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York) 1850.

46) Let the cause be what it may, we think the facts to be beyond dispute;
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. IX, pp. 131-132 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York) 1850.

47) Let all this be as it may, it is quite certain that “republican simplicity”—the slang lever
by means of which the artful move the government—has left the administration of
justice among us, so far as externals are concerned, as naked as may be.
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. XVII, p. 260 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York, 1850)

48) Let the cause be what it might, the effect was to render this island far more beautiful
than most of those around it, and to lend it an air of civilization that was then wanting
in so much of that vast region of country.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XIX, p. 292; Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)
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49) “If I could see you promised to Pathfinder – know that you were pledged to become
his wife, let my own fate be what it might, I think I could die happy.”
The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XIX, p. 311; Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

50) …, we shall conclude this digression by merely adding that it is the misfortune of man
to abuse the gifts of God, let him live in what country or under what institutions he
may.
(The Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. VI, p. 87; July 1832: London; Sept.
1832: Philadelphia)

51) “By the Magi!—to speak thee honestly. Father Arnolph, the little friendship which hath
subsisted between Limburg and my house, had given a disrelish for any Benedictine
miracle, let it be what quality it would;….”
(The Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine –Ch. XXIV, p. 364; July 1832: London; Sept.
1832: Philadelphia)

52) The captain, however, determined within himself to touch five hundred, let the colonel
decide as he might;…
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XIV, p. 139;
Nov. 1820)

53) That Denbigh would offer some explanation he [=Jarvis] believed, and he had fully
made up his mind to accept it, let it be what it might, as his fighting friend entered.
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XIII, p. 133;
Nov. 1820)

PART III
LINES 40-59:
A) TIME, LOCATION, AND DESTINATION OF THE JERSEY ON LAKE ERIE
B) JOHN MAYNARD INTRODUCED: PHYSICAL FEATURES AND CHARACTER

38) “IT DREW TOWARDS FOUR IN THE AFTERNOON.”
a) Two matches of “4 p.m.” have been located.
b) A number of matches dealing with “draw towards” have been found. Two quotes are of
particular interest due to their context: #5 deals with a conflagration “at its height,” and #8
could well be a blueprint for “The Helmsman!”
HELMSMAN:
“It drew towards four in the afternoon.” (line 40)
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JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:

A) FOUR IN THE AFTERNOON
1) About four o’clock, of a fine summer’s afternoon, the Swash went through the
Race, on the best of the ebb, and with a staggering southwest wind.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. III, p. 59, 1846-48)

2) There was no opening to the northward, but a pretty good channel was
before the schooner to the southward of the group. In this direction,
then, the Sea Lion was steered, and by eight bells (four in the afternoon) the southern
point of the largest island was doubled.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Vol. 33, Ch. XIV, p. 148,
April 1849)

B) DREW
1) “As the day drew toward [“towards” also found] its close, the little bell again
summoned the congregation to the church.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXVI, p. 400/496,
1828)

2) “It was drawing towards midnight, and I bethought me of the uneasiness of those I
had left in the rue St. Dominique. (Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition,
Letter IV, p. 51, 1836)

3) “It was drawing towards night when we trotted up to the stable, where we left our
horses,…”
(Satanstoe – Cooper Edition, Ch. IV, p. 60,
June 1845)

4) An American negotiator appeared in the person of the consul-general for Barbary,
and matters drew towards a happy termination.
(Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers, vol. 1,
“Bainbridge,” p. 53, March and May 1846)

5) Every one being afoot, within sound of the alarm, though all the more vulgar cries
had ceased, as men would deem it mockery to cry murder in a battle, Sir George
Templemore met his friends, on the margin of this sea of fire. It was now drawing
towards morning, and the conflagration was at its height, having already laid waste a
nucleus of blocks, and it was extending in many lines, in every direction.
(Home as Found, Ch. VII, p. 145/591, 1838)
6) At length, chloe put her head in at the door, having taken the precaution first to give
a gentle tap, to inquire if dinner should be served. Lucy dined at four, and it was now
drawing toward five.
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XXVIII, p. 479/533, Oct. 1844)
7) “It is drawing towards the hour of five, and you have twice that number of miles
to go, before you can, by any manner of means, reach the nearest boundary of your
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father’s farm.”

(The Red Rover - Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. I , p. 26,
Nov. 1827)

8) “Happy is the country in which men of reverend years and whitened heads
watch, until night draws towards the day, and weariness is forgotten in the desire to
do good, and to honor the state!” (The Bravo, Ch. VI, p. 104/544, October 1831)
9) As for Joel, his wife and children, with the miller, occupied most of the morning;
the day turning, and even drawing towards its close, ere he became visible, as had
formerly been his wont, among the men of the settlement.
(Wyandotté, Ch. XVIII,, p. 371/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

10) The precise period of our legend was in the year 1812, and the season of the year
the pleasant month of July, which had now drawn near to its close.
(Oak Openings, Ch. I, p. 6/582, Aug. 1848)

11) We cannot move until the day is drawing towards a close; but about four, the
shadows of the rocks are thrown so far on the water as to form a complete protection
against the rays of a fierce sun.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter XIV,
p. 122, 1838)

12) There is yet a profound mystery in our organization, which has hitherto escaped
the researches of both classes of philosophers, and which it probably was the design of
the Creator should not be made known to us until we drew nearer to that great end
which, sooner or later, is to be accomplished in behalf of our race, when “knowledge
win abound,” and we shall better understand our being and its objects than is permitted
to us in this our day of ignorance. (Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. VI, p. 65, August 1848)
13) It is true, that of vegetation there was so little, and that little so meager and of so
hardy a nature, that in this respect the progress of the seasons was not to be
particularly noted; but, in all others, Roswell saw with growing uneasiness that the
latest hour of his departure was fast drawing near.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XVIII, p. 190, April 1849)

14) Both Daggett and Gardiner grew more and more uneasy as the time for the moon
to rise drew near, without the orb making its appearance.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XIX, p. 198, April 1849)

15) It is wonderful how the interest in a rich man suddenly revives among his relatives
and possible heirs, as his last hour draws near.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XXIX, p. 303, April 1849)

16) Hissing sounds were heard, and streams of fire, and gleams of lurid light were
seen in the air. It was a terrible moment, and one that might well induce any man to
imagine that time was drawing to its close.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XI, p. 115, Aug. 1847)
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17) The day was drawing to the close of its first quarter, and yet had the multitude
maintained its breathing stillness, since its dawn.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XXXIII, p. 341,
Feb. 1826)

18) The hour at length drew near when George expected a supply from the ill-judged
generosity of his mother;…
(Precaution, Michigan historical Reprint Series, Ch. XLII,
p. 436; Nov. 1820)

19) As the day drew nigher to a close….
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. I, p. 14;
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

39) “OLD”
HELMSMAN:
“Old John Maynard was at the wheel; … (line 44)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
Old + proper name: Completely Checked: 1) Afloat and Ashore, 2) Miles Wallingford, 3)
Autobiography of a P-H, 4) Gleanings/Rhine, 5) Home as Found
Andries/The Chainbearer, Mrs. Bradfort/Miles Wallingford, Carlo/The Wing-and-Wing, Cupid (2x)
/Miles Wallingford, Daniel M’Cormick/Afloat and Ashore, David Dockett/Afloat and Ashore,
Dido/Afloat and Ashore, Dido/Miles Wallingford, Mrs. Drewett (4x)/Afloat and Ashore, Mrs.
Drewett (2x)/Miles Wallingford, Mrs. Eyelet/Autobiography of a Pocket Hankerchief, George the
Third/Home as Found, John (2x)/ Gleanings/The Rhine, John (2x), The Pioneers, Captain Hardinge –
or Commodore Hardinge/Afloat and Ashore, Mr. Hardinge (2x) /Afloat and Ashore, Masser
Hardinge/Miles Wallingford, Hiram (2x)/Afloat and Ashore, Hiram (2x)/Miles Wallingford, Homer
(2x)/Home as Found, Jared Jones/Miles Wallingford, Kitty/Miles Wallingford, Michael/Miles
Wallingford, Miles/Afloat and Ashore, Miles Wallingford/Afloat and Ashore, Monson
(5x)/Autobiography of a Pocket Hankerchief, Moses/Miles Wallingford, Neb/Miles Wallingford,
Pierre (2x)/Home as Found, Pompey (2x)/Afloat and Ashore, Robbins/ Afloat and Ashore, Captain
Rowley/Miles Wallingford, Simonds (2x)/Autobiography of a Pocket Hankerchief, Smudge (3x)/Afloat
and Ashore, Stimson / The Sea Lions, Sweet/Autobiography of a Pocket Hankerchief, Tim
Viner/Afloat and Ashore, Van Tassel (7x)/Miles Wallingford, Venus/Miles Wallingford, Volkert Van
Brunt (2x)/Home as Found, Vulcan/Miles Wallingford, Mrs. Wetmore (5x) /Miles Wallingford

A) “OLD” + PROPER NAME
1) “But the Chainbearer appeared to have no thought of flight. He entered that circle
of athletic young men with perfect indifference; and I remember that it struck me his
air resembled that which I had often seen him assume when our regiment was on the
eve of serious service. At such moments old Andries could, and often did, appear
grand—dignity, authority, and coldness being blended with sterling courage.”
(The Chainbearer, 2nd paragraph in Ch. XXII, 1845 )

2) The distance from Vévey to the opposite shore, agreeably to the authority of old
John, our boatman, is about five miles, though the great purity of the atmosphere and
the height of the lake make it appear less.
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(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter XIX, p.
184; 1836)

3) We had a touch of the equinox, and the Leman has been in a foam, but its miniature
anger, though terrible enough at times, to those who are embarked on its waters, can
never rise to the dignity of a surf and a rolling sea. The rain kept me housed, and old
John and I seized the occasion to convert a block of pine into a Leman bark, for P—.
The next day proving fair, our vessel, fitted with two latine sails, and carrying a
weather helm, was committed to the waves, and away she went, on a wind, toward the
opposite shore. P—, of course, was delighted, and clapped his hands, until, perceiving
it was getting off the land, he compelled us to enter the boat and give chase.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, 1st paragraph
in Letter XX, p. 194; 1836)

4) “Mohegan! Old John!” exclaimed the Judge, “thinkest thou that my hand has ever
drawn human blood willingly? For shame! For shame, old John! thy religion should
have taught thee better.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. VII, p. 102/604 ; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p. 86 ; Feb. 1823)

5) “Let the lad go with you in welcome; he is used to keeping company with
ministers, and talking of such matters; so is old John, who was Christianized by the
Moravians about the time of the old war.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. VII, p. 163/604 ; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, pp. 134-135 ; Feb.
1823)

What follows is a mere sampling. Cooper’s use of “old men” as heroes is proverbial.
B) “OLD”
1) [Stephen] Stimson, the oldest and best seaman in the schooner, he who had
admonished his young commander [=Roswell Gardiner] on the subject of gratitude due
to the Deity, acted as the master’s boat-steerer, having first performed the duty of
harpooner.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XI, p. 118, April 1849)

2) He [=Roswell Gardiner] went now accompanied by the second mate and a foremasthand, as well as by his old companion, the boat-steerer.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XXVI, p. 277, April 1849)

3) “As the old man spoke with the seriousness and dignity that age seldom fails to
communicate even to less striking sentiments, his auditors were deeply attentive, and
as silent as the grave.”
(The Prairie, Ch. II, p. 904, The Library of America, [p. 31/575]
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia )

4) “Andries Coejemans stood six feet, at seventy; he was still as erect as he had been
at twenty; and so far from betraying the inroads of age on his frame, the last
appeared to be indurated and developed by what it had borne. His head was as white
as snow, while….”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. X, p. 138, Nov. 1845)
5) “You are old in years, but young in mind, as well as body.”
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“Bot’ nearly wore out—bot’ nearly wore out! It is well to tell an olt fool t’e contrary,
put I know petter. T’reescore and ten is man’s time, and i haf fillet up t’e numper of
my tays. Got knows pest, when it is will pe his own pleasure to call me away;...”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XIV, p. 200)

6) “What is it, poy? I hopet’ere hast peen no useless fightin’ on account of a poor olt
man like me, who hast seen his t’reescore years ant ten, ant who owest to his Maker
t’e life t’at wast grantet to him seventy long years ago. I hope no one hast peen
injuret in so poor a cause.” (The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVI, p. 398)
7) Excellent old man!”

(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXX, p. 469)

8) “Not so with Antoine. His hairs were grey; sleep was no longer so necessary for
him. He had much pride of calling [as a helmsman], too; was long experienced, and
possessed senses sharpened and rendered critical by practice and many dangers.”
(Jack o’Lantern [The Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XXVI, p.498/572], vol.
II, Ch. VII, pp. 390, Nov. 1842, England.)

9) One old seaman had passed forty years on the lake [=Lake Ontario], and he knew
the position of every dwelling that stood near its shore. …… The next morning, the
two gentlemen, accompanied by the old laker and another man, set out in quest of loghuts, which stood a mile or two inland.
(Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers, vol. II,
“Melancthon Taylor Woolsey, p. 131, March and May
1846)

10) I was in the larboard, or chief-mate’s watch, having actually been chosen by that
hard featured old seaman, the fourth man he named; an honor for which I was
indebted to the activity I had already manifested aloft.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford –
Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. IV, p. 52, 1844)

11) The reader will remember that I am now an old man, and that vanity no longer
has any of that influence over me which it might be supposed to possess over one of
more juvenile hopes and feelings; that I relate facts, without reference to their effect on
myself, beyond the general salvo of some lingering weaknesses of humanity.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford –
Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XX, p. 312, 1844)

12) Some of my readers may feel a curiosity to know how time has treated us elderly
people, for elderly we have certainly become. As for myself, I enjoy a green old age,
and I believe look at least ten years younger than I am. This, I attribute to
temperance and exercise. (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford –
Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, concluding chapter, penultimate
paragraph, 1844)

40) MAYNARD
The name “Maynard” viewed etymologically means “Hard-Heart,” “Stout-Heart” or “IronHeart” – in each case the emphasis is on endurance, courage, and strength. The name of the
fearless young Pawnee Indian the old trapper later adopts as his son in The Prairie is, for
example, Hard-Heart. In Pathfinder, Natty is also referred to as “the noble-hearted guide”
(Ch. XIX, SUNY, p. 312). In Deerslayer, we read, “The Delawares have given me my name, not
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so much on account of a bold heart, as on account of a quick eye, and an actyve foot.” (Ch. I,
SUNY, pp. 21-22).

Cooper’s European novel, The Heidenmauer, or the Benedictines (1832), describes the
genesis of the pilgrimage abbey of Einsiedeln, located in Switzerland. In the Putnam edition,
the name of the monk who led to Einsiedeln’s establishment was “Meinard.” The English
equivalent of “Meinard” is “Maynard.” Although the actual name of the monk was
“Meinrad,” the Cooper editions have “Meinard.”
“During the reign of the illustrious and warlike Charlemagne, who governed Gaul,
with so much of our Germany and the country of the Franks, there lived a youth of the
ancient family of Hohenzollern, branches of which still possess principalities and
marches in the empire. The name of this learned and pious youth was Meinard.
Early fatigued with the vanities of life, he sought a hermitage nearer than this to the
banks of that lake (=Lake Zürich) which we so lately crossed at Rapperschwyl. But,
overburdened by the number of the curious and pious who visited his cell, the holy
Meinard, after seven years of prayer, retired to a clear fountain, which must still run
near yonder church, where another cell and a chapel were built for him, expressly by
the command of Hildegarde, a royal lady and the abbess of a monastery in the town of
Zurich. Here Meinard lived and here he died, filled with grace, and greatly blessed by
godly exercises.”
(The Heidenmauer, or the Benedictines, Ch. XXIV, p. 303
(Leather-Stocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P.
Putnam’s Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York, 1832)
W. A.Townsend & Co. edition, 1861, pp. 360-361 can be viewed
online (books.google.com). It also has “Meinard.”

The ancient church of Einsiedeln (for the building has since been replaced by another
still larger and more magnificent) has been raised around the spot where the cell of
Saint Meinard originally stood.
(The Heidenmauer, or the Benedictines, Ch. XXV, p. 317
(Leather-Stocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P.
Putnam’s Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York, 1832)
W. A.Townsend & Co. edition, 1861, p. 375

Cf. Norman Barry, “The Surname Maynard in the Context of the Tales of Two Lucys:
Miss Martha Russell’s ‘Lucy Maynard’ and Lucy Hardinge in James Fenimore
Cooper’s Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford.”
https://johnmaynard.net/Lucy.pdf

HELMSMAN:
“Old John Maynard...” (line 44)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) MAYNARD = HARD-HEART (THE PRAIRIE)
1) “They call him Hard-Heart from the stoutness of his resolution; and well is he
named if all I have heard of his deeds be true.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XVIII, pp. 1095-96, The Library of
America, [p. 286/575] )
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2) “But the eye of Hard-Heart was fastened on the distance, and his whole air was that
of one whose thoughts were entirely removed from the present scene.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXV, p. 1192, The Library of America,
[413/575] )

3) “Hard-Heart will ride his horse to the blessed Prairies, and he will come before the
Master of Life like a chief!” [Ascension, “Helmsman,” lines 152-153]
(The Prairie, Ch. XXV, p. 1198, The Library of America,
[421/575] )

B) MAYNARD = STOUT-HEARTED
1) “But we are three well-armed, and I think I may say three stout-hearted men”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XIX, p. 204; p. 1110, The
Library of America, [305/575]; 1827)

2) “Physical agony had extorted shrieks from the stoutest hearts, and even the French
in ruins paused to look for the next act of the deperate drama.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XXVIII, p. 533/572, Nov. 1842)

3) “You [Jasper] are handier with the oar and the paddle and the sail, than with the
rifle, perhaps, but you have a stout heart and a steady hand, and them are things that
count, in a fight.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. V, p. 71; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 74, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

4) “…and then I [Jasper] always feel myself stouter of heart, and truer of eye, when
afloat, than when ashore.”
“Stout of heart, you always be, lad, and I think tolerably true of eye, for one who
has lived so much in broad sunshine, and so little in the woods.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. VI, p. 81; p. 106/644;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 84,
Double entry: cf. “tanned by many a burning summer
day”)

5) “This is a wild region, and your cold Swiss lakes sometimes become too hot for the
stoutest seaman’s heart.”
(The Headsman-Michigan Edition, Ch. VI, p. 100,
Sept. 1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

6) “”Brother,” said Bough of the Oak, again placing himself before the captive, “you
have a stout heart. It is made of stone and not of flesh. If our hearts be of dog’s meat,
yours is of stone.”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXV, p. 278, 1848)
7) You have shown a spirit that I like; for it is the gift of youth, more especially one of
warm blood and a stout heart.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XXII, p. 229, Feb.
1826)

8) His voice, and hand, were both arrested, by a roar, or rather a shriek from the beast,
that was sufficiently terrific to appal even a stouter heart, than that of the Naturalist.
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. VI, p. 72; 1827)

9) “Of what use, of what use, are your stout hearts when the element of the Lord
(=fire) is to be conquered as well as human men.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXIII, p. 246; 1827)
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10) “…if ever we meet ag’in, rifle in hand, why then t’will be seen which has the
stoutest heart and the quickest eye.” (The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. VII, p. 129; 1841)
11) He was artful, and treacherous, and stout-hearted, and many well have gained
popularity enough with his people to be named to that rank.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 159; 1841)

12) “He wants no scalps, like a miserable Indian, but fights like a stout-hearted pale
face.”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XVII, p. 295; 1841)
13) “We (=women in general) like stout-hearted men, but we wish to see them modest;
sure on a hunt, or the war-path, ready to die for the right, and unwilling to yield to the
wrong. Above all we wish for honesty – tongues that are not used to say what the
mind does not mean, and hearts that feel a little for others, as well as for themselves.
A true-hearted girl could die for such a husband! While the boaster, and the doubletongued suitor gets to be hateful to the sight, as he is to the mind.”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXIV, p. 422; 1841)

14) “Some of my men thought that the blood of a pale face was too thin; that it would
refuse to run under the Huran knife. You will show them it is not so; your heart is
stout, as well as your body.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXVII, p. 468; 1841)
15) “I dare to say your warrior the Lynx, was a stout-hearted brave, and worthy of
your fri’ndship and respect,….
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXVII, p. 469; 1841)
16) “Now a whole hand is missing. Where are the fingers? Two have been cut off by
this pale face; my Hurons wish to see if he did this by means of a stout heart, or by
treachery. Like a skulking fox, or like a leaping panther.”
The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXIX, p. 502; 1841)

17) “This hunter cannot quit my young men now; they wish to know if he is as stout
hearted, as he boasts himself to be.”
The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXX, p. 513; 1841)

18) “God’s my life! good wife, are our swords nothing? Are a noble name, an ancient
and high descent, a long-standing claim to command, and a stout heart, nothing?”
(The Heidenmauer, or the Benedictines, Ch. XIII, p. 169
(Leather-Stocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P.
Putnam’s Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York; Michigan
Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XIII, p. 213; 1832)

C) MAYNARD = IRON-HEART
1) “At the further extremity of a narrow, deep cavern in the rock, whose length
appeared much extended by the perspective and the nature of the light by which it was
seen, was seated the scout, holding a blazing knot of pine. The strong glare of the fire
fell upon his sturdy, weather-beaten countenance and forest attire, lending an air of
romantic wildness to the aspect of the individual, who, seen by the sober light of day,
would have exhibited the peculiarities of a man remarkable for the strangeness of his
dress, the iron-like inflexibility of his frame, and the singular compound of quick,
vigilant sagacity, and of exquisite simplicity, that by turns usurped the possession of
his muscular features.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. 6, p. 52,
Feb. 1826) (Double entry: cf. “weather-beaten)
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2)

“The steady brain, the sinewy limb,
To leap, to climb, to dive, to swim:
The iron frame, inured to bear
Each dire inclemency of air;
Nor less confirmed to undergo
Fatigue’s faint chill, and famine’s throe.”
Rokeby [by Sir Walter Scott]
(The Chainbearer, Introductory Poem, Ch. I)

3) “It [Thousandacres’ last breath] came, drawing aside the lips so as to show every tooth,
and not one was missing from that iron frame;…”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVIII, last paragraph of chapter)

D) MAYNARD = A HEART AS FIRM AS A ROCK
1) “I ask your pardon, Pathfinder,” said the repentant Jasper, eagerly grasping the
hands that the other permitted him to seize. “I ask your pardon, humbly and sincerely.
’Twas a foolish, as well as wicked thing to hint of a man whose heart, in a good
cause, is as firm as the rocks on the lake shore.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. IV, p. 76/644; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 62, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

E) JOHN
1) “A Yankee piple ist a fery convenient pook. T’re’s aut’ority in it for all sort of
toctrines ant worshipin’, ant prayin’, ant preachin’, ant so forth. It’s what I call a soforth piple, Mortaunt, and wilt reat packwarts as well ast forwarts; put all t’e chapters
into one, if necessary, or all t’e verses into chapters. Sometimes St. Luke ist St. Paul,
ant St. John ist St.Matt’ew.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXII, p. 327)

2) “… very few men had sufficient command with them to say, “John, do this,” or
‘John, do that”; but it is “Johnny, why won’t you do this?’ or ‘Johnny, don’t you
think you’d better do that?’ The Chainbearer had none of this mystified nonsense
about him.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. X, p. 145)
3) Perhaps there was something of deep feeling, excited in the bosom of this
inhabitant of the forest [=Chingachgook=the Great Serpent], by the sound of a name, that
recalled the idea of his nation in ruins, for he seldom used it himself – never, indeed,
excepting on most solemn occasions; but the settlers had united, according to the
Christian custom, his baptismal with his national name, and to them, he was generally
known as John Mohegan, or, more familiarly, as Indian John.
(The Pioneers, Ch. VII, p. 99/604 ; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p. 84 ; Feb. 1823)

4) “Mohegan! Old John!” exclaimed the Judge, “thinkest thou that my hand has ever
drawn human blood willingly? For shame! For shame, old John! thy religion should
have taught thee better.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. VII, p. 102/604 ; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p. 86 ; Feb. 1823)
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5) “Let the lad go with you in welcome; he is used to keeping company with
ministers, and talking of such matters; so is old John, who was Christianized by the
Moravians about the time of the old war.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. VII, p. 163/604 ; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, pp. 134-135 ; Feb.
1823)

6) In short, honest Jean [=John] Descloux was a fair sample of that homebred,
upright common-sense which seems to form the instinct of the mass, and which it is
gradually the fashion to deride in those circles in which mystification passes for
profound thinking, bold assumption for evidence, a simper for wit, particular personal
advantages for liberty, and in which it is deemed a mortal offence against good
manners to hint that Adam and Eve were the common parents of mankind.
(The Headsman, Introduction, p. 3/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia) Triple entry: cf. #35 “In short” and
“Honesty,” #51.

41)

BLUFF

The OED’s positive connotation of “bluff” applies in this context:
“Good-naturedly blunt, frank, or plain-spoken; rough and hearty; usually
giving the notion of personal power or energy exhibiting itself in an abrupt but
good-natured way.”
The major instance in “The Helmsman” in which this characteristic comes to the fore is
Maynard’s manner of dealing with the anxious questions of the women passengers.
Although the adjective “bluff” is seldom used by Cooper (“frank/frankness” is much more
common), the notion of uncompromising honesty and simple-minded directness, even should
it first appear rude, is a characteristic of many of Cooper’s heroes. “Stubborn,” in the sense of
set in one’s ways, may also be intended.
HELMSMAN:
“…a bluff, weather-beaten sailor,…..” (line 45)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Ay, ay, sir,” answered Stimson, as bluff an old sea-dog as ever flattened in a jibsheet, “and that’s the craft, as I’m a thinkin’, Mr. Green. She had an animal for a
figure-head, and their craft has an animal, as well as I can judge, at this distance.”
(The Sea Lion – CSPCT, Ch. VIII, p. 84; April 1849)

2) The bluff King Hal [=King Henry VIII] caused another castle to be built here, also,
which I understand was inhabited at the time, by the family of the Marquis of
Anglesey, who was saifd to be its governor.
(Gleanings in Europe: France – Cooper Edition, Letter II,
p. 20; 1837)

3) We retreated into a little battery of the bluff King Hal, that was near by, a work
that sufficiently proved the state of nautical warfare in the 16th century.
(Gleanings in Europe: France – Cooper Edition, Letter II,
p. 29; 1837)
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4) Indeed, in this respect, the Pathfinder was a mere child. Unpracticed in the ways
of the world, he had no idea of concealing a thought of any kind, and his mind
received and reflected each emotion, with the pliability and readiness of that period of
life. The infant scarcely yielded its wayward imagination to the passing impression,
with greater facility, than this man, so simple in all his personal feelings, so stern,
stoical, masculine and severe in all that touched his ordinary pursuits.
(The Pathfinder, or, The Inland Sea, Ch. XVIII, p. 381/644;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 287)

5) …the frank deportment and bold speech of mariners…..
(The Headsman Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. V,
p. 82, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

6) [Example of a “bluff” mariner:] “Art thou an astronomer, that thou lookest so closely at
yonder shining world?” demanded Il Maledetto, with the superiority that the mariner
afloat is wont successfully to assume over the unhappy wight of a landsman, who is
very liable to admit his own impotency on the novel and dangerous element:—“the
astrologer [astronomer?] himself would not study it more deeply.”
(The Headsman Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
VI, p. 99, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833:
Philadelphia)

7) The stout mountaineer [=Pierre Dumont] raised himself in pride, and endeavored to
acknowledge the compliment in the manner of his well-meant but rude courtesy; for
refinement did not then extend its finesse and its deceit among the glens of
Switzerland.
(The Headsman Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XX, p. 342, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833:
Philadelphia)

8) “Your pardon, noble Signore, if the frankness of a mountaineer has carried me
too far. I do not undervalue your Piedmont, because I love our Valais more. A
country may be excellent, even though another should be better.”
(The Headsman Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XX, p. 343, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833:
Philadelphia)

9) It is scarcely exaggerated to say that even its [=Switzerland’s] physical phenomena
are ascribed to its democracy. Reflecting on this subject, I have been struck by the
fact that no such flights of the imagination are ever indulged in by those who speak of
Switzerland. That which is termed rudeness of liberty and equality, with us,
becomes softened down here into the frankness of mountaineers, or the sturdy
independence of republicans; what is vulgarity on the other side of the Atlantic, is
sophistication on this, and truculence in the States dwindles to be earnest
remonstrances in the cantons!
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter
XXIII , p. 219, 1836)

10) “You gentlemen of the Ocean have such an honest and amusing frankness
about you,” he said, “that I vow to God, you are overwhelming.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. IV , p. 63,
Nov. 1827)
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11) “In order that no time may be wasted, and that our dealings may be frank as
becomes two honest seamen, I will confess to you at once that I have need of you.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. VI , p. 85,
Nov. 1827)

12) “He had the frank and simple manner of his profession, but you are not now to
learn that youths of the first families in the provinces or even in the kingdom are often
placed in the service of the Marine.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. IX , p. 127,
Nov. 1827)

13) The bearers were dismissed, and the female only was left, with its tenant, and the
rude attendant who had not hesitated to give them so frank a reception.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXXII , p. 437,
Nov. 1827)

14) But there was a dark cloud before all these glories, in the eyes of Mary Pratt,
which for two years had disinclined her to listen to the young man’s tale of love,
which had induced her to decline accepting a hand that had now been offered to her,
with a seaman’s ardor, a seaman’s frankness, and a seaman’s sincerity, some
twenty times at least….
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. II, p. 17, April 1849)
15) Although Mulford touched on these points with great delicacy, it was as a
seaman talking to seamen, and he could not entirely throw away the frankness of
the profession.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XII, p. 269, 1846-1848)
16) “You would scarce find the tent of the Frenchman with the hair on your head!”
said the blunt scout.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. XIV, p.
VIII, p. 142, Feb. 1826)

17) “Edge her a little more from the sun, Sagamore,” said the stubborn woodsman;
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. XX, p.
206, Feb. 1826)

18) It were impossible to say what violent assertion the stubborn Hawk-eye would
have next made, in his headlong wish to vindicate his identity, had not the aged
Delaware onve more interposed.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIX, p.
298, Feb. 1826)

19) “Until I see reason to stop, or to turn ag’in, the emigrant bluntly answered,….”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. II, p. 24, 1827)

20) “Then Ishmael Bush followed the instinct of the beasts, rather than the principle
which ought to belong to his kind,” returned the stubborn trapper.
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. V, p. 63, 1827)

21) “Every army has its hangers-omn and idlers,” rejoined the blunt border man.
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XIX, p. 204, 1827)
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42)

WEATHER-BEATEN

The expression and its synonyms are used frequently.
HELMSMAN:
“…a bluff, weather-beaten sailor,…..” (line 45)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) The old man (=the trapper), turned towards her, with a look of kindness and interest,
that was even more conciliating than the ordinary, upright, and benevolent expression
of his weather-beaten countenance.
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. II, p. 27; April
1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

1) “Middleton, who was watching each wavering expression of his weather-beaten
visage, with the interest of a keen observer of human nature, softened by the
tenderness of personal regard, fancied he could read the workings of the old man’s
soul in the strong lineaments of his countenance.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXXIV, p. 573/575; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 1316; April
1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

2) “…the weather-beaten face of a middle-aged shipmaster,…”
(A Float and Ashore, p. 105, June 1844)

3) “The light suddenly changed its direction, and a long and slightly built boat hove up
out of the gloom, while the red glare fell on the weather-beaten features of the
Leather-stocking, whose tall person was seen erect in the frail vessel, wielding, with
the grace of an experienced boatman, a long fishing-spear, which he held by its centre,
first dropping one end and then the other into the water, to aid in propelling the little
canoe of bark, we will not say through, but over, the water.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXIV, p. 265; p. 336/604;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p.
207; Feb. 1823)

4) “The whole group were yet in the fullness of their surprise, when a tall form
stalked from the gloom into the circle, treading down the hot ashes and dying embers
with callous feet; and, standing over the light, lifted his cap, and exposed the bare head
and weather-beaten features of the Leather-Stocking.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXII, p. 356; p. 465/604;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p.
361; Feb. 1823)

5) “Natty was dressed in his buckskin garments, without his coat, in place of which he
wore only a shirt of coarse linen-cheek, fastened at his throat by the sinew of a deer,
leaving his red neck and weather-beaten face exposed and bare.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXIII, pp. 360-361; 471/604;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p. 367;
Feb. 1823)
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6) Although the faith of the hunter was by no means clear, yet the fruits of early
instruction had not entirely fallen in the wilderness. He believed in [cf. “CHRISTIAN,” No.
12] one God, and one heaven; and when the strong feeling excited by the leave-taking
of his old companion, which was exhibited by the powerful working of every muscle
in his weather-beaten face, suffered him to speak, he replied —
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXVIII, pp. 421-422; p.
555/604; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol.
I, p. 428; Feb. 1823)

7) “The weather-beaten seaman, the foot-worn soldier, the weary traveller, the
adventurer in whatever lands interest or pleasure may lend, equally feels a throb at his
heart as he hears the welcome sounds of ‘hey for home’.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XVIII, p. 316/532, April 1849)

8) “The hard, red, weather-beaten face of Captain Truck was expressive of
mortification and concern, for a single instant, when his eye glanced over the ruin we
have just described.”
(Homeward Bound - CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XIV, p. 126,
1838)

9) “The instant Captain Truck retrod the deck of his ship was one of uncontrollable
feeling with the weather-beaten old seaman.
(Homeward Bound –CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXVI, p. 276,
1838)

10) “The vice-admiral braced his own well-knit and compact frame, by spreading his
legs; then he turned his handsome but weather beaten face towards the line, scanning
each ship in succession….”
(The Two Admirals - Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXI, p.
298, May 1842)

11) “Andries Coejemans stood six feet, at seventy; he was still as erect as he had been
at twenty; and so far from betraying the inroads of age on his frame, the last appeared
to be indurated and developed by what it had borne. His head was as white as snow,
while his face had the ruddy, weather-beaten color of health and exposure.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. X, p. 138, Nov. 1845)

12) “At the further extremity of a narrow, deep cavern in the rock, whose length
appeared much extended by the perspective and the nature of the light by which it was
seen, was seated the scout, holding a blazing knot of pine. The strong glare of the fire
fell upon his sturdy, weather-beaten countenance and forest attire, lending an air of
romantic wildness to the aspect of the individual, who, seen by the sober light of day,
would have exhibited the peculiarities of a man remarkable for the strangeness of his
dress, the iron-like inflexibility of his frame, and the singular compound of quick,
vigilant sagacity, and of exquisite simplicity, that by turns usurped the possession of
his muscular features.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. VI, p. 52,
Feb. 1826) (Double entry: cf. “Maynard”)

13) Those curious and admiring eyes which had been turned again on Heyward, were
finally directed to the weather-beaten form of the scout,…
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XXIX p. 300,
Feb. 1826)

14) The hard, weather-beaten features of the scout began to work, and when she had
ended, he dropped his chin to his hand, like a man musing profoundly on the nature of
the proposal.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 78,
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Feb. 1826)

15) “God bless you! god bless you! Captain Ludlow,” returned the old sailor, dashing
his hand equivocally across his weatherbeaten brow.
The Water-Witch, Ch. XXX, p. 468/542, May 1830

16) Perhaps there is no man who feels less for the complaints of the novice than your
weather-beaten and hardened mariner; for, familiarized to the suffering and
confinement of a vessel, and at liberty himself to seek relief in his duties and
avocations, he can scarcely enter into the privations and embarrassments of those to
whom all is new and painful.
The Headsman-Michigan Edition, Ch. IV, pp. 57-58, Sept.
1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia

17) It was perhaps fortunate for this high-prized happiness of the girl, that the
Niña now took a plunge that unavoidably compelled our hero to release his hold of
her person, or to drag her with him headlong towards the place where Columbus
stood, sheltering his weatherbeaten form from a portion of the violence of the
tempest.
Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XXV, p. 402, Nov. 1840
18) …but the lieutenant was one of those old weather-beaten sea-dogs, who are
seldom employed in boats, unless something more than common is to be done. He
was a man of forty, hard-featured, pock-marked, red-faced, and scowling.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch. XIII, p.
179, 1844)

19) The man in the middle of the boat could no more be mistaken than he in its
bows. Each might be said to be in uniform; the well-worn, nay, almost threadbare black coat of the “minister,” as much denoting him to be a man of peace as the
fatigue-jacket and cap on the person of his hard-featured and weather-beaten
companion indicated that the last was a man of war.
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XI, p. 115, Aug. 1848)

20) Five minutes later, Clinch thrust his hard-looking, weather-beaten, but handsome
red countenance in at the cabin-door.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XX, p. 230, 1842)

VARIATIONS:
1) “It is the form, the eye, the word,
The bearing of that stranger lord,
His stature, manly, bold, and tall,
Built like a castle’s battled wall,
Yet molded in such just degrees
His giant strength seems lightsome ease.
Weather and war their rougher trace
Have left on that majestic face;
But ‘tis his dignity of eye!
There, if a suppliant, would I fly.
Secure, ‘mid danger, wrongs, and grief,
Of sympathy, redress, relief—
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That glance, if guilty, would I dread
More than the doom that spoke me dead.”
“Enough, enough!” the princess cried,
“‘Tis Scotland’s hope, her joy, her pride!”
—Walter Scott
(The Spy, Ch. IV, Introductory poem, p. 59/557, Dec. 1821)

2) A worn-out and battered seaman had been put ashore on Oyster Pond, by a
boat from this vessel, which sailed to the westward soon after, proceeding most
probably to New York. (The Sea Lions - CSPCT, Ch. II, p. 14, April 1849)
3) …; and often had she thus gazed in the weathworn countenance of him who
occupied so much of her thoughts – so many of her prayers – picturing through
the mysterious images of sleep the object she so well loved when waking.
(The Sea Lions - CSPCT, Ch. XVIII, p. 193, April 1849)

43) “TANNED BY MANY A BURNING SUMMER DAY, AND BY MANY A
[A: “WINTER” // B: “WINTERY” (SIC) ] TEMPEST”
As Cooper’s heroes are generally rugged outdoorsmen, the motif of exposure is frequent. The
entry is divided into the following sections:
A) TANNED
B) EXPOSURE
C) “BURNING SUMMER DAY” = SUN-BURNT, RED-FACED
D) “A: WINTER // B: WINTERY TEMPEST”
Given Maynard’s years as a pilot, the reader can deduce confidence, skill and experience:
Although the rugged outline of mountain, to which they were steering, presented no
distinctive marks to the eyes of Duncan, the Mohican entered the little haven he had
selected with the confidence and accuracy of an experienced pilot.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. XX, p. 211, Feb. 1826)

HELMSMAN:
“Tanned by many a burning summer day, and by many a winter
tempest” (lines 46-47)
HERMAN MELVILLE:
His pure tight skin was an excellent fit; and closely wrapped up in it, and embalmed
with inner health and strength, like a revivified Egyptian, this Starbuck seemed
prepared to endure for long ages to come, and to endure always, as now; for be it
Polar snow or torrid sun, like a patent chronometer, his interior vitality was
warranted to do well in all climates.
Moby-Dick or, The Whale, Ch. XXVI, “Knights and Squires,” 1st paragraph; Oct.
1851/London; Nov. 1851/ New York.

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) TANNED:
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1) Her skin had acquired the tanning of the sea; the expression of her face had
become hard and worldly; and her habits contributed to render those natural
consequences of exposure and toil even more than usually marked anddecided.
(Jack Tier, CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XVI, p. 324, November 1846–
March 1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and Bentley's
»Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of the Gulf)

2) “The muscles of her countenance twitched, the hard-looking, tanned face began to
lose its sternness, and every way she appeared like one profoundly disturbed.”
(Jack Tier, CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XVII, p. 338, November 1846–
March 1848)

3) Jack Tier, still known by that name, lives in the family of Captain Mulford. She is
fast losing the tan on her face and hands, and every day is improving in appearance.
(Jack Tier, CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XVII, p. 342, November 1846–
March 1848)

4) “In a minute the colors had disappeared from the features of the captive, and,
though deeply tanned by exposure to an American sun and to sultry winds, his face
was unequivocally that of one who owed his origin to a European country.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XX, p. 295/496, 1828)

5) “Well, Chloe [=Grace Wallingford’s black servant],” I [=Miles Wallingford] said, as we
proceeded together—“how do you find Neb [=Miles Wallingford’s black servant]? Does he
improve by this running about on the ocean?—especially do you think he is
tanned?”
(Afloat and ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford –
Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XXIX, p. 476, 1844)

6) “If-so-be, that they took count of the colour of the skin in heaven, why, they might
refuse to muster on their books, a christian-born, like myself (=Benjamin Penguillan/
“Ben Pump”), just for the matter of a little tan, from cruising in warm latitudes;
though, for the matter of that, this damned nor-wester is enough to whiten the skin of a
blackamoor.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. VII, p. 95 ( last paragraph;
1823)

7) “On the center of the board which did the office of the table, and directly beneath
my eyes, lay a clenched fist of fearful dimensions, that in color and protuberances bore
a good deal of resemblance to a freshly unearthed Jerusalem artichoke. Its sinews
seemed to be cracking with tension, and the whole knob was so expressive of intense
pugnacity that my eyes involuntarily sought its owner’s face. I had unconsciously
taken my seat directly opposite a man whose stature was nearly double that of the
compact, bustling sputtering, and sturdy little fellows who were bawling on every side
of us, and whose skinny lips, instead of joining in the noise, were so firmly
compressed as to render the crevice of the mouth no more strongly marked than a
wrinkle in the brow of a man of sixty. His complexion was naturally fair, but
exposure had tanned the skin of his face to the color of the crackle of a roasted pig;
those parts which a painter would apt to term the “high lights” being indicated by
touches of red, nearly as bright as fourth-proof brandy.
(The Monikins, Ch. VI, p. 98/509, Jul y 1835)
[Double entry: cf. “Cracked” //
“Creaked”//“Crackled”]
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8) The thermometer, I can tell you for your information, has been playing between 80
& 90 for this week past, here, which is quite enough to tan my fair complexion,
without having my skin bak’d to a crackle.
(Letters & Journals, vol. I, Letter 73, p. 120, To William
Branford Shubrick (U. S. Navy | Georgetown X roads |
Maryland), From New-York, June 15th 1825)

B) EXPOSURE:
1) “His (=Natty’s) face was skinny, and thin almost to emaciation; but yet it bore no
signs of disease; —on the contrary, it had every indication of the most robust and
enduring health. The cold and the exposure had, together, given it a colour of
uniform red;….his scraggy neck was bare, and burnt to the same tint with his face;
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. I, pp. 22-23; 1823)

1) “…but when the stranger came sufficiently nigh to show that the deep coating of
red and brown, which time and exposure had given to his features, was laid upon the
original color of a Pale Face, they slowly receded from the spot until…”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XX, p. 208; pp. 1114-15, The
Library of America, [311/575], April 1827: London; May
1827: Philadelphia )

2) Taller and far more muscular in their persons, the lingering vestiges of their Saxon
and Norman ancestry were yet to be found beneath the swarthy complexion, which
had been bestowed by an American sun.
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXV, pp. 273-274; pp. 1114-15,
The Library of America, [311/575], April 1827: London;
May 1827: Philadelphia )

3) “Many a dreary winter and scorching summer has gone by, since I have turned to
the right hand or to the left, to add an hour to a life that has already stretched beyond
fourscore years.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXVII, p. 306; April 1827:
London; May 1827: Philadelphia )

4) “The one, by far the most imposing by his general mien, was a youth who had
apparently seen some six or seven and twenty seasons. That those seasons had not
been entirely made of sunny days and nights of repose was betrayed, by the tinges of
brown, which had been laid on his features, layer after layer, in such constant
succession, as to have changed to a deep olive, a complexion which had once been
fair, through which the rich blood was still mantling with the finest glow of vigorous
health.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. II , p. 31,
Nov. 1827)

5) “One of the remaining two, was a white-man and the other a negro. Both had
passed the middle age, and both, in their appearances, furnished the strongest proofs
of long exposure to the severity of many climates, and to numberless tempests.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. II , p. 32,
Nov. 1827)

6) His [=the Red Rover’s!] skin had been dazzling as that of a woman, though a deep red
which had taken possession of the lower lineaments of the face, and was particularly
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conspicuous on the outline of a fine aquiline nose, served to destroy all appearance of
effeminancy.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. II , p. 37,
Nov. 1827)

7) The face was that of a man of fifty, with the lineaments thoroughly indurated by
service. Its colour was an uniform red, with the exception of one of those expressive
little fibrous tell-tales on each cheek, which bear so striking a resemblance to the
mazes of the vine which says that “good wine needs no bush.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. VI , p. 83,
Nov. 1827)

8) “Harkee, friend, you live I suppose like other people, by eating and drinking?”
“A little of the first, and a good deal of the last, “ returned the other with a chuckle.
“And you get both, like most seamen, by hard work, great risk, and severest
exposure.”
“Hum; ‘making our money like horses, and spending it like asses.’ That is said to
be the way with us all.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. IX , p. 133,
Nov. 1827)

9) “His features were still singularly fine; while the cheeks, without being very full,
had that indurated, solid look, that flesh and muscles get from use and exposure.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. VIII, p. 105, Nov. 1845)

10) “Andries Coejemans stood six feet, at seventy; he was still as erect as he had been
at twenty; and so far from betraying the inroads of age on his frame, the last appeared
to be indurated and developed by what it had borne. His head was as white as snow,
while his face had the ruddy, weather-beaten color of health and exposure.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. X, p. 138, Nov. 1845)

11) The color was a rich, deep, and uniform red, such as much exposure is apt to
give to men whose complexions are by nature light and florid.
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Ch. III, p. 38, May 1830)

12) Mulford almost nauseated the expression of his commander’s countenance while
Spike uttered the last words. At no time was that countenance very inviting, the
features being coarse and vulgar, while the color of the entire face was of an
ambiguous red, in which liquor and the seasons would seem to be blended in very
equal quantities.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, vol. 31, Ch. I, p. 5, 1846-1848)
13) The second mate stood waiting the further descent of the captain, with a sort of
leering contempt on his hard, well-dyed features, which seemed to anticipate that it
would soon be known that Mark’s white water had lost its color.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. III, p. 25, Aug. 1847)

14) By this time they had got accustomed to their situation, and had fallen into regular
courses of duty, though the increasing heats admonished both of the prudence of not
exposing themselves too much beneath the fiery sun ar noon-day.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. VII, p. 77, Aug. 1847)

15) “This is the tradition told us by our fathers. The pale men come from the rising
sun, and were born before the heat burned their skins.”
(The Redskins, Ch. XXVII, p. 397, July 1846)
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16) His [=Ithuel Bolt’s] hair was dark, and his skin had got several coats of confirmed
brown on it, by exposure, though originally rather fair;…
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. III, p. 37,
1842)

17) Clinch was still a handsome man, though exposure and his habits had made some
inroads on a countenance that by nature was frank, open, and prepossessing.
(The
Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XX, p. 236,
1842)

18) …but every nerve and muscle appeared strung and indurated, by unremitting
exposure and toil.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch.
27, p. III, p. 29, Feb. 1826)

19) A sallow skin, that indicated nothing but exposure, was common to all, as was
an air of great decency, mingled, generally, with an expression of shrewdness, and, in
the present instance, of active curiosity.
(The Pioneers, SUNY,Ch. XI, p. 123, Feb. 1823)

20) “To be honest with you, Sarjeant,” returned the guide, not without a little
awkwardness of manner, and a perceptible difference in the hue of a face that had
become so uniformly red by exposure, “I have not felt that it was my gift, this
morning.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 121, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

21) Toward the middle of the day, she (=Mabel) fancied she saw a white man on the
island, though his dress and wild appearance at first made her take him for a newly
arrived savage. A view of his face, although it was swarthy naturally, and much
darkened by exposure, left no doubt that her conjecture was true, and she felt as if
there was now one of a species more like her own present, and one to whom she might
appeal for succor, in the last emergency.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXII, p. 353, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

22) The Sumach was not altogether without feminine attraction, however, and had so
recently been deemed handsome in her tribe, as not to have yet learned the full
influence that time and exposure produce on man, as well as on woman.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXVIII, p. 492;
1841)

C) “BURNING SUMMER DAY” = SUN-BURNT, RED-FACED
1) I [=Miles Wallingford, shipwrecked on a raft] expected wind, ere long, nor was I
disappointed, a moderate breeze springing up from the north-west, about nine o’clock.
This air was an immense relief to me, in more ways than one. It cooled my person,
which was suffering from the intense heat of a summer’s sun beating directly on a
boundless expanse of water, and it varied a scene that otherwise possessed an
oppressively wearisome sameness.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford, Cooper Edition/AMS, Part II, Ch. XXII, p.
307, August 1844)
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2) “Stowel must now have been about sixty-five; a square, hard-featured, red-faced
seaman, who knew all about his ship, from her truck to her limber-rope, but who
troubled himself very little about any thing else.”
(The Two Admirals, Ch. XIX, p. 155/261, May 1842)

3) He (=Ishmael Bush) was a tall, sun-burnt man, past the middle age, of a dull
countenance and listless manner.
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. I, p. 12, 1827)
4) “Ah’s me! what a number of seasons, hot and cold, wet and dry, have rolled over
my poor head since the time we worried it out together among the red Hurons of the
Lakes, back in the rugged mountains of old York!….
(The Prairie, Ch. XXII, p. 1141, The Library of America,
[346/575] )

5) “ Many a dreary winter and scorching summer has gone by, since I have turned,
to the right hand or to the left, to add an hour to a life that has already stretched
beyond fourscore years.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXVII, p. 1226, Library of America,
[457/575] )

6) “The Wahcondah made me like these you see waiting for a Dahcotah judgment,
but fair and foul has coloured me darker than the skin of a fox. What of that!
Though the bark is ragged and riven, the heart of the tree is sound.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, pp. 313-314; The Library of America,
Ch. XXVIII, p. 1235, [459/575]; April 1827: London;
May 1827: Philadelphia.

7) “As he spoke, he rose in the boat, and lifting his leathern sea-cap from his head,
stroked back the thick clusters of black locks which shadowed his sun-burnt
countenance, while he viewed his little vessel with the complacency of a seaman who
was proud of her qualities.”
(The Pilot, Ch. I, p. 14/556, Jan. 1824)
8) “…and the red, wrinkled, and sun-dried countenance of Chainbearer,…”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXV, p. 369, Nov. 1845)

9)

THE LAST
OF THE MOHICANS
A Narrative of 1757

“Mislike me not, for my complexion,
The shadowed livery of the burnished sun.”
The Merchant of Venice, II.i. 1-2
(The Last of the Mohicans, Title Page, Feb. 1826)

10) “…and then I [Jasper] always feel myself stouter of heart, and truer of eye, when
afloat, than when ashore.”
“Stout of heart, you always be, lad, and I think tolerably true of eye, for one who
has lived so much in broad sunshine, and so little in the woods.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. VI, p. 106/644; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 84, Double entry: cf.
“John Maynard”)
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11) His [Pathfinder’s] honest, open features were burnt to a bright red, that comported
well with the notion of exposure and hardships,…
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XI, p. 160; p. 214/644;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p.
165)

12) “Mabel,” said the guide, looking wistfully into the face of the generous and
impetuous girl, as she held his two hard and sunburnt hands in her own pretty and
delicate fingers,…
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XVIII, p. 271; p. 372/644;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p.
280)

13) Deerslayer’s sun burnt cheek flushed, as he continued – …
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. V, p. 89; p. 99/717 ; Library
of America, manLeatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 566 ;
1841)

14) She [=Judith] even took the hand of the hunter [=Deerslayer], and pressed it in both
her own, unconsciously to herself perhaps, while she looked earnestly into his sun
burned face.
(The Deerslayer, Ch. VIII, p. 160/717 ; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 612 ; 1841)

15) …and Deerslayer, himself, though of a brighter and fresher tint, had a
countenance that was burnt by the sun to a hue scarcely less red than that of his
Mohican companion.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XII, p. 201; p. 252/717 ;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p.
680; 1841)

16) …even Deerslayer’s sun-burned countenance wore a brighter aspect than
common, under the pleasing tints that seemed to dance in the atmosphere.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXII, p. 362; pp. 493494/717 ; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales,
vol. II, p. 863; 1841)

17) …while she looked earnestly and even reproachfully into his sun burned face.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 135; 1841)

18) A tear, in spite of his effort to suppress the weakness started from its fountain,
rolling down his [=Maso’s] sunburnt cheek like a solitary rivulet through a barren and
rugged waste.
(The Headsman, Ch. XXVIII, p. 463/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

19) While one of these loiterers showed the red skin and wild accouterments of a
native of the woods, the other exhibited, through the mask of his rude and nearly
savage equipments, the brighter, though sun-burned and long-faded complexion of
one who might claim descent from a European parentage.
p.

(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch.
3, p. 28; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I,
499; Feb. 1826)

20) …the pedlar gave the dragoon more of his attention, fixing on his sun-burnt
features such searching looks, that Sergeant Hollister lowered his eyes before the wild
expression which he met in the gaze of his prisoner.
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(The Spy - The Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XVII, p. 268, Dec. 1821)

21) The sunburnt face of the captain, whose standing color was that which cooks get
when the fire burns brightest, but whose hues no fire or cold ever varied, was turned
fully on the two, and…
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. IV, p. 32, 1838)
22) “Tell Mary, deacon,” said the young sailor, in an aside, “that I rely on her
promise, and that I shall think of her, whether it be under the burning sun of the line,
or among the ice of the Antarctic.” (The Sea Lions – CSPCT, vol. 33, Ch. VIII, p. 80, April
1849)

23) “Poor wretch! The mother that him bare,
If she had been in presence there,
In his wan face, and sun-burn’d hair,
She had not known her child.”
SCOTT, MARMION, LXXVIII. 13-16.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, epigraph, Ch. XVIII, p. 201, Feb.
1823)

24) “Oh! He has, has he! Said Edwards, averting his face to conceal the colour that
collected in his sun-burnt cheek.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXI, p. 340, Feb.
1823)

25) …a pedestrian, who, having thrown a rifle frock over his shirt, and placed his best
wool hat above his sun-burnt visage, had issued from his retreat in the woods by a
footpath,….
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXIII, p. 358, Feb.
1823)

26) Oliver and Elizabeth approached the graves, with a light tread, unheard by the old
hunter, whose sunburnt face was working, and whose eyes twinkled as if something
impeded their vision.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XLI, p. 450, Feb. 1823)
27) It was too dark to betray the colour that deepened on the weather burned features
of the guide,…
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XIV, p. 207, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

28) Here Pathfinder stopped to laugh, his triumph still glittering in his eyes, and
glowing on his sunburnt and browned cheek.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXVII, p. 435, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

29) “ …on the other side, stood one that had passed his days in the open air, ‘till his
forehead is a red as his cheek; had cut his way through swamps and bushes till his
hand was as rugged as the oaks he slept under,…
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXIV, p. 424; 1841)

30) He was a hard featured, red faced, man, of about five and thirty; but of a military
carriage, and with an air of fashion that might easily impose on the imagination of one
as ignorant of the world, as Judith. (The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXXI, p. 524; 1841)
31) His face was much sunburnt, though naturally very fair; ….
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XXIX, p. 282; Nov. 1820)
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32) At each turn of his walk, as he faced the land of his nativity, a lurking
smile stole over his sun-burnt features, and then a glance of his eye
would scan the progress of the far-stretched squadron which obeyed his
orders, and which he was now returning to his superiors, undiminished in
numbers, and proud with victory.
(Precaution, Ch. XLI, CSPCT, p. 248 // The Michigan Historical
Reprint Series, p. 418, Nov. 1820)

D) “A: WINTER // B: WINTERY TEMPEST” (LINES 48-49)
An exact match of the “B” version [“-ry”] has been located in Quote # 15 from The Two
Admirals. Whether the misspelling of the “B”-version [“wintery” instead of “wintry”] led to
the “y” being dropped in the “A”-version [“winter”] is at least possible but difficult to
establish.
1)

If, when the wintry tempest roared,
He sped to Hero, nothing loth,
And thus of old thy current poured,
Fair Venus! how I pity both!”
Lord Byron, “Written After Swimming from
Sestos to Abydos,” Stanza 2.

2)

“But the memory of the Strong Man
Lingered long among the people,
And whenever through the forest
Raged and roared the wintry tempest,
And the branches, tossed and troubled,
Creaked and groaned and split asunder,
»Kwasind!« cried they; »that is Kwasind!
He is gathering in his fire-wood!”
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, “The Song of Hiawath,” XVIII, final
lines.

3) “Man's life is like a Sparrow, mighty King!
That – while at banquet with your Chiefs you sit
Housed near a blazing fire – is seen to flit
Safe from the wintry tempest. Fluttering,
Here did it enter; there, on hasty wing,
Flies out, and passes on from cold to cold;
But whence it came we know not, nor behold
Whither it goes. Even such, that transient Thing,
The human Soul; not utterly unknown
While in the Body lodged, her warm abode;
But from what world She came, what woe or weal
On her departure waits, no tongue hath shown;
This mystery if the Stranger can reveal,
His be a welcome cordially bestowed!”
William Wordsworth, “Ecclesiastical Sonnets,” XVI, “Persuasion.”

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
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1) As soon as the sleigh came near the point of the island, Guert gave me the reins,
and went ahead to examine whether it were possible to land. He was absent fifteen
minutes, returning to us only after he had made a thorough search into the condition of
the island, as well as that of the ice in its eastern channel. These were fifteen fearful
minutes; the rending of the masses above, and the grinding of cake on cake,
sounding like the roar of the ocean in a tempest.
Satanstoe – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XVI, pp. 230, 1845

2) “We heard the call of the loons, too, and thought their cries might bring a storm,
though we are little used to tempests on this lake at this season of the year.”
“The winds blow and the tempests howl as God pleases; sometimes at one season,
and sometimes at another,” answered Deerslayer; “and the loons speak accordin’ to
their natur’. Better would it be if men were as honest and frank.”
The Deerslayer – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 134, 1841

3) The old man [=Pierre Dumont] had uncovered his blanched locks in respect to the
Italian, as he uttered this energetic remonstrance, and when he ended, he walked on
with professional pride, as if disdaining to protect a brow that had already weathered
so many tempests among the mountains.
(The Headsman – Michigan Edition, Ch. XXII, p. 369, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

4) The progress of travelers, feeble as Adelheid and her companions, on a stony path
of very uneven surface, and of steep ascent, the snow covering the feet, and the
tempest cutting their faces, was necessarily slow, and to the last degree toilsome.
(The Headsman – Michigan Edition, Ch. XXII, pp. 376-377, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

5) The offended Pierre, who liked the spirit of the youth as much as he disliked his
previous suspicions, met the apology frankly. He extended his hand and forgot the
feelings, that, even amid the tempests of those wild mountains, were excited by a
distrust of his honesty.
(The Headsman – Michigan Edition, Ch. XXIII, p. 381, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

6) Pointing to the wild scene around them, he likened the confused masses of the
mountains, their sterility, and their ruthless tempests, to the world with its want of
happy fruits, its disorders, and its violence.
(The Headsman – Michigan Edition, Ch. XXXI, p. 505, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

7) As a matter of course, the danger amid the ice is much increased by a tempest;….
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XIX, p. 329/532, April 1849)

8) There had been many storms in September, and October was opening with a most
blustering and wintry aspect. In one sense, however, the character of the season had
changed; the dry, equal cold, that was generally supportable, having been succeeded
by tempests that were sometimes a little moist, but oftener of intense frigidity.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXV, pp. 430-431/532, April 1849)
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9) At first, Roswell felt much concern on account of the security of the wreck; his
original apprehension being that it would be washed away. This ground of fear was
soon succeeded by another of scarcely less serious import – that of its being crushed
by the enormous cakes of ice that made the caverns in which it lay, and which now
began to settle and change their positions, as the water washed away their bases. At
one time Roswell thought of setting the storm at defiance, and of carrying Daggett
across to the house by means of the hand-barrow; but when he came to look at the
torrents of water that were crossing the rocks, so many raging rivulets, the idea was
abandoned as impracticable. Another night was therefore passed in the midst of the
tempest.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXVII, p. 466/532, April 1849)
10) Everything like work was, of course, suspended during this tempest, which
seriously menaced the unfortunate sealers with the necessity of again breaking up their
schooner, now nearly completed, with a view again to keep themselves from freezing.
. . . . It is certain that a report was brought to Roswell, in the height of the tempest,
and when the thermometer was at the lowest, that there was not enough wood left
from the plunder of the two vessels, exclusively of that which had been worked up in
repairs, to keep the fires going eight-and forty hours longer!
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXVII, p. 476/532, April 1849)

11) While riding over one of the cleared eminencies that occurred in their route, the
watchful eye of judge Temple pointed out to his daughter the approach of a tempest.
Flurries of snow already obscured the mountains that formed the northern boundary
of the lake, and the genial sensation which had quickened the blood through their
veins was already succeeded by the deadening influence of an approaching
northwester. The Pioneers – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXI, p. 238; Library of America Edition,
Leatherstocking Tales, Vol. I, pp. 239-240.

12) It is a law of nature that the substances which most easily receive impressions, are
the least likely to retain them; and possibly there may be requisite a constancy and
severity of character to endure the never-ending and mortifying exactions of the
anchorite, that were not so easily found among the volatile and happy children of the
sun, as among the sterner offspring of the regions of cold and tempests.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – The Michigan historical Reprint Series, Ch. III, (end of first paragraph), p.
50, July 1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

13) Although the battle of Bunker Hill was fought while the grass yet lay on the
meadows, the heats of summer had been followed by the nipping frosts of November;
the leaf had fallen in its hour, and the tempests and biting colds of February had
succeeded, before Major Lincoln left that couch where he had been laid, when carried,
in total helplessness, from the fatal heights of the peninsula.
Lionel Lincoln, Ch. VII, first sentence of first paragraph, 1825

14) About the middle of the afternoon, signs of land became quite apparent, and no
one doubted the vicinity of the vessel to the shores of Europe. Nevertheless, nought
was visible but the raging ocean, the murky sky, and the sort of supernatural light
with which the atmosphere is so often charged in a tempest. The spot where the sun
set, though known by no means of the compass, could not be traced by the eye; and
again night closed on the wild, wintry scene, as if the little caravel was abandoned by
hope as well as by the day.
Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XXV, p. 397, Nov. 1840
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15) The wind now blew a real gale, though the season of the year rendered it less
unpleasant to the feelings than is usual with wintry tempests.
The Two Admirals-Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXI, 3rd sentence in 1st paragraph;
May 1842

16) Though evidently so near its dissolution, his (=the old trapper’s) attenuated frame
still stood like the shaft of seasoned oak, dry, naked, and tempest-riven, but
unbending, and apparently indurated to the consistency of stone.
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXII, p. 235, 1827)

17) As his [Mohegan’s] swarthy visage, with its muscles fixed in rigid composure,
was seen under the light of the moon, which struck his face obliquely, he seemed a
picture of resigned old age, on whom the storms of winter had beaten in vain, for the
greater part of a century;…
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XII, p. 136, Feb. 1823)

18) “I wonder now!” exclaimed Remarkable, to whom most of the terms used by
Benjamin were unintelligible, but who had got a confused idea of a raging
tempest;…
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XV, p. 175, Feb. 1823)
19) No wind had reached the spot where the equestrians were in motion, but that dead
stillness that often precedes a storm, contributed to render their situation more irksome
than if they were already subjected to the fury of the tempest.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXI, p. 239, Feb. 1823)

20) “How is it with you, Eau douce; you face the tempests as well as Master Cap, and
ought to know something of the feelin’s of storms?”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. VII, p. 93, Feb. / March 1840, London and
Philadelphia)

21) The raging of the tempest had a character of duration, that rendered it easy to
imagine it might be a permanent feature of the spot.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XVI, p. 238, Feb. / March 1840, London and
Philadelphia

22) The people of the Scud averred that never before had they been out in such a
tempest,….
....For eight hours did she scud, in truth, and it was almost with the velocity of the
gulls that wheeled wildly over her in the tempest, apparently afraid to alight in the
boiling cauldron of the lake.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XVI, p. 240, Feb. / March 1840, London and
Philadelphia

23) …she did not fail to perceive, that never before had she been on water in such a
tempest.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XVII, p. 251, Feb. / March 1840, London and
Philadelphia

24) There was now a pause in the struggle, which resembled a lull in the tempest.
(The Deerslayer , SUNY, Ch. XIX, p. 336, 1841
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44) “TO BE [ A: “CONTENT” // B: “CONTENTED”]
The Cooperian hero is not ambitious for worldly goods, but inward-looking and God-centred.
In fact, humility and contentedness seem to complement one another. In The Pioneers, for
instance, Natty rejects the gold Elizabeth offers:
“Well, well – I’m old, and the gun I have will answer my time. Here, child, take back
your gold.” The Pioneers – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXV, p. 390; Library of America Edition,
Leatherstocking Tales, Vol. I, p. 396.

Old Stephen Stimson, the boat-steerer of The Sea Lions, fits neatly into the category of a
John Maynard [cf. #2].
The Prairie offers a strong argument for humility:
“ A boastful tongue is not heard in the heaven of a white man!” solemnly returned the
old man. “What I have done, he has seen. His eyes are always open. That which has
been done will he remember. Wherein I have been wrong, will he not forget to
chastise, though he will do the same in mercy. No, my son; a pale-face may not sing
his own praises, and hope to have them acceptable before his God!”
The Prairie – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXIV, p. 396; Library of America Edition,
Leatherstocking Tales, Vol. I, p. 1312.

Although only a sampling, the “A”-version appears more acceptable.
HELMSMAN:
He had truly learnt to be content [B: “contented”] with his situation: …

(line 48)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Ah! why cannot men be content with the blessings that Providence places within
our immediate reach, that they must make distant voyages to accumulate others!”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XX, p. 214, April 1849)

2) “Of all the men with me [=Captain Roswell Gardiner], you [=the old boat-steerer, Stephen
Stimson] seem to be the most contented and happy. I cannot say I have seen even a
sign of fear about you, when things have been at the worst.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XXV, p. 266, April 1849)

3) “He gave his son such an education as his own resources and those of the infant
colony of Massachusetts afforded, and, by a sort of delusive piety, into whose merits
we have a desire to look, he thought he had also furnished a commendable evidence of
his own desperate resignation to the will of Providence, in causing him to be publicly
christened by the name of Content.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. I, p. 12/496, 1828)

4) “… for I have always found that a conceited man never knows content. All things
prove it. Why have we not the wings of the pigeon, the eyes of the eagle and the legs
of the moose, if it had been intended that man should be equal to all his wishes?”
(The Prairie, The Library of America, Ch. XXV, p. 1191,
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[361/575], April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

5) “It really seems to me, that he ought to be content with making them all
Christians.”
(The Crater, Ch. XXVI, p. 461/544, Aug. 1847)
[Double entry: Cf. “CHRISTIAN:” ]

6) “Betts took things more philosophically. He had made up his mind to ‘Robinsin
Crusoe it’ a few years, and, though he had often expressed a wish that the dingui was
of twice its actual size, he would have been quite as well content with this new boat
could it be cut down to one-fourth of its real dimensions.”
(The Crater, Ch. VIII, p. 131/544, Aug. 1847)

7) “I see no more those white locks thinly spread
Round the bald polish of that honored head:
No more that meek, that suppliant look in prayer,
Nor that pure faith that gave it force, are there:
But he is blest, and I lament no more,
A wise good man, contented to be poor.”
- CRABBE
(The Spy, Introductory Quotation at the beginning of Ch.
XIV, p. 234/557, Dec. 1821)

8) “You call me major, Chainbearer, while you refuse to accept the same title for
yourself.”
“Ay, t’ere ist reason enough for t’at. You may lif to be a general; wilt probably be
one before you’re t’irtty; but I am an olt man, now, and shall neaver wear any ot’er
uniform than this I have on again. I pegan t’e worlt in this corps, Morty, and shall
end it in the rank in which I began.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XI, p. 155)

9) She [=Kitty, the pet goat] was fortunate in being content with a nourishment that no
other animal wanted.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. VI, p. 64, Aug. 1847)
10) The last, however, kept the men quite actively employed; but as they got well
paid for their work everybody seemed contented.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXV, p. 275, Aug.
1847)

11) & 12) …, all parties appeared content.
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXXII, p. 355; April 1827:
London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

…, and all parties were content.
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXXIV, p. 375; April 1827:
London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

45) “REPINE,” “HARD LABOR AND SCANTY PAY.”
The motif of “not repining” is a continuation of “being content” and having
“humility.” The hard lot of the common man coupled with an uncompromising Christian
work ethic are both implicit.
HELMSMAN:
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“…:none could ever say that they had heard him repine at his hard labor and scanty
pay. (lines 48-50)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) REPINE:
1) “If Vattel would approve of the repast, few men ought to repine at their fortune in
being so well provided.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XII, p. 110,
1838)

2) “…., I am sorry to say, my feelings were those of repining, rather than gratitude.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. X, p. 135/271, Nov. 1843)

3) “It was, however, too late to repine; and he followed the party from the house with
a firm and collected tread, as if marching to a triumph, and not to a gallows.”
(The Spy, Ch. XIV, p. 248/557, Dec. 1821)

4) “Check these repinings of thy spirit, and bless God that he leaveth us our babes,
and the safety of our inner roofs.” (The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XIII, p. 145-146, 1828)
5) “But the strength of his tribe had long been broken, and to resist would have been
as unprofitable as to repine would have been unseemly.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXX, p. 341, 1828)

6) In striking the balance between the advantages and disadvantages of his own
situation, as comparted with that of other shipwrecked mariners, Mark confessed that
he had quite as much reason to be grateful as to repine. The last he was resolved not
to do, if possible;…
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. VI, p. 64, Aug. 1847)
7) Then he quelled the repinings of his spirit as this privation, by endeavoring to
recall how many blessings were left at his command, compared to the wants and
sufferings of many another shipwrecked mainer of whom he had read or heard.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. X, p. 110, Aug. 1847)

8) No matter; the world va son train, let us regret and repine as we may.
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. XXIV, p. 359
(Leather-Stocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P.
Putnam’s Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York, 1850)

9) “Now a redskin never repines, but is always thankful for the food he gets, whether
it be fat, or lean; venison, or bear; wild turkey’s breast, or wild goose’s wing.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. IX, p. 125, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

10) “Listen to a mother’s prayer. Ther boy was born and educated in the bosom of the
church. For reasons at which I do not repine, Heaven early showed displeasure on
his father and me. We were rich, and we became poor; we were esteemed of men, but
we learned how much better is the support of God. We submitted; and when we saw
those who had once looked up to us with respect, looking down upon us in scorn, we
kissed the child, were grateful and did not repine.
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(The Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. XXVI, p. 337; Michigan
Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXVI, p. 403; July 1832:
London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

B) HARD LABOUR - SCANTY PAY:
1) “At the present time, I am well aware that the word [“nigger”] is proscribed even in
the State’s Prisons; everybody being just as good as everybody else; though some have
the misfortune to be sentenced to hard labour, while others are permitted to go at
large.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXI, p. 428/654, June 1844)
2) “There’s more than a ton weight of my blood and bones in them very logs, in the
shape of hard labor, and I’ll fight like a she-bear for her cubs afore I’ll be driven from
them without pay.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIII, p. 337, Nov. 1845)
3) “A captain himself [=Bob Malbone], his scanty pay barely sufficed to meet his own
wants.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. II, p. 20, Nov. 1845)
4) “I have known him [=the Chainbearer] actually suffering for money when he was too
proud to accept it from his friends, and too benevolent to part with family slaves, in
order to raise it. ‘They [=the slaves] were born Coejemans,’ he always said, ‘as much as
I was born one myself, and they shall die Coejemans.’”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. VI, p. 82)

5) “…as pay for what the pigs eat;” (The Two Admirals, Ch. XXVI, p. 216/261, May 1842)
6) “A man with the charges of a family on him, little pay, and no fortune, is driven to
a thousand follies to hide his misery.”
(The Two Admirals, Ch. VIII, p. 69/261, May
1842)

7) “…every one understood that the day’s work was to be hard, if not long.”
(The Two Admirals, Ch. XXVII, p. 219/261, May 1842)

8) “…or gleaned a scanty livelihood in solitude, amid the haunts of the beaver and the
bison;…”
(The Prairie, Ch. X, 1st paragraph, April 1827: London;
May 1827: Philadelphia )

9) “That I am still here, young man, is the pleasure of the Lord, who has spared me
until I have seen fourscore long and laborious years, for his own secret ends.”
(The Prairie, Ch. X, p. 1009, The Library of America,
[173/575], April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

10) “An hour before the moment when we resume the action of the legend, the sun
had settled into the neighboring forest, and most of the simple and laborious
inhabitants had already sought their rest.” (The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXXI, p. 343,
1828)
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11) “To cross the bar, it was necessary to lift the vessels on camels, and the work
required not only great labor, but much time.
(Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers, vol. 2,
“Perry,” p. 167, March and May 1846)

12) “None tilled the earth with any other view than to provide the scanty means of
subsistence, . . .”
(The Spy, Ch. X, p. 167/557, Dec. 1821)
13) “Cheerfully would I give the owners the last month’s pay, hard as I have earned
it with my toil, did I but know under what flag yonder stranger sails.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XVI , p. 223,
Nov. 1827)

14) His head was beginning to be sprinkled with gray, his skin had lost the shining jet
colour which had distinguished it, in his youth, and all his limbs and movements
bespoke a man whose frame had been equally indurated and stiffened by toil.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. II , p. 33,
Nov. 1827)

15) “Although a more hopeless adventure could not apparently be conceived, than for
these infant States to contend against the overwhelming power of England on the
ocean, yet the new government early directed a considerable portion of its scanty
means to that object.”
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans,
“The war of 1776,” p. 402, June 1828: England; August
1828: United States)

16) “My sweat and labor be in them boards, and it’s as good as sap, any day. what a
man sweats for, he has a right to.” (The Chainbearer, Ch. XVII, pp. 245-246)
17) “Hard work and I an’t nohow afeard of each other; and so long as a man can
work, and will work, Satan don’t get a full grip on him.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVIII, p. 428)

18) “The chainbearers, in general, are but common laborers, ….”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. V, p. 69)

19) “You can carry chain, Ursula—Dus, or whatever I am to call you—“
“Call me Dus; I love that name best.”
“You can carry chain, I suppose is true enough; but you do not mean that you
have?”
The face of Dus flushed; but she looked at me full in the eye, as she nodded her
head to express an affirmative; and she smiles as sweetly as ever woman smiled.
“For amusement—to say you have done it—in jest!”
“To help my uncle and brother, who had not the means to hire a second man.”
“Good God! Miss Malbone—Ursula—Dus—“
“The last is the most proper name for a chainbearess,” rejoined the girl,
smiling, and actually taking my hand by an involuntary movement of her
sympathy in the shock I so evidently felt. “But why should you look upon that
little toil as so shocking, when it is healthful and honest? You are thinking of a
sister reduced to what strikes you as man’s proper work”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XII, p. 171)

20) We both put on the clothes of labourers;…
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVIII, p. 259,
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June 1845)

21) “I [Pathfinder] am but a poor hunter, and Mabel, I see, is fit to be an officer’s
lady.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. IX, p. 173/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia; Library of America: p. 136)

22) Porto Ferrajo had but two classes of society, the tradespeople and the laborers;
although there were, perhaps, a dozen exceptions in the persons of a few humble
functionaries of the government, an avvocato, a medico, and a few priests.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. I, p. 6,
1842)

46) “A CHEERFUL WORD AND A KIND LOOK.”
Common motifs in Cooper.
HELMSMAN:
He had, in the worst time/times, a cheerful word and a kind look for those with
whom he was thrown;… (lines 50-52)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
“Andries Coejemans stood six feet, at seventy; he was still as erect as he had been at
twenty; and so far from betraying the inroads of age on his frame, the last appeared to
be indurated and developed by what it had borne. His head was as white as snow,
while his face had the ruddy, weather-beaten color of health and exposure. The face
had always been handsome, having a very unusual [3] expression of candor and
benevolence impressed on features that were bold and manly.”
(The Chainbearer, p. 122, Nov. 1845)

1) “The old man, turned towards her, with a look of kindness and interest, that was
even more conciliating than the ordinary, upright, and benevolent expression of his
weather-beaten countenance.”
(The Prairie, Ch. II, p. 907, The Library of America,
[35/575], April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia )

2) “The scene that followed was solemn and sad. One by one, the captains drew near
the bed, and to each the dying man had something kind and affectionate to say.”
(The Two Admirals, Ch. XXX, p. 244/261, May 1842)

3) “…; the kind old man having won their hearts by his habitual benevolence, and a
constant concern for their welfare.”
(The Two Admirals, Ch. VIII, p. 66/261, May 1842)

4) “Kind-hearted, and indisposed to injure even a fly, all the natural feelings of the
old man resumed their ascendancy, . . .”
(The Two Admirals, Ch. XIV, p. 116/261, May 1842)

5) “…, Bob acquiesced in the change of plan, without remonstrance, bent on taking
things as they came, in humility and cheerfulness.”
(The Crater, Ch.VIII, p. 132/544, Aug. 1847)
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6) “If servility, an air of empressement, and a mercenary interest in your comforts,
form essentials to your happiness and self-complacency, England, with a full pocket,
against the world. But if you can be content to receive consistent civility, great
kindness, and a temperate respect, in which he who serves you consults his own
character no less than yours, and all at a cheap rate, you will travel not only in NewEngland, but throughout most of the United States with perfect satisfaction.”
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans,
“His Character and Situation in Life,” pp. 65-66, June
1828: England; August 1828: United States)

7) The face had always been handsome, having a very unusual expression of
candor and benevolence impressed on features that were bold and manly.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. X, p. 138; cf #30 “Honesty”)

8) He [the Pathfinder] met the grasp of his young friend, with a squeeze as cordial, as if
no chord had jarred between them, and a slight sternness that had gathered about his
eye disappeared in a look of natural kindness.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. IV, p. 76/644, Feb. / March
London and Philadelphia)

1840,

9) …her (=Mabel’s) simple-minded and true-hearted companion (=Pathfinder), who was
never better pleased than when he had an opportunity of saying aught in favor of a
friend.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XIII, p. 186; Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

10) Nevertheless, it can do no harm to say that kind words never rankle, while bitter
words do.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXVI, p. 454; 1841)

47) “THROWN” & “CAST”
Both verbs suggest a sense of helplessness in that the subject has no control over where he is
placed.
HELMSMAN:
a) “He had, in the worst time,a cheerful word and a kind look for those with whom he
was thrown” (lines 50-52)
b) “…cast often enough into bad company, he tried, at least, and generally succeeded,
to say something for its good.”(lines 53-55)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A)

“THROWN”

1) “Nor is this the first King’s ship, in which it has been my fortune to be thrown.”
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(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XIX, p. 263,
Nov. 1827)

2) A vast number of paupers from Europe are dishonestly thrown upon the shores of
this country.
(Notions of the Americans: Picked Up by a Travelling
Bachelor – Cooper Edition, Letter XVII, p. 261, ftn., 1828)

3) He was a Bonapartist by his antecedents, and in his true way of thinking; but
accident had thrown him into the hands of the Bourbons, and he had now come to
see what might be gleaned from the House of Orleans.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter
I, p. 11, 1836)

4) …but I shall never forget the feeling displayed by a young German, at Dresden,
whom chance threw in my way.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter
XI, p. 114, 1836)

5) Here we took up our old quarters at the white swan, a house of a second rate
reputation, but of first rate civility, into which chance first threw me; and, as usual,
we got a capital dinner and good wine.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter
XIII, p. 134, 1836)

6) “…and as I perceive I have the good fortune to be thrown into the society of an
American, if not an American lawyer, able to enlighten my ignorance on these
interesting topics, I hope to be permitted, during some of the idle moments, of which
we are likely to have many, to profit by it.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. VIII, p. 75,
1838)

7) “My lot has thrown me on the world, almost without friends, quite without
relatives, so far as intercourse with them is concerned; and I have known little of the
language or the acts of the affections.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XI, p. 98, 1838)

8) Had it been his fortune to be thrown earlier into a better sphere, the same natural
qualities that rendered him [=Aristabulus Bragg] so expert in his present situation, would
have conduced to his improvement, and most probably would have formed a
gentleman, a scholar, and one who could have contributed largely to the welfare and
tastes of his fellow-creatures.
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XV, p. 169, 1838)
9) “Circumstances have always deprived me of the happiness of experiencing the
tenderness and sympathy of your sex, miss Effingham, and have thrown me more
exclusively among the colder and ruder spirits of my own.”
….
“I was thrown, an infant, into the care of hirelings; and in this, at least, my fortune
was still more cruel than your own;…”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXIII, p. 258,
1838)

10) …for, thrown so early among the artificial and calculating, it served to keep her
[=Eve Effingham’s] own ingenuousness of character active, and prevented that cold,
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selfish, and unattractive sophistication, that mere women of fashion are apt to fall into,
from their isolated and factitious mode of existence.
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXIV, pp. 265266, 1838)

11) He [Cooper’s son, Paul Fenimore Cooper] knew no one, and, being for the first time in
his life, thrown entirely among strangers, I make no doubt he viewed his case more
on the dark side than was necessary. (Letters and Journals, vol. V, Letter 839, pp. 93-94, To
Richard Henry Dana [Boston, Mass.] , From Hall,
Cooperstown, Oct. 30th 1845)

12) Le Bourdon knew many of their warriors, and was much esteemed among them;
though he had never met with either of those whom chance now had thrown his
way.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. II, p. 16, August 1848)
13) Le Bordon had now little expectation that his assumed character could be
maintained among these savages any longer, did accident again throw him in their
way.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. X, p. 103, August 1848)
14) Still he [=Peter] was willing to examine the charmed spot, scent the fragrant odor,
and make up his own estimate of the artifices by which the bee-hunter had been
practicing on the untutored beings into whose hands chance had thrown him.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XII, p. 130, August 1848)

15) In a word, Pigeonswing regarded the bee-hunter as his firend, while he looked
upon the other pale-faces as so many persons thrown by accident in his company.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXIII, p. 253, August
1848)

16) …Harry [Mulford] was thrown upon his own resources, at the early age of twenty.
He had made one or two voyages as a second mate, when chance threw him in
Spike’s way, who, pleased with some evidences of coolness and skill, that he had
shown in a foreign port, on the occasion of another loss, took him as his first officer;
in which situation he had remained ever since, partly from choice and partly from
necessity.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, vol. 31, Ch. III, p. 54, 1846-1848)

17) An only child, this serious loss had thrown him more than ever in the way of
Anne, the parents on both sides winking at an association that could do no harm, and
which might prove so useful.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. I, p. 12, Aug. 1847)
18) Such were the leading disadvantages of the situation in which our mariners were
placed, as compared with those into which other shipwrecked seamen had been
thrown.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. VI, p. 63, Aug. 1847)
19) Betts was becoming daily more and more conscious of the dependence on a
Divine Providence, in the situation in which he was thrown;…
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. VII, p. 72, Aug. 1847)

20) His nature was noble, and his moral impressions, eve, were not bad; but his simple
and confiding nature was not equal to contending with one as practiced in profligacy
as the woman into whose arms he was thrown, at a most evil moment for his
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reputation.

(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Preface, p. 2,
1842)

21) It may sound revolting, at the present day, to suppose a case in which a foreigner
was thrown by violence into the military service of a nation, and then was put in
jeopardy of his life, because he used a privilege of nature to fly from such persecution
as soon as circumstances placed the means in his power.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XVI, p. 184,
1842)

22) …since in addition to the aversion that was naturally produced by the history of
the cis-Atlantic people, accident had thrown him [Admiral Nelson] in the way, in the
West indies, of ascertaining the frauds, deceptions, and cupidities of a class of men
that never exhibit national character in its brightest and most alluring colors.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XIX, p. 226,
1842)

23) “We will not meddle with the private feelings of a young female, that chance has
thrown into our hands.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXI, p. 249,
1842)

24) “…I should not have deliberated long about letting off ‘killdeer’ at the imp myself,
had luck thrown him in my way.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. XIX, p.
196; Feb. 1826)

25) “You’ll no be calling the King’s enemies my friends, Pathfinder, because the
fortune of war has thrown me into their hands?”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXV, p. 411; Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

26) …but here had she been suddenly thrown into the society,….
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 160; 1841)

27) There was something in the person and manners of Denbigh that insensibly
attracted those who chance threw in his way.
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.X, p.
109; Nov. 1820)

28) Chance threw him [=Major Fitzgerald] under the more immediate charge of Julia:
his recovery was slow, and for a time doubtful, and as much owing to good nursing as
science.
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.XXVI,
p. 253; Nov. 1820)

29) …she was resolved to separate for ever from the disagreeable and unknown
guardian into whose keeping she had been thrown by chance.
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.XXVI,
p. 256; Nov. 1820)

30) For our part, we should be glad to see this national reserve lessened, if not entirely
done away; we believe it is founded in pride and uncharitableness, and could wish to
see men thrown accidentally together on the roads of the country, mindful that they
are also travelling in company the highway of life, and that the goal of their
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destination is equally attainable by all.
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.XXIX,
p. 281; Nov. 1820)

B)

“CAST”

1) In the midst of the noisy, clamorous merriment of all around him, his restrained
and rebuked manner had won upon the favor of the more privileged, who had
unavoidably noticed the difference, and had prepared the way to a more frank
communication between the party of the noble, and one who, if not their equal in the
usual points of worldly distinction, was greatly superior to those among whom he
had been accidentally cast by the chances of his journey.
(The Headsman – Michigan Edition, Ch. V, p. 76, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

2) “How have I been cast upon the ocean, like some unworthy vessel that is
commissioned to do a desperate deed, and then to bury itself in the ruin it has made!
How many malignant hearts have triumphed, as they beheld my canvas open, thinking
it was spread to hasten me to the gibbet, or to a tomb in the bosom of the ocean; but I
have disappointed them!”
(The Pilot – Cooper Edition, Ch. XIV, p. 155, Jan. 1824)

3) When sober, he [=Gershom] was uniformly kind to Dorothy, and for Margery he
would at any time risk his life. The latter [=Gershom’s sister], indeed, had more power
over him than his own wife possessed, and it was her will and remonstances that most
frequently led him back from the verge of that precipice over which he was so often
disposed to cast himself.
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. X, p. 111, August
1848)

4) Cut off, as he was, from all communion with his kind, cast on what was, when he
first knew it, literally a barren rock in the midst of the Pacific Ocean, Mark found
himself, by a very natural operation of causes, in much closer communication with his
Creator than he might have been in the haunts of the world.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. X, p. 101, Aug. 1847)

C) SYNONYMOUS RENDERING OF “CAST

INTO BAD / GOOD COMPANY”

1) …for, while this singular being [=Ithuel Bolt] was not brawlingly rude and vulgar,
like the coarser set of his own countrymen, with whom he had occasionally been
brought in contact, he was so manifestly uncivilized in many natural points, as to put
his claim to gentility much beyond the cavil, and that in a negative way.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. IV, p.41,
1842).

2) His associates and intimates, though more or less determined by chance, were
generally of the higher order as to moral propensities, for he appeared to possess a
species of instinctive discrimination that led him, insensibly to himself most probably,
to cling closest to those, whose characters would best reward his friendship. In short,
it was said of the Pathfinder, by one accustomed to study his fellows, that he was a fair
example of what a just-minded and pure man might be, while untempted by unruly or
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ambitious desires, and left to follow the bias of his feelings, amid the grandeur and
ennobling influences of sublime nature; neither led aside by the inducements which
influence all to do evil amid the incentives of civilization, nor forgetful of the
Almighty Being whose spirit pervades the wilderness as well as the town.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. IX, p. 135; p. 176/644, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia; Library of America: p. 137)

48) [IMPROVING] “BAD COMPANY”
The entry is divided into the following sections:
A) IMPROVED + BAD COMPANY
B) IMPROVED - [“BAD COMPANY” NOT EXPLICIT]
C) IMPROVED - BETTER COMPANY
D) [ “IMPROVED” NOT EXPLICIT ] - BAD COMPANY
HELMSMAN:
“…cast often enough into bad company, he tried, at least, and generally succeeded,
to say something for its good.”(lines 53-55)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) “IMPROVED” + “BAD COMPANY”:
1) But the most striking feature about the moral organization of Pathfinder was his
beautiful and unerring sense of justice. This noble trait, and without it no man can be
truly great, with it no man other than respectable, probably had its unseen influence on
all who associated with him, for the common, rude and unprincipled brawler of the
camp had been known to return from an expedition made in his company, rebuked
by his sentiments, softened by his language and improved by his example. As might
have been expected with so elevated a quality, his fidelity was like the immoveable
rock.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. IX, p. 178/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia; Library of America: p. 140)

2) “[Medicine-priest] Pray for Injin; ask Great Spirit to do him all ’e good he can; juss
as Injin goin’ to strike.”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXVIII, p. 308, Aug. 1848)
B) IMPROVED - [“BAD COMPANY” NOT EXPLICIT]
1) “I’ve tried to do right, and that ought to make friends, though it sometimes fails.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. IX, p. 132; p. 176/644, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia; Library of America: p. 137)

2) “Ah! Sir Gervaise, every thing you undertook succeeded! You never failed in any
expedition.”
“That has come from attempting much. My plans [=Cooper’s emphasis] have often
failed, but as something good has generally followed from them, I have the credit of
designing to do, exactly what I’ve done.”
(The Two Admirals-Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXVI, p.
378, May 1842)
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3) “May the little I have done for good be remembered, when the world speaks of the
evil of my hands! Sister – mother – pardon!”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXXII, p. 440, Nov.
1827)

4) “When Christ, the Son of God, came on earth to redeem lost men, he commanded
his followers to do good to them that did evil to us, and pray for them that tried to
harm us. We have his very words written in our Bibles.”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXVI, p. 287, Aug. 1848)

5) “Ah, Peter, why is it that you redmen wish so much to take our lives? and why
have you destroyed the missionary, a pious Christian, who wished for nothing but
your good?”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXVIII, p. 306, Aug. 1848)
6) “My heart was hard till medicine-priest tell dat tradition of son of Great Spirit –
how He die for all tribes and nations, and ask his fader to do good to dem dat take
his life - dat won’erful tradition, Blossom!”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXVIII, p. 307, Aug.
1848)

C) IMPROVED -

BETTER COMPANY

1) He [=Clinch] dressed better; refrained from the bottle, paid more attention to his
mind; improved in manners by keeping better company; and, in the course of the next
twelve-month, had made rapid advances towards respectability.
D) [ “IMPROVED” NOT EXPLICIT ] -

BAD COMPANY

1) “…and after travelling so far in such bad company, it would be no more than fair
that he should have a little respite as he approaches home and old age.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. I, p. 11, 1838)
2) “Liquor lay at the root of all my calamities and misconduct, enticing me into bad
company, undermining my health and strength, and blasting my hopes. I tried to pray,
but did not know how; and it appeared to me, as if I were lost, body and soul, without
a hope of mercy.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. XVIII, p. 246/271, Nov. 1843)
[Double entry, cf. “Praying”]

49) “KNOWN FROM ONE END OF LAKE ERIE TO THE OTHER.”
A well-established reputation is a prerequisite for a Cooperian hero.
HELMSMAN:
“He was known, from one end of Lake Erie to the other…” (lines 55-57)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) Margery had never seen the bee-hunter twenty-four hours before, though she had
heard of him, and of his success in his art; for the fame of a man of good reputation
and active qualities spreads far on a frontier. The very individual whose existence
would be nearly overlooked in a crowded region, shall be spoken of, and known by
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his qualities, a hundred leagues from his place of residence, when settlements are
few and far apart.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. X, pp. 104-105, August
1848)

2) “It is said that every man is suited to some pursuit or other, in which he might
acquire credit, would he only enter on it and persevere. Thus it proved to be with
Andries Coejemans. As a chainbearer he had an unrivalled reputation. Humble as
was his occupation, it admitted of excellence in various particulars, as well as another.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. I p. 8, Nov. 1845)

3) “But I afterwards ascertained Andries commanded respect by means of his known
integrity; and his opinions carried weight...”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. X, p. 146)

4) “It is said that every man is suited to some pursuit or other, in which he might
acquire credit, would he only enter on it and persevere. Thus it proved to be with
Andries Coejemans. As a chainbearer he had an unrivalled reputation. Humble as
was his occupation, it admitted of excellence in various particulars, as well as another.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. I, p. 8, Nov. 1845, cf. “Honesty”)

5) “Let that be as it might, Hard-Heart had no sooner received the brief
congratulations of his band, and communicated to the chiefs such facts as were
important to be known, than he prepared himself to act such a part in the coming
conflict, as would at once maintain his well-earned reputation, and gratify his secret
wishes.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXIX, p. 1242, The Library of America,
[p. 477/575] April 1827: London; May 1827:
Philadelphia )

6) “And you are known to be the greatest rifle shot that ever pulled trigger in all this
region.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. IX, p. 176/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia; Library of America: p. 138)

7) “No one is better known on this frontier, than my honest, brave, true-hearted
friend [=Pathfinder].”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. X, p. 186/644, Library of America:
p. 145, Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

8) One old seaman had passed forty years on the lake [=Lake Ontario], and he knew
the position of every dwelling that stood near its shore. …… The next morning, the
two gentlemen, accompanied by the old laker and another man, set out in quest of loghuts, which stood a mile or two inland.
(Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers, vol. II,
“Melancthon Taylor Woolsey, p. 131, March and May
1846)

9) But the frank open countenance of Pierre [Dumont] removed all doubt of his
honesty, to say nothing of the effect of a well-established reputation.
(The Headsman – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XX, p. 345, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833:
Philadelphia)

FROM ONE END…TO THE OTHER:
1) “The fashions of the day were rapidly running into the attainment of
accomplishments among the young of her own sex, and the piano forte was already
sending forth its sonorous harmony from one end of the Union to the other.”
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(Tales of Fifteen, “Imagination,” p. 10/196, 1823)

2) “In passing from one end of this long course to the other, the men destined for the
race were not permitted to make any exertion.”
(The Bravo, Ch. VIII, p. 136/544, October 1831)

3) “It had been one portion of his business to superintend the arrest of part of a gang
of counterfeiters, that had, even at that early period, buried themselves in the woods, to
manufacture their base coin, which they afterward circulated from one end of the
Union to the other.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XXXII, p. 452/604, Feb. 1823)

50) “HONEST”, “HONESTY.”
Inherent honesty and – in many cases – even the inability to lie are part and parcel of the
makeup of Cooper’s heroes. Those “afloat” receive particular commendation, although The
The Littlepage Trilogy (1845-1846 ) also places great emphasis on honesty, a perennial motif in
Cooper’s works. The notion that Maynard’s “love of God” entails honesty is explicitly stated
in The Oak Openings:
…the secret of his honesty to his neighbors was his love of God.”
(Helmsman, lines 58-59)

This was rather an awkward question for the missionary, but he was much too honest
to dissemble. With a reverence for truth that proceeded from his reverence for the
Father of all that is true, he replied honestly, though not altogether without betraying
how much he regretted the necessity of answering at all.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XVIII, p. 195, Aug. 1848))

ENTRY

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

“HONEST”
“HONESTER”
“HONESTEST”
“HONESTY”
“HONESTLY”
“DISHONEST”
“DISHONESTY”
“DISHONESTLY”
“LAW-HONEST”
“HONESTHEARTED”
“HONEST-MINDED”
“SUPERHONEST”
TOTAL:

THE PILOT
(1823)

THE RED
ROVER

32
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(1828)
70
1
0
10
5
3
0
0
0
0

0
0
32

0
0
89

SATANSTOE
(1845)
23
1
1
6
3
1
0
0
0
0

THE
CHAINBEARER
(1845)
44
0
1
13
4
1
0
2
2
1

THE
REDSKINS
(1846)
55
0
0
11
2
3
2
0
0
1

0
0
35

1
0
69

0
1
75
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HELMSMAN:
“He was known, from one end of Lake Erie to the other, by the name of honest John
Maynard; and the secret of his honesty to his neighbors was his love of God.”
(lines 57-61)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) HONEST + [OLD] + PROPER NAME
honest + Name: Antonio (2x)/The Bravo, Balthazar (5x)/The Headsman, Baptiste (4x)/Headsman,
Betto/The Crater, Bill/The Crater, Bob/ The Crater, Bob/ The Red Rover, Bob/The Water-Witch,
Bob/Wyandotté, Charles Wiley/Afloat and Ashore,David/The Pilot, David/The Two Admirals, and
patriotic Dietrich/The Heidenmauer, Drill/The Pilot, noble, ~ , upright Mr. Dunscomb/Ways of the
Hour, Earing/ The Red Rover, Herr Emich/The Heidenmauer, Francis/The Water-Witch, Frank
Dutton/The Two Admirals, François (3x)/Water-Witch, Gamut/The Last of the Mohicans, Giacomo of
Aoste/The Headsman, Gottlob (3x)/The Heidenmauer, Heinrich (4x)/The Heidenmauer, Heinrich
Frey/The Heidenmauer, well-meaning Mr. Howel/Home as Found, Hugh Gaine/Satanstoe, Jack/The
Pilot, the ~ Jack/Homeward Bound, Jack Plowden/The Pilot, Jacopo/The Bravo, Jacques Colis/The
Headsman, Jean/Headsman, Jean Descloux/Headsman, Jean/Gleanings/The Rhine, Joe (5x)/ The
Red Rover, Joe Joram (2x)/The Red Rover, Joram (2x)/The Red Rover, John/Gleanings/The Rhine,
Karl/The Heidenmauer, Kit (2x)/The Pilot, Lawrence Kearney/Letter: Aug. 19, 1832, Marble/Afloat
and Ashore, Moses Marble (2x)/Afloat and Ashore, Marcelli/The Headsman, ‘Maso (2x)/The Wingand-Wing, Maso/Bravo, old Maso/Bravo, Melchior/The Headsman, Mike/Wyandotté, Nicholas
Nichols/Red Rover, Nicklaus/The Headsman, Nicklaus Wagner/The Headsman, good, ~ , upright
Ooroony/Crater, Pathfinder/The Pathfinder, Paul/The Pilot, Peter/Precaution, Peter Johnson
(3x)/Precaution, Peter/The Headsman, Peterchen (3x)/The Headsman, Pierre (4x)/The Headsman,
Pierre/Gleanings:France, Pippo/The Headsman, Roderigo/The Bravo, Seth/Lionel Lincoln, Stefano
Milano/The Bravo, Thomas Dunham/The Pathfinder, Tiller/The Water-Witch, Master Tiller/The
Water-Witch, Tom/The Water-Witch, Tom (2x)/The Pilot, Tommaso/The Wing-and-Wing, Tonti/The
Wing-and-Wing, brave straight-forward, literati-hating Captain Truck/Home as Found , Vito/The Wingand-Wing

1) “Honest Bill, who anticipated no more from his discoveries than the acquisition of
certain portions of wood, iron, and copper, with, perhaps, the addition of a little
rigging, certain sails and an anchor or two, acted, at first, for the best interests of his
master. He led the fleet along the margin of the group until a convenient harbour was
found.”
(The Crater, Ch. XVIII, p. 319/544, Aug. 1847)
2) In short, honest Jean Descloux was a fair sample of that homebred, upright
common-sense which seems to form the instinct of the mass, and which it is
gradually the fashion to deride in those circles in which mystification passes for
profound thinking, bold assumption for evidence, a simper for wit, particular personal
advantages for liberty, and in which it is deemed a mortal offence against good
manners to hint that Adam and Eve were the common parents of mankind.
(The Headsman, Introduction, p. 3/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia) Triple entry: cf. #35 “In short” and
“John Maynard” – “John,” #41.

3) We never tire of the Leman, but spend two or three hours every day in the boat.
Sometimes we row in front of the town, which literally stands in the water, in some
places, musing on the quaint old walls, and listening to the lore of honest John, who
moves two crooked oars as leisurely as a lady of the tropic utters, but who has seen
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great events in his time.

(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter XIX, p.
183; 1836)

4) Watching an opportunity, the skiff of honest Jean was loaded with us and our
effects to the water’s edge, and we embarked in the Leman, as she lay-to, in one of her
daily trips, bidding a final adieu to Vevey, after a residence of about five weeks.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter XXVII,
p. 246; 1836)

5) Not long since I passed half an hour on the terrace, an amused witness of the perils
of a voyage across the Seine in a punt. The adventurers were a bourgeois, his wife,
sister, and child. Honest Pierre, the waterman, had conditioned to take the whole
party to the island opposite, and return them safe to the main, for the modicum of five
sous. The old fox invariable charged me a franc for the same service.
(Gleanings in Europe: France – Cooper Edition, Letter XVI,
p. 194; 1837)

B) HONEST + [BOATMAN – BOAT-STEERER – MARINER – [SHIP]MATE – SAILOR –
SALT – SEAMAN – TAR]
I. BOATMAN:

1) “…, it may be better to let the honest boatman tell his story in his own way.”
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XV, p. 175, 1842)

2) “No honest boatman loves to see a man stowed in a cruiser’s hold, like a thief
caged in his prison;…”
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. IV,
p. 52, May 1830)
II. BOAT-STEERER

1) …It was much past the hour when the men got beneath the coverings of their
mattresses; and the honest boat-steerer, who had performed the duty on which he had
been sent, was anxious about Roswell’s remaining so long in the open air, on this
positively the severest night of the whole season.
(The Sea Lions, 1st paragraph: Ch. XXVI, April 1849)
III. [OLD] MARINER:

1) “This matter touches on international law, gentlemen,” continued the master,
rubbing his hands; for, in addition to having caught the art of introduction, the honest
mariner had taken it into his head he had become an adept in the principles of Vattel,
of whom he possessed a well-thumbed copy,…
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. IV, p. 30, 1838)

2) …after a vapid remark or two from the others, this rally of the honest mariner
produced no suites.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XV, p. 139, 1838)
3) All the literati drew round the captain in a circle, to enjoy the spectacle, though the
honest old mariner contrived to throw out such volumes of vapor as to keep them at a
safe distance.
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. VI, p. 73, 1838)
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4) “And are the villains so bloody-minded that they are called red?”
“Such is the title of their leader,” returned the worthy tailor, who by this time was
swelling with the importance of possessing so interesting a legend to communicate,
“and such is also the name they give to his vessel, because no man, who has put foot
on board her, has ever come back to say, that she has a better or a worse. That is, no
honest mariner or lucky voyager.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. I, p. 27, Nov.
1827)

5) “Hist! – if thou hast love of bodily ease and whole bones. Master Thomas Tiller is
a man of rude humor, and he as little likes contumely as another. Besides, the honest
mariner did but obey my orders, and his character is protected by a superior
responsibility.”
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XI,
p. 130, May 1830)

6) “A brazen witch, and one whose saucy eye and pert figure might lead any honest
mariner into contraband, or even into a sea-robbery!” half-whispered Trysail, perhaps
afraid to trust his voice within hearing of a creature that seemed almost endowed with
the faculties of life.
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XVII,
p. 217, May 1830)

7) “Here are honest mariners, who could tell you of the hopelessness of the expedient.
The Water-witch has run the gauntlet of all your navies, and shot has never yet
defaced her beauty.”
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXVI,
p. 343, May 1830)

8) “But for yonder brave youth, and as honest a mariner as ever floated on water,
fresh or salt, all that is left of old Melchior de Willading would, at this moment, be of
less value than the meanest fera in thy lake!”
(The Headsman – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. VIII, p.
144, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

9) “…; put up thy gold, Gaetano, and leave me to satisfy the honest mariner for the
present.”
(The Headsman – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. VIII, p.
153, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)
IV. [SHIP]MATE:

1) The plain-going ideas of the honest mate were open to a reasoning which the
reader may find a little obscure: for his mind contained a sort of chart of the ocean, to
which he could at any time refer, with a proper discrimination between various winds,
and all the different points of the compass.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XIV, p. 197, Nov.
1827)

2) The honest and really well-meaning mate deposed his hat on the quarter-deck,
and, with an air of great respect, did as he was desired.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XV, p. 212, Nov.
1827)
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3) “You will divide it [=gold], like honest shipmates; and you may ever rely on my
protection.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XX, p. 292, Nov.
1827)
V. SAILOR:

1) If we should say that Mr. Monday felt very profound spiritual relief from the
reading of Captain Truck, we should both overrate the manner of the honest sailor,
and the intelligence of the dying man.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXX, p. 311, 1838)

2) “Captain Sanglier is a brave soldier, and will not gainsay the conduct of an honest
sailor,” put in Jasper.
(The Pathfinder – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXVI, p. 422, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

3) “Speak, honest sailor; why do you commit this outrage on the worthy Mr. Dillon,
Colonel Howard’s kinsman, and a cupboard cousin of St. Ruth’s Abbey?”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIII, p. 264, Jan. 1824)

4) “I could have sworn he was an honest, frank, well-meaning sailor – a character, of
all others, that I love; but it has turned out otherwise.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, vol. 31, Ch. VII, p. 145, 1846-1848)
VI. [OLD] SALT

1) No sooner did the honest old salt find he was fairly adrift, therefore, than he
jumped into the stern-sheets and put the helm down.
(The Crater, Ch. IX, p. 145/544, Aug. 1847)
VII. [OLD] SEAMAN:

1) “As for the honest old seaman, there was as much melody in the howling of a gale
to his unsophisticated ears as in anything else.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXI, p. 234, 1838)

2) A knowledge of the captain’s true character encouraged this trio in the benevolent
purpose of aiding the honest old seaman in his wish to smoke, and Pith managed to
give him a lighted paper, without becoming an open accessory to the plot.
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. VI, p. 72, 1838)

3) The honest old Delaware seaman took two more whales himself, socrates making
fast, and he killing the creatures.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXIV, p. 264, Aug. 1847)

4) The honest old seaman gave a cry of joy, as he saw Barnstable issue from the surf,
bearing the form of Merry in safety to the sands, where, one by one, several seamen
soon appeared also, dripping and exhausted.
(The Pilot – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIV, p. 286, Jan. 1824)

5) The honest old seaman instantly drowned his displeasure in a glass of the generous
liquor, and, smacking his lips after the potations….
(Lionel Lincoln – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVIII, p. 298, 1825)
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6) One old seaman had passed forty years on the lake [=Lake Ontario], and he knew the
position of every dwelling that stood near its shore.
(Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers – CSPCT, vol.
45, “Melancthon Taylor Woolsey,” p. 187, 1846)

7) It may be necessary to explain, at this point of our narrative, that John Effingham
was perfectly aware of the error which existed in relation to the real character of
Captain Truck, wherein he thought great injustice had been done the honest
seaman;…
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. VI, p. 65, 1838)
8) “I scarcely know, even in our own marine, a better or a bolder navigator than this
honest seaman; ….”
(The Monikins, Ch. XV, p. 243/509, July 1835)
9) The circular prongs of these curiosities were applied to either hand, to the wrists,
and even to the nose, and the little wheels at their opposite extremity were turned and
examined with as much curiosity and care as a savage would expend on a watch, until
the idea seemed to cross the mind of the honest seaman, that they formed part of the
useless trappings of a military man; and he cast them aside, also, as utterly worthless.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXII, p. 256, Jan. 1824)

10) It is certain that Tom Coffin had devised no settled plan of operations, when he
issued from the apartment of Borroughcliffe, if we except a most resolute
determination to make the best of his way to the Ariel, and to share her fate, let it be
either to sink or swim. but this was a resolution much easier formed by the honest
seaman than executed, in his present situation.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Beginning of Ch. XXIII, Jan. 1824)

11) “Doubtless you have reflected well on the matter and know your own mind as to
the trade in which you would sail. In order that no time may be wasted and that our
dealings may be frank, as becomes two honest seamen, I will confess to you, at once,
that I have need of you.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. VI, p. 85, Nov.
1827)

12) “They say the red-coats ashore have had their turn of fortune, and it is time we
honest seamen look out for our squalls.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XV, p. 207, Nov.
1827)
VIII. [OLD] TAR:

1) The honest old tar swallowed his displeasure as well as he could; and, as the most
effectual means of keeping himself in a condition to do credit to his own hospitality,
he hastened to change the subject.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXVII, p. 371, Nov.
1827)

2) The personal appearance of the honest tar was well adapted to the character he was
thus called on so unexpectedly to support.
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. VI, p. 66, 1838)

3) Previously to quitting the ship, Bob spoke of the poultry. There were but six hens,
a cock, and five ducks, left. They were all as low in flesh and spirits, as it was usual to
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find birds that have been at sea fifty days, and the honest tar proposed turning them
all adrift on the reef, to make their own living in the best way they could.
(The Crater, Ch. XIX, p. 313/544, Aug. 1847)

4) A mate of one of the vessels inflicted personal chastisement on him, for some
impertinent comments he saw fit to make on the honest tar’s vessel;…
(The Crater, Ch. XXIX, p. 515/544, Aug. 1847)

5) “There,” cried the honest tar, placing the wooden vessel, with great selfcontentment, by his side of the deck, “this is ship’s comfort!”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXII, p. 376, Jan. 1824)

6) “But then, my honest tar, you appear to be wrong in overlooking the striking faults
in yonder ship, which this, a – a – this gentleman has just, and so properly, named.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 120, Nov.
1827)

7) The honest heart of the English tar dilated with ill-concealed delight at his
approach to the termination of labors performed with credit and honor, and his smiles
and good humor, which partly proceeded from the feelings of a father and a friend,
were daggers to the heart of his discomfited rival.
(Precaution – CSPCT, vol. I, Ch. XLI, p.249, 1820)

C) HONEST OLD…. (NOT “A” OR “B,” BUT ALSO “PEOPLE”)
1) “Drawing a little nearer, like one who is about to deal with a secret, the honest old
man made his reply.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XV, p. 219)
2) “Excellent old Andries! It is the pride of my life that so honest a man loves
me;...”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XII, p. 168)
3) “Is not our honest old captain a jewel in his way?”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. III, p. 24, 1838)

4) “I think it will be seen that this man has been an English servant, and he has
probably been a passenger on board some ship commanded by our honest old friend.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXII, p. 247, 1838)

5) “Ay, ay, if we could put it on them, it would do well enough; but my honest old
father always maintained, that every man must stand in the gap left by his own sins;
though he did assert, also, that we were all fore-ordained to shape our courses
starboard or port, even before we were launched.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XVIII, p. 177, 1838)

6) “Ant’t it enough for any christian, let him harbor never so much malice, to get an
honest old fellow laid by the heels in this fashion, without carrying a sail so hard on
the poor dog, as if you would run him down as he lay at his anchors?
(The Pioneers – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXXIV, p. 378, Feb.
1823)

7) “Well, now you have met your father, do you find the honest old soldier the sort of
person you expected to find?”
(The Pathfinder - Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 111, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)
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8) “Our secret will be safe, with this honest old man. I know it by his looks, and kind
words.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. III, p. 31; The Library of America, vol. I,
Ch. III, p. 911; April 1827: London; May 1827:
Philadelphia)

9) “We depend entirely on your experience, honest old man, to discover the means to
apprise our friends of their danger.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. IV, p. 42; The Library of America, vol. I,
Ch. IV, p. 924; Cooper April 1827: London; May 1827:
Philadelphia )

D) HONEST & HONESTY (A SAMPLING)
1) “It is said that every man is suited to some pursuit or other, in which he might
acquire credit, would he only enter on it and persevere. Thus it proved to be with
Andries Coejemans. As a chainbearer he had an unrivalled reputation. Humble as
was his occupation, it admitted of excellence in various particulars, as well as another.
In the first place, it required honesty, a quality in which this class of men can fail, as
well as the rest of mankind. Neither colony nor patentee, landlord nor tenant, buyer
nor seller, need be uneasy about being fairly dealt by so long as Andries held the
forward part of the chain; a duty on which he was invariably placed by one party or the
other.” (The Chainbearer, Ch. I, pp. 8-9, Nov. 1845)
2) “I caused to be erected, in the extensive grounds that were laid out around the new
dwelling at the Nest, a suitable monument over the grave of the chainbearer. It bore a
simple inscription, and one that my children now often read and comment on with
pleasure. We all speak of him as ‘Uncle Chainbearer’ to this hour, and his grave is
never mentioned on other terms than those of ‘Uncle Chainbearer’s grave.’ Excellent
old man! That he was not superior to the failings of human nature, need not be said;
but so long as he lived, he lived a proof of how much more respectable and estimable
is the man who takes simplicity, and honesty, and principle, and truth for his guide,
than he who endeavors to struggle through the world by the aid of falsehood,
chicanery, and trick.” (The Chainbearer, Ch. XXX, p. 469, Concluding paragraph of last page,
Nov. 1845)

3) “Old Andries is as honest as noonday, and everybody has faith in him.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. V, p. 70)

4) “Poor, simple-hearted, upright old Andries!”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XI, p. 153)

5) “The Chainbearer is as honest as light, and as certain as his own compass,
Trueflint—true as yourself.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XII, p. 109)
6) “Carrying chain I like; it gives sufficient occupation to t’e mind; put honesty is the
great quality for the chainbearer. They say figures can’t lie, Moraunt; but ‘t is not
true wit’ chains; sometimes they do lie, desperately.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XI, p. 156)

7) “Then Andries was a man of sterling truth; and such a man when he has the
moral courage to act up to his native impulses, mingled with discretion enough to
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keep him withing the boundaries of common prudence, insensibly acquires great
influence over those with whom he is brought in contact.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. X, p. 146. cf. “Martyr”))

8)“It is a thousand pities the captain had no head for figures; for his honesty would
have made his fortune.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. VI, p. 81)
9) “An hour or two hence, miseraple Aaron, you’ll see t’e folly of all t’is, and wish
you hat livet an honest man.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXV, p. 320, Nov. 1845)
10) “Whatever might have been the weaknesses of the original colonists, their virtues
have rarely been disputed. If they were superstitious, they were sincerely pious, and,
consequently, honest.”
(The Prairie, The Library of America, Ch. VI, p. 950,
[93/575], April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia )

11) “He was a man, endowed with the choicest and perhaps rarest gift of nature, that
of distinguishing, good from evil, his virtues were those of simplicity, because such
were the fruits of his habits, as were, indeed, his very prejudices.”
(The Prairie, The Library of America, Ch. X, p. 1007,
[170/575] )

12) “…;and, yet common honesty teaches us, that there should be a convention
between men, beyond which none of reputation and character ought to go.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. VIII, p. 106/542, May 1830)

13) “Thou art only too honest for this wicked world, Master Skimmer!”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXIV, p. 531/542, May 1830)

14) “This is damnable, sir ― damnable ― and you’ll pardon me, but I can hardly
believe we have such a monstrous principle in the good, honest, well-meaning laws, of
good, honest, well-meaning England.”
(The Two Admirals, Ch. XIII, p. 106/261, May 1842)

15) “The man is brave, honest, and attached, and these are virtues that would atone for
a hundred faults.”
(The Two Admirals, Ch. XVI, p. 130/261, May 1842)
16) “God bless you, Parker, and keep you, as you ever have been, an honest man.”
(The Two Admirals, Ch. XXX, p. 244/261, May 1842)

17) “Ye speak like honest men: pray God ye prove so.”
(The Red Rover, Introductory Quotation to the Novel, p.
1/589, Nov. 1827)

18) “We think nothing can be more apparent than the fact that, in the light of mere
worldly expediency, an upright and high-principled course leads to more happiness
than one that is the reverse, and if ‘honesty is the best policy,’ after all the shifts and
expedients of cupidity, so does virtue lead most unerringly to happiness here, as it
opens up the way to happiness hereafter.”
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XIX, p. 204, Aug.
1847)
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19) “The result was, that the young man got, in addition to the ship, which was legally
conveyed to him, some eleven thousand dollars in hard money. Thus was honesty
shown to be the best policy!”
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XIX, p. 213, Aug.
1847)

20) “A man must have a flagrantly bad character not to succeed under a regular
nomination, or he must be too honest for the body of electors; one fault being quite as
likely to defeat him as the other.” (The Crater, Ch. XXIX, p. 524/544, Aug. 1847)
21) “The winds blow and the tempests howl as God pleases; sometimes at one
season, and sometimes at another,” answered Deerslayer; “and the loons speak
accordin’ to their natur’. Better would it be if men were honest and frank.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. VIII, p. 159/717, 1841)

22) “No doubt the savages will try the torments, to make me give in, and to revenge
the loss of their warrior, but I must hold out ag’in nat’ral weakness in the best manner
I can. You may tell Judith to feel no consarn on my account – it will come hard I
know, seeing that the white man’s gifts don’t run to boasting and singing under
torment, for he generally feels smallest when he suffers most – but you may tell her
not to have any consarn. I think I shall make out to stand it, and she may rely on this,
let me give in, as much as I may, and prove completely that I am white, by wailings,
and howlings, and even tears, yet I’ll never fall so far as to betray my fri’nds. When it
get to burning holes in the flesh, with heated ramrods, and to hacking the body, and
tearing the hair out by the roots, natur’ may get the upperhand, so far as groans, and
complaints are consarned, but there the triumph of the vagabonds will ind; nothing
short of God’s abandoning him to the devils can make an honest man untrue to his
colour and duty.”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch.XVII, p. 306; p. 394/717;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p.
786; 1841;Triple Entry: cf. “Hold out/on” and “Without
a scream or groan”)

23) Our host of Duerckheim offered a pledge, in his honest countenance,
independent air, and frank manner, of his also being above the usual mercenary
schemes of another portion of the craft, who, dwelling in places of little resort,
endeavor to take their revenge of fortune, by showing that they look upon every postcarriage as an especial God-send. He had a garden, too, into which he invited us to
enter, while the horses were changing, in a way that showed us he was simply desirous
of being benevolent, and that he cared little whether we staid an hour or a week. In
short, his manner was of an artless, kind, natural, and winning character, that
strongly reminded us of home, and which at once established an agreeable
confidence that is of an invaluable moral effect. Though too experienced blindly to
confide in national characteristics, we liked, too, his appearance of German faith, and
more than all were we pleased with the German neatness and comfort, of which there
were abundance, unalloyed by the swaggering pretension that neutralizes the same
qualities among people more artificial.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine, INTRODUCTION, p. 9, July 1832: London; Sept.
1832: Philadelphia)

24) The ordinary expression of the countenance of the Pathfinder was that of
simplicity, integrity and sincerity, blended in an air of self reliance, that usually gave
great confidence to those who found themselves under his care, but now a look of
concern cast a shade over his honest face, that struck the whole party.
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(The Pathfinder, Ch. IV, p. 61/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia; Library of America: p. 52)

25) I waited a minute or more, after ringing, before the door was opened by Bastien.
The honest fellow let me in on the instant, and, without proceeding to announce me,
led the way through the salons to the bed-room of his master.
(Gleanings of Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter VI, p.
63; 1836)

26) The answers produced a strong sensation in the boat, and when they heard that
labourers received a ducat a-day for their toil, half of the honest fellows declared
themselves ready to emigrate. “Et, il vino, signore; quale è il prezzo del vino?”
demanded the padrone. I told him wine was a luxury with us, and beyond the reach of
the labourer, the general sneer that followed immediately satisfied me that no
emigrants would go from La Divina Providenza.
(Gleanings of Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter XIII, p.
128; 1836)

27) The honest peasants at first believed he was a demon, on account of his colour,
and it was with difficulty they were persuaded to follow him.
(Gleanings of Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter XV, p.
157; 1836)

28) “And why a diplomate in particular, Raoul? thou art too honest to deceive long,
whatever thou mayst do on an occasion like this, and in a pressing emergency.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. VII, p 81,
1842)

29) Among the captives were the guilty, downcast countenances of the counterfeiters,
and the simple but honest features of the Leather-stocking.
(The Pioneers, SUNY,, Ch. XXXIII, p. 359, Feb. 1823)

30) “To me, looks in a man are nothing, provided his countenance be as honest as
his heart.”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXIV, p. 423; 1841)

THE SECRET OF [HIS HONESTY] :
The secret of: his absence, all my pecuniary affairs, my affairs, Irving’s appointment, our
rural church architecture, our arrival, the authorship, Mr. Frog being so much alive, his still being in
the “Molly,” his bride’s birth, the child’s birth, Mildreth’s birth, our blunder, the case, celebrated
catacombs of Paris, the cause, this sudden change, her true character, his true character, our true
characters, its commander’s character, this charge, Chingachgook, the commissioners, her
conference, the confessional, the Onondago’s confidence, its connection, unusual consequence, the
consternation, the ordinary construction, his pertinaciously declining an honour, the difference (2x),
her disappearance, their final disappearance, the disdain of appearances, their distrust, his
doctrines, the downfall, the actual durability, the efficiency, all enterprise and energy, his errand,
Mulford’s escape, the excellence of the genus, this fact, Dillon’s fate, the fellow’s fate, this unusual
feature, his pretty companion’s true feelings, Lucy’s feelings, my feelings, friend, his giving…, new
sealing grounds, his having a female in his care, their having such unknown neighbours, her having
accepted, neither party’s having appeared, his heart, my heart, their hives, the deeply seated
hostility, the last importance, some importance, his great influence, his impulses, Mary Monson’s
insanity, his intentions (2x), the interests, hopes, infatuations and follies, the intimacy, the Key, that
kind, our intended lecture, life, his life (2x), Mrs. Lechmere’s life, my life (2x), your life, the lovers, of
making (2x), the whole manoeuvre, the masquerade, the up-town matter, mine, the mistake (2x), the
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moans, the money, our future movements, the whole movement, true name and of the history of…,
this nature, his real object, its object, the orders, Christine’s origin, her origin , my own, our
patronage, all her perils, the philosopher, the place, my plan, her position, his presence (4x), my
presence, my price, his principles, my principles, the county Leitrim-man’s principles, the whole
proceeding, his friend’s Jacobite propensities, my purchase, real quality of the flour, our safety, her
situation, his situation, our situation (2x), the state of the nation, the state of things, these two
selections, the same sort, this sort, state, the true state of the country, the poor Irishman’s strait, his
great success, its success, our success, the tenant, his thoughts, a thousand of the absurdities and
vices…, our trade, my transgression, the transmission, the buried treasure, the trick, turning up, its
uses, our visit, these tasteful and beautiful walks, what was going on, which…, the moderator’s
wishes, your own wishes, her withdrawal

1) In point of fact, he [=Steadfast Dodge] did not know his own meaning, except as he felt
envy of all above him, in which, in truth, was to be found the whole secret of his
principles, his impulses, and his doctrines.
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXVIII, p. 310, 1838)

2) “I made no secret of my principles, and frequently üut letters unsealed into the
post office, in which I had used the plainest language about the government. On the
whole, I believe they were more afraid of me than I was of them.”
(A Residence in France, Letter I, p. 21/359, 1836)

3) The Irishman broke out upon the complainants in a way that will at once let the
reader into the secret of the county Leitrim-man’s principles, if he has any desire to
know them.
“Bad luck to all sorts of religion but the right one! cried Mike, in a most tolerant
spirit. “Who d’ye think will be wishful of hearing mass and pr’aching that comes
from any of your heretick parsons? Ye’re as dape in the mire yerselves, as Mr. Woods
is in the woods, and no one to lade ye out either, but an evil spirit that would rather see
all mankind br’iling in agony, than dancing at a fair.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. VIII, 1st and 2nd paragraphs, p. 160/584,
Aug./Sept. 1843)

51) “NEIGHBOR”
It is clear from Cooper’s use of “neighbor[u]r” that he does justice to the full spectrum of
complexity the word carries with it. As “neighbor” crops up so many times in Cooper’s
works, only a small sampling is provided.
HELMSMAN:
“He was known, from one end of Lake Erie to the other, by the name of honest John
Maynard; and the secret of his honesty to his neighbors was his love of God.”
(lines 55-59)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
THE WING-AND-WING OFFERS NUMEROUS EXAMPLES OF
NEIGHBOR + PROPER NAME: Tonti (1x), Vito Viti (13x)

1) A community of hazard makes a community of interest, whether person or
property is at stake. Perhaps a literal reasoner might add, that, as each is conscious
the condition and fortunes of his neighbour are the indexes of his own, they acquire
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value from their affinity to self.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XIV, p. 191, Nov.
1827)

2) “Well, I suppose if you love nothing, nothing loves you, and no injustice is done.”
“Just so, sir. Self has got to be the idol, though in the general scramble a man is
sometimes puzzled whether he is himself or one of his neighbors.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, Vol. 19, , Ch. XXVIII, p. 317, 1838)
Double entry: Cf. “Every man for himself, and God for us all.”

3) He [=Mark Woolston] died at a good old age, having seen his three-score and ten
years, leaving behind him, in addition to a very ample estate, not only a good
character, which means neither more nor less than what “the neighbors,” amid their
ignorance, envy, love of detraction, jealousy, and other similar qualities, might think
proper to say of him, but the odor of a well-spent life, in which he struggled hard to
live more in favor with God, than in favor with man.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Preface, p. 2, Aug. 1847)

4) The first step was to apprise the people at the Reef of the proximity of these
dangerous neighbors [=the savages].
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XVII, p. 187, Aug.
1847)

5) I have spoken to you of the Son of the Great Spirit. He came on earth, and told us
with his own mouth all these great truths; he said that next to the duty of loving the
Manitou is the duty of loving our neighbors. No matter whether friend or enemy; it
is our duty to love them, and do them all the good we can.
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XXIV, p. 267, Aug.
1848) [Double Entry: cf. “Love of God”]

6) “I do not fancy the idea of leaving a fellow-creature, a countryman—nay, I might
say, a neighbor, on this lone spot, with the uncertainty of his ever getting out of it.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, vol. 33, Ch. XVII, p. 175, April 1849)
Double entry: Cf. “I had almost said.”

7) Boon or bribe, directly or unequivocally offered in the shape of money, as coming
from the superior to the inferior, or from the corrupter to the corrupted, had he [=Ithuel]
never taken, and it would have appeared in his eyes a species of degradation to receive
the first, and of treason to his nationality to accept the last; though he would lie,
invent, manage, and contrive, from morning till night, in order to transfer even
copper from the pocket of his neighbor to his own, under the forms of opinion and
usage.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. IV, pp. 47-48,
1842)

8) “Cospetto!” grunted Vito Viti, nudging his neighbor, the vice-governatore, and
nodding towards the other boat;…
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XIV, p. 164,
1842)

9) “My neighbor has not understood the theory of which he speaks,” answered
Andrea, too good a churchman not to feel uneasiness at the direction things were
taking…
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXIII, p. 266,
1842)
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10) On casting an eye out at the street, I found them, one at each window of their
room, already engaged in a lively discussion of the comparative merits of Cowes
[located on the Isle of Wight] and Philadelphia! This propensity to exaggerate the value of
whatever is our own, and to depreciate that which is our neighbours’, a principle that
is connected with the very ground-work of poor human nature, forms a material
portion of the travelling equipage of nearly every one who quits the scenes of his
youth, to visit those of other people.
(Gleanings in Europe: France – Cooper Edition/SUNY,
Letter II, p. 17, 1837)

16) “For God’s sake, be not too hasty,” she said; “it may be a friend – an acquaintance
– a neighbour!
“A friend!” the old man repeated, deliberately releasing himself, at the same time,
from her grasp. “Friends are rare in any land, and less in this, perhaps, than in any
other; and the neighbourhood is too thinly settled to make it likely, that he who comes
towards us is even an acquaintance.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch.III, p. 29;
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

17) …he (=the slothful sentinel) changed his position so as completely to turn his back on
his dangerous neighbour (=Mahtoree); and suffered his person to sink sluggishly down
into its former recumbent attitude.
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch.IV, p. 51;
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

18) It seem’d as if each beast strove to outstrip his neighbour;
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XIX, p. 199;
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

52) “HIS LOVE OF GOD.”
Although “love of one’s Maker” is already in Precaution (1820), Honoré de Balzac’s Christ
in Flanders (1831) use of “love of God” make have added additional impetus. Cf. Norman
Barry, “James Fenimore Cooper’s The Headsman; or, The Abbaye des Vignerons and The
Legend of Arnold von Winkelried: John Maynard’s European Roots,” Section XIII, “A Model
of the Model?,” pp. 25-27: http://homepage.johnmaynard.net/Headsman.pdf
« Puis une pauvresse, ayant un bissac presque vide, vieille et ridée, en haillons, type de
malheur et d’insouciance gisait sur le bec de la barque, accroupie dans un gros paquet de
cordages. Un des rameurs, vieux marinier, qui l’avait connue belle et riche, l’avait fait entrer
suivant l’admirable diction du peuple, pour l’amour de Dieu. » [Balzac’s emphasis]
Jésus-Christ en Flandres in Études Philosophiques par M. DE BALZAC, Tome
XXII (Paris : Librairie de Werdot, 1836), p. 11.

“A beggar woman, old, wrinkled, and clad in rags, was crouching, with her almost empty
wallet, on a great coil of rope that lay in the prow. One of the rowers, an old sailor, who had
known her in the days of her beauty and prosperity, had let her come in ‘for the love of God,’
in the beautiful phrase the common people use.”
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Honoré de Balzac, Christ in Flanders [unspecified translator] (Milton Keynes UK:
Lightning Source UK Ltd, 28 September 2009: ISBN 1-4385-1123-X), p. 13.

The sentence in question makes honesty, and – in a much broader sense – virtue in general,
dependent upon “love of God.” This is consistent with Cooper’s own thinking:
1) “They were brave for they were free; they were virtuous for they were religious;
and they were religious, because we worshipped before the same altars.”
(Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling Bachelor – Cooper Edition,
Note A, p. 542, June 1828: England; August 1828: United States)

2) “But when an Englishman speaks to us of those moderated and chastened principles
which characterize our religion, and refers to that mighty Spirit which inculcates the
obligations of universal charity, he approaches by an avenue that ism open to all, and
which I pray God may never be closed against him or any other of the children of
men.”
(Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling Bachelor – Cooper Edition,
Note A, p. 554, June 1828: England; August 1828: United States)

HELMSMAN:
“…and the secret of his honesty to his neighbors was his love of God.” (lines 58-59)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) Emily was in the situation perhaps the most dangerous to a young female Christian:
her heart, her affections, were given to a man, to appearance, every way worthy of
possessing them, it is true, but she had admitted a rival in her love to her Maker; ….
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XXII, p. 218; 1820).

2) “I [=Mrs. Wilson] am certain, although you [=Emily Moseley] may have loved Denbigh
much, that you love your Maker and his ordinances more;…”
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XXXVIII, p. 384; 1820).

3) …and what surer safeguard is there, than to inculcate those feelings which teach the
mind to love God, and in so doing induce love to the whole human family?
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XLIV, p. 451; 1820).

4) Heaven bless you, my children, console and esteem you inestimable father while he
yet remains with you; and place your reliance on that Heavenly Parent who will
never desert those who seek him in sincerity and love.
Your dying mother,
“M. PENDENNYSS.”
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XLV, p. 466; 1820).

5) …”it is an humble attempt to copy after the heavenly example of our Redeemer, in
sacrificing ourselves to the welfare of others, and does and must proceed from a love
of his person, and an obedience to his mandates.”
Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XVI, p. 160; 1820).

6) “When the heart is filled with love to God, there is no room for sin.”
(The Pioniers, SUNY; Ch. XII, pp. 133-134, Feb. 1823)
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7) [Elizabeth, fearing no escape from a raging forest fire, speaking of her father
Marmaduke Temple:] “And say,” she continued, dropping her voice, that had risen
with her feelings, as if conscious of her worldly weaknesses, “how dear, how very
dear, was my love for him. That it was near, too near, to my love for God.”
(The Pioniers, SUNY; Ch. XXXVII, p. 412, Feb. 1823)
8) “…speak nothing but truth, for the love of God.”
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XV, p. 175,
1842)

9) It is one thing to be a deacon, and another to be devoted to the love of God, and to
that love of our species which we are told is the consequence of a love of the Deity.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Vol. 33, Ch. II, p. 17, April
1849)

10) From early childhood he [=Deacon Pratt] had been accustomed to the cant of
religion; and, in many instances, impressions had been made on him that produced
effects that it was easy to confound with the fruits that real piety brings forth. This is a
result that we often find in a state of society in which appearances are made to take the
place of reality. What is more, it is a result that we may look for equally among the
formalists of established sects, and among the descendants of those who once deserted
the homes of their fathers in order to escape from the impiety of so meretricious an
abuse of the substance of godliness. In the case of the latter, appearances occupy the
mind more than that love of God which is the one great test of human conversion
from sin to an improving state of that holiness, without which we are told no man
shall see his Creator; without which, indeed, no man could endure to look upon that
dread Being face to face.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Vol. 33, Ch.
IV, p. 35, April

1849)

11) Very different were the situation, feelings, and motives of the niece. She devoutly
loved God, and, as a consequence, all of those whom he created, and placed around
her.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Vol. 33, Ch. IV, p. 36, April
1849)

12) And what was that rugged, uncultivated seaman, who stood near the two
officers, thinking of, all this time? Did he, too, bend his thoughts on love, and profit,
and the pleasures of this world? Of love, most truly, was his heart full to
overflowing; but it was the love of God, with that affection for all his creatures, that
benevolence and faith, which glow as warmly in the hearts of the humblest and least
educated, as in those of the great and learned. His mind was turned towards his
Creator, and it converted the extraordinary view that lay before his sight into a vast,
magnificent, gorgeous, though wild temple, for his worship and honor. It might be
well for all of us occasionally to pause in our eager pursuit of worldly objects, and
look around on the world itself, considering it as but a particle in the illimitable fields
of creation – one among the many thousands of other known worlds, that have been
set in their places in honor of the hand that made them. These brief but vivid glances
at the immensity of the moral space which separates man from his Deity, have very
healthful effects in inculcating that humility which is the stepping-stone of faith and
love.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Vol. 33, Ch. XVII, p. 179, April
1849) Double entry: cf. “Father’s hands”
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13) “It is easy to do good to them that do good to us; but it tries the heart sorely to do
good to them that do us evil. I have spoken to you of the Son of the Great Spirit. He
came on earth, and told us with his own mouth all these great truths. He said that next
to the duty of loving the Manitou, was the duty of loving our neighbours. No matter
whether friend or enemy, it was our duty to love them, and do them all the good we
can.”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XXIV, p. 267,
Aug. 1848)

14) Nothing can be simpler than the two great dogmas of Christianity, which are so
plain that all can both comprehend them and feel their truth. They teach us to love
God, the surest way to obey him, and to love our neighbors as ourselves. Any one
can understand this; all can see how just it is and how much moral sublimity it
contains. It is godlike, and brings us near the very essence of Divinity, which is love,
mercy, and truth.
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XVI, p. 178,
Aug. 1848)

15) I have spoken to you of the Son of the Great Spirit. He came on earth, and told us
with his own mouth all these great truths; he said that next to the duty of loving the
Manitou is the duty of loving our neighbors. No matter whether friend or enemy; it
is our duty to love them, and do them all the good we can.
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XXIV, p. 267,
Aug. 1848) [Double Entry: cf. “Neighbors”]

16) “Stranger, love God. B’lieve his Blessed Son, who pray for dem dat kill Him.
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XXX, p. 335,
Aug. 1848)

17) “Whatever might have been the weaknesses of the original colonists, their virtues
have rarely been disputed. If they were superstitious, they were sincerely pious, and,
consequently, honest.”
(The Prairie, The Library of America, Ch. VI, p. 950,
[93/575], April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia )
[Cf. 23d]

18) “I conjure you, old man, if the love you bore my parents was more than words, or
if the love you bear your God is that of a Christian man, utter not a syllable that may
wound the ear of that innocent—”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXVI, p. 1201, Library of America,
[425/575] )

19) “…;but his successor had the reputation of being a devout and real Christian—one
who took delight in the duties of his holy office, and who served God because he
loved him.”
(The Redskins, Ch. XIII, p. 193, July 1846)
20) “It is certain Mr. Warren, who acted under the best impulse of Christian feeling, a
reverence for God,…..”
(The Redskins, Ch. XV, p. 219, July 1846)
21) “As absurd as all this may seem today, and wicked as it will probably appear a
century hence, it formed, and forms, no small part of sectarian belief, and entered into
the animosities and jealousies of those who seem to think it necessary to quarrel for
the love of God.”
(Wing-and-Wing, - CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. X, p. 111,
1842)

[Double entry: cf. “Quarrelling”]
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22) Nefert’eless, Mortaunt, t’e man who is right fights wit’ great otts in his fafor, ant
is fery apt to come out pest in t’e long run. It is a great advantage to pe always right; a
trut’ I’ve known ant felt from poyhoot, put which hast peen mate more and more clear
to me since t’e peace, ant I haf come pack to lif wit’ Dus. T’at gal has teachet me
much on all such matters; ant it woult do your heart goot to see her alone wit’ an old
ignorant man in t’e woots, of a Sunday, a-tryin’ to teach him his piple, ant how he
ought to lofe ant fear Got!”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIV, p. 356)
23) “It’s no great secret, though all is mystery to such as doesn’t study the Lord and
his mighty ways with humility and thankfulness.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. II, p. 31/644, Library of America, p.
29)

24) “And what the devil is to prevent these minks of which you speak from shooting
us as we double a headland, or are busy in steering clear of the rocks?”
“The Lord! - He who has so often helped others in greater difficulties. Many and
many is the time that my head would have been stripped of hair, skin, and all, hadn’t
the Lord f’it of my side. I never go into a scrimmage, friend mariner, without
thinking of this great ally, who can do more in battle than all the battalions of the 60th,
were they brought into a single line.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. II, p. 37/644, Library of America: p.
33)

25) “What sect do you hold out for? What particular church do you fetch up in?”
“Look about you, and judge for yourself. I’m in church now; I eat in church,
drink in church, sleep in church. The ‘arth is the temple of the Lord, and I wait on
Him hourly, daily, without ceasing, I humbly hope. No, no, I’ll not deny my blood
and color; but am Christian born, and shall die in the same faith. The Moravians tried
me hard; and one of the king’s chaplains has had his say too, though that’s a class no
ways strenuous on such matters; and a missionary sent from Rome talked much with
me, as I guided him through the forest, during the last peace; but I’ve had one answer
for them all – I’m a Christian already, and want to be neither Moravian, nor
Churchman, nor Papist. No, no, I’ll not deny my birth and blood.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXVII, p. 596/644,; Library of
America: p. 474)

26) “You’re kind of heart and gentle by natur’, Jasper, but we are both rough and wild
in comparison with that dear creatur’. Be careful of her, and never show the roughness
of man’s natur’ to her soft disposition. You’ll get to understand her in time; and the
Lord, who governs the lake and the forest alike, who looks upon virtue with a smile
and upon vice with a frown, keep you happy and worthy to be so!”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXIX, p. 633/644; Library of
America: p. 474)

27) “The Great Sarpent is in the hands of his own Deity, and will live, or die,
according to the intentions of Providence. We can do him no good, and may risk too
much by remaining here, in idleness, like women talking over their distresses.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. VI, p. 115/644, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia; Library of America: p.
91; Double entry: cf. “talking”)

28) “‘A house divided against itself cannot stand,’ they say; how could a heart that
was filled with thee find a place for the love it ought to bear the author of its being?
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When the husband lives only for the world, it is hard for the wife to think of heaven as
she ought.”
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXV, p. 283,
1842)

29) While she was singing this well-known hymn, a holy hope pervaded her moral
system, that, in some miraculous manner, she might become the agent of turning
Raoul to the love and worship of God; and the feeling communicated itself to her
execution.“
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XI, p. 128,
1842)

30) “…what I most apprehend, is being taught to love my God less than I feel I now
do, or then, as the creature of his mercy, I ought.”
“Thou speakest as if man could rival the being whom thou worshippest. I have
always understood, that the love we bear the Deity, and that we bear each other, are of
a very different quality. I can see no necessity for their interfering with each other.”
....
“I was going to add, if God ever touches thy heart, and thou wouldst stand before
his altar, a believer, with one at thy side who is ready and anxious to devote all to thee
but her love of the Being who created her, and her treasures of future happiness, seek
ghita; thou wilt find her thou wouldst have.”
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXV, p. 284,
1842)

31) Few of those “who go down to the great deep in ships” and who escape the more
brutalizing effects of lives so rude, are altogether without religious impressions.
Living so much, as it were in the immediate presence of the power of God, the sailor is
much disposed to reverence his omnipotence, even while he transgresses his laws; but,
in nearly all those instances in which nature has transplanted a temperament inclining
to deep feelings, as was the case with Bluewater, not even the harsh examples, nor the
loose or irresponsible lives of men thus separated from the customary ties of society,
can wholly extinguish the reverence for God, which is created by constantly dwelling
in the presence of his earthly magnificence.
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXX, p.
438, May 1842)

32) In this period of the world, in enlightened countries, and in the absence of direct
idolatry, few men are so hardy as to deny the existence and might of a Supreme Being;
but, this fact admitted, how few really feel that profound reverence for him that the
nature of our relations justly demands! It is the want of a due sense of humility and a
sad misconception of what we are, and for what we were created, that misleads us in
the due estimate of our own significance, as compared with the majesty of God.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Vol. 33, Preface, p. 1, April
1849)

33) They conversed a few minutes on the subject of their reliance on God, Eve
returning fourfold, or with the advantage of a cultivated intellect, many of those
simple lessons of faith and humility that she had received from her companion when a
child; the latter listening, as she always did, to these exhortations, which sounded in
her ears like the echoes of all her better thoughts, with a love and reverence no other
could awaken.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XIII, p. 115,
1838)
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34) “It is a great mistake, Wallace, to fancy that the highest duty a man owes is either
to his ship or to his country,” observed the Rev. Mr. Hollins, quietly. “The highest
duty of each and all of us is to God; and whatever conflicts with that duty, must be
avoided as a transgression of his laws, and consequently as sin.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, vol. 31, Ch. XII, p. 270, 1838)

35) He [=Mark Woolston] had his mind, with all its stores gathered from study and
observation, his love for God, and his hopes of a blessed future, ever at command.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. VI, p. 65, Aug. 1847)

36) Scooping up a little bit of the water in the hollow of his hand, he found it sweet,
soft, and deliriously cool. Here was a discovery, indeed! The physical comfort for
which he most pined was thus presented to him, as by a direct gift from heaven; and
no miser who had found a hoard of hidden gold, could have felt so great pleasure, or a
tenth part of the gratitude, of our young hermit, if hermit we may call one who did not
voluntarily seek his seclusion from the world, and who worshipped God less as a
penance than from love and adoration.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XI, p. 119, Aug. 1847)

37) God was there, also, as he is everywhere. This our secluded man found to be a
most precious consolation. Again and again, each day, was he now in the practice of
communing in spirit, directly with his Creator; not in cold and unmeaning forms and
commonplaces, but with such yearning of the soul, and such feelings of love and
reverence, as an active and living faith can alone, by the aid of the Divine Spirit,
awaken in the human breast.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XII, p. 126, Aug. 1847)
38) The deep sense of gratitude to God he never lost; but the recollection of what he
had suffered, and from what he had been relieved by Divine mercy, remained
indelibly impressed on his heart, and influenced his future to a degree that
increased the favor a thousand-fold.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XIV, p. 145, Aug.
1847)

39) “…but never have I known one so devoted to the right, that seemed so disposed to
extenuate the sinner’s faults!
“Then hast thou never met the true lover of God or known a Christian. It matters
not, Odo, whether we admit of this or that form of faith – the fruit of the right tree is
charity and self-abasement, and these teach us to think humbly of ourselves and kindly
of others.”
(The Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – The Michigan Historical Reprint
Series, Ch. XXXI, p. 464,; Putnam’s Sons, p. 393; July
1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

40) Whatever may be said of the principles of him who thus abandoned worldly ease
for the love of God, it is quite sure that in practice, there were present soothing
rewards in this manner of life, that were not without strong attractions to morbid
minds; especially to those in which the seeds of ambition were dormant rather than
extinct.
(The Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. III, pp. 23-24; ). Michigan
Historical Reprint Series: Ch. III, pp. 50-51;
July 1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia
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41) “Repel me not, for the love of God!”
(The Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. XVII, p. 219; Michigan
Historical Reprint Series: Ch. XVII, p. 269; July 1832:
London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

42) “It is not strange that they who love God should feel and speak alike in a matter
affecting his honor.”
(The Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Michigan Historical Reprint Series: Ch. XIII, p.
214; July 1832:London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

43) Still, where she now sat, her face beaming with the inspiration of the reverence
she felt for Deity, and her soul charged to bursting, Ulrike thought she had never seen
one more fair.
(The Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Michigan Historical Reprint Series: Ch. XIV, p.
238; July 1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

44) “I am afraid, dear mamma, that the great guide of human conduct is not as much
studied in France as it should be. That teaches us the great lesson of humility.
Without humility we are nothing—cannot be Christians—cannot love our neighbors as
ourselves—cannot even love God, as it is our duty, as we ought to do.”
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. XXX, p. 458 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York) 1850.

45) “It is a little surprising that your excessively conscientious people so often forget
that charity is the chiefest of Christian graces.”
“They think that love of God comes first, and that they ought never to lose sight of
His honor and glory. But I agree with you, Mr. Wilmington; ‘feel for your fellowcreatures’ is my rule; and I’m certain I am then feeling for my Maker.”
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. IX, p. 139 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York) 1850.

PART I
LINES 60-89:
A)
B)
C)
D)

LOCATION
FIRE DISCOVERED
CAUSE OF FIRE
VAIN ATTEMPTS TO EXTINGUISH FIRE

53) “MILES OFF”
HELMSMAN:
“The land was about ten miles off, when….” (line 60)
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JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Yes,” added Jack, coolly, “it may be a mistake, a‘ter all, for I was lookin’ at the
maty six miles off, and through a spy-glass.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Ch. X, p. 223, November 1846–
March 1848)

2) “I wish the place was a little nearer Clawbonny, say eight or ten miles off; and then
I do think I should talk to the people about a trade.”
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford, Cooper Edition/AMS, Part II, Ch. II, p.
22, 1844)

3) “As for Mr. Sennit, I fancy he is some sixty or eighty miles off here at the
southward and westward, and we’ve done with him for the voyage.”
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford, Cooper Edition/AMS, Part II, Ch. XV, p.
215, 1844)

4) There was to be a ball, Miss Jarvis remarked, at L——, the following day, which
would help to enliven the scene a little, especially as there were a couple of frigates at
anchor, a few miles off, and the officers were expected to join the party.
(Precaution, Ch. XXIV, p. 245/532, Nov. 1820)

5) After getting a couple of miles off the land, he swam directly to windward;
(The Crater, Ch. XVI, p. 292/544, Aug. 1847)

6) If he only know’d how a man feels when his property is ten thousand miles off, I’m
sartain he would write, and not leave me with so many misgivings in the matter.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XVIII, p. 319/532, April 1849)

7) It was difficult to find, Robert; but nick remembered a spot where he had seen it,
fifty miles off; and, without a request even, from us, he travelled that distance to
procure it.
(Wyandotté, or The Hutted Knoll; A Tale – Cooper
Edition/SUNY, Ch. VII, p. 97, Aug./Sept. 1843)

54) “DICK FLETCHER”
As already pointed out in the Introduction (pp. 4-5), the Dick Fletcher of Sir Walter Scott’s
The Pirate is a likely candidate for the Dick Fletcher of “The Helmsman of Lake Erie.”
Scott’s novel was of major importance in Cooper’s career as a writer, for the novel was not
only discussed by Cooper with his friends, but the question of what a maritime novel should
relate with regard to sailing, navigation, and the true life of a sailor were points of contention..
The upshot was that Cooper felt he could write a better maritime novel than Sir Walter Scott,
which he in fact did! Beginning with The Pilot, Cooper became the major maritime novelist
of his day. The Dick Fletcher of The Pirate pops up at least fifty times in the final quarter of
Scott’s novel. He is a subservient man, willing to obey Jack Bunce’s orders but in need of the
proper advice to set him on a straight path. In “The Helmsman,” it is Dick Fletcher who is
told by the captain to check out the hold of the steamer to see why smoke is issuing out. Here
again, Dick Fletcher does as he is told.
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There are a lot of Fletchers in Cooper’s works, but no Dick Fletcher. Although none of the
following bear upon “The Helmsman,” the historical figures may prove of interest.
A) CAPT. PATRICK FLETCHER (? – 1800)
Commander of the George Washington and the Insurgent.
B) GOV. BENJAMIN FLETCHER (1640 – 1703)
Colonial governor of New York from 1692 to 1697.
C) JOHN FLETCHER (1579 – 1625).
“English Jacobean dramatist who collaborated with Francis Beaumont and other
dramatists on comedies and tragedies between about 1606 and 1625.”
- Encyclopaedia Britannica, Micropaedia
D) GILES FLETCHER, THE YOUNGER (1585 - 1623)
“English poet principally known for his great Baroque devotional poem Christs
Victorie.”
- Encyclopaedia Britannica, Micropaedia
Capt. Patrick Fletcher, whose ship the Insurgent met a tragic end in 1800, can also be
associated with the George Washington, which he had commanded before taking over the
command of the Insurgent.
The steamer George Washington, that caught fire in the same location as the Erie in June
1838, naturally comes to mind:
The Niagara Courier—Extra
(Lockport)
August 12, 1841
http://homepage.johnmaynard.net/1841a.html
DISASTER ON LAKE ERIE! [EXCERPT]

It is a singular coincidence that the Erie was burned at almost identically the same
spot where the Washington was burned in June 1838. Capt. Brown, who commanded
the Washington at that time, happened to be on board the Clinton, and was very active
in saving the survivors of the Erie.
With regard to current events in 1845, there is indeed one event worthy of mention, which
occurred in Boston. It is the very sort of human interest story that would lead to numerous
discussions and heated debates.
RICHARD FLETCHER (1788-1869), Whig politician, Representative from
Massachusetts (1837-1839), judge of the Massachusetts Supreme Court (1848-1853):
a)

CITY OF BOSTON. In the Board of Aldermen, July 28, 1845.
Ordered, That notice be given to Calvin Nutting, and all others interested, that a
stationary steam engine and furnace for melting iron, erected and now in use by said
Nutting at Hollis Street, has been complained of to this board by divers inhabitants of
the city as being dangerous, and a nuisance to the neighborhood, and a great
annoyance to the public school called the Johnson School, and a cause of alarm to the
whole neighborhood; and that MONDAY, the fourth day of august next, at four
o’clock in the afternoon, at the office of the Mayor and Aldermen, is assigned for the
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hearing of said complaints, at which time and place all parties interested may appear
and show cause, if any they have, why the said steam engine and furnace should not be
adjudged to be dangerous, or a nuisance to the neighborhood, pursuant to the
provisions of the statute in such case made and provided.
Ordered, That this notice be published in the newspapers in which the city
ordinances are published.
jy 30 3t
Attest.
S. F. MCCLEARY, City Clerk.
- Boston Evening Transcript, July 30, 1845, p. 3, c. 2

b) MUNICIPAL.
.....
A hearing was had on an order, issued on the petition of Francis Jackson and Joseph
Lovering in relation to the stationary steam engine and furnace in Hollis street
belonging to Calvin Nutting. The petitioners complained that the establishment was a
nuisance, and dangerous to the surrounding property, and asked for its removal. Hon.
Richard Fletcher appeared for the complainants, and J. P. Healy, Esq., for Mr.
Nutting. Several witnesses were called by the petitioners, all of whom testified that
the establishment was a nuisance, and dangerous, and annoying. It was stated, that the
building was of wood, 100 feet long, and quite old. That no insurance could be
obtained on the adjoining buildings; that the smoke and sparks from the chimney,
while the engine was in operation, were very annoying and it was impossible to make
any use of the yards for the purpose of drying clothes; that the sparks had set a fence
near by on fire. One gentleman said he removed from the neighborhood on account of
the annoyance of the sparks and smoke to his family. At 20 minutes past 6 o’clock,
the hearing not having been concluded, the board postponed the subject until this
afternoon, at 4 P.M.
- Boston Evening Transcript, August 5, 1845, p. 2, c. 3-4
c)

SHERIFF’S COURT.
Calvin Nutting, Appellant, vs. City of Boston

This is an appeal from an order of the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Boston,
in relation to certain premises occupied by Mr. Nutting for the use of a steam engine
or furnace. The case originally arose under the statute of 1845, chap. 197, regulating
the use of steam engines and furnaces, and came up for hearing on the appeal on
Thursday, before a Jury impannelled by the Sheriff for the purpose. Some preliminary
questions arose in reference to the qualifications of the jurors, and the Sheriff ruled
that a residence in the City of Boston was not a disqualification of a Juror in such a
case. The Court were occupied yesterday in hearing the testimony of witnesses on
behalf of the City.
Richard Fletcher and J. Pickering, Jr. for the City of Boston.
J. P. Roger and J. P. Healey, for the Appellant.
- Boston Daily Atlas, September 27, 1845, p. 2, c. 3

The question of whether the blacksmith, Calvin Nutting, should be allowed to run a
steam engine and a furnace on his premises in a residential part of Boston was
investigated by the Hon. Richard (Dick!) Fletcher for the City of Boston. Could it be
that it was the Hon. Richard Fletcher’s task to answer the Captain’s question, “What’s
all that smoke I see?” The time span, however, appears to be following the probable
composition of the sketch (July 19, 1845) by a few weeks unless earlier reports had
already been in circulation.
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HELMSMAN:
“Dick Fletcher, what’s all that smoke I see coming out of the hold?”
“It’s from the engine room, sir, I guess,” said the man.
“Down with you and let me know.” (lines 62-66)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:

A) CAPT. PATRICK FLETCHER (? – 1800)
1) The Insurgent 38, had been given to Capt. Fletcher, when Capt. Murray was
transferred to the Constellation, and in July she sailed on a cruise, with instructions to
keep between longitudes 66° and 68°, and to run as far south as 30° N.L. After this
ship left the capes of Virginia, no authentic accounts, with the exception of a few
private letters sent in by vessels spoken at sea, were ever reached of her. she had been
ordered to cruise a short time in the latitude and longitude mentioned, after which her
commander was left at liberty to pursue his own discretion, provided he return to
Annapolis within eight weeks. Thirty-eight years have elapsed and no further tidings
of any belonging to this ill-fated ship have ever reached their friends.*
(History of the Navy of the United States of America – CSPCT,
Vol. 44, Ch. XVI, p. 176, May 1839)

*August. 8, 1800: “Loss of the Insurgent. The U. S. (late French) frigate Insurgent, Captain
Patrick Fletcher, sailed from Norfolk, Virginia, bound for the West Indies. Somewhere en
route she is lost with her entire company (340 men).”
- Jack Sweetman, An Illustrated Chronology of the U.S. Navy and Marine
Corps, 1775 – Present (Naval Institute, October 2002), p. 17, c. 1

2) United States’ Ships at sea, during the year 1798, viz:
United States
41, Com. Barry.
Constitution
44, Capt. Nicholson.
Constellation
38, Capt. Truxtun.
George Washington 24, Capt. Fletcher.
&c., &c……
(History of the Navy of the United States of America – CSPCT,
Vol. 44, Ch. XV, p. 156, May 1839)

3) One squadron under Co. Barry, who was the senior officer of the service, cruised to
windward, running as far south as Tobago, and consisted of the vessels about to be
named, viz.
United States
41, Com. Barry.
Constitution
44, Capt. Nicholson.
George Washington 24, ″ Fletcher.
&c., &c……
(History of the Navy of the United States of America – CSPCT,
Vol. 44, Ch. XVI, p. 167, May 1839)

4) Note C
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List of the Officers of the Navy, before the Peace Establishment Law of 1801, was
passed.
CAPTAINS
. . . .

Patrick Fletcher
(History of the Navy of the United States of America – CSPCT,
Vol. 44, Note C, p. 488, May 1839)

5) From the various and contradictory accounts of this armament we gather the
following list of the colonial cruisers engaged in the expedition, viz: Ships,
Massachusetts, 20 [guns], Commodore Tyng; Cæsar, 20, Captain Snelling; —Snows,
Shirley, 20, Captain Rouse; Prince of Orange, 10, Captain Smethurst; —Brig Boston
Packet, 16, Captain Fletcher; and Sloops,—12, Donahue;—Saunders; $c., &c.
(History of the Navy of the United States of America – CSPCT,
Vol. 44, Ch. II, p. 34, May 1839)

B) GOV. BENJAMIN FLETCHER (1640 – 1703)
1) The close of the seventeenth century was also the period when the piracies had got
to be the most serious, and when Kidd was guilty of those acts that have since given
him a notoriety that would seem to be altogether disproportioned to his deeds. During
the wars of that day, the seas had been much infested with a species of privateers, that
often committed aggressions, and even piracies, on neutral vessels. Most of these
rovers were English; and it is said that they sometimes plundered their own
countrymen. New York was not entirely exempt from the suspicion of having
equipped several vessels of this description, and very unpleasant surmises affected the
characters of some distinguished men of the colony, the governor, Fletcher, among
others. In appreciating such charges, it is necessary to remember the character of the
age, there being no disgrace attached to adventures in private armed ships, and the
transition from fighting for plunder, and plundering unlawfully, is very trifling, in
remote seas, where testimony is not easily obtained, and the law is impotent. That
which men can practice with impunity, they are apt to undertake, when tempted by
cupidity; and that which is frequent, ceases to shock the sense of right. It is by no
means probable that either Governor Fletcher, or any distinguished colonist,
deliberately engaged in piratical adventures, but it is quite possible that such men may
have been concerned in the equipment of private cruisers, that subsequently committed
acts that the laws condemned. It is possible, that when such vessels have returned, a
rigid inquiry into the origin of the plunder they brought with them, was not always
made. Such, in some measure, was the case with Kidd, whose subsequent notoriety
appears to have been as much owing to the éclat with which he sailed, sanctioned by
government, and supported by men of character, and to some striking incidents that
accompanied his return, as to any extraordinary excesses as a pirate.
(History of the Navy of the United States of America –
CSPCT, Vol. 44, Ch. II, pp. 26-27, May 1839)

2) It followed, almost as a matter of course, that suspicion rested on those who were
concerned in sending Capt. Kidd to sea. The usual profligacy of party was exhibited
to impeach several noblemen concerned in the affair, and one or two men of note in
the colony of New York were also involved in legal proceedings, in consequence of
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these piracies; but nothing was ever established against any of the accused, though
Governor Fletcher fell into disgrace at home.
(History of the Navy of the United States of America –
CSPCT, Vol. 44, Ch. II, p. 28, May 1839)

3) “Plutus preserve thee, Sir. But have a care! though ‘I scent the morning air,’ and
must return, it is not forbid to tell the secrets of my prison house! There is one in
yonder cage, who whispers that the ‘Skimmer of the Seas’ is on the coast. Be wary,
worthy Burgher, or the second part of the tragedy of Kidd may yet be enacted in these
seas!”
“I leave such transactions to my superiors,” retorted the Alderman with another
stiff and ceremonious bow. “Enterprises that are said to have occupied the Earl of
Bellomont, Gov. Fletcher, and my Lord Cornbury are above the ambition of a humble
merchant.”
(The Water-Witch – Cooper Edition, Ch. I, p. 21,
May 1830)

C) JOHN FLETCHER (1579 – 1625).
1) “Now, Gondarino, what can you put on now
That may deceive us?
Have ye more strange illusions, yet more mists,
Through which the weak eye may be led to error?
What can ye say that may do satisfaction
Both for her wronged honor and your ill?”
—BEAUMONT AND FLETCHER.
(Mercedes of Castile – CSPCT, Vol. 20, Ch. XXIX,
epigraph, p. 335, Nov. 1840)

2) “Lid. The victory is yours, sir.
King. It is a glorious one, and well sets off
Our scene of mercy; to the dead we tender
Our sorrow; to the living, ample wishes
Of future happiness.”
—BEAUMONT AND FLETCHER.
(The Chainbearer – CSPCT, Vol. 28, Ch. XXX, epigraph,,
p. 321, 1845)

3) I have lived long enough in the “world,” not meaning thereby the southeast corner
of the northwest township of Connecticut, to understand that we are a vast way behind
older nations, in thought as well as deed, in many things; while, on the opposite hand,
they are vast way behind us in others. I see no patriotism in concealing a wholesome
truth; and least of all shall I be influenced by the purility of a desire to hide anything of
this nature, because I cannot communicate it to my countrymen without
communicating it to the rest of the world. If England or France had acted on this
narrow principle, where would have been their Shakespeares, their Sheridans, their
Beaumonts and Fletchers, and their Molières!
(The Redskins – CSPCT, Vol. 29, Ch. I, p. 10, 1846)

D) GILES FLETCHER, THE YOUNGER (1585 - 1623)
1) “Upon two stony tablets, spread before her,
She lean’d her bosom, more than stony hard,
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There slept th’ impartial judge, and strict restorer
Of wrong, or right, with pain or with reward;
There hung the score of all our debts, the card
Where good, and bad, and life, and death, were painted;
Was never heart of mortal so untainted,
But when the roll was read, with thousand terrors fainted.”
Giles Fletcher, Christ’s Victory in Heaven, I. xv.
The Deerslayer – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXVI,
epigraph, , p. 446, 1841

55) “SMOKE I SEE COMING OUT OF THE HOLD”
[=SMOKE + SEE + COME OUT + (HOLD)]
HELMSMAN:
“Dick Fletcher, what’s all that smoke I see coming out of the hold?” (lines 62-63)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) Suddenly a streak of flame flashed from her decks, springing fiercely from sail to
sail. A vast cloud of smoke broke out of the hull, and the deadened roar of artillery
followed. To this succeeded, for a time, the awful yet attractive spectacle of a
burning ship.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch.
XXXII, p. 433, Nov. 1827)

2) God be praised! there is the chientè [=shanty] at any rate; and there’s smoke comin’
out of it, if my eyes don’t deceive me! Look, Bourdon, for I can scarcely see, at all.”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. V, p. 47, Aug. 1848)

3) While Barnstable was speaking, a column of white smoke was seen issuing from
the bows of the cutter, and as the report of a cannon was wafted to their ears, the shot
was seen skipping from wave to wave, tossing the water in spray, and flying to a
considerable distance beyond them. (The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVII, p. 192, Jan. 1824)
4) I had just finished my repast as I saw a smoke curling from under the mountain,
near the eastern bank of the lake.
(The Pioneers – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXI, p. 236, Feb.
1823)

5) But the enormous ropes again yielded, and smoke was seen rising round the wood
which held them.
(The Water-Witch – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVIII, p. 335,
May 1830)

56) “SCARCELY HAD HE...” (INVERSION: ADVERB – VERB – SUBJECT)
Although inversion with “scarcely” was clearly used by Cooper, particularly during
the 1840’s, it is a stylistic device he applied sparingly.
An example of inversion with the past perfect and even in the sense of “disappeared”
has been located in The Oak Openings (1848). In this instance, “scarce” is used
instead of “scarcely.”
HELMSMAN:
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“But scarcely had he disappeared beneath the deck, when he came up with much
greater speed.” (lines 68-70)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) Scarce had the young men got out of sight ere Pigeonwing joined his confederate,
for it seems that this faithful friend had kept on the skirts of the enemy the whole time,
travelling hundreds of miles and enduring hunger and fatigue, besides risking his life
at nearly every step, in order to be of use to those whom he considered himself
pledged to serve.
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXIX, p. 321, Aug.
1848)

2) As Hutter ceased speaking, all three moved in the direction he had named. Scarce
had they fairly opened the bottom of the bay, when a general start proved that their
eyes had lighted on a common object, at the same instant.
The Deerslayer – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. VI, p. 105,
1841

3) These words escaped me under an impulse I found impossible to control. Scarcely
were they uttered, ere I deeply regretted the indiscretion.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Part 2, Ch. VI, p. 87,
Oct. 1844)

4) Scarcely was Daggett within the channel, when an enormous mass fell from the
summit of one of the bergs, literally closing the passage in his wake, ….
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XIX, p. 205, April 1849)

5) Scarcely was the act performed, ere she repented it.
(Wyandotté, or The Hutted Knoll; A Tale – Cooper
Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXIII, p. 292, Aug./Sept. 1843)

6) Scarcely was the party on the Peak, when the keen, lively eyes of the younger
Bridget caught sight of a strange sail; and, presently, another and another came into
view.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXVI, p. 283, Aug.
1847)

7) The time taken for the two boats to return to their respective points of departure
was but short; and scarcely was that of the stranger arrived alongside of its vessel,
ere the ship fired a gun.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXVIII, p. 304, Aug.
1847)

8) We were not so fortunate, however, with the loftier spars; for scarcely was the
vessel beneath the arch, when she lifted on a swell, and her main-top-gallant-mast
snapped off in the cap.
(The Monikins, Ch. XIV, p. 222/509, July 1835)

57) “THE HOLD’S ON FIRE, SIR.”
Quotation # 8 [The Water-Witch], “The hold of the ship is a fiery furnace,” comes fairly close.
It is obvious that Cooper would have had no problems with such scenes.
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HELMSMAN:
“The hold’s on fire, sir,” said he to the captain.” (lines 71-72)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Our decks seemed on fire, and yet I could see nothing.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. VI, p. 74/271, Nov. 1843)

2) “Captain Kyd felt satisfied that the Lascars had set his ship on fire, and he had us
all landed on Tiger Island.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. XI, p. 150/271, Nov. 1843)
2) “The flames began to glide upwards, and then the heavens appeared on fire, as one
heated sail after another kindled and flared wildly in the breeze.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXII, p. 506/542, May 1830)

4) “The decks of la Divina Providenza were reeking with blood, and grape and
canister were sticking in handfuls in different parts of the vessel. Three dead bodies
were found in her hold, but nothing having life was met with on board. There was a
tar-bucket filled at hand, and this was placed beneath the hatch, covered with all the
combustible materials that could be laid hold of, and set on fire. So active were the
flames at that dry season that Raoul regretted he had not taken the precaution to
awaken them after he had removed his own vessel; but the southerly air continuing, he
was enabled to get to a safe distance before they actually ascended the felucca’s
rigging and seized upon her sails.” (Wing-and-Wing, Ch. IX, p. 178/572, Nov. 1842, Cf.
“Tow”)

3) “As a matter of course, at that distance both craft seemed on fire,…”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XII, p. 222/572, Nov. 1842)

4) “While the three females were thus usefully employed, he descended into the hold
of the ship, in order to note the increase of the water, and make his calculations on
the time that would elapse before the sinking fabric must entirely disappear.”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XVII, p. 314/589, Nov. 1827)

6) “Glaring balls of fire sailed over the heads of the combatants, and fell among the
throng in the rear. Ludlow saw the danger, and he endeavored to urge his people on to
regain the bow-guns, one of which was known to be loaded. But the explosion of a
grenade on deck, and in his rear, was followed by a shock in the hold, that threatened
to force the bottom out of the vessel.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXI, p. 488/542, May 1830)

7) “At the same moment, the deep stillness which, since the bustle of making sail had
ceased, pervaded the ship, was broken by the appalling cry of “Fire!”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXII, p. 494/542, May 1830)

8) “He was too late. The hold of the ship is a fiery furnace. I heard him fall among
the store-rooms, and it surpassed the power of man to give the wretch succor.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXII, p. 496/542, May 1830)
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9) “Still the seamen distrusted the treacherous footing, and, had the heat permitted the
experiment, they would have shrunk from a risk which at any unexpected moment
might commit them to the fiery furnace beneath.
The smoke ceased, and a clear, powerful light illuminated the ship to her trucks. In
consequence of the care and exertions of her people, the sails and masts were yet
untouched; and as the graceful canvas swelled with the breeze, it still urged the
blazing hull through the water.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXII, p. 500/542, May 1830)
10) There is no doubt that well-constructed steamers are safer craft, the danger from
fire excepted, than the ordinary ship, except in very heavy weather [1st sentence in
paragraph].

(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXV, p. 525/654, June 1844)

11) It will be remembered that water could now only enter the vessel’s hold at the
main-hatch, all the other hatchways having their coamings above the element.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. V, p. 111,
November 1846–March 1848)

12) The hold was now entered, and overhauled, for the first time since the accident.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. VIII, p. 79,
Aug. 1847)

58) “TOW”
The anonymous author of “The Helmsman” refers to tow to explain what caused the
conflagration of the steamer. According to OED, tow is “the fibre of flax, hemp, or jute
prepared for spinning by some process of scutching.”
In Cooper’s works, one singular example (COOPER, #1) has been found in The Spy, in which a
“pile of tow,” once ignited, is sufficient to burn down a whole building. Another example, in
The Pioneers, which had an effect similar to tow, leads to the death of the last of the
Mohicans, Chingachgook. Wing-and-Wing (COOPER, #3) has a very suggestive passage,
which unfortunately fails to make clear whether, among the “combustible materials,” tow was
to be found.
HELMSMAN:
“Some sparks had fallen on a bundle of tow; no one had seen the accident; and now
not only much of the luggage, but the sides of the vessel were in a smouldering
flame.” (lines 75-79)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “The curse of heaven light on the log!” he exclaimed. “The night is too dark for
us to move in; throw that brand of fire in yon pile of tow, to light up the scene.”
“Hold!” roared the speculator; “you’ll fire the house.”
“And see the farther,” said the other, hurling the brand in the midst of the
combustibles. In an instant the building was in flames. “Come on, let us move
towards the heights while we have light to pick our road.”
(The Spy, Ch. XIV, pp. 248-249/557, published Dec.
1821)
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2) “I told him that the kearless [=careless] fellows who thought to catch a practys’d
hunter in the woods after dark, had thrown the lighted pine knots in the brush, and
that ‘twould kindle like tow, and warned him to leave the hill. But he was set upon his
business, and nothing short of Providence could move him. If he isn’t burnt and
buried in a grave of his own digging, he’s made of salamanders.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXVIII, p. 415; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, Ch. XXXVIII, pp.
420-421; [pp. 545-546/604]; Feb. 1823)

3) “There was a tar-bucket filled at hand, and this was placed beneath the hatch,
covered with all the combustible materials that could be laid hold of, and set on fire.
So active were the flames at that dry season that Raoul regretted he had not taken the
precaution to awaken them after he had removed his own vessel; but the southerly air
continuing, he was enabled to get to a safe distance before they actually ascended the
felucca’s rigging and seized her sails.”(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. IX, p. 178/572, Nov. 1842)
A quite different example, though something of a splice of the 1845
“Helmsman of Lake Erie” and the 1841 Erie conflagration, is to be found in
Templeton’s Fourth of July “Fun of Fire” in Home as Found:
a) A blazing ball cast from a shop-window was the signal for the
commencement of the Fun. It was merely a ball of rope yarn, or of some
other material saturated with turpentine, and it burned with a bright, fierce
flame until consumed.
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXI, p. 236, 1838)
b) Your Templeton ‘Fun of fire’ is fiery fun, for it cost us something like a
general conflagration. Mrs. Hawker has been near a downfall, like your great
namesake, by a serpent’s coming too near her dress: one barn, I hear, has
actually been in a blaze, and Sir George Templemore’s heart is in cinders.
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXIV, p. 267,
1838)

59) “SMOULDERING FLAME.”
“Smouldering fire” occurs three times and “smouldering brand” once. “Smouldering”
modifying “flame” could hardly be a problem (cf. #1).
HELMSMAN:
“…, but the sides of the vessel were in a smouldering flame.” (lines 78-79)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “…she LIKED him vastly, and nothing would have been easier than to have blown
this smouldering preference into flame.”
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch.
XV, 150/192, Jan.- April 1843, serialized in
Graham’s)

2) “Weeks, and even moths passed, however, ere the smouldering ruins ceased to
send up smoke, the fierce element continuing to burn, like a slumbering volcano, as it
might be in the bowels of the earth.”
(Home as Found, Ch. VII, p. 147/591, 1838)
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3) “Jack led the way, and, sure enough, he soon reached a place where the embers of
what had been a considerable body of fire, were smouldering on the rock.”
(Jack Tier, vol II, Ch. II, p. 407/616, November
1846–March 1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in
»Graham's« and Bentley's »Miscellany«, under the
title »The Islets of the Gulf)

4) “Every one knows that the savage, in his warfare, slays both sexes and all ages; that
the door-post of the frontier cabin is defiled by the blood of the infant, whose brains
have been dashed against it; and that the smouldering ruins of log-houses oftener than
not cover the remains of their tenants.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. II, p. 41/582, Aug. 1848)
5) “The two who remained standing near the smouldering fire remarked that the d
irection taken by the Chippewa was toward the lake,…”
(Oak Openings, Ch. III, p. 55/582, Aug. 1848)

6) “The fire had already done its duty, and was now merely smouldering, throwing a
faint, flickering light on the dark, fierce features of the group that was clustered
round.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVII, p. 385,
June 1845)

7) “A moment after we had passed the smouldering fire, three or four shot were
discharged at us, but there was no sign of their telling on any of our party.
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVII, p. 386,
June 1845)

8) “There was no blaze, but merely a single smouldering brand, as suited the hour;
the savages usually retiring and rising with the revolutions of the sun.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XV, p. 338/717, 1841)

9) “To his amazement, in place of the hut, he saw only its smouldering ruins.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XXXII, p. 465/604, Feb. 1823)

10) “…and these jokes are like so many punches into a smouldering fire, on a dark
night.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XV, p. 216/542, May
1830)

11) “…but few of the band [of savages] found resolution to approach the smouldering
pile, where they had witnessed so impressive an exhibition of Christian fortitude. [
Maynard motif ! ]
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XV, p.
232/496, 1828)

12) “The blandness of the winds, and the brightness of the heavens, lent an air of
animation to even the leafless forest; and the white vapor, that continued to rise from
the smouldering piles, floated high over the hills, as the peaceful smoke of the cottage
curled above its roof.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XVI, pp.
234-235/496, 1828)

13) “As his dark glittering eye rolled over the smouldering fragments, it seemed to
search keenly for some vestige of the human form.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XVI, p.
235/496, 1828)
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14) “…he returned to the frigate, giving the smouldering wreck a wide berth for fear
of accidents.”
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XII, p.
134, 1842)

60) “BUCKETS OF WATER”
Quotation #4, although not on a ship, has obvious references to one. And Cap, the old sailor,
no doubt saw himself in a similar situation as that of a ship endangered by fire.
HELMSMAN:
“...and two lines being made, one on each side of the hold, buckets of water were
passed and repassed;…”.” (lines 81-83)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “I shall never forget the sensation that I felt, as my eye gazed on the first object it
encountered. It was an article of no more dignity than a leathern fire-bucket; but the
words ‘Geo. Washington’ were legibly written on it in white paint.”
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the
Americans, TO SIR EDWARD WALLER, BART.
&c. &c., “A Relic,” p. 526, June 1828: England;
August 1828: United States)

2) I confess I felt scalding tears gush down my cheeks, as I gazed at the dark mass of
the ship just before it was swallowed up in the gloom. This soon occurred. And then, I
make no doubt, every man in the boat considered himself as hopelessly lost. We
continued to bail, notwithstanding; and, using hats, gourds, pots and pails, soon
cleared the boat, though it was done with no other seeming object than to avert
immediate death. I heard one of the Cape May men pray. The name of his wife
mingled with his petitions to God.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. VI, p. 123/654, June
1844)

3) The manner in which my captors treated me, excited my surprise. As soon as it was
light, my limbs were released, and I was permitted to walk up and down the quarterdeck to restore the circulation of the blood. A clot of blood, with some fragments of
hair, marked the spot where poor Captain Williams had fallen; and I was allowed to
dash a bucket of water over the place, in order to wash away the revolting signs of the
murder.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XIII, p. 252/654, June 1844)
4) Cap preserved his coolness admirably. He had a profound and increasing respect
for the power of the savages, and even for the majesty of fresh water, it is true; but his
apprehensions of the former proceeded more from his dread of being scalped and
tortured than from any unmanly fear of death; and, as he was now on the deck of a
house, if not on the deck of a ship, and knew that there was little danger of boarders,
he moved about with a fearlessness and a rash exposure of his person that Pathfinder,
had he been aware of the fact, would have been the first to condemn. Instead of
keeping his body covered, agreeably to the usages of Indian warfare, he was seen on
every part of the roof, dashing the water right and left, with the apparent steadiness
and unconcern he would have manifested had he been a sail trimmer exercising his art
in a battle afloat. His appearance was one of the causes of the extraordinary clamor
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among the assailants; who, unused to see their enemies so reckless, opened upon him
with their tongues, like a pack that has the fox in view. Still he appeared to possess a
charmed life; for, though the bullets whistled around him on every side, and his
clothes were several times torn, nothing cut his skin. When the shell passed through
the logs below, the old sailor dropped his bucket, waved his hat, and gave three
cheers; in which heroic act he was employed as the dangerous missile exploded. This
characteristic feat probably saved his life; for from that instant the Indians ceased to
fire at him, and even to shoot their flaming arrows at the block, having taken up the
notion simultaneously, and by common consent, that the "Saltwater" was mad; and it
was a singular effect of their magnanimity never to lift a hand against those whom
they imagined devoid of reason.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXIV, pp. 548-549/644)

5) “The floor was scuttled in several places, and buckets provided with ropes were in
daily use, in readiness for any such emergency. One of the girls could easily
extinguish any fire that might be lighted, provided it had not time to make much
headway.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 140;
p. 168/717 ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 618 ; 1841 )

6) “Sundry buckets, most of which had been provided for the extinction of fire, were
quickly seen pendant from as many whips on the outer extremity of the different yards
descending towards the sea. In spite of the awkward opposition of the men below,
these leathern vessels were speedily filled and run up the yards again. Many a gaping
waister and rigid marine now made a more familiar acquaintance with the element on
which he had enlisted than suited either his convenience or his humour.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch.
XIX, p. 269, Nov. 1827)

7) “Among other articles, some six or seven beds had been dragged from the
dormitories. These were now brought into play, as powerful instruments in the
assault. They were cast, one by one, on the still burning though smothered flames, in
the basement of the block, whence they sent up a cloud of their intolerable effluvia.
At this trying moment, the appalling cry was heard from the block, that the well has
failed! The buckets ascended as empty as they went down, and they were thrown
aside as no longer useful.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XV, p.
230/496, 1828)

8) Directing Manytongues to secure the two incendiaries, I sprang into the kitchen to
extinguish the flames. It was high time, though Mary Warren had already anticipated
me here, too. She had actually thrown several dippers of water upon the fire, which
was beginning to crackle through the pile of chairs, and had already succeeded in
lessening the flames. I knew that a hydrant stood in the kitchen itself, which gave a
full stream of water. Filling a pail, I threw the contents on the flames; and repeating
the application, in half a minute the room was filled with vapor, and to the bright light
succeeded a darkness that was so deep as to suggest the necessity of finding lamps and
candles.
(The Redskins, Ch. XXIII, 1st paragraph, 1846)
9) He had often remarked that sea water was blue, and he had frequently caused pails
to be lowered, and the water brought on deck, to see if he could come at any of this
blueing matter – for indigo was both scarce and dear in his part of the world, but he
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never could make out anything by the experiment; from which he concluded that, on
the whull, there was pretty much no such thing as color, at all.
(The Monikins, Ch. XXVI, p. 431/509, July 1835)

61) “PASSED AND REPASSED”
The expression is used frequently.
HELMSMAN:
“...and two lines being made, one on each side of the hold, buckets of water were
passed and repassed;…”.” (lines 81-83)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “As it was, the letter was partly written as the schooner re-passed the bar, and was
sent ashore by the pilot to be mailed.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. X, p. 177/532, April 1849)
2) “Sir George Templemore and Grace Van Cortlandt were walking together in the
great hall, and were visible through the open door, as they passed and repassed.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXV, p.
274, 1838)

3) “I do n’t see how that can be very well done, sir, unless we anchor, repass the Gate
at the turn of the tide, and go to sea by way of Sandy Hook.”
(Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. II, p. 45/616, November
1846–March 1848)

4) “The bag of doubloons, however, had been found, and there it lay, tied but totally
unguarded, in the canvas verandah of Rose Budd’s habitation. Jack Tier passed and
repassed it with apparent indifference, as he went to and fro, between his pantry and
kitchen, busy as a bee in preparing his noontide meal for the day.”
(Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. VII, p. 249/616, November
1846–March 1848)

5) “Spike passed and repassed him fifty times, without even an angry look, or a
word of abuse;…”
(Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. II, p. 368/616, November
1846–March 1848)

6) “This sale will take place, this day week, and the title once passed, it will not be so
easy a matter to get it repassed.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. III, p. 61/533, Oct.
1844)

7) “…but the conjectures on this head were as near the fact, as if the savages had
passed and repassed daily.”
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. VIII, p. 81, Aug.
1848)

8) “....and he found, when he reached the quay of the square, that his passing and
repassing had not been observed.”
(The Bravo, Ch. XXV, p. 441/544, October 1831)
9) “Boats of all sorts abounded, and were constantly passing and repassing.”
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXV, p. 278,
Aug. 1847)
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10) “As he repassed the females, he paused a moment to gaze upon their beauty,
answering to the smile and nod of Alice with a look of open pleasure.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 4, p. 55/594,
Feb. 1826)

11)

“For God’s sake,” exclaimed Borroughcliffe, “murder me not in cold blood!”
“The silver hilt entered his mouth as the words issued from it, and the captain
found, while the line was passed and repassed in repeated involutions across the back
of his neck, that he was in a condition to which he often subjected his own men, when
unruly, and which is universally called being “gagged.”
(The Pilot, Ch. XXII, p. 331/556, Jan. 1824)

12) “Dost not think it safer to repass the inlet, under favor of the darkness?”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XI, p. 152/542, May
1830)

13) “My knowledge of the beauties of the house of Mr. Van Saats, is confined to very
unpoetical glimpses from the river, in passing and repassing.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXIII, p. 332/542, May
1830)

14) “So many strange and savage-looking forms were constantly passing and
repassing before their eyes, that the arrival of one, more or less, was not likely to be
noted.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXV, p.
395/496, 1828)

15) “The major thought some disposition had made, however, by which the inmates
might pass and repass by the half that was suspended, making a tolerable defence,
when all was closed.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XII, p. 248/584, Aug./Sept.
1843)

IN GENERAL:
1) “Call all hands to extinguish the fire! Gentlemen, to your stations. Be cool, men;
and be silent!”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXII, pp. 494-495/542,
May 1830)

62) “THE BURNING MASS.”
Quotation #2 offers “the flaming mass,” which is quite close (present participle + noun).
HELMSMAN:
“…; they [=buckets of water] flew along a line of ready hands, were dashed hissing on
the burning mass, ….” (lines 84-86)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “The felucca rode stationary, while the lugger dropped astern, fathom after fathom,
until she lay more than a hundred yards distant from the fiery mass.” . . . .
....
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The call to the men brought me on the deck; and, O! how I trembled as I saw you on
the flaming mass!”
....

Every anxious and curious face in the lugger was to be seen, under the brilliant light,
turned toward the glowing mass as the sunflower follows the source of heat in his
track athwart the heavens;…”
(Wing-and-Wing –CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XI, p.
131, 1842)

2) “Profiting by the attention of those within, to efforts that were literally of the last
importance, they had found means to convey burning brands to the door of the block,
against which they had piled a mass of blazing combustibles, that threatened shortly
to open the way into the basement of the citadel itself.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XV, p.
227/496, 1828)

3) “…there remained only a mass of blackened and charred ruins.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XVI, p.
234/496, 1828)

63) “FOR SOME FEW + [UNIT OF TIME]”
Although the expression“some few” is indeed used by Cooper (28 instances), only one
instance has been found where the reference is to time. Fortunately, the instance
found is almost identical and only a few years prior to “The Helmsman.”
HELMSMAN:
For some few moments, it seemed as if the flames were subdued.” (lines 87-89)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
“some few” : --- (2x), arrangements, boats, captures, cases, elegancies, guineas, instances (5x),
manufactured articles, minutes, of our readers, of the authors, of them, of the advantages of his spirit,
of the more scrupulous, of the qualifications, of the younger persons of our drama, of the sectaries, of
the visited, of our readers, of which, particulars, portions, things

1) To own the truth, both the ladies were a little confounded. They wept, and for
some few minutes there was a dead silence, but curiosity caused them both to ask
questions.
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch.
XII, 113/192, Jan.- April 1843, serialized in
Graham’s)

64) “AS IF THE FLAMES WERE SUBDUED.”
Quotation #1 is an exact match.
HELMSMAN:
“For some few moments, it seemed as if the flames were subdued.” (lines 87-89)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
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1) “Stolen and curious glances were thrown around a place that had so long been kept
sacred to the secret uses of the Puritan, when it was found that the flames were
subdued, and that the present danger was averted.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XV, p.
225/496, 1828)

2) “The flames kindled fiercely, and in less than a minute they became too violent to
be subdued. They were seen playing on the planks of the floor above. The subtle
element flashed from point to point, and it was not long ere it was stealing up the outer
side of the heated block itself.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XV, p.
231/496, 1828)

3) “When the crew abandoned the hope of extinguishing the flames, they had
closed all the hatches, to retard the crisis as much as possible. Here and there,
however, little torch-like lights were beginning to show themselves through the planks,
and the whole deck, forward of the main-mast, was already in a critical and sinking
state.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXII, p. 500/542, May
1830)

PART V
LINES 90-106:
A) MAYNARD QUESTIONED BY ANXIOUS WOMEN PASSENGERS
B) HIS RESPONSE

65) “WERE CLUSTERING ROUND.”
The expression is frequently used, although Cooper generally uses “around” in his later
works.
A similar scene involving a “gray-headed old seaman,” who just so happens to be a “pilota,”
can be found in The Wing-and-Wing. Even the verb “cluster” is used!
“As each citizen, wine-dealer, grocer, innkeeper, or worker in iron, came up on the
height, he incontinently inquired for Tonti, or ’Maso, as he was usually called; and
getting the bearings and distance of the gray-headed old seaman, he invariably made
his way to his side, until a group of some two hundred men, women, and children
had clustered near the person of the pilota, as the faithful gather about a favorite
expounder of the law, in moments of religious excitement. It is worthy to remark, too,
with how much consideration this little crowd of gentle Italians treated their aged
seaman, on this occasion; none bawling out their questions, and all using the greatest
care not to get in front of his person lest they might intercept his means of observation.
....
“We have spoken of females as a matter of course, an event like this, in a town of
some three or four thousand souls, would be likely to draw a due proportion of the
gentler sex to the heights. Most of them contrived to get as near as possible to the
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aged seaman, in oder to obtain the first intelligence, that it might be the sooner
circulated; ….”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. I, p. 6, 1842)
HELMSMAN:
a) “In the meantime the women on board were clustering round John Maynard,” (lines
90-91)

b) “The passengers were clustering round the vessels bow…” (lines 126-127)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Around this young creature were clustered no less than five young men, dressed
in the height of fashion, all of whom seemed to be entranced with the words that fell
from her lips, and each of whom appeared anxious to say something clever in return.”
(Home as Found, Ch. V, p. 87/591, 1838)
2) “When this explanation was delivered, a group had clustered round the speaker,
leaving Eve and her party on the opposite side of the deck.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. VI, p. 91/613, 1838)

3) “So intense was the interest, however, which all took in the result, that the ladies,
and even Ann Sidley, with the femme de chambre suspended their own efforts, and
stood clustering around the capstan as the gentleman began to heave, almost
breathless between their doubts and hopes;…”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXIII, p. 395/613, 1838)

4) “…like bees clustering around a hive.” (Miles Wallingford, Ch. XXIII, p. 400/533, Oct.
1844)

5) “The younger ladies had clustered together round the window, and even Emily in
her heart rejoiced that the gentleman had come to relieve herself and sisters from
the arduous task of entertaining women who appeared not to possess a single taste
or opinion in common with themselves.”
(Precaution, Ch. VI, p. 77/532, Nov. 1820)

7) “….the little group of houses which, clustered round the church, had obtained the
name of “the village,” conveyed a sensation of delight that…”
(Precaution, Ch. XXXVI, p. 379/532, Nov. 1820)

8) “In the meantime, gondolas rich in carvings and gildings, and containing females
renowned for grace and beauty, began to cluster in hundreds around the port.”
(The Bravo, Ch. VIII, p. 130/544, October 1831)

9) “A few excited fishermen clustered about the doors of the cathedral, like bees
swarming before their hive;…”
(The Bravo, Ch. XXIV, p. 418/544, October
1831)

10) “These cries were immediately succeeded by shouts of delight when they reached
the body and clustered eagerly around it.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. VII, p. 150/717, 1841)

11) “…while a crowd of amused and gaping spectators clustered about him,…”
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(The Headsman, Ch. IV, p. 61/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

12) “…nor is it necessary to record the different sallies of wit that, under the
inspiration of the warm wines of the Vevey and the excitement of the revels, issued
from the group that clustered around the windows of the prison.”
(The Headsman, Ch. XVI, p. 272/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

13) “But an unlooked-for object had just presented itself at the water-gate, where the
officer charged with the duty of looking into the characters of all who went and came
was posted, and around whom some fifty representatives of half as many nations
were now clustering in a clamorous throng, filling the air with a confusion of tongues
that had some probable affinity to the noises which deranged the workmen of Babel.
(The Headsman, Ch. I, p. 9/525, Sept. 833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

14) “…parting the golden hair which clustered about her brows;…”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 30, p. 537/594,
Feb. 1826)

15) “There was a general movement in the living masses that clustered around the
mainmast, on the booms, and in the gangways,…”
(The Pilot, Ch. IV, p. 44/556, Jan. 1824)

16) “…but, as they plunged into a copse that clustered around the ruin which has
been already mentioned, they lessened their exertions to a more deliberate pace,…”
(The Pilot, Ch. XIX, p. 269/556, Jan. 1824)

17) “Ishmael look’d round upon the motionless and heavily loaded vehicles with his
teeth firmly compressed, cast a glance at the amazed and helpless group of children,
which clustered around their sullen but desponding mother, and walked out upon the
open land, as if he found the air of the encampment too confined.”
(The Prairie, Ch. VII, p. 961, The Library of
America, [106/575], April 1827: London; May
1827: Philadelphia)

18) “With this sudden outbreaking, however, the commotion instantly subsided; the
three spectators clustering around the trapper with a species of awe, at beholding the
tears of one so aged.”
(The Prairie, Ch. X, p. 1008, The Library of
America, [172/575] )

19) “A bright flashing fire that was burning on the center of its summit, and around
which the busy group was clustered, lent it the appearance of some tall Pharos placed
in the center of the deserts, to light such adventurers as wandered through their broad
wastes.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XI, p. 1014, The Library of
America, [179/575] )

20) To the southward, there stood clustering around the passage a line of gigantic
bergs, placed like sentinels, as if purposely to stop all egress in that direction.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXIII, p. 394/532, April
1849)
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21) “Little was said, and for hours scarce a limb was moved, in the group that
clustered around the mess-chest.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXIII, p. 515/542, May
1830)

22) “As he left the gates of Wish-Ton-Wish, the handmaidens of Ruth clustered
about him, in wondering interest;…”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. VII, p.
121/496, 1828)

23) “The fugitives stood at the foor of a sapling, whose top was completely concealed
by masses of leaves, which belonged to the under-brush that clustered around its
trunk.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXX, p.
458/496, 1828)

24) “…like bees clustering about their hives.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XIV, p. 273/572, Nov.
1842)

25) “The crew was assembled on the forecastle and in the waists; the marine guard
was under arms; the officers clustered around the capstan; and a solemn, uneasy
expectation pervaded the whole ship.
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XXII, p. 435/572, Nov.
1842)

66) “THE ONLY MAN UNEMPLOYED”
HELMSMAN:
“In the meantime the women on board were clustering round John Maynard, the only
man unemployed who was capable of answering their questions.” (lines 90-93)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) The use of steam, and the presence of unemployed seamen of various nations, in
this idle season of the warlike, are slowly leading to innovations and improvements in
the navigation of the lakes of Italy and Switzerland, it is true;…
(The Headsman – Michigan Historical Reprint
Series, Ch. I, 1st paragraph, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

2) Sunday evening, consequently, was in great request for visits, it being the favourite
time for the young people to meet, as they were not only certain to be unemployed,
but to be in their best.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. II, p. 35/532, April 1849)
3) The reckless and the gay, younger sons, soldiers unemployed, and students from the
inns of court, early sought advancement and adventure in the more remote provinces,
where slaves offered impunity from labor, and where war, with a bolder and more
stirring policy, oftener gave rise to scenes of excitement and, of course, to the exercise
of the faculties best suited to their habits and dispositions.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. I, p.
10/496, 1828)

“ANSWERING THEIR QUESTIONS”
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1) Captain Truck had the usual number of questions to answer, which he did in the
following succinct and graphic manner, a reply we hope will prove as satisfactory to
the reader, as it was made to be, perforce, satisfactory to the curious on board.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. VIII,
p. 77, 1838)

67) “BE [GET, COME, BRING US ] IN IN.”
Cooper does not shy away from a double “in.”
HELMSMAN:
“…they would probably be in in forty minutes…” (line 100)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) Whenever we got home, I worked in the ship, at day’s work, until paid off; after
which, no more was seen of Ned until it was time to go on board to sail. When I got
in, in the Normandy, it happened as usual, though I took a short swing only.
(Ned Myers, Ch. XVII, p. 223/271, Nov. 1843)

2) Luckily, Dirck came in, in the evening;…
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. VI, p. 83, June 1845)

3) “This comes of sleeping on duty; nay, I know not but that a proper use of the oars
would still bring us in, in safety, and without necessary harm to the property of any.”
(The Headsman, Ch. VI, p. 110/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

4) “I beg your pardon, Captain Cuffe,” answered Griffin, who found himself
compelled to appear a delinquent, whatever might be the injustice of the situation; “it
could not be helped. We got in in proper time; and I went to work with the deputygovernor and an old chap of a magistrate who was with him, as soon as I could get up
to the house of the first.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. VIII, p. 159/572, Nov. 1842)

68) “TO SPEAK THE TRUTH”
“Speaking the truth” is a cardinal virtue in Cooper’s works. This entry is divided into the
following sections:
A) TO SPEAK
B) TO SAY
C) TO TELL
D) OTHER POSSIBILITIES
HELMSMAN:
“But, to speak the truth,” he added, “we are all in great danger;…” (lines 102-103)
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JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) TO SPEAK:
1) “Pendennyss has spoken truth, my dear brother,” cried she, recovering her
voice;…
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XLVII, p. 485;
Nov. 1820)

2) “You speak the truth, sir; yet is there fight ahead.”
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. V, p. 46, Aug. 1847)

3) “Hum! why do they send young men to treat for peace with old powers? Then
you Americans do not speak the truth. You went to was with England, a nation with
a great fleet and said you took their frigates in equal fight. Honest people always
speak the truth.” “Well, Sir, that was true.”
(History of the American Navy, Vol. III, Ch. I (1815), p.
14, May 1839)

4) “Unquestionably; men have got to be afraid to speak the truth, when that truth is a
little beyond the common comprehension; and thus it is that you see the fulsome
flattery that all the public servants, as they call themselves, resort to, in order to
increase their popularity, instead of telling the wholesome facts that are needed.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXV, pp. 281-282, 1838)

5) “I shall be glad to lead so fair a party from our gold valley into the sunny glens of
Italy, for, if the truth must be spoken, nature has placed us on the wrong side of the
mountain for our comfort, though we have our advantage over those who live even in
Turin and Milan, in matters of greater importance.”
“What can be the superiority of a Valaisan over the Lombard, or the
Piedmontese?” demanded the Signor Grimaldi quickly, like a man who was curious
to hear the reply. “A traveler should seek all kind of knowledge, and I take this to be a
newly-discovered fact.”
“Liberty, Signore! We are our own masters, we have been so since the day when
our fathers sacked the castles of the barons, and compelled their tyrants to become
their equals. I think of this each time I reach the warm plains of Italy, and return to
my cottage a more contented man, for the reflection.”
(The Headsman – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XX, pp. 342-343, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833:
Philadelphia)

6) Like every other accountable being, when called to speak at all, he is bound to
speak the truth.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition,
Letter XXV, p. 235, 1836)

7) “…but, sergeant, if the truth must be spoken, you have managed this expedition in
a loose way, altogether; …. That is a matter to be repented of, and I tell it to you,
because truth, in such a case, ought to be spoken.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXIV, p. 392, 1840.)

8) “I would dare to speak truth, Hurry, consarning you, or any man that ever
lived.”…
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. I, p. 28; 1841)
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9) “…and to speak truth, thy voice is comfortable on this sprite’s common.”
(The Heidenmauer, or the Benedictines, Ch. II, p. 12 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York; Michigan Historical
Reprint Series, Ch. II, p. 38; 1832)

10) “Why, to speak the truth, Lord Emich, Bonifacius hath sent us a missive, written
in fair Latin, and in a scholarly manner, that threatens us to a man with every Christian
wish, from plagues to downright incurable damnation.”
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. XXIII, p. 291; Michigan Historical
Reprint Series, Ch. XXIII, p. 352; July 1832: London; Sept. 1832:
Philadelphia)

11) “…but truth should always be spoken…
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend
of the Rhine –Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Ch. IV, p. 82; July 1832: London; Sept. 1832:
Philadelphia)

12) “I do not think, were truth spoken, that wielding the sledge a twelvemonth would
have done this injury to my feet!”
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend
of the Rhine –Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Ch. XXIV, p 368; July 1832: London; Sept. 1832:
Philadelphia)

B) TO SAY:
1) … “and, if the truth must be said, I think that fellow has somewhere about half a
knot the best of it, in the way of foot, on a bowline and with this breeze.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. VIII, p.62, 1838)

2) “To say the truth, the country abreast of us, some twenty or thirty miles distant, is
not the most inviting; and though it may not be easy to say where the Garden of Eden
is, it is not hazardous to say it is not there.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XV, p. 140, 1838)

3) If the truth must be said, some of the emigrants began to doubt the governor’s
ability to find his islands again, though none doubted of their existence.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XX, p. 220, Aug. 1847)

4) Some pretty hard-faced trickery was attempted in the way of legislation, in order
to help along the claim of the public; for, if the truth must be said, the public is just as
wont to resort to such unworthy means to effect its purposes as private individuals,
when it is deemed necessary. (The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXX, p. 326, Aug. 1847)
5) “It is very plain, sir, that he supposes you mean to broil him, and then to eat so
much of his steaks, that you will be compelled to heave up like a marine two hours
out; and, if I must say the truth, I think most people would have inferred the same
thing from your signs, which are as plainly cannibal as anything of the sort I ever
witnessed.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XVIII, pp. 183-184,
1838)
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6) “Why, if the truth must be said, we came in the lugger, the Few-Folly.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XVIII, p. 211,
1842)

7) “I never thought it would succeed, sir; and, to say the truth, I never hoped it
would.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXI, p. 244,
1842)

8) Thus it is that we see the oldest families among us quietly robbed of their estates.
After generations of possession; the honest man proscribed; the knave and demagogue
deified; mediocrity advanced to high places; and talents and capacity held in abeyance,
if not actually trampled under foot. “Let the truth be said: these evils to which each
year gives additional force, until the tyranny of the majority has taken a form and
combination which, unchecked, must speedily place every personal right at the mercy
of plausible, but wrong-doing, popular combinations.”
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. XVII, p. 254 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York) 1850).

9) “Death is a circumstance, after all, Master Pathfinder, and one of a very general
character, too, seeing that we must submit to it, sooner or later.” “You say truth, you
say truth, and for that reason I hold it to be wise to be always ready. I’ve often
thought, Salt-water, that he is happiest who has the least to leave behind him, when the
summons comes. Now, here I am, a hunter, a scout, and a guide, although I do not
own a foot of land on ‘arth, yet do I enjoy and possess more than the great Albany
Patroon. With the heavens over my head, to keep me in mind of the last great hunt,
and the dried leaves beneath my feet, I tramp over the ground as freely as if I was its
lord and owner, and what more need heart desire?
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXVII, p. 431-432; Feb. /March 1
840, London and Philadelphia)

10) “…if the truth must be said, I find it a sore trial to think kindly, or to talk kindly of
them vagabonds.”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXII, p. 383; 1841)
11) “Thou speakest in reason, monk, for, to say truth, yon fellow of Saxony and his
followers, who are anything but few or weak, begin to move many in this quarter to
doubts and disobedience. Thou must most stoutly hate this Brother Luther in thy
heart, father!”
(The Heidenmauer, or the Benedictines, Ch. IX, p. 121
(Leather-Stocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P.
Putnam’s Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York; Michigan
Historical Reprint Series, Ch. IX, p. 158; 1832)

12) “Meta is not used to these compliments, and she scarce knoweth rightly how to
acknowledge the grace, for, to say truth, it is not often her cheek feeleth the tickling of
a beard.”
(The Heidenmauer, or the Benedictines, Ch. X, p. 130
(Leather-Stocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P.
Putnam’s Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York; Michigan
Historical Reprint Series, Ch. X, p. 170; 1832)

C) TO TELL:
1) …though, if the truth must be told, he [=Mr. Dodge] rather stimulated opposition
than found others prepared to meet his wishes.
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(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. VIII, p.64, 1838)

2) “To tell you the truth, Signor Podestà, I wish I was half as well persuaded that it is
Sir Brown, and La Proserpine, as I was an hour ago.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. VI, p. 67,
1842)

3) “To tell you the truth, Ned, the state is submitting to the influence of two of the
silliest motives that can govern men, — ultra conservatism and ultra progress; the one
holding back, often, to preserve that which is not worth keeping; and the other ‘going
ahead.’ as it is termed, merely for the sake of boasting of their onward tendencies.
Neither course is in the least suited to the actual wants of society, and each is
pernicious in its way.
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. V, p. 69 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York, 1850)

3) [Gottlob speaking:] “To tell the truth, Master Berchthold, the church is something
like a two-year-old wife; pleasant enough when allowed her own way, but a devil of a
vixen when folded against her will.”
(The Heidenmauer, or the Benedictines, Ch. I, p. 11 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York,; Michigan Historical
Reprint Series, Ch. II, p. 37;1832)

D) OTHER POSSIBILITIES:
1) …for to own the truth, he expected the editor of the “Active Inquirer” would
prove the quality implied by the first word of the title of his journal, as much in any
way as in fighting.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XVIII, p. 173, 1838)
2) “My concern for you, Mabel, may make me more cowardly than common; but, to
be frank, I [Jasper] see but one method of keeping the cutter from being wrecked in the
course of the next two or three hours, and that your uncle refuses to take.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XVII, p. 342/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia; Library of America, vol. II: p. 260)

69) “DANGER”, “LESS TALKING…IT WOULD BE THE BETTER FOR US”
DANGER: CF. ENTRIES 66) AND 37A) “UNAWARE OF DANGER”
All the elements of the sentence are characteristic of Cooper.
When the women on board began putting questions to John Maynard, he replied that they
were “all in great danger.”
The entry is divided into the following sections:
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A) DANGER
B) ACTION VS. TALKING
C) IT WOULD BE BETTER FOR US / [LESS X + MORE Y = BETTER]
D) …AND NONE THE WORSE FOR…

HELMSMAN:
“We are all in great danger; and I think if there were less talking and a little more
praying, it would be the better for us, and none the worse for the boat.” (lines 102-106)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) DANGER

An exact match is to be found in Jack Tier. Yet Captain Spike’s “hypocritical tone” refers to
the fact that he is about to have poor Mrs. Budd thrown overboard to lighten the weight in the
boat!
“Madam Budd,” said Spike, in a hypocritical tone, “we are in great danger, and I
shall have to ask you to change your seat. The boat is too much by the starn, now
we’ve got into deep water, and your weight amidships would be a great relief to us.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XV, p. 316, November 1846–
March 1848)

A similar situation is to “The Helmsman” is be found in Red Rover, in which Wilder is also
questioned by worried womenfolk:
“Is there new danger?” asked the maiden, stepping lightly from the mattress, as if
she would not disturb the repose of the governess. “You need not fear to tell me the
worst: I am a soldier’s child!” – p. 251
. . . .
. . . .The dashing of waters and the rushing of the wind, which now began to sweep
heavily across the waste, drew the females to the side of the protector. To their
hurried and anxious questions he made considerate but brief replies, like a man who
felt the time was far better suited to action than to words. – p. 252
... . .
“What think you of our case now?” asked Mrs. Wyllys, keeping her look closely
fastened to his countenance, as if she would rather trust its expression than even to his
words for the answer. – p. 253
.....
“What ‘em ‘ere?” cried Cassandra, whose large dark eyes were rolling on every
side of her, with a curiosity that no care or sense of danger could extinguish; “em
berry big fish on a water?” - p. 253 (The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch.
XVIII, pp. 251-253, Nov. 1827)

* * * *
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1) Truly enough might Roswell call the berth of the Sea Lion, of the Vineyard, by any
expressive name that implied danger. When the party reached her, they found the
situation of that vessel to be as follows. She had been endeavouring to work her way
through a passage between two large fields, when she found the ice closing, and that
she was in great danger of being 'nipped.'
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Vol. 33, Ch. XVI, pp. 164, April
1849)

2) “I don’t think, governor, that there is any great danger of a mutiny; though, many
men, many minds, as I said before. (The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXI, p. 270, Aug.
1847)

3) Perceiving the utter uselessness of remaining and the great danger he ran of being
cut off, the governor now commenced a retreat to his boats.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXVIII, p. 305, Aug.
1847)

4) “I doubt not, my excellent Nanny, that the great deep might give up many awful
secrets; but you ought to think less of these things, and more of that merciful
Providence, which has protected us through so many dangers since we have been
wanderers. You are in much less danger now than I have known you to be, and
escape unharmed.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXV, p. 115,
1838)

5) “Why is everybody so still and seemingly anxious, Harry Mulford?” she [=Rose]
asked, speaking in a low tone herself, as if desirous of conforming to a common
necessity. “Is there any new danger here? I thought the Gate [=Hell’s Gate] had been
passed altogether, some hours ago?” (Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. II, p. 37, November
1846– March 1848)
B) ACTION VS. TALKING

1) …all that infinity of detail which composes the distinctive merit of the practical
seaman being, in a great degree, unknown to him [=M. de Vervillin], rendering it
necessary for him to think [Cooper’s emphasis] in moments of an emergency; periods
when the really prime mariner seems more to act by a sort of instinct [Cooper’s
emphasis] than by any very intelligible process of ratiocination.
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXII, p. 313,
May 1842)

2) “Come down; come down and be doing instead of talking. A talking man is no
better than a barking dog.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XIII, p. 95;April 1827: London; May
1827: Philadelphia

3) “Now, is there little time to lose, in talk, and every thing to gain, by industry!” . . . .
“Time is too precious, for words: Let us fly.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XVII, p. 1078, The Library of America,
[264/575], April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

4) “But as to me, the Lord has made me a doer and not a talker, . . . .”
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(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXXIII, p. 371; The Library of
America, p. 1301; [553/575] )

5) “The despair portrayed in the face of the criminal prevented reproach or
remonstrance, for Captain Truck was a man of few words when it was necessary to
act.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXXIII, p. 601/613, 1838)
6) “Fearful that there might be too much talk, the boss now renewed his call for
attention to the work.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. X, p. 141, 1845)
7) “Chainbearer was still a very active man. Nature, early training, sobriety of life in
the main, and a good constitution, had done much for him. it was but a moment before
I saw him in the mill, looking for a crowbar.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XX, pp. 296-297)

8) “Name your tarms—name your tarms!” cried Chainbearer, a little impatiently;
“talkin’ ist talkin’, all t’e worlt ofer, ant actin’ is actin’. If you haf anyt’ing to
propose, here we are, reaty ant willin’ to hear it.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXV, p. 371)

9) “But all this is nuthin’ but talk, and I want to come to suthin’ like business.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXV, p. 375)

10) “Susquesus was a man of action, and not of words;...”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XVI, p. 232)

11) “The Great Sarpent is in the hands of his own Deity, and will live, or die,
according to the intentions of Providence. We can do him no good, and may risk too
much by remaining here, in idleness, like women talking over their distresses.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. VI, SUNY; p. 88; p. 115/644, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, : p. 91; Double
entry: cf. “Love of God”)

12) When he [Pathfinder] desired his companions, however, to cease talking in the
manner just mentioned, his vigilant ear had caught the peculiar sound that is made by
the parting of a dried branch of a tree, and which, if his senses did not deceive him,
came from the western shore.
....
“…Your [Mabel’s] father, the honest Sarjeant, will tell you, when you meet him,
that silence is a double virtue on the trail.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. VII, p. 100; pp. 128-129/644;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, : p.
103)

13) “To you, Pathfinder, expeditions like this, can be no great novelty,” she said,
“though I am surprised to find how silent and thoughtful the men appear to be.”
“We l’arn this, by making war ag’in Injins. Your militia are great talkers, and
little doers, in gin’ral, but the soger who often met the mingos, l’arns to know the
valu of a prudent tongue. A silent army, in the woods, is doubly strong; and a noisy
one, doubly weak. If tongues made soldiers, the women of the camp would naturally
carry the day.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIII, p. 251/644; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, : p. 193)
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14) “Jasper is never noisy, and he tells me noisy ships are generally ill worked
ships. Master Cap agrees in this too.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XIII, p. 200; p. 271/644;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, : p.
207)

15) “You have passed too much of your life in front of the French, not to know the
value of silence.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 120)
16) “If I were an Injin at the stake, I suppose I could brag as well as the rest of them,
but my gifts and natur’ being white, my turn is rather for doing, than talking.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXIV, p. 396)

17) “I don’t mind my life, Captain Munson,” said Barnstable; “but there is a great
want of conscience in trusting a vessel in such a place as this. However, it is time to
do, and not to talk.”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. IV, p. 43, Jan. 1824)
18) …the warriors were dismissed to their lodges, with an intimation that their
services would soon be needed; and the women and children were ordered to retire,
with a warning, that it was their province to be silent.
p.

(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVII,
283; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p.
798; Feb. 1826)

19) Duncan, who knew that silence was a virtue among his hosts [the Hurons],
gladly had recourse to the custom, in order to arrange his ideas. At length, the same
warrior, who had before addressed him, replied, by dryly demanding, in the language
of the Canadas….
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch.
XXIII, p. 234; Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. I, p. 741; Feb. 1826)

20) Their progress, like their late dialogue, was guarded, and without noise; for none
knew at what moment a passing patrol, or a crouching picquet, of the enemy, might
rise upon their path. As they held their silent way along the margin of the pond,
again, Heyward and the scout stole furtive glances at its appalling dreariness.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch.
XIV,, p. 139; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales,
vol. I, pp. 629-630; Feb. 1826)

21) During the rapid movement from the block-house, and until the party was
deeply buried in the forest, each individual was too much interested in escape, to
hazard a word even in whispers.
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. XIV (1st
sentence) , p. 134; Feb. 1826)

22) Heyward perceiving that, in fact, a crisis had arrived, when acts were more
required that words, placed himself between the sisters, and drew swiftly forward,
keeping the dim figure of their leader in his eye.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch.
XIV, p. 143; Feb. 1826)

23) “The poor fellow has saved his scalp,” said Hawk-eye, coolly passing his hand
over the head of David; “but he is a proof that a man may be born with too long a
tongue! ’Twas downright madness to show six feet of flesh and blood, on a naked
rock, to the raging savages. I only wonder he has escaped with life.”
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(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. VII , pp.
66-67; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I,
p. 545; Feb. 1826)

24) “Let all your conversation be in whispers; though it would be better, and
perhaps, in the end, wiser, if each one held discourse with his own thoughts for a
time.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. VII , p.
64; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I,
p. 543; Feb. 1826)

25) When they issued from beneath its concealment, they found the scout awaiting
their appearance nigh by, and the only salutation between them was the significant
gesture for silence, made by their sagacious leader.
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. XX , p.
201; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I,
p. 543; Feb. 1826)

26) The father and son now cast calm but inquiring glances at each other, to learn if
either had sustained any injury by the fire; for both well knew that no cry or
exclamation would, in such a moment of necessity, have been permitted to betray the
accident.
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. XX , p.
209; Feb. 1826)

27) Then opening wide his mouth, he indulged in unrestrained and heartfelt laughter,
though in that silent and peculiar manner, which danger had so long taught him to
practice.
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXI , p.
220; Feb. 1826)

28) Order, on board ship, is out of the question, without coolness, silence and
submission. A fussy sailor, is always a bad sailor; calmness and quiet being the
great requisites for the profession, after the general knowledge is obtained. No really
good officer ever makes a noise, except when the roar of the elements renders it
indispensable, in order to be heard. In that day, French ships of war did not
understand this important secret, much less French privateers. I can only liken the
clamour that was now going on in the Dawn’s lee gangway, to that which is raised by
Dutch fish women, on the arrival of the boats from sea, with their cargoes.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford, Cooper Edition/AMS, Part II, Ch. XVI, p.
226, August 1844)

29) Brave men were far more plentiful than skilful seamen, and then came the
gabbing propensity, one of the worst of all human failings, to assist in producing a
disorderly ship.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford, Cooper Edition/AMS, Part II, Ch. XVII, p.
243, August 1844)

30) On board le Cerf, for instance, I observed a gang of men at work clearing the ship
from the wreck of the main mast, who proceeded with a degree of coolness, vigour and
method, which showed what materials were thrown away in that service, for want of a
good system; and chiefly, as I shall always think, because the officers did not
understand the immense importance of preserving silence on board a crowded
vessel. The native taciturnity of the English, increased by social discipline of that
well ordered – perhaps over-ordered – nation, has won them as many battles on the
ocean, as the native loquacity of their enemies – increased possibly during the reign
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of les citoyens by political exaggeration – has lost. It is lucky for us, that the
American character inclines to silence and thoughtfulness, in grave emergencies.
We are noisy, garrulous, and sputtering, only in our politics.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford, Cooper Edition/AMS, Part II, Ch. XVIII, p.
253, August 1844)

31) “Go, go. This is idle talk – a mere whim of your old brain,” said Wilder, coldly,
“and the less said the soonest mended. All the time we are forgetting our proper
business.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. X, pp. 148149, Nov. 1827)

32) ….when an authoritative voice was heard calmly to say —
“Silence in the ship.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XII, p.
174, Nov. 1827)

33) “But we lose time in words….”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XVII, p.
243, Nov. 1827)

34) “So bold a talker, in common, should know how to be silent at need.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXVII, p.
370, Nov. 1827)

35) Little was said during the meal. Dorothy was habitually silent; the result of grief
and care. As for her husband, he was too stupid to talk, though usually somewhat
garrulous; while the Indian seldom did two things at the same time. This was the
hour for acting; when that for talking should arrive, he would be found equal to its
duties.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. X, pp. 105-106,
August 1848)

36) “But talking is useless;…”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Vol. 33, Ch. XVIII, pp. 192,
April 1849)

37) Rose was principally struck with the quiet that prevailed in the ship, Captain
Mull being a silent man himself, and insisting on having a quiet vessel. The first
lieutenant was not a noisy officer, and from these two, everybody else on board
received their cues.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XIII, p. 288; 1846-1848)
38) He [=’Maso, the old pilot] let the others talk at will; as for himself, it suited his
habits, and possible his doubts, to maintain a grave and portentous silence.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. I, p. 6,
1842)

39) Ithuel [Bolt] had a peculiarity that not only characterized the man, but which is so
common among Americans of his class, as in a sense to be national. On ordinary
occasions he was talkative, and disposed to gossip; but, whenever action and decision
became necessary, he was thoughtful, silent, and, though in a way of his own, even
dignified.
....
One of the lessons that Ithuel had succeeded in teaching
his shipmates, was to impress on them the necessity of commanding their voluble
propensities, if they wish to pass for Englishmen. It is certain more words would have
been uttered, in this little lugger, in one hour, had her crew been indulged to the top of
their bent, than would have been uttered in an English first-rate, in two; but the danger
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of using their own language [=French] and the English peculiarity for grumness, had
been so thoroughly taught them, that her people rather caricatured, then otherwise, ce
grand talent pour le silence [=Cooper’s italics], that was thought to distinguish her
enemies. Ithuel, who had a waggery of his own, smiled as he saw the seamen folding
their arms, throwing discontent and surliness into their countenances, and pacing the
deck singly, as if misanthropical and disdaining to converse, whenever a boat came
alongside from shore.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. V, pp. 5657, 1842)

40) “The time’s near. Old Carlo has his orders, and little Ghita is alive to see them
obeyed. All now depends on silence and activity. In less than five minutes, the boat
will be under the port.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXIII, p.
268, 1842)

41) Then followed the pause which ordinarily prevails between preparation and the
battle. This, in a vessel, is always a period of profound and solemn stillness. So
important to concert, order, and intelligent obedience, in the narrow compass, and
amid the active evolutions of a ship, does silence become at such moments, that one
of the first duties of discipline is to inculcate its absolute necessity;. . . .
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXVII, p.
309, 1842)

42) He was interrupted by the hunter, who held up his finger with an expressive
gesture for silence.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. I, p. 28; Feb. 1823)
43) “You are a man of deeds and not of words, I see plainly, Deerslayer,”….
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. V, pp. 95-96; 1841)

44) “Let us waste no more time, but get into the canoe, and do in place of talking.”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. VI, p. 102; 1841)

45) The occasion, however, being one that required acts instead of words, the coarse
to be pursued was soon chosen.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XVI, p. 281; 1841)
46) Hist stood near her (=Hetty) in gentle quiet, but had no consolation to offer in
words. The habits of her sex induced her to wait patiently for a moment when she
might manifest some soothing sympathy by means of acts, rather than of speech.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXII, p. 374; 1841)

47) “Ahs! me; big words arn’t always big deeds, not withstanding!
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXIII, p. 399; 1841)

C) IT WOULD BE BETTER FOR US / [LESS X + MORE Y = BETTER]
“THE HELMSMAN”
“But, to speak the truth,” he added, “we are all in great danger; and I think if there
was a little less talking and a little more praying, it would be the better for us, and
none the worse for the boat.” (lines 102-106) July 1845
COOPER:
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Quotation #1 combines “the better for” and “none the worse” in an amusing
description of the beneficial properties of vin de Bordeau. Quotation #2 combines
three out of four elements and was written only one year before “The Helmsman” was
first published!
The following quotation from The Wing-and-Wing, with its telltale structure [“less x”
+ “more y” yields “some sense of better”] so characteristic of Cooper, does not
contradict “The Helmsman,” as the mariner is duty-bound in an emergency to act
rather than to stop and pray. In “The Helmsman,” it will be recalled, praying was
consigned to the women passengers.
“Did they [=mariners] pray less, and look to their duties more, their voyages
would be shorter, and the profits more certain.”
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. II, p. 22, Nov. 1842)

1) One glass [of Médoc] sufficed for Rose, and, contrary as it may be to all modern
theory, she was somewhat the better for it; while the mate and Jack Tier quite half
emptied the bottle, being none the worse.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XI, p. 247; 1846-1848)

2) “I wish, my dear Miles, if the truth must be said, that you and I [=Rupert] had
been a little less boyish, when we were boys, than happened to be the case. It would
have been all the better for us both.”
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford,
Cooper Edition/AMS, Part I, Ch. XXII, p. 348, 1844)

3) As for horse-racing, I think it very desirable it should be in the hands of gentlemen,
and that every man of character should take an interest in it. I hope your work will
continue to prosper – Baltimore is the very place for it – a sort of half-way house
between the Southern and Northern States, and the more we can bring the men of
education together in America, the better for us all. We have only ourselves to rely
on, for depend on it, Europe to a nation is against us.
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper,
Vol. II, pp. 113-114; Letter # 213. To John Stuart Skinner;
Paris. June 26th, 1831)

4) “The less noise that is made about domestic inconvenience like this, the better;…
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XIII,
p. 161, May 1830)

5) “That’s a very pretty cross you’ve made, Señor, and the soul of the schooner’s
skipper will be all the better for settin’ it up at the head of the grave.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XII, p. 257; 1846-1848)

6) “The sight of that craft has brought other thoughts into my mind, Captain Spike,”
answered Jack, gravely, “and it would be well for all us mariners, if we thought less
of gold and more of the dangers we run. For hours and hours did I stand over
etarnity, on the bottom of that schooner, Don Wan, holdin’ my life, as it might be, at
the marcy of a few bubbles of air.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XIII, p. 294; 1846-1848)

7) “I know that our own sex would better consult their own dignity and
respectability, my dear Mrs. Bloomingfield, if they talked less of such matters; and
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that they would be more apt to acquire the habits of good taste, not to say of good
principles, if they confined their strictures more to things and sentiments than they do,
and meddled less with persons.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXIV, p. 271, 1838)

8) “She would certainly be better off here,” returned the literal seaman, who had an
eye only for the nautical situation of the stranger; “we should be none the worse for
being a dozen leagues more to the eastward, ourselves.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XIV, p. 197, Nov.
1827)

9) If I were fifteen years younger, I would certainly go abroad*, and never return. I
can say with Woolsey [ftn. 2], “if I had served my God with half the zeal I’ve served
my country” it would have been better for me.

*If my wife had not her strong family attachments, and a disinclination to
move, I would return to Europe as soon as my affairs would let me.
Letters & Journals, vol. III, p. 233 (442. August 9th 1836)
Ftn. 2: In Shakespeare’s King Henry the Eighth, III, ii, Cardinal Thomas
Wolsey (1475?-1530) is made to exclaim:
“O Cromwell, Cromwell!
Had I but serv’d my God with half the zeal
I serv’d my king, he would not in mine age
Have left me naked to my enemies.”
Letters & Journals, vol. V, p. 132 (859. May 9th 1846)
a) The final three lines are quoted verbatim in The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch.
XXIX, p. 310 (April 1849) with reference to Deacon Pratt:
As for the deacon, he might have said, with Shakespeare’s
Wolsey,
“Had I but served my God with half the zeal
I served my king, he would not, in mine age,
Have left me naked to mine enemies.”
b) Also The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXII, p. 243 ( Aug. 1847) makes
use of the very same lines:
In this good land of ours, popularity adds to its more worthless
properties the substantial result of power; and it is not surprising that
so many forget their God in the endeavor to court the people. In
time, however, all of these persons of mistaken ambition come to
exclaim, with Shakespeare’s Wolsey —
“Had I but served my God with half the zeal
I served my king, he would not, in mine age,
Have left me naked to mine enemies.”

10) “I’ll tell you what it is, corny,” said Guert Ten Eyck, in a somewhat positive
manner, “the less we say about this campaign, and of our share in it, the petter. We
are not soldiers, in the regular way, and if we keep quiet, nobody will know what a
t’rashing we t’ree, in particular, haf receivet.
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIII, p. 335, June 1845)

11) “I like to witness the prosperity of our burghers, but it would have been better for
us travellers, at least, had there been less of the wealth of honest Nicklaus in our
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company.”

(The Headsman – Michigan Edition, Ch. V, p. 80, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

12) The greater the embarrassments encountered by their enemies, the less likely
would they be to repeat the visit; and should a few perish, it might be all the better for
themselves.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXI, p. 232, Aug. 1847)
13) …why, the less they know of letters, the better.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXV, p. 279, Aug. 1847)

14) … “the sooner it is done the better…”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XVII, p. 233, Nov.
1827)

15) “It would be easy to expend him in boat service, Sir, and the ship’s company will
be all the better for his absence.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXI, p. 299, Nov.
1827)

16) “We are very near the coast, certainly – much nearer than I could wish; but when
we do get the good breeze, it will be all the better for us, as it will find us well to
windward.”
(Homeward Bound - CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XV, p. 139, 1838)
17) “Yes, by all accounts them are stormy seas, and the sooner a body is shut of them
the better.
(The Sea Lions - CSPCT, vol. 33, Ch. VI, p. 62, April 1849)
18) “Bear a hand, bear a hand, good woman [=Biddy Noon],” interrupted the boatswain,
impatiently. “We must clear the boat of you, and the sooner it is done the better it will
be for all of us.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XV, p. 318; 1846-1848)
19) “Religion,” repeated Ghita, in a saddened tone; “the less you say on that holy
subject, Raoul, the better I shall like it, and the better it will be for yourself, in the
end.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. III, p. 29, 1842)
20) …no immediate danger pressed, and an example would have been more
impressive, had there been less of the appearance of a desire for personal
vengeance, and more of the calm deliberation of justice in the affair.
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XIV, p. 161, 1842)

21) “It’s a thousand pities the Church was robbed of such a support; though I do think,
Signor Andrea, if your mind would dwell less on another state of being, it would be
more cheerful; and I may say, more cheering to those with whom we discourse.
There are evils, enough, in this life, without thinking so much of death.”
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XIV, p. 263, 1842)

22) The sooner we understand each other, and, I may say, the sooner we part, it will
be the wiser and the better for the interests of both.
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXV, p. 282, 1842)

23) “The longer his nap lasts the better it will be for him;…
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. VII, p. 67, Feb. 1826)
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24) “It’s a thousand”…better and wiser would it be, if he could understand the signs
of nature, and take a lesson from the fowls of the air, and the beasts of the fields!
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XIII, p. 124, Feb. 1826)

25) “…’tis done, and though better it were left undone, cannot be amended.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XIV, p. 138, Feb. 1826)

26) “…though the Great Spirit has made you pleasant to the eyes, it would have been
better that you had not been born.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XXIII, p. 242, Feb. 1826)

27) “I hope your work will continue to prosper – Baltimore is the very place for it – a
sort of half-way-house between the Southern and Northern States, and the more we
can bring the men of education together in America, the better for us all.”
The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, Vol. II,
Letter 213, pp. 113-114, To John Stuart Skinner, From Paris, June
26th 1831; ADDRESSED: Monsieur Monsieur Skinner | PostOffice | ‹Baltimore› | [Forwarded to:] Post Master | at New York
POSTMARKED [BALTIMORE?] | AUG | 23

28) “Don’t speak to me, Mabel—don’t speak to me, Jasper—let me go my way, in
peace and like a man. I’ve seen your happiness, and that is a great deal, and I shall be
able to bear my own sorrow, all the better for it.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXX, p. 467; Feb.
/March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

29) “Let the knaves plunder,” replied Heinrich gruffly; “as much evil as good hath
come from that store of letters, and it will be all the better for Deurckheim were the
damnable ammunition of the Benedictines a little less plenty.
….The consequence was that valuable works and numerous manuscripts, which had
been collected during centuries of learned ease, were abandoned to the humor of men
incapable of estimating their value, or even understanding their objects.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. XIX, p. 240; Michigan Historical
Reprint Series, Ch. XIX, p. 293; July 1832: London; Sept. 1832:
Philadelphia)

D) …AND NONE THE WORSE FOR . . .
“THE HELMSMAN”
“But, to speak the truth,” he added, “we are all in great danger; and I think if there
was a little less talking and a little more praying, it would be the better for us, and
none the worse for the boat.” (lines 106-110) July 1845
COOPER:
1) “She would certainly be better off here,” returned the literal seaman, who had an
eye only for the nautical situation of the stranger; “we should be none the worse for
being a dozen leagues more to the eastward, ourselves.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XIV, p. 197, Nov.
1827) - Cf. B)
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2) One glass [of Médoc] sufficed for Rose, and, contrary as it may be to all modern
theory, she was somewhat the better for it; while the mate and Jack Tier quite half
emptied the bottle, being none the worse.
Jack Tier – CSPCT, Ch. XI, p. 247; 1846-1848) – Cf. B)

3) “I felt a strong desire, Mr. Hardinge, to get down on my knees, and to ask the dear,
good, old, soul, just to say, ‘God Bless you, my dear son, Moses, Van Duzer, or Oloff,
whatever your name may be.”
“And if you had, Mr. Marble, you would not have been any the worse for it. Such
feelings do you honour, and no man need be ashamed of desiring to receive a parent’s
blessing.”
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch. IV, p.
67, Aug. 1844)

4) “Innovation should be made to give way to mmen whose names are historical in
the colony.”
“ ’Twould be no worse for Her Majesty’s credit.”
“ ’Twould be another jewel in her crown!”
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. I, p.
21, May 1830)

5) “Everybody appears to be satisfied with his ministrations; and I do not see that
anyone is the worse for them, although he is an Episcopalian.”
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXV, p. 269, Aug.
1847)

6) The robust and sensual abbot was frequently plied with both cup and dish, while the
inferior monks received the same agreeable attentions from Albrecht of Viederbach
and Monsieur Latouche, who, notwithstanding it suited his convenience to pass
through life under the guise of a churchman, was none the worse at board or revel. As
the viands and the generous liquors began to operate on the physical functions of the
brothers, however, they insensibly dropped their masks, and each discovered more of
those natural qualities which usually lay concealed from casual observation.
(The Heidenmauer, or the Benedictines, Ch. VI, p. 74
(Leather-Stocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P.
Putnam’s Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York, 1832)

70) “PRAYING”
The importance of communing with one’s God cannot be underestimated in Cooper’s works.
It is a hallmark of Cooper to inject prayer into pivotal episodes of his works. Quotation #10
from The Two Admirals is perhaps one of the most moving passages in which prayer plays a
major role.
The question of whether “prayer” is more confined to the “gentler sex” is broached in Jack
Tier:
“Perhaps he prayed,” said Rose, solemnly.
“Not he. Sailors isn’t so apt to pray, Miss Rose; not as apt as they ought to be.
Women for prayers, and men for work. Mr. Mulford is no worse than many others,
but I doubt if he be much given to that.” Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. X, p. 223; 18461848
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In times of emergency, the word “work” must be understood in the sense of “taking quick
action.” As it turns out, Jack Tier’s assessment of Harry Mulford, given above, is not quite
correct:
a) It was now that Mulford found a moment for prayer; and, seated on the keel, he
called on the Divine aid, in a fervent but silent petition to God, to put away this trial
from the youthful and beautiful Rose, at least, though he himself perished. It was the
first prayer that Mulford had made in many months, . . . .
Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. VIII, p. 173; 18461848

b) Mulford gazed through the gloom of midnight, and saw, or fancied he saw, an
object that really might be the boat. It could not be very distant either; and his mind
was instantly made up as to the course he would pursue. Should it actually turn out to
be that which he now so much hoped for, and its distance in the morning did not prove
too great for human powers, he was resolved to swim for it at the hazard of his life. In
the meantime, or until light should return, there remained nothing to do but to exercise
as much patience as could be summoned, and to confide in God, soliciting his
powerful succor by secret prayer. Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. VIII, p. 182; 18461848

HELMSMAN:
“We are all in great danger; and I think if there were less talking and a little more
praying, it would be the better for us, and none the worse for the boat.” (lines 102-106)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “ I am an advocate for education; nor do I think I was taught in my own case
more than was reasonable. I think even a prayer is of more use to a ship-master than
Latin, and I often have, even now, recourse to one, though it may not be exactly in
Scripture language. I seldom want a wind without praying for it, mentally, as it might
be, and as for the rheumatis’, I am always praying to be rid of it, when I’m not cursing
it starboard and larboard. Has it ever struck you that the world is less moral since
steamboats were introduced formerly?”
“The boats date from before my birth, sir?”
“Very true―you are but a boy. Mankind appear to be hurried, and no one likes to
stop to pray, or to foot up his sins, as used to be the case. Life is like a passage at sea.
We feel our way cautiously until off soundings on our own coast, and then we have an
easy time of it in the deep water; but when we get near the shoals again, we take out
the lead, and mind a little how we steer. It is the going off and coming on the coast,
that gives us all the trouble.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XVIII, p. 298/613, 1838)

2) “Father, let us pray together. Ann, my good Ann, thou who first taught me to lisp a
thanksgiving and a request, kneel here by my side―and you, too, mademoiselle;
though of a different creed, we have a common God! Cousin John, you pray often, I
know, though so little apt to show your emotions; there is a place for you, too, with
those of your blood. I know not whether these gentlemen are too proud to pray.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXII, p. 233,
1838)

3) “Most of the next hour was passed in prayer by those in the launch.”
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(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXVI, p. 450/613, 1838)

4) “Paul proposed that Mr. Effingham should be asked to officiate, as he knew that
gentleman read prayers in his cabin, to his own party, night and morning.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXVIII, p. 494/613, 1838)

5) “….John Effingham kneeled, and placed his ear so close as to catch the sounds.
His patient was uttering the simple but beautiful petition transmitted by Christ himself
to man, as the model of all prayer.
….As soon as the other had done, John Effingham repeated the same prayer fervently
and aloud himself, and when he opened his eyes, after this solemn homage to God, Mr.
Monday was dead.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXX, p. 535/613, 1838)

6) “The rest is with Providence!” added Alida. “All that bold and skilful seamen
can do, have ye done; and all that women in such a situation can do, have we done in
your behalf!”
“Thou hast thought of me in thy prayers, Alida! It is an intercession that the
stoutest needs, and which none but a fool derides.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXIII, p. 515/542, May 1830)

7) “At this precise moment, the Sea Lion was less than a quarter of a mile to windward
of the point she was struggling to weather, and towards which she was driving under a
treble impetus; that of the wind, acting on her sails, and pressing her ahead at the rate
of fully five knots, for the craft was kept a rap full; that of the eddy, or current, and
that of the rolling waters. No man spoke, for each person felt that the crisis was one
in which silence was a sort of homage to Deity. Some prayed privately, and all gazed
on the low rocky point that it was indispensable to pass, to avoid destruction.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XIII, p. 137, April 1849)

8) He knew that she prayed for him daily, as fervently as she prayed for herself;. . . .
(The (Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. VII, p. 78, April 1849)

9) “To prayer: for the glorious sun is gone,
And the gathering darkness of night comes on;
Like a curtain from God’s hand it flows,
To shade the couch where his children repose.
Then kneel, while the watching stars are bright,
And give your last thoughts to the guardian of the night.”
- Ware.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, epigraph, Ch. XXIII, p. 239,
April 1849) Double entry: cf. “Father’s hands”

10)“Galleygo, help me to kneel,” the old man added in the manner of a corrected
school-boy. “The stoutest of us all, should kneel to God, in his own temple. I beg
pardon, gentlemen; I wish to pray.”
The Duke of Glamorgan and Sir Wycherly Whychcombe helped the admiral to his
knees, and then Galleygo, as was his practice, knelt beside his master, who bowed his
head on his man’s shoulders. This touching spectacle brought all the others into the
same humble attitude. Whycherly, Mildred and their children, with the noble,
kneeling and praying in company. One by one, the latter arose; still Galleygo and his
master continued on the pavement. At length, Geoffrey Cleveland stepped forward,
and raised the old man, placing him, with Wycherly’s assistance, in the chair. Here he
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sat, with a calm smile on his aged features, his open eyes riveted seemingly on the
name of his friend, perfectly dead. There had been a reaction, which suddenly stopped
the current of life at the heart.
Thus expired Sir Gervaise Oakes, full of years and of honors; one of the bravest and
most successful of England’s sea-captains. He had lived his time, and supplied an
instance of the insufficiency of worldly success to complete the destiny of man;
having, in a degree, survived his faculties, and the consciousness of all he had done,
and all he merited. As a small offset to this failing nature, he had regained a
glimmering view of one of the most striking scenes, and of much of the most enduring
sentiment, of a long life, which God, in mercy, permitted to be terminated in the act of
humble submission to his own greatness and glory.
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXXI, p.
459-460 [Concluding paragraphs!], May 1842)

11) “Ah! Gervaise, and what is the vigilance of Galleygo to that of the All Seeing eye!
It is a terrible thought, at an hour like this, to remember that nothing can be forgotten.
I have somewhere read that not an oath is uttered that does not continue to vibrate
through all time, in the wide-spreading currents of sound – not a prayer lisped, that its
record is not also to be found stamped on the laws of nature, by the indelible seal of
the Almighty’s will!”
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXX,
pp. 437-438, May 1842)

12) “We must trust to the will of God,” said Cecilia; “if he ordain that America is to
be free only after protracted sufferings, I can aid her but with my prayers; but you
have an arm and an experience, Griffith, that might do her better service;….”
(The Pilot, Ch. XIII, p. 179/556, Jan. 1824)

13) “I ask no farther, unless it may be the aid of your gentle prayers!”
(The Pilot, Ch. XXXI, p. 479/556, Jan. 1824)

14) “Liquor lay at the root of all my calamities and misconduct, enticing me into bad
company, undermining my health and strength, and blasting my hopes. I tried to pray,
but did not know how; and it appeared to me, as if I were lost, body and soul, without
a hope for mercy.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. XVIII, p. 246/271, Nov. 1843)
[Double entry: cf. “Bad Company”]

15) “Both Mrs. Woolston and Mrs. Yardley were what is called ‘pious;’ that is, each
said her prayers, each went to her particular church, and very particular churches they
were; each fancied she had a sufficiency of saving faith, but neither was charitable
enough to think, in a very friendly temper, of the other. This difference of religious
opinion, added to the rival reputations of their husbands, made these ladies anything but
good neighbors, and, as has been intimated, years had passed since either had entered
the door of the other.”(The Crater, Ch. I, p. 13/544, Aug. 1847)
16) Then, indeed, did he truly feel himself to be alone, with none between him and his
God with whom to commune. It is not surprising, therefore, that one so much
disposed to cherish his intercourse with the Divine Spirit, knelt on the naked rock and
prayed.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. IX, p. 91, Aug.
1847)

17) “And now, June, I may hope for a little time to compose my thoughts to prayer,
that I may not die like Jennie, thinking only of life and the things of the world.”
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(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXII, p. 348; p. 479/644,
Feb. /March 1840, London and Philadelphia)
[Double entry: Cf. “Composed themselves”]

18) Suddenly, and it was at one of those moments when I had stopped in front of the
building, she [=Dus] dropped on her knees, buried her face in the coverlet, and became
lost in prayer.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVI, p. 395)
19) “Think over your prayers,” he whispered, as they approached him; “for He to
whom you make them, knows all tongues; that of the heart, as well as those of the
mouth.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 20, p. 338/594, , Feb.
1826; Double Entry: “He to Whom”)

20) “Bless you, my beloved child! Bless you! He rather whispered than uttered aloud;
“this is truly consolation: would that I too could pray!”
“Father, you know the Lord’s Prayer; you taught it to me yourself while I was yet
an infant.”
“The Sergeant’s face gleamed with a smile, for he did remember to have
discharged that portion at least of the paternal duty, and the consciousness of it gave
him inconceivable gratification at that solemn moment. He was then silent for several
minutes, and all present believed that he was communing with God.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXVIII, pp. 608-609/644, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

21) “Think nothing of your arms, Brother Flint; they would be useless in my hands, in
any case; and, were we made of muskets, they could be of no use against these odds.
My means of defence come from on high; my armor is faith; and my only weapon
prayer. I shall not hesitate to use the last on this, as in all other occasions.”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXIV, pp. 264-265,
Aug. 1848)

22) “My hour has come. I have held my life in my hand ever sice I first put foot in
this heathen region, and if it be the Creator’s will that I am now to die, I bow to the
decree. Grant me a few minutes for prayer to my God.”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXIV, p. 271, Aug.
1848)

23) Rose wept much and prayed more.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XVII, p. 335, Aug.
1848)

24) “But ye’ll not take the life of a Christian woman widout giving her so much as
one minute to say her prayers?”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XV, p. 318, Aug.
1848)

25) “Son [=Caraccioli, about to be hanged]” he [=the priest] said, “if thou quittest life with a
due dependence on the Son of God, and in this temper towards thy fellow-creatures, of
all this living throng, thou art he who is most to be envied! Address thy soul in prayer
once more to him who thou feelest can alone serve thee.”
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XIV, p. 167,
1842)
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26) “Good God!” muttered Cuffe, “can a man die in this manner, without a prayer;
without even a glance towards heaven, as if asking for mercy?”
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXII, p. 259,
1842)

27) At that moment the accused was on her knees, with Anna Updyke at her side,
praying for that support which, as the crisis arrived, she found to be more and more
necessary!
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. XIX, p. 279 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York, 1850)

28) For half an hour the prisoner had been on her knees, praying for strength to
endure a burden that surpassed her expectations; and, as is usual with those who look
above for aid, she was reaping the benefit of her petition.
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. XXIV (1st page), p. 356
(Leather-Stocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P.
Putnam’s Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York, 1850)

29) Most of those on board, with the exception of the individuals who have already
been particularly mentioned, were below, some seeking relief from physical suffering
on their pallets, and others tardily bethinking them of their sins. For the first time,
most probably since her keel had dipped into the limpid waters of ontario, the voice of
prayer was heard on board the Scud.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XVII, p. 256, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

30) The day seemed a month by Mabel’s computation, and the only part of it that did
not drag, were the minutes spent in prayer.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXII, p. 353, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

31) But, Mabel never left her father’s side for an instant, and when by his breathing,
she fancied he slept, she bent her knees and prayed.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXIV, p. 388, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

32) “Why, ma’am, I expect he has been a great sinner, or he wouldn’t want so much
praying just as he is about to die.”
“Die!” Call all three at once: “will he die?”
“O yes,” continued Jones, “they all agree he must die, but this praying so much,
is just like the criminals. I’m sure no honest person needs so much praying, ma’am.”
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Ch. IV, p. 61; 1820)

PART VI
LINES 107-139:
A) DIALOGUE WITH CAPTAIN
B) DESCRIPTION OF THE FIRE SPREADING
C) EMERGENCY MEASURES
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71) “HOW’S HER HEAD?”
Not only the question in sailor’s slang but even the response are in Cooper’s Homeward
Bound! This perfect match fits in beautifully with the context, for John Maynard is indeed
taking those on board the Jersey home to the American shore of Lake Erie. As Captain Truck
in Homeward Bound put it:
“The ship is cleared – my hour is come – my passengers are on board – and America is
my haven.”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. III, p. 25)

And, John Maynard, too, is heading “home” to his heavenly Father. A second exact quote
with “How’s her head?” is also to be found in Homeward Bound. Even the corrected course
for heading home is provided in quote #3.
Thackerey’s The Newcomes also has this expression:
“We'll just go on deck and see how's her head before we turn in, eh, Colonel?” and with this
the jolly gentleman nodded over his candle to his friend, and trotted off to bed.
William Makepeace Thackeray [1811-1863]: The Newcomes.
Memoirs of a most respectable Family. English and American
Literature, p. 155,539
(cf. Thackeray, Works vol. 3, p. 102)
http://www.digitale-bibliothek.de/band59.htm
First published in 24 numbers (in 23 parts) between October 1853
and August 1855. First book edition: London (Bradbury and
Evans) 1854-1855.

Not found in Herman Melville [1819-1891]. The following novels were checked:
Typee (1846), Omoo (1847), Moby-Dick or, The Whale (1851), Billy
Budd, Sailor (Finished in April 1891. First published posthumously: London
(Constable) 1924)

HELMSMAN:
“How’s her head?” shouted the captain..”
“West-sou-west,” answered Maynard.
“Keep her sou’ and by west,” cried the captain. (lines 107-109)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “How’s her head?”
“West-south-west, sir.” (Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. VI, p. 52, 1838)
2) “How’s the wind?” “How’s the weather?” “How’s her head?” all
addressed to this standing almanac, are mere matters of course, for
which he is quite prepared, though it is by no means unusual to hear
him ordering a subordinate to go on deck, after the answer is given,
with a view to ascertain the facts.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. VI, first paragraph)

3) “The ship has gone about?”
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“Like a dancing-master with two toes. We have got her head to the southward
and westward again;…”
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. VIII, p. 77, 1838)
4) The ship’s head was to the south-southwest, her drift considerable, and her way of
course barely sufficient to cause her to feel her helm.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XI, p. 99, 1838)

5) Just at this moment, the little air there was came from the land, and by keeping her
head off shore, Captain Truck entertained no doubt of his being able to escape the
calamity that had befallen the other ship in the fury of the gale.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XVI, p. 152, 1838)

6) He entered the boat, and pulled along the reefs to examine an inlet that Mr. Leach
reported to have seen, before he got the ship’s head to the northward.
…
As soon as the ship’s head was again to the southward, and Captain Truck felt
certain he was lying along the reef at a reasonably safe distance, and in as good a
direction as he could hope for, he commenced his examination.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XVII, p. 165, 1838)

7) “How do they head?”
“Dead down upon us, sir.”
“How do they travel?”
“They have camels, and horses: all are mounted, sir.”
...
…and finding, when he got on the bar, that he was unable to keep the boat’s head
to the sea, or indeed to manage it at all, he fairly jumped into the water and swam
lustily towards the launch.
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XIX, pp. 188-189, 1838)

8) The boat was heading north-northwest;…
(Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XXV, p. 262, 1838)

9) “And the ladies – what have they done with themselves, in this scene of noisy
revelry?”
“They’se in yonder state-room, your honor. As soon as they found how the ship
was heading, like all woman-craft, they both makes for the best harbor they could run
into. Yes, they’se yonder.” (The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. VIII, p. 116, May 1842)
10) “How had you the wind, and how did you head before the accident happened?”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. VIII, p. 166, November 1846–
March 1848)

11) The latter [=the rudder] was put hard a-starboard, and helped to cast the brig’s head
to the southward.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. I, p. 12, November 1846–
March 1848)

12) …when the ship’s head was laid to the eastward….
(Gleanings in Europe: France – Cooper Edition/SUNY,
Letter I, p. 6, 1837)
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14) “And, now, Serjeant,” said Cap, as soon as he found himself master of the deck,
“you will just have the goodness to give me the courses and distance, that I may
see the boat keeps her head the right way.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XV, p. 227, Feb. / March 1840, London and
Philadelphia)

WEST-SOU-WEST:
1) “Although we have the wind at sow-west” (sow-west always, as pronounced by
every seaman, from the Lord high Admiral of England, when there happens to be
such a functionary, down to the greenest hand on board the greenest sealer) “for
these last few days,” said Hazard, “anybody can see we shall soon have easterly
weather.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, vol. 33, Ch. VIII, p. 87, April 1849)

72) “BETWIXT.”
Not only “betwixt,” but even “atwixt” and “atween,” are used on occasion.
HELMSMAN:
“It happened that a draft of wind drove back the flames, which soon began to blaze
up more furiously against the saloon; and the partition betwixt it and the hold was
soon on fire.” (lines 111-115)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “a conflict betwixt the elements”

(The Red Rover, p. 325/589, Nov. 1827)

2)“judging by the difference betwixt the nations”
(The Pilot, Ch. XX, p. 293/556, Jan. 1824)

3) “Pooh!” said Betty, with infinite composure, “what a botheration ye make about a
little whisky; there was but a gallon betwixt a good dozen of them, and I gave it to the
boys to make them sleep asy; sure, jist as slumbering drops.”
(The Spy, Ch. XVI, p. 260/557, Dec. 1821 )

4)… “so there was jist twelve shillings betwixt us.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XIV, p. 195/604, Feb. 1823)

5) “I s’pose you know, Leather-Stocking, that there is an act passed to lay a fine of
five pounds currency or twelve dollars and fifty cents by decimals, on every man who
kills a deer betwixt January and August.” (The Pioneers, Ch. XXVIII, p. 400/604 – Feb. 1823)
6) “There was a good deal passed betwixt us. . .”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXIII, p. 363; p.
475/604, Feb. 1823)

7) “There’s been more peace than love atwixt us, master,” cried the steward, making
some very unequivocal demonstrations toward hostility;…”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XXXIV, pp. 495-496/604Feb. 1823)
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8) “It is time to foot up the small reckoning that has been running on, for some time
atwixt us.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXXI, p. 1271, The Library of
America, [514/575]April 1827: London; May
1827: Philadelphia)

9) “Tell me, lad, did you ever strike a leaping buck atwixt the antlers?”
(The Prairie, Ch. III, p. 912, The Library of
America, [42/575], April 1827: London; May
1827: Philadelphia)

10) “There is but little said atwixt the hound and me, but we seldom mistake each
other’s meaning!”
(The Prairie, Ch.IX, p. 997,The Library of
America, [157/575], April 1827: London; May
1827: Philadelphia)

10) “What’s right atwixt man and man is my creed.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXV, p. 370, Nov. 1845)

11) “But difficulties has sprung up atwixt us, and it’s high time to put ‘em down.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXV, p. 372, Nov. 1845)

12) “In due time we will chase you in the boats, and then you must take for the lugger
for protection as fast as you can, when, betwixt the two, I’ll answer for it, you get this
master Yvard, by fair means or foul.” (Wing-and-Wing, Ch. IX, p. 166/572, Nov. 1842)
13) “Our freight was wheat in the lower hold, flour betwixt decks, and cotton on
deck.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. III, p. 40/271, Nov. 1843)
14) “We discharged everything betwixt decks into the boats, that night, and got the
boat afloat before morning.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. XI, p. 153/271, Nov. 1843)
15) “At length I could stand it no longer, or thought I could not; and I led down
betwixt decks, tapped a cask of gin, introduced the stem of a clean pipe and took a nip
at the bowl.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. XII, p. 164/271, Nov. 1843)
16) “We tumbled up all the cargo from betwixt decks,. . . “
(Ned Myers, Ch. XII, p. 166/271, Nov. 1843)

17) “Then, there is beef and pork enough betwixt decks to last you and me five or six
years,…”
(The Crater, Ch. V, p. 87/544, Aug. 1847)
18) “If in the ship at all, they were certainly not betwixt decks.”
(The Crater, Ch. VII, p. 119/544, Aug. 1847)

19) “…there were large piles both betwixt decks and in the lower hold,…”
(The Crater, Ch. XV, p. 264/544, Aug. 1847)

20) “The whole of the ships’ betwixt decks was fitted up for the reception of these
emigrants, who were two hundred and seven in number, besides children. Of the
last there were more than fifty, but they were principally of an age to allow of their
being put into holes and corners.”
(The Crater, Ch. XX, p. 355/544, Aug. 1847)
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73) “WREATHS OF SMOKE.”
Although not in the context of a ship on fire, six examples have been found.
HELMSMAN:
“Then long wreaths of smoke began to find their way through the skylight;”
(lines 115-116)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “The Pathfinder ceased speaking; for at that instant the sharp report of a rifle was
heard, when the Indian in the stern of the canoe leaped high into the air; and fell into
the water, holding the paddle in his hand. A small wreath of smoke floated out from
among the bushes of the eastern shore, and was soon absorbed by the atmosphere.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. V, p. 72, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

2) “Along both ranges of hills, which bounded the opposite sides of the lake and
valley, clouds of light vapor were rising in spiral wreaths from the uninhabited
woods, looking like the smoke of hidden cottages; or rolled lazily down the
declivities, to mingle with the fogs of the lower land.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 14, p. 230/594, ,
Feb. 1826)

3) “Suddenly a strong glare of light flashed across the scene, the fog rolled upward in
thick wreaths, and several cannons belched across the plain, and the roar was thrown
heavily back from the bellowing echoes of the mountain.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 14, p. 238/594, ,
Feb. 1826)

4) “Each pipe dropped from the lips of its owner as though all had inhaled an impurity
at the same instant. The smoke wreathed above their heads in little eddies, and curling
in a spiral form it ascended swiftly through the opening in the roof of the lodge,
leaving the place beneath clear of its fumes, and each dark visage distinctly visible.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 24, p. 416/594, ,
Feb. 1826)

5) Look about you, friends; the wreath of smoke, that is rising from the bottoms,
plainly says that there is no outlet from this spot, without crossing a belt of fire.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXIII, p. 246; 1157, The
Library of America, [367/575], April 1827:
London; May 1827: Philadelphia )

6) “…and send up a wreath of smoke from the summit of the cone-like mountain that
forms the head of the bay, he will get an outline of all that strikes the eye as the
stranger approaches Naples from the sea.” (Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XIII, p.
145, 1842)

7) Fragments of the tombs lay scattered on every side, and here and there a wreath of
smoke had left its mark upon a wall; but Emich saw with regret, that he owed the
demolition of the altar, and of the other memorials of his race, entirely to his own
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precipiation.

(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend
of the Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. XXIX, p. 370;
July 1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

8) Every roof, and there had been fifty, was fallen; every wall, some of which were
already tottering, was blackened; and not a tower pointed towards the sky, that did
not show marks of the manner in which the flames had wreathed around its
slender shaft.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend
of the Rhine –Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Ch. XXII, p. 330; July 1832: London; Sept. 1832:
Philadelphia)

74) “SKYLIGHT.”
A fixture which Cooper uses frequently.
HELMSMAN:
“Then long wreaths of smoke began to find their way through the skylight;”
(lines 115-116)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “A ship could scarcely be in better plight than we are in this moment, to meet one
of these African flurries.”
“In which case, captain,” observed Mr. Monday, who stood by the skylight
watching the preparations below, “we can go to our Sunday-night without fear; for I
see the steward has everything ready, and the punch looks very inviting, to say nothing
of the champaign.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XV, p. 229/613, 1838)
2) “This is trifling,” added Captain Truck. “Saunders, go on deck, and tell Mr. Leach
to send down through the skylight a single whip, that we may whip this polite
personage on deck; and, harkee, Saunders, let there be another on the yard, that we
may send him into his boat like an anker* of gin!” *(obsolete) a measure of wine or spirit
equal to 10 gallons; a barrel of this capacity
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXXIII, p. 597/613, 1838)

3) A few days after this conversation, I was on deck just as day dawned, and to my
surprise Noah, who was in his berth, called out to the mate, through the skylight, to
let him know exactly how the land bore.
(The Monikins, Ch. XIII, p. 202/509, July 1835)

4) The offices of the London residences are much more extensive than with us, for,
besides occupying a substratum of the house itself, they very often extend into the
yard, where they are covered with a large skylight. I am inclined to think the lodging
rooms, generally, not as good as ours.
(England with Sketches of Society in the Metropolis, Vol.
1, Letter IX, p. 241/315, 1837)

5) We could do no more than throw him the sky-light, which was large; but the ship
went foaming ahead[cf. #22], leaving the poor fellow to his fate, in the midst of the
hissing waters [cf. #8b]. Some of our people thought they saw poor Harry on the sky287

light, but this could not have made much difference in such a raging sea. It was
impossible to round-to, and as for a boat’s living, it was out of the question. this was
the first man I saw lost at sea, and, notwithstanding the severity of the gale, and the
danger of the ship herself, the fate of this excellent man made us all melancholy. The
captain felt it bitterly, as was evident from his manner. Still, the thing was
unavoidable.
(Ned Myers, Ch. III, p. 41/271, Nov. 1843)
6) I had just turned in, after eating my dinner, having the watch below, when I heard
the cry of “a man overboard!” Running on deck, as I was, I jumped into a quarterboat, followed by four men, and we were immediately lowered down. The ship was
rounded-to, and I heard the poor fellow calling out to me by name, to save him. I saw
him, astern, very plainly, while on the ship’s quarter; but lost sight of him, as soon as
the boat was in the water. The sky-light-hood had been thrown overboard, and was
floating in the ship’s wake. We steered for that; but could neither see nor hear
anything more of the poor fellow. We got his hat, and we picked up the hood of the
sky-light, but could not find the boy. He had, unquestionably, gone down before we
reached the spot where he had been floating, as his hat must have pointed out the
place. We got the hat first; and then, seeing nothing of the lad, we pulled back to take
in the hood; which was quite large. While employed in taking it in, a squall passed
over the boat; which nearly blew it away from us. Being very busy in securing the
hood, no one had leisure to look about; but the duty was no sooner done, than one of
the men called out, that he could not see the ship! Sure enough, the William and Jane
had disappeared! and there we were, left in the middle of the ocean, in a six-oared
pinnace, without a morsel of food, and I myself, without hat, shoes, jacket or trowsers.
In a word, I had nothing on but my drawers and a flannel shirt. fortunately, the captain
kept a breaker of fresh water in each boat, and we had a small supply of this great
requisite; – enough, perhaps, to last five men two or three days.
(Ned Myers, Ch. XI, p. 142/271, Nov. 1843)

7) As I sat brooding over this fancied insult, however, I smelt rum; and looking down
the sky-light, saw this same steward passing forward with a pot filled with the liquor.
I was fairly blinded with passion. (Ned Myers, Ch. XIV, p. 186/271, Nov. 1843)
8) When all was ready, the first mate went through the ship, seeing that all the candles
were extinguished, or that the hoods were drawn over the sky-lights, in such a way as
to conceal any rays that might gleam upwards from the cabin. At the same time
attention was paid to the binnacle lamp.
(Homeward Bound, Ch. VIII, p. 129/613, 1838)

9) Although a great deal remained to be done, in order to get the schooner to float, a
great deal had already been done. Her precise condition was as follows: Having no
cabin windows, the water had entered her, when she capsized, by the only four
apertures her construction possessed. These were the companion-way, or cabin-doors;
the sky-light; the main-hatch, or the large inlet amid-ships, by which cargo went up
and down; and the booby-hatch, which was the counterpart of the Companion-way,
forward; being intended to admit of ingress to the forecastle, the apartment of the
crew.
(Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. V, p. 199/616, November 1846–
March 1848)

10) The deck forward, as far aft as the foremast, and aft as far forward as the center of
the trunk, or to the sky-light, was above the water, or at least awash; while all the rest
was covered.
(Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. V, pp. 199-200/616, November
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1846–March 1848)

75) “HIS UTMOST STEAM.”
Although Cooper exhibits a great penchant for using “utmost,” no match has been
found with reference to “steam,” nor has the phrasal verb “put on” turned up in that
regard.
HELMSMAN:
“The engineer put on his utmost steam;…” (lines 118-119)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
“Utmost,” used as an attribute preceding the following nouns: activity, address, advantage, agility,
attention, care, caution, circumspection, composure, confidence, contempt, coolness, credit, decision,
deference, deliberation, difficulty, diligence, distance, distress, economy, efficiency, efforts, elevation,
[possible] emolument, enjoyment, exercise, extent, extremity, farthin’[I can offer], familiarity, [good]
feeling, good-will, finesse, force, [convenient] form, frankness, freedom, [good] feeling, fortitude,
harmony, height, importance, indifference, industry, inequality, ingenuity, intentness, intrepidity,
jeopardy, judgment, keenness, knowledge, latitude, learning, length, lenity, limit, limits, malice,
manhood, merit, method, movement, need, nicety, [possible] oblivion, patience, penalty, peril,
perseverance, [possible] play, pleasure, powers, precipitation, precision, privation, publicity,
punctuality, purity, [possible] room, sagacity, scope, seemliness, simplicity, skill, solicitude, solicitude,
springs, strength, stress, thoughts, use, vigilance, wrath.

1) “His paddle was in the stem of the canoe, and had he used the utmost activity, the
boat would have grounded on the beach, ere he could have obtained it.
(Oak Openings, Ch. VIII, p. 150/582, Aug. 1848)

2) “…and when I had occasion to see him increase his speed, as soon after occurred,
I did not fail to perceive that his sinews seemed strung to their utmost force, and that
every movement was free.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. VIII, p. 106, Nov. 1845 )
3) “When the drum beat to quarters, he threw aside his jacket, vest, and shirt, with as
little hesitation as if he stood under the American sun, and with all the discretion of a
man who had engaged in an undertaking that required the free use of his utmost
powers.”
(The Pilot, Ch. XVIII, pp. 252-253/556, Jan. 1824)
[Double entry: Cf. “Waistcoats”]

4) “Tom needed no incentive to his speed, now that his course lay so plainly before
him, but loosening his pistols in his belt, and poising his harpoon, he crossed the fields
at a gait that compelled his companion to exert his utmost powers, in the way of
walking, to equal.”
(The Pilot, Ch. XXIII, p. 345/556, Jan. 1824)
5) “…they expended their utmost strength in efforts that had already brought them,
as the last words of Tom indicated, to the side of the Ariel.”
(The Pilot, Ch. XXIV, p. 353/556, Jan. 1824)
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76) “…THE AMERICAN FLAG WAS RUN UP, AND REVERSED.”
Although America’s premier maritime expert should be expected to know the signal for
vessels in distress, an example in his works has not been found.
Of interest is the fact that in August 1840, after the Erie burst her steam chimney, her
“colors” were indeed reversed!
The Great Western, Capt. Walker, coming down, met the Erie soon after the accident,
riding at anchor in the stream, her colors at half mast, union down.
- The Connecticut Courant (Hartford), Saturday, August 15,
1840, p. 3. Cf. Norman Barry, “A Steamer of Four Seasons, The
Short, Precarious Life of the Splendid Steamboat Erie,” p. 5 at:
http://homepage.johnmaynard.net/EarlyYears.pdf

HELMSMAN:
“…the American flag was put up, and reversed, …” (lines 119-120)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “It must be a little awkward to fight in a war, where one cannot lower his flag in
any emergency!” said Wilder more like one who mused, than one who intended to
express the opinion aloud. (The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. VII, p. 105, Nov.
1827)

2) “Hoisting her own colors, the Yarmouth order the ship near her to show her ensign,
when the American flag was run up, and the enemy poured in a broadside.”
(History of the American Navy, Ch. VI, p. 78, May 1839)

3) “She was a man-of-war, and she carried the American flag!
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. VI, p. 116/654, June 1844)

4) “He had permitted temperament to act on prejudice to such an extent that he
vindicated the right of England to force men from under the American flag, a doctrine
that his cousin was too simple-minded and clear-headed ever to entertain for an
instant;…”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. V, p. 69/613, 1838)
5) “The American flag has its stripes fore and aft by law, and this chap carries his
stripes parpendic’lar.”
(Jack Tier, Ch. I, p. 11/616, November 1846–March 1848: »Jack
Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and Bentley's »Miscellany«, under
the title »The Islets of the Gulf)

6) “..but America was, and ever has been, the country of my choice, and, while yet a
child, I may say, I decided for myself to sail under the American flag,…”
(Ned Myers, Ch. VIII, p. 102/271, Nov. 1843)

7) “As soon as Marble got on the forecastle, he made a signal, the ensign was run
up, and the order given to fire.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. IX, p. 169/654, June 1844)
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8) “…though Raoul had run up the tri-color as he opened on the felucca, and he kept
it flying as long as there was any appearance of hostilities.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. X, p. 200/572, Nov. 1842)

77) “IN TOKEN OF DISTRESS.”
HELMSMAN:
“…the American flag was put up, and reversed, in token of distress;…” (lines 119-120)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “A few years since, a small vessel ran into the bay on Long Island, during a severe
snow-storm, at a time that Cadwallader was near the spot. She was soon surrounded
by a thin ice, and as her crew had no fire, nor boat, they were reduced to the utmost
distress. A signal was made to that effect.”
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans, “Habits of
the Free Blacks,” Footnote at bottom of p. 287, June 1828:
England; August 1828: United States)

2) The latter [=the Hornet] closed, and maintaining the admirable position she had got,
poured in her shot with such vigour, that a little before 5 40, the enemy not only
lowered his ensign, but he hoisted it union down, in the fore-rigging, as a signal of
distress. His main-mast soon after fell.”
(History of the Navy of the United States of America,
vol. II, “1813,” Ch. VI, p. 73, May 1839)

3) “..and you signed them with the sign of the cross, in token of Christ’s death for
them;..”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. I, p. 15/654, June 1844)
4)“…this small token of my gratitude.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. X, p. 201/654, June 1844)

5) “…I mean the expression of countenance which so eminently betokens feminine
purity and feminine tenderness united;
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XVIII, p. 350/654, June 1844)

6) “…this token of affection…”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXIV, p. 506/ 654, June 1844)

7) We were looking in from the porch, on this scene or rural peace and faultless
neatness, when an inner door opened in the deliberate manner that betokens age, and
the mistress of the cottage appeared.…..The countenance of this old woman certainly
did not betoken any of the refinement which is the result of education and good
company; but it denoted benevolence, a kind nature, and feeling.
(Miles Wallingford (USA), Ch. II, p. 29/533, Oct. 1844; -Lucy
Hardinge (England), A Second Series of Afloat and Ashore, Sept.
1844)

8) “A gentle pressure of the hand was the token of contentment with which this
assurance was received.”
(Miles Wallingford (USA), Ch. VII, p. 130/533, Oct. 1844; -Lucy
Hardinge (England), A Second Series of Afloat and Ashore, Sept.
1844)
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9) “I made no reproaches, however, but squeezed his hand in token of my
forgiveness.”
(Miles Wallingford (USA), Ch. VII, p. 130/533, Oct. 1844; -Lucy
Hardinge (England), A Second Series of Afloat and Ashore, Sept.
1844)

9) “The weary sun hath made a golden set,
And, by the bright track of his fiery car,
Gives token of a goodly day to-morrow.”
Shakespeare
(Miles Wallingford (USA), Lines beginning Ch. XXVII,
p. 452/533, Oct. 1844; -Lucy Hardinge (England), A Second Series
of Afloat and Ashore, Sept. 1844)

10) “…signs that betokened the abodes of bees.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. II, p. 22/582, Aug. 1848)

11) “It was said that even his real name was unknown, that of Onoah having been
given in token of the many scalps he took,…”
(Oak Openings, Ch. XII, p. 226/582, Aug. 1848)

13) “…the corporal looked anxiously for the usual but revolting token of his late
companion’s death.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. XXV, p. 469/582, Aug. 1848)
14) “Hum! and these signs you think, Dunham, are faithful tokens of my daughter’s
feelings?”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. X, p. 187/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

15) “Here, here is a brooch that is of silver, and I offer it as a token that I owe you
life or liberty.”
....
“Remember, Pathfinder, that it is a token of friendship between us, and a sign that
I can never forget you or your services.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XI, p. 231/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

16) “…it usually is a token of falsehood, as well as of other vices.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIII, p. 263/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

17) “…in token of amity.”

(The Pathfinder , Ch. XX, p. 433/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

18) “…in token of the fact,…”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. VI, p. 81, June 1845)

19) “…and three young women, whose bright coal-black eyes betokened surprise a
little mitigated by a desire to laugh.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XI, p. 151, June 1845)

20) “…with this token of thy authority.”
(The Bravo, Ch. II, p. 27/544, October 1831)

21) I beg this acceptance of a small token of my esteem.”
(The Headsman, Ch. III, p. 44/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)
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22) “Though ill clad, and wearing about him the general tokens of a vagrant life,….”
(The Headsman, Ch. V, p. 77/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

22) “…and the whole view betokened the renewed confidence of those who trusted
habitually to the fickle and blustering elements.”
(The Headsman, Ch. VIII, p. 150/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

24) “…and a few casting fragments of food from their wallets, as tokens of gratitude
and regard.”
(The Headsman, Ch. XIII, p. 228/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

25)“…and a variety of other tokens of extraordinary love and respect.”
(The Headsman, Ch. XIV, p. 234/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

26) “…and betokened so much liberality, as well as means,….”
(The Headsman, Ch. XV, p. 256/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

27) “As a token of peace between them, she offered her hand to the monk,…”
(The Headsman, Ch. XXIV, p. 397/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

28) “The manner with which all parties shook hands, and the cordiality of the
salutations generally, in which Prudence and her daughters soon shared, betokened
something more than amity, I fancied, for it looked very much like intimacy.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XVIII, p. 270, Nov. 1845 )

29) “…perceiving my sister coming round our angle of the building, with a
countenance which I knew betokened that her mind and heart were full.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXX, pp. 458-459, Nov.
1845 )

30) “Unwilling to distress her, I turned the conversation in a way to leave her to
herself.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XI, p. 157, Nov. 1845 )
31) “What’s to prevent your goin’, Zephaniah, to Chainbearer’s pitch, and tell the gal
that her uncle’s in distress, and that you don’t know what may happen to him, and
that she had better come over and see a’ter him?”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIII, p. 340, Nov. 1845 )

32) “As it would be very natural to one in Lowiny’s situation to suppose that her
connection with my escape occasioned this summons, I could not but feel for what I
presumed was the poor girl’s distress at receiving it.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIII, p. 341, Nov. 1845 )
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78) “WATER WAS FLUNG OVER THE SAILS, TO MAKE THEM HOLD THE WIND.”
Cooper generally refers to the “damp night air” as serving the same purpose. Already in the
second chapter of Jack Tier (publication in installments began in 1846) the notion of wet sails
holding the wind has been located.
HELMSMAN:
“water was flung over the sails, to make them hold the wind.” (lines 120-121)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:

1) Under this sail she worked like a top, and Spike sometimes fancied she travelled
too fast for his purposes, the night air having thickened the canvas as usual, until it
“held the wind as a bottle holds water.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. II, p. 35, November 1846–
March 1848)

1a) The heavy night air kept her canvas distended, and the weatherly set of
tide as it yet was, pressed her up against the breeze, so as to turn all to account.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. II, pp. 37-38, November 1846–
March 1848)

1b) When he was ready to tack, an operation of some time with a vessel of her
great length, the Swash was barely visible in the obscurity, gliding off upon a
slack bowline, at a rate which nothing but the damp night air, the ballast trim
of the vessel, united to her excellent sailing qualities, could have produced
with so slight a breeze.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. II, pp. 42, November 1846–
March 1848)

2) The wind, charged with the dampness of the night, soon came fresher upon the
sails.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XVIII, p. 249,
Nov. 1827)

3) “Adieu, brave captain; when you have need of a thorough rover, and dream of
stern chases and wet sails, think of him who visited your ship at her lazy moorings.”
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. IV, p.
50, May 1830)

4) It was now two o’clock, or an hour or two before the appearance of light, and the
breeze off the adjoining continent was sufficiently strong to force a good sailing
vessel, whose canvas had been thickened by the damps of night, some four knots
through the water;…
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. VIII, p.92,
1842)

5) To one accustomed to the sea, there would not have seemed sufficient wind to urge
that light craft along, at the rate with which she glided through the water. But the land
breeze was charged with the damps of midnight; the canvas was thickened from the
same cause; and the propelling power had nearly double its apparent force.
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(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXVI, p.294,
1842)

79a) “SAWING PLANKS ON WHICH TO LASH THE WOMEN.”
Although only a sampling, the verb “lash” is frequent, and “planks” abound in Cooper’s
maritime novels. The Headsman [A) Lash, #2] is noteworthy in that women were “lashed to
the principal masts.”
HELMSMAN:
“…the sailors were sawing planks on which to lash the women.” (lines 128-129)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) LASH:
1) As for myself, there I sat, lashed to a spar, utterly unable to help myself, an
unwilling witness of all that followed.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch.
XIII, p. 193, 1844)

2) Adelheid and her female attendants were already lashed to the principal masts,
and ropes were given to the others around her, as indispensable precautions; for the
deck of the bark, now cleared of every particle of its freight, was as exposed and as
defenceless against the power of the wind, as naked heath. Such was the situation of
the Winkelried, when the omens of the night changed to their dread reality.
(The Headsman – Michigan, Ch. VII, p. 120,
Sept. 1833: London; October 1833:
Philadelphia)

3) He [=Maso] had refused to quit his feet, but kneeling on one knee, he pressed the
tiller down, lashed it, and clinging to the massive timber, faced the tempest with the
steadiness of a water-god.
(The Headsman – Michigan, Ch. VII, p. 122,
Sept. 1833: London; October 1833:
Philadelphia)

4) “I have lashed one of Napoleon’s busts to the fine fellow’s feet, and he’ll not fetch
up until he’s snugly anchored on the bottom.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXVIII, p. 493/613,
1838)

5) “The graceless rascals ought to be thankful they are not at this very moment
trotting through the great desert lashed to dromedaries’ tails!”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXX, p. 518/613,
1838)

6) Next the trough of the sea hid everything from my sight, and I was left in the most
painful doubt of the result, when I perceived the mate lashing himself to the top, as
the portion of the wreck that floated most buoyantly. He had managed to get in again,
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and coolly went to work to secure himself in the best berth he could find, the instant he
regained the main mass of the wreck. As he rose on the crest of a sea, the poor fellow
made a gesture of adieu to me; the leave-taking of the mariner!
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch.
XXI, pp. 291-292, 1844)

7) …he next perceived the whole of the raft, as it came up on the swell, with Marble,
half-drowned, lashed to the top.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch.
XXIII, pp. 313-314, 1844)

8) In the night, we caught the owner coming about with a lantern to set fire to the
barn, and we carried him down to a boat, and lashed him there until morning, letting
the rain wash all the combustible matter out of him.
(Ned Myers – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. IV, p.
42, Nov. 1843)

9) All we could do, was to hold on; and this we did with difficulty. I and the two
blacks got on the weather-quarter of the schooner, where we lashed ourselves with the
main-sheet.
(Ned Myers – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. XIII, p.
144, Nov. 1843) Double entry: cf. “hold on”

10) I suppose I may have been dozing; but, on looking up, I found that one of the
negroes had, indeed, disappeared. How this happened I cannot say, as he appeared to
be well lashed; but I suppose he worked himself free, and being exhausted, he fell into
the water, and sunk before I could get a glimpse of him.
(Ned Myers – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. XIII, p.
145, Nov. 1843)

11) “I do not like the way they are treating that Chippewa, for it looks as if they meant
to do him harm. He is neither fed, nor suffered to be with his masters; but there the
poor fellow is, bound hand and foot near the cabin door, and lashed to a tree. They
do not even give him the relief of suffering him to sit down.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. VI, p. 110/582, Aug. 1848)

12) When the captain was passive in the hands of his foe, the cockswain produced
sundry pieces of sennit, marline, and ratlin-stuff, from his pockets, which appeared to
contain as great a variety of small cordage as a boatswain’s storeroom, and proceeded
to lash the arms of the conquered soldier to the posts of his bed,….”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXII, p. 255,
Jan. 1824)

13) Two or three of the aspiring adventurers were lashed where they had been found,
unable to make any resistance in a spot, where instinct itself urged them to devote
both hands to the necessary duty of holding fast;…
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch.
XIX, p. 270, Nov. 1827)

14) During this brief parlance the goodman Homespun had safely arrived at the
termination of his flight. Here he was suitably received by Fid, who raised him to his
side, and having placed him comfortably between the yard and the boom, he
proceeded to secure him by a lashing that should give the tailor the proper
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disposition of his hands.

(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch.
XIX, p. 271, Nov. 1827)

15) “The ship was then deserted.”
“Aye, the people had left her, Sir, or had been washed away in the gust that laid
her over, I never could come to the truth of the particulars. The dog had been
mischievous I conclude, about the decks, and so he had been lashed to a timber-head,
the which saved his life, since, happily for him, he found himself on the weather side,
when the hull righted a little, after her spars gave way.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch.
XXIV, p. 333, Nov. 1827)

16) No one seemed to exult more than their guide, who turned, with Mohegan still
lashed to his back, and laughing in his own manner, said, “I know’d ‘twas the
Frenchman’s powder, gall; it went so altogether; your coarse grain will squib for a
minute.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXVIII, pp. 416417, Feb. 1823

B) PLANKS:
1) “Father, I cannot bear this! For you to be the victim of these barbarians is too
much; and I would prefer trusting all to a raft on the terrible ocean, to incurring the
smallest chance of such a calamity. Mademoiselle, you will join me in the entreaty to
the gentlemen to prepare a few planks to receive us, where we can perish together,
and at least have the consolation of knowing that our eyes will be closed by friends.
The longest survivor will be surrounded and supported by the spirits of those who
have gone before, into a world devoid of care.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXII, p. 389/613,
1838)

2) That much [=”this constant and true-hearted friend”], at least, I could presume to call
Lucy, and even to that I clung as the ship-wrecked mariner clings to the last plank
that floats.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch.
XI, p. 155, 1844)

3) Marble and I had not been educated in a school that is apt to despair. As for my
mate, had he found himself on a plank in the middle of the Atlantic, I do believe he
would have set about rigging a jury-mast, by splitting off a piece of the hull of his craft
and spreading his shirt by way of sail.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch.
XXI, p. 289, 1844)

4) “As long as there is a plank afloat, a true salt never gives up.”
(The Crater, Ch. V, p. 75/544, Aug. 1847)

79b) “STRUGGLE FOR LIFE”
1) “Fly! The struggle is for life!”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXVII, p. 406, Feb. 1823)

2) For a single painful instant, in one of those disheartening moments of despair that
will come over the stoutest, his (Sigismund’s) hand was about to relinquish its hold of
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the baron, and to make the last natural struggle for life, but that fair picture of maiden
loveliness and truth, which had so long adorned his night-dreams, interposed to
prevent the act.
(The Headsman, Michigan Historical Reprint, Ch. VII, p.
128, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

3) And yet he (=the young Delaware) struggled manfully for life, using the paddle to the
last, like the deer that is swimming to cast the hounds.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. VII, p. 93, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

4) He held his way therefore, in a diagonal direction up the acclivity, which was
neither very high nor very steep, in this part of the mountain, but which was
sufficiently toilsome for one contending for life, to render it painfully oppressive.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXVII, p. 475; 1841)

5) “Howsever, when your women begin to ta’nt and abuse me, as I suppose will soon
happen, let ‘em remember that if a pale face struggles for life so long as it’s lawful
and manful, he knows hot to loosen his hold on it, decently, when he feels that his time
has come. I’m your captyve; work your will on me.”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXVIII, p. 483; 1841)

80) “[COATS AND] WAISTCOATS.”
The term “waistcoat” was selected by the John Maynard researcher George Salomon as an
“obvious” example of a British term that Americans would unavoidably shun. Cooper had no
problem with “waistcoat” [4x], although “vest” is obviously his preference [21x]. It should be
pointed out that the phrase “coats and waistcoats” is, from a literary standpoint and as
linguistic “Siamese twins,” more conventional than “coats and vests.” American writers were
not immune to the collocation:
“Without much extravagance of eulogy, the spectacle might even be termed splendid;
for, according to the fashion of the times, the ladies shone in rich silks and satins,
outspread over wide-projecting hoops; and the gentlemen glittered in gold embroidery,
laid unsparingly upon the purple, or scarlet, or sky-blue velvet, which was the
material of their coats and waistcoats.
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Twice-Told Tales, “Lady Eleonore’s
Mantle” (Dec. 1838)

“We hired the only guide left, to lead us on our way. He was over seventy, but he
could have given me nine-tenths of his strength and still had all his age entitled him to.
He shouldered our satchels, overcoats, and alpenstocks, and we set out up the steep
path. It was hot work. The old man soon begged us to hand over our coats and
waistcoats to him to carry, too, and we did it: one could not refuse so little a thing to a
poor old man like that; he should have had them if he had been a hundred and fifty.”
Mark Twain, A Tramp Abroad (1880), Ch. 34, 1st paragraph

HELMSMAN:
“…the boldest were throwing off their coats and waistcoats, and preparing for one
long struggle of life.” (lines 129-131)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
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A) WAISTCOAT:
1) “The boy arriving with a ring, Caesar placed it carefully in the pocket of his
waistcoat next to his heart,…”
(The Spy, Ch. XXI, pp. 346-347/557, Dec. 1821 )

2) “It is impossible for me to say what changes the revolution, and the wars, and the
new notions, may have produced in France, but there is no sufficient reason for
believing that the present cropped and fringeless, bewhiskered, and laceless generation
of France differs more from their be-wigged, belaced, and powdered predecessors,
than the men and women of any other country differ from their particular ancestors.
Boys wore cock’d hats, and breeches, and swords, in America, previously to the
revolution; and our immediate fathers flourished in scarlet coats, powder, ruffled
fingers, and embroidered waistcoats.”
(Gleanings in Europe: France – Cooper Edition/SUNY,
Letter XIV, p. 171, 1837)

3) “In the campaign in which Quebec was taken, Mr. [Edward] Preble served as
captain. On the Plains of Abraham, he was quite near Wolfe when he fell, and he was
wounded himself in the course of the celebrated battle. In that day, waistcoats were
worn with flaps that descended some distance down the thigh, and a bullet struck Capt.
Preble, penetrated this part of the dress, and entered the flesh, carrying with it,
however, so much of his different garments that the wounded officer was enabled to
extract the lead himself, by pulling upon the cloth.”
(Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers, vol. 1,
p. 172, March and May 1846)

4) “You cannot expect that a lady of fashion, who plays on the harp and talks French,
will show her pretty face to be gazed at by common folk,” rejoined a shabby-genteel
sort of personage, out of whose waistcoat-pocket obtruded the leaves of a small
notebook, and the end of a gold pen. This man was a reporter, rendered malignant by
meeting with opposition to his views of imagining that the universe was created to
furnish paragraphs for newspapers. He was a half-educated European, who
pronounced all his words in a sort of boarding-school dialect, as if abbreviation
offended a taste ‘sicken’d over by learning.’”
(Ways of the Hour, Ch. XIX, p. 314, 1850)

GENERAL:
1) “And who is the seaman at his elbow that is apparently occupied in divesting his
person of some superfluous garments?”…
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXVI, p.
354, Nov. 1827)

B) VEST:
1) He wore a coat of very light drab cloth, with buttons as large as dollars, bearing the
impression of a “foul anchor.” The skirts were extremely long, reaching quite to the
calf, and were broad in proportion. Beneath, there were a vest and breeches of red
plush, somewhat worn and soiled. He had shoes with large buckles, and stockings of
blue and white stripes.
(The Pioneers, Ch. V, Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p. 59; [p. 67/604]; Feb.
1823)
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2-3) Marmaduke appeared in a suit of plain, neat black; Monsieur Le Quoi in a coat of
snuff-color, covering a vest of embroidery, with breeches, and silk stockings, and
buckles – that were commonly thought to be of paste.
….an under vest of flannel….
(The Pioneers, Ch. V, Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, pp. 64-65; [p. 74/604]; Feb.
1823)

4) “When the drum beat to quarters, he threw aside his jacket, vest, and shirt, with as
little hesitation as if he stood under the American sun, and with all the discretion of a
man who had engaged in an undertaking that required the free use of his utmost
powers.”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVIII, p. 197, Jan.
1824) [Double entry: Cf. “Utmost Steam”]

5) “The devil it was! Hand me that boot, my good fellow. One boot, thank God, is
sooner put on than two! The vest and stock next. You, Shearflint! Where have you
got to, sirrah! Bring me my leg, this instant.”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXIV, p. 271, 1825)

6) From beneath the flap of an enormous pocket of a soiled vest of embossed silk,
heavily ornamented with tarnished silver lace, projected an instrument, which, from
being seen in such martial company, might have been easily mistaken for some
mischievous and unknown implement of war.
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. 1, pp.
16-17; The Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales,
vol. I, p. 486; Feb. 1826)

7) “…with a hand thrust into the bosom of his vest,…”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 109,
Nov. 1827)

8) Though the person, from the neck to the knees, was hid by a tight-fitting vest of
calico and the short kirtle named, enough of the shape was visible to betray outlines
that had never been injured, either by the mistaken devices of art or by the baneful
effects of toil.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXV, p. 385/496,
1828)

9) …he thrust a hand into his vest, covering with its broad palm a portion of the
human frame which poets do not describe as the seat of the passions.
(The Water-Witch, Ch. II, p. 31/542, May 1830)

10) A group of young shepherdesses, clad in close fitting vests of sky-blue with skirts
of white, each holding her crook, came forward dancing, and singing songs that
imitated the bleatings of their flocks and all the other sounds familiar to the elevated
pasturages of that region.
(The Headsman, Ch. XIV, p. 238/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

11) You have not the smallest conception of what a livery is. A coat of some striking
colour, white, perhaps, covered with lace, red plush vest and breeches, white
stockings, shoes and buckles, a laced round hat with a high cockade, a powdered head
and gold-headed cane, constitute the glories of the footman.
(England with Sketches of Society in the Metropolis, Vol.
1, Letter VII, “Equipages,” p. 185, 1837)
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12) The men, with the usual exceptions of those who wore their regular professional
attire, were all in the well known claret-coloured coat, steel buttons, bags, swords, and
embroidered vests.
(England with Sketches of Society in the Metropolis, Vol.
3, Letter XXV, “The Men’s Dress,” p. 117, 1837)

13) “More!” returned the uncle, giving an impatient gesture with the elbow the other
touched, for his arms were crossed, and the hands were thrust into the bosom of a vest
of red cloth, a fashion of the times, “more, Magnet! Say, rather, what less?”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. I, p. 7/644; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: pp. 11-12; Feb.
/ March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

14) I did buy him [=Paul, Cooper’s son] a pair of pantaloons, or two if he has need of
them, and stuff for three or four vests – that is, I bought two pantaloons and six vests
in all; plain but genteel, intending part for Paul.
(LJ, Vol. IV, p. 454, Letter 758, To Mrs. Cooper, From
Head’s [Philadelphia], Sunday, 14th [April] 1844)

15) On the contrary, standing as I did, six feet one, in my shoes, attired in a neat blue
round-about of mate’s cloth, with a pair of quarter-deck trowsers, a clean white shirt, a
black silk handkerchief, and a vest of a pretty but modest pattern, I was not at all
ashamed to be seen. I had come from England, a country in which clothes are both
good and cheap, and a trimmer-looking tar than I was, seldom showed himself in the
lower part of the town.
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XXVI, p. 441/533, Oct. 1844)

16) Mr. Fenimore Cooper will wear, either his black silk stockings with the hole in
the toe, or the ribbed pair that have two holes in the heels. His pants will be black,
but very glistening, French cloth died in the wool. His vest will be the same. Over all
he intends to wear his Elliott douillet[t]e, which is of figured silk, wadded, and lined
with flesh coloured sil. His face and hands will be washed, and he has brought on his
sapphire ring expressly for the occasion. &c &c &c.
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper,
Vol. V, p. 24; Letter # 799. To William Branford Shubrick;
Head’s, Friday, May. 2d ‘45)
THE DOUILLETTE
The douillette (or greca or cappotto) is a long, loose-fitting, double-breasted cloak worn
over the cassock or simar by all clerics. It is white for the Pope, black for all other clerics.
The douillette came into the Roman Church through France. It was originally employed
in the East, where it was known as the greca. It was adapted from civil wear for the
clergy in 1812, and has changed little since.
http://www.catholicdoors.com/courses/roman.htm

17) For two days he was so much swollen as not to be able to button his vest;
was that induced him to make his will.

this it

(Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers, vol. II,
“John Paul Jones, p. 107, March and May 1846)
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18) The coat was scarlet, with buttons of mother-of-pearl, each as large as a halfdollar; his breeches were sky blue; the vest was green …
(The Redskins- Kessinger, Vol. II, Ch. XII, pp. 173-174,
July 1846)

19) I found a handsome blue dress-coat that did very well, and vests and pantaloons
ad libitum. Clothing is so much cheaper in Europe than at home, that Americans who
are well supplied do not often carry much with them when they go abroad; and this
had been a rule with my uncle all his life.
(The Redskins- Kessinger, Vol. II, Ch. III, p. 44,
July 1846)

20) The chest of Daggot was removed to his house for safe-keeping, the key having
been taken from the pockets of his vest, and the necessary orders were given for the
final disposition of the body.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. IV, p. 58/532, April 1849)

21) My attire, however, was not much out of the ordinary way, being merely a black
coat, breeches, and vest, with lace at the cuffs and frills, steel buttons and a sword,
with a dress hat.
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter V, p.
35, 1838)

81) “AYE, AYE, SIR”
This entry has been included because of the parenthetical comment found in Homeward
Bound. The spelling with the “e” would seem to be dependent upon the edition, although it is
generally spelt without.
HELMSMAN:
“Aye, aye, sir!” (line 137)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
“Saunders!” cried the hearty voice of Captain Truck, who had taken possession of
what he called the throne in the cabin. All the steward’s elegant diction and finish of
demeanor vanished at the well-known sound, and, thrusting his head out of the pantrydoor, he gave the prompt ship-answer to a call, —
“Ay, ay, sir!”
(Homeward Bound - CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XII, p. 108, 1838)

A) AYE, AYE:
1a) “Very well; make the signal to prepare to anchor.”
“Ay, ay, sir.”
(Precaution – CSPCT, vol. 1, Ch. XLI, p. 250; 1820)
1b) “Very well; make the signal to prepare to anchor.”
“Aye, aye, sir.”
(Precaution – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XLI, p. 420,
1820)
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2) Roller gave the customary “Ay, ay, sir;” the boat shoved off;…
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XVI, p. 190, 1842)

82A) “HOLD ON” [A question of Endurance]
82B) “HOLD OUT”
82C) “ENDURANCE”
“Hold on” is used by both A- and B-versions (Baltimore Sun/B-version &
Poughkeepsie Journal & Eagle/A-version). “Hold out” is less common: e.g., Buffalo
Commercial Advertiser/A-version). The following quote, which includes the time
span of “five minutes,” is of particular interest:
“While serving on the Argus, which was then commanded by Capt.
Wederstrandt, the brig was near being lost off the mouth of the Penobscot, in a
tremendous gale of wind. Nothing saved the vessel but her own excellent
qualities, for it blew directly on shore, and there was a common expectation
that the vessel and the crew would all go together, on that wild cpast. Orders
were given to overhaul ranges of cables, to anchor as a last resort, though no
one believed the ground tackle could or would hold on for five minutes.
(Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers –
CSPCT, Vol. 45, John Templer Shubrick,” p. 81; March
and May 1846)

HELMSMAN:
[“A: “Could” / B: “Can” ] you hold on five minutes longer?”

(line 138)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A) HOLD ON:
1) He determined, therefore, to hold on as long as possible, on the tack we were on,
expecting to get through another night, without coming upon land, every hour now
giving us hope that we were drawing near to the termination of the gale.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XI, p.
164, 1844)

2) “If you want to hold on,” says I, “and try your hand at a hermitage,” says I, “or to
play Robinson Crusoe,” says I, “you must be out of the way when the Crisis sails….”
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XXVI, p.
415, 1844)

3) I was on the point of calling out to Drewett to hold on, ….
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XXX, p.
498, 1844)
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4) “–Mr. Attorney, the tide is setting us off the land, and you may make it morning
before you get into your nests, if you hold on much longer. I fear Mrs. Seal and Mrs.
Grab will be unhappy women.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. IV, p. 53/613, 1838)
5) Luckily the water was tolerably smooth, and with fear and trembling, Mr. Seal
succeeded in blundering into the boat; not, however, until the watermen had warned
him of their intention to hold on no longer.
(Homeward Bound, Ch. IV, p. 63/613, 1838)

6) “Hold on a moment longer, and give the water time to find its way amidships, if
there be any.”
(Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. II, p. 43/616, November 1846–
March 1848)

7) “…they seem to give it up, and are getting out their oars to pull back to the ship. A
pretty time we’ll have of it, too. The cutter that gets to windward half a mile in an
hour, ag’in such a sea, and such a breeze, must be well pulled and better steered. One
chap, however, sir, seems to hold on.”
(Jack Tier, CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XV, p. 312, November
1846–March 1848)

8) “As for yourself, Neb, hold on as you have begun, and the Lord will have marcy
on you, before the v’y’ge is up.”
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch.
XXX, p. 419, 1844)

9) “If we were in the bight of the coast between Long Island and Jersey, ‘t would be
another matter; but out here, where we are, I should be ashamed to look the deacon in
the face if I didn’t hold on.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. IX, p. 151-152/532, April 1849)
[Double entry: cf. “Jersey”]

10) “Hold on, sir – it’s our only chance; - hold on, and we may rub and go.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XIII, p. 227/532, April 1849)

11) I do not now recollect at what hour of this fearful night, Captain Johnston shouted
out to us all to “look out” – and “hold on.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. III, p. 42/271, Nov. 1843)

12) “By going a little nearer,” said the Sergeant, “some of us may recognize the place.
Most of us know the American shore in this part of the lake; and it will be something
gained to learn our position.”
“Very true, very true; if, indeed, there is any chance of that we will hold on. What
is this off here, a little on our weather-bow? It looks like a low headland.”
(The Pathfinder – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XVI, pp.
237-238, Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

B) HOLD OUT:
1) “…can’t hole out much longer, I do t’ink. But Injin nebber hab much raal grit in
‘em.”
(The Redskins, Ch. XXVII, p. 392, July 1846)
2) “Without that addition to the stock in the house, it would not be within the limits of
probability to suppose the people could hold out against the severity of such weather a
great while longer.”
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(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXVII, p. 476/532, April 1849)

3) “As none but whalers, Indiamen, and Statesmen could hold out so long, we were
all A. No. 1 for a fortnight or three weeks.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. X, p. 132/271, Nov. 1843)

4) “It is the restraint of a ship that alone prevents sailors from dying much sooner than
they do; for it is certain no man could hold out long who passed three or four months
every year in the sort of indulgencies into which I have often run, after returning from
long voyages.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. XVII, p. 228/271, Nov. 1843)
5) “No doubt the savages will try the torments, to make me give in, and to revenge the
loss of their warrior, but I must hold out ag’in nat’ral weakness in the best manner I
can. You may tell Judith to feel no consarn on my account – it will come hard I know,
seeing that the white man’s gifts don’t run to boasting and singing under torment, for
he generally feels smallest when he suffers most – but you may tell her not to have any
consarn. I think I shall make out to stand it, and she may rely on this, let me give in,
as much as I may, and prove completely that I am white, by wailings, and howlings,
and even tears, yet I’ll never fall so far as to betray my fri’nds. When it get to burning
holes in the flesh, with heated ramrods, and to hacking the body, and tearing the hair
out by the roots, natur’ may get the upperhand, so far as groans, and complaints are
consarned, but there the triumph of the vagabonds will ind; nothing short of God’s
abandoning him to the devils can make an honest man untrue to his colour and duty.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch.XVII, p. 394/717, 1841; Triple
Entry: cf. “without a scream or groan” and “honest”)

6) “Poh, poh! Dashwood; no one expects Raoul Yvard will come to that fate, for no
one thinks he will hold out.” [=i.e., have to moral fortitude not to reveal the location of his vessel
and be hanged as a consequence.]
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XIX, p. 220,
1842)

C) ENDURANCE:
1) “I say old, for by this time Andries was every hour of sixty-seven, though as hale,
and hearty, and active, as any officer in the corps. As for hardships, forty years of
training, most of which had been passed in the woods, placed him quite at our head, in
the way of endurance.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. I, p. 13, Nov. 1845 )
2) “Though evidently so near its dissolution, his attenuated frame still stood like the
shaft of seasoned oak, dry, naked, and tempest-riven, but unbending, and apparently
indurated to the consistency of stone.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXII, p. 1145, The Library of America,
[351-352/575], April 1827: London; May 1827:
Philadelphia )

83) “FIVE MINUTES”
Only a modest selection of works has been made for the simple reason that the list
would simply be too long otherwise. In The Two Admirals [1842], twenty-six
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examples have been found! To get an idea of the extent of this omnipresent fiveminute tact, the following statistics are provided:
A Residence in France (4x), Afloat and Ashore (9x), Autobiography of a Pocket-Handerkerchief (1x),
Home as Found (2x), Homeward Bound (10x), Jack Tier (9x), Miles Wallingford (5x), Oak Openings
(2x), The Pathfinder (4x), Precaution (2x), Satanstoe (6x), The Bravo (1x), The Crater (5x), The
Deerslayer (3x), The Headsman (1x), The Monikins (2x), The Pioneers (4x), The Prairie (4x), The Red
Rover (6x), The Sea Lions (5x), The Spy (1x), The Water-Witch (6x), The Wing-and Wing (16x),
Wyandotté (5x), Letter: June 3, 1850 (1x), England with Sketches of Society in the Metropolis, vol. I
(1x) & vol. II (1x), The Heidenmauer (1x), History of the Navy (3x), Ways of the Hour (6x), Lionel
Lincoln (1x), Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers (1x), Mercedes of Castile (5x), The
Chainbearer (3x), The Redskins (3x), The Travelling Bachelor (2x), Two Admirals (26x), Gleanings in
Europe: Italy (3x), Gleanings in Europe: Switzerland (3x) = 171x !

One quotation, in particular, taken from Jack Tier, is very close to “The Helmsman:”
“The hull of the schooner had, in truth, sunk entirely beneath the surface of the sea;
and the party it sustained stood already knee-deep in the water. This was sufficiently
appalling; but the presence of the sharks, who were crowding around the spot,
rendered the whole scene frightful. To the young mate it seemed as if he must still be
too late to save Rose from a fate more terrible than drowning, for his boat fell so far
to leeward as to compel him to tack once more. As he swept past the wreck, he called
out to encourage his friends, begging them to be of good heart [in the sense of “to hold
on”] for five minutes longer, when he should be able to reach them.”
Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. IX, p. 194; 1846-1848

The quick transition in only five minutes from extreme danger to complete security is
apparent in the following passage:
“As the tornado passed onward, however, and the winds lulled, the air became clear,
and in five minutes after the moment when the Swash lay nearly on her side, with her
lower yard-arm actually within a few feet of the water, all was still and placid around
her, as one is accustomed to see the ocean in a calm, of a summer’s afternoon.”
Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. V, p. 102; 1846-1848

HELMSMAN:
“Could you hold on [out] five minutes longer?” (line 138)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) Although the time appeared an age to all who awaited the result, scarcely five
minutes had elapsed since the accident occurred and the hurricane had reached them.
(The Headsman, Ch. VII, p. 130/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

2) In the narrow pass itself her movement was rapid, and in less than five minutes the
Scud was floating outside of the two low gravelly points which intercepted the waves
of the lake.
1- (The Pathfinder – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XII, p.
181,

Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

3) “What would you have me do, boy, what would you have me do? I have acted
according to my judgment hitherto, - what would you have me do?”
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“Support me against Master Cap for five minutes, and all that man can do
towards saving the Scud shall be done.”
2- (The Pathfinder – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XVII, p.
257, Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

4) “Our worst fears are realized!” said Mabel, to whom the hurry and excitement of
the last five minutes appeared to contain the emotions of a life. “My beloved father
and all his party are slain or captured!”
3- (The Pathfinder – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXIII, p.
381, Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

5) “We shall soon know, we shall soon know, Mast Cap; for there, indeed, comes the
cutter clear of the other island, and five minutes must settle the matter. It would be no
more than fair, however, if we could give the boy some sign in the way of warning. It
is not right that he should fall into the trap without a notice that it has been laid.”
4- (The Pathfinder – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXV, p.
404, Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

6) I am now on my way to poor Ben Cooper’s funeral. He died early on Saturday,
perfectly calm, conscious of his state, and able to converse. He sent for his old friend
Capt. [Silas H.] Stringham, on whose arrival, he stretched out his hand and said, “I’m
dying, Stringham – God bless you – ” In five minutes he was dead.
(Letters and Journals, Vol. VI, Letter 1077, p. 190, To
Mrs. Cooper, From New-york, June 3d 1850; , Also: cf.
Letter 1080, p. 194, To William Branford Shubrick, From
Hall, Cooperstown, June 14th 1850)

7) …the lieutenant got his despatches and his instructions, took his leave and had
galloped out of sight, in the next five minutes.
1- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. IV, p. 56,
May 1842)

8) “The circle form’d, we sit in silent state,
Like figures drawn upon a dial plate;
Yes ma’am, and no ma’am, uttered softly show,
Every five minutes, how the minutes go.”
William Cowper, “The Conversation,” II. 379-82.
2- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. VI, epigraph,
p. 82, May 1842)

9) The apothecary had reached the hall, within five minutes after the attack [=Sir
Wycherly’s fit of apoplexy],…
3- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. IX, p.
129, May 1842)

10) This letter he [=Sir Gervaise] signed, and in five minutes Atwood left the room to
order it be immediately forwarded by express.
4- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. IX, p.
139, May 1842)
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11) “As respects the real estate, sir, though so great a loser by the delay of five
minutes, I am willing to admit you are right.”
5- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. IX, p.
215, May 1842)

12) Sir Gervaise paced the room, with hands folded behind his back, in an air of deep
contemplation, for quite five minutes, before he answered.
6- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XVI, p.
232, May 1842)

13) Admiral Bluewater smiles, and not altogether without irony in his manner; though
he managed, at the same time, to get the leg that had been lowest for the last five
minutes, raised by an ingenuity peculiar to himself, several inches above its fellow.
7- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XVI, p.
234, May 1842)

14) Sie Gervaise Oakes’ foot had not been on the deck of the Plantagenet five
minutes, before a signal for all commanders was flying at that vessel’s mast-head.
8- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XVII, p.
239, May 1842)

15) The movement of the flag-ship, was stately, measured, and grand. For five
minutes, she held her was nearly due east, with the wind on her starboard quarter,….
9- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XVII, p.
241, May 1842)

16) Wycherly could not have been three minutes on the deck of the Druid, ere her
yards were braced up, and her top-sail filled with a heavy flap. This caused her to
draw slowly ahead. Five minutes later, however, a white cloud was dimly fluttering
over her hull, and the reefed mainsail was distended to the wind.
10- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XIX, p.
282, May 1842)

17) “Magrath has told me something of it, sir; and he tells me the fill-us null-us –
hang me if I can make out his gibberish, five minutes after it was told to me.”
11- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XX, p.
294, May 1842)

18) All this time Sir Gervaise Oakes paced the poop. Bunting and the quarter-master
were in readiness to hoist the new signal, and Greenly merely waited for the reports, to
join the commander in chief. In about five minutes after the drum had given its first
tap, these were completed, and the captain ascended to the poop.
12- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXII, p.
319, May 1842)

19) “The French do not open their lower ports, Greenly,” observed the vice-admiral,
dropping the glass after one of his long looks at the enemy, “although they have the
advantage of being to leeward. I take that to be a sign they intend nothing very
serious.”
“We shall know better five minutes, hence, Sir Gervaise. This ship slides along
like a London coach.”
13- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXII, p.
321, May 1842)
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20) “Bend on the sails to close up in line, as near as safe, and to carry sail by the flag
ship.”
“Ay-ay-Sir Gervaise – we’ll have ‘em both up, in five minutes, sir.”
14- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXII, p.
322, May 1842)

21) “You see he [=Comte de Vervillin] edges away already, and will be down among his
ships in five minutes;…
15- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXII, p.
325, May 1842)

22) A private signal had been bent on some little time, and it was now hoisted. In
about five minutes it was read, understood, and answered by all the ships of the fleet.
16- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIII, p.
330, May 1842)

23) From the time when the Plantagenet fired her first gun, to that when the Warspite
fired her last, was just five minutes by the watch.
17- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIII, p.
331, May 1842)

24) The boat moved on, and five minutes later Sir Gervaise was on the quarter-deck
of the Carnatic.
18- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVI, p.
374, May 1842)

25) “I think, Sir Gervaise,” Wycherly modestly added, “that the French have boarded
their tacks, and are pressing up to windward to near us. Did it appear so to you,
Captain Greenly?”
“Not at all. If they carry courses, the sails have been set within the last five
minutes – ha! Sir Gervaise, that is an indication of a busy night!”
19- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVI, p.
380, May 1842)

26) Five minutes later, while Sir Gervaise was running his eye over the signal book,
the Plantagenet’s calls were piping the people to their morning meal,….
20- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVII, p.
387, May 1842)

27) “I’ll warrant ye now, gentlemen, that his ships are at this moment all as clear as a
church five minutes after the blessing has been pronounced.”
21- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVII, p.
390, May 1842)

28) “I am the bearer of bad news, sir. Nothing at all could be seen from the top; but
in the cross-trees, I got a good look through the smoke, and am sorry to say the French
rear-admiral is coming down fast on our larboard-quarter, with all his force. We shall
have him abeam in five minutes.” 22- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVII, p.
398, May 1842)

29) As time pressed, Greenly swallowed his discontent, and departed. The five
minutes that succeeded were bitter minutes to Sir Gervaise Oakes.
23- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVII, p.
399, May 1842)
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30) It was five minutes, perhaps, after this seasonable arrival, before the guns of the
other ships of the English rear announced their presence on the outside of Monsieur
des Prez’s force, thus bringing the whole of the two fleets into four lines, all steering
dead before the wind, and, as it were, interwoven with each other.
24- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVIII, p.
405, May 1842)

31) “God bless you – Dick! may God for ever bless you – your ship can do it – clap
your helm hard a starboard, and sheer into Mr. Des Prez; you’ll have him, in five
minutes.”
25- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVIII, p.
405, May 1842)

32) “You’ve been an Admiral of the Blue once; and that’s enough for any man,”
interrupted Galleygo, again in his positive manner; “and it isn’t five minutes since you
know’d your own rank as well as the Secretary of the Admiralty, himself. He veers
and hauls, in this fashion, on an idee, gentlemen, until he doesn’t know one end of it
from t’other.”
26- (The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXI, p.
456, May 1842)

33) I actually furled the mizzen-royal with my own hands – the ship carrying standing
royals – and it was said to be very respectably done; a little rag-baggish in the bunt,
perhaps, but secured in a way that took the next fellow who touched the gasket five
minutes to cast the sail loose.
1- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. III, pp.
45-46, 1844)

34) I strutted the deck with as much importance as if the weight of the State lay on my
shoulders – paid a visit every five minutes to the bows, to see that the cable had not
parted, and that the anchor did not “come home” – and then looked aloft, to ascertain
that everything was in its place. Those were a happy two hours!
2- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. III, pp.
50-51, 1844)

35) The three vessels were not more than half a cable’s length asunder; that is, we
were about that distance from the ship, and the lugger was a very little farther from us.
Five minutes must determine the matter.
3- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. IX, p.
140, 1844)

36) This left me master of the ship’s movements for five minutes, and by that time
she had drawn through the passage, and was actually shooting out into the open ocean.
4- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XIII, pp.
203-204, 1844)

37) In the mean time the alarm and impatience of Smudge [=leader of the savages] and his
companions, very sensibly increased. Five minutes were an age, in the
circumstances in which they were placed, and I [=Miles] saw that it would soon be
necessary to adopt some new expedient, or I might be sacrificed to the resentment of
these savages.
5- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
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Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XIV, pp.
206-207, 1844)

38) I left the ship in less than five minutes, and pulled off, under the ship’s lee-bow,
knowing that tacking or waring would be out of the question, under the circumstances.
6- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XV, p.
226, 1844)

39) Men sleep soundly in such circumstances, and I should have been in a deep
slumber in a minute after I was in my berth, had not Marble’s conversation kept me
awake, quite unwillingly on my part, for five minutes. His state-room door was open,
and, through it, the following discourse was held.
7- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XV, pp.
229-230, 1844)

40) I fancy the pirates found it hotter than they liked, for they did not keep on with us,
though our lofty sails gave us an advantage, and would have enabled us to leave them,
had they pursued a different course. As it was, we were clear of them, in about five
minutes, and the smoke beginning to rise, we soon got a view of what had been done
in that brief space.
8- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XX, p.
318, 1844)

41) In this situation [=Grace’s impending death] we both [=Grace and Miles] wept violently,
and I am not ashamed to say I sobbed like a child. I dare say five minutes passed in
this way, without either of us speaking a word.
9- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XXVIII, p.
455, 1844)

42) The current sucked the vessel in, like the Maelstrom, and we were whirling ahead
at a rate that would have split the ship from her keel to her top-timbers, had we come
upon a sunken rock. The chances were about even; for I regarded the pilotage as a
very random sort of an affair. We glanced on in breathless expectation, therefore;
not knowing but each instant would involve us in ruin.
This jeopardy endured about five minutes. At the end of that brief space, the ship
had run the gauntlet for the distance of a mile, driven onward by the current rather than
by the wind.
10- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch. XVI, p.
230, 1844)

43) Of a sudden, this brig gave a plunge, and she went down like a porpoise diving.
What caused this disaster I never knew; but, in five minutes we passed as near as
possible over the spot, and not a trace of her was to be seen.
11- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch. XXI, p.
287, 1844)

44) Putting the helm up, sufficiently to bring the wind on that quarter, I then stood
directly out to sea. All this was accomplished in less than five minutes, by means of
what the French call a sudden inspiration!
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12- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch. XXV, p.
344, 1844)

45) Our hearts were in our mouths for the next five minutes. My eye never turned
from that frigate, as she hove by us, now rising on the summit of a sea, now falling
gracefully into the trough, concealing everything but her spars from sight. Glad
enough were we, when she had got so far ahead as to bring us well on her weatherquarter, though we did not dare set our sail again, until her dark, glistening hull, with
its line of frowning ports, was shut up in the cloud of mist, leaving the spot on the
ocean where she had last been seen, as if she were not. That was one of those hairbreadth escapes that often occur to men engaged in hazardous undertakings,
without any direct agency of their own.
13- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch. XXV, p.
345, 1844)

46) Mr. Hardinge led the way to the church, which was but a step from the rectory,
and, in a minute or two, all stood ranged before the altar, with the divine in the
chancel. The ceremony commenced immediately, and in less than five minutes, I
folded Lucy in my arms, as my wife.
14- (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch. XXIX, p.
400, 1844)

47) After remaining with me five minutes, Herman Mordaunt took his leave. Of
course, I accompanied him to the door, where we parted with many bows.
1- (Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. VI, p.
82, June 1845)

48) So well done was this part of the ceremony, that I declare, I believe everybody
had drunk to everybody, within five minutes after Herman Mordaunt commenced;…
2- (Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. VII, p.
104, June 1845)

49) In five minutes, they had shaken hands, heard each man’s account of himself, had
given and accepted the invitation to preach, and were otherwise on free and easy
terms.
3- (Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XI, p.
158, June 1845)

50) Nothing will be easier than to get it on our own table, in the next room, could we
only manage to call old Doortje off duty, and detain her for five minutes at the gate of
her house.
4- (Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XII, p.
177, June 1845)

51) To work everybody went, therefore, with an appetite, and for five minutes little
was heard beyond the clatter of knives and forks. Then came the drinking of healths,
and finally the toasts, and the songs, and the stories.
5- (Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XII, p.
179, June 1845)

52) Five minutes longer on the ice of the main channel, and we should have been
swept away.
6- (Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, 1st sentence in Ch.
XVII, p.

240, June 1845)
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53) Mary Wallace is in terror lest ill news come from some of you; but I will run
ahead and let her know the glad tidings. It is but five minutes since I left her, starting
at every sound, lest it prove the foot of some ill-omened messenger.”
7- (Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVII, p.
248, June 1845)

54) For five minutes, it was heads or tails which was to give in; and the nigger only
got the best of it, by his own account of the battle, because the red-skin had the
unaccountable folly to try to beat in Jaap’s brains. He might as well have battered the
Rock of Gibraltar, you know, as to attempt to break a nigger’s skull, and so your
fellow got the best of it. What shall we do with the rascal?”
8- (Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIII,
p. 337, June 1845)

55) “Hurrah! Corny, my noble fellow – let us charge the woot – there’ll not be a reatskin in it, in five minutes. Forwart, my friends – forwart, all!”
9- (Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIX,
p. 419, June 1845)

56) We had not been on the banks of the stream five minutes, before Trackless came
to a dead halt; like one who had met an unexpected obstacle.
1- (The Chainbearer, Ch. XVI, p. 202, Nov. 1845)

57) His [=Thousandacres’] countenance was as set, his air as moody, and his attitude as
stubborn, as each had been in the first five minutes after the Chainbearer fell.
2- (The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVI, p. 339, Nov. 1845)

58) “Uncle Chainbearer is much revived, just now,” said Dus, meeting Frank and
myself at the door, “and he has asked for you both; more especially for mordaunt,
whose name he has mentioned three several times within the last five minutes.”
3- (The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVIII, p. 361, Nov. 1845)

59) Five minutes after the ceremony was ended, the whole party separated, the girls
returning to their respective residences, and the clergyman going his way, leaving the
mate and the ship-keeper together on the vessel’s deck.
1- (The Crater, Ch. II, p. 28/544, Aug. 1847)

60) Twenty times did Mark expect to see the pinnace disappear in the foaming waves,
as it drove furiously onward; but, in each instance, the light and buoyant boat came up
from cavities where our young men fancied it must be dashed to pieces, scudding
away to leeward like the sea-fowl that makes its flight with wings nearly dipping.
Mark now began to hope that his friend might pass over the many reefs that lay in his
track, and gain the open water to leeward. The rise of the ocean favoured such an
expectation, and no doubt was the reason why the Neshamony was not dashed to
pieces within the first five minutes after she was washed off her ways.
2- (The Crater, Ch. IX, p. 146/544, Aug. 1847; Double
entry: “dashed”)

61) All this occurred to the governor in the first five minutes after his discovery,
while his boat was gliding onwards towards her haven.
3- (The Crater, Ch. XVII, p. 306/544, Aug. 1847)
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62) The governor walked the deck for five minutes in intense thought, though
occasionally he stopped to look at the brig, now within a league of them. Then he
suddenly called out to Bob, to “see all clear for action, and to get everything ready to
go to quarters.”
4- (The Crater, Ch. XX, p. 360/544, Aug. 1847)
63) This bold manoeuvre took the pirate admiral by surprise, and being in the vessel
that was much the nearest to Anne, he up helm, and was plumped on the shoal with
strong way on him, in less than five minutes!
5- (The Crater, Ch. XXVIII, p. 503/544, Aug. 1847)

64) In less than five minutes, another vessel, a rakish coasting sloop, came within
hail.
1- (Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. II, p. 55/616, November 1846–
March 1848)

65) The brig seemed to be conscious of the emergency, and glided ahead at capital
speed. In five minutes she had shut in the flaming chimneys of the steamer. In five
minutes more Spike tacked, to keep under the western side of the harbor, and out of
sight as long as possible,….
2- (Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. II, p. 80/616, November 1846–
March 1848)

66) She had not been on deck five minutes, therefore, during which time several
expressions has escaped the two sailors touching their apprehensions of vessels seen in
the distance, ere she commenced her inquiries.
3- (Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. III, p. 92/616, November 1846–
March 1848)

67) In less than five minutes after he had landed, Spike himself was seen in the
lantern, in the act of lighting its lamps.
4- (Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. V, p. 171/616, November 1846–
March 1848)

68) In less than five minutes he was alongside, and on the deck of the Swash – his
first order being to – “Tumble every barrel of this bloody powder into the sea, men.”
5- (Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. VI, p. 243/616, November 1846–
March 1848)

69) As he swept past the wreck, he called out to encourage his friends, begging them
to be of good heart for five minutes longer, when he should be able to reach them.
6- (Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. I, p. 347/616, November 1846–
March 1848)

70) “All hands up anchor, ahoy!” succeeded, and in less than five minutes the bustle
on board the brig announced the fact, that her people were “getting the anchor.”
7- (Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. IV, p. 474/616, November 1846–
March 1848)

71) “Jack Tier,” called out Spike, some five minutes after Biddy was drowned, but
not until another observation had made it plainly apparent to him that the man-ofwar’s men still continued to draw nearer, being now not more than fair musket-shot
astern.
8- (Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. VII, p. 574/616, November
1846–March 1848)
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72) The trying moment was near; five minutes must decide the matter.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. X,
p. 117, 1842)

73) So material, indeed, was the difference in the rate of going between the two
canoes, for the next five minutes, that the Hurons began to be convinced all their
powers must be exerted, or they would suffer the disgrace of being baffled by
women.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XX, p. 352;,1841)

84) “I’LL TRY”
Quote # 3 from The Last of the Mohicans stands out as a close parallel to John
Maynard’s response. Of particular interest is Cooper’s own comment on Uncas’s promise.
Quotation #8 from Oak Openings provides a nice comment on “trying.” Quotations #1 & #2
from Oak Openings places “trying” in terms of inflicting pain rather than enduring pain. The
resulting “test of courage” only adds honor and admiration to the fame of the dying warrior –
in this case a “paleface.”
HELMSMAN:
“I’ll try, Sir.” ..”….(line 139)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Brother, we think much better of you since you killed The Weasel, and hurt our
young men. If all your warriors at Chicago had been as bold as you, black-Bird would
not have taken that fort. You would have saved many scalps. This encourages us. It
makes us think the Great Spirit means to help us, and that we shall kill all the palefaces. When we get further into your settlements, we do not expect to meet such
braves as you. They tell us we shall find men who will run, and screech like women.
It will not be a pleasure to torment such men. We had rather torment a bold warrior,
like you, who makes us admire him for his manliness. We love our squaws, but not in
the warpath. They are best in the lodges; here we want nothing but men. You are a
man – a brave – we honor you. We think, notwithstanding, we shall yet make you
weak. It will not be easy, yet we do hope to do it. We shall try. We may not think
quite so well of you, if we do it; but we shall always call you a brave. A man is not a
stone. We can all feel; and when we have done all that is in our power, no one can do
more. It is so with Injins; we think it must be so with pale-faces. We mean to try
and see how it is.”
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXV, pp. 276-277, Aug. 1848)
2) “It is right to torment so great a brave, and we mean to do it. It is only just to you
to do so. An old warrior who has seen so many enemies, and who has so big a heart,
ought not to be knocked in the head like a papoose or a squaw. It is his right to be
tormented. We are getting ready, and shall soon begin. If my brother can tell us a new
way of tormenting, we are willing to try it. Should we not make out as well as
palefaces, my brother will remember who we are. If my brother can tell us a new way
of tormenting, we are willing to try it. Should we not make out as well as pale-faces,
my brother will remember who we are. We mean to do our best, and we hope to make
his heart soft. If we do this, great will be our honor. Should we not do it, we cannot
help it. We shall try.”
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXV, p. 278, Aug. 1848)
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3) “My child!” said Munro, speaking quick and wildly; “give me my child!”
“Uncas will try,” was the short and touching answer.
The simple, but meaning assurance was lost on the father, who seized the piece of
gauze, and crushed it in his hand, while his eyes roamed fearfully among the bushes,
as if he equally dreaded and hoped for the secrets they might reveal.
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XVIII, pp.
184-185; Leatherstocking Tales, The Library of America, vol. I, pp.
682-683; Feb. 1826)

4) “My Canada father does not forget his children,” said the chief; “I thank him. An
evil spirit lives in the wife of one of the younf men. Can the cunning stranger frighten
him away?”
Heyward possessed some knowledge of the mummery practiced among the Indians,
in the cases of such supposed visitations. He saw, at a glance, that the circumstance
might possibly be improved to further his own ends. It would, therefore, have been
difficult, just then to have uttered a proposal that would have given him more
satisfaction. Aware of the necessity of preserving the dignity of his imaginary
character, however, he repressed his feelings, and answered with suitable mystery:
“Spirits differ; some yield to the power of wisdom, while others are too strong.”
“My brother is a great medicine,” said the cunning savage; “he will try?”
“A gesture of assent was the answer. The Huron was content with the assurance,
and, resuming his pipe, he awaited the proper moment to move.
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIV, pp. 245246; The Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, pp.
754-755; Feb. 1826)

5) “Do you think, Sir Wycherly, you could write a few lines, if we put pen, ink, and
paper before you?” he asked, as a sort of desperate remedy.
“Impossible – can hardly see; have got no strength – stop – will try – if you
please.”
Sir Gervaise was delighted with this, and he immediately directed his companions
to lend their assistance. Atwood and the vicar bolstered the old man up, and the
admiral put the writing materials before him, substituting a large quarto bible for a
desk. Sir Wycherly, after several abortive attempts, finally got the pen in his hand,
and with great difficulty traced six or seven nearly illegible words, running the line
diagonally across the paper. By this time his powers failed him altogether, and he
sunk back, dropping the pen, and closing his eyes in a partial insensibility. At this
critical instant, the surgeon entered, and at once put an end to the interview, by taking
charge of the patient, and directing all but one or two necessary attendants, to quit the
room.
(The Two Admirals, Cooper Edition, Ch. IX, p. 143, May 1842)
6) The gentlemen of the bar are no more to be judged by appearances than the rest of
mankind. They will wrangle, and seem to be at sword’s points with each other, at one
moment; when the next may find them pulling together in harmony in the next case on
the calendar. It was under this sort of feeling that Williams had a species of friendship
for his companion.
“I will try, Williams,” said the last, turning towards the gaol. “yes, I will make one
more trial.”
“Do, my good fellow – and, Timms – remember one thing; you can never marry a
woman that has been hanged.”
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(Ways of the Hour, Ch. XXIII (last page), p. 397 [Putnam, p. 355],
1850)

7) “And, now, Neb, a word about a little duty you’re to do for me [=Moses Marble, on his
death-bed], when you get in. Ask your master, first for leave, and then go up to Willow
Cove, and carry my blessin’ to Kitty and her children. It’s easy done, if a man sets
about it in the right spirit. All you have to do is go up to the Cove and say I prayed to
God to bless ‘em all, before I died – do you think you can remember that?”
“I try, Cap’in Marble, sah – yes, sah, I try all I can, dough I’m no scholar.”
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch. XXX, p. 419,
Dec. 1843 – Aug. 1844)

8) “But what can you, a single man, do when there are twenty against you?” asked
Margery, a little reproachfully as to manner, speaking like one who had more interest
in the safety of the young bee-hunter than she chose very openly to express.
“No one can say what he can do till he tries.”
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. VI, p. 62, Aug. 1848)

9) “…in my poor judgement it is idle to think of outsailing a craft that the devil
commands, if he does not altogether handle.”
“One will never know that, Mr. Earing, ‘till he tries.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XIV, p. 203, Nov.
1827)

10) “Do you really think it possible to get away from that craft, which can always
make a fair wind of it, in these narrow waters, Captain Spike?”
“One don’t know, sir. Nothin’ is done without tryin’, and by tryin’ more is often
done than was hoped for. I have a scheme in my head, and Providence may favor me
in bringing it about.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. II, p. 42, November 1846–
March 1848)

11) “No one knows what he will do until he tried.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XIII, p. 278, November 1846–
March 1848)

12) “See, Moseley, see; I have hit the band,” cried the captain, delighted to find that he
had at last wounded his old antagonist. “I don’t think you can beat that yourself.”
“I am not sure I can,” said john, slipping a handful of gravel in the muzzle of his
piece slily, “but I can do as you did—try.”
“Do,” cried the captain, pleased to get his companion down to his own level of
amusements. “Are you ready?”
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint series, Ch. XVIII, p. 175;
Nov. 1820)
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PART VII
LINES 140-163:
A) MAYNARD’S AGONIZING SACRIFICE
B) THE RESCUE OF CREW AND PASSENGERS

85) “AND HE DID TRY”
The emphatic use of “try” and “attempt” with the auxiliary has been found.
HELMSMAN:
“And he did try;….”….(line 140)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Would I try a bottle?” The proposition was not to be declined, and with my
dinner I did try a bottle of his oldest and best; and henceforth I declare myself a
convert to Rudesheimer hinter-hausen.
(A Residence in France, Letter XIII, p. 184/359, 1836)

2) “Ay, ay, I know the spot; and everything is favourable – try that, Captain Spike;
I’ll answer for it that we go clear.”
Spike did try it.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. II, p. 43, November 1846–
March 1848)

3) Sir Gervaise proved to be partly right, and partly wrong. The Frenchman did
[=Cooper’s emphasis] attempt a fire with his main-deck gun;…
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXI, p. 310, May
1842)

4) “Not at all, sir. I did try that, till I found that half the fellows would run to get rid
of their wives. The Portsmouth and Plymouth marriages don’t always bring large
estates with them, sir, and the bridegrooms like to cut adrift at the end of the
honeymoon.”
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XX, p. 233, 1842)
5) “I can barely make out her canvas; she is still wing-and-wing, d—n her, looking
more like the spectre of a craft than a real thing. I lost her in that yaw, sir; I wish you
would try, Captain Cuffe; do my best I cannot find her again.”
Cuffe did try, but without success.
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXIX, p. 325, 1842)

EMPHASIS WITH ANOTHER VERB:
1) “Keep bailing, men – keep bailing!”
The men did bail, and the danger was over almost as soon as encountered.
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(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XV, p. 312, November 1846–
March 1848)

2) “Ready about,” was his cry, therefore, when less than a mile distant from the reef,
“ready about, and let her go round.” Molly did go, like a top, being full on the tack in
just fifty-six seconds.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT. Vol. 31, Ch. XIV, p. 302, November 1846–
March 1848)

3) “All ready, sir,” answered the boatswain, once more coming up to breathe. “Now
for it, sir; a steady pull, and pull all together.”
They did pull, but the hitch slipped, and both went down beneath the water.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT. Vol. 31, Ch. VI, p. 132, November 1846–
March 1848)

86) “HIS HAIR WAS SINGED”
The Pioneers (#4) approximates “The Helmsman.”
HELMSMAN:
“…his hair was singed; ..”….(line 142)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “The brigadier explained that the law of Leaphigh had various peculiarities on this
subject, that I do not remember to have heard before. Thus, a monikin could not be
born without paying something to the church, a practice which early initiated him into
his duties towards that important branch of public welfare; and even when he died, he
left a fee behind him, for the parson, as an admonition to those who still existed in the
flesh, not to forget their obligations. He added that this sacred interest was, in short,
so rigidly protected, that, whenever a monikin refused to be plucked for a new clerical
or episcopal mantle, there was a method of fleecing him, by the application of red-hot
iron rods, which generally singed so much of his skin, that he was commonly willing
in the end, to let the hair-proctors pick and choose at pleasure.”
(The Monikins, Ch. XIX, p. 328/509, July 1835)

2) “I should be ashamed of my profession,” he said, swallowing a morsel of the hump
with evident delight, slily endeavoring at the same time to distinguish the peculiarities
of the singed and defaced skin,…”
(The Prairie, Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales,
vol. I, Ch. IX, p. 989; [144/575]; April 1827: London;
May 1827: Philadelphia)

3) “No!” exclaimed the trooper, impatiently, “let the rascals singe their whiskers at
the muzzles of the British muskets, if they can be driven there.”
(The Spy, Ch. XXXIII, p. 530/557, Dec. 1821)

4) “At the next instant Natty rushed through the streams of the spring, and appeared
on the terrace, without his deerskin cap, his hair burnt to his head, his shirt, of
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country check, black and filled with holes, and his red features of a deeper color than
ever, by the heat he had encountered.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXVII, p. 413; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p. 419; [p.
543/604]; Feb. 1823)

87) “HIS BLOOD SEEMED ON FIRE WITH THE GREAT HEAT.”
The juxtaposition of “blood” and “great heat” does not seem at odds with the quotes below,
although the exact wording has not been found.
HELMSMAN:
“…his blood seemed on fire with the great heat.” (lines 142-143)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “I believe my face was the colour of scarlet, for it felt as if it were on fire, and my
mother smiled still more decidedly than ever.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. IX, p. 133, June 1845)

2) “The flames began to glide upwards, and then the heavens appeared on fire, as
one heated sail after another kindled and flared wildly in the breeze.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXII, p. 506/542, May 1830)

3) “Roswell’s blood seemed to flow back to his heart; never had he before felt so
appalling a sense of the dependence of man on a Divine Providence, as at that
moment.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXVI, p. 447/532, April 1849)
4) “Physical nature cannot stand excessive heat, unless particularly well supplied with
skin; and the three leading Frenchmen, finding retreat impossible, dropped
incontinently into the sea, preferring cold water to hot — the chances of drowning, to
the certainty of being scalded.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. VI, p. 113/654, June 1844)
5) “I shall then have more heat to bear! God’s will be done, and blessed Santa Maria,
his mother undefiled!—give me strength to endure it.”
(The Bravo, Ch. XXVI, p. 455/544, October 1831)

6) Twenty times did the young man think he should be compelled to sink on the bare
rock, where there is little question he would have expired, under the influence of the
fever within and the burning heat without. . . . .
No words of ours can describe the grateful sense of coolness, in spite of the boiling
blood in his veins, that Mark experienced when he stepped beneath the shade of the
poop-deck of the Rancocus.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. IX, p. 94, Aug. 1847)
7) “The heat was now so intense for the greater part of the day, that it would have far
exceeded the power of our two mariners to support it, on a naked rock, and without
shade of any sort.”
(The Crater, Ch. VIII, p. 132/544, Aug. 1847)
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8) “Twenty times did the young man think he should be compelled to sink on the
bare rock, where there is little question he would soon have expired, under the
influence of the fever within and the burning heat without.”
(The Crater, Ch. IX, p. 153/544, Aug. 1847)

9) “What means it, John?” she exclaimed: “we are enveloped in smoke, and I feel
a heat like the glow of a furnace.” (The Pioneers, Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. I, Ch. XXXVI, p. 410; [531/604]; Feb. 1823)

10) “They recoiled from the heat, and stood on a point of the rock, gazing in a stupor
at the flames, which were spreading rapidly down the mountain, whose side, too,
became a sheet of living fire.”
(The Pioneers, Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. I, Ch. XXXVII, p. 413; [534/604]; Feb. 1823)

11) “A body can never calcilate on a nigger,” answered Stephen, who had the popular
American prejudice against the caste that has so long been held in servitude in the
land. “They call out easily, and shut up oncommon quick, if there’s nothin’ gained by
yelling Black blood won’t stand cold like white blood, Captain Gar’ner, any more
than white blood will stand heat like black blood.”
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXVI, p. 450/532, April 1849)

12) “Caesar fled instinctively into the fireplace, where he maintained his position in
defiance of a heat that would have roasted a white man.”
(The Spy, Ch. XXI, p. 343/557, Dec. 1921)

13) “Blankets, sails, and everything which offered, and which promised to be of use,
were wetted and cast upon the flames. The engine was brought to bear, and the ship
was deluged with water. But the confined space, with the heat and smoke, rendered it
impossible to penetrate to those parts of the vessel where the conflagration raged.
The ardor of the men abated as hope lessened, and after half an hour of fruitless
exertion, Ludlow saw, with pain, that his assistants began to yield to the
inextinguishable principle of nature. The appearance of the Skimmer on deck,
followed by all his people, destroyed hope, and every effort ceased as suddenly as it
had commenced.
“Think of the wounded,” whispered the free-trader, with a steadiness no danger
could disturb. “We stand on a raging volcano!”
“I have ordered the gunner to drown the magazine.”
“He was too late. The hold of the ship is a fiery furnace. I heard him fall
among the store-rooms, and it surpassed the power of man to give the wretch succor.
The grenade has fallen near some combustibles, and, painful as it is to part with a ship
so loved Ludlow, thou wilt meet the loss like a man! Think of thy wounded; my boats
are still hanging at the stern.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXII, p. 496/542, May 1830)

14) “This heat can no longer be borne,” said Ludlow, “we must to our raft, for
breath.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXII, p. 503/542, May 1830)
15) “The arrow would be among them, nor could mortal long endure the heat of yon
glowing furnace. Thou seest that the timbers already smoke and blacken, under its
fierceness.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XIV, p. 210/496, 1828)
16) “…the southern winds had mingled with the heat of the conflagration.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XVI, p. 233/496, 1828)
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17) “At this instant there occurred an interruption that, I am ready enough to confess,
caused the blood to rush toward my own heart in a flood.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XIV, p. 204)

18) “Years cool the blood, and allow time for reason to spread.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXV, p. 376)

88) “CROUCH”
In 28 of the 50 quotes the verb “crouch” is placed in the context of animals, eg., a panther,
tiger, lion, hound, and even a biblical ass and a cow. The big cats are “crouching” (steeling
their muscles) just before their intended leap. The dogs are crouching in submissive
obedience to their master. Indians as well as a hero (#26, Hawkeye, for example) are
sometimes compared to “some fierce animal” about to spring on the victim.
The Prairie, Cooper’s moving novel of the last days of the old trapper and a hymn to the
moral strength and goodness of an aged hero, offers the most numerous collection of quotes.
(12 out of 50). The Prairie, may be viewed as “The Helmsman’s” soulmate. In the context
of “crouching,” this novel also tells the tale of Old Hector, the trapper’s faithful dog, and how
that dog, even after death, crouched faithfully for his master.
Examples clearly using “crouch” as a typical reaction to danger and an attempt to avoid
injury are the following: #18, #19, #21, #36, #45, #46, #47.
In general, it should be noted that “crouch” is employed frequently by Cooper.
The sentence in question in “The Helmsman” is not to be found in later Maynard
renderings.
B.B. French, who obviously used the complete 1845 text as the basis for ballad, only wrote:
“Where was the brave old pilot,
When everything seemed lost?
Standing, as duty bade, unmoved,
And calmly at his post!”
John Bartholomew Gough, for example, wrote:
“The old man’s hair was scorched from his scalp; one hand disabled; his knee upon the
stanchion, and his teeth set, he stood firm as a rock.”
The notion that the flames were so intense that the helmsman was forced to “crouch as far
back as he could,” and not stand erect “with his teeth set” (Gough) and “firm as a rock” (Gough)
because he was only flesh and blood, was ignored.
HELMSMAN:
“Crouching as far back as he could, he held the wheel firmly with his left hand, till the
flesh shrivelled,….(lines 144-146)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “…until I could give him his orders. An expressive ‘good’ was the answer I
received, and I observed that the Indian crouched lower in his lair, like some fierce
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animal of the woods, that restrained his impatience, in order to make his leap, when it
did come, more certain and fatal.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVI, p. 394, Nov. 1845)
2) “The Indians had formed themselves into a very open order, and were advancing
toward the outer party in a stealthy manner, by creeping on all-fours, or crouching like
catamounts to the earth, and availing themselves of everything like a cover that
offered.”
(The Redskins, Ch. XXIII, p. 337, July 1846)
3) “…while the Indians, cool and collected, stood to their arms, watchful as
crouching panthers, but held in hand by the calmness with which their leaders
watched the progress of events.”
(The Redskins, Ch. XXX, p. 430, July 1846)
4) “Her forecastle was crowded with men, who appeared to be crouching behind the
bulwarks, as if anxious to conceal their presence from the eyes of the Tigris.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. VI, p. 111/654, June
1844)

5) “You see an opening there that looks like a crouching lion; is it not so?”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. X, p. 154/613,
1838)

6) “Issachar is a strong ass, crouching down between two burdens.” [Genesis 49:14]
(Oak Openings, Ch. XI, p. 209/582, Aug. 1848)

7) “But this was not to be: rising from the crouching posture she had taken, like a
panther about to leap, the cutter dashed onward,...”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XVI, p.330/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

8) “The room contained several barrels; and behind two of these Mabel crouched,
placing her eyes at an opening by which she could watch the trap.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXI, p.472/644)

9) “At that moment the quick eye of Pathfinder, which, while he held Mabel firmly in
his grasp, had never ceased to roam over the dim scene, caught an indistinct view of
five or six dark crouching forms, endeavoring to steal past him, doubtless with the
intention of intercepting the retrat to the blockhouse.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXIII, p.524/644)

10) “…the whole band, which had been crouching in the bushes around the
block,…”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXIV, p.552/644)
11) “and the savages, in their lairs, gleamed out upon her with the sort of exultation
that the crouching tiger may be supposed to feel as he sees his unconscious victim
approach his bed.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXV, p.561/644)
12) “Unknown to himself, he was watched, and was just crouching under some
bushes, in order to get a little nearer, when he felt a hand on his shoulder.”
(The Crater, Ch. XV, p. 258/544, Aug. 1847)

13) “The black, ferocious eyes of the savage were glancing on him, like those of the
crouching tiger, through a small opening in the bushes,...”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. VII, p. 141/717, 1841)
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14) “At all events, he crouched like a tiger about to take his leap, uttered a yell, and
the next instant his naked body disappeared in the water.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. VII, p. 152/717, 1841)

15) “…and crouching himself so as to conceal his person by the frame of the scow,
he suddenly threw the head of the latter round, and began to make the best of his way
towards the outlet.”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 147; 178/717, 1841)
16) “The forecastle was deserted to a man, and a hillock of freight was again darkly
seen peopled with crouching forms.”
(The Headsman, Ch. VI, p. 106/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

17) “The dogs gave beautiful proofs of the secret and wonderful means that nature has
imparted, to answer the ends of their creation. Old Uberto crouched, cowering, and
oppressed with a sense of helplessness, at the side of his master, while the
Newfoundland follower of the mariner went leaping from gangway to gangway,
snuffing the heated air, and barking wildly, as if he would challenge the elements to
close for the strife.”
(The Headsman, Ch. VII, p. 121/525)
1) “Fly
18) “During the first burst of this new blast, even Maso was glad to crouch to the
deck, for millions of infinitely fine particles were lifted from the lake, and driven on
with the atmosphere with a violence to take away his breath.”
(The Headsman, Ch. VII, p. 132/525)

19) “During the whole of the foregoing scenes, the Common passengers had
crouched to the deck, partly in stupor, partly in superstitious dread, and much of the
time, from a positive inability to move without incurring the risk of being driven from
the defenceless vessel into the lake. But, as the wind diminished in force, and the
motion of the bark became more regular, they rallied their senses, like men who had
been in a trance, and one by one rose to their feet.
(The Headsman, Ch. VII, p. 134/525)

20) “Nettuno, who had been crouching with his bushy tail between his legs, barked,
seemed to arouse with renewed courage, and then leaped with evident joy and goodwill upon the back of his old antagonist Uberto.”
(The Headsman, Ch. XXIII, p. 384/525)

21) “Still his bullets fell in the center of the crouching party.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 8, p. 117/594, , Feb.
1826)

22) “Their progress, like their late dialogue, was guarded, and without noise; for none
knew at what moment a passing patrol, or a crouching picket of the enemy, might rise
upon their path.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 14, p. 227/594)
23) “What is it, boy?” whispered the scout, lowering his tall form into a crouching
attitude, like a panther about to take a leap;…”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 18, p. 308/594)
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24) “The naked, tawny bodies of the crouching urchins blended so nicely at that
hour, with the withered herbage, that at first it seemed as if the earth had, in truth,
swallowed up their forms;…”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 23, p. 392/594)
25) “Heyward profited by the first opportunity to gaze in his face, secretly
apprehensive he might find the features of another acquaintance; but they proved to be
those of a stranger, and, what was still more inexplicable, of one who bore all the
distinctive marks of a Huron warrior. Instead of mingling with his tribe, however, he
sat apart, a solitary being in a multitude, his form shrinking into a crouching and
abject attitude, as if anxious to fill as little space as possible.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 23, p. 407)

26) “The form of Hawkeye had crouched like a beast about to take a spring, and his
frame trembled so violently with eagerness that the muzzle of the half-raised rifle
played like a leaf fluttering in the wind.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 32, p. 574)

27) “During the few minutes they were pulling towards their game, long Tom arose
from his crouching attitude in the stern-sheets, and transferred his huge form to the
bows of the boat, where he made such preparations to strike the whale as the occasion
required.”
(The Pilot, Ch. XVII, p. 240/556, Jan. 1824)
28) “A snap, a snap! shouted the Negro, springing from his crouching posture like a
madman, before his bird. A snap good as fire–Natty Bumppo gun he snap–Natty
Bumppo miss a turkey!”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XVII, p. 243/604, Feb. 1823)
29) “Among the sportsmen was the tall, gaunt form of Leather-Stocking, walking over
the field, with his rifle hanging on his arm, his dogs at his heels; the latter now
scenting the dead or wounded birds that were beginning to tumble from the flocks, and
then crouching under the legs of their master, as if they participated in his feelings at
this wasteful and unsportsmanlike execution.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XXII, p. 309/604, Feb. 1823)

30) “…; but the dogs had crouched into their lairs, satisfied that none but the
privileged had approached the forbidden ground.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XXVI, p. 369/604, Feb. 1823)

31) “As he caught their glances, he drew his hard hand across his eyes again, waved it
on high for an adieu, and, uttering a forced cry to his dogs, who were crouching at his
feet, he entered the forest.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XLI, p. 604/604, Feb. 1823)
32) “Throwing one end of his rifle to the earth, he stood leaning on the other, again
lost in deep contemplation for several minutes, during which time his hound came
and crouched at his feet. A deep, menacing growl, from the faithful animal, first
aroused him from his musing.”
(The Prairie, Ch. II, p. 905, Library of America,
[33/575], April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

33) “At the sound of the distant footsteps, he [=Hector, the hound] had arisen, from his
warm bed at the feet of his master; and now, as the stranger appeared in open view, he
stalked slowly towards him, crouching to the earth like a panther about to take his
leap.”
(The Prairie, Ch.III, p. 910, Library of America, [39/575]
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34) The trapper, who had called in his hound, and bidden him crouch at his side,
now kneeled in the cover also, and kept a keen eye on the route of the band, soothing
the fears of the girl, and restraining the impatience of the youth, in the same breath.”
(The Prairie, Ch.III, pp. 918-919, Library of America,
[51/575] )

35) “It might have been a minute before the Teton chief drew back, and seated
himself with the whole of his form without the linen tenement. Here he sat, seemingly
brooding over his discovery, for many moments, in rigid inaction. Then he resumed
his crouching attitude, and once more projected his visage beyond the covering of the
tent.”
(The Prairie, Ch.IV, p. 936, Library of America,[74/575] )
36) “…ay, your Sioux cattle will run like so many long-legged elks. hist! crouch
again into the grass, down with ye both; as I’m a miserable piece of clay, I heard the
ticking of a gunlock!”
(The Prairie, Ch.V, p. 944, Library of America,
[84/575] )

37) “The dam of Hector,” dropping his look kindly to the aged hound that crouch’d
at his feet,” was then a pup, and apt to open on the game the moment she struck the
scent. she gave me a deal of trouble, that slut; she did!”
(The Prairie, Ch.VII, p. 963, Library of America,
[109/575] )

38) “The dog interrupted his master by a growl, but still kept his head crouched to
the earth.”
(The Prairie, Ch.IX, p. 997, Library of America,
[156/575] )

39) “He had hardly uttered the name of his wife, before the whole of the crouching
circle rose in a body, and tumbling over each other, they precipitated themselves down
the dangerous passes of the rock, with ungovernable impatience.”
(The Prairie, Ch.XI, p. 1012, Library of America,
[177/575] )

40) “Sorrow had softened the military pride of Middleton, and, as he passed the
crouching form of the intruder. he said…”
(The Prairie, Ch.XV, pp. 1063-1064, Library of America,
[244/575] )

41) “Hector had escaped his savage pursuer, and was again crouching at the heels of
his master’s horse.”
(The Prairie, Ch.XXI, p. 1138, Library of America,
[342/575] )

42) “He was last seen standing on the low point, leaning on his rifle, with Hector
crouched at his feet, and the younger dog frisking along the sands, in the playfulness
of youth and vigour.”
(The Prairie, Ch.XXXIII, p. 1304, Library of America,
[558/575] )

43) “Between his feet lay the figure of a hound, with its head crouching to the earth
as if it slumbered; and so perfectly easy and natural was its position, that a second
glance was necessary to tell Middleton, he saw only the skin of Hector, stuffed by
Indian tenderness and ingenuity in a manner to represent a living animal.”
(The Prairie, Ch.XXXIV, p. 1310, Library of America,
[565/575] )
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44) “The muzzles of the threatening guns gaped constantly on his vessel, as the eye of
the crouching tiger follows the movement of its prey;…”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XII, p. 220/589, Nov. 1827)

45) “By crouching and moving quickly along the surface of the ground, he hoped
yet to escape unseen.”
(The Spy, Ch. IX, p. 156/557, Dec. 1921)
46) “When beneath the palisades, the sentinel crouched to the earth, creeping with
extreme caution, along the timber which bound their lower ends, until...”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. X, p. 157/496, 1828)

47) “The crouching yeomen regarded each other in uneasiness, but seeing no sign
of wavering in the steady mien of their leader, each man kept close, awaiting some
further exhibition of the devices of their foes.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXIII, p. 350/496)

48) “On the other hand, the Indian warrior was a man still more likely to be remarked.
The habits of his people had brought him, as usual, into the field, with naked limbs and
nearly uncovered body. The position of his frame was that of one prepared to leap;
and it would have been a comparison tolerated by the license of poetry, to have
likened his straight and agile form to the semblance of a crouching panther.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXIII, p. 359/496)

49) “Though all he companions uttered invocations to the saints, and other
exclamations, and some even crouched to the earth in terror, ghita, the most delicate
of any in appearance, and with more real sensibility than all united expressed in her
face, stood firm and erect.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. I, p. 18/572, Nov. 1842)
50) “Each of the sentinels had one of these animals [=a dog] near him, crouched under
the stockade, in the expectation of their giving the alarm, should any strange footstep
approach.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XIV, p. 281/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)
51) “Here is something stirring on our left,” whispered the former–“It [=a cow!] seems,
too, to be crouching under the fence.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XIV, p. 282/584)

89) “THE FLESH SHRIVELLED”
“Shrivelled” is used with “leg” in quotation #4. Quotation #1 uses “withered” with “hand.”
HELMSMAN:
“Crouching as far back as he could, he held the wheel firmly with his left hand, till the
flesh shrivelled,….(lines 144-146)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “My brother [=a Methodist missionary] has his medicine-book [=the Bible] again,” said
Peter, “and the redmen live. This hand is not withered like the dead branch of the
hemlock, yet it held his word of the Great Spirit!”
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XVII, p. 190, Aug. 1848)
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2) “This person had a shrivelled, care-worn, but keen look, ….”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. IX, p. 108, Nov. 1845)

3) “He was not aptly disguised, however, being a little, shrivelled, yellow-faced
fellow, who did not seem to be Hercules at all.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XVI, p. 284/533, Oct. 1844)
4) “My two desires were to get to the hospital and to procure a bible. I did not expect
to live; one of my legs being shrivelled to half its former size, and was apparently
growing worse; and could I find repose for my body and relief for my soul, I felt I could
be happy.”
(Ned Myers, Ch. XVIII, p. 250/271, Nov. 1843)
5) “I envy not the rich or great, however, for one that has seen so much of life as I,
knows the difference between the gay colors of the garment, and that of the shrivelled
and diseased skin it conceals.”
(The Headsman, Ch. V, p. 83/525, Sept. 1833: London;
October 1833: Philadelphia)

6) The latter circumstance had brought the blackened and shrivelled face into the
line of light. It had the ghastly grin of death, the features being distorted by the
process of evaporation, and was altogether a revolting but salutary monitor of the
common lot.
“‘Tis the body of the poor vine-dresser,” remarked the monk, more accustomed to
the spectacle than his companions, who had shrunk from the sight;…
(The Headsman, Ch. XXIV, p. 404/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

7) “…while the walls of the last supported some twenty blackened and shrivelled
effigies of the race, to show to what a pass of disgusting and frightful deformity the
human race can be reduced, when deprived of that noble principle which likens it to its
divine Creator.
(The Headsman, Ch. XXVI, p. 426/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

8) “The eye of the mother was gazing earnestly, but without a tear, on the melancholy
spectacle before her. It unconsciously sought, among the dried and shrivelled
remnants of mortality that lay at her feet, some relic of the cherub she had lost.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XVI, p. 244/496, 1828)

90) “CRACKED” – & “CREAKED” & “CRACKLED”
HELMSMAN:
“…and the muscles cracked in the flame,…
(—Church of England Magazine, June 7, 1845)

PLUS: C) SURVEY OF THE “DRY / DRIED – STICK / TWIG” MOTIF (WITH VARIATIONS)
What, exactly, is the correct description of the sound? In Pathfinder, we read, “…his vigilant
ear had caught the peculiar sound that is made by the parting of a dried branch of a
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tree,…” (Ch. VII, p. 99, SUNY). The two earliest versions were “cracked” and “creaked”.
“Crackled” in the Baltimore Sun B-version (published on Aug. 30, 1845) was ruled out in
many later B-versions (“B” for Baltimore Sun, Aug. 30, 1845). The Church of England
Magazine (June 7, 1845), which may safely be regarded as the origin of “Helmsman”
publishing, uses “cracked.” The Poughkeepsie Journal & Eagle (July 19, 1845, first U.S.
publication) faithfully follows in the footsteps of the British publication in also using
“cracked”.
The analogy of muscles “cracking” or “snapping” with respect to Cooper’s “broken
twig/stick” motif [see below] is enticing, particularly if John Maynard is seen in the historical
context of “Old Hickory,” i.e., Andrew Jackson, where the “tree analogy” is obvious.
Consider the old laker’s response to Captain John Trunk’s question in Home as Found. An
exchange between “the salt-water navigator and fresh-water companion” [Ch. XIX, p. 209]:
“Pray, my good friend, what are your real sentiments concerning ‘Old Hickory’?”
“Tough, sir; tough as a day in February on this lake [=Lake Otsego]. All fins, and gills,
and bones.”
“That is the justest character I have yet heard of the old gentleman; and then it says so
much in a few words; no category about it. I hope the punch is to your liking?”
Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XIX, p. 215.

A limb being compared to a “stick” occurs in The Water-Witch. Old Tom Trysail, his leg
wounded during an engagement, becomes an object of concern to his commanding officer,
Captain Ludlow:
“I fear thy wound stiffens, and that the night air added to the pain?” observed the
latter, speaking in a kind and considerate tone.
“The wounded spar cannot be trusted like a sound stick, Captain Ludlow; but as I
am no foot-soldier on a march, the duty of the ship may go on without my calling for a
horse.”
The Water-Witch –a) Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXXI, p. 412;
b) CSPCT, vol. 13, p. 293.

An additional example comes from Homeward Bound:
“Sticks, gentlemen, are to a ship what limbs are to a man. With them she walks, and
dances, and jumps Jim Crow; ay, almost talks. The standing rigging are the bones and
gristle; the running gear the veins in which her life circulates; and the blocks the
joints.”
“And which is the heart? asked Sir George.
“Her heart is the master. With an efficient commander no stout ship is ever lost, so
long as she has a foot of water beneath her false keel, or a ropeyarn left to turn to
account.”
Homeward Bound – CSPCT, vol. 18, Ch. XX, p. 206.
For Mark Twain’s humorous albeit rather malicious comments on Cooper’s “dry twig,” the
following quote is cited, not because the compiler of this study agrees with Twain’s remarks,
but because Twain singles out the relative frequency and importance of the “dry-twig” motif
in Cooper’s works:
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“Another stage-property that he [Cooper] pulled out of his box pretty frequently was his
broken twig. He prized his broken twig above all the rest of his effects, and worked it
the hardest. It is a restful experience in any book of his when somebody doesn’t step
on a dry twig and alarm all the reds and whites for two hundred yards around. Every
time a Cooper person is in peril, and absolute silence is worth four dollars a minute, he
is sure to step on a dry twig. There may be a hundred handier things to step on, but
that wouldn’t satisfy Cooper. Cooper requires him to turn out and find a dry twig; and
if he can’t do it, go out and borrow one. In fact the Leather Stocking Series ought to
have been called the Broken Twig Series.”
Fenimore Cooper: The Critical Heritage. Edited by George Dekker and John P.
McWilliams (London, UK:Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd, 1973, 1985 paperback), pp. 278-279.
Reprint of Mark Twain, “Fenimore Cooper’s Literary Offenses,” North American Review,
clxi, (July 1895), pp. 1-12.

The quote from the Monikins referring to a “clenched fist” suggests this rather obvious
direction: “Its [=the hand’s] sinews seemed to be cracking with tension” [CRACKED: #1]. The
verb “creak” does not suggest that the helmsman’s muscles in his left hand have been
rendered completely useless, whereas “the muscles cracking” would obviously entail the
necessity of relying on his right hand, which he does.
The entry is divided into the following sections:
A) SURVEY OF NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTION
B) COOPER:
I) CRACKED (CORRECT)
II) CREAKED (MISPRINT)
III) CRACKLED (MISPRINT)
C) THE “DRY / DRIED – STICK / TWIG” MOTIF (WITH VARIATIONS)
A) SAMPLE SURVEY OF NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTION:
I. CRACKED :
1) Cracked – A: The Church of England Magazine (London, England) – June 7, 1845- (the muscles cracked)
2) Cracked – A: The Lancaster Gazette (Lancaster, England)– June 14, 1845- (the muscles cracked): The
sketch is attributed to The Church of England Magazine.
3) Cracked – A: Poughkeepsie Journal & Eagle (Poughkeepsie, NY, USA) – July 19, 1845 (the muscles
cracked): The source is not provided.
4) Cracked – A: Mohawk Courier (Little Falls, NY) – August 14, 1845) (the muscles cracked)
5) Cracked – A : Wisconsin Argus (Madison, Wisconsin Territory) – Sept. 2, 1845 (the muscles cracked)
6) Cracked – B! : Western Literary Messenger (Buffalo, NY) – Oct. 4, 1845 (the muscles cracked)
7) Cracked – B! : The Sailor’s Magazine and Naval Journal (a monthly periodical, New York City, NY) –
October 1845 (the muscles cracked)
8) Cracked – A(b) : The Albany Evening Journal (Albany, NY) – Nov. 20, 1845 (the muscles cracked)
9) Cracked – B!: Hillsborough Recorder (Hillsborough, N.C.) – April 30, 1846 (the muscles cracked)
10) Cracked - B! : North American & United States Gazette (Philadelphia, PA) – Nov. 3, 1847 (the muscles
cracked)
11) Cracked – B! : The Daily Star (Syracuse, NY) – Nov. 13, 1847 (the muscles cracked)
12) Cracked – B(a): State Gazette (Trenton, New Jersey), Nov. 20, 1847 (the muscles cracked)
13) Cracked – B! : The Constitution (Middleton, Conn.) – Dec. 1, 1847 ( [def. article deleted] muscles cracked)
14) Cracked – B! : New-Hampshire Gazette (Portsmouth, NH) – Jan. 18, 1848 (the muscles cracked)
15) Cracked – B! : New London Democrat (New London, Conn.) – Feb. 12, 1848 (the muscles cracked)
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16) Cracked: A?: Arkansas State Gazette (Little Rock, Ark.) – April 13, 1848 – Concluding fragment with
editorial comment (the muscles cracked)
17) Cracked – A : The Semi-Weekly Eagle (Brattleboro, Vermont) – May 8, 1848 (the muscles cracked)
18) Cracked –B! : Harper’s New Monthly Magazine (New York City, NY) – June 1854 /abridged
(the muscles cracked)
19) Cracked – B!: Long Islander (Huntington, L. I.) – Dec. 1, 1854 (the muscles cracked)
20) Cracked-B! : M’Kean Citizen (Smethport, McKean Co., PA) – Jan. 13, 1855 (the muscles cracked)
21) Cracked-B!: The New-Hampshire Sentinel (Keene, NH) – Sept. 28, 1855 (the muscles cracked)
22) Cracked- A: The Hornelleville Tribune (Hornelleville, NY) – Aug. 5, 1858 (the muscles cracked)
II. CREAKED :
1) Creaked – A: Maine Cultivator & Hallowell Weekly Gazette (Hallowell, Maine) – July 26, 1845
(the muscles creaked)
2) Creaked - A: Pittsfield Sun (Pittsfield, Mass.) – Sept. 4, 1845 (the muscles creaked)
3) Creaked – A: Daily Republican (Springfield, Mass.) – Sept. 9, 1845 (the muscle creaked)
4) Creaked – A: Buffalo Commercial Advertiser – Sept. 12, 1845 (the muscle creaked)
5) Creaked – A: Newport Mercury (Newport, RI) - Sept. 20, 1845 (the muscle creaked)
6) Creaked – A: The Auburn Journal and Advertiser (Auburn, NY) – Sept. 24, 1845 (the muscle creaked)
7) Creaked – A: Republican Advocate (Batavia, NY) – Sept. 30, 1845 (the muscle creaked)
8) Creaked – A: The People’s Advocate (New-London, Conn.) – Oct. 1, 1845 (the muscles creaked)
9) Creaked – A: The Farmers’ Cabinet (Amherst, NH) – Oct. 2, 1845 (the muscle creaked)
10) Creaked – A: The Sun Weekly (New York City) – Oct. 11, 1845 (the muscles creaked)
11) Creaked – A: Vermont Journal ( Windsor, Vermont) – Oct. 11, 1845 (the muscles creaked)
12) Creaked – A: The Norfolk Democrat ( Dedham, Mass) – Nov. 28, 1845 (the muscles creaked)
13) Creaked – A: Barre Gazette (Barre, Worcester County, Mass.) – Jan. 2, 1846 (the muscle creaked)
14) Creaked – A: The Penn-Yan Democrat (Penn-Yan, NY) – May 17, 1853 (the muscles creaked)
13) Creaked – A: Cayuga Chief (Auburn, NY: Vol. 5, No. 23, Whole No. 231, p. 1, c.4) – Tuesday Morning,
June 7, 1853 (the muscles creaked)
15) Creaked – A: Skaneateles Democrat (Skaneateles, NY) June 17, 1853 (the muscles creaked)
16) Creaked – A: Jackson Citizen (Jackson, Michigan) Nov. 18, 1858 (the muscles creaked)
17) Creaked – A: The Weekly Burlington (Burlington, Racine Co., WIS.) July 3, 1860 (the muscles creaked)
III. CRACKLED :
1) Crackled-B: Baltimore Sun (Maryland) – Aug. 30, 1845 (the muscles crackled)
2) Crackled- B: The Adams Sentinel (Gettysburg, PA)– Sept. 8, 1845 (the muscles crackled)
3) Crackled-B: Cleveland Plain Dealer (Cleveland, OH) – Sept. 10, 1845 (the muscles crackled)
4) Crackled-B: The Southern Patriot (Charleston, SC) – Nov. 13, 1847 (the muscles crackled)

B) JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
I. CRACKLED:
1) “Dost not see, dotard, that the crackling bones of the monk are still in the ruin?”
(The Heidenmauer, Ch. XXIX, p. 442, Michigan Historical
Reprint Series; Putnam & Sons, p. 373. July 1832:
London; Sept. 1832 Philadelphia)

2) The cries and shouts of triumph ceased, and the crackling of the flames, or the
falling of timber in the adjoining buildings, alone disturbed the awful calm.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XV, p. 170, 1828)

3) “This miserable beast has been caught in his bed. you see the bones―the crackling
and scorched hide, and the grinning teeth. A thousand winters could not wither an
animal so thoroughly, as the element [fire] has done it, in a minute.”
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(The Prairie, Ch. XXII, pp. 1165-66, Library of America,
[379/575], April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

4) “She had actually thrown several dippers of water upon the fire, which was
beginning to crackle through the piles of chairs, and had already succeeded in
lessening the flames.”
(The Redskins, Ch. XXIII, p. 328, July 1846)
5) “Some New-York cockney, who has wandered from the crackling heat of his Nott
stove, has taken it into his poetic imagination to liken that bay to that of Naples,” said
John Effingham;…”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXXIV, p. 607/613, 1838)
6) “A hole through its roof afforded a passage to the smoke, which, as it blew aside,
showed her a clear and cheerful fire crackling and snapping on a rude hearth of stone.
(The Spy, Ch. XXX, p. 487/557, Dec. 1921)

7) “There might have been two thousand persons collected at the spot; but scarcely
any other sound was heard than the whizzing of the streams of water, the strokes of the
engines, and the crackling of the conflagration. Water was thrown from one machine
to another, by means of conducting leathern tubes.”
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans,
“A Fire in New-York,” p. 646, June 1828: England;
August 1828: United States)

8) The thermometer, I can tell you for your information, has been playing between 80
& 90 for this week past, here, which is quite enough to tan my fair complexion,
without having my skin bak’d to a crackle.
(Letters & Journals, vol. I, Letter 73, p. 120, To William
Branford Shubrick (U. S. Navy | Georgetown X roads |
Maryland), From New-York, June 15th 1825)

II. CRACKED:
1) “On the center of the board which did the office of the table, and directly beneath
my eyes, lay a clenched fist of fearful dimensions, that in color and protuberances bore
a good deal of resemblance to a freshly unearthed Jerusalem artichoke. Its sinews
seemed to be cracking with tension, and the whole knob was so expressive of intense
pugnacity that my eyes involuntarily sought its owner’s face. I had unconsciously
taken my seat directly opposite a man whose stature was nearly double that of the
compact, bustling sputtering, and sturdy little fellows who were bawling on every side
of us, and whose skinny lips, instead of joining in the noise, were so firmly
compressed as to render the crevice of the mouth no more strongly marked than a
wrinkle in the brow of a man of sixty. His complexion was naturally fair, but
exposure had tanned the skin of his face to the color of the crackle of a roasted pig;
those parts which a painter would apt to term the “high lights” being indicated by
touches of red, nearly as bright as fourth-proof brandy.
(The Monikins, Ch. VI, p. 98/509, July 1835)
[Double entry: “Tanned by many a…”]

2) “Sin has got such a hold of my very heart-strings, that I sometimes think they will
crack before it lets go.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XVI, p. 176,
1838)

3) “I’ll bear up against it; yes, I’ll bear up against it, though my heart-strings crack!”
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(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXVI, p. 572/644; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p. 428; Feb.
/ March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

4) “Be not ashamed of thy star, but gaze at it till thy eye-strings crack.”
(The Headsman, Ch. VI, p. 100/525; Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

5) …at this critical instant while the seamen aloft were still gazing in the direction in
which the little cloud of canvas had disappeared, a lanyard of the lower rigging
parted with a crack that even reached the ears of Wilder.
(The Red Rover, Ch. XVI, p. 292/589, Nov. 1827)

6) “…thou fastenest thine eye on vacancy, and gazest as if one of the spirits of which
thou spokest actually had arisen and come to see the Moor crack his heart-strings at
quitting his beloved Alhambra!”
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. IV, p. 56, Nov. 1840)
7) She even thought to crack the heart-strings, and render whole, by her weak
intervention, that which the power of God could only create.
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXXIII, p. 364, 1825)

8) ….and then leaning back on his chair until the two ends of the uprights dug into the
plaster behind him, while the legs on which the fabric was poised cracked with his
[=Ithuel’s] weight;…
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. IV, p.39,
1842)

9) “Do you not hear something move in the brake? It has been cracking the twigs
these five minutes. Now tell me what the creatur is?”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. IX, p. 105; April 1827: London;
May 1827: Philadelphia

10) “…I’ll bear up against it, though my heart strings crack….”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXVI, p. 416, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

III. CREAKED:
1) “I heard Lowiny draw a chest over the trap, and then I fancied I could distinguish
the creaking of the rounds of the ladder, as she went up into the loft, which was the
place where she usually slept.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXII, p. 330)

2) The yards creaked, swinging loosely, above the crowded deck, and dull washing
of water filled the ear.
(The Headsman, Ch. VII, p. 130/525; Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

3) …a second wave which lifted the groaning bark until the loosened yards swung
creaking above their heads.
(The Headsman, Ch. VI, p. 107/525)
4) When the lull returned, no exertion of his faculties could catch a single sound
foreign to the proper character of the scene, such as the plash of water, and the
creaking of the long, swinging yards. (The Headsman, Ch. VII, p. 132/525)
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5) It was past five in the afternoon when the people of the Swash began to heave on
their purchases as finally disposed. After much creaking, and the settling of straps
and lashings into their places, it was found that everything stood, and the work went
on.
(Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. V, p. 525/616, November 1846–
March 1848)

6) “What, for instance, is the reason that seafaring men in general are so religious
and conscientious in all they do, but the fact that they are so often alone with
Providence, and have so little to do with the wickedness of the land. Many and many
is the time that I have stood my watch, under the equator perhaps, or in the Southern
Ocean, when the nights are lighted up with the fires of heaven; and that is the time, I
can tell you, my hearties, to bring a man to his bearings in the way of his sins. I have
rattled down mine again and again under such circumstances, until the shrouds and
lanyards of conscience have fairly creaked under the strain. I agree with you,
Master Pathfinder, therefore, in saying, if you want a truly religious man, go to sea, or
go into the woods.”
“Uncle, I thought seamen had little credit generally for their respect for
religion?”
“All d----d slander, girl; for all the essentials of Christianity the seaman beats the
landsman hand-over-hand.”
“I will not answer for all this, Master Cap,” returned Pathfinder; “but I daresay
some of it may be true. I want no thunder and lightning to remind me of my God, nor
am I apt to bethink on most of His goodness in trouble and tribulations as on a calm,
solemn, quiet day in a forest, when His voice is heard in the creaking of a dead
branch or in the song of a bird, as much in my ears at least as it is ever heard in uproar
and gales.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. VII, p. 93, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

7) The air sighed through ten thousand trees, the water rippled, and at places even
roared along the shores; and now and then was heard the creaking of a branch or a
trunk, as if rubbed against some object similar to itself, under the vibrations of a
nicely balanced body. All living sounds had ceased.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. VII, SUNY, p. 99; p. 128/644, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

8) Then came a murmur, like a sigh of the night, a fluttering of canvas, the creaking
of the boom, and the flap of the jib. These well-known sounds were followed by a
slight heel in the cutter, and by the bellying of all the sails.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIV, p. 279/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

9) Mabel heard the bar turn, and then the door creaked on its hinges.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXI, p. 469/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

10) …then followed a creaking that she was certain came from one of the steps of
the ladder, which had made the same noise under her own weight as she ascended.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXI, p. 472/644)
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11) Those who have ever entered an extensive prison, will require no description to
revive the pain which it excited, by barred windows, creaking hinges, grating bolts,
and all those other signs, which are alike the means and evidence of incarceration.
(The Bravo, Ch. XIX (1st paragraph), p. 331/544, October 1831)

12) The bolts of both doors grated, and the hinges creaked at the same instant. An
officer of the inquisition entered armed, and bearing manacles. Gelsomina shrieked,
but Jacopo moved not a limb or muscle, while he was fettered and chained.
(The Bravo, Ch. XIX, p. 463/544, October 1831)

13) The path was beaten so hard that he gentle female, who made one of the party,
moved with ease along its windings; though the frost emitted a low creaking at the
impression of even her light footsteps.
(The Pioneers, Ch. XII, p. 165/604, Feb. 1823)

14) Even the creaking of the blocks, as the spars came slowly and heavily round to
the indicated position, contributed to the imposing character of the moment, and
sounded, in the ears of all the instructed listeners, like notes of fearful preparation.
(The Red Rover, Ch. XVI, p. 283/589, Nov. 1827)

15) “This is an old chart, and of the date of 1802,” observed Daggett, raising
himself erect, as a man who has long been bent takes the creaks out of his back.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. V, p. 83/532, April 1849)

16) The men were nodding on the thwarts and our young sailor was about to
relinquish his design as fruitless, when suddenly a noise was heard, at no great
distance from the spot where they lay. It was one of those sounds which would have
been inexplicable to any but a seaman, but which conveyed a meaning to the ears of
Ludlow, as plain as that which could be imparted by speech to a landsman. A
moaning creak was followed by the low rumbling of a rope, as it rubbed on some
hard or distended substance, and then succeeded by a heavy flap of canvas, that,
yielding first to a powerful impulse, was suddenly checked.
“Hear ye that?” exclaimed Ludlow, a little above a whisper. “Tis the brigantine,
gybing his main-boom! Give way, men – see all ready to lay him aboard!”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XIX, p. 283/542, May 1830)

17) “Ha! – I hear feet moving in the meadow; I know it by the creaking of the snow;
the others are not lagging.” (The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch.VIII, p. 131/496, 1828)
18) …and the stillness of the sea was yet so great that the creaking of her fore-yard
was actually audible to him as the sound rounded in their braces briskly while laying
their foretopsail aback.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. X, p. 113, 1842)
19) The dashing of the billows against the side of the ship, the creaking of guns and
bulkheads, with the roaring of the tempest, however, became less and less distinct,
until nature yielded to necessity, and the young man forgot even the romantic images
of his love, in the deep sleep of a seaman.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. V (last sentence), p. 60, Jan. 1824)
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20) The only noises that were audible, were the gentle sighing of the wind among the
cordage, the wash of the water, and the occasional creaking of a yard, as the breeze
forced it, with a firmer pressure, to distend its tackle and to strain its fittings.
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XVII, first paragraph, Nov. 1840)

C) THE “DRY / DRIED – STICK / TWIG” MOTIF (WITH VARIATIONS):
Can we agree with Kay Seymour House’s assertion regarding the “fruitless search?”
“Twain’s suggestion that Cooper’s Leather Stocking Tales should be called the
‘broken twig series’ has sent some people plodding through Cooper’s texts in a
fruitless search for such twigs.”
Kay Seymour House, “Is Fenimore Cooper Obsolete?”, in
Reading Cooper, Teaching Cooper, Edited by Jeffrey Walker
(New York: AMS Press, Inc., 2007), p. 16.

1) “The first intimation our hosts received of this unexpected visit, came from the
cracking of a dried stick on which I had trodden.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XVI, President Publishing Company (undated), p.
236 // CSPCT, p. 171 // The Michigan Historical Reprint Series, p. 222;
Nov. 1845)

2) At this instant a dry stick was heard cracking on the narrow strip of land that
concealed the bay from the open lake.
...
Just as he reached the centre of the thicket the dried twigs cracked again, and the
noise was repeated at short intervals, as if some creature having life walked slowly
towards the point.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. III, p. 56; p. 54/717, Library
of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 534 ;
1841)

3) A very few moments, however, removed his indecision. The breaking of branches,
the cracking of dried sticks, and the fall of feet were distinctly audible;…
(The Deerslayer, Ch. VI, p. 126/717, Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 586 ; Cooper
Edition/SUNY: p. 109; 1841)

4) Once he thought he heard the cracking of a dried twig, but expectation was so
intense it might mislead him.
(The Deerslayer, Ch. VI, p. 124/717, Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 584 ; Cooper
Edition/SUNY: p. 107; 1841)

5) Just as the sounds of the cracking bushes were ceasing, the voice of the father was
again heard.
(The Deerslayer, Ch. VI, p. 130/717, Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 589 ; Cooper
Edition/SUNY: p. 112; 1841)

6) Occasionally a dried twig snapped under the heavy weight of gigantic Hurry, or
the blundering clumsiness of the old man; ….
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XV, p. 337/717, Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 743 ; Cooper
Edition/SUNY: p. 263; 1841)
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7) By the snapping of twigs, and the rustling of leaves, Hetty had evidently quitted
the shore, and was already burying herself in the forest.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. X, p. 170; p. 209/717,
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p.
648;; 1841)

8) As the startled girl arose to a sitting attitude she perceived that some dark object
sprang from her, scattering the leaves and snapping the fallen twigs in its haste.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. X, p. 172; p. 212/717,
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p.
650; 1841)

9) The most practiced and guarded foot might stir a bunch of leaves, or snap a dried
stick in the dark, but a bark canoe could be made to float over the surface of smooth
water, almost with the instinctive readiness, and certainly with the noiseless
movements of an aquatic bird.
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XVI, p. 357/717, Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 758; Cooper
Edition/SUNY: p. 278; 1841)

10) Here the stirring of leaves and the cracking of dried twigs interrupted the
discourse, and apprised Deerslayer of the approach of his enemies.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXVIII, p. 488; p. 638/717,
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p.
970 ; 1841)

11) Ha! There goes something like the cracking of a dry stick, too – now I hear the
bushes move – yes, yes, there is a trampling that I mistook for the falls – and – but
here they come themselves; God keep them from the Iroquois!”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. III, last sentence in
chapter; Feb. 1826)

12) ; he paused, for sounds like the snapping of a dried stick, and the rustling of
leaves, rose from the adjacent bushes,….
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. IV, p.
42; The Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol.
I, p. 516; Feb. 1826)

13) after which, by the rustling of leaves, and cracking of dried twigs, it was apparent
the savages were separating in pursuit of the lost trail.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch.
XIII, p. 131; The Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. I, p. 621; Feb. 1826)

14) More than once he could distinguish their footsteps, as they brushed the sassafras,
causing the fades leaves to rustle, and the branches to snap.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY Cooper Edition, Ch.
IX, p. 85; Feb. 1826)

15) Alarmed at these suspicious and inexplicable movements, he was about to attempt
the signal of crows, when the rustling of leaves at hand, drew his eyes in another
direction.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY Cooper Edition, Ch.
XXI, p. 219; Feb. 1826)

16) When Mabel, however, had got within a hundred feet of the fire, she trod upon a
dried stick, and the trifling noise produced by her light footstep caused the Mohican,
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as Arrowhead had pronounced the Indian to be, and his companion, whose character
had been thought so equivocal, to rise to their feet, as quick as thought.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. I, p.18/644; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p. 19; Feb.
/ March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

17) …no other noises were returned but the cracking of torn branches and dried
sticks, as they yielded before the advancing steps of the officers.
(The Pioneers, Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. I, Ch. XXXII, p. 361; [p. 464/604]; Feb. 1823)

18) Do you not hear something move in the brake? It has been cracking the twigs
these five minutes. Now tell me what the creatur’ is?”
(The Prairie, Ch. IX, p. 996, Library of America,
[155/575],April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

19) Caution was even used in treading on dried sticks, lest their cracking should
produce the same effect.
(Wyandotté, Ch. XXIV, p. 469/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)
20) At the same time, the hull lifted, and, aided by wind, sea and current, it set still
further on the reef, thumping in a way to break strong iron bolts, like so many sticks of
sealing-wax, and cracking the solid live-oak of the foot-timbers as if they were made
of willow. . . .
21) He had heard timbers crack, about which he thought there could be no mistake.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. V, p. 94/654, June 1844)

22) The ship betrayed the arrival of the wind by a cracking of the spars, as they
settled into their places, and then the huge hull began to push aside the waters, and to
come under control.
(Homeward Bound, Ch. X, p. 156/613, 1838)
23) “Take my word for it, ma’am, it wanted for nothing to make it sin of the purest
water, but a cracked fiddle.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXVIII, p. 313,
1838)

24) The cracking of timbers told him that all was over with the Swash, nor had he got
back as far as the gangway with his prize, before he saw plainly that the vessel had
broken her back, as it is termed, and that her plank-sheer was opening in a way that
threatened to permit a separation of the craft into two sections, one forward and the
other aft.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XIV, p. 308, November
1846–March 1848)

25) When Mabel stooped down the loop, the Indians were making a pile of brush
against the door, and as she remained gazing at their proceedings, she saw the twigs
ignite, the flame dart from branch to branch, until the whole pile was cracking and
snapping under a bright blaze.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXII, pp.488-489/644; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p. 366;
Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

26) We were in the very act of moving away, when a loud, cracking noise, that arose
within a few yards, alarmed us both; and running to the spot whence it proceeded, we
saw a large willow had snapped in two, like a pipe-stem, and that the whole barrier of
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ice was marching, slowly, but grandly, over the stump, crushing the fallen trunk and
branches beneath its weight, as the slow-moving wheel of the loaded cart crushes the
twig.
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVI, p. 235, June 1845)
27) The party was emerging from the wood, when the cracking of branches, and
rustling of dried leaves, announced, however, that an interruption of some sort was
about to occur.
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XX, p. 228, Jan. 1824)
28) The heavy and brisk blows that he struck were soon succeeded by the thundering
report of the tree, as it came, first cracking and threatening with the separation of its
own last ligaments, then threshing and tearing with its branches the tops of its
surrounding brethren, and finally meeting the ground with a shock but little inferior to
an earthquake.
(The Pioneers, Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. I, Ch. XVII, pp. 190-191; [p. 237/604]; Feb.
1823)

29) While under the influence of the alarm excited by such unusual movements,
reluctant to go, and yet fearful to remain, Louisa was startled by the low, cracking,
but cautious treads of some one approaching through the bushes.
(The Pioneers, Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. I, Ch. XXXVIII, p. 420; [p. 544/604]; Feb.
1823)

30) Extended to the utmost powers of endurance, by the weight it upheld, the lanyard
struck by Earing no sooner parted, than each of its fellows snapped in succession,
leaving the mast dependant on itself alone for the support of all its ponderous and
complicated hamper. The cracking of the wood came next; and then the rigging fell,
like a tree that had been sapped at its foundation, the little distance that still existed
between it and the sea.
(The Red Rover, Ch. XVI, p. 289/589, Nov. 1827)
31) When the margin of the outer floe first touched the bilge of the schooner, it was at
the precise spot where the vessel had just been fortified within. Fenders had also been
provided without, and there was just a quarter of a minute, during which the two
captains hoped that these united means of defence might enable the craft to withstand
the pressure. This delusion lasted but a moment, however, the cracking of timbers
letting it be plainly seen that the force was too great to be resisted.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XVI, p. 167, April 1849

32) He heard the cracking of the dried twigs beneath the footstep of him who
followed;….The twigs snapped more rapidly, the footsteps seemed nearer, and the
hero of the India shawl sprang to the side of the expecting François.
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Ch. V, pp. 58-59, May 1830)

33) “We must force him into blue water, though our upper spars crack in the
struggle!”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XX, p. 295/542, May 1830)
34) …and then leaning back on his chair until the two ends of the uprights dug into
the plaster behind him, while the legs on which the fabric was poised cracked with
his weight;….
(The Wing-and-Wing, Ch. IV, p. 66/572, Nov. 1842)
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35) At the end of the period mentioned, the snapping of dried branches was again
faintly heard, and the Pathfinder fancied that the sound of smothered voices reached
him.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. VII, p. 100;
Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

36) A pause succeeded; the serjeant’s foot was heard crushing the dried twigs hard
by, and then his form appeared, shoving aside the bushes of a copse, quite near.
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XVIII, p. 276;
Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

91) “THEN HE STRETCHED FORTH HIS RIGHT [HAND]”
Two relevant instances instances have been found in The Spy. The Red Rover notes a change
of hands from the left hand to the right [avoiding a repetition of “hand”]. The Pioneers’
description of young Edwards rescuing Louisa is noteworthy.
HELMSMAN:
“…then he stretched forth his right...” (line 147)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Wounded!” exclaimed both sisters in a breath, catching a view of the bandages.
“A mere scratch, but disabling me at a most critical moment,” continued the
brother, kindly, and stretching out the injured limb to manifest the truth of his
declaration.
(The Spy - Michigan, Ch. VIII, p. 127, Dec. 1821)
2) …a ball had struck his [=Henry Wharton’s] bridle arm, and compelled him to change
hands.
(The Spy - Michigan, Ch. VII, p. 120, Dec. 1821)
3) “The night I rowed you into Louisbourg, a-reconnoitering,” said Fid, thrusting his
left hand into his bosom, while with his right he applied sufficient force to the light
oar to make the skiff glide swiftly over the water, “that night we muffled everything,
even to our tongues.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. V, p. 71, Nov. 1827)
4) Young Edwards was on the opposite side of the [falling] tree, his form thrown back
in the saddle to its utmost distance [cf. “Crouching as far back as he could”], his left hand
drawing up his bridle with its greatest force, while the right grasped that of Miss
Grant, so as to draw the head of her horse under its body. Both the animals stood
shaking on every joint with terror, and snorting fearfully.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXI, p. 240, Feb. 1823)

92) “BORE THE AGONY.”
Cooper prefers such verbs as “suffer,” “endure,” experience,” and “feel,” although
“agony” is often introduced in a prepositional phrase. Of particular interest in
connection with the topic of “agony endured,” is Cooper’s The Chainbearer (COOPER,
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#15), written at roughly the same time as “The Helmsman.” It is a study of how much
pain the “good man,” or Christian, can endure, in contrast to a man without faith.
A notable quote in Cooper is from his The Two Admirals (COOPER, #16), in which
even “the stern and resolute” shriek in agony. The circumstance that “the cloud of
smoke was both thickening and extending” is reminiscent of the fire on the Jersey.
HELMSMAN:
“…and bore the agony..” (line 148)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Looking out, there lay Neb, flat on his face, his Herculean frame extended at full
length, his hands actually gripping the earth under the mental agony he endured, and
yet the faithful fellow would not even utter a groan, lest it might reach his young
mistress’s ears, and disquiet her last moments.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.VII, p. 132/533, Oct. 1844;
Double Entry: cf. “Without a scream or groan”)

2) “I shuddered, for I could not but imagine what would have been my fate, had I
been aroused from the sleep of the living, only to experience the last agony as I
passed away into the sleep of the dead.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.XXII, p. 385/533, Oct. 1844)

3) “Dear, dear Father! –What agony he must, now, be suffering on my account. –
Come, Corny; let us go to him, at once, if it be possible.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVII, p. 241, June 1845)

4) “Gelsomina lingered to gaze wistfully into the face of her companion, but finding
no visible sign of the agony he endured she went on.”
(The Bravo, Ch. XIX, p. 335/544, October 1831)

5) “Is it not extraordinary,” returned the Genoese, “that men should consort together
in good and evil, bleed for each other, love each other, do all acts of kindness to each
other, as thou and I have done, Melchior, nay, be in the last extremity, and feel more
agony for the friend than for one’s self, and yet entertain such opinions of their
respective creeds, as to fancy the unbveliever in the devil’s claws all this time, and to
entertain a latent distrust that the very soul which, in all other matters, is deemed so
noble and excellent, is to be everlastingly damned for the want of certain opinions and
formalities that we ourselves have been taught to think essential?”
(The Headsman, Ch. IX, p. 171/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

6) “Adelheid regarded him in speechless apprehension, for the evident and violent
physical struggles of the young man too fearfully announced the mental agony he
endured.”
(The Headsman, Ch. X, p. 191/525)
7) “Thou seest, Sigismund,” said Adelheid, nearly breathless in the desire to seek an
excuse for her own predilections, and to lessen the mental agony he endured – “thou
seest that one gentle and excellent woman, at least, could trust her happiness to thy
family.”
(The Headsman, Ch. XI, p. 203/525)
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8) “I have heard my mother dwell upon the nights of anguish and suffering that have
preceded the day on which the duties of his office were to be discharged; and often
have I heard that admirable woman, whose spirit is far more equal to support our
unmerited fortunes, declare she has often prayed that he and all that are hers might die,
so that they died innocently, rather than one of a temper so gentle and harmless
should again be brought to endure the agony she had witnessed.”
(The Headsman, Ch. XXV, p. 421/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

9) “Heyward felt the grasp of the other at his throat, and saw the grim smile the
savage gave, under the revengeful hope that he hurried his enemy to a fate similar to
his own, as he felt his body slowly yielding to a resistless power, and the young man
experienced the passing agony of such a moment in all its horrors.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 7, p. 112/594, , Feb. 1826)

10) “In a few minutes he stopped running, and appeared to roll uneasily on the water,
as if suffering the agony of death.” (The Pilot, Ch. XVII, p. 243/556, Jan. 1824)
11) “A general and superstitious impression had spread among them, that his crime
had been visited by a terrible retribution from heaven; and they now gazed at him as at
a being who belonged rather to another world, than as a mortal, who, like themselves,
had still to endure the last agony, before the great link of human existence could be
broken.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXXII, p. 1281, Library of America,
[527/575],April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

12) “If any who read these pages have ever felt the agony of suspense in a matter
involving the best of human affections, they will know how to appreciate the
sufferings of the mother, during the months that her husband was absent on this holy
errand.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XIX, p. 287/496,
1828)

13) “The boat itself slowly touched the rocks, raising fresh cries among the wounded
by the agony they endured from the shocks of rising and falling under the groundswell.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XXVIII, p. 534/572, Nov. 1842)
14) “As for Maud, the agony she endured was increased by her efforts to keep it from
breaking out in some paroxysm that might betray her secret; and her features were
getting an expression of stern resolution, which, blended with her beauty, gave them a
grandeur her father had never before seen in her countenance.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XVIII, p. 355/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

15) “He ceased to suffer pains hours before he drew his last breath; but he had
whispered to me, in the course of that day, that he endured agony at moments. He
wished me to conceal the fact from Dus, however, lest it should increase her grief.”
……...“Nevertheless, it would have been difficult for one who was not in the secret to
detect the smallest sign that the sufferer endured a tithe of the agony he actually
underwent. Ursula was deceived; and to this hour she is ignorant how much her
uncle endured.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIX, p. 437, Nov. 1845)
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16) “The reader will not overlook the material circumstance that all we have related
occurred amid the din of battle. Guns were exploding at each instant, the cloud of
smoke was both thickening and extending, fire was flashing in the semi-obscurity of
its volumes, shot were rending the wood and cutting the rigging, and the piercing
shrieks of agony, only so much more appalling by being extorted from the stern and
resolute, blended their thrilling accompaniments.
(The Two Admirals, Ch. XXVII, p. 227/261, May 1842; DoubleEntry, cf. “Without a scream or a groan”)

17) The pain, too, extorted a deep groan; an unusual concession to agony to escape a
red man in the heat of battle. (The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch XX, p. 340; p. 438/717, 1841; Double
Entry, cf. “Without a scream or groan”)

18) We have little pleasure in exhibiting pictures of human suffering, and shall say
but little of the groans and pain that Daggett uttered and endured, while undergoing
that most agonizing process of having the frost taken out of his system by cold
applications. It was the only safe way of treating his case, however, and he knew it;
he bore his sufferings as well as man could bear them. Long ere the return of day, he
was released from his agony, and was put back into his berth, which had been
comfortably arranged for him, having the almost unheard-of luxury of sheets, with an
additional mattress.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXVII, p. 464/532, April 1849;
Double entry, cf. “Without a scream or groan”)

19) “We shall see. Hawkeye has a good countenance, and he is tough – but why
should he be tormented, when the Hurons love him?”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XVII, p. 388/717, Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 782 ; 1841)

93) “WITHOUT A SCREAM OR A GROAN.”
The number of quotes (forty-seven) from Cooper is impressive. It is noteworthy that the
“death groan” is a favorite element in Cooper’s repertoire. Cooper also treats the question of
whether a dying groan can be suppressed (# 2, #15) – whether from feelings of shame (#22)
or in order to spare a loved one, for instance, the heartbreak of witnessing the victim’s final
suffering (#15). Also, the unwilling groan, which is “extorted” from the sufferer, is treated on
several occasions (#9, #21, #26). Particularly the final hours of suffering of the Chainbearer
and that of Thousandacres in The Chainbearer (1845), a scene composed very close to the
time “The Helmsman” was written, must be viewed as closely akin to the suffering of the
brave wheelsman, John Maynard.
HELMSMAN:
“…without a scream or a groan. (line 148)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “I mark’d his desultory pace,
His gestures strange, and varying face,
With many a muttered sound;
And ah! too late, aghast, I view’d
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The reeking blade, the hand imbu’d:
He fell, and groaning grasp’d in agony the ground.”
- WARTON.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XX, Introductory Poem, p. 286, Nov. 1845)

2) Prudence was dreadfully agitated. She said nothing, but her body worked top and
fro with nervous attachment; and occasionally a heavy, but suppressed groan
struggled through her efforts to resist it. Otherwise, she was as if not present.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVI, p. 387, Nov. 1845)

3) “…and I was reflecting bitterly on the future, when we were all startled by a heavy
groan that seemed to come out of the very depths of the chest of the squatter.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVI, p. 400, Nov. 1845)

4) “A movement and a groan, on the part of Thousandacres, would seem first to have
apprised Prudence that her husband was not actually dead.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVII, p. 404, Nov. 1845)

5) “Thence cum we to the horrour and the hel,
The large great kingdoms, and the dreadful raygne
Of Pluto in his trone where he dyd dwell,
The wyde waste places, and the hugye playne:
The wailings, shrykes, and sundry sortes of payne,
The sighes, and sobbes, and diep and deadly groane,
Earth, ayer, and all resounding playnt and moan.”
- SACKVILLE.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVIII, Introductory Poem, p. 418)

6) “Twoult pe much petter, Prudence, if T’ousantacres would pray to Got to forgif
himself,” put in Chainbearer. “I am fery willin’, ant happy to haf t’e forgifness of
efery man, ant it ist not unlikely t’at I may haf tone somet’ing, or sait somet’ing t’at
hast peen hart to t’e feelin’s of your huspant; for we are rough, and plain-speakin’, and
plain-actin’ enough, in t’e woots; so I’m willin’ to haf even T’ousantacres’ forgifness,
I say, and wilt accept it wit’ pleasure if he wilt offer it, and take mine in exchange.”
A deep groan struggled out of the broad, cavern-like chest of the squatter. I took it
as an admission that he was the murderer of Andries.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVIII, p. 404, Nov. 1845)

7) “A short, solemn pause succeeded this benediction, when it was interrupted by a
fearful groan, that struggled out of the broad chest of Thousandacres. All eyes were
turned on the other bed, which presented a most impressive contrast to the calm scene
that surrounded the parting soul of him about whom we had been gathered. I alone
advanced to the assistance of Prudence, who, woman-like, clung to her husband to the
last; “bone of his bone, and flesh of his flesh.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVIII, pp. 433-434, Nov. 1845)

8) “The reader may imagine its effects on a lower gun-deck, choked with smoke, with
the ship on fire, amid the shrieks and groans of the living sufferers.”
(Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers, vol. II, “John
Paul Jones, p. 78, March and May 1846)

9) “The reader will not overlook the material circumstance that all we have related
occurred amid the din of battle. Guns were exploding at each instant, the cloud of
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smoke was both thickening and extending, fire was flashing in the semi-obscurity of
its volumes, shot were rending the wood and cutting the rigging, and the piercing
shrieks of agony, only so much more appalling by being extorted from the stern and
resolute, blended their thrilling accompaniments.
(The Two Admirals, Ch. XXVII, p. 227/261, May 1842; DoubleEntry, cf. “And bore the agony”)

10) “The cutter itself came drifting slowly in towards the rock, announcing the nature
of its fearful cargo by the groans and cries which arose from its bosom.”
(Jack o’Lantern [The Wing-and-Wing, Ch. VI, p. 116/572], vol.
III, Ch. IX, p. 419, Nov. 1842, England.)

11) “By this time the man was thoroughly alarmed, and by way of commentary on the
captain’s eloquence, he began to utter wailings in his own language, and groans that
were not to be mistaken.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XVIII, p. 306/613, 1838)
12) “A little scream from Mrs. Budd, which was dutifully taken up by the maid,
interrupted the speech of the latter, and every eye was turned on Mulford, as if to ask
an explanation of the groaning sound that had been heard within the wreck.” The
young mate had comprehended only too well. The rolling of the wreck had lifted a
portion of the open hatchway above the undulating surface of the sea, and a large
quantity of the pent air within the hold had escaped in a body. The entrance of water
to supply the vacuum had produced the groan.”
(Jack Tier, vol. I, Ch. VIII, p. 323/616, November 1846–March
1848)

13)“The screams of rage, the groan, the strife,
The blow, the grasp, the horrid cry,
The panting, throttled prayer for life,
The dying’s heaving sigh,
The murderer’s curse, the dead man’s fixed, still glare,
And fear’s and death’s cold sweatr – they all are there.”
Matthew Lee.
(Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. VII, Introductory Poem, p. 555/616,
November 1846–March 1848)

14) “Marble lived until we passed within the Gulf-Stream, dying easily and without a
groan, with all my family, Neb and the first-mate, assembled near his cot.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. XXX, p. 528/533, Oct. 1844)

15) “Looking out, there lay Neb, flat on his face, his Herculean frame extended at full
length, his hands actually gripping the earth under the mental agony he endured, and
yet the faithful fellow would not even utter a groan, lest it might reach his young
mistress’s ears, and disquiet her last moments.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch. VII, p. 132/533, Oct. 1844; Double Entry,
cf. “And bore the agony”)

16) “The Indians listened, expecting the screeches and groans; they gazed, hoping to
witness the writhings of their captive. But they were disappointed. There hung the
body, its arms distended, still holding the tops of the saplings bowed, but not a sign of
life was seen. A small line of blood trickled down the forehead, and above it was the
nearly imperceptible hole made by the passage of a bullet. The head itself had fallen
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forward, and a little on one shoulder. The corporal had escaped the torments reserved
for him, by this friendly blow.”
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXV, p. 280, Aug. 1848)

17) “The ejaculation of thanksgiving that followed was distinctly audible to the two,
but it was clearly mingled with a groan of pain.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXIII, p. 382; p. 527/644, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

18) “The wounded man groaned aloud, as he saw the face of him who had averted
the fatal blow; but it was not the hour for explanations or confessions, other than those
with which the dying soldiers endeavored to make their tardy peace with their God.”
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XLVIII,
least afraid to die
p. 494; 510/532, Nov. 1820)

19) “As our canoe drew ahead, however, an hour or two after we had left the shore,
and we overtook the boats that had first started, the moaning and groans of the
wounded became blended with the monotonous sounds of the oars.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIV, p. 340, June 1845)

20) A stifled groan was heard, and that almost as soon as my companion ceased to
speak. I felt my blood curdle at these frightful evidences of human suffering; and an
impulse of humanity caused me to move, as if about to rise. The hand of Trackless
checked the imprudence.
“No good,” he said, sternly. “Sit still. Warrior know how to sit still.”
“But, Heavenly Providence! There is some one in agony, quite near us, man. Did
you not hear a groan, Trackless?
“To be sure, hear him.– Pain make groan come, always, from pale-face.”
“You think, then, it is a white-man who suffers? if so, it must be one of our party,
as there is no one else near us. If I hear it again, I must go to his relief, Onondago.”
“Why you behave like squaw? What of little groan? Sartain, he pale-face; Injin
never groan on war-path. Why he groan, you t’ink? Cause Huron meet him. That
reason he groan. You groan, too, no sit still. Injin know time to shoot – know time
not to shoot.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXV, p. 361, June 1845)
21) Three times, notwithstanding, was that groan repeated; and, as it appeared to
me, each time more and more faintly. I thought, too, when all was still in the forest –
when we sat ourselves in breathless expectation of what might reach our ears –
attentive to each sighing of the night-air, and distrustful even of the rustling leaf – that
the last groan of all, though certainly the faintest of any we had heard, was much the
nearest.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXV, p. 362, June 1845)
22) But there hung the victim, suspended by his arms, at an elevation of at least ten or
fifteen feet from the earth. I confess I sincerely hoped he was dead, and the
motionless attitude of the body gave me reason to think it might be so. Still, the cries
for “help,” uttered wildly, hopelessly, in the midst of a vast and vacant forest, the
groans extorted by suffering, must have been his. He had probably been suspended
and abandoned, while alive!
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXV, p. 363, June 1845)
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23) The wounded seemed ashamed even to groan; but our hurt, of whom there were
four, went into the house to be cared for, stern and silent.
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVIII, pp. 409-410, June 1845)

24) The old man groaned, for the tie of earth had not yet been entirely severed.
Jacopo heard him murmuring a prayer, and he knelt by the side of his pallet.
(The Bravo, Ch. XXVIII, p. 488/544, October 1831)

25) “Skunk of the pale-faces,” commenced this exasperated and semi-poetic fury,
shaking her fist under the nose of the impassable hunter, “you are not even a woman.
Your friends the Delawares are only women, and you are their sheep. Your own
people will not own you, and no tribe of redmen would have you in their wigwams;
you skulk among petticoated warriors. You slay our brave friend who has left us? –
No – his great soul scorned to fight you, and left his body rather than have the shame
of slaying you! But the blood that you spilt when the spirit was not looking on, has
not sunk into the ground. It must be buried in your groans. What music do I hear?
Those are not the wailings of a red-man! – no red warrior groans so much like a hog.
They come from a pale-face throat – a Yengeese bosom, and sound as pleasant as girls
singing – Dog – skunk – woodchuck – mink – hedgehog – pig – toad – spider –
yengee –”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XVII, p. 293; p. 376/717, 1841)
26) “No doubt the savages will try the torments, to make me give in, and to revenge
the loss of their warrior, but I must hold out ag’in nat’ral weakness in the best manner
I can. You may tell Judith to feel no consarn on my account – it will come hard I
know, seeing that the white man’s gifts don’t run to boasting and singing under
torment, for he generally feels smallest when he suffers most – but you may tell her
not to have any consarn. I think I shall make out to stand it, and she may rely on this,
let me give in, as much as I may, and prove completely that I am white, by wailings,
and howlings, and even tears, yet I’ll never fall so far as to betray my fri’nds. When
it get to burning holes in the flesh, with heated ramrods, and to hacking the body, and
tearing the hair out by the roots, natur’ may get the upperhand, so far as groans, and
complaints are consarned, but there the triumph of the vagabonds will ind; nothing
short of God’s abandoning him to the devils can make an honest man ontrue to his
colour and duty.”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XVII, p. 306; p. 394/717, 1841;
Triple Entry: cf. “Hold on” and “Honest”)

27) The pain, too, extorted a deep groan; an unusual concession to agony to escape a
red man in the heat of battle. (The Deerslayer, SUNY; Ch XX, p. 340; p. 438/717, 1841)
28) A groan from the inner room, however, changed this resolution, and the girls
ventured near a parent whom it was no unusual thing for them to find in a condition
that lowers a man to the level of brutes. He was seated, reclining in a corner of the
narrow room with his shoulders supported by the angle, and his head fallen heavily on
his chest. Judith moved forward with a sudden impulse, and removed a canvass cap
that was forced so low on his head as to conceal his face, and indeed all but his
shoulders. The instant this obstacle was removed, the quivering and raw flesh, the
bared veins and muscles, and all the disgusting signs of mortality, as they are revealed
by tearing away the skin, showed he had been scalped, though still living.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch.XX, p. 354; pp. 456-457/717, 1841)

29) The American Indian always deemed his moral victories the noblest, prizing
groans and yielding of his victim under torture, more than the trophy of his scalp;
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and the trophy itself more than his life. To slay, and not to bring off the proof of
victory, indeed, was scarcely deemed honorable, even these rude and fierce tenants of
the forest, like their more nurtured brethren of the court and camp, having set up for
themselves imaginary and arbitrary points of honor, to supplant the conclusions of the
right and the decisions of reason.
(The Deerslayer, Ch.XXVII, p. 608/717, 1841)

30) Presently, however, the shrieks, groans, and denunciations that usually
accompany the use of the bayonet followed. That terrible and deadly weapon was
glutted in vengeance. The scene that succeeded was one of those of which so many
have occurred in our own times, in which neither age nor sex forms an exception to the
lot of savage warfare.
(The Deerslayer, Ch.XXX, p. 681/717, 1841)
31) The life of Il Maledetto had been one of great vicissitudes and peril. He had often
seen men pass suddenly into the other state of existence, and had been calm himself
amid the cries, the groans, and what is far more appalling, the execrations of the
dying, but never before had he witnessed so brief and silent an end.
(The Headsman, Ch. VI, p. 113/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

32) The groan that escaped the compressed lips of the Doge, the manner in which he
sank into a seat, and the hue of death that settled over his aged countenance, until it
was more ghastly even than that of the unhappy victim of violence, drew all present, in
wonder and alarm, around his chair.
(The Headsman, Ch. XXIX, p. 478/525)

33) The body yielded to the currents of the air, and though no murmur or groan
escaped the victim, there were instants when he grimly faced his foes, and the anguish
of despair might be traced, through the intervening distance, in possession of his
swarthy lineaments.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. VIII, p. 75; Library of
America, 118/594, , Feb. 1826)

34) He was interrupted by a long and heavy groan which arose from the little basin,
as though, in truth, the spirits of the departed lingered about their watery sepulcher.
“Surely it was of flesh,” continued the scout, “no spirit could handle its arms so
steadily.”
“It was of flesh; but whether the poor fellow still belongs to this world may well be
doubted,” said Heyward, glancing his eyes around him, and missing Chingachgook
from their little band. Another groan more faint than the former was succeeded by a
heavy and sullen plunge into the water, and all was still again as if the borders of the
dreary pool had never been awakened from the silence of creation.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XIV, p. 137; Library of
America, pp. 224-225/594, , Feb. 1826)

35) On every side arose shrieks, groans, exhortations and curses.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XVII, p. 176, , Feb. 1826)
SUNY

36) …the weak and wounded, groaning and in suffering,…
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XVII, p. 174; ,Feb. 1826)

37) One, whose gray locks and furrowed lieneaments, blending with martial air and
tread, betrayed in spite of the disguise of a woodman’s dress, a man long experienced
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in the scenes of war, was not ashamed to groan aloud, wnenever a spectacle of more
than usual horror came under his view.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XVIII, p. 182; ,Feb. 1826)

38) The reply of Heyward was interrupted by a groan from Munro;…
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XXVI, p. 275; ,Feb. 1826)

39) “….is he afraid? Will the Hurons hear his groans?”
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XX, p. 202; ,Feb. 1826)

40) “You may hear them (=African slaves) groan, when the south wind blows, louder
than the lowing buffaloes, along the shores of the great salt lake, where the big canoes
come and go with them in droves.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XXIX, pp. 300-301; ,Feb.
1826)

41) “You may stand at ease now, my children; groan, it will soften your anguish.”
(The Pilot, Ch. XX, p. 291/556, Jan. 1824)

42) Even the wounded and dying, who fell in every part of the ship, stifled their
groans, under the influence of the severe discipline, which gave a character to every
man, and each movement of the vessel;..”
(The Pilot, Ch. XXXIII, p. 519/556, Jan. 1824)

43) The crash that followed, mingled as it was, with human groans, and succeeded
by the tearing of riven plank, and the scattering high of splinters, ropes, blocks, and the
implements of war, proclaimed the fatal accuracy of the broadside.
(The Red Rover, Ch. XXX, p. 546/589, Nov. 1827)

44) “Stand to your faith, my men!” shouted Wilder in reply. Shouts, oaths,
imprecations, and groans formed a fearful accompaniment of the rude encounter,
which was, however, far too violent to continue long.
(The Red Rover, Ch. XXX, p. 555/589, Nov. 1827)

45) “……nor doth remain
A shadow of man’s ravage, save his own,
When for a moment, like a drop of rain,
He sinks into thy [=the ocean’s] depths with bubbling groan,
Without a grave, unknell’d, uncoffin’d, and unknown.”
Byron.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. IX, Introductory Poem, pp. 148-149/532,
April 1849)

46) We have little pleasure in exhibiting pictures of human suffering, and shall say
but little of the groans and pain that Daggett uttered and endured, while undergoing
that most agonizing process of having the frost taken out of his system by cold
applications. It was the only safe way of treating his case, however, and he knew it; he
bore his sufferings as well as man could bear them. Long ere the return of day, he was
released from his agony, and was put back into his berth, which had been comfortably
arranged for him, having the almost unheard-of luxury of sheets, with an additional
mattress.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXVII, p. 464/532, April 1849; Double entry,
cf. “And bore the agony”)

47) At length Singleton gave a slight groan, and the surgeon rose with alacrity, and
said aloud,–
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“Ah! there is some pleasure in following a bullet; it may be said to meander
through the human body, injuring nothing vital; but as for Captain Lawton’s men–“
“Speak,” interrupted Dunwoodie, “is there hope? – can you find the ball?”
“It’s no difficult matter to find that which one has in his hand, Major Dunwoodie,”
replied the surgeon, coolly, preparing his dressings.
(The Spy ,Ch. VIII, p. 139/557, Dec. 1821)

48) ...Henry feeling a repugnance to his guest, that he was vainly endeavoring to
conquer, and the stranger himself drawing forth occasional sighs and groans, that
threatened a dissolution of the unequal connection between his sublimated soul and its
ungainly tenement.
(The Spy ,Ch. XXVIII, p. 449/557, Dec. 1821)
49) There was little noise in the onset, save the groans of the sufferers.
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXI, p. 489/542, May 1830; Double
entry: cf. “Save”)

50) “My son is very wise – cunning beyond his winters! That which hath been once
revenged, is forgotten. He looks no further than six moons. He sees the warriors of
the Yengeese coming into his village, murdering his old women, and slaying the
Narragansett girls; killing his warriors from behind, and lighting their fires with the
bones of red men. I will now stop my ears, for the groans of the slaughtered make
my soul feel weak.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXIV, p. 375/496, 1828)
51) The cutter came drifting slowly in toward the rock, announcing the nature of its
fearful cargo by the groans and cries that arose from its bosom.
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XXVIII, p. 533/572, Nov. 1842)

52) Blodget was in no haste. He waited until his aim was certain; then the stillness of
the valley was rudely broken by the sharp report of a rifle, and a flash illumined its
obscurity. The figure fell outward, like a bird shot from its perch, lying in a ball at the
foor of the stockade. Still, no cry or scream gave evidence of nature surprised by
keen and unexpected anguish.
(Wyandotté, Ch. XXI, p. 419/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

53) The scene that succeeded is not easily described. It was a melee in the dark,
illuminated, at instants, by the flashes of guns, and rendered horrible by shrieks,
curses, groans and whoops. (Wyandotté, Ch. XXIX, p. 553/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)
54) “I think I hear groans that grow fainter and fainter, and fear that they will all be
tomahawked.”
….The groans, too, gave little hope,….
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXI, p. 340, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

55) After listening half a minute, however, Pathfinder thought he heard a few stifled
groans near the boats, …
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXIII, p. 379, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

56) “Surely, I hear a groan!” ….
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…nothing was more likely than that the groans were feigned with a view to lure
them from the block-house, or, at least, to induce them to open the door. …..
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XXIII, p. 381, Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

57) As the mass proceeded, the groans of the Anchorite became so audible, that, at
times, these throes of sorrow threatened to interrupt the ceremonies.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine –Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XVII, p. 272; July
1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

58) Each groan of the anchorite lighted the features of Father Johan with a species of
holy delight, as if he triumphed in the power of his offices; and at each minute, his
head was bent inquiringly in the direction of the railing, while his ear listened eagerly
for the smallest sound that might favor his desires.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. XVII, p. 222; Michigan Historical
Reprint Series, Ch. XVII, p. 273; July 1832: London; Sept. 1832:
Philadelphia)

59) From the moment that the abbey was destroyed, not an individual had dared to
enter the tottering walls. Two peasants of the Jaegerthal, incited by cupidity, had
indeed secretly made the attempt, but they returned with the report of strange sights,
and of fearful groans existing within the consecrated pile.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. XXIX, p. 366; July 1832:
London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia

SIR WALTER SCOTT:
The death of Dick Fletcher in Scott’s The Pirate (Edinburgh, 1821) should not be
forgotten.
“But human aid came too late―he sank back on the bed, and, turning on his face,
expired without a groan.”
The Pirate, (London, New York, Toronto, Melbourne: Henty
Frowde Oxford University Press, 1912), Ch. XL, p. 498

94) “IT WAS ENOUGH FOR HIM THAT….”
The expression “it was enough” may best be understood not as a limiting factor or only
providing the bare ingredients necessary for something, but rather as confirmation that
Maynard’s impending death would not be in vain but had actually led to the survival of
others. This “confirmation” in itself embraces both a heartening aspect and consolation.
HELMSMAN:
“…it was enough for him that he heard the cheer of the sailors to the approaching
boats;…” . (lines 149-150)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
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1) “…we are old sea-dogs, never stop to look into an almanac to see which way the
wind will come after the next thaw before we put to sea. It is enough for us, that the
sailing orders are aboard, and that the captain has taken leave of his lady.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition, Ch. VIII, p. 119; Nov. 1827)

2) I [=a pocket-handkerchief] could have listened forever to that astronomer, whose
lectures so profoundly taught lessons of humility to the created, and which were so
replete with silent eulogies on the power of the Creator! What was it to me whether I
were a modest plant, of half a cubit in stature, or the proudest oak of the forest – man
or vegetable? My duty was clearly to glorify the dread Being who had produced all
these marvels, and to fulfil my time in worship, praise and contentment. It mattered
not whether my impressions were derived through organs called ears, and were
communicated by others called those of speech, or whether each function was
performed by means of sensations and agencies too subtle to be detected by ordinary
means. It was enough for me, that I heard and understood, and felt the goodness
and glory of God.
(Autobiography of a Pocket-Handkerchief, Ch. I,
12/192, Jan.- April 1843, serialized in Graham’s)

3) It is true the insurance offices blew upon her, and would have nothing to do with
the craft that had seen her two score years and ten; but this gave none who belonged to
her any concern, inasmuch as they could scarcely have been underwritten in their
trade, let the age of the vessel be what it might. It was enough for them that the brig
was safe and exceedingly fast, insurances never saving the lives of people, whatever
else be their advantages.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. I, p. 10, November 1846–March
1848: Jack Tier is serialized in Graham's and Bentley's
Miscellany, under the title The Islets of the Gulf)

4) But neither of our doctors entered into all these matters. It was enough for them
that the affair of the marriage was disposed of, for a time at least, and things were
permitted to drop into their ancient channels.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. II, p. 19, Aug. 1847)

5) It was just possible that a colony had established itself in this unfrequented place,
and that the party of which he had heard so much, had come hither with their stores
and herds. Not the smallest suspicion at first crossed his mind that he there beheld the
spars of the Rancocus; but it was enough for him and Wattles that Christian men
were there, and that, in all probability, they were men of the Anglo-Saxon race.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XVIII, p. 196, Aug. 1847)

6) Throughout the whole of the five lustres I have named, he was never heard to
whisper a censure against government, let its measures, or the character of its
administration, be what it would. It was enough for him that it was government.
Even taxation no longer excited his ire, nor aroused his eloquence. He conceived it to
be necessary to order, and especially to the protection of property, a branch of political
science that he had so studied as to succeed in protecting his own estate, in a measure,
against this great ally itself. (The Monikins, Ch. III, p. 40/509, July 1835)
7) It was enough for him that she lay so far to the west of south as to promise to clear
the point of Piane, and that she skimmed along the water at a rate that bade fair to
distance all three of her pursuers.
(Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXIX, p. 323, 1842)
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8) Neither Timms nor “saucy Williams,” however, reasoned in this fashion. They
were, in a high degree, practical men, and saw things as they are; not as they ought to
be. Little was either troubled with theories, regrets, or principles. It was enough for
each that he was familiar with the workings of the sytem under which he lived; and
which he knew how to pervert in a way the most likely to effect his own purposes.
(The Ways of the Hour, penultimate paragraph in Ch. XVII, p. 293
[Putnam: p. 261], 1850)

95) “HEARD THE CHEER OF”
Although only one quote has been found, it is significant that its tenor is similar to that of
“The Helmsman” and that the passage is from Cooper’s 1844 novel and consequently only a
year before publication of “The Helmsman.”
HELMSMAN:
“…it was enough for him that he heard the cheer of the sailors to the approaching
boats;…” . (lines 149-150)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) About twenty minutes after I went below, during which time the Briton did most of
the fighting, we heard the cheer of victory on deck. These sounds appeared to cause
the wounded man to revive. (Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. II, Ch. XXIV, p. 332,
1844)

96) “THE CRY OF” + [QUOTATION]
Here the cry is not an incoherent scream but a command (hence imperative) issued by the
captain. Quotation # 1 is of interest because the “commander” issues the command to board
an enemy vessel, a command which is also not clipped. Quotation #4 deserves mention in that
“the cry of Maso,” who was the helmsman of the Winkelried, to his dog Nettuno, is not so
much a command as praise and encouragement to his dog not to give up. As can be seen by
the numerous quotations following “the cry of,” Cooper is in his element.
HELMSMAN:
“It was enough for him that he heard the cheer of the sailors to the approaching
[A:boat; B: boats]; the cry of the captain, “The women first, and then every man for
himself, and God for us all.” (lines 149-153)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
“a fish – a fish!” (1x), “all hands make sail, ahoy!” (1x), “all hands shorten sail, ahoy!” (1x), “all in!”
(1x), “a man overboard!” (1x), “Amerikanos” (1x), “A priest! a priest! Pipe the rogues to prayers,
before they take their dance on nothing!” (1x), “a strange vessel close aboard the frigate” (1x), “Burn
the hag and the imp together!” (1x), clear the way for the grand jury” (1x), “feudality,” and
“aristocracy,” and “nobility” (1x), “Forward, 47th” (1x), “half-six” (1x), “Halt !” (1x), “La Longue
Carabine” (1x), “land” (1x), “ land ahead !” (2x), “land-ho!” (1x), “Mr. Hugh has gone home” (1x),
“Nettuno! — gallant Nettuno!” (1x), “No Bishop!” (1x), “Revenge long Tom! board her; long Tom or
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death!” (1x), “sail[-]ho!” (5x), “spouts – spouts!” (1x), “the heathen” (1x), “throw the dealer in
witchcraft into the sea” (1x), “to the bayonet! to the bayonet!” (1x), “walk away with her!” (1x), “wolf”
(1x)

1) As twenty muskets and pistols were discharged at the instant he appeared, the crew
of the Ariel supposed his fall to be occasioned by his wounds, and were rendered
doubly fierce by the sight, and the cry of their commander to
“Revenge long Tom! board her; long Tom or death!”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVIII, p. 202, Jan. 1824)

2) Accordingly, after the period we have mentioned had elapsed, the cry of the officer
to “clear the way for the grand jury,” announced the entrance of that body.
(The Pioneers – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXIII, p. 360, 1823)

3) Happily a fresh burst of riotous clamour, from the hatchways, interrupted the
intention; and then was heard the cry of, — “A priest! a priest! Pipe the rogues to
prayers, before they take their dance on nothing!”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXI, p. 422, Nov. 1827)

4) While there was the smallest appearance of success, no difficulties, of whatever
magnitude, could entirely extinguish hope; but when the dire conviction that he had
been actually aiding, instead of diminishing, the danger, pressed upon Sigismund, he
abandoned his efforts. The most he endeavored or hoped to achieve, was to keep his
own head and that of his companion above the fatal element, while he answered the
cry of Maso with a shout of despair.
“Nettuno! — gallant Nettuno!”— again flew past on the gale.
This cry might have been an answer, or it might merely be the Italian encouraging
the dog to bear on the body with which it was loaded.
(The Headsman [Michigan Historical Reprint Series], Ch. VII, p.
129, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

97) “EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF, AND GOD FOR US ALL.”
A significant match is to be found in Dickens’ Martin Chuzzlewit. This “perfect match”
might, in this respect, be thought of as a strong indicator that Dickens was the author of
“The Helmsman.” Martin Chuzzlewit was published in installments from January 1843
to July 1844, and was the subject of major interest in the United States, as it served to
complement Dickens other critical work on America and Americans entitled American
Notes, published in October 1842. Yet a more realistic appraisal must point to an
unsympathetic American writer, who has ripped this quotation out of its original context.
The notion that God would illicitly lavish his blessing on the selfish and egocentric
dealings of individuals, the very thought of which would have been repugnant to most
Americans, obviously aroused controversy. In “The Helmsman,” the sentence is
transported to the male passengers and crew of the Jersey, who, only after the women
were in safety, were given permission to abandon ship, in the sense of “every man for
himself.” In the context of “The Helmsman,” it is not an exhortation to think only of
oneself. Cooper, however, points out that such thoughts “in moments of great emergency”
do arise:
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“So intense does human selfishness get to be, in moments of great emergency, that it is
to be feared most of those who remained secretly rejoiced that they were so far
benefited by the loss of their fellows.” Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XV, p. 314
Apart from the critical situation of the passengers, it should not be forgotten that John
Maynard, at the very moment this order was given (“the last sounds that he heard”), was
sacrificing his life for his fellow man, an act which stands in stark contrast and represents
an all-encompassing repudiation of the import of the meaning of the statement in Martin
Chuzzlewit and a vindication of Christian sacrifice.
Quotations #1-2 [COOPER] from The Sea Lions clearly express Cooper’s stance on “every
man for himself.” Whereas Captain Roswell Gardiner calls it “a good maxim,” the old
steersman Stephen Stimson reminds Roswell of the importance of God’s intercession.
Perhaps one of Cooper’s clearest indictments of an individual’s mistaken belief in his own
“superiority” is to be found in the preface to The Wing-and-Wing:
“There is something so gratifying to human vanity in fancying ourselves superior to
most around us, that we believe few men attain their majority without imbibing more
or less of the taint of unbelief, and passing through the mists of a vapid moral
atmosphere, before they come to the clear, manly, and yet humble perceptions that
teach most of us, in the end, our own insignificance, the great benevolence as well as
wisdom of the scheme of redemption, and the philosophy of the Christian religion as
well as its divinity.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Preface, p. 1, 1842)
A second quotation from Martin Chuzzlewit, in which “every man for himself” crops up
with regard to last wills and testaments, and the evil they can be a catalyst to, also runs
counter to the spirit of “The Helmsman.” The fourth quotation from Our Mutual Friend,
although not the exact wording, is more in keeping with the tenor of the 1845 text.
Another example of “every man for himself,” with an obvious imperviousness to
morality, crops up in John Gay’s Polly: An Opera, published over a century earlier.
Dickens may have borrowed from Sir Walter Scott: cf. The Antiquary, published in 1816.
HELMSMAN:
“…then every man for himself, and God for us all. (lines 152-153)
CHARLES DICKENS:
1) Tom, Tom! The man in all this world most confident in his sagacity and
shrewdness; the man in all this world most proud of his distrust of other men, and
having most to show in gold and silver as the gains belonging to his creed; the
meekest favourer of that wise doctrine, Every man for himself, and God for us all
(there being high wisdom in the thought that the Eternal Majesty of Heaven ever was,
or can be, on the side of selfish lust and love!); shall never find, oh, never find, be sure
of that, the time come home to him, when all his wisdom is an idiot's folly, weighed
against a simple heart!
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(Martin Chuzzlewit, Ch. 39, p. 965/1305, Jan. 1843-July 1844). [English and
American Literature, p. 42556 (vgl. Dickens-Works vol. 7, p. 240)
http://www.digitale-bibliothek.de/band59.htm ]

2) “Another will made and destroyed,” he said, “nothing determined on, nothing
done, and I might have died to-night! I plainly see to what foul uses all this money
will be put at last,” he cried, almost writhing in the bed; “after filling me with cares
and miseries all my life, it will perpetuate discord and bad passions when I am dead.
So it always is. What lawsuits grow out of the graves of rich men, every day; sowing
perjury, hatred, and lies among near kindred, where there should be nothing but love!
Heaven help us, we have much to answer for! Oh self, self, self! Every man for
himself, and no creature for me!”
Universal self! Was there nothing of its shadow in these reflections, and in the
history of Martin Chuzzlewit, on his own showing?
(Martin Chuzzlewit, Ch. 3, p. 69/1305, Jan. 1843-July 1844)

3)“They were close upon our heels; every man for himself, and each from the
gallows! We parted company, and left the youngster lying in a ditch. Alive or dead,
that’s all I know about him.”
(Oliver Twist, Ch. XXV, p. 294/666, 1838)

The following quotation from Dickens is more in keeping with the context of “The
Helmsman”:
4) “This is John Harmon drowning! John Harmon, struggle for your life. John
Harmon, call on heaven and save yourself!” I cried it out aloud in a great agony, and
then a heavy and unintelligible something vanished, and it was I who was struggling
there alone in the water.
(Our Mutual Friend, Ch. 13, “A Solo and a Duett” , p. 614/1358,
May 1864-Nov. 1865)

JOHN GAY (1685-1732):
CAPSTERN. If we gain our ends what matter how we come by it?
LAGGUERRE. Every man for himself, say I. There is no being even with mankind,
without that universal maxim. Consider, brother, we run no risque.
CAPSTERN. Nay, I have no objections.
Polly: An Opera, Act II, Scene XII. (Digital Library of English and American Literature, p.
68,732 / Gay-Imitated, 50; First Edition: London 1729; First Performance: June 19, 1777,
at the Haymarket

SIR WALTER SCOTT (1781-1832):
»Well, all dat is vary well – but get you on with your stories, mine goot friend,« said
Dousterswivel.
»Aweel, ye see,« continued the mendicant, »this was a job in the auld times o' rugging
and riving [=to rug and reave=to practise robbery] through the hale [=whole] country, when it
was ilka [=every] ane [=one] for himsell, and God for us a' – when nae [=no] man
wanted [=lacked] property if he had strength to take it, or had it langer than he had
power to keep it. It was just he ower [=over] her, and she ower [=over] him, whichever
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could win upmost, a' through the east country here, and nae [=no] doubt through the
rest o' Scotland in the self and same manner.«
The Antiquary. Ch. 24, English and American Literature, pp. 121848-9, (cf.. Scott-Novels vol. 3,
p. 237), 1816.

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Every man for himself in this world is a good maxim: it being pretty certain if we
do not take care of ourselves, no one will take care of us.”
“Yes, sir,” said Stimson, who was standing near; “there is one to care for every
hair on our heads, however forgetful and careless we may be ourselves. Wasn’t it
for this, Captain Gar’ner, there’s many a craft that comes into these seas that would
never find its way out of ’em; and many a bold sailor, with a heart boiling over with
fun and frolic, that would be frozen to an ice-cicle every year!”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XVI, p. 171, April 1849)

2) Often had he [=Roswell Gardiner] wondered, while reading the Bible Mary Pratt had
put into his hand, at the stubborn manner in which the chosen people of God had
returned to their “idols,” and their “groves,” and their “high places”; but he was now
made to understand that others still erred in this great particular, and that of all the
idols men worship, that of self was perhaps the most objectionable.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XXVII, p. 292, April 1849)

3) He [=Daggett] clung to the last chip; and no terms of compromise would he now
listen to at all. The stranded wreck was his, and his people’s; while the other wreck
belonged to the men of Oyster Pond. Let each party act for itself, and take care of
its own. Such were his expressed opinions, and on them he acted.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XXV, p. 262, April 1849)

4) There had always been too much of self in Deacon Pratt’s moral temperament to
render his belief as humble and devout as it should be. . . . . .
....
She [=Mary Pratt] no longer thought of his [=Deacon Ichabod Pratt’s] covetousness, of his
griping usury, of his living so much for self and so little for God.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XXIX, p. 305, April 1849)

5) “My miserable schooner seems to be deserted by its patron saint. Then your poor
carpenter!”
“Yes, he was a good fellow enough with a saw, or an adze,” answered Spike,
yawning. “But we get used to such things at sea. It’s neither more nor less than a
carpenter expended. Good-night, Señor Don Wan; in the morning we’ll be at that
gold ag’in.” [Note: Jesus was a carpenter and was “expended.”]
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Ch. XIII, p. 297, 1846-1848)

6) “Sure it’s Providence that takes care of us, and not we ourselves”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XI, p. 229, 1846-48)

7) “Do you [=Judith] and Deerslayer keep the castle, sister; leave me in the hands of
God.”
“God is with us all, Hetty – in the castle, or on the shore – father as well as
ourselves, and it is sinful not to trust to his goodness.”
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(The Deerslayer, Ch. X, p. 207/717, ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, pp. 646-647 ; 1841)

8) “That’s the way of the world, old Tom,” returned Hurry. “Every man must meet
his own debts, and answer for his own sins.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XIX, p. 412/717, ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 801; 1841)

9) “Take ‘em as a body, Judith, ‘arth don’t hold a set of men more given to
theirselves, and less given to God and the law.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XXIV, p. 546/717, ; Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 902; 1841)

10) “Every man for himself et sa nation.”
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles
Wallingford – Cooper Edition/AMS, Pt. I, Ch. XVI, p. 238,
Dec. 1843 – Aug. 1844)

11) “Then, sir, I have got to understand that patriotism means bread and cheese, and
that opposition is every man for himself.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, , Ch. XXVIII, p. 318, 1838)
12) “Well, I suppose if you love nothing, nothing loves you, and no injustice is done.”
“Just so, sir. Self has got to be the idol, though in the general scramble a man is
sometimes puzzled whether he is himself or one of his neighbors.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, , Ch. XXVIII, p. 317, 1838)
Double entry: Cf. neighbour

13) “Did that spotless heart [=Eve Effingham’s] ever entertain a doubt of the worth of
any living being on which it had set its affections?”
“Of itself, often, and they say self-love lies at bottom of all our actions.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, , Ch. XXIX, p. 332, 1838)
14) “Recollect the sailor’s maxim, Mr. Wychecombe,” called out Dutton, in a
warning voice, “one hand for the king, and the other for self!”
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. II, p. 28, May
1842)

15) “There is a God for the Republic, as well as for the gondolier!”
(The Bravo, Ch. XXX, p. 531/544, October 1831)

16) It was not the love of God that was active in his [=Deacon Pratt’s] soul, but the love
of self;…
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. IV, p. 36, April 1849)
17) “Mother – father” – said Maud, almost gasping for breath – “let us bless God for
my safety, and for the safety of all that are dear to us…”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XII, p. 254/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

18) “I worship not the sun at noon,
The wandering stars, the changing moon,
The wind, the flood, the flame;
I will not bow the votive knee
To wisdom, virtue, liberty;
There is no god, but God for me,
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Jehovah is his name.”
Montgomery
(Wyandotté, Ch. XVII, Introductory poem, p. 333/584)

19) “..to say nothing of the captain, and Madam Willoughby, and Miss Beuly – God
for ever bless and presarve ‘em all t’ree…”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XXX, p. 570/584)

20) This was a perilous condition for the healthful humility of human beings. Two
dangers beset them; both colored and magnified by a common tendency. One was that
of dropping into luxurious idleness – the certain precursor, in such a climate, of
sensuous indulgences; and the other was that of “waxing fat, and kicking.” The
tendency common to both, was to place self before God, and not only to believe that
they merited all they received, but that they actually created a good share of it.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXIX, p. 312, Aug. 1847)

21) An exaggerated view of self, however, and an almost total forgetfulness of God,
took the place of colonial humility with which they had commenced their career in
this region.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXIX, p. 313, Aug. 1847)
22) This charming argument, which renders religious faith secondary to human
institutions, instead of human institutions secondary to religious faith, thus completely
putting the cart before the horse, has survived the distant revolution, and is flourishing
in more eastern climes. It is as near an approach to an idolatrous worship of self, as
human conceit has recently tolerated.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXIX, p. 320, Aug. 1847)

23) “That is another thing that inclines me to believe in a Providence, Ghita! Little
did I know, when rescuing you and your good kinsman from the boat of the Algerine,
whom I was saving. And yet you see how all has come to pass, and in saving you I
have merely been serving myself.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. VII, pp. 82-83,
1842)

24) “Angel! Thou never thinkest of self! But not a foot this side of Sorrento will I
quit thee.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXIV, p. 276,
1842)

98) “THE LAST SOUNDS THAT HE HEARD.”
A profound match has been found: #1. COOPER. Quotation #2, although not in a context of
death yet very much so of loss, also stands out: “…she feared they might be the last sounds of
that nature she should ever hear from her native town.”
HELMSMAN:
“…And they were the last sounds that he heard.” (lines 153-154)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
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1) One fine vessel tacked directly on our quarter. As she passed quite near our stern,
some one cried from her deck – “A good run to you, Mr. C[ooper].” After thanking
this well-wisher, I inquired his name. He gave me that of an Englishman who resided
in Cuba, whither he was bound. “How long do you mean to be absent?” Five years.”
“You will never come back.” With this raven-like prediction we parted; the wind
sweeping his vessel beyond the reach of the voice.
These words, “you will never come back!” were literally the last that I heard on
quitting my country. They were uttered in a prophetic tone, and under circumstances
that were of a nature to produce an impression. I thought of them often, when
standing on the western verge of Europe, and following the course of the sun toward
the land in which I was born; I remembered them from the peaks of the Alps, when
the subtle mind, outstripping the senses, would make its mysterious flight westward
across seas and oceans, to recur to the past, and to conjecture the future; and when the
allotted five years were up, and found us still wanderers, I really began to think, what
probably every man thinks, in some moment of weakness, that this call from the
passing ship, was meant to prepare me for the future. The result proved in my case,
however, as it has probably proved in those of most men, that Providence did not
consider me of sufficient importance to give me audible information of what was
about to happen. So strong was this impression to the last, notwithstanding, that on
our return, when the vessel passed the spot where the evil-omened prediction was
uttered, I caught myself muttering involuntarily, “——— is a false prophet; I have
come back!”
(Gleanings in Europe: France – Cooper Edition, Letter I:
June 2,1826, pp. 5-6)

2) Donna Violetta and her governess were leaning against a mast, watching with
impatient eyes the distant domes and the midnight beauty of Venice. Occasionally
strains of music came to their ears from the canals, and then a touch of natural
melancholy crossed the feelings of the former as she feared they might be the last
sounds of that nature she should ever hear from her native town.
(The Bravo, Ch. XXV, p. 447/544, October 1831)

3) “The Hurons, if they come, may not gain our position so easily as they think,” he
slowly muttered; and propping his head back against the rock, he seemed to await the
result in patience, though his gaze was unceasingly bent on the open avenue to their
place of retreat.
With the last sound of his voice, a deep, long, and almost breathless silence
succeeded.
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 9, p. 132/594, , Feb.
1826)

4) The last sounds of the combat died on the ears of the anxious listeners in the
cottage, and were succeeded by the stillness of suspense.
(The Spy, Ch. VIII, first sentence, p. 133/557, Dec. 1821)

5) “Squeaking and flutes!” grumbled Myndert, ere the last sounds were fairly ended.
“This is downright heathenish; and a plain-dealing man, who does business aboveboard, has good reason to wish himself honestly at church.
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XVI, p. 223/542, May 1830)

6) Notwithstanding the suddenness of this interruption, and the extraordinary fracas
with which it was accompanied, he, who might be supposed to be most affected by it,
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manifested none of the usual symptoms of fear or surprise. He listened intently, until
the last sound had died away, but it was with expectation rather than with alarm.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXVI, p. 405/496,
1828)

7) As soon as the people had collected, Mr. Osgood said—“You must be pretty well
fagged out, men; I think we may have a hard night’s work, yet, and I wish you to get
your suppers, and then catch as much sleep as you can, at your guns.” He then ordered
the purser’sd steward to splice the main-brace. These were the last words I ever
heard from Mr. Osgood. As soon as he gave the order, he went below leaving the
deck in charge of Mr. Bogardus.
(Ned Myers, Ch. VI, p. 71/271, Nov. 1843)
8) This was the last conversation I held with that brave soldier; and these were the
last words, of a private nature, I ever heard him utter. From that moment, his whole
soul seemed occupied with the discharge of his duty, the success of our arms, and the
defeat of the enemy.
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIII, p. 326, June
1845)

9) “Who dare to cast a seaman into the brine, with the dying look standing in his
lights, and his last words still in his messmate’s ears?”
(The Red Rover, Ch. XXXI, p. 570/589, Nov. 1827)

10) “Not yet,” said the girl, looking down and affecting to be occupied with
something near her feet. “Father and Tobit are walkin’ this way, and lookin’ right at
the mill. now – get ready – they’ve turned their heads, and seem as if they’s turn
round themselves next. They’ve turned ag’in, wait one moment – now’s a good time –
don’t go away altogether without my seein’ you once more.”
I heard these last words but it was while sliding down the post.
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIII, p. 345, Nov. 1845)

99) “HOW HE PERISHED”
HELMSMAN:
“How he perished was not known;...” (line 154)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
PERISHED
1) The poor fellow had probably perished in the dark, within a few yards of shelter,
without knowing it.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter
XXI, p. 208; 1836)

2) The road led us through a scene of desolation that had been caused by a rising of
the waters in 1830, and we examined the devastation with the more interest, as some
of our acquaintances had nearly perished in the torrent.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter
XV, p. 157; 1836)

3) …we walked ahead, and waited the appearance of the little Savoyard, on the scene
of the great battle between the Swiss and the Burgundians [=1476: Battle of Morat]. The
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country had undergone vast changes since the fifteenth century, and cultivation has
long since caused the marsh, in which so many of the latter perished, to disappear,
though it is easy to see where it must have formerly been.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition, Letter
XVII, p. 167; 1836)

4) No boat was very near him, of a certainty, and the dreadful apprehension began to
possess his mind, of perishing uselessly in that waste of gloomy waters.
(Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. I, p. 333/616, November
1846–March 1848)

5) …and the terrible manner in which Mrs. Budd had perished, made her shudder
with horror whenever she thought of it.
(Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. IX, p. 601/616, November
1846–March 1848)

6) As in the case of the Insurgente, all on board perished, no information that could
be relied on ever having been obtained of the manner in which these vessels were
lost.
(History of the Navy of the United States of America,
“1800,” Ch. XVI, p. 176, May 1839)

7) Had it been the will of God that the bark should perish, what a confused crowd
of ill-assorted spirits would have passed together into eternity!”
(The Headsman [Michigan Historical Reprint Series], Ch. X, pp.
193-194, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833:
Philadelphia)

8) During the forty years that have since rolled by, no new light has been thrown on
the cause of the disaster. It is a secret with the brave thirteen who volunteered to man
the ketch, and who perished to a man in the catastrophe.
(Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers,
“Edward Preble,” p. 229, March and May 1846)

9) As the ocean, in all directions, was swept by the glass, and this single fragment of
reef, which was less than a mile in length, was the only thing that even resembled
land, the melancholy conviction began to force itself on Mark and Bob, that all their
shipmates had perished! They might have perished in one of several ways;…
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. IV, p. 37, Aug. 1847)

10) Hillson was one of the first that perished, his previous excesses unfitting him to
endure privation.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XVIII, p. 194, Aug.
1847)

11) It is supposed that all the rest perished at sea.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30,Ch. XXII, p. 243, Aug.
1847)

12) It was in that earthquake, doubtless, that the colony of the crater perished to a
man.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXX, p. 332, Aug.
1847)
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13) It was a great thing to have destroyed the most pernicious privateer that sailed out
of France; and yet it was a melancholy fate to befall seventy or eighty human beings,
to perish like so many curling caterpillars destroyed by fire.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XII, p. 134,
1842)

14) We have reason to think every soul on board perished;…
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XII, p. 135,
1842)

15) “There is but a single Ruler of us all, whatever may be the colour of the skin; and
him I call to witness – that before the Mohican boy shall perish for the want of a
friend, good faith shall depart the ‘arth, and ‘kill-deer’ become as harmless as the
tooting we’pon of the singer!”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIX,
pp. 265-266; Feb. 1826)

16) “But John! what will become of John,” cried Edwards. “Can we leave the old
warrior here to perish?”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXVIII, p. 415; Feb.
1823)

17) The many tongues of rumour were busy in exaggerating the miraculous escape of
Elizabeth, and a report was generally credited, that Mohegan had actually perished in
the flames.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXIX, p. 425; Feb.
1823)

18) “But thou!” said Marmaduke, with powerful interest; “I had thought that thou
[Edwards=Effingham] hadst perished with him.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XL, p. 438; Feb.
1823)

19) “But for assistance, she would most probably have perished. …. But for
assistance, Mary Monson might have perished. But assistance was not wanting-,…
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. XXVII, p. 402 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York, 1850)

20) “Poor Berchthold Hintermayer perished, as thou knowest, in the flames of
Limburg;…
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine –Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXIV, p.
372; July 1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

21) Some said that even the spirits of the pagans had been aroused by the sacriledge,
from the sleep of centuries, and others argued that, as the hermit was known to have
perished in the conflagration, it was a spot accursed.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. XXIX, p. 366; July
1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

21) “That I ( =Odo von Ritterstein) should have perished beneath the roof of Limburg,
on the anniversary of my crime, and with the fall of those altars I violated, would have
been so just a manifestation of Heaven’s displeasure, Ulrike, that even now I can
scarce believe I am permitted to live!
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(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. XXXI, p. 398; July
1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

100) “DIZZIED BY THE SMOKE.”
“Dizzied” has not been found. This, of course, does not mean that the past participle
could not have used it. Particularly quote # 2 from The Crater links both “footing” and
“dizziness.” Matches have been found in Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832) in Ivanhoe
(twice!), published in 1819; Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882) in his oration “The
Method of Nature” (Aug. 11, 1841); and Harriet Beecher Stowe (1811-1896) in
Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1851). As Cooper was an avid reader of Shakespeare, mention
should also be made of the verb “dizzy” in Hamlet (“would dizzy the arithmetic of
memory, ”V, 2, 119) and Troilus and Cressida (d. with more clamour Neptune’s ear,”
V., 2, 174).
HELMSMAN:
“How he perished was not known, whether dizzied by the smoke, he lost his footing,
and fell overboard, or….” (lines 154-157)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “It was impossible for Rose not to understand to whom there was allusion, though
her head became dizzy under the painful confusion that prevailed in it.”
(Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. II, p. 388/616, November 1846–
March 1848: »Jack Tier« is serialized in »Graham's« and
Bentley's »Miscellany«, under the title »The Islets of the
Gulf)

2) “Then he ventured to try his feet, when he found a dizziness come over him, that
compelled him to fall back on his berth.”
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XVI, p. 96, Aug. 1847)

101) “HE LOST HIS FOOTING.”
Losing one’s footing or the possibility of doing so is a favorite motif in Cooper’s works. In
fact, it crops up with an uncanny frequency similar to the “broken twig.” The Crater even
contains a Biblical interpretation:
It is believed that his [=Mark Woolston’s] hopes for the future, meaning in a social and
earthly sense, were not very vivid, and he was often heard to repeat that warning text
of Scripture which tells us “Let him that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he fall.”
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch., Preface, p. 3, Aug.
1847) [ — Cf. 1 Corinthians 10:12]

HELMSMAN:
…he lost his footing in endeavoring to come forward,…. (lines 155-156)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
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1) I presume Drewett saw the boom placed so favorably as to tempt him, and he
fancied it would be a thing to mention to carry a lady her work-box across a bridge
that was of so precarious a footing.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXX, p. 647/654, June 1844)

2) “Well, lay out, boy, and bring it in, – and look to your footing, Neb.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXX, p. 648/654, June 1844)

3) “All the stern and bows of the vessel were under water, in consequence of her
leanness forward and aft; but though submerged, she offered a precarious footing,
even in these extremities, to such as could reach them.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, vol. 31, Ch. VIII , p. 163,
November 1846–March 1848)

4) “They must float, too, at the mercy of the winds and waves, and should a sea get
up, it might soon be impossible for Mulford himself to maintain his footing on the
bottom of the wreck.”
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, vol. 31, Ch. VIII , p. 164, November
1846–March 1848)

5) This dreadful scene lasted but a single instant, for the waves dashed one after
another [cf. #8a] from his feet, continually forcing them all, as they occasionally
regained their footing, toward the margin of the reef, and finally washing them off it
into deep water.
(Jack Tier, vol. 2, Ch.VII, p. 566/616, November 1846–
March 1848)

6) “Take care and get a good footing, carpenter,” said the captain, in a kinder tone
than common, “before you let go with your hands; but I suppose you can swim, as a
matter of course?”
“No, sir, not a stroke–I never could make out in the water at all.”
“Have the more care, then. Had I known as much, I would have sent another hand
down; but mind your footing.” . . . .
. . . .Spike encouraged the carpenter to be cool, and above all to mind his footing.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Ch. XIII , p. 295, November
1846–March 1848)

7) “The ocean is never quiet; and a vessel that is not steadied by the pressure of her
sails, frequently rolls in a way to render it no slight task to maintain one’s footing on
her decks;…”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.XVIII, p. 324/533,
Oct. 1844)

8) “Marble was an adventurous fellow aloft, on all occasions; and seeing good footing
about the top, without saying a word to me, he seized an axe, and literally ran out on
the mast, where he began to cut the collars of the rigging at the mast-head.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.XXI, p. 366/533,
Oct. 1844)

9) “Having secured firm footing, they took hold of each other’s hand, and waded
slowly and with extreme caution in the supposed direction of the canoe.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. VI, p.83, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

10) “So,” cried the old gentleman, having made good his footing on the ground,…”
(Precaution, Ch. III, p. 52/532, Nov. 1820)
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11) While Grace stood leaning on the arm of her husband, and clinging to his support,
both from affection and a dread of the motion of the vessel, Jane ventured with one of
the ladies to attempt a walk round the deck of the ship. Unaccustomed to such an
uncertain foothold, the walkers were prevented falling by the kind interposition of a
gentleman, who for the first time had shown himself among them at that moment.
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XXXV, p. 349; p. 52/532, Nov. 1820)

11) “Fortunately, I wore buckskin moccasins over my boots; and their rough leather
aided me greatly in maintaining my footing.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVII, p. 241, June 1845)

12) “These places, always small, and barely sufficient to allow a man’s finding
footing on them, had long been picked away,…”
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XVIII, p. 191, Aug.
1847)

13) “The forest was dark, as a matter of course, but it was no longer obstructed by
underbrush, and the footing was firm and dry.”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. II, p. 32; p. 22/717, 1841)

14) “As it was better footing on the level ground, Deerslayer now avoided the side
hill, holding his flight along the ridge;…”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XXVII, p. 623/717, 1841)

15) “The work now proceeded with greater security to those engaged, for, hitherto the
motion of the bark, and the unequal footing, frequently rendered their situations, in
the darkness and confusion, to the last degree hazardous.”
(The Headsman, Ch. VI, p. 110/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

16) “Maso recovered his footing, which had been deranged by the unexpected
movement, with a seaman’s dexterity, but his companion was no longer at his side.”
(The Headsman, Ch. VI, p. 113/525)

17) “You must take a seaman’s ladder: there is footing on the rocks, and crags for
your hands.”
(The Pilot, Ch. XXIII, p. 347/556, Jan. 1824)
18) “As each night brought with it a severe frost, which the heat of the succeeding day
served to dissipate, the equestrians were compelled to proceed singly along the margin
of the road, where the turf, and firmness of the ground, gave the horses a secure
footing.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XX, p. 220; [p. 276/604]; Feb.
1823)

19) “The roads of Otsego, if we except the principal high ways, were, at the early day
of our tale, but little better than wood-paths. The high trees that were growing on the
verge of the wheel-tracks excluded the sun’s rays, unless at meridian; and the slowness
of the evaporation, united with the rich mould of vegetable decomposition that covered
the whole country to the depth of several inches, occasioned but an indifferent
foundation for the footing of travelers.”
(The Pioneers, Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. I, Ch. XXI, p. 232; [p. 290/604]; Feb. 1823)
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20) Edwards was by her [=Elizabeth Temple’s] side in an instant, and with aching eyes he
examined every fissure in the crags, in quest of some opening that might offer the
facilities for flight. But the smooth, even surface of the rocks afforded barely a
resting place for a foot, much less those continued projections which would be
necessary for a descent of nearly a hundred feet.
(The Pioneers, Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. I, Ch. XXXVII, p. 414; [p. 536/604]; Feb. 1823)

21) “Of that you must judge for yourself,” said the stranger in green, very deliberately
putting his foot on the ladder and descending, until no part of his person was seen.
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. IV, p.
65, Nov. 1827)

22) “And now swap upon your whip, and thank God that the honest end goes up,
while the rogues are suffered to keep their footing for a time.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XXXI, p.
427, Nov. 1827)

23) “In the first place, here is honest Nicholas Nichols slips from this here water-cask
and breaks me a leg!”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XV, p. 208,
Nov. 1827)

24) “It was soon apparent that great caution must be used, the snow rendering the
footing slippery.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XVII, p. 180, April 1849)
25) “I am on the shelf now, and have pretty good footing. Lay the line down on the
snow, sir, and slide as slowly as you can; mind and keep close at its side. I’ll stand by
to fetch you up.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XVII, p. 181, April 1849)
26) François, thou art a man who understands the value of a sure footing in the
world; would it not be a thousand pities that sich a girl as Alida should throw herself
away on one whose best foundation is no better than a rolling ship?”
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Ch. V, p. 56, May 1830)

27) “I am a seaman, Sir; and though the ocean is my home, I never venture on it
without sufficient footing.”
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Ch. VI, p. 70, May 1830)

28) “Numbers prevailed, and it was fortunate for the commander of the Coquette, that
the sudden recoil of a human body that fell upon him, drove him from his footing to
the deck beneath.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXI, p. 487/542, May 1830)
29) “Still the seamen distrusted the treacherous footing, and, had the heat permitted
the experiment, they would have shrunk from a risk which at any unexpected moment
might commit them to the fiery furnace beneath.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXII, p. 500/542, May 1830)

30) “The shock was so sudden and violent, that the hapless mariner was drawn from
his slippery and precarious footing, into the sea.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXIII, p. 520/542, May 1830)
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31) “…neither failed in those slight but still sensible courtesies by which the path was
rendered commodious and the footing sure.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXIV, p. 373/496,
1828)

32) “It was merely age dealing with the slippery stones of the brook;” said the latter,
as he recovered his footing.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXX, p. 458/496)
33) “Mike buried himself like a mole, and had actually advanced several feet, before
either of the Yankees had got even a fair footing on the bottom of his part of the
trench.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. VII, p. 140/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)
34) It consequently remained for Wychecombe merely to regain his footing on that
part of the hillside, to ascend to the summit without difficulty.
(The Two Admirals – Cooper Edition, Ch. II, p. 37, May
1842)

35) The [mountain] guide, perceiving that I was sufficiently firm of foot, ran ahead of
me;…
(Gleanings in Europe: Switzerland – Cooper Edition,
Letter XVII, p. 186, 1836)

36) The surge upward was fearful, and several of the men were thrown off their feet,
…
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XVI, p. 167, April 1849)
37) All the stern and bows of the vessel were under water, in consequence of her
leanness forward and aft; but though submerged, she offered a precarious footing,
even in these extremities, to such as could reach them.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Ch. VIII, pp. 162-3, 1846-1848)

38) Half an hour must settle the matter, one way or the other, but I warn Master Cap
that the surest footed man among us, will not be able to keep his feet an instant on
the deck of this low craft, should she fairly get within them (=the breakers).
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XVII, pp. 253-254; Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

39) Still, great care had been taken to prevent a surprise, and it would have required a
sure foot, a steady head, and vigorous limbs, to have effected an entrance into the
edifice by any other passage than its gate.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. I (last page), p. 8; July 1832:
London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

40) “Wilt. Never forget the bodice! Here, lean on me, nurse, or thy foot may fail thee
in the steep descent.”
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. IV (last page), p. 52; Michigan
Historical Reprint Series, Ch. IV, p. 82; July
1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)
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102) A) “SAVE” (PREPOSITION), B)“HE TO WHOM, ”& C) “OWE.”
Entry # 102 has been split up into three parts.
Part A, which focuses on the preposition “save,” reveals that Cooper is less comfortable with
“save” as a preposition than with “betwixt.” Nonetheless, it is used, though sparingly. A
possible reason for this parsimony could be his frequent use of the verb “save,” as so many of
his scenes revolve about saving someone in distress.
The marked grammatical construction “he to whom” is considered in Part B. Cooper has four
instances.
In Part C, the focus has not been placed merely on the verb “owe” but also on what is owed.
This should refer to either “life” or one’s physical “existence.” Three quotes from Cooper,
(OWE, #11, #12 and #14) even make use of “to whom.” A fascinating quote (HE TO
WHOM, #1), albeit referring to a father, is, viewed grammatically, very close to “The
Helmsman”: “for no man but [=save] he to whom she owed her being.”
HELMSMAN:
“….all, save he to whom they owed every thing, escaped. (lines 162-163)
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:

A) “SAVE”
1) “Mabel went sobbing to the rude corner that had been prepared for her reception;
and in a few minutes the hut was undisturbed by any sound, save the heavy breathing
of the veteran.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIX, p.431/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

2) “What of interest hath the day brought forth?”
“Say rather the night, Signore, for little worthy of your ear hath happened, save a
matter of some trifling import, which hath grown out of the movements of the
evening.”
(The Bravo, Ch. VI, p. 104/544, October 1831)
3) “In every particular save one I was completely my own master.”
(The Monikins, Ch. V, p. 69/509, July 1835)

4) “Hold! so much to redeem our promise—now for justice; we pay you for taking a
spy, but we punish you for burning, robbing, and murdering. Seize them, my lads, and
give each of them the law of Moses—forty save one.”
(The Spy ,Ch. XVIII, p. 289/557, Dec. 1821)

5) “There was little noise in the onset, save the groans of the sufferers.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXI, p. 489/542, May 1830;
Double entry: cf. “Without a scream or a groan”)

6) “You have been deceived. Save the brigantine my being is attached to nothing.”
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXIV, p. 529/542, May 1830)
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7) “I took it for granted that what ‘come next’ was anything but pleasant in
remembrance, the reason Tobit did not relish it even in description, inasmuch as
sheep-stealers were very apt to get ‘forty save one’ at the whipping-post, in that day, a
species of pubishment that was admirably adapted to the particular offense.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XVIII, p. 258, Nov. 1845)

8) “At length, every difficulty was happily adjusted, save one, and that the epicurean
doctor stoutly declared to be a serious objection to acting in the matter.”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXI, p. 238, 1825)

B)“HE [OR SHE] TO WHOM
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Captain Truck is the gentleman who commands the Montauk? said Mr. Howel,
glancing at Eve, as much as to say, “Am I right?”
“The very same; and the brave seaman to whom we are all indebted for the
happiness of standing here at this moment.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XVII, p. 190,
1838)

2) When he suddenly and affectionately offered a kiss, the color flushed her face, for
no man but he to whom she owed her being had ever before taken that liberty;…
(The Headsman [Michigan Historical Reprint Series], Ch. III, p.
46, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

3) But she to whom he had pledged his faith on the banks of the Elbe long gazed at
that pale star, and wept in bitterness that her feminine constancy met with no return.
(The Headsman, Ch. VI, p. 114/525)

4) “Think over your prayers,” he whispered, as they approached him; “for He to
whom you make them, knows all tongues; that of the heart, as well as those of the
mouth.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Ch. 20, p. 338/594, , Feb.
1826; Double Entry: “Prayer”)

C) “OWE”
The quote from Precaution [#8] is this compiler’s favorite.
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “…and was gracious enough to declare that she and her parents owed their lives to
my interference.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXII, p. 437/654, June 1844)
2) “We owe our lives to Bourdon, Gershom, and you should thank him for it.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. X, p. 188/582, Aug. 1848)

3) “Your words are cordials, and our lives can scarcely serve to prove the gratitude
we owe you.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXIII, p. 401/613, 1838)
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4) “Gentlemen, take any privilege you please. You have stood by me like heroes; and
I owe you all more than the heel of a worthless old life will ever permit me to pay.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXVI, p. 461/613, 1838)

5)“Yes, Jack, I owe my life to you, and am proud to own it.”
“You owe it to Miss Rose, maty, who put me up to the enterprise, and who shared
it with me.”
“To her I owe more than life,” answered Harry, looking at his beloved as she
delighted in being regarded by him, “but even she, with all her wishes to serve me,
would have been helpless without your skill in managing a boat.. I owe also to your
good-nature the happiness of having Rose with me at this moment, for without you she
would not have come.”
(Jack Tier, vol. II, Ch. III, pp. 440-4411/616, November
1846–March 1848)

6) “Both father and daughter, I believe, owe you their lives, and believe me, that
neither will ever forget it.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. VIII, p.160/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

7) “I feel, Pathfinder, that I owe you my life.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. VIII, p.161/644, Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

8) “Yes, madam; to his lordship I owe everything – honor – comfort – religion – and
even life itself.”
(Precaution, Ch. XXIV, 242/532, Nov. 1820)
9) …but the military duties of the earl or his private affairs had never allowed a
meeting; and she [=Mrs. Wilson] was now compelled to look forward to what John
laughingly termed their winter campaign, as the only probable place where she could
be gratified with the sight of a young man to whom she owed so much, and whose
name was connected with some of the most tender though most melancholy
recollections of her life.
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. IX, p.
100; p. 242/532, Nov. 1820)

9) “I want no details, noble young man – ” I am professing to write the truth, and
must be excused for relating such things as these, but – “I want no details, noble young
man,” said Herman Mordaunt, squeezing my hand, “to feel certain that, under God, I
owe my child’s life, for the second time, to you.”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVII, p. 246, June 1845)

10) “Ah, Charles, my dear cousin,” cried Julia, rising and meeting him with both
hands extended, “I owe my life to your bravery and presence of mind.”
(Tales for Fifteen, or, Imagination and Heart, Written
under the pseudonym of "Jane Morgan," Ch. VI, p.
100/196, 1823)

11) “It is some evidence that the commands of the holy church have not been
neglected, that I now come to entreat favor in behalf of one to whom I owe my life.”
(The Bravo, Ch. V, p. 78/544, October 1831)

12) “I am wrong to assume the manner of a superior with one to whom I owe my life,
and am well answered.”
(The Headsman, Ch. VIII, p. 152/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)
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13) “Throwing aside all pleasantry, I trust, Adelheid, that we are to have no girlish
trifling with a youth like Sigismund; to whom we owe so much, even to our lives, and
in whose behalf we should be ready to sacrifice every feeling of prejudice, or habit –
all that we possess, ay, even to our pride.
(The Headsman, Ch. XII, p. 215/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

14) “Heaven forbid that I should be wanting in natural feeling of this sort, and yet,
Adelheid, it is horrible not to be able to respect, to love profoundly, those to whom we
owe our existence!”
(The Headsman, Ch. XV, p. 260/525, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

15) “He owed not only the lives of his father and himself to the courage of Maso, but
that of one dearer than all; one whose preservation, to his youthful imagination,
seemed a service that might nearly atone for any crime, and his gratitude was in
proportion.”
(The Headsman, Ch. XXVIII, pp. 462-463/525, Sept.
1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

16) “Now, Mr. Edwards, both father and daughter owe their lives to you.”
(The Pioneers, Ch. XXI, p. 305/604, Feb. 1823)

17) “The instant that Frances recovered her recollection, she perceived that she owed
her life Lo Lawton, and throwing herself on her knees, she cried,—
“Sarah! Sarah! save my sister, and may the blessing of God await you!”
(The Spy, Ch. XXII, p. 366/557, Dec. 1821)

18) “I owe my ship – I may say my life, since in such a conflict they would have gone
together, to thy succor!” said the young commander, as he approached the motionless
form of the smuggler.
(The Water-Witch, Ch. XXXII, pp.492-493/542, May
1830)

19) “To you, Opportunity, I owe the preservation of my house, and possibly the lives
of all who are most dear to me.”
(The Redskins, Ch. XXV, p. 368, July 1846)
20) “Listen,” continued Abigail; “a terrible witness, sent hither by heaven, speaks to
attest I tell no lie. The secret of my transgression is known to him, when I thought it
buried in the affection of one only who owed me everything.”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXXIII, p. 362, 1825; Double entry:
“secret of”)

21) “True, true,” said Lionel, hastily – “I owe my life to you, and that debt shall be
cancelled at every hazard.”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XI, p. 135, 1825)
22) “Of that you must be certain, as I owe my life to your kind interposition.”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XII, p. 143, 1825)

23) “Dost thou owe all to thy Duerckheim council and its selfish policy?”
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine, Ch. XIX, p. 232, July 1832: London; Sept. 1832:
Philadelphia)
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24) “I am wrong to assume the manner of a superior with one to whom I owe my life,
and am well answered.”
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine, Ch. VIII, p. 116, July 1832: London; Sept. 1832:
Philadelphia)

PART VIII
LINES 164-168:
AFTERMATH

103) “DIED THE DEATH OF”
The Prairie, in which Natty dies the death of a Christian, but with old Hector, the “pup,” by
his side, must rank as one of the most moving conclusions of an American legend [cf. #2]. The
question of “doing one’s duty” and serving as a role model for others is made clear in the
following quote:
“Honor forbids me to quit a ship that I command while a plank of her is afloat!”
“Of what use can a single arm prove in such a crisis?”
“None,” he answered, with a melancholy smile. “I must die, in order that others
who may be serviceable hereafter, should do their duty.”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XVII, pp.
239-240, Nov. 1827)

The quotation above from The Red Rover might make one wonder how sympathetic Cooper
could have been towards Perry abandoning the Lawrence in the Battle of Lake Erie,
particularly when one considers that Perry’s vessel was named after young Cooper’s
commander, James Lawrence, who was famous for the slogan, “Don’t give up the ship!”
HELMSMAN:
“He had died the death of a Christian hero…” (line 164)
I. BENJAMIN F. BUTLER (1795 – 1858), “Eulogy on Gen. Andrew Jackson,” New
York, JUNE 24, 1845:
“Jackson was a Christian and he died a Christian death.”
II. WILLIAM MAKEPIECE THACKERAY (1811 - 1863):
“He was a Captain in the –th regiment,” said the old gentleman, rather pompously –
“Captain George Osborne, sir; perhaps you knew him. He died the death of a hero,
sir, fighting against the Corsican tyrant.”
Vanity Fair, or A Novel without a Hero. Ch. XXXVII, English and
American Literature, p.. 153219, (cf. Works vol. 1, p. 428; 1848)
http://www.digitale-bibliothek.de/band59.htm
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III. JAMES FENIMORE COOPER (1789 – 1851):
A) “DIED THE DEATH”

1) “What are thy nobles and their gold to me [=Maso], without my dog [=Nettuno]? The
gallant brute will die the death of despair, swimming about in search of the bark in the
midst of the darkness, until even one of his high breed and courage must suffer his
heart to burst.”
(The Headsman – Michigan Historical Reprint
Series, Ch. VII, p. 133, Sept. 1833:
London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

2) “Santo Padre! That a Christian should die the death of a hunted dog by the
carelessness of a gondolier!”
(The Bravo, Ch. I, p. 11/544, October
1831)

3) Had the evil spirit which was then uppermost, maintained its mastery, I might have
died the death of a hopeless suicide.
(The Bravo, Ch. XXVIII, p. 496/544, October
1831)

4) “…but I could not sleep in quiet, and know that an innocent man was about to die
the death of a dog, when I might save him.”
(The Spy ,Ch. XXVIII, p. 453/557, Dec. 1821)

5) At the very door she met the English lieutenant, who was in charge of the unhappy
prisoner, coming with a last request that he might not be suspended like a thief, but
might at least die the death of a soldier.
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XIV – last paragraph, p.
260/572, Nov. 1842)

B) “DIE” + “CHRISTIAN”
1) “…it matters but little when or how a man dies, so that he dies like a Christian
and a man.”
(The Spy – The Michigan Historical Reprint
Series, Ch. XVII, p. 269, Dec. 1821)

2) “Pawnee, I die as I have lived, a Christian man,” resumed the trapper with a force
of voice that had the same startling effect upon his hearers…
(The Prairie, Ch. XXXIV, p. 1311, Library of
America, [566-567/575],April 1827: London;
May 1827: Philadelphia)

3) “All real religion, all real devotion to God, is, or ought to be, the same, Signor
Ithuello, whether in the East or in the West. A Christian is a Christian, let him live or
die where he may.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. X,
p. 110, 1842)

4) ..; and to speak affirmatively, for once, he wishes to live in peace, and hopes to die
in the fear of God.
(Lionel Lincoln, “Preface,”, p. 6, 1825)
C) “HERO”
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1) The chosen orator of the day had exhibited his eloquence in a sort of prosaic
monody in praise of the dead hero, and….
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. I, p.
18, Nov. 1827)

2) The hero’s latest hope is heaven!

(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch.
XXIII, p. 322, Nov. 1827)

104) “CHRISTIAN.”
No other American writer was able to interweave the message of Christianity so effectively
into his works as did James Fenimore Cooper.
The following passage from The Crater will serve to give some idea of the depth of Cooper’s
religiosity:
“Mark had been carefully educated on the subject of religion, and was well enough
disposed to enter into the quiry in a suitable state of humility; but the grave
circumstances in which he was now placed, contributed largely to the clearness of his
views of the necessity of preparing for the final change. . . . .
“So far as the human mind has as yet been able to penetrate the mysteries of our
condition here on earth, with the double connection between the past and the future, all
its just inferences tend to the belief in an existence of a vast and beneficient design.
We have somewhere heard, or read, that the gypsies believe that men are fallen angels,
toiling their way backward on the fatal path along which they formerly rushed to
perdition. This may not be, probably is not true in its special detail; but that men are
placed here to prepare themselves for a future and higher condition of existence, is not
only agreeable to our consciousness, but is in harmony with revelation.”
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. X, pp. 101-102, Aug. 1847)

HELMSMAN:
“He had died the death of a [ “Christian” // sometimes “christian” ] hero…”
(line 164)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) QUOTATION FROM MRS. SOUTHEY
“Launch thy bark, mariner!
Christian, God speed thee!
Let loose the rudder-bands,
Good angels lead thee!
Set thy sails warily,
Tempests will come;
Steer thy course steadily.
Christian, steer home!”
(Epigraph from Mrs. Southey at the beginning of Chapter VI, The Sea Lions, April 1849)

2) Christianity alone can make us good soldiers in any cause, for he who knows how
to live, is always the least afraid to die.”
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(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XLVIII, p.
498, 1820)

3) “Pawnee, I die as I have lived, a Christian man,” resumed the trapper with a force
of voice that had the same startling effect upon his hearers, as is produced by the
trumpet, when its blast rises suddenly and freely on the air, after its obstructed sounds
have been heard struggling in the distance: “as I came into life so will I leave it.
Horses and arms are not needed to stand in the presence of the Great Spirit of my
people. He knows my color, and according to my gifts will he judge my deeds.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXXIV, p. 1311, Library of America,
[566-567/575],April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

4) “All real religion ― all real devotion to God is, or ought to be, the same, Signor
Ithuello, whether in the east or in the west. A Christian is a Christian, let him live or
die where he may.”
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. X, p. 184/572, Nov. 1842)
5) “The memory of Ned may occasionally fail him; and, as for his opinions, they
doubtless are sometimes erroneous; but the writer has the fullest conviction that it is
the intention of the Old Salt to relate nothing that he does not believe to have occurred,
or to express an unjust sentiment. On the subject of his reformation, so far as ‘the tree
is to be known by its fruits’ it is entirely sincere; the language, deportment, habits, and
consistency of this well-meaning tar, being those of a cheerful and confiding
Christian, without the smallest disposition to cant or exaggeration. In this particular,
he is living proof of the efficacy of faith, and of the power of the Holy Spirit to
enlighten the darkest understanding, and to quicken the most apathetic conscience.”
(Ned Myers, Last paragraph of “Preface,” p. 5/271, Nov. 1843)

6) “In placing them [‘one hundred lads’] on board the different vessels, therefore,
rigid instructions were given to their officers to be kind to these youngsters; and each
and all were to be taught to read, and instructed in the Christian religion.”
(The Crater, Ch. XXII, p. 398/544, Aug. 1847)

7) “….For a time our efforts seem to create, and to adorn, and to perfect, until we
forget our origin and destination, substituting self for that divine Hand which alone
can unite the elements of worlds as they float in gases, equally from His mysterious
laboratory, and scatter them again into thin air when the works of His hand cease to
find favor in His view.
Let those who would substitute the voice of the created for all that of the
Creator, who shout “the people, the people,” instead of hymning the praises of their
God, who vainly imagine that the masses are sufficient for all things, remember their
insignificance and tremble. They are but mites amid millions of other mites, that the
goodness of providence has produced for its own wise ends;…”
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXII, p. 333 (final page), Aug.
1847)

8) “It really seems to me, that he ought to be content with making them all
Christians.”
(The Crater, Ch. XXVI, p. 461/544, Aug. 1847)
[Double entry: Cf. “TO BE CONTENT:” ]

9) “At thirty-two I fished a while in company with the Methodists, since which
conversion, I have chosen to worship God pretty much by myself out here on the
lake.”
“Do you consider it any harm to hook a fish on Sunday?”
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“No more than it is to eat a fish on Sunday. I go altogether by faith in my religion,
general; for they talked so much to me of the uselessness of works, that I’ve got to be
very unparticular as to what I do. Your people who have been converted four or five
times, are like so many pickerel, which snap at every hook.”
(Eve Effingham, Vol. II, p. 281, 1838)

10) “It don’t matter much in the long run, a’ter all, where a man worships, provided
he worships; or who preaches, so that he listens.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XIV, p. 197)

11) “The last [=character of a Christian] is a character I revere; while I am willing to
confess that I never meet with the first [=the character of a gentleman] without feeling
how vacant and repulsive society would become without it; unless, indeed, the
vacuum could be filled by the great substance of which, after all, the gentleman is
but the shadow.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XI, p. 162)
12) When the excitement and bustle of the day [cf. “bustle and confusion,” #18].were

over, Isabella retired to her closet, and there, as was usual with her on such occasions,
she poured out her thankfulness on her knees, entreating the Divine Providence to
sustain her under the new responsibilities she felt, and to direct her steps aright,
equally as a sovereign, and as a Christian woman
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XXVIII, p. 431, Nov. 1840)

13) “We are humble people down here at the water side, but I hope we are just as

good Christians as if we lived upon the hill.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. III, p. 34,
1842)

14 “I (=Odo von Ritterstein, the Anchorite of the Cedars) have met with many
enigmas, Ulrike, in an eventful and busy life—I have seen those who worked both
good and evil—encountered those who have defeated both their own ends by their
own wayward means—but never have I known one so devoted to the right, that
seemed so disposed to extenuate the sinner’s faults!”
“Then hast thou never met the true lover of God or known a Christian. It matters
not, Odo, whether we admit of this or that form of faith—the fruit of the right tree is
charity and self-abasement, and these teach us to think humbly of ourselves, and
kindly of others.”
(The Heidenmauer, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXXI,
p. 464; Nov. 1832)

105) “- I HAD ALMOST SAID,…”
The stylistic device “I had almost said…” is applied liberally. Of the twenty-seven
examples (variations included) found in Cooper’s writings, a striking concentration of
seven are from the years 1843 and 1845. The allusion to a Biblical prophet in quote
#1 (The Last of the Mohicans) has parallels with the Biblical role of a martyr in “The
Helmsman.”
Of interest is the extent to which this stylistic device was applied by other writers.
The results are such that Cooper stands out as the unparalleled American master of this
stylistic device. Not even Dickens approaches him in frequency. Distribution is for
“had almost said” / ”might almost say” / “had almost written”:
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COOPER: 33 INSTANCES
DICKENS: 11 INSTANCES
IRVING: 4 INSTANCES
HAWTHORNE: 6 INSTANCES
MELVILLE: 2 INSTANCES
THE HELMSMAN:
“He had died the death of a Christian hero ―I had almost said, of a martyr;. . . .”
(lines 164-165)

I. JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
A)

I/WE HAD ALMOST (NEARLY) SAID:

1) “Art thou Tamenund – the father – the judge – I had almost said, the prophet – of
this people?”
“I am Tamenund, of many days.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXIX, p. 304;
The Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p. 824;
Feb. 1826)

2) Cora can say, if Cora would, how justly we have prized your services, and how
deep – I had almost said, how fervent – is our gratitude!”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. XV, p. 149; The
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p. 642; Feb.
1826)

3) Of all these touching embellishments of life, America, and I had almost said,
Protestantism, is naked; and in most cases, I think it will be found, on inquiry, naked
without sufficient reason.
(A Residence in France, Letter X, p. 143/359, 1836)
4) Grace was so earnest, spoke with so much feeling, appeared so disinterested, so
holy I had almost said, that I could not find, in my heart, the courage to try her any
farther.
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. XXIV, p. 499/654, June 1844)
5) I looked earnestly at Lucy’s sweet countenance, and saw it was full of concern – I
had almost said of alarm. (Miles Wallingford, Ch. VIII, p. 154/533, Oct. 1844)
6) Jason had a liberal supply of puritanical notions, which were bred in-and-in in his
moral, and I had almost said, in his physical system; nevertheless, he could unbend;…
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch.III, p. 40, June 1845)

7) In my eyes, Jason Newcome’s opinions of Herman Mordaunt, and his acts, would
be nearly worthless, shrewd as I admit the man to be; for the two have not a distinctive
opinion, custom, and I had almost said principle, in common.
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch.XXX, p. 432, June 1845)

8) “I could not die in peace, children, were I to leave you here in the wide ocean, I
had almost said in the wide world, without that protection which becomes your tender
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years and still more tender characters. If it pleased God to remove your guardian, let
his place be supplied by those he wills to succeed him!”
(The Pilot, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXXIV, pp. 409-410, Jan. 1824)

9) “There was a strange, I had almost said wild, admixture of irony and concern in
his manner, that is inexplicable!”
(The Red Rover, Ch. IX, p. 154/589, Nov. 1827)

10) “Seemed I happier when this hand placed that of a loved bride into mine own, than
thou now seest me in this wilderness, houseless, stripped of my wealth, and, God
forgive the ingratitude! But I had almost said, childless?”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XVI, p. 248/496, 1828)

11) “First hear me, Chainbearer,” I interposed eagerly, “before you involve Ursula
heedlessly, and I had almost said cruelly, in any incautious promise, that may make
both our lives miserable hereafter.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVIII, p. 432, Nov. 1845)

12) “Here, then, Major Lincoln, you possess my greatest, I had almost said my only
treasure!” added Mrs. Lechmere – “she is a good, a gentle, and dutiful child; and
heaven will bless her for it, as I do.”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXIII, p. 255, 1825)

13) In short, carpets, in this country, until quite lately, have been deemed articles of
high luxury; and, like nearly every thing else that is magnificent and luxurious, at the
point where they have been taken up, they infinitely exceed any thing of the sort in
England. The classical designs, perfect drawings and brilliant colours defeat every
effort to surpass them, – I had almost said, all competition.
(Gleanings in Europe: France, Ch. XIII, “Industrial Arts,”
p. 230, 1836-1838)

14) “My position is singular – I had almost said cruel – in some respects owing to my
own wilfulness—”
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. XVIII, p. 307, [Putnam. p. 273], 1850)

15) Jack now felt a severe pain. She could not but see that her ungainly – we had
almost said her unearthly appearance – prevented the captain from even yet suspecting
the truth; and the meaning of the language was not easily to be mistaken.
(Jack Tier, Ch. VIII, p. 597/616, November 1846–March 1848)

16) Lady Moseley had never been in vain, or much interested about the disposal of
her own person, previously to her attachment to her husband; but her daughters called
forth not a little of her natural pride – we had almost said of her selfishness.
(Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. VI, p. 69;
p. 73/532, Nov. 1820)

17) Jane Moseley had a heart to love, and to love strongly; her danger existed in her
imagination: it was brilliant, unchastened by her judgment, we had almost said
unfettered by her principles. (Precaution, Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XII,
p. 125; 132/532, Nov. 1820)
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18) But Uncas, denying his habits, we had almost said his nature, flew with
instinctive delicacy, accompanied by Heyward, to the assistance of the females, and
quickly releasing Alice, placed her in the arms of Cora.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. XII, pp.
114-115; The Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, p.
601; Feb. 1826)

19) …he anticipated every measure on which they decided; and it might almost be
said, that in many instances even before they became known to themselves.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. XXVIII,
pp. 291- 292; Feb. 1826)

20) …means have been found to place it [=Oyster Pond Point] in line between two of the
great marts of the country, and thus to put an end to all its seclusion, its simplicity, its
peculiarities, and we had almost said, its happiness.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. I, p. 7, April 1849)

21) There were moments when religious submission, and we had almost said
religious precepts, were partially forgotten, as he explained to his attentive son and
listening grandchild, the nature of the onset, or the quality and dignity of the retreat.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. I, p. 18/496, 1828)

22) “I have no father! I had nearly said no friend.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch.II, p. 27;
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

23) His (=the abbott’s) subordinates, too, gave similar proofs of the gradual lessening of
their caution though in degrees far less imposing, we had almost said less grand, than
that which rendered the sensual excitement of their superior so remarkable. Albrecht
and the abbé also betrayed, each in his own manner, the influence of the banquet, and
all became garrulous, disputative, and noisy.
(Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the
Rhine – Putnam’s Sons, Ch. VI, p.76; July 1832: London;
Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

B) I/WE MIGHT ALMOST SAY:
1) “Are cats and dogs hostile, sir? – Certainly. Although standing as it might be,
face to face, acting on precisely the same principle, or the rotator impulse, and
professing to have exactly the same object in view, viz., the common good, they are
social, political, and I might almost say, the moral antipodes of each other.”
(The Monikins, Ch. XVII, p. 287/509, July 1835)

2) Unlike the narrow-headed sails that want of hands has introduced among
ourselves, these foreign, we might almost say classical, mariners send forth their long
pointed yards aloft, confining the width below by the necessary limits of the sheet,
making up for the difference in elevation by the greater breadth of the canvas.
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. I, p. 20/572, Nov. 1842)

3) “Sir William Howe has permitted me to come out to see you – I might almost say
ordered me out…”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XIII, p. 262/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)
4) The serjeant was disposed to distrust all red-men, and he advised putting Nick
under arrest, and to keep him in durance, until the return of light, at least.
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“I might almost say, your honour, that such are orders, sir.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XIX, p. 392/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

5) In the Last of the Mohicans he appears as Hawkeye, and is present at the death of
young Uncas; while in this tale, he re-appears in the same war of '56, in company with
his Mohican friend, still in the vigor of manhood, and young enough to feel that
master passion to which all conditions of men, all tempers, and we might almost say
all ages, submit, under circumstances that are incited to call it into existence.
(The Pathfinder or, The Inland Sea – Cooper Edition,
Preface [Author’s Revised Edition, 1851], 1st paragraph, p.
3)

6) The idea that human beings were in their vicinity in that ocean of wilderness, had
deepened the flush on the blooming cheek, and brightened the eye of the fair creature
at his side, but she now turned with a look of surprise to her relative, and said
hesitatingly, – for both had often admired the Tuscarora's knowledge, or we might
almost say, instinct –
“A pale face's fire! Surely, uncle, he cannot know that!”
(The Pathfinder or, The Inland Sea – Cooper Edition,
Ch. I, p. 12)

7) I remember the deep, reverential, I might almost say awful, attention, with which a
school of some sixty children, on a remote frontier, listened to the tale of [Lafayette’s]
suffering in the castle of Almutz, as it was recounted to us by the instructor, who had
been a soldier in his youth, and fought the battles of his country, under the orders of
the “young and gallant Frenchman.” (Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling
Bachelor – Cooper Edition, Letter III, p. 42, June 1828:
England; August 1828: United States) Quoted by
Wayne Franklin in The Early Years, Ch. II, pp. 28-29.

8) But there are hundreds, I believe I might almost say a thousand, houses in NewYork of pretensions altogether superior to those just names.
(Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling
Bachelor – Cooper Edition, Letter IX, p. 129, June 1828:
England; August 1828: United States)

9) Unlike the narrow-headed sails that a want of hands has introduced among
ourselves, these foreign, we might almost say, classical mariners, send forth their
long pointed yards aloft,….
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. I, p. 11,
1842)

10) “I might say almost unchecked, if not encouraged.”
(The Ways of the Hour, Ch. XVII, p. 258 (LeatherStocking Edition in Thirty-Two Volumes, G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, New York, 1850)

C) NAY,:
1) “I do not fancy the idea of leaving a fellow-creature, a countryman—nay, I might
say, a neighbor, on this lone spot, with the uncertainty of his ever getting out of it.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, vol. 33, Ch. XVII, p. 175, April 1849)
Double entry: Cf. “Neighbor.”
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2) Stephen [=old Stephen Stimson, the boat-steerer] was no great logician, as the reader will
easily understand; but Newton possessed no clearer demonstration of any of his
problems than this simple, nay ignorant, man enjoyed in his religious faith, through
the divine illumination it had received in the visit of the Holy Spirit.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, vol. 33, Ch. XXV, p. 265, April 1849)
3) Rose smiled, nay, half laughed, for Harry’s pleasantries almost took the charcter
of wit in her eyes, but she did not the less pursue her inquiries.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, vol. 31, Ch. III, p. 58, 1846-1848)
4) “It would be awkward – nay, it would be distressing, Harry, to have him refuse,”
said the blushing Rose, as they walked slowly back to the house, . . . .
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, vol. 31, Ch. XI, p. 243, 1846-1848)
5) In this last sense, such a rule of conduct might, and in old times often would, have
justified idolatry; nay, it is a species of idolatry in itself, since it puts country before
God.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, vol. 31, Ch. XII, p. 271, 1846-1848)
6) “Sir, a ship is a seaman’s mistress – nay, when fairly under a pennant, with a war
declared, he may be wedded to her, lawfully or not.
(The Water-Witch – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. VI, p.
77; CSPCT, vol. 13: p. 50; May 1830)

7) It sometimes, nay, it often happens, that when the sun is the most genial for
vegetation, moisture is wanting to aid its power, and, in some respects, to counteract
its influence.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. VII, p. 76, Aug. 1847)
8) The parties separated, however, with denunciations, nay, maldedictions, on the
part of the strangers, the colonists remaining quiet in demeanor, but firm.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XXVIII, p. 304, Aug. 1847)

9) “…and so long as you remained outside, I was not sorry to look on so old a friend;
nay, I will go further, and say I rejoiced, ….”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. III, p. 28, 1842)

10) “Is it not happiness to serve such a prince?” he exclaimed, “nay, to die for him!”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. VII, p. 77, 1842)

11) “Her commander is Raoul Yvard, than whom there is not greater desperado sailing
out of France; though it is admitted that the fellow has some good – nay, some noble
qualities.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. VIII, p. 87, 1842)
12) In the present discourse that followed, Cuffe stated all that had occurred, the
manner in which Raoul had been identified, and the probabilities – nay, moral
certainties of the case.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XVII, p. 202, 1842)
13) One week, nay, one day, may give a strength that will enable you to conquer, by
leaving your reaon unimpaired.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XX, p. 237, 1842)
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14) “…who is not ready to sacrifice home, country, hopes, fortune, nay, life itself, to
give happiness to the man who has chosen her from all the rest of her sex.”
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXV, p. 282, 1842)

15) “Alice,” she said, “the Huron offers us both life—nay, more than both;…
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. XI, p.
109, Feb. 1826)

16) “here we have been days, nay, ages, expecting you at our feet,…
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. XV, p.
149, Feb. 1826)

17) “…and yet the Sagamore declares it came from the pole of a Mongo; nay, he even
names the tribe of the poor devil, with as much ease as if the scalp was the leaf of a
book, and each hair a letter.” (The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. XIX, p.
197, Feb. 1826)

18) …under such pressing, nay, almost desperate, circumstances.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Cooper Edition, Ch. XX, p.
209, Feb. 1826)

19) “”There are hundreds, nay, thousands of the rightful owners of the country,
roving about the plains; but few of our own colour.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. II, p. 27;
April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

20) …it was no wonder that the son hesitated to avow his connexion with, nay, even
his dependence on the integrity of, a quaker.
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. II, p. 34; Feb. 1823)

21) “Will not the years, the habits, nay, the ignorance of my old friend, avail him any
thing against the charge?” (The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXXI, p. 344; Feb. 1823)

D) WE ARE NOT CERTAIN THAT WE MIGHT NOT SAY // NOT TO SAY
1) For one who dealt principally with the more conspicuous absurdities of his fellowcreatures, Mr. Mathews was certainly right; we also believe him to have been right in
the main, in the general tenor of his opinion; for this country, in its ordinary aspects,
probably presents as barren a field to the writer of fiction, and to the dramatist, as any
other on earth; we are not certain that we might not say the most barren.
(Home as Found, 2nd paragraph in “Preface,” 1838)

2) It is simply, not to say meanly, built, the ecclesiastical edifices excepted;…
(Gleanings in Europe: Italy – Cooper Edition, Letter
XXVIII, p. 263, 1838)

3) But should he be tempted to probe the feeling (I will not call it reason) which
induces so many warm-hearted, and kindly intentioned individuals in the mother
country, to entertain a notion so unjust, not to say so uncharitable, of their fellow
Christians, under another régime, he will find that it is in truth bottomed on no other
foundation than the circumstance that we have no established church.
(Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling
Bachelor – Cooper Edition, Letter XVI, p. 237, June
1828: England; August 1828: United States)
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E) I MIGHT BETTER SAY / I MIGHT BETTER HAVE SAID / IT MIGHT BE BETTER TO
SAY

1) “And how did the Leather-stocking discharge the duties of a host, sir?”
“Why, simply but kindly, until late in the evening, when he discovered my name
and object, and cordiality of his manner sensibly diminished, or, I might better say,
disappeared.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXI, pp. 236-237; Feb. 1823)
2) “This, then, is the gentleman to whose skill and courage you all owe so much – we
all owe so much, I might better have said – the commander of the Montauk?”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. IV, p. 42, 1838)

3) Hours were passed in making these preliminary, or it might be better to say,
secondary arrangements.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XIII, p. 292, November
1846–March 1848)

F) WERE HE…., I SHOULD SAY:
1) “His selection of my cousin has given me sincere satisfaction, rather than pain;
were he a countryman of my own, I should say unalloyed satisfaction, for I firmly
believe he will strive to make her happy.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XXIV, p. 264,
1838)

G) I HAD ALMOST WRITTEN:
1) The time is near, I had almost written frightfully near, when two nations
who thoroughly understand each other’s vituperations, shall support a delicate
rivalry by equal power.
(Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling Bachelor – Cooper Edition,
“Note A,” p. 558, June 1828: England; August 1828: United States)

2) Cosmopolites, and searchers of the truth, as we boast ourselves, who, of all
our number, has ever turned his steps towards a quarter (I had almost written
half) of the globe, where new scenes, a state of society without parallel, even
in history, and so much that is fresh, both in the physical and moral world,
invite our attention?
(Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling Bachelor – Cooper Edition,
2nd paragraph of “Letter I,” p. 13, June 1828: England; August 1828: United
States)

3) I shall not offend your good sense, by pretending you do not know how
easy the task would become, to an American who had the disposition and
talents for its — I had almost written duty.
(Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling Bachelor – Cooper Edition,
“Note A,” p. 562, June 1828: England; August 1828: United
States)

H)

ALMOST THOUGHT:
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1) On ascending to his abode and examining the fastenings, and on entering
the hut, storehouse, etc., Le Bourdon became satisfied that all the property he
had left behind was safe, and that the foot of man – he almost thought of beast
too – had not visited the spot at all during the last fortnight.
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XIII, p. 145, Aug. 1848)

II. NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE:
A) I/WE HAD ALMOST SAID:
1) “A great burden has been lifted from my heart – from my conscience, I had almost
said”—answered Hilda, without shunning the glance that he fixed upon her.
(Marble Faun, vol. 2, Ch. XL “Hilda and a Friend”)

2) But, I assure you, the world has not seen such women as make up, I had almost said the
mass of womanhood in my own country; slight in aspect, slender in frame, as you suggest,but
yet capable of bringing forth stalwart men; they themselves being of inexhaustible courage,
patience, energy; soft and tender, deep of heart, but high of purpose. Gentle, refined, but
bold in every good cause.”
(Ancestral Footstep, III)
B) I/WE MIGHT ALMOST SAY:
1) Nervously – in a sort of frenzy, we might almost say – she began to busy herself in
arranging some children’s playthings, and other little wares, on the shelves and at the shopwindow.
(House of the Seven Gables, Ch. II, “The Little Shop-Window” )
2) The mere feeding, I might almost say, of a dozen laborers in Liberia, will cost more than
all the coffee they raise would re-imburse, at the Cuba prices.
(Journal of an African Cruiser, Ch. VI, “Nov. 1”)

3) That other female form, who seems to be talking – we might almost say preaching or
expounding – in the centre of a group of profoundly attentive auditors, is Ann Hutchinson.
And here comes Vane. –
(The Snow-Image, Hawthorne Works vol. 10, p. 62)
4) They were an easy prey for the destroyer. Not so with this George Burroughs, as we judge
by the inward light which glows through his dark countenance, and, we might almost say,
glorifies his figure, in spite of the soil and haggardness of long imprisonment, – in spite of
the heavy shadow that must fall on him, while Death is walking by his side.
(The Snow-Image, Hawthorne Works vol. 10, p. 76)

C: I/WE HAD ALMOST WRITTEN: (NO MATCHES FOUND)
III. WASHINTON IRVING:
A) I/WE HAD ALMOST SAID:
1) He arrogated nothing to himself, but was perfectly unassuming and unpretending, entering
with heart and soul into the business, or pleasure, or, I had almost said, folly, of the hour and
the company.
(Abbotsford and Newstead Abbey)
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2) The vital flame which had seemed nearly extinct when first I met my father, kept fluttering
on without any apparent diminution. I watched him constantly, faithfully – I had almost said
patiently. I knew that his death alone would set me free; yet I never at any moment wished it.
I felt too glad to be able to make any atonement for past disobedience; and, denied as I had
been all endearments of relationship in my early days, my heart yearned towards a father,
who, in his age and helplessness, had thrown himself entirely on me for comfort.
(Tales of a Traveller, “The Story of a Young Italian”)

B) I/WE MIGHT ALMOST SAY:
1) He was one of those infallible doctors, that are always effecting sudden and surprise cures,
when the patient has been given up by all the regular physicians; unless, as is shrewdly
observed, the case has been left too long before it was put in their hands. The doctor’s library
was the talk and marvel of the neighbourhood, I might almost say of the entire burgh.
(Bracebridge Hall, “The Haunted House”)

2) I existed in this kind of dream, I might almost say delirium, for upwards of a year.
Tales of a Traveller, “The Story of a Young Italian”)

C: I/WE HAD ALMOST WRITTEN: (NO MATCHES FOUND)
IV. HERMAN MELVILLE:
A) I/WE HAD ALMOST SAID:
1) “Really, sir – as much – I mean, as one may wisely put in a – a – stranger, an entire
stranger, I had almost said,” rejoined the lady, hardly yet at ease in her affability, drawing
aside a little in body, while at the same time her heart might have been drawn as far the other
way. A natural struggle between charity and prudence.
(Confidence-man, Ch. VIII. “A Charitable Lady)

2) There was a fine polish about his whole person, and a pliant, insinuating style in his
conversation, that was, socially, quite irresistible. Save my noble captain, Jack Chase, he
proved himself the most entertaining, I had almost said the most companionable man in the
mess.
(White Jacket, Ch. XLIV, “A Knave in Office in a Man-of-War”)
B) I/WE MIGHT ALMOST SAY: (NO MATCHES FOUND)
C: I/WMARTYRE HAD ALMOST WRITTEN: (NO MATCHES FOUND)
V) CHARLES DICKENS:
A) I/WE HAD ALMOST SAID:
1) “ ….all I say is, I have kept the only purpose I have had the strength to form – I had
almost said the power, with you at my side, mother – and have not tempted this man on.”
(Dombey and Son, Ch. XXVII, “Deeper Shadows,” p. 623/1348)

2) “I am hurt that she should – ha – systematically reproduce what the rest of us blot out; and
seem – hum – I had almost said positively anxious – to announce to wealthy and
distinguished society that she was born and bred in – ha hum – a place that I myself decline to
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name.”

(Little Dorrit, Book the Second: Riches, Ch. 5, “Something Wrong
Somewhere,” p. 755/1302)

3) What inexhaustible food for speculation, do the streets of London afford! We never were
able to agree with Sterne in pitying the man who could travel from Dan to Beesheba, and say
that all was barren; we have not the slightest commiseration for the man who can take up his
hat and stick, and walk from Covent-garden to St. Paul’s Churchyard, and back into the
bargain, without deriving some amusement – we had almost said instruction – from his
perambulation.
(Sketches by Boz, Chapter III – “Shops and their Tenants,” p.
74/953)

4) “I must confess,” continued the father, offering his snuff-box to his new acquaintance,
“that I don’t enjoy these assemblies half so much as the comfort – I had almost said the
luxury – of Oak Lodge. They have no great charms for an elderly man.”
(Sketches by Boz, TALES, Chapter V – “Horatio Sparkins,” p.
485/953)

5) This wish, at first conveyed to me through public channels and business channels, has
gradually become enforced by an immense accumulation of letters from individuals and
associations of individuals, all expressing in the same hearty, homely, cordial unaffected way,
a kind of personal interest in me – I had almost said a kind of personal affection for me,
which I am sure you would agree with me it would be dull insensibility on my part not to
prize.
(Speeches Literary and Social, Speech: London, November 2, 1867,
p. 163/264)

6) “Why you see, miss,” returns Mr. Bucket, bringing the finger into persuasive action – and
such is his natural gallantry, that he had almost said, my dear; “it ain't easy to answer those
questions at the present moment.” (Bleak House. Dickens-Works vol. 17, Ch. LIII, The Track,” p.
334)

B) [I / A MAN / ONE] MIGHT ALMOST SAY:
1) He appeared to understand correctly all he had read; and whatever fiction had enlisted his
sympathy in its belief, had done so keenly and earnestly. I might almost say fiercely.
(American Notes, Ch. XII – “From Cincinnati to Louisville in
Another Western Steamboat; and from Louisville to St. Louis in
Another. St. Louis,” peech: London, November 2, 1867,
p. 231/355)

2) “Equally, last night, when her ladyship, as is so universally admired I am sure, come home
looking – why, Lord, a man might almost say like Venus rising from the ocean – it was so
unpleasant and inconsistent to think of her being charged with a murder of which she was
innocent that I felt quite to want to put an end to the job.”
(Bleak House, Ch. LIV, “Springing a Mine,” p. 1144/1355)

3) Then opening the door a little way, simultaneously with a sound of scuttling outside it, the
good lady made the proclamation, “Send Miss Bella to me!” which proclamation, though
grandly formal, and one might almost say heraldic, to hear, was in fact enunciated with her
maternal eyes reproachfully glaring on that young lady in the flesh….
(Our Mutual Friend, Ch. 9, “Mr. and Mrs. Boffin in Consultation,”
p. 180/1358)
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4) (There is not the least artistic merit in this picture, which is a mere daub; but it is clear that
the painter has made it humorously – one might almost say, revengefully – like the original.)
(The Mystery of Edwin Drood, Ch. II, “A Dean, and a Chapter
Also” p. 11/397)

C: I/WE HAD ALMOST WRITTEN:
1) Her little sitting-room was prepared for a visit, and there was a portrait of her son in it,
which, I had almost written here, was more like than life: it insisted upon him with such
obstinancy, and was so determined not to let him off.
(Bleak House, Ch. XXXVIII, “A Struggle,” p. 833/1355)

106) “MARTYR.”
The “honors” of martyrdom and the question of deserting or, more to the point, not deserting
one’s post are considered in the following quote:
“In believing that Wilhelm of Venloo would be foremost in deserting his post, in this
moment of outrage and tumult, the authors of the assault did him injustice. Though
little likely to incur the hazards or to covet the honors of martyrdom, the masculine
mind of the abbot elevated him altogether above the influence of very abject passion;
and if he had not self-command to curtail the appetites, he had a dignity of intellect
which rarely deserts the mentally gifted in situations of difficulty.”
(The Heidenmauer or, The Benedictines. A Legend of the Rhine –
CSPCT, Vol. 15, Ch. XIX, p. 189; The Michigan Historical Reprint
Series, pp. 295-296, July 1832: London; Sept. 1832: Philadelphia)

Much closer to the point, however, is the episode with the Benedictine monk Father Johan
[=John!], who remains in a burning church to protect its shrines from its despoilers. Johan
dies, in his mind, the death of a martyr. Johan’s excruciating
“When the interior was again seen, it appeared a fiery furnace. The altar stood,
however, and Johan miraculously kept his post on its steps. Berchthold had
disappeared. The gesticulations of the Benedictine, were wilder than ever, and his
countenance was that of a man whose reason had hopelessly departed. He kept his
feet only for a moment, but withering fell. After which his body was seen to curl like
a green twig that is seared by the flames.” (Concluding lines of Ch. XXI)
Later, in The Heidenmauer, the following question is asked:
“Dost think, nurse, that they who die by fire are blessed?”
“Of what art speaking, Meta! – Poor Berchthold Hintermayer perished, as thou
knowest, in the flames of Limburg; so did Father Johan, and so did one, far more evil
than either! – Oh! I could reveal secrets, an’ I had not a prudent tongue! – but wisdom
lieth in prudence, and I say naught: therefore, Meta, be thou silent.”
“I will obey thee, nurse.” (Ch. XXIV, p. 372)
THE HELMSMAN:
“He had died the death of a Christian hero ―I had almost said, of a martyr;. . . .”
(lines 164-165)
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JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) So long as the assault on his faith was distant and feeble, Middleton, who was no
great proficient in Polemics, submitted to its effects with the patience and humility of
a martyr;…
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XV, p. 158, , April 1827:
London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

2) “With this amicable understanding, the old man drew back, again, into the ring,
where he stood musing on the course he should now adopt, with the singular mixture
of decision and resignation, that proceeded from his habits and his humility, and
which united to form a character in which excessive energy and the most meek
submission to the will of Providence were oddly enough combined.”
(The Prairie, Ch. XXVII, p. 1227, Library of America,
[458/575], April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

3) …”I died a martyr to science, and a victim to mental darkness.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXVII, p. 305, , April 1827:
London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

4) “Though man does not, may God reward him for his conduct!”
. . . . . .
“It was the SPY OF THE NEUTRAL GROUND, who died as he had lived, devoted to his
country, and a martyr to her liberty.”
(The Spy ,Ch. XXXV, p. 556/557, last sentence, Dec.
1821)

5) “As to the father, he was the real St. Charles, and a martyred saint he was, dying
for true religion, as well as for his legal rights.
(The Two Admirals, Ch. VII, p. 52/261, May 1842)

6) “And, then, there are the Boar’s Head in East-Cheap; and the Tower, and Queen
Anne, and all the wits of her reign; and – and – and Titus Oates; and Bosworth field;
and Smithfield, where the martyrs were burned, and a thousand more spots and
persons of intense interest in Old England!”
(Home as Found, Ch. XII, p. 225/591, 1838)
7) “They whispered to me of racks and wheels, and I was shown paintings of dying
martyrs, that I might understand the agony they could inflict.””
(The Bravo, Ch. XXIX, p. 513/544, October 1831)

8) “The nicest and most attentive ear could not have detected the fall of his foot, as
the Indian placed it within the gloomy circle of the ruined wall; nor is the breathing of
the infant less audible, than the manner in which he drew breath, while standing in a
place so lately consecrated by the agony and martyrdom of a Christian family.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XV, p. 235/496, 1828)

9) Then Andries was a man of sterling truth; and such a man when he has the
moral courage to act up to his native impulses, mingled with discretion enough to
keep him within the boundaries of common prudence, insensibly acquires great
influence over those with whom he is brought in contact. Men never fail to respect
such qualities, however little they put them in practice in their own cases.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. X, p. 146, Nov. 1845)
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10) “The demons of tar and feathers, the sons of liberty and equality, who illustrate
their principles as they do their courage, by attacking the few with the many, would be
stirring, fancying themselves heroes and martyrs in the cause of justice, did they learn
you were here.”
(The Redskins, Ch. X, p. 154, July 1846)
11) “Here, then, I had enjoyed an opportunity of hearing the opinions of one of my
hirelings on the interesting subject of my right to my own estate. I have since
ascertained that, while these sentiments are sedulously kept out of view in the
proceedings of government, which deals with the whole matter as if the tenants were
nothing but martyrs to hard bargains, and the landlords their task masters, of greater
or less lenity, they are extensively circulated in the “infected districts,” and are held to
be very sound doctrines by a large number of the “bone and sinew of the land.”
(The Redskins, Ch. XII, p. 189, July 1846)

107) “HIS SPIRIT WAS COMMENDED INTO HIS FATHER’S HANDS.”
Cooper treats the notion of ascension in a number of his novels. Both the verbs
“recommend” and “commend” are used, e.g., “She recommended her soul to God”
[III.B, #3] & “I commend you to God’s holy keeping” [III.A., #1]. God as “our
Father” is also frequently used, with attributes such as “bosom” and “face” applied.
“Father’s hands,” however, has not been located. On the other hand, the
anthropomorphic use of “hand[s]” has been found in a wide spectrum of synonyms
such as “God,” “the Lord,” “Great Spirit,” “Deity,” “Providence,” “[Divine]
Creator,” “Almighty Being,” “the hand which….,” and “merciful hands.”
Given Cooper’s own assertion in several instances that the “name” as applied to the
Deity is secondary [I. # 19, 19a – c], the obvious fact that the expression was (and still
is) quite common, together with the numerous quotes dealing both with the Deity’s
hands and God the Father, it is hard to see that “Father’s hands” would have been an
expression Cooper would have been reluctant to use. In addition to the consideration
just listed, it should be noted that George Bancroft’s announcement of the death of
Andrew Jackson (see below) makes use of the phrase “his heavenly Father” only
two months before publication of the sketch.
THE HELMSMAN:
“his spirit was commended into his Father’s hands … (lines 165-166)
ON THE DEATH OF ANDREW JACKSON:
The Secretary of the Navy [=GEORGE BANCROFT] on Monday issued the following
beautiful general order:
GENERAL ORDER. WAR AND NAVY DEPARTMENTS.
WASHINGTON, June 16, 1845.
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The President of the United States [=JAMES K. POLK], with heartfelt sorrow, announces
to the army, the navy, and the marine corps, the death of ANDREW JACKSON. On the
evening of Sunday, the eighth of June, about six o’clock he resigned his spirit to his
heavenly Father. . . . .
Republican Farmer (Bridgeport, Connecticut),
Tuesday, June 24th, 1845, Vol. XXXV, No. 1836,
New Series: Vol. 16, No. 28, p.3, c. 2.

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
I. FATHER:
1) Her [=Ghita’s] gentle spirit had communed too long and too closely with her
Heavenly Father, not to resort to his support in all the critical moments of life.
(The Wing-and-Wing – CSPCT, Vol. 22, Ch. XXX, p. 336, 1842)

2) “We are his [=Manitou’s] children, and it is our duty to submit. He has not forgotten
us. He made us with his own hand, and will no more turn us out of the land than a
father will turn his child from the wigwam.”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XII, pp. 125-126, Aug. 1848)

3) “My children,” he [=Parson Amen] said, for he deemed it best to assume the parental
character, in a scene of so great moment, “as Peter has told you, the Spirit of God is
among you.”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XVI, p. 178, Aug. 1848)
4) The good divine expressed his surprise a little strongly, and, as I thought, his
regrets a little indifferently. He was not one to countenance illegality and violence,
and least of all that peculiarly American vice, envy; but, on the other hand, he was not
one to look with favor on the empty distinctions, as set up between men equally
sinners and in need of grace to redeem them from a common condemnation, in the
house of God. As the grave is known to be the great leveller of the human race, so
ought the church to be used as a preparatory step in descending to the plain all musrt
occupy, in spirit at least, before they can hope to be elevated to any, even of the
meanest places, among the many mansions of our Father’s bosom!
(The Redskins, Ch. XXVIII, p. 408; Kessinger Edition: vol. II, Ch.
XIII, p. 194; July 1846)

5) “No, no,” said the woman, shaking her head, in sorrow, “he dwells, I trust, with our
common Father in heaven!” (Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXX, p. 334, 1825)
6) “Ere er go forth, let there be a voice raised to our heavenly Father. The asking
shall be as a thousand men of war battling in our behalf!”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXII, p. 249, 1828)

7) “Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXII, p. 252, 1828)

8) Thus far the sensation created by this majestic spectacle had been one of
humiliation and awe. It seemed as if the great Father of the Universe had visibly, and
almost palpably, veiled his face in wrath.
(“The Eclipse,” Putnam’s Monthly Magazine, [n.s. 4]
Sept. 1869, p. 358 – ca. 1831)

9) We were most struck with the paintings on the ceiling, in which the face of Louis
XIV was strangely and mystically blended with that of God the Father!
(Gleanings in Europe: France, Ch. X, “Palaces and Parks,”
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p. 185, 1836-1838)

10) “We praise thee, O God! We acknowledge thee to be the Lord!” “All the earth
doth worship thee, the Father everlasting;”….
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXVIII, p. 497/613, 1838)

11) “Almighty Father,” she said, “look down from thy mercy-seat on this dear
brother – keep him for thyself; and, in thy good time, call him, through the Saviour’s
love, to thy mansions of bliss.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.VII, [penultimate paragraph in
chapter], pp.

138-139/533, Oct. 1844)

12) Father of all! In every age,
In every clime, adored;
By saint, by savage, or by sage
Jehovah” Jove! Or Lord!
- Pope.
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.XXII: epigraph, p. 371/533, Oct. 1844)
13) There were, now, intervals of dead calm; then the air would return in little puffs,
urging the great mass heavily onward. I whistled, I prayed, I called aloud for wind; in
short, I adopted all the expedients known, from that of the most vulgar nautical
superstion, up to profound petitions to the Father of Mercies.
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.XXII, p. 376/533, Oct. 1844)
14) With a reverence for truth that proceeded from his reverence for the Father of all
that is true, he replied honestly, though not altogether without betraying how much he
regretted the necessity of answering at all.
(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XVIII, p. 195, Aug. 1848)

15) “It is a humiliating and sad story, my brethren, and one that ought to cause all
heads to be bowed to the earth in shame,” he answered. “The Son of the Great Spirit
came among men; he did nothing but good; told those who heard him how to live and
how to die. In return for all this, wicked and unbelieving men put him to death. After
death, his body was taken up into heaven – the region of departed spirits, and the
dwelling-place of his Father – where he now is, waiting for the time when he is to
return to earth, to reward the good and to punish the wicked. That time will surely
come; nor do I believe the day is very distant.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. XXIV, p. 462/582, Aug. 1848)

16) “Then I hear the Son of Manitou asking His Father, who liveth above the clouds,
to do good to the Jews, who took his life. I do not think Injins are Jews. In this, my
brother was wrong. It was his own notion, and it is easy for a man to think wrong. It
is not so with the Son of Manitou. He thinketh always as His Father thinketh, which
is right.”
(Oak Openings, Ch. XXVI, pp. 499-500/582, Aug. 1848)
17) These, as they change, Almighty Father, these,
Are but the varied God.
THOMSON
(The Pathfinder, Ch. VI: epigraph Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

18) “And ought she to desert her heavenly Father, my child?” asked the aunt, mildly.
(Precaution, Ch. XXX, p. 306/532, Nov. 1820)
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19) “He must be adored, under some name or other, and not creatur’s of brass or
ivory. It matters not whether the Father of All is called God, or Manitou, Deity or
Great Spirit, he is none the less our common maker and master; nor does it count for
much whether the souls of the just go to Paradise, or Happy Hunting Grounds, since
He may send each his own way, as suits his own pleasure and wisdom;….”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. XIII, p. 286/717; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 704 ; 1841)

19a) “Manitou, or Jehovah; God, or King of Kings, and Lord of Lords! It
mattereth little which term is used to express his power. Thou knowest him
then, and hast never ceased to call upon his name.”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXVII, p. 421/496,
1828)

19b) “It will be necessary to call the Deity the ‘Great Spirit’or ‘Manitou’ –
and use many poetical images; but this can I do, on an emergency. Extempore
preaching is far from agreeable to me, in general; nor do I look upon it, in this
age of the world, as exactly canonical; nevertheless, it shall be seen I know
how to submit even to that, when there is a suitable necessity.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XVII, p. 350/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

19c) “The Great Spirit – call him Manitou, or call him God – does not forget
what is wrong, or what is right.”
(The Lake Gun, p. 21/22, 1850)

19c:i) “the face of the Manitou is behind a cloud! His eye is turned
from you; his ears are shut; His tongue gives no answer. You see him
not; yet His judgments are before you. Let your hearts be open and
your spirits tell no lie. Men of the Lenape! The face of the Manitou is
behind a cloud.”
(The Last of the Mohicans, Cooper Edition, Ch. 33, p.
341, Feb. 1826)

20) “I am a believer in the Redeemer, as the Son of God ; as one of the Holy Trinity;
while you believe in him only as a man – a righteous and just, a sinless man, if you
will, but as a man only. Now, is not the difference in these creeds immense? Is it not,
in truth, just the difference between God and man? I worship my Redeemer; regard
him as the equal of the Father – as a part of that divine Being ; while you look on
him as merely a man without sin – as a man such as Adam probably was before the
fall.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. VII, p. 74, April 1849)
21) “I understand you to believe that such a being as Jesus of Nazareth did exist; that
he was crucified for our redemption; and that the atonement was accepted, and
acceptable before God the Father.” (The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. VII, p. 76, April 1849)
22) “We are to remember what a sin idolatry is; how much all ra’al worshippers abhor
it; and then set that feelin’ side by side with the fact that the Son did not think it
robbery to be called the equal of the Father. To me, that looks like a proof thjat our
belief has a solid foundation.”
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XXV, p. 267, April 1849)
23) Her gentle spirit had communed too long and too closely with her Heavenly
Father, not to resort to his support in all critical moments of life.
(Wing-and-Wing, Ch. XXX, p. 564/572, Nov. 1842)
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24) “Lean on me, mother, next to your Father in Heaven.”
(Wyandotté, Ch. XXVIII, p. 545/584, Aug./Sept. 1843)

II. HAND[S]: A) GOD, B) THE LORD C) PROVIDENCE, D) DEITY, E) GREAT SPIRIT /
MANITOU, F) [DIVINE] CREATOR, G) DIVINE POWER/DIVINE HAND, H)
ALMIGHTY BEING / ALMIGHTS/ THE ALMIGHTY, I) OF HIM WHO / THE [THAT]
HAND WHICH / THE HAND THAT / OF ONE WHO, J) MERCIFUL HANDS / THE
MERCY OF THE HAND THAT
A. HAND[S] OF GOD / HIS FINGER
1) I have just received your letter of the 28th Jan. and learn, with deep regret, your
irreparable loss [=the death of Henry Kalussowski’s wife]. An affliction like this, can only be
[assuaged] by the hand of God, and to his parental care, I advise you to look for
consolation.
(Letters and Journals, Vol. IV, Letter 565, p. 12, To Henry
Kalussowski, From Otsego Hall, Cooperstown, Feb. 3d
1840)

2) “The Lord bless you and protect you! —Chief; this is downright madness. Can
either, or both of you, alter a Mingo natur’? Will your grand looks, or Hist’s tears and
beauty, change a wolf into a squirrel, or make a catamount as innocent as a Fa’an?
No—Sarpent, you will think better of this matter, and leave me in the hands of God.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XXV, p. 433; p. 563/717;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p.
915 ; 1841)

3) “We are in the hands of God, my worthy Ann, and you may live to see all your
fixed ideas of property violated,” returned Mr. Effingham.
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXII, p. 386/613, 1838)

4) “The result is in the hands of God, and I do think we are fighting his battles, in
this fearful war: therefore, I trust he will take care of us.”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.XXIV, p. 406/533, Oct. 1844)
5) “Signore, we are in the hands of God.”
(The Headsman – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XXII, p. 374, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833:
Philadelphia)

6) For near a month, Mark almost passed the nights gazing at the stars, and reflecting
on their origins and uses. He had no expectations of making discoveries, or of even
adding to his own stores of knowledge: but his thoughts were brought nearer the
Divine Creator by investigations of this sort; for where a zealous mathematician might
have merely exulted in the confirmation of some theory by means of a fact, he saw the
hand of God instead of the solution of a problem. Thrice happy would it be for the
man of science, could he ever thus hold his powers in subjection to the great object for
which they were brought into existence; and, instead of exulting in, and quarrelling
about the pride of human reason, be brought to humble himself and his utmost
learning, at the feet of Infinite Knowledge and power, and wisdom, as they are thus to
be traced in the path of the Ancient of Days!
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. X, p. 103, Aug. 1847)

7) This was the castle, all the rest being native, and fresh from the hand of God.
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(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XIX, p. 324; p. 418/717;
Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p.
805 ; 1841)

8) “Your creeds and dogmas of a learned church
May build a fabric, fair with moral beauty;
But it would seem that the strong hand of God
Can only, ‘rase the devil from the heart.” – Duo.
(The Pioneers, Ch. XII: epigraph; Feb. 1823)

9) “I never read a book in my life,” said Leather-Stocking; “and how should a man
who has lived in towns and schools know anything about the wonders of the woods?
No, no, lad; there has that little stream of water been playing among the hills since He
made the world, and not a dozen white men have ever laid eyes on it. The rock
sweeps like mason-work, in a half-round, on both sides of the fall, and shelves over
the bottom for fifty feet; so that when I’ve been sitting at the foot of the first pitch, and
my hounds have run into the caverns behind the sheet of water, they’ve looked no
bigger than so many rabbits. To my judgment, lad, it’s the best piece of work that I’ve
met with in the woods; and none know how often the hand of God is seen in the
wilderness, but them that rove it for a man’s life.”
(The Pioneers, SUNY, Ch. XXVI, p. 294; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. I, Ch. XXVI, p.
297 ; [376/604]; Feb. 1823)

10) Perhaps Roswell Gardiner was the only individual in those two vessels that night
who was fully alive to all the extraordinary magnificence of its unusual pictures.
Stephen may, in some degree, have been an exception to the rule; though he saw the
hand of God in nearly all things. “It’s wonderful to look at, Captain Gar’ner, isn’t
it?” said the worthy seaman, about the time the light of the moon began to tell on the
view; “wonderful, truly, did we not know who made it all!” These few and simple
words had a cheering influence on Roswell, and served to increase his confidence in
eventual success. God did produce all things, either directly or indirectly; this even his
skeptical notions could allow; and that which came from divine wisdom must be
intended for good. He would take courage, and for once in his life trust to Providence.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XIX, p. 199, April 1849)

11) “What! Shall we receive good at the hand of God, and shall we not receive evil?”
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XVI, p. 242/496, 1828)

12) “To prayer: for the glorious sun is gone,
And the gathering darkness of night comes on;
Like a curtain from God’s hand it flows,
To shade the couch where his children repose.
Then kneel, while the watching stars are bright,
And give your last thoughts to the guardian of the night.”
- Ware.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, epigraph, Ch. XXIII, p. 239,
April 1849) Double entry: cf. “prayer”

13) The future is in the hands of God, but the past is imprinted here,” – laying his
hand on his heart – “and can never be forgotten.”
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XIII, p. 194, Nov. 1840)
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14) “I do not say that this intervention, to appease your fears, doth not come of God,
in whose hands I am; for this last do I fully believe, and for it am I fully grateful;
but it cometh through the agencies of nature, and can in no sense be deemed
providential, except as it demonstrateth the continuance of the divine care, as well as
its surpassing goodness.”
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XIX, p. 304, Nov. 1840)
15) “Ye are in the hands of God, my friends,” said Columbus, “and it is meet that ye
all confess your dependence on his goodness, placing your security on his blessings
and favour alone.”
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XXIV, p. 390, Nov. 1840)
16) “A country on which God hath laid his finger in displeasure as on this
[=Switzerland], needs some such consolation as the phantom [=Liberty] with which the
honest Pierre appears to be so well satisfied.”
(The Headsman – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch.
XX, p. 343, Sept. 1833: London; October 1833:
Philadelphia)

17) During the time Uncas was making this disposition of his forces, the woods were
as still, and, with the exception of those who had met in council, apparently, as much
untenanted, as when they came fresh from the hands of their Almighty Creator.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XXXII, p. 326,
Feb. 1826)

18) The lips of the Sagamore closed, and he remained silent in his seat, looking, with
his riveted eye and motionless form, like some creature that had been turned from
the Almighty hand with the form, but without the spirit of a man.
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XXXIII, p. 345,
Feb. 1826)

19) “There (=in the forest) I seem to stand face to face, with my master; all around me
is fresh and beautiful, as it came from his hand, and there is no nicety, or doctrine, to
chill the feelin’s.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. VII, p. 92; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 74, Feb. /
March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

20) “This is a happiness I little expected this night, but we are in God’s hands, and he
will protect us, in his own way.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XIII, p. 376; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 74,
Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

21) “Do you and Deerslayer keep the castle, sister; leave me in the hands of God.”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. X, p. 168; 1841)

22) “You are skilful, I find, in all such matters, while I have only studied the hand of
God, as it is seen in the hills and the valleys, the mountain-tops, the streams, the
forests and the springs.”
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XIV, pp. 248-249; 1841)

B. THE LORD
1) Lucky it was for them, that the hand of the Lord was felt so powerfully on the
deep, and that the Rover had enough to do to keep his own ship from foundering.,
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. I, p. 27, Nov.
1827)
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C. PROVIDENCE
1) Go, then, and leave me in the hands of Providence. Go; I can never forget what
you have already done; but it is useless to perish together!”
(Satanstoe, Cooper Edition, Ch. XVII, p. 243, June
1845)

2) That which is to happen is in the hands of Providence, and I humbly trust I shall
be cared for, to the end, as I have been cared for, through so many scenes of danger
and trial.
(Ned Myers, Ch. XIX, p. 265/271, Nov. 1843)
3) “If ye value your lives, think of reaching the garrison, and leave the Delaware in
the hands of Providence.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. VI (last paragraph), p.117/644;
Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

4) We are no more than weak and feeble instruments in the hands of Providence, and
as such our minds should not be hardened to our inward promptings.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXVIII, p. 435/496,
1828)

5) “The time has come, and neither fear nor shame shall longer tie my tongue,” she
said. “The hand of Providence is too manifest in this assemblage around the deathbed of that boy, to be unheeded. Major Lincoln, in that stricken and helpless child,
you see one who shares your blood, though he has ever been a stranger to your
happiness. Job is your brother!”
(Lionel Lincoln, Ch. XXXIII, p. 362, 1825)
6) We are in the hands of Providence, and I strive to submit.
(Letters and Journals, Vol. V, p. 372, Letter # 948, to Mrs.
Cooper, From Detroit, Thursday evening, June 22nd, 1848)

7) From the return of light that day, Mulford had thought, if it were to prove that
Providence had withdrawn its protecting hand from them, Biddy, who to all
appearance ought to be the longest liver among the females at least, would be the first
to sink under her sufferings. Such is the influence of moral causes on the mere animal.
(Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. VIII, p. 171, November
1846– March 1848)

8) Mark began to comprehend the character of the singular geological formation into
the midst of which the Rancocus had been led, as it might almost be by the hand of
Providence itself.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. V, p. 45, Aug. 1847)
D. DEITY
1) “The Great Sarpent is in the hands of his own Deity, and will live or die, according
to the intentions of Providence..”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. VI, p.115/644; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p. 91; Feb.
/ March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

E. GREAT SPIRIT / MANITOU
1) The pale-faces say the earth moves. If this be true, it moves as slowly as the
tortoise walks. It cannot have gone far since the Great Spirit lifted his hand off it.
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(Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXIII, p. 258, Aug. 1848)

2) “Be that only a tree, or be it a man bound in this form, for a thousand winters, by
the hand of the Great Spirit, it tells the same story.”
(The Lake Gun, p. 21/22, 1850)

2a) The eye of the Great Spirit can see from the clouds – the bosom of
Mohegan is bare!”
(The Pioneers, Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. I, Ch. VII, p. 94 ; [601/604]; Feb. 1823)

2b) Then the Great Spirit grew angry; he hid his face from his children,
because they quarrelled among themselves.
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XX, p. 302/496, 1828)

2c) His words are often in the ears of the Great Spirit!
(The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, Ch. XXVI, p. 407/496,
1828)

3) “Who is the Manitou? Has any Indian ever seen him? Every Indian has seen him.
No one can look on the hunting-grounds, on the lakes, on the prairies, on the trees,
on the game, without seeing his hand. His face is to be seen in the sun at noon-day,
his eyes in the stars at night. Has any Indian ever heard the Manitou? When it
thunders, he speaks. When the crash is loudest, then he scolds. Some Indian has done
wrong. Perhaps one redman has taken another redman’s scalp!”
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XVI, p. 176, Aug.
1848)

F. [DIVINE] CREATOR
1) It would not have been difficult to fancy Eve such a creature, when she first
appeared to Adam, fresh from the hands of her divine creator, modest, artless,
timid, and perfect.
(Mercedes of Castile, Ch. XXIII, p. 358, Nov. 1840)
2) We have heard of those who fancied that they beheld a signal instance of
the hand of the Creator in the celebrated cataract of Niagara.
(Oak Openings, Ch. I, first sentence, p. 4/582, Aug. 1848)

3) The Baron de Willading and his friends stood uncovered, in reverence of
the sublime picture, which could only come from the hands of the Creator,
and with unalloyed enjoyment of the bland tranquillity of the hour.
(The Headsman – Michigan Edition, Ch. V, p. 88, Sept.
1833: London; October 1833: Philadelphia)

4) It was that solemn hour in the morning when objects first glow distinct, ere
they are touched with the direct rays of the sun, and when everything appears
as if coming to us fresh and renovated from the hands of the Creator.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. IV, p. 35, Aug. 1847)

5) …the woods themselves were as silent, and seemingly deserted, as the day
they came fresh from the hands of their great creator.
(The Deerslayer, Ch. VII, p. 127, 1841)

G. DIVINE POWER / DIVINE HAND
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1) A descendant of Abraham, and of Isaac, and of Jacob, is not placed in this
wilderness by the hand of the divine power for no purpose; since he is here,
rely on it, it is for good.
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XI, p. 121,
Aug. 1848)

2) …but man, when alone, and in critical circumstances, is made to feel that he
is not sufficient for his own wants, and turns with humility and hope to the
divine hand that upholds him.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch.VII, p. 67, Aug. 1847)

3) He loved the woods for their freshness, their sublime solitudes, their
vastness, and the impress that they every where bore of the divine hand of
their creator.
(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. XVI, p. 278; 1841)

H. ALMIGHTY BEING / ALMIGHTY ~ / THE ALMIGHTY
1) That Almighty Being who holds the destinies of nations in his hands,
must change the ordinary direction of his own great laws, or the American
population will stand at the head of civilized nations, long ere the close of this
century.
(Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling
Bachelor – Cooper Edition, “Note A,” p. 552, June 1828:
England; August 1828: United States)

2) But, did the result depend on us, miserable instruments in the Almighty
hands as we are, woeful would be the end!”
(Ways of the Hour – CSPCT, Vol. 34, Ch. I, p. 9, 1850)

3) One of the consequences of this disposition to disregard the Almighty Hand,
as it is so plainly visible in all around us, is that of substituting our own
powers in its stead.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Vol. 33, Preface, p. 1, April
1849)

I. OF HIM WHO / OF ONE WHO / THE [THAT] HAND WHICH . . . / THAT…
1) “…but I [=Marguerite, the wife of Balthazar, the Executioner of Berne] deny that any
short of Him who holds the universe in his hand, and who controls an endless
future to compensate for the evils of the present time, has the power to say to
the son, that he shall be the heritor of the father’s wrongs”
(The Headsman – The Michigan Historical Reprint Series),
Ch. XVIII , p. 311 , 1833)

2) “Melchior, we are but feeble and miserable creatures in the hand of one
who looks upon the proudest and happiest of us, as we look upon the worm
that crawls the earth!” What are hope, and honor, and our fondest love, in the
great train of events that time heaves from its womb, bringing forth to our
confusion! Are we proud? fortune revenges itself for our want of humility by
its scorn. Are we happy? it is but the calm that precedes the storm. Are we
great? it is but to lead us into abuses that will justify our fall. Are we
honored? stains tarnish our good names, in spite of all our care!”
(The Headsman – The Michigan Historical Reprint Series),
Ch. XXIX , p. 476 , 1833)
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3) The Father of Lies has been roving through its flocks with renewed malice,
damaging the shepherds, perhaps, quite as much as the sheep, and doing things
hitherto unheard of in the brief annals of American Ecclesiastical History. The
hand which first reared this moral fabric will be certain to protect it
as far as that protection shall be for its good.
(Ways of the Hour, Ch. XXX (1st page), p. 497, 1850)

4) I can imagine a man so far blasé, as to pass through the crowd of mites, who
are his fellows, without receiving or imparting much; but I cannot conceive of
a heart, whose owner can be the constant observer of such a scene, without
bending in reverence to the hand that made it.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition,
Letter XXIV, p. 228, 1836)

5) In this book the design has been to portray man on a novel field of action,
and to exhibit his dependence on the hand that does not suffer a sparrow to
fall unheeded.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Preface, p. 2, April 1849)
6) And what was that rugged, uncultivated seaman, who stood near the two
officers, thinking of, all this time? Did he, too, bend his thoughts on love, and
profit, and the pleasures of this world? Of love, most truly, was his heart full
to overflowing; but it was the love of God, with that affection for all his
creatures, that benevolence and faith, which glow as warmly in the hearts of
the humblest and least educated, as in those of the great and learned. His mind
was turned towards his Creator, and it converted the extraordinary view that
lay before his sight into a vast, magnificent, gorgeous, though wild temple, for
his worship and honor. It might be well for all of us occasionally to pause in
our eager pursuit of worldly objects, and look around on the world itself,
considering it as but a particle in the illimitable fields of creation – one among
the many thousands of other known worlds, that have been set in their places in
honor of the hand that made them. These brief but vivid glances at the
immensity of the moral space which separates man from his Deity, have very
healthful effects in inculcating that humility which is the stepping-stone of
faith and love.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XVII, p. 179, April 1849)
Double entry: cf. “Love of God”

7) A dozen times the Sea Lion had very narrow escapes when nearest to the
danger, stones of a weight to pass through her decks and bottom falling even
on the ice beside her; but that hand which had so benevolently stayed various
other evils was stretched forth to save, and nothing touched the schooner of a
size to do any injury.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XXVIII, p. 300, April 1849)
8) It is when men are prosperous that they vainly imagine they are sufficient
for their own wants, and are most apt to neglect the hand that alone can give
durable support.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch.VII, p. 68, Aug.
1847)

9) In a word, so smoothly did the current of life flow, on the Reef and at
Vulcan’s Peak, that there was probably more danger of the inhabitants falling
into the common and fatal error of men in prosperity, than of anything else, or,
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of their beginning to fancy that they deserved all the blessings that were
conferred on them, and forgetting the hand that bestowed them.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch.XVI, p. 169, Aug.
1847)

10) ….a globe…which will one day be suddenly struck out of its orbit, as it
was originally put there, by the Hand that made it.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Concluding paragraph of
Ch.XXX, p. 333, Aug. 1847)

J. MERCIFUL HANDS / THE MERCY OF THE HAND THAT
1) Keep up your heart, my well beloved; we have seen darker hours, and are
in merciful hands. My tenderest love to all
(Letters and Journals, vol. VI, p. 90, Letter # 1018, to Mrs.
Cooper, From Globe. Tuesday, Dec. 4th 1849)

2) We are, however, in safe and merciful hands; and all the wonderful events
that are at this moment developing themselves around us are no other than the
steps taken by Providence in the progress it is steadily making towards the
great and glorious end!
(The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Vol. 32, Ch. XX, p. 223,
Aug. 1848)

3) On the Reef, there was little to divert his thoughts from their true course;
and the very ills that pressed upon him, became so many guides to his
gratitude by showing, through the contrasts, the many blessings which had
been left him by the mercy of the hand that had struck him.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. X, p. 101, Aug.
1847)

III. [COMMEND / RECOMMEND] AND/OR [SPIRIT / SOUL]
A) “PROTECTION” IN THIS LIFE
1) I hope to kiss t’other cheek, in February, until which time and forever afterwards,
my dear child, I commend you to God’s Holy Keeping. Merry Christmas, the blessing
of 75 can do you no harm. J. Fenimore Cooper
(LJ, Vol. VI, pp. 99-100, Letter # 1023. To Sarah Heyward
Cruger, From Hall, Cooperstown | Dec. 20th, 1849)

2) “God bless you, Grace; Templemore, may Heaven have you, too, in its holy
keeping.”
(Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. XX, p. 229, 1838)
3) He slept none the less soundly for having commended his soul to God, asking
support against temptations, and forgiveness for past sins.
(The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Ch. XII, p. 129, Aug.
1847)

4) “In whome is thy trust?”
“San’ Antonio di Padua?”
“Thou wilt need his aid, though we commend thy spirit.”
(The Bravo, Ch. VIII, p. 140/544, October 1831)

5) …she (=Hetty) recommended her soul to God, should it be called away to another
state of existence, ere the return of morning.
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(The Deerslayer, SUNY, Ch. X, p. 171; 1841)

B) “PROTECTION” IN THE AFTERLIFE
1) “She was relieved from, much bodily suffering, and I remember, when I went to
take a last look at her beloved face, that I gazed on its calm serenity with a feeling akin
to exultation, as I recollected that pain could no longer exercise dominion over her
frame, and that her spirit was then dwelling in bliss.”
(Afloat and Ashore, Ch. I, p. 15/654, June 1844)

2) “Reverend Carmelite, I commend the body to thy care, and thou canst do no better
service than to pass the night in prayer by its side.”
(The Bravo, Ch. XXII, p. 393/544, October 1831)

3) “As soon as Hetty had collected a sufficient number of the dried leaves to protect
her person from the damps of the ground, she kneeled beside the humble pile, clasped
her raised hands in an attitude of deep devotion, and in a soft, low, but audible voice
repeated the Lord’s Prayer. This was followed by those simple and devout verses, so
familiar to children, in which she recommended her soul to God, should it be called
away to another state of existence, ere the return of morning.”
(The Deerslayer, Ch. X, p. 211/717,1841)

4) “That habit is invincible, an Esquimaux preferring whale’s blubber to beefsteak, a
native of the Gold Coast cherishing his tom-tom before a band of music, and certain
traveled countrymen of our own saying, “Commend me to the English skies.”
(The Monikins, Ch. XXX, last page, p. 509/509, July
1835)

5)

“Mild as a babe reclines himself to rest,
And smiling sleeps upon the mother’s breast—
Tranquil, and with a patriarch’s hope, he gave
His soul to heaven, his body to the grave.”
HARTE.
(The Chainbearer, Epigraph, Ch. XXIX, p. 435,
Cf. “His Body Sleeps in Peace”)

6) “I want t’e gal—t’at ist—I wish her to pe near when t’e spirit mounts to heafen.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIX, p. 438)

7) “Do not think I [Dus] can ever desert you [Chainbearer], until I know that your spirit
has gone to the mercy-seat of God!”(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIX, p. 438)
8) “How often that day did the murmuring of a brook or the humming of a bee
become blended in my imagination with the song, the laugh, the call, or the prayers of
that beloved sister whose spirit had ascended to heaven, and who was no more to
mingle in my concerns or those of life!”
(Miles Wallingford, Ch.VIII, p. 141/533, Oct. 1844)
IV. ASCENSION IN GENERAL
1) The deacon gave a gulp, as if gasping for breath, at the same time that he clutched
the bag [of heavy gold doubloons]. The next instant he was dead; and there is much reason
to believe that the demons who had watched him, and encouraged him in his besetting
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sin, laughed at this consummation of their malignant arts! If angels in heaven did not
mourn at this characteristic departure of a frail spirit from its earthly tenement, one
who had many of their qualities did. Heavy had been the load on Mary Pratt’s heart,
at the previous display of her uncle’s weakness, and profound was now her grief at his
having made such an end.
(The Sea Lions, Ch. XXIX, p. 513/532, April 1849)
2) “They say that worlds are sailing above us, like ships in a clear sea; and there are
people who believe, that when we take our departure from this planet, we are only
bound to another, in which we are to be rated according to our own deeds here; which
is much the same as being drafted for a new ship, with a certificate of service in one’s
pocket.”
(The Water-Witch – a) The Michigan Historical Reprint
Series, Ch. XVIII, pp. 414-415; b) CSPCT, vol. 13, p. 294;
May 1830)

3) “You mean all for the best, lad; I know it; and so does Madam, too; but your ways
isn’t my ways. ‘Tis like the dead there, who thought, when the breath was in them,
that one went east and one went west, to find their heavens; but they’ll meet at last;
and so shall we, children. – Yes, ind as you’ve begun, and we shall meet in the land
of the just, at last.”
(The Pioneers, Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. I, Ch. XLI, p. 462 ; [601/604]; Feb. 1823)

4) Dus mourned her uncle in sincerity, and she long continued to mourn for him; but
her mourning was that of the Christian who hoped. Chainbearer’s hurt had occurred
several days before; and the first feeling of sorrow had become lessened by time and
reflection. His end had been happy; and he was now believed to be enjoying the
fruition of his penitence through the sacrifice of the Son of God.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXX, p. 463)

5) “Lif in sich a way, my tear children, as to pe apel to meet t’is awful moment, in
which you see me placed, wit’ hope ant joy, so t’at we may all meet hereafter in t’e
courts of heafen. Amen.”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXVIII, p. 433)
V. “FATHER” IMPLIED
1) “I know already what the Herr Sigismund can do in behalf of my life, and come
what may, we have all a beneficent guardian in One, who will not leave any of us to
perish without remembering we are his children.”
(The Headsman-The Michigan Historical Reprint Series,
Ch. VI, p. 103, 1833)

108) “HIS BODY SLEEPS IN PEACE”
Of particular interest is a poem Cooper wrote in 1828 to his deceased messmate Captain
Thomas Gamble, whose grave he discovered by chance in Italy. That Gamble was also the
commander of a vessel named the Erie is a striking coincidence!
In Gleanings of Europe: Italy (pp. 33-34), we read:
“We went to the Protestant cemetery, which contains many American graves, and
among others, that of Captain Gamble, who died here, in command of the Erie, about
ten years ago. This gentleman, one of four brothers in the service, had been my
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messmate on Lake Ontario some twenty years before, and it was startling to find
myself unexpectedly standing over his grave in the other hemisphere.”
Annotation 33.36 (pp. 307-308): “At Leghorn on 6 December 1828, Cooper
unexpectedly came upon the grave of Thomas Gamble (d. 1818), his messmate at
Oswego, New York, during the winter of 1809-1809. He wrote the following verses
in tribute:”
Sleep on in peace within thy foreign grave,
Companion of my young and laughing hour —
Thought bears me hence to wild Ontario’s wave —
To other scenes, to time when hope had power.
The 1st of four stanzas – from James Fenimore Cooper [the novelist’s grandson], The
Legends and Traditions of a Northern County (New York and London, 1921, pp.
221-222 [“Copied Leghorn / March 5th. 1829” – p. 222]

Quotations #1 & #2 use “slumber” and “rest” in the sense of “sleep” = “death.” Quotation #9
not only uses the verb “sleep” but even refers to Washington’s “vault” “on the banks of the
Potomac.”
THE HELMSMAN:
“ …and his body sleeps in peace by the green side of Lake Erie.”

(lines 166-168)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “…and we trust he will be permitted to slumber in the peace of the just.”
(The Prairie, “Introduction,” p. 885. The Library of America,
[p. 7/575] April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia)

2) “Let the poor man rest in peace,” said Nanny, sighing. “He’s gone to his great
account, steward; and I fear we shall none of us make as good a figure as we might at
the final settling. Besides Miss Eve, I never knew a mortal that wasn’t more or less a
sinner.”
(Homeward Bound, Ch. XXIV, p. 420/613, 1838)
3) “No, no, warrior, hand of mine shall ever molest your scalp, and so your soul may
rest in peace on the p’int of making decent appearance when the body comes to join it,
in your own land of spirits.” (The Deerslayer, Ch. VII, p. 148/717, 1841)
4) “Name the spot and your remains shall be placed by the side of your father,”
interrupted Middleton.
“Not so, not so, Captain. Let me sleep where I have lived, beyond the din of the
settlements!”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXXIV p. 383; 1827)

4) “Still I see no reason why the grave of an honest man should be hid, like a red-skin
in his ambushment. : : : : Then it [the headstone] told to all comers that the body of
such a Christian lay beneath, and it spoke of his manner of life, of his years and of
his honesty.”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXXIV pp. 383-384; The Library of
America, p. 1315; [571/575] , 1827)
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5) “The grave was made beneath the shade of some noble oaks. It has been carefully
watched to the present hour by the Pawnees of the Loup, and is often shown, to the
traveler and the trader, as a spot where a just white-man sleeps. In due time the stone
was placed at its head, with the simple inscription, which the trapper had himself
requested. The only liberty taken by Middleton, was to add, ‘May no wanton hand
ever disturb his remains.’”
(The Prairie, SUNY, Ch. XXXIV p. 386; The Library of America,
p. 1317, [575/575]; 1827)

6) “Mild as a babe reclines to rest,
And smiling sleeps upon the mother’s breast―
Tranquil, and with a patriarch’s hope, he gave
His soul to heaven, his body to the grave.”
― HARTE
(The Chainbearer, p. 374,
quotation at beginning of Ch. XXIX, Nov. 1845)

7) “Come all ye kindred chieftains of the deep,
In mighty phalanx round your brother bend;
Hush every murmur that invades his sleep,
And guard the laurel that o’ershades your friend.”
Lines on [John] Trippe, [unlocated]
(The Two Admirals, p. 2/261, Epigraph at beginning of novel,
placed before “Contents,” May 1842)

8) Dunwoodie went to the spot, and to his astonishment beheld the aged stranger.
“It is the old man who knew my mother!” cried the youth. “For her sake he shall
have honorable burial; lift him, and let him be carried in; his bones shall rest on
native soil.”
(The Spy – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXXV, p. 549,
Dec. 1821) – Double Entry: Cf. “By the green side of Lake
Erie”

9) “Until I stood by the side of the grave of this illustrious man, I had never ceased to
reproach his country with neglect, in not having reared a monument of marble in his
memory. But as I lingered, for near an hour, about the humble vault which holds his
remains, it was impossible not to feel how much stronger is the impression left by
character, in a place where no accessories of art exist to distract its musings. If I were
an American, it would be the wish nearest my heart to see the estate of Mount Vernon
pass into the keeping of the nation, in order that it might be preserved, as nearly as
possible, in its present condition. The vault should be kept in the touching and
peaceful quiet in which it is now seen; and when foreigners ask for the monument of
their hero, let them be referred, with honest pride, to that liberty, and to those
institutions which grew on the confidence of the world, under his wise and patriotic
guidance. If there be a name in the records of history that can afford to stand before
the eyes of criticism devoid of artificial aid, it is that of the man who now sleeps
beneath a few stunted cedars, and within mouldering walls of brick, on the banks of
the Potomac.
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans,
“Washington,” p. 535, June 1828: England; August 1828: United
States)

10) That final breath in which the spirit appears to be exhaled, was calm, placid, and
as easy as comports with the separation of soul and body; leaving the hard, aged,
wrinkled [cf. “old” ], but benevolent countenance [cf. “a cheerful word and a kind look,” #
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43]of the deceased, with an expression of happy repose on it, such as the friends of

the dead love to look upon. Of all the deaths I had then witnessed, this was the most
tranquil, and the best calculated to renew the hopes of a Christian [cf. “Christian”].
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXIX, p. 439, Nov. 1845)

11) “I caused to be erected, in the extensive grounds that were laid out around the new
dwelling at the ’Nest, a suitable monument over the grave of Chainbearer. It bore a
single inscription, and one that my children now often read and comment on with
pleasure. We all speak of him as ‘Uncle Chainbearer’ to this hour, and his grave is
never mentioned on other terms than those of ‘Uncle Chainbearer’s grave.’ Excellent
old man!”
(The Chainbearer, Ch. XXX, p. 469, Nov. 1845)
12) “That’s a very pretty cross you’ve made, Señor, and the soul of the schooner’s
skipper will be all the better for settin’ it up at the head of the grave.”
“It will serve to let those who come after us know that a Christian sleeps beneath
the sand, Don Esteban,” answered the Mexican mildly. “I have no other expectation
from this sacred symbol.” (Jack Tier – CSPCT, Vol. 31, Ch. XI1, p. 257, November 1846–
March 1848)

13) …a listener might have sought in vain, any evidence of the presence of those
armed powers, that then slumbered on the shores of the ‘holy lake.’
(The Last of the Mohicans, SUNY, Ch. XVII, p. 167,
Feb. 1826)

109) “BY THE GREEN SIDE OF LAKE ERIE”
Apart from a number of epigraphs, The Spy comes closest.
It should perhaps be pointed out that not Lake Erie, but Niagara Falls was often considered
the greatest tourist attraction America had to offer. Dickens, for example, hardly wasted an
hour in Buffalo because he was so eager to reach the “Cataract.”
Of interest is the fact that Natty Bumppo’s father was also buried near the sea:
“I am without kith or kin in the wide world!” the trapper answered. When I am gone
there will be an end of my race. We have never been chiefs; but honest and useful in
our way, I hope it cannot be denied we have always proved ourselves. My father lies
buried near the sea, and the bones of his son will whiten on the Prairies.”
“Name the spot and your remains shall be placed by the side of your father,”
interrupted Middleton.
“Not so, not so, Captain. Let me sleep where I have lived, beyond the din of the
settlements!
The Prairie, The Library of America, Ch. XXXIV, pp. 1314-1315 of Leatherstocking Tales,
Vol. I; Cooper Edition/SUNY: p. 383; April 1827: London; May 1827: Philadelphia.

THE HELMSMAN:
“ …and his body sleeps in peace by the green side of.”

(lines 166-168)

WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT:
I gazed upon the glorious sky
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And the green mountains round,
And thought that when I came to lie
At rest within the ground,
’Twere pleasant, that in flowery June,
When brooks send up a cheerful tune,
And groves a joyous sound,
The sexton’s hand, my grave to make,
The rich, green mountain-turf should break.
(“June,” 1825)

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER:
1) “Thou’rt passing from the lake’s green side,
And the hunter’s hearth away:
For the time of flowers, for the summer’s pride,
Daughter! thou canst not stay.”
―Mrs. Hemans, “Edith. A Tale of the Woods” II. 191-94
(The Deerslayer, Epigraph, Beginning of Ch. II, p. 21/717 ; Library of
America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 510; 1841)

2) “Thus died she ; never more on her
Shall sorrow light, or shame. She was not made
Through years or moons the inner weight to bear,
Which colder hearts endure till they are laid
By age in earth; her days and pleasures were
Brief but delightful – such as had not stayed
Long with her destiny; but she sleeps well
By the sea shore whereon she loved to dwell.”
Byron, Don Juan, IV.LXXI.
(The Deerslayer, Epigraph, Ch. XVIII, p. 395/717 ; Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. II, p. 788 ; 1841)

3) The turf shall be my fragrant shrine ;
My temple, Lord! That arch of thine;
My censer’s breath the mountain airs,
And silent thoughts my only prayers.
MOORE, “The Turf Shall Be My Fragrant Shrine,” ll. 1-4.
(The Pathfinder, Epigraph, Ch. I, p. 7 (Cooper Edition),
Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

4) Green be the turf above thee,
Friend of my better days ;
None knew thee but to love thee.
None named thee but to praise.
- HALLECK.
(The Spy – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Epigraph, Ch. XXXIII, p. 520, Dec. 1821)

5) The grave [=Harvey Birch’s father’s] was soon filled; a rough stone, placed at either
extremity, marked its position, and the turf, whose faded vegetation was adapted to
the fortunes of the deceased, covered the little hillock with the last office of
seemliness.
(The Spy – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XIV, p. 232, Dec. 1821)
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6) “It is the old man [=Harvey Birch] who knew my mother !” cried the youth ; “for her
sake he shall have honorable burial; lift him, and let him be carried in; his bones
shall rest on native soil” [=not far from Niagara Falls].
(The Spy – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXXV, p. 549, Dec. 1821)

7) …that all that is noble and brave should abandon the green fields and pleasant
rivers of their native lands, to endure hot suns and sultry winds from Africa, in order
to keep the unbeliever in his limits…
(The Heidenmauer– Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. VII, p. 126; 1832)

FOOTNOTE: NIAGARA FALLS:
Cooper’s focus on the Great Lakes can be clearly seen in his treatment of Niagara Falls,
“almost the lion of America” [cf. Home as Found]. Memories of “the Falls” dominate much of
Cooper’s writing. The use of “cataract,” when referring to Niagara, crops up frequently over
a span of nearly three decades. Numerous other references have also been located.
I was once asked how many times Cooper had been to Lake Erie. As writers travel much
greater distances in their minds than with their feet, a much more pertinent question would
have been to ask just how many times and with what frequency the Great Lakes and, at the
time, America’s greatest natural wonder found their way into his works. As can be seen in the
quotes that follow, for Cooper the Great Lakes and Niagara were present in his mind’s eye
throughout his writing career.
In Pages and Pictures from the Writings of James Fenimore Cooper with Notes by Susan
Fenimore Cooper (1860), Cooper’s daughter Susan offered insights into what her father felt
when experiencing “the Cataract.” In the second paragraph of her preface to The Pathfinder
(XVI), she writes:
“On this expedition [ 1809] Mr. Cooper saw Niagara for the first time. He was
struck with the grandeur of the cataract; but he felt its sublime character far more
deeply at a later day, when visiting the same ground, after his return from Europe.”
In her first paragraph of her preface to The Oak Openings (XXIV), she adds:
“He saw Niagara again [June 1847]. The sublime character of the cataract impressed
him very deeply on this occasion; it far surpassed his recollections, and, having now
seen the most admired falls of Europe, he could better comprehend its dignity and
grandeur – the out-pouring of great seas amid those ragged cliffs. The idea of an
Indian narrative, connected with Niagara occurred to him; he would have dated it a
century earlier, and have carried a party of savages to Goat Island ere any bridge had
been built, and while the whole adjoining country was still a forest. Would that the
book had been written! What varied pictures of Niagara should we have had in its
pages; what wild interest of adventure would he not have thrown over its scenes!
With Buffalo and Detroit he was much pleased, from admiration of their growth and
promise. . . .”
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Given the multitude of allusions to “Niagara” in Cooper’s works, Susan Fenimore Cooper’s
statement suggesting that the year 1847 made a particularly deep impression on her father
must be viewed in a broader context, for the “impressions” were already there and had been
there from the year 1809 when he, with young Woolsey, first encountered “the Cataract.”
That Cooper’s own physical presence was coupled with “pictures” of a lifetime and thus
created a form of catharsis, seems likely.

A) CATARACT + NIAGARA FALLS:
1) It was thirty-three years after the interview which we have just related that an
American army was once more arrayed against the troops of England; but the scene
was transferred from Hudson’s banks to those of the Niagara.
….In no one were these virtuous hopes more vivid than in the bosom of a young
officer who stood on the table rock, contemplating the great cataract, on the evening
of the 25th of July of that bloody year.
(The Spy – The Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXXV, p. 542, 1821)

2) Every thing in the American camp announced an approaching struggle. At a
distance of a few miles the sound of cannon and musketry was heard above even the
roar of the cataract. The troops were soon in motion, and a movement made to
support that division of the army which was already engaged. Night had set in before
the reserve and irregulars reached the foot of Lundy’s Lane, a road that diverged from
the river and crossed a conical eminence, at no great distance from the Niagara
highway.
(The Spy – Michigan Historical Reprint Series, Ch. XXXV, p. 548, Dec. 1821)
3) About the time this letter was written, Miss Emmerson made both of her nieces
acquainted with the promised project that was to give them the agreeable surprise: —
she had long contemplated going to see “the Falls,” and she now intended putting her
plan into execution. Katherine was herself pressed to make one of the party, but the
young lady, at the same time she owned her wish to see this far-famed cataract,
declined the offer firmly, but gratefully…
[Writing under the pseudonym of “Jane Morgan”], Tales for Fifteen – Dodo Press Ch. IV, p.
36, 1823

4) We will not trace him [=Benjamin Penguillan, nicknamed Ben Pump] in his brief
wanderings, under the influence of that spirit of emigration that some times induces a
dapper Cockney to quit his home, and lands him, before the sound of Bow-bells is out
of his ears, within the roar of the cataract of Niagara.
The Pioneers – Cooper edition, Ch. V, p. 61, 1823

5)
DESCRIPTION OF A TOUR WESTWARD
TO SIR EDWARD WALLER; BART.
&c. &c.
New-York,
AFTER having ascended the Hudson as far as Albany, in company with La Fayette, and taken
our leave of the veteran, our faces were turned west. At that place we saw a few remaining
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evidences of the Dutch, in the names and in the construction of a good many houses; but the
city (containing about 16,000 inhabitants) is chiefly modern. Our route, for sixty or seventy
miles, was along one of the great thoroughfares of the interior, when we inclined to the south,
and having traversed a considerable tract of country to the southward of the beaten track of
travellers, we entered the state of Pennsylvania, west of the Susquehannah, and proceeded to
Pittsburgh. Thence we descended the Alleghany river to the Ohio, made a wide circuit in the
state of the same name, and returned, by way of Lake Erie, to Buffalo (in New-York), which
is a thriving fresh-water lake-port. We spent, of course, a few days examining the mighty
cataract of Niagara, and in visiting the shores of Lake Ontario. On our return east, we
followed the line of the great canal as far as Utica, where we made a diversion towards the
north, for a couple of hundred miles, in order to permit Cadwallader to visit an estate of which
he is proprietor. This duty performed, we made our way along the skirts of a wild and nearly
uninhabited region, to the famous watering places at Saratoga and Ballston; passed the
Hudson at Troy, and crossing a spur of the Green Mountains, penetrated Massachusetts by its
western border; traversed a small portion of Connecticut in a new direction; re-entered NewYork above the Highlands, through which we journeyed by land, and regained this city, after
an absence of about six weeks. We must have travelled, by land and water, between twelve
and fifteen hundred miles.
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter XIV,
p. 207, June 1828: England; August 1828: United States)

6) It is well known that in 1814, a bloody battle was fought near the Great Cataract
of Niagara. The American General says, that a brigade of his Army, met a portion of
the British Army and engaged it. . . . .
(The Travelling Bachelor; or, Notions of the Americans – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter
XXVII,
footnote on p. 400, June 1828: England; August 1828: United States)

7) …Leaving this functionary to follow with the carriage, we walked along the banks
of the river, by a common place and dirty road, among forges and mills, to the
cataract of the Rhine. What accessories to a cataract! How long will it be before the
imagination of a people who are so fast getting to measure all greatness, whether in
nature or in art, by the yard-stick, will think of those embellishments for Niagara?
Fortunately the powers of men are not equal to their wishes and a mill by the side of
this wonder of the world will be a mill still; whereas these falls of the Rhine are nearly
reduced to the level of a raceway, by the spirit of industry. We were less struck with
them than ever, and left the place with the conviction that, aided by a few suitable
embellishments, they would have been among the prettiest of the pretty cascades that
we know, but that, as matters go, they are in danger of soon losing the best part of
their charms. We saw no reason, in this instance, to change the impressions made at
the former visit, but think, the volume of water excepted, that Switzerland has
cascades that outdo this cataract.
Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine – Cooper Edition/SUNY, “Letter XV, Second Visit to
Switzerland,” pp. 146-147, 1836

8)
“We ought to express our wonder at finding you here before us, my dear young
friend,” said Mr. Effingham, still holding Paul’s hand affectionately between his own;
“and, even now, that my eyes assure me of the fact, I can hardly believe you would
arrive at New-York, and quit it, without giving us the satisfaction of seeing you.”
“In that, sir, you are not wrong, certainly nothing could have deprived me of that
pleasure, but the knowledge that it would not have been agreeable to yourselves. My
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sudden appearance here, however, will be without mystery, when I tell you that I
returned from England, by way of Quebec, the Great Lakes, and the Falls, having
been induced by a friend Ducie to take that route, in consequence of his ship’s being
sent to St. Lawrence. A desire for novelty, and particularly a desire to see the
celebrated cataract, which is the lion of America, did the rest.”
Home as Found – CSPCT, vol. 19, Ch. IX, p. 104, 1838

9) Dear Sir,
Your idea has been followed, and I have got to work on a nautico-lake-savage
romance – the scene is on Lake Ontario, the Niagara river, the cataract &c &c &c.
This book, in all probability will be completed and printed, in all October. I have
some idea of visiting the falls of Niagara, which are about three days journey from
me, or I should get through sooner. I have not absolutely decided on the name, though
I have thought of the Inland Sea. As this name may be changed, however, it is better
not to announce.
The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, Vol. III, p. 393, Letter #533,
To Richard Bentley, From Otsego Hall, Cooperstown, June 18th 1839

10) “Eau-douce, we shall have to carry the Sergeant’s brother over Niagara yet, to
show him what is done in a frontier.”
“The devil! Master Pathfinder, you must be joking now! Surely it is not possible for a
bark canoe to go over that mighty cataract?”
“You never were more mistaken, Master Cap, in your life. Nothing is easier and
many is the canoe I have seen go over it with my own eyes; and if we both live I hope
to satisfy you that the feat can be done. For my part, I think the largest ship that ever
sailed on the ocean might be carried over, could she once get into the rapids.”
Cap did not perceive the wink which Pathfinder exchanged with Eau-deuce, and he
remained silent for some time; for, sooth to say, he had never suspected the possibility
of going down Niagara, feasible as the thing must appear to every one on a second
thought, the real difficulty existing in going up it.
The Pathfinder – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. III, pp. 42-43, 1840

11) Owing to the manner in which the navigation is interrupted by the cataract of
Niagara, there is no natural communication between the first of these great bodies of
fresh water, and its more western neighbours, nor had any artificial means been
attempted at that early day. It was necessary, in consequence, to construct and collect
different squadrons, or flotillas for the different waters, a duty that greatly increased
the expense of the preparations, and materially added to the arduous character of the
command. As the supplies for the Indian warfare of the northwest, as well as the
protection of the right flank of the enemy, depended, in a great measure, on the ability
to navigate Erie and the upper lakes, as the contiguous waters are termed, both sides
turned their attention early to the means of obtaining an ascendency on the former,
which, it was felt, must be the place where the contest was to be decided.
Previously to the war of 1812, there was no vessel on the upper lakes, that properly
belonged to the American marine.
(History of the Navy of the United States of America, “1812,” Ch.
XVII, p. 151, May 1839)

12) Perhaps two of my girls would go to the falls with you, if you would take charge
of them.
Footnote 1: On his way to Middletown, Connecticut, to serve as a witness in
a court-martial, Shubrick had written from New York City on 7 July to invite
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the Coopers to join his family at Sharon, Saratoga, or Albany for an excursion
to Niagara (MS: YCAL).
LJ, Vol. IV, p. 391, Letter 725, To William Branford Shubrick,
From Hall, Cooperstown, July 11th, 1843

13) I remember to have heard a traveler who had been as far as Niagara, declare that
his black did nothing but roar with laughter, the first half-hour he stood confronted
with that mighty cataract. Satanstoe – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. XIV, pp. 206-207, 1845

FThere lay the Leman, broad, blue and tranquil; with its surface dotted by
sails, or shadowed by grand mountains; its shores varying from the impending
precipice, to the sloping and verdant lawn; the solemn, mysterious and glenlike valley of the Rhone; the castles, towns, villages, hamlets and towers, with
all the smiling acclivities loaded with vines, villas and churches; the remoter
pastures, out of which the brown chalets rose like subdued bas reliefs, and the
back-ground of Dents, peaks and glaciers. Taking it all together, it is one of
the most ravishing views on earth that is only too lovely for its evil-minded
tenants; a world that bears about it, in every lineament, the impression of its
divine Creator!
One of our friends used to tell an anecdote of the black servant of a visitor
at Niagara, who could express his delight, on seeing the falls, in no other way
than by peals of laughter; and perhaps I ought to hesitate to confess it, but I
actually imitated the Negro, as this glorious view broke suddenly upon me.
Mine, however, was a laugh of triumph, for I instantly discovered that my
feelings were not quite worn out, and that it was still possible to awaken
enthusiasm within me, by the sight of an admirable nature.
Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine (Cooper Edition/SUNY) , Letter
XVII, p. 168, 1836

14) We know that the distance between the cataract of Niagara and the
Massachusetts line is a large hundred leagues, and that it is as great between Sandy
Hook and the 45th parallel of latitude.
The Redskins – Kessinger Reprint, Preface, p. xiv, 1846

15) The reader may next wish to know why the wonderful events related in these
volumes have so long been hidden from the world. In answer to this we would ask if
anyone can tell how many thousands of years the waters have tumbled down the cliffs
of Niagara, or why it was that civilized men heard of the existence of this wonderful
cataract so lately as only three centuries since.
The Crater – CSPCT, Vol. 30, Preface, p. 2, 1847

16) I have been at Niagara this summer, and found it exceeding my expectations. I
was not as much struck with the grandeur of the cataract as with its surpassing beauty.
The place has few of the terrific features I had supposed, and more of the winning. I
am obliged to go to Detroit this autumn, and shall probably take another look at the
wonders.
The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, Vol. V, p.
239, Letter #909, To William Branford Shubrick, From Hall,
Cooperstown, Sept. 25th 1847

17) At the falls I hear the river is passed constantly in an iron basket, and by means of
an iron wire. last week a young lady of 17 would go over. She got into the basket, but
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as soon as she found herself suspended over the cliff, she shut both eyes and made two
trips, there and back again, without opening either eye for a moment. On landing she
began to cry, and cried like an infant, for half an hour. . . . .
Tell him [=Paul], also, they are getting up a wire over the Horse Show, and intend to
take people in a basket and suspend them within feet of the cataract, in the Mists.
The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, Vol. V, p. 371,
Letter #947, To Mrs. Cooper, From Detroit, Sunday Afternoon, June 18th
1848

18) We have heard of those who fancied that they beheld a signal instance of the hand
of the Creator in the celebrated cataract of Niagara. Such instances of the power of
the sensible and near objects to influence certain minds, only prove how much easier it
is to impress the imaginations of the dull with images that are novel, than with those
that are less apparent, though of infinitely greater magnitude. Thus it would seem to
be strange indeed, that any human being should find more to wonder at in any one of
the phenomena of the earth, than in the earth itself; or should especially stand
astonished at the might of Him who created the world, when each night brings into
view a firmament studded with other worlds, each equally the work of His hands!
We have heard of those who fancied that they beheld a signal instance of the hand
of the Creator in the celebrated cataract of Niagara.
Oak Openings, Ch. I, first sentence, p. 4/582, 1848

19) Quitting our own quiet and secluded abode in the mountains, in the pleasant
month of June, and in this current year of 1848, we descended into the valley of the
Mohawk, got into cars, and went flying by rails toward the setting sun. Well could we
remember the time when an entire day was required to pass between that point on the
Mohawk where we got on the rails, and the little village of Utica. On the present
occasion, we flew over the space in less than three hours, and dined in a town of some
fifteen thousand souls.
We reached Buffalo, at the foot of Lake Erie [#22], in about twenty hours after we
had entered the cars. This journey would have been the labor of more than a week, at
the time in which the scene of this tale occurred. Now, the whole of the beautiful
region, teeming with its towns and villages, and rich with the fruits of a bountiful
season, was almost brought into a single landscape by the rapidity of our passage.
At Buffalo, we turned aside to visit the cataract. Thither, too, we went on rails.
Thirty-eight years had passed since we had laid eyes on this wonderful fall of water.
In the intervening time we had traveled much, and had visited many of the renowned
falls of the old world, to say nothing of the great number which are to be found in
other parts of our own land. Did this visit, then, produce disappointment?
Did time, and advancing years, and feelings that had been deadened by experience,
contribute to render the view less striking, less grand, in any way less pleasing than we
had hoped to find it? So far from this, all our expectations were much more than
realized. In one particular, touching which we do not remember ever to have seen
anything said, we were actually astonished at the surpassing glory of Niagara. It was
the character of sweetness, if we can so express it, that glowed over the entire aspect
of the scene. We were less [405/406] struck with the grandeur of this cataract, than with
its sublime softness and gentleness. to water in agitation, use had so long accustomed
us, perhaps, as in some slight degree to lessen the feeling of awe that is apt to come
over the novice in such scenes; but we at once felt ourselves attracted by the
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surpassing loveliness of Niagara. The gulf below was more imposing than we had
expected to see it, but it was Italian in hue and softness, amid its wildness and
grandeur. not a drop of the water that fell down that precipice inspired terror; for
everything appeared to us to be filled with attraction and love. Like Italy itself,
notwithstanding so much that is grand and imposing, the character of softness, and
the witchery of the gentler properties, is the power we should ascribe to Niagara, in
preference to that of its majesty. We think this feeling, too, is more general than is
commonly supposed, for we find those who dwell near the cataract playing around it,
even to the very verge of its greatest fall, with a species of affection, as if they had the
fullest confidence in its rolling waters. Thus it is that we see the little steamer, the
Maid of the Mist, paddling up quite near to the green sheet of the Horse-Shoe itself,
and gliding down in the current of the vortex, as it is compelled to quite the eddies,
and come more in a line with the main course of the stream. Wires, too, are suspended
across the gulf below, and men pass it in baskets. It is said that one of these inventions
is to carry human beings over the main fall, so that the adventurer may hang
suspended in the air, directly above the vortex. In this way do men, and even women,
prove their love for the place, all of which we impute to its pervading character of
sweetness and attraction.
At Buffalo we embarked in a boat under the English flag, which is called the Canada.
this shortened our passage to Detroit by avoiding all the stops at lateral ports, and we
had every reason to be satisfied with our selection. Boat, commander, and the
attendance were such as would have done credit to any portion of the civilized world.
There were many passengers, a motley collection, as usual, from all parts of the
country.
The Oak Openings – CSPCT, Ch. XXX, pp. 326-327, Aug. 1848
•
•

*The following footnote [no. 1] is in Gleanings of Europe France. Edited
by Robert E. Spiller (New York, London, etc.: Oxford University Press,
1928), Letter XVII, 1836-1838:
“Captain Woolsey,” p. 277: “Captain Melancthon T. Woolsey, under
whose command Cooper spent the winter of 1809 at Oswego, on Lake
Ontario. They became firm friends and later visited Niagara Falls
together.” - Not in Gleaning in Europe: France - Cooper Edition, p. 199.

B) ADDITIONAL SOURCES (WITHOUT “CARARACT”):
NIAGARA FALLS
1) Willing to spare her own horses, Miss Emmerson had already sent to the city for the
keeper of a livery-stable, to come out and contract with her for a travelling carriage, to convey
her to the Falls of Niagara.
[Writing under the pseudonym of “Jane Morgan”], Tales for Fifteen –
Dodo Press Ch. IV, p. 41, 1823

2) “Remember, Julia, that you have not my permission to ask your friend until the twentieth –
we can stay but one night at Mr. miller’s, but if anna is to spend the winter in Park Place, we
will return this way from the Falls, and take her with us to the city.”
[Writing under the pseudonym of “Jane Morgan”], Tales for Fifteen –
Dodo Press Ch. VI, p. 59, 1823
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3) “Did he tell you of the pot, which tosses and roars as if the biggest of Beelzebub’s fires
was burning beneath, and of the hogs-back, over which the water pitches as it may tumble
over the Great Falls of the West!”
(The Red Rover – Cooper Edition/SUNY, Ch. I, p. 25, Nov. 1827)

4) “You have been abroad, Mrs. Bloomfield?”
“Not a foot out of my own country, scarcely a foot out of my own state. I have been at
Lake George, the Falls, and the Mountain House; and, as one does not travel in a balloon, I
saw some of the intermediate places. As for all else, I am obliged to go by report.”
(Home as Found, Ch. IV, p. 75/591, 1838)
5) On reaching our haven, I left the ship to visit the great lakes and Niagara, leaving most
of my effects with Ducie, who has promised to bring them on with himself,….
…The writing-case, containing other papers that are of interest to us both, he has promised
not to lose sight of, but it will accompany him on the same tour, as that I have just made; for,
he wishes to avail himself of this opportunity to see Niagara and the lakes, also: ….
(Home as Found, Ch. X, pp. 186-187/591, 1838)
6) “Nay, nay, you needn’t despise the Oswego Falls, neither,” put in Pathfinder; “for, though
they may not be Niagara, nor the Genessee, nor the Cahoos, nor Glenn’s, nor those on the
Canada, they are nervous enough for a new beginner.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. III, p. 49/644, Feb. / March 1840, London and
Philadelphia; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II, p. 42;
Cooper Edion/SUNY: p. 39)

7) “The great lakes, you must know, make a chain, the water passing out of one into the
other, until it reaches Erie, which is a sheet off here to the westward, as large as Ontario itself.
Well, out of Erie the water comes, until it reaches a low mountain like, over the edge of
which it passes.”
(The Pathfinder, SUNY, Ch. XII, p. 179; p. 242/644, Library of America,
Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p. 185; Cooper Edition/SUNY: p. 179; Feb. / March
1840, London and Philadelphia)

8) A dull, distant, heavy roar came down through the opening in the banks, swelling on the
currents of the air, like the deeper notes of some immense organ, and occasionally seeming to
cause the earth itself to tremble.
“That sounds like surf on some long unbroken coast!” exclaimed Cap, as a swell, deeper
than common, came to his ears.
“Ay, that is such surf as we have in this quarter of the world,” Pathfinder answered.
“There is no under-tow there, Master Cap; but all the water that strikes the rocks stays here, so
far as going back again is consarned. That is old Niagara that you hear, or this noble stream
tumbling down a mountain.”
“No one will have the impudence to pretend that this fine broad river falls over yonder
hills?”
“It does, Master Cap, it does; and all for the want of stairs, or a road to come down by.
This is natur’, as we have it up hereaway, though I daresay you beat us down on the ocean.
Ah’s me, Mabel! a pleasant hour it would be if we could walk on the shore some ten or
fifteen miles up this stream, and gaze on all that God has done there.”
“You have, then, seen the renowned falls, Pathfinder?” the girl eagerly inquired.
“I have – yes, I have; and an awful sight I witnessed at that same time.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIX, pp. 390-391/644, Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. II: pp. 294-295; Cooper Edition/SUNY: pp. 284-285; Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)
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9) “The young does sport before me; and when I raise Killdeer, in order to take a little
venison, the animals look back, and it seems as if they all had Mabel’s sweet countenance,
laughing in my face, and looking as if they said, “Shoot me if you dare!” Then I hear her soft
voice calling out among the birds as they sing; and no later than the last nap I took, I
bethought me, in fancy, of going over the Niagara, holding Mabel in my arms, rather than
part from her.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XXVIII, p. 612/644, Library of America, Leatherstocking
Tales, vol. II: pp. 458-459; Cooper Edition/SUNY: p. 445; Feb. / March 1840,
London and Philadelphia)

10) The three witches, as female negroes were then termed, ex officio, in America, opened
their throats, as was usual at that hour, and were heard singing at their labours, in a way nearly
to deaden the morning carols of the tenants of the forest. Mari’ in particular, would have
drowned the roar of the Niagara. The captain used to call her his clarion.
(Wyandotté, 1st paragraph of Ch. VI, Aug./Sept. 1843)

11) We had few families to visit in our immediate neighbourhood, it is true; and Mr.
Hardinge proposed an excursion to the Springs – the country was then too new, and the
roads too bad, to think of Niagara – but to this I would not listen.
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford, Part
1 – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. VII, p. 109, 1844)

12) “Your kinsman, John Wallingford, has been here, and I think you like him. why not pay
him a visit? He resides near Niagara, ‘West of the Bridge,’ [*] as he calls it, and you might
take the opportunity of seeing the ‘Falls.’”
*In the western part of the state New York, there are several small lakes nearly parallel to each other,
and not far asunder, with lengths that vary from fifteen to forty miles. The outlet of one of these lakes –
the Cayuga – lies in the route of the great thoroughfare to Buffaloe, and a bridge of a mile in length
was early thrown across it. From this circumstance has arisen the expression of saying, “West of the
Bridge;” meaning the fourteen counties, which include, among other districts, that which is known as
the “Genesee Country.”
(Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford, Part
2 – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. IX, p. 133, 1844)

13) Woolsey now determined to get a view of Niagara, as he did not know at what moment
he might be ordered back to the seaboard. Manning and provisioning the brig’s launch, there,
he and Mr. Cooper sailed from Oswego, late in June, 1809.
(Lives of Distinguished American Naval Officers, “Melancthon Taylor Woolsey,”
vol. I, p. 130, March and May 1846)

14) Should you ever come North you will find me no great distance from some of the most
celebrated of our waters, and ever ready to offer you the hospitalities of my roof in the
modest manner that my means will permit.
Letters and Journals, vol. V., p. 178, Letter # 885, To Charles Ètienne Arthur
Gayarré, From Hall, Cooperstown, Dec. 14, 1846

15) In the cars I found the Danas abd Louis[a?]. They had been to Niagara, where they
passed a day.
Letters and Journals, vol. V., p. 229, Letter # 906, To Mrs. Cooper, From United
States Hotel [Philadelphia], Wednesday, 11th 1847 | August

16) The rain and thaw produced another deluge; and the cliffs presented, for several hours, a
sight that might have caused Niagara to hide her head in mortification. These sublime
scenes are of frequent occurrence amid the solitudes of the earth; the occasional phenomena
of nature often surpassing in sublimity and beauty her rarest continued efforts.
(The Sea Lions – CSPCT, Ch. XXVIII, p. 295, April 1849)
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17)
Letter 1080. To William Branford Shubrick
Hall, Cooperstown, June 14th 1850
My Dear Shubrick,
My wife and I intend visiting the falls about the end of this month. Thence we shall go
to Michigan for a few days, and so home again. Altogether, we may be absent until the
middle of July.
- Letters & Journals, Vol. VI, p. 193
18)
Letter 1085. To William Branford Shubrick
Hall, Cooperstown, July 22d 1850
We – my wife and Charlotte and self – have been nearly across Michigan. We did the falls
effectually. Went in the Maid of the Mist, fairly into the spray of both falls, sheering the boat
within the Horse Shoe. I do not think there is any danger, though there is a devil of a roaring,
nor do I think the boat could be forced against the surges under the fall. I suppose we must
have been thirty fathoms from the falling sheet, except as we came up in the eddy under Goat
Island, where we must have been within half that distance. We were fairly in the spray,
however, which was like rain. The boat comes up from the Suspension Bridge, a distance of
two miles, and the scenery is beautiful. Table Rock, or what is left of it, is still the best place
to see the Falls, but the passage in the boat is the most exciting and agreeable. My wife was
delighted, and so far from being afraid, she scampered around the boat with the rest, like a
girl of sixteen.
- Letters & Journals, Vol. VI, p. 207

C) NIAGARA WITHOUT REFERENCE TO THE “FALLS”

[ - A sampling.]

1) It was thirty-three years after the interview which we have just related that an American
army was once more arrayed against the troops of England; but the scene was transferred
from Hudson’s banks to those of the Niagara.
(The Spy, 1st paragraph of Ch. XXXV, Dec. 1821)
2) Any one of our readers who has occasion to cross the Niagara may easily observe not
only the self importance, but the real estimation enjoyed by the hum blest representative of
the crown, even in that polar region of royal sunshine.
(The Pioneers – Cooper Edition, Ch. II, p. 32, 1823)

3) “When I went with sir William agin’ the French, at Fort Niagara, all the rangers used the
rifle; and a dreadful weapon it is, in the hands of one who knows how to charge it, and keep a
steady aim.”
(The Pioneers – Cooper Edition, Ch. XIII, p. 154, 1823)
4) Our cicerone [=tour guide] on this occasion, was a man who had served in America, during
the last war, as one of the corps of de Watteville. He was born in Baden, and says that a large
portion of the troops were Germans. He was in most of the battles of the Niagara, and shook
his head gravely when I hinted on the attack on Fort Erie.
(Gleanings in Europe: The Rhine - Cooper Edition/SUNY, Letter XIV, p. 138, 1836)

5) The views of the French, when they held the Canadas, extending to a union between the
northern provinces, and those they then occupied on the gulf of mexico and on the banks of
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the Mississippi, a line of posts had early been established along the great waters, and around
these several spots settlements had been made, of course, some of which dated anterior to any
of the possessions of the dutch in New York, or of the English in Pennsylvania. Thus the
country in the immediate vicinity of the Niagara river was as old, in the way of civilization,
as that in the vicinity of New York; and in many respects it had all the appearances and
advantages of its antiquity. The same was true of other points on the Canadian frontier.
Kingston, which had been called Frontenac by the French, was a town of some size, and it
enjoyed the facilities and resources that are produced by time and care. On the American
shores of all the great waters, with an immaterial exception at Detroit, the very reverse was
the case. The settlements were isolated, poor, and recent. Sackett’s Harbour was an
insignificant hamlet of a dozen houses; Oswego was but little larger, and no other place
worthy to be called a village, then existed on the American side of Lake Ontario.
(History of the Navy of the United States of America, “1812,” Ch. XVII, p. 148, May
1839)

6) Tristam Burges has come out with his monody on Lake Erie – likewise – Mackenzie –
Slidell, in the North American. The first is bombastical, sill, and absurd. I believe everybody
but Charles King laughs at it. You can form an idea of his logic by one specimen. “At onehalf past 2, the wind springing up, Capt. Elliott was enabled to bring the Niagara gallantly
into close action.” These are Perry’s words. Now, says Tristan, Perry does not say that Elliott
did bring his vessel, etc., but that he was enabled to bring the Niagara, etc. What do you
think of this for your free logic?
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, Vol. III, p. 436, Letter #551, To Mrs.
Cooper, Saturday. Oct. 19th [1839] Head’s —)

7) We have made an awful run, captain,” returned the man to whom this remark had been
addressed. “That is the French king’s ship, Lee-my-calm (Le Montcalm), and she is standing
in for the Niagara, where her owner has a garrison and a port.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XVI, p.329/644 ; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p.
250; Cooper Edition/SUNY: p. 241; Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

8) “It is wilderness until you reach the mouth of the Niagara in one direction, and Frontenac
in the other. North and west, they tell me, there is nothing but forest and prairies for a
thousand miles.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XVI, p.256/644 ; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II: p.
250; Cooper Edition/SUNY: p. 247; Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

9) Far as the eye could reach, nothing but forest was visible, not even a solitary sign of
civilization breaking in upon the uniform and grand magnificence of nature. The gale had
driven the Scud beyond the line of those forts with which the French were then endeavoring to
gird the English north American possessions; for, following the channels of communication
between the great lakes, their posts were on the banks of the Niagara, while our adventurers
had reached a point many leagues westward of that celebrated streight.
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XVIII, p.361/644 ; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II:
p. 273; Cooper Edition/SUNY: p. 264; Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

10) In other words, Jasper believed that the gallant young Frenchman, who commanded the
ship of the enemy, would quit his anchorage under the fort at Niagara, and stand up the
lake, as soon as the wind abated, in order to ascertain the fate of the Scud, keeping midway
between the two shores as the best means of commanding a broad view; ….
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIX, p.388/644 ; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II:
p. 293; Cooper Edition/SUNY: p. 283; Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)
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11) “We have now a good opportunity, at least, to reconnoiter the enemy’s post at Niagara,
brother, for such I take this fort to be,” put in the Sergeant. “Let us be all eyes in passing, and
remember that we are almost in the face of the enemy.”
(The Pathfinder, Ch. XIX, p.394/644 ; Library of America, Leatherstocking Tales, vol. II:
p. 293; Cooper Edition/SUNY: p. 284; Feb. / March 1840, London and Philadelphia)

12) Then we got under way, and crossed the lake, landing the soldiers a few miles to the
eastward of Fort Niagara.
(Ned Myers – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. V, p. 49, Nov. 1843)

13) Glad were we three tars to see the mast-heads of the shipping in the river, as we came
near the banks of the Niagara.
(Ned Myers – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. V, p. 54, Nov. 1843)

14) We lay some time in the Niagara, the commodore going to the harbor to get the Pike
ready. Captain Crane took the rest of us off Kingston, where we were joined by the
commodore, and made sail for the Niagara. . . . . Two or three days later we crossed the lake
and landed the soldiers, again, at Fort Niagara.
(Ned Myers – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. V, p. 56, Nov. 1843)

15) The fleet went in, off the Niagara, and anchored.
(Ned Myers – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. VI, first sentence of last paragraph, Nov. 1843)

16) We lay only one night off the mouth of the Niagara.
(Ned Myers – Cooper Edition/AMS, Ch. VII, p. 68, Nov. 1843)

17) This summer they went to Niagara. Here poor Stuyvesant went into a bath in the river,
fainted, fell into the water and two hours later was found dead.
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, Vol. V, p. 237, Letter #909,
To William Branford Cooper, From Hall, Cooperstown, Sept. 25th 1847)

18) The bee-hunter had taken the field in that war [=War of 1812], and had see some sharp
fighting on the banks of the Niagara.
(Oak Openings, Ch. XXX, pp. 574/582, Aug. 1848)

19) I have gained great renown. We tried the twenty guesses, three gentlemen answering my
question. At the twentieth guess, I said “It was the Suspension Bridge at Niagara.” “It
was!”
(The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper, Vol. VI, p. 122, Letter #1036,
To Mrs. Cooper, Globe, Wednesday, Jan 30th 1850)
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6) Lionel Lincoln; or, The Leaguer of Boston. Edited, with an Historical
Introduction and Explanatory Notes by Donald A. and Lucy B. Ringe. (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 1984).
7) Notions of the Americans: Picked up by a Travelling Bachelor. . Edited,
with an Historical Introduction and Textual Notes by Gary Williams. (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 1991).
8) The Deerslayer or, The First Warpath. Edited, with an Historical
Introduction and Explanatory Notes by James Franklin Beard. (Albany: State
University of New York Press, 1987).
9) The Last of the Mohicans. A Narrative of 1757. Historical introduction by
James Franklin Beard, Professor of English and Chairman, Clark University;
text established with explanatory notes by James A. Sappenfield and E. N.
Feltskog. (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1983).
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10) The Pathfinder or The Inland Sea. Edited, with an Historical
Introduction by Richard Dilworth Rust (Albany: State University of New York
Press, 1981).
11) The Pilot: A Tale of the Sea. Kay Seymour House, Professor of English
at San Francisco State University, Textual Editor and author of the historical
Introduction. (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1986).
12) The Pioneers or the Sources of the Susquehanna; A Descriptive Tale.
Edited, with an Historical Introduction and Explanatory Notes by James
Franklin Beard. (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1980).
13) The Prairie: A Tale. Edited, with an Historical Introduction, by Thomas
and Marianne Philbrick. (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1991).
14) The Red Rover. A Tale. Edited, with an Historical Introduction, by James
P. Elliott (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1985).
15) Satanstoe; or, The Littlepage Manuscripts: A Tale of a Colony.
Historical Introduction by Kay Seymour House, former Professor of English
at San Francisco State University; text established by Kay Seymour House
and Constance Ayers Denne, Professor of English, Barruch College, The City
University of New York. (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1990).
16) The Two Admirals: A Tale. Historical introduction and explanatory notes
by Professor Donald Ringe, the University of Kentucky. Textual editors:
James A. Sappenfield, Professor of English and Interim Dean of the Fine
Arts, the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, and E. N. Feltskog, Professor
of English, the University of Wisconsin, Madison. (Albany: State University of
New York Press, 1990).
17) Wyandotté, or The Hutted Knoll. A Tale.. Edited, with an Historical
Introduction, by Thomas and Marianne Philbrick. (Albany: State University of
New York Press, 1982).
B) AMS (AMS STUDIES IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY)
1) Afloat and Ashore or, The Adventures of Miles Wallingford. Parts I & II.
Edited, with an Historical Introduction, by Thomas Philbrick and Marianne
Philbrick. (New York: AMS Studies in the Nineteenth CenturyPress; no. 31,
parts 1 & 2, 2004).
2) Ned Myers or, a Life before the Mast. Historical Introduction by William
S. Dudley and Hugh Egan; Text Edited by Karen Lentz Madison and R. D.
Madison. (New York: AMS Studies in the Nineteenth CenturyPress; no. 37,
2009).
3) The Spy: A Tale of the Neutral Ground. Historical Introduction by James
P. Elliott; Explanatory Notes by James H. Pickering; Text Established by
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James P. Elliott, Lance Schachterle and Jeffrey Walker (New York: AMS
Studies in the Nineteenth CenturyPress; no. 24, 2002).
4) The Water-Witch or, The Skimmer of the Seas. Edited, with an Historical
Introduction by Thomas Philbrick and Marianne Philbrick (New York: AMS
Studies in the Nineteenth Century Press; no. 36, 2010).
V. THE MICHIGAN HISTORICAL REPRINT SERIES
(http://www.lib.umich.edu)
Cited as “Michigan Edition:”
1) J. Fenimore Cooper, The Bravo: A Tale, (New York: Hurd and Houghton,
1872 [reprinted from 1831 edition]). Reprinted by The Scholarly Publishing
Office of the University of Michigan, University Library (paperback, 9
781425 551810)
2) J. Fenimore Cooper, The Chainbearer; Or, The Littlepage Manuscripts,
(New York: Hurd and Houghton, 1872 [reprinted from 1845 edition]). Reprinted
by The Scholarly Publishing Office of the University of Michigan,
University Library (paperback, 9 781425 592349)
3) J. Fenimore Cooper, The Headsman; or, The Abbaye des Vignerons. A
Tale, (New York: W. A. Townsend & Company, 1868 [reprinted from 1833
edition]). Reprinted by The Scholarly Publishing Office of the University of
Michigan, University Library (paperback, 9 781425 559014)
4) J. Fenimore Cooper, The Heidenmauer; or, the Benedictines. A Legend
of the Rhine, (New York: Hurd and Houghton, 1868 [reprinted from 1832 edition]).
Reprinted by The Scholarly Publishing Office of the University of
Michigan, University Library (paperback, 9 781425 552701):
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=moa;idno=AAN7777
5) J. Fenimore Cooper, Precaution. A Novel, (New York: Hurd and
Houghton, 1871 [reprinted from 1820 edition]). Reprinted by The Scholarly
Publishing Office of the University of Michigan, University Library
(paperback, 9 781425 557751)
6) J. Fenimore Cooper, The Spy: A Tale of the Neutral Ground, (New York:
Hurd and Houghton, 1870 [reprinted from 1821 edition]). Reprinted by The
Scholarly Publishing Office of the University of Michigan, University
Library (paperback, 9 781425 560508)
7) J. Fenimore Cooper, The Waterwitch; Or, The Skimmer of the Seas; A
Tale, (New York: George P. Putnam & Co., 1852 [reprinted from 1830 edition]).
Reprinted by The Scholarly Publishing Office of the University of
Michigan, University Library (paperback, 9 781425 551438)
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VI. DODO PRESS
James Fenimore Cooper, writing under the pseudonym of “Jane
Morgan,” Tales for Fifteen ; or, Imagination and Heart (New York: C.
Wiley, 3 Wall Street J. Seymour, printer, 1823)
VII. LIBERTY CLASSICS
James Fenimore Cooper, The American Democrat with an Introduction by
H. L. Mencken. From the Alfred A. Knopf 1931 edition. Cf. p.. vi: “The
American Democrat was originally published in 1838 by H. and E. Phinney at
Cooperstown, New York. That edition bore the sub-title “or Hints on the
Social and Civic Relations of the United States of America.”
VIII. LETTERS & JOURNALS
1) 53 Ebooks of James Fenimore Cooper, CD #1: Correspondence, vol. I and
Correspondence, vol. II. The 1922 edition of Cooper’s correspondence is of great
value because it includes letters Cooper received, not merely letters Cooper wrote.
As the pdf-files are scans of the original 1922 edition, the pagination is correct.
Correspondence of James Fenimore Cooper, edited by his grandson James
Fenimore Cooper, Volumes One and Two (London - Humphrey Milford –
Oxford University Press, 1922).
2) The Letters and Journals of JAMES FENIMORE COOPER [=L&J] ed. James
Franklin Beard, 6 vols., 1800-1851. (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 1960-1968). A supplement containing additional unpublished letters
that have since been located is apparently envisioned. Letters from and to Cooper’s
family would also enhance (and expand) L&J. An Ebook of L&J would greatly
simplify research.

OF PARTICULAR INTEREST AND ONLY RECENTLY PUBLISHED:
IX. CAMBRIDGE SCHOLARS PUBLISHING CLASSIC TEXTS (=CSPCT)
James Fenimore Cooper: The Complete Works, in 48 paperback volumes (Newcastle
upon Tyne, March 2010): http://www.c-s-p.org//Flyers/James-Fenimore-Cooper-The-Complete-Works1-4438-1366-4.htm Although subject to numerous, but
generally minor, printing blunders, apparently due to a woeful lack of proofreading,
the newly published Complete Works is nonetheless both accessible to all and not
prohibitively priced. It is the only recent “complete edition” on the market. The
volumes are not mere photostats, which in many instances can be illegible or marked
with notes or not properly centered on the page, but instead represent a printed edition
with clear, easy-to-read type. Unfortunately, due to the vexing printing errors,
possibly due to unexamined OCR scans (e.g., the “cl” of “clear” misread as the “d” of
“dear”), the new edition is already in need of revision. Its greatest advantage, in this
analyst’s opinion, lies in its accessibility and its scope.
In spite of the aforesaid hurdles, the “Language Comparison” has not refrained from
references to “Cambridge Scholars,” particularly should no corresponding work from
the Cooper Edition have yet been published.
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The above-listed website provides the following information as to the edition’s source:
The Works have all been newly typeset for this edition. Most of the texts (Ned
Myers and the novels except Tales for Fifteen and Autobiography Of a PocketHandkerchief) have been taken from the "Iroquois Edition" (New York and
London: G. P. Putnam's Sons, not dated, 33 vols.). The remainder are chiefly
from print editions now in the public domain, except for "A Letter to my
Countrymen," "The Chronicles of Cooperstown," "Pas de Bateaux à
Vapeur―Une Vision," "Review of the Somers Mutiny Courtmartial," "Upside
Down; or the World in Petticoats," "The Lake Gun," "New York" and "Old
Ironsides," for which the source texts are the electronic versions kindly
provided by the James Fenimore Cooper Society.
X. SOME ADDITIONAL SOURCES CONSULTED
A) FAMILY
1) James Fenimore Cooper [the author’s grandson], The Legends of a Northern
County (New York and London: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1921).
2) Susan Fenimore Cooper [the author’s eldest daughter]: notes in Pages and
Pictures, from the Writings of James Fenimore Cooper (Secaucus, N. J.: Castle
Books, 1980 reprint).
B) NON-FAMILY
1) George Dekker, Dept. of English, Stanford University, and John P. McWilliams,
Dept. of English, University of California, Berkeley, Editors, Fenimore Cooper: The
Critical Heritage, (London and Boston: Routledge & Kegan, 1973).
2) Wayne Franklin (Professor of English and Director of American Studies at the
University of Connecticut), James Fenimore Cooper: The Early Years (New Haven
and London: Yale University Press, 2007) & James Fenimore Cooper: The Later
Years (New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2017).
3) Jeffrey Walker, Editor, Reading Cooper, Teaching Cooper (New York: AMS
Press, Inc., AMS Studies in the Nineteenth Century, No. 43, 2007).

4) The James Fenimore Cooper Society Home Page: Articles and Papers
about Cooper & The James Fenimore Cooper Society Journal
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